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“Be ruled by time, the wisest counselor of all.”
—Plutarch (~46–120 AD)

Greek essayist and biographer
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Reading this book will not necessarily make you a better student of life. It will,
however, help you to see, to hear, and to observe “that” which would otherwise
escape your attention. In the present context, “that” represents the rhythms of life,
which occur within us and around us. 

This book has been written for students and others, including teachers in the life
sciences, clinical personnel, biomedical researchers, and the general public, who
are interested in the topic of biological rhythms. It is not a comprehensive treatise,
but a “primer” that serves to introduce individuals to the important and fascinat-
ing topic regarding the rhythmic changes that affect all living organisms. During
the more than three decades that we have been engaged in research and teaching
the subject of biological rhythms, our students have depleted the available supply
of different books1 that provided supplemental reading material for these courses.
Discussions with students, colleagues, and others often led to the question “Where
can I find out more about this topic?” Faced with such a situation, we embarked
upon the journey of writing this book, first putting fingers to the keyboard in the
fall of 1998. Since biological rhythms are a fundamental property of all life and
encompass a wide range of frequencies, from seconds to a century or more, we
chose to write a book that is broad in scope, covers all major groups of organisms,
and discusses rhythms with periods that span the ultradian, circadian, and infra-
dian domains. 

In many educational institutions, a biological rhythms course serves as an elec-
tive for satisfying a science requirement, as a seminar or for continuing education
credit. Even for those who are outside the academic disciplines, the book serves
as a primer that introduces the major characteristics of biological rhythms, cites
scientific results and references, and discusses the implications and applications
of rhythms. Essays provide in-depth historic and other background information
that relate to the main topics. 

1 E. Bünning (1958) The Physiological Clock. Berlin: Springer-Verlag.

Moore-Ede MC, Sulzman FM, Fuller CA. (1982). The Clocks That Time Us. Physiology
of the Circadian Timing System. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
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We trust that the following pages will serve as an easy to understand book that
will enlighten and involve the novice, while being sufficiently technical and
detailed for the experienced professional. The book includes a unique chapter on
self-monitoring of one’s own rhythms (autorhythmometry), which has been one
of the more fascinating topics for our students in helping them to develop a greater
understanding of the characteristics and role of biological rhythms in the tempo-
ral organization of their own lives.

Rather than focus on a few specialized areas, our aim has been to provide a
book that broadly covers the field of biological rhythms, without the pretext of
being completely comprehensive. For this reason, we may have overlooked cer-
tain topics or missed citing some key references. If we did not delve deeply
enough into an area, we trust that the material presented will sufficiently intrigue
the reader to seek out additional information. 

New information on molecular clocks, genes, and pathways continues to accu-
mulate at a rapid pace, as do findings from chronotherapy (timing of medications),
investigations into sleep and its disorders, the clinical relevance of melatonin, and
the effects of excess light or unusual lighting schedules on the health and survival
of organisms, including humans. Names of authors and key words in the refer-
ences cited provide a starting point for the search for additional information or
clarification on topics of further interest.

Finally, while we have tried to be as conscientious as possible in citing and
writing about topics and facts contained herein, an error now and then might have
occurred. In spite of the eyes of many, any such errors that slipped by our atten-
tion are entirely our responsibility. We certainly welcome comments from the
readers on any aspect of this book. 

June 2005 Willard L. Koukkari
Robert B. Sothern
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1
The Study of Biological Rhythms 

1

“Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time,
for that’s the stuff life is made of.”
—Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790)

American Statesman & Philosopher

Introduction

How could you tell if a person is alive or dead? Chances are that your answer will
depend upon the presence or absence of a rhythm, the beating of the heart. Bio-
logical rhythms are inherent to life itself and can be detected by all the senses. We
can see them, hear them, feel them, smell them, and we may even taste evidence
of them (Figure 1.1). Perhaps the sense of time itself could be considered a sixth
sense. In many ways we can sense how long a time has elapsed since some occur-
rence was last noted, as well as the time of day, time of month, and time of year
from cues all around us (Hering, 1940; Binkley, 1990). Life moves in synchrony
to the beat of clocks and calendars, some outside the body and some within the
very cells of all living things. Rhythms are among the common strands from
which the web of life itself is spun.

By definition, a rhythm is a change that is repeated with a similar pattern.
Humans, like all other organisms that inhabit this Earth, have a rhythmic order
underlying life. Actually, change, not constancy, is the norm for life and the rhythmic
timing of change makes predictability a reality. For example, throughout each 24-h
day, leaves change their orientation (Figure 1.2), human body temperature rises and
falls (Figure 1.3), fungi time their sporulation (Figure 1.4), and activity levels fluctu-
ate (Figure 1.5). These rhythmic changes of life represent only a small segment of an
enormous network of biological rhythms, passed on from one generation to the next. 

All known variables of life, be they levels of potassium ions in a cell, stages of
sleep, or the opening and closing of flowers, have either directly or indirectly been
found to display rhythms. Furthermore, adaptations of organisms for survival rel-
ative to geophysical cycles, such as the solar day, seasons, and tides, attest to the
evolution of the genetic aspects of certain types of rhythmic timing. The objective
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FIGURE 1.1. Rhythms can be
detected by the five senses: sight
(migrations, plant movements,
insect emergence); sound (roost-
ers crowing or hens clucking,
nocturnal activity of rodents,
cricket chirping); touch (feeling
sleepy, taking a pulse or feeling
an insect bite at certain times of
the day); smell (aromas from
plants); and taste (starch vs.
sugar in apple or corn; availabil-
ity of Palolo worms near Pacific
Islands). 
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FIGURE 1.2. Change in orientation of velvetleaf (Abutilon theophrasti) under a 24-h
light–dark (LD) schedule. The relative position of a leaf at different times is shown under
a schedule of 13 h of light (09:00–22:00 h) followed by 11 h of darkness (dark bars). Inset
illustrates position of the blade in degrees from horizontal (�0�). Data obtained by video
monitor in our lab.
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human body temperature during
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zontal dark bars). Subject �
healthy man (RBS, age 20 years)
(Sothern, unpublished).

FIGURE 1.4. Fungi (Neurospora crassa) growth and spore formation is circadian-rhythmic
in constant conditions. Rhythmic spore (conidia) formation in Neurospora crassa can be
observed when cultured on a nutritive medium in a glass tube. Inoculation was at left end
of the tube, with the start of spore formation repeating at 24-h intervals (shown as bumps
about every 24 h). Inset photo courtesy of Van D. Gooch, University of Minnesota-Morris.



of this chapter is to briefly introduce the topic of biological rhythms by empha-
sizing the commonality, presence, and importance of the subject in nearly every
facet of life, as well as its status as an integrating discipline of biology.

A Time for Everything

The rhythmic nature of life influences the very existence of organisms, commenc-
ing before conception and extending beyond death. Rhythms may be the most
ubiquitous, yet overlooked, phenomena of life (Luce, 1970). They are such an
integral part of life that the absence or perturbation of specific oscillations (e.g.,
brain waves and heart beats) in humans and other animals is used in the practice
of medicine to distinguish between life and death, as well as between illness and
good health (Figures 1.6 and 1.7). How organisms respond to certain chemicals,
be they drugs or house dust, insecticides or herbicides, or any of a long list of
agents is often time dependent (Table 1.1), with effects more pronounced at cer-
tain times than others. In some cases, what may be beneficial at one time may be
noneffective or lethal at another. Even the perception of pain, be it disease-related
(e.g., from headache, arthritis) or experimentally induced (e.g., by heat or cold or
electrical stimuli), often shows a daily rhythm (Labrecque, 1992).

4 1. The Study of Biological Rhythms

FIGURE 1.5. Comparison of
activity in animals and position
of leaves in plants over 24 h.
Diurnal animals, such as humans
and birds, are active during the
day, while nocturnal animals,
such as hamsters and rodents, are
at rest (top panel). At night, the
reverse happens and while 
the diurnal animals are at rest,
the nocturnal animals, such as the
hamster and rat, are active (bot-
tom panel). Also, the orientation
of leaves changes from the hori-
zontal during the day to the verti-
cal at night.
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FIGURE 1.6. Diagram illustrating (A) the human heart and the specialized cardiac conduc-
tion system composed of the sinus node (SA), atrioventricular node (AV), right and left atrial
(RA and LA) chambers, and the right and left ventricles (RV and LV). A small electrical cur-
rent propagates from the sinus node through the atrial muscle to the AV node, which, after a
short delay (usually 0.12 s), is transmitted to the ventricles. The electrical events cause both
atrial and ventricular contraction. To record the electrical signals from the heart, electrodes
are placed on the surface of the body at specific locations (e.g., right arm and left leg). The
signals collected in this manner are amplified, and recorded on charts. This recording is
called an electrocardiogram (ECG). (B) A record of an electrical cycle from a single lead (pair
of electrodes). P � atrial electrical activity (depolarization), QRS complex defines the depo-
larization of ventricles; and T wave signifies repolarization of ventricles. (C) Three panels of
ECGs (provided by Ann Dunnigan) illustrating their use in the diagnosis of normal as well as
abnormal rhythms. Panel 1: Normal sinus rhythm rate (rate 75 beats per minute [bpm]); Panel
2: abnormally fast regular rhythm at rate of �l75 bpm; Panel 3: Abnormally slow rhythm
where atria do not communicate with ventricles, called complete heart block. In Panel 3,
sinus node rate (“P”) is normal (75 bpm), while ventricular rate is abnormal (40 bpm).



The concept of timing in relation to life and death is not of recent origin, as can
be noted in the biblical book of Ecclesiastes 3:2–3:

To everything there is a season and a time to every purpose under heaven: a time to be
born and a time to die; a time to plant and a time to pluck up that which is planted; a
time to kill and a time to heal; a time to break down and a time to build up … .

The rhythmic nature of birth1 (Figure 1.8), morbidity (presence of disease), and
mortality2 are widely documented in the scientific literature. While these are but a
few of the many examples of daily changes, there are seasonal differences as well,
which show an annual rhythm in these same events (Figure 1.9). Even the com-
mon things that we are aware of, such as the migration of birds (Gwinner, 1977,
2003), or the less common events, such as the germination of seeds in certain
species, display an annual rhythm (Bünning & Mussle, 1951).

Three Rhythm Domains 

Much of the early work on biological rhythms focused on cycles in which the
period was 24 h. These rhythms are referred to as circadian rhythms because
they reoccur with a period of 24 h during usual light–dark conditions, and can

6 1. The Study of Biological Rhythms

FIGURE 1.7. Diagram illustrating
dorsal views of the brain (A) and
scalp showing the position of
electrodes (B), and two elec-
troencephalograms (EEG). Left:
Normal brain EEG measuring
electrical potential difference
with respect to time shows poste-
rior “alpha rhythm.” Right:
Abnormal EEG in a young
patient with epilepsy shows
abnormal high amplitude dis-
charges during a seizure. EEG
panels provided by Mark
Koukkari.

1 Results from a classic study which summarized rhythms in human natality based upon the
hourly incidence of 207,918 spontaneous labors and 2,082,453 natural births (Smolensky
et al., 1972) showed that the onset of labor and birth under usual circumstances was most
frequent between midnight and 06:00 h.

2 Sudden cardiac death (Willich et al., 1987) and cerebral infarction (stroke) or hemorrhage
(Marshall, 1977) are more prevalent between midnight and 06:00 h.
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TABLE 1.1. Examples of time-dependent responses of organisms to various chemicals.
Chemical Organism Comments Reference

Ethanol Human Blood levels greater at 07:00 h; Reinberg et al.,
poorer performance after 19:00 1975
and 23:00 h

Histamine Human Greater reaction of lungs or skin Reinberg et al.,
near midnight 1969

House dust Human Bronchial hyperreactivity greater Gervais et al.,
during nighttime than daytime 1977

Lidocaine (anesthetic) Human Duration of anesthesia in teeth and Reinberg &  
skin longer in mid-afternoon Reinberg, 1977

Theophylline Human Sustained-release dose at 20:00 h Reinberg et al.,
(asthmatic drug) better than 08:00 h in controlling 1987

nocturnal dip in lung function
Corticosteroids Human Once-daily dosing of inhaled steroid Pincus et al.,

between 15:00 and 17:30 h 1997
optimal for asthma control

Pentobarbital (anesthetic) Rat Duration of anesthesia longer in Scheving et al.,
early dark (activity) 1968

Pentobarbital (anesthetic) Mouse Maximal mortality in early dark Bruguerolle et al.,
(activity) 1988

Arabinosyl cytosine Mouse Increased tolerance in mid-light Haus et al., 1972
(anticancer drug) (resting)

Dichlorvos (insecticide) Cockroach Greatest toxicity in early dark Eesa et al., 1987
Bentazon (herbicide) Velvetleaf Less injury near middle of the light Koukkari &  

span Johnson, 1979
Glyphosate and Weeds Maximum control at midday Martinson et al.,

glufosinate (herbicides) 2002

continue with a period close to 24.0 h when the organism is isolated from exter-
nal cues. Thus, periods of about (circa) a day (dies) are present when organisms
are isolated from environmental 24-h cycles, such as the alternating light and
darkness of the solar day, and/or changes in temperature. This “free-running”
period is an important characteristic of a circadian rhythm. In addition, the
period is relatively consistent over a range of temperatures (temperature com-
pensation). These and other characteristics are discussed more extensively in
Chapter 2 on General Features of Rhythms.

While the circadian rhythms represent the dominant cycle that has been studied
relative to the activities of humans and other organisms, cycles having periods
shorter or longer than circadian, such as 90-min or seasonal cycles, are also
important. Biological cycles that have periods less than 20 h are called ultradian
rhythms, while cycles with periods longer than 28 h are called infradian rhythms.
Depending upon the variable, infradian periods can be measured in weeks,
months, years (circannual), and longer. Collectively, these three rhythmic
domains comprise a network or web of rhythmic oscillations that in many ways
can be likened to the various chemical pathways that perform different functions,
but occur simultaneously within the same organelle or cell. 

The range of periods for biological rhythms is broad, extending from cycles
that are measured in milliseconds to cycles that are over 100 years in length. Some



examples illustrating the diversity in periods and types of variables are presented
in Table 1.2 (ultradian and circadian domains) and Table 1.3 (infradian domain).
Multiyear cycles, such as the emergence of the periodical cicada (Magicicada
spp.) every 13 years in the south and midwestern USA or every 17 years in the
northeastern USA, the 8- to 10-year population cycles of the ruffed grouse
(Bonasa umbellus) in Minnesota, and the 15- to 120-year cycles in flowering of
various species of bamboo, are among the spectacular rhythmic events found in
nature that are little understood.

8 1. The Study of Biological Rhythms

FIGURE 1.9. Monthly cardiac mortality shows circannual rhythm in the northern and south-
ern hemispheres. A greater proportion of overall annual deaths from heart disease occurs in
the winter for each hemisphere (redrawn from Smolensky et al., 1972).
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FIGURE 1.8. Comparison of the
circadian (circa � about, dies �
day) waveform for the onset of
labor and birth in humans, illus-
trating a natural sequence of
events beginning with a peak in
the onset of labor early in the
night (dark bar) followed by a
peak in natural births early in the
morning. Hourly incidence of
onset of �200,000 spontaneous
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Implications of Body Clocks

We have become a “clock driven” society, one that arranges time according to
the demands of a commercial or industrial complex often fostered by profit
and/or leisure, rather than arranging time so that our internal body clocks are in
synchrony with the natural environment of this “clockwork Earth.” Accidents,
catastrophes, and illnesses are inevitable when the time cycle of society does
not heed the biological rules that underlie the rhythms of humans or other
organisms.3 For example, the reason that many traffic accidents occur during
night and early morning hours is not only due to the difficulty in seeing in
reduced light, but also to a decline in the alertness of the driver who is trying to
overcome the physiological urge to sleep. Alertness is but one of the many per-
formance variables that are under rhythmic control (Figure 1.10). It may be no
coincidence that some of the major industrial catastrophes of our time were not
related to weather, but were associated with erratic work–rest schedules and
fatigue (see Essay 1.1). 

Essay 1.1 (by RBS): Accidents and Catastrophes 

Four major industrial accidents that gained worldwide attention were each attributed to
human error due to shift-work and its accompanying fatigue. The methyl isocyanate
chemical accident in Bhopal, India, nuclear accidents at 3-Mile Island in the USA and
in Chernobyl in the Ukraine, and the oil spill from the tanker Exxon Valdez in Alaska,
all occurred at night (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1985; Moore-Ede, 1993). The nuclear
accidents resulting in the release of radioactive gases occurred at 3-Mile Island at 04:00
h on March 28, 1979 and at 01:23 h in Chernobyl on April 26, 1986. The Exxon Valdez
accident resulting in an environmentally catastrophic oil spill, occurred at 00:04 h on
March 24, 1989, while the gas leak in Bhopal occurred at 00:56 h on December 3, 1984.
All of these accidents occurred after midnight and were determined to be the result of
operator error due to poor work–rest schedules, monotony, and fatigue. Interestingly,
while hundreds of villagers and thousands of cattle in Bhopal died as they slept when
the gas cloud swept over them, night-shift workers in the chemical plant, and nocturnally
active rats observed scurrying around dead bodies all survived with little, if any, ill-effects
from the toxic gas. Presumably, due to internal circadian time (stage) and not the external
clock time, they were less susceptible to the toxic effects of the gas during the activity
portion of their circadian sleep–wake cycle: rats are naturally active during the night,
while the workers were in the active portion of their shifted circadian cycle.

Another less well-known, but major disaster occurred in western Canada on February
8, 1986 at 08:41 h, when a freight train going 94 km/h collided head-on with a passenger
train going 78 km/h, killing 23 people and causing over $30 million in damages (Smiley,
1990). Weather was not a factor, nor was there any hardware error; a red light was
ignored by the engineer of the freight train and no brake application was made. The night
before the accident, the freight engineer slept only 3.5 h, while the brakeman slept only
5 h before their train departed at 06:25 AM. Both had worked irregular schedules during

3 This statement does not refer to the popular pseudoscience notion that good days and bad
are based upon birth date (see discussion on Biorhythm Theory in Chapter 10).
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the previous month, with the engineer finishing a 6-h run at 23:30 h the night before. It
was concluded that the number one factor underlying this catastrophe was human error
brought on by the interaction between 24-h biologic rhythms and lengthy, irregular
work–rest schedules, and consequent negative effects on alertness and performance of
the freight crew.

The broad and interesting topic of the applications and implications of rhythms
in society as concerns both humans and organisms in their environment will be
discussed in Chapter 10 on Society.

Chronobiology: An Integrating Discipline

The study of biological rhythms, known as chronobiology, is an integrating
discipline that has been ranked parallel with the more classical disciplines of
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development, genetics, and evolution (Ehret, 1980). All four of these disciplines
span the structural levels of organization from molecules to ecosystems. A com-
parison among the four disciplines in regard to duration and episodic designation
is presented in Table 1.4. The inclusion of chronobiology in formulating questions
and hypotheses that lend themselves to experimentation now provides a broad
unifying approach that extends from single-celled organisms to higher plants and
animals. This can be seen by the continuing annual increase in the number of
published scientific papers, which are accruing in the thousands per year since the
late 1960s, and can be found in an online literature search4 that uses circadian and
other rhythm domain terms as key words (Figure 1.11). 

Historically, the interdisciplinary nature of chronobiology was evident even in
the composition of the small group of seven individuals who met in August 1937
in Sweden to create the first international organization focusing on the study of
biological rhythms.5 Of the three review papers presented at this conference that
were of a more theoretical nature, one was based upon plant rhythms (by Anthonia
Kleinhoonte from Holland), the second focused on animal rhythms (by Hans
Kalmus from England), and the third dealt with human rhythms (by Arthur Jores
from Germany) (Jores, 1938, 1975) (cf. Kalmus, 1974).6

TABLE 1.4. A comparison among the four disciplines of biology relative to
duration and episodic designation (cf. Ehret, 1980).
Discipline Period or duration Episodic designation

Biological rhythms Less than a second to years Existence
Development Seconds to years Life span
Genetics Minutes to years Dynasty
Evolution Hours to years Age

4 The online search engine PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/) was used for
this literature search of articles indexed at the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation of the National Library of Medicine. There are hundreds of additional papers on
rhythms in books, meeting proceedings, and journals, some of which can be found with
other online search engines (e.g., Medline, BIOSIS, AGRICOLA).

5 The next meeting of the International Society for the Study of Biological Rhythms was
held with 12 participants in Holland just before World War II. The third meeting took
place in Hamburg, Germany in 1949, with 50 participants. This organization changed its
name to the International Society for Chronobiology at its first meeting in the USA in
1971 and included several hundred participants. There are now numerous societies study-
ing rhythmic phenomena, including the American Association of Medical Chronobiology
and Chronotherapeutics; the European Pineal Society; the European Society for Chrono-
biology; Groupe d’Etude des Rhythmes Biologiques; Societa Italiana di Cronobiologia;
the Japanese Society for Chronobiology, the Society for Light Treatment and Biological
Rhythms; the Society for Research on Biological Rhythms; the Mediterranean Society for
Chronobiology; among others.

6 For historical notes see Bulletin du Groupe d’Etude des Rythmes Biologiques (1989) 21(1)
(1er trimestre); and Cambrosio A, Keating P. (1983) Social Studies of Science 13: 323–353.
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7 Any point on a rhythmic pattern relative to a fixed reference point can be a phase. The
time of a peak or trough relative to local midnight are two commonly used phases. In
many laboratory studies, the zero point coincides with the start of the light span (e.g., cir-
cadian time), rather than midnight. 

Chapters in This Book

In this book, chapters have been prepared around main topics on biological
rhythms. However, in some cases there is considerable overlap of material among
chapters, which is unavoidable due to the ubiquity of the topic. Biological
rhythms have a number of unique characteristics and terms that will be introduced
in a separate chapter, and referred to throughout the book. Some of these charac-
teristics, such as the stability of the period of circadian rhythms and how their
phase7 can be shifted, have been incorporated into models to better understand the
mechanisms of timing (see Chapter 5 on Models) and how they contribute to the
temporal organization of life. Clocks, calendars, and units of time that arose from
cycles in the natural environment are described and compared with internal bio-
logical clocks in Chapter 3 on Time. 

The rhythmic interactions between living things and the things that make
them live are complex. Some are easily observed and/or measured, whereas oth-
ers can be examined only indirectly by specific assays, images, or mathematical
interpretations. How the rhythmic nature of life is best observed and monitored,
as well as how data can be analyzed for rhythm characteristics, represent chap-
ter topics (autorhythmometry, analyzing data) that help provide a basic under-
standing of biological rhythms. Because there is often a direct relationship
between the internal rhythms of an organism and the external rhythms of the
environment, the topic of photoperiodism, which focuses upon the response of
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organisms (be they plant or animal) to given durations and times of light and
darkness over the seasons, is included as a chapter. Chapters that deal with tidal
and lunar rhythms, sexuality and reproduction, natural resources and agricul-
ture, society, and clinical and veterinary medicine, describe from a practical
perspective how knowledge of biological rhythms applies to, or affects, nearly
all aspects of life.

Take-Home Message

Biological rhythms are common phenomena of life and are found in all major
groups of organisms, but are often overlooked. The length of time required to
repeat a rhythmic cycle is called the period, a characteristic that has been used to
categorize rhythms into three major groups: circadian (20–28 h), ultradian
(�20 h), and infradian (�28 h). Circadian rhythms are usually synchronized by
cyclic changes in light and darkness and/or temperature. When isolated from such
environmental cues, the rhythm continues (free-runs), but usually with a period
slightly longer or shorter than precisely 24.0 h. Some typical examples of biolog-
ical variables for rhythms include (a) circadian: body temperature in humans and
leaf movements of plants; (b) ultradian: brain waves of humans and twining of
movements of bean shoots; and (c) infradian: the menstrual cycle of human
females and the annual germination of certain seeds.
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2
General Features of Rhythms:
Terminology and Characteristics

“What is time, then? If nobody asks me, I know; 
if I have to explain it to someone who has asked me,

I do not know.”
—St. Augustine (354–430), Christian philosopher & church father

Introduction

In order to best understand the characteristics of biological rhythms, like the pre-
requisites for most disciplines in biology, one must be familiar with the use of cer-
tain terms that are used. In the case of biological rhythms, the discipline is known
as chronobiology, a term introduced in the mid-1960s to unify the study of tem-
poral characteristics of biological phenomena (Halberg, 1969; Cambrosio &
Keating, 1983). Some of the more common terms used in chronobiology to
describe rhythms are presented in a glossary in Table 2.1. 

Because words such as rhythm, period, phase, and amplitude are so basic, the
first objective of this chapter is to define or describe how these terms apply to all
rhythms, be they biological, physical, or strictly mathematical. They are often
expressed in numerical units, such as time or angular degrees, and provide a way
to categorize biological rhythms (e.g., Is a cycle completed in approximately 90
min, 1 day, or 1 year?). We also discuss the use of the term circadian and how the
length of the day has changed over the history of the Earth.

The second objective is to introduce the genetic basis of biological rhythms and
discuss the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the brain as a master circadian
clock and the role of melanopsin in retinal ganglia in perceiving light for syn-
chronization to alterations in external light and dark. 

The third objective is to discuss the characteristics that distinguish biological
rhythms from other types of rhythms. Included here will be discussions on three
categories or domains of rhythms (ultradian, circadian, and infradian) and
responses of their amplitude (damping) and/or phase (phase-shifting) to changes in
the environment. Environmental factors that superficially alter or enhance endoge-
nous characteristics (e.g., the waveform) of a rhythm, known as masking, will also
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be discussed, as will the need of a cyclic environment (e.g., light alternating with
darkness) for the normal development and synchronization of various organisms.

A final objective is to encourage you to observe firsthand some rhythms in the
movements of stems and leaves of a bean plant. Darwin observed and described
the rhythmic movements of plants and so can you! In some simple experiments,
you can easily measure both ultradian and circadian rhythms of a bean plant and
obtain firsthand knowledge about a period, amplitude, and phase.

Details of a Rhythm 

Many individuals first encounter the term rhythm in the context of music, the rep-
etition or recurrence of note values or beats (meter). In this book, a rhythm is
defined as a change that is repeated with a similar pattern, probability, and period.

TABLE 2.1. A glossary of some terminology used in chronobiology.
Term Definition or description 

Acrophase Peak of a mathematical curve fit to data. Units (time or degrees) expressed as
the lag from a reference point (e.g., midnight, L-onset)

Aliasing Detection of a false period that is longer than the underlying true period due 
to long time intervals between successive measurements

Amplitude Distance from rhythmic mean to the peak or to the trough of a mathematical 
model (e.g., cosine) used to approximate a rhythm

Biological Rhythm Changes in a biological variable that recur with a similar pattern and 
systematic interval (period)

CC Constant environmental conditions
Circadian Time Time that spans the circadian period in relation to the LD regimen under 

synchronized conditions; zero time (00:00 h) usually corresponds to the 
start of the light span

Cycle A recurring pattern
Damping Decrease in amplitude of a rhythm over time
DD Continuous darkness
Domains See Table 2.2 (e.g., circadian, ultradian, and  infradian)
Entrainment Coupling of the period and phase of a biological rhythm (e.g., circadian) 

with another cycle (e.g., 24 h solar day)
Free-running Desynchronization of the period of a biological  rhythm from the period of a 

known environmental synchronizer (e.g., LD); status of a rhythm under 
constant conditions (absence of synchronizers)

Frequency (f) The number of cycles per unit of time; the reciprocal of the period (f � 1/τ)
LD Light span followed by a Dark span (e.g., LD 12:12 � 12 h  of L followed by

12 h D)
LL Continuous illumination
Masking Superficial change of rhythm characteristics (e.g., amplitude) by external 

environmental conditions
Period (τ) Duration of one complete rhythmic cycle
Phase Indicates the location in time for a value within a rhythm
Phase–shift A change in the timing of the phase a rhythm to occur earlier or later
Synchronizer Environmental signal or cycle that entrains a biological rhythm (e.g., sets the

(Zeitgeber) phase and/or period)



If the variable that changes is biological and endogenous (driven from within, as
opposed to simply a response to the environment), the observed oscillation can be
objectively referred to as a biological rhythm. When biological variables display
a rhythm,1 such as the movements of leaves on a plant or the changes in body tem-
perature of a human, three features are often used to describe the rhythm. These
characteristic features are the period, amplitude, and phase (Figure 2.1). Each can
be expressed in numerical units, thus providing a means to quantify the rhythm. 

Period and Frequency

The period (τ) represents the time required to complete a cycle. It may range from
milliseconds to more than a century. Frequency (f) is the number of cycles in a
unit of time and is the reciprocal of the period (f � 1/τ). For example, a leaflet that
moves up and down four times each hour displays a frequency of four cycles per
hour, which is the same as a period of 15 min. Throughout this book we will usu-
ally refer to the period.

Circadian Domain 

Biological rhythms are usually distinguished or grouped in reference to the length
of their period (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2). The daily movements of the leaves of a
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FIGURE 2.1. Terminology used for rhythms under synchronized and free-running conditions.
A reduction in amplitude during free-running conditions, such as continuous illumination
(LL), is a process called damping. Units of time (e.g., hours) are often labeled along the hor-
izontal X axis (abscissa) and units of measure (e.g., grams) along the Y axis (ordinate).

1 Sometimes the term overt rhythm is used to describe changes in the variable being
observed (e.g., running activity, body temperature, etc.).



bean plant and the daily changes in the body temperature of humans are classic
examples of variables that display rhythms close to 24 h, and are classified as cir-
cadian rhythms.2

The reason for emphasizing the word circa is the fact that although the period is
24 h under “normal” synchronizing environmental conditions of alterations
between day and night of light and/or temperature, it is only approximately 24 h
when organisms are isolated from these external cycles. For instance, the body
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2 The word diel (pronounced like the word dial) is sometimes used, especially in the stud-
ies of aquatic animals, to indicate a 24-h daily rhythm.

FIGURE 2.2. Spectrum of biologi-
cal oscillations compared with
the electromagnetic spectrum
from light to sound. Note: The
terminology for “shorter” begins
with “ultra” and for “longer”
begins with “infra” for the two
spectra.

TABLE 2.2. Examples of domains used to categorize biological rhythms 
according to period.a

Domain Period

Ultradian �20 h
Circadian 20–28 h
Infradian �28 h
Circaseptan 7 � 3 days
Circatrigintan 30 � 5 days
Circasemiannual ~6 months
Circannual 1 year � 2 months
Infrannual �1 year
Semitidal 12.4 h
Tidal 24.8 h
Lunar 29.53 days

aUltradian, circadian, and infradian represent the three broad domains often
used in categorizing rhythms. For example, a circannual rhythm is also an
infradian rhythm.

Biological 
Oscillations

ULTRADIAN

CIRCADIAN

INFRADIAN

ULTRASOUND

INFRASOUND

AUDIBLE SOUND

Physical 
Oscillations

ULTRAVIOLET 
LIGHT

VISIBLE LIGHT

INFRARED 
LIGHT

1 sec

1 min

1 hour

1 day

1 week

month
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1 year
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0.5 week

Frequency

1 x 109  sec

1 x 101  sec

1 x 105  sec

4 x 1017 sec

8 x 1014  sec

4 x 1014  sec

5 x 1011  sec
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temperature rhythm of a human has been shown to have a period closer to 25 h
when isolated from the usual 24-h cycles of light and darkness and other known
environmental oscillations or time cues that synchronize the rhythm to 24 h
(Wever, 1979). 

Even under synchronized conditions, however, the prefix “circa” can be applied
to biological rhythms since there is invariably some margin of error due to internal
and external phenomena that do not always recur at identical sequences at identi-
cal intervals (Halberg & Cornélissen, 2001). There is sometimes hesitation to use
the word circadian in describing 24-h patterns under synchronized conditions,
although the real question should be whether the underlying cause of the observed
constrained circadian rhythm is endogenous or exogenous (see Essay 2.1). 

Essay 2.1 (by RBS): Use of the term “Circadian”

In the field of biological rhythms, as in any other discipline, confusion may arise from
discrepancies in the use of terminology. For example, the term daily, which is some-
times used to describe a 24-h variation or cycle, can also be used to indicate day-to-day
variations. Terms such as diurnal rhythm or nocturnal rhythm are used to indicate a part
of the 24-h period (daytime vs. nighttime) when something peaks or occurs (e.g., peak
activity, sleeping times, patterns in epileptic seizures). By the same token, “24-h” or
“diel” may (incorrectly) imply that a rhythm is very precise in its period length (e.g.,
exactly 24 h), when in fact the amplitude and phase may (and usually does) alter from
day to day due to many interacting intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Under 24-h synchro-
nized conditions, the differing degrees of interaction among these factors bring about an
observed pattern that may only appear to be 24 h while it is constrained by the syn-
chronizer(s). 

Origin. To standardize the terminology used when discussing rhythms with periods
close to 24 h, Franz Halberg (b. 1919) introduced the term circadian in 1959. His origi-
nal definition follows:

The term “circadian” was derived from “circa” (about) and “dies” (day); it may
serve to imply that certain physiologic periods are close to 24 hours, if not of exactly
that length. Herein, “circadian” might be applied to all “24-hour” rhythms, whether
or not their periods, individually or on the average, are different from 24 hours,
longer or shorter, by a few minutes or hours. “Circadian” thus would apply to the
period of rhythms under several conditions. It would describe: 1. rhythms that are
frequency synchronized with “acceptable” environmental schedules (24-hour peri-
odic or other) as well as 2. rhythms that are “free-running” from the local time
scale, with periods slightly yet consistently different from 24 hours (e.g., in relatively
constant environments). (Halberg, 1959, p. 235)

The following definition of “circadian” was adopted in 1977 by the International
Committee on Nomenclature of the International Society for Chronobiology:

Circadian: relating to biologic variations or rhythms with a frequency of 1 cycle in 24 �
4 h; circa (about, approximately) and dies (day or 24 h). Note: term describes rhythms
with an about 24-h cycle length, whether they are frequency-synchronized with (accept-
able) or are desynchronized or free-running from the local environmental time scale,
with periods slightly yet consistently different from 24-h, . . . . (Halberg et al., 1977)
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This latter definition is used as a guideline in the journal Chronobiology International
when using the word circadian (M. H. Smolensky, Editor in Chief, personal communi-
cation).

Use. Those who delve into the literature on biological rhythms will soon sense that
the term “circadian” is not always used in the same way. Among those who study bio-
logical rhythms, views may differ as to whether a free-running (“circa”) period is a pre-
requisite for a rhythm to be called “circadian.” In other words, should a daily (24-h)
period of any variable be called circadian when the variable has not been studied under
free-running (e.g., constant) environmental conditions and there is no evidence that the
period differs slightly from 24 h? In the report of the Dahlem Workshop on the molec-
ular basis of circadian rhythms held in 1975 in Berlin, several authors emphasized the
need to show free-running as a prerequisite for using the word circadian. These
included the following:

Circadian rhythm may be considered as those biological rhythms which under con-
stant permissive conditions continue to exhibit oscillations with a period of about
(� circa) one day (� diem). . . . The period of an entrained circadian rhythm
matches that of the zeitgeber3. . . . (Hastings et al., 1976)

Unfortunately the term “circadian,” originally coined to indicate that in constant
conditions the rhythm persists but may deviate from exactly 24 hours, is now used
rather indiscriminately for almost any kind of daily rhythm, regardless of whether or
not its endogenous nature has been established. This may be due to the tacit assump-
tion that, since so many daily cyclic processes have been shown to have an endoge-
nous component, this holds for all daily cycles. (Hoffman, 1976)

A circadian rhythm is an oscillation in a biochemical, physiological, or behavioral
function which under conditions in nature has a period of exactly 24 hours, in phase
with the environmental light and darkness, but which continues to oscillate under
constant but permissive conditions of light and temperature with a period of approxi-
mately but usually not exactly 24 hours. (Sweeney, 1976)

One of the authors (WLK) of this book is more conservative (cf. Bünning, 1973) in
the use of the term, emphasizing the free-running (circa) characteristic of circadian
rhythms. The other author (RBS) is more impartial and agrees with the original defini-
tion of the word that circadian can infer a rhythm that is synchronized to an environ-
mental 24-h schedule without relying upon a prerequisite description of a free-running
endogenous about-24-h component. Since the term circadian refers to the domain of
about-daily rhythms (just as ultradian refers to rhythms that are shorter and infradian
refers to rhythms with periods longer than circadian), a recurring oscillation with a 24-h
period found under 24-h synchronized conditions can be described as a circadian rhythm
without implying its endogenous or exogenous nature. 

While endogenicity proves the built-in basis of circadian periodicity, it has been
pointed out that synchronization is essential for the normal functioning of an organism
(Went, 1974). Thus, under entrained conditions, circadian rhythms may show larger
amplitudes and more precise peaks that are useful to the organism and the observer. So
as not to confuse the reader, and in accord with the norm of papers published in various
scientific journals, the sense of a free-running period usually appears throughout the
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3 Zeitgeber (German for “time-giver”) is often used synonymously for the word synchronizer.



book, except in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine and in cases where some clinical situ-
ations are discussed (cf. Smolensky & Lamberg, 2000, p. 26). We (WLK and RBS) feel
that this criterion is fully justified for the latter, since in many, if not in most, medical
papers, the term circadian is used whatever the causative mechanism, be it directly
dependent on daily changes in the environment (exogenous) or independent of all exter-
nal variations (endogenous) (e.g., Moore Ede, 1973; Arendt et al., 1989). In fact, more
recently, the use of the term circadian was justified as follows:

A process that consistently repeats itself every 24 h is said to have a daily (or nycthe-
meral) rhythm. If this rhythm persists with approximately the same period in the
absence of external time cues (and, therefore, is endogenously generated), it is called
a circadian rhythm. Naturally, an endogenously generated rhythm may be referred to
as a circadian rhythm not only when the animal is isolated from external time cues
(the free-running state), but also when the external time cue is present and controls
the period and phase of the rhythm (the entrained state). (Refinetti & Menaker, 1992) 

In the absence of external oscillations of light and darkness and/or temperature
changes, the range of the circadian period depends upon the species and is usu-
ally between 20- and 28 h. However, since exceptions have been observed, this
range need not be viewed always as a strict rule and could be expanded to include
periods between 14 and 34 h (Hassnaoui et al., 1998). For example, eclosion and
locomotor activity rhythms in the clock mutant pers fruit fly have periods of 19 h
(Knopka & Benzer, 1971), and the short-day flowering plant Chenopodium
rubrum displays a light-sensitive 30-h rhythm in flowering when continuous
light is interrupted by a single dark span of increasing lengths (Cumming, 1969;
King, 1975).

Other Domains 

Rhythms having periods shorter than the circadian range (usually �20 h) are
referred to as ultradian rhythms (Table 2.3), while those having periods greater
than the circadian range (usually �28 h) are called infradian rhythms (Table 2.4).
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TABLE 2.3. Examples of variables having ultradian rhythms.
Organism Variable Period Reference

Nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) Defecation 45 s Liu & Thomas, 1994
Yeast (Saccharomyces carlsbergensis) Glycolysis 1.8 min Pye, 1969
Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) Respiration 48 min Lloyd et al., 2002
Oat (Avena sativa) Transpiration 30 min Johnsson, 1973
Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) Shoot movement 100 min Millet et al., 1984
Cat (Felix domesticus) Catecholamine release ~60 min Lanzinger et al., 1989
Golden-mantled ground squirrel Sleep-wake 6 h Larkin et al., 2002

(during hibernation) (Spermophilus 
lateralis)

Human (Homo sapien) Core temperature 64 � 8 min Lindsley et al., 1999
Human (Homo sapien) EEG during sleep 80–120 min Armitage et al., 1999
Human (Homo sapien) Insulin 6–10 min Schmitz et al., 2002

and 140 min



Various schemes have been proposed for dividing the ultradian rhythms further
into subgroups, such as those having ultrahigh frequency rhythms �1 min, peri-
ods �30 min, about 90 min (50–130 min), 3–4 h, and 12 h. Subdivisions proposed
for the infradian rhythms, such as periods of about a week (circaseptan), month
(circatrigintan), year (circannual), and even longer, will be discussed in later
chapters.4 Other rhythmic domains include tidal (24.8 h), semi-tidal (12.4 h), and
lunar (29.53 days) periods. The lengths of the circadian and circannual periods
are in synchrony with the current cycles experienced on Earth (Essay 2.2).

Essay 2.2 (by RBS): Time on Earth as We Know It

Today, when we discuss circadian and circannual rhythms, we refer to periods of 24.0
h and 365.25 d, respectively. However, according to the geologic time scale that
accounts for the history of Earth, these numbers are but a temporary phenomenon.
Since its formation, the duration of time for Earth to orbit the Sun may have changed
very little, but because of the change in the speed of its rotation, the length of the day
has changed dramatically. With the use of radioactive techniques for dating mineral
elements in rocks, such as using K40 that has a half-life of 1.3 billion years,5 it has been
possible to estimate the age of Earth to be approximately 4.5 billion years6 (Hartmann
& Miller, 1991). Yet Earth is relatively young7 when compared with the formation of
the Milky Way Galaxy (ca. 14 billion years ago). 
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TABLE 2.4. Selected examples of variables having infradian rhythms.
Organism Variable Period Reference

Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) Seed imbibition ~7 days Spruyt et al., 1987
Insect (Folsomia candida) Egg-laying (25°C) ~7 days Cutkomp et al., 1984
Human Menstrual cycle ~25–30 days Presser, 1974
Bird (Junco hyemalis) Migration ~1 year Wolfson, 1959
Bamboo (Phyllostachys Seeding cycle ~120 years Janzen, 1976

bamusoides)

4 The term chronome has been suggested for modeling the complex time-dependent structure
in an organism that encompasses not only built-in rhythms with a variety of periods, but also
the influence of non-photic external cycles, chaos, and trends (Halberg et al., 2001).

5 C14 with a half-life of 5,730 years is used for dating shorter time spans, such as time since
death of a living organism.

6 This is inconceivably old and a far cry from the 6,000 years that was thought to be the age
of the Earth from detailed study of scriptures by English Archbishop James Ussher
(1581–1656), who claimed that the Earth was created on October 26, 4004 BC.

7 Geologists and astronomers now agree that when the Earth was about 50 million years
old, a giant planetesimal collided with the Earth, forcing a huge amount of debris into
space. Most of this debris fell back to the Earth, but some of it sprayed into an orbit
around the Earth where most of it eventually coalesced into our moon (Hartmann &
Miller, 1991). One of the benefits of the Apollo lunar landings between 1969 and 1972
was that astronauts brought back rocks that were determined to have the same composi-
tion as those on the Earth and could be dated as far back as 4.1 billion years. Meteorites
that have been found on the Earth have been dated back 4.55 billion years.



Based upon calculations that indicate the effects of the Moon on the rotation of
Earth today, it appears that 4.5 billion years ago the length of a day on Earth was 6.0 h
(Hartmann & Miller, 1991). Due to the gravitational effect of the newly formed Moon,
the day would have slowed down to about 10.0 h a hundred million years later (Table
2.5). Since then, the rotation of the Earth has continued to slow down due to the grav-
itational pull of the Moon, but this process has also been slowing down as the moon’s
spiral away from the Earth has slowed and exerts less of an effect. Based upon obser-
vations of coral rings, the day was about 22.0 h 400 million years ago. During the reign
of the dinosaurs 165 million years ago, the day was 22 h 45 min long. As the Moon
continues to recede from Earth at the rate of about two inches (5 cm) per year, about
one second is added to our day every 62,500 years, which means that in another 225
million years, a day on Earth will last 25.0 h and a year will last just over 350 of those
days (Barnett, 1998). 

Thus, the timescale of Earth's history compared to our time of existence is almost
beyond comprehension. Using a scale of one meter, geologic time is compared with the
length of the day and year and the development of life on Earth in Figure 2.3. This com-
pressed time scale is almost unfathomable to the human mind. For example, while the
dinosaurs may have existed for more than 165 million years, they have been extinct for
nearly 100 million years. On such a time scale, where 1 nanometer (nm) equals 4.5 years,
a single DNA double helix strand 2 nm in diameter would equal 9 years and a strand of
protein 6–10 nm in diameter would equal 27–90 years, a range approximating human life
spans. These distances/diameters are so small that they can only be seen with an electron
microscope. To put Earth's time scale in another perspective, a human hair that is 0.003
inches (76.2 �m) in diameter would equal 342,900 years. If this hair was sliced into 171
equal slices and one slice was laid on the end of the meter stick at the year zero, it would
represent the last 2,000 years!

The word circadian, while it means about a day, does not denote a fixed length and
has not always meant near 24.0 h, as we assume today. Life on Earth today experiences
a 24.0-h solar day, which has been the day length for only the last 2% of Earth’s history.
Therefore, the vast majority of life forms on Earth experienced shorter days during their
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TABLE 2.5. Due to the gravitational effect of the Moon since its formation
4.45 billion years ago, the Earth’s day has been slowly becoming longer.a

Time scale (approx.) Duration of one rotation of the earth (h)

4.5 billion years ago 6.0
4.4 billion years ago 10.0
4.0 billion years ago 13.5
900 million years ago 18.17
400 million years ago �22.0
245 million years ago 22.75
100 million years ago 23.5
Today 24.0
225 million years from now 25.0

aAs the Moon has slowly moved away from Earth, its effect on the Earth’s
daylength has also been slowing down. One second is added to our day every
62,500 years. Fossil traces of true cells from bacteria have been dated to ~3.5 bil-
lion years ago, and the first oxygen-dependent life appeared ~1.7 billion years
ago (Hartmann & Miller, 1991; Barnett, 1998).



existence (e.g., even 100 million years ago, the day was only 23.5 h long). Since we can
calculate that there must have been well over a trillion days and nights since the appear-
ance of the first simplest life forms 3.5 billion years ago, it's not surprising that clock
genes developed to help organisms adapt to and measure the regular alterations between
light & dark and warmth & cold. While it was long thought that circadian rhythms were
exclusive to eukaryotes (organisms having nucleated cells), daily rhythms in nitrogen
fixation have been demonstrated in prokaryotes (cells without nuclei) such as cyanobac-
teria (blue-green algae). This suggests that these photosynthetic organisms were the
first inventors of a biological clock, since they appear in fossil records dating 3.5–3.8
billion years ago (Johnson et al., 1998). In turn, clock genes may have translocated from
prokaryotic organelles to the nuclei of eukaryotic organisms, thus providing higher
plants and organisms with a biological clock. Furthermore, additional circadian clocks
may have evolved independently several times during evolution. This temporal organi-
zation to life undoubtedly helped a species survive by anticipating the predictable
changes in the environment throughout the day and year. In most instances, these
molecular aspects of biological clocks must also have evolved as the Earth slowed down
and the days lengthened (see Table 3.5 in Chapter 3 on Time). 

As a practical concern, humans and their endogenous biological clocks leaving
Earth for the Moon or any other planetary body will have to consider the length of their
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FIGURE 2.3. A time scale for the history of the Earth, where one meter equals the length
of time from Earth’s formation 4.5 billion years ago until the year zero. The last 5 mil-
lion years that prehistoric humans and their ancestors walked on the Earth are repre-
sented by about the last millimeter of the Cenozoic period. The last 2,000 years of human
history beginning with year zero would be represented by a line about 450 nm thick, a
width too thin to be reproduced here, while a human living 75 years would be repre-
sented by a line only 16.7 nm thick, a line visible only with an electron microscope. Due
to gravitational effects on Earth’s rotation by the Moon, the length of 1 day on the Earth
has been slowing down from the approximate 6.0 h when the Earth was first formed to
24.0 h today. The length of the year has also slowed down from more than 1,000 days to
365.25 days today.



daily schedules not only during the journey, but also while living on a planet where the
day length may be shorter or longer than 24.0 h. For example, since Mars has a day
length of 24.66 h and a year nearly double that on Earth (687 days), will humans trav-
eling there have their watches slowed down to 61.65 min/h to show that 24.0 h have
elapsed between sunrises, thus staying in harmony with the Martian day length, or will
they stay on Earth time and thus watch the sunrise 40 min later each day? Similarly, the
year on Mars is about 1.88 times as long (686.973 days) as it is on Earth; thereby pro-
viding 22.6 “Earth months” of 30 days each that will have to be redivided into mean-
ingful seasons on Mars (e.g., 3 month spans resulting in 7.5 seasons, or four seasons
each consisting of 5–6 months).

Amplitude

The magnitude of the variable from the baseline (e.g., usually the middle value8 or
mean) to the peak or trough of the mathematical model (e.g., a cosine) used to
describe a rhythm is called the amplitude. An amplitude must be detected in order
to indicate the presence of a rhythm. The value of the amplitude can sometimes be
difficult to interpret, since it depends upon the strength of the biological signal and
sensitivity of the monitoring system. The amplitude for a biological variable is
recorded in standard units, such as mg, cm, beats/min, or mmHg. However, these
units may need to be normalized or manipulated in some manner, such as express-
ing each value as a percent of overall mean, when comparisons are to be made
among rhythms for other variables.

Phase

Another characteristic of a rhythm is the phase. Generally, a phase can be viewed
as any instantaneous repeatable state of a cycle (e.g., think about the phases of the
Moon). The peak (highest point) is a definable point of a cycle that could be called
a phase, as is the trough (lowest point), or any point on the cycle that occurs
between the peak and trough. 

When a cosine curve has been used to quantify rhythm characteristics, a spe-
cial term called the acrophase is used to designate the distance in time of the
peak (� acro) phase of the mathematical curve from an arbitrary reference point
(e.g., 0� can be midnight [00:00 h], time of midsleep, time of light onset or
awakening, etc.). Similarly, the lowest point on the fitted cosine is called the
bathyphase.

Genetics and Inheritance 

The possibility that rhythms are inherited was suggested from the results of early
studies with bean plants (Phaseolus) in which the F1 generation obtained from a
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8 The middle value of a cosine is called the mesor and represents a rhythm-adjusted mean
(see footnote 13 in Chapter 13 on Analyzing for Rhythms).



crossing of two parents with different circadian periods in their free-running leaf
movement rhythms displayed the normal Mendelian distribution (Bünning, 1932,
1935; see Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduction for more detailed explana-
tion). Subsequent studies have utilized mutants9 of various organisms, including
Arabidopsis (plant) (Somers & Kay, 1998), Chlamydomonas (alga) (Bruce,
1974), Synechococcus (cyanobacterium) (Kondo et al., 1994), Neurospora (fun-
gus) (Feldman & Hoyle, 1973), Drosophila (insect) (Konopka & Benzer, 1971),
and the Mesocricetus (hamster) (Ralph & Menaker, 1988).

Period 

Results from studies with numerous and diverse species, especially genetically
altered mutants, have demonstrated that the period of a biological rhythm is an
inherited trait. Organisms maintained for generations under standardized environ-
mental synchronizing schedules or subjected to abnormal environmental cycles
exhibit a circadian periodicity that persists with great similarity from generation
to generation. Some experiments have even involved maintaining many succes-
sive generations under noncyclic conditions (e.g., in LL, DD, constant tempera-
ture) with the same result: the rhythm persists with the same approximate period
and pattern from generation to generation.

Studies with fruit flies (Drosophila) superbly illustrate the genetic nature of the
circadian and ultradian periods. In a classic study published in the early 1970s
(Konopka & Benzer, 1971), mutants were isolated that had circadian periods10

differing from normal flies (wild type) in eclosion (when the adult emerges from
its pupal case) and in their locomotor activity. One of the isolated mutants had
short periods (pers � 19 h), another had long periods (per1 � 28 h), and a third did
not seem to have a circadian rhythm (per°) (Figure 2.4). All three rhythm muta-
tions appear to involve the same functional gene, located on the polytene X chro-
mosome (Figure 2.5). 

The per gene also affects high-frequency ultradian periods in a similar manner
(Kyriacou & Hall, 1980). The average 55-s period of the high-frequency courtship
song of the male (Drosophila) (Figure 2.6) is lengthened to 82 s in per1, shortened
to 41 s in pers, and is arrhythmic in per°. Evidence also exists for a genetic basis
for an ultradian clock controlling the about 45-s defecation rhythm in the nema-
tode C. elegans (Iwasaki et al., 1995).

Amplitude and Phase 

While phase and amplitude are also inherited characteristics, they may be some-
what independent of each other. For example, it has been possible to select for
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9 Organisms expressing certain abnormal proteins due to changes that have occurred in
their DNA are called mutants.

10 The abbreviations used for the per genes is as follows: pers � s for short period, per1 �
l for long period, and per° � 0 for no circadian rhythm (arrhythmic).
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FIGURE 2.4. Illustration of the classic study in which X-linked mutations that affected
rhythmic behavior in Drosophila eclosion and activity were discovered (Konopka &
Benzer, 1971). Wild-type males were mutagenized with the chemical ethylmethane sul-
fonate (EMS) and mated to virgin females with attached-X chromosomes. Of the 2,000
stocks that were screened, three types of mutants were obtained that had circadian peri-
ods differing from normal flies (wild type) in eclosion and in their locomotor activity.
One of the isolated mutants had short periods (pers � 19 h), another had long periods
(per1 � 28 h), and a third did not seem to have a circadian rhythm (per°). These muta-
tions were alleles of the same functional gene on the X chromosome. This gene was sub-
sequently named period (per). The location based on the gene map is between lemon eye
color and white eye color.



strains of fruit flies that show 4 h differences in their phase of eclosion, but have
similar circadian periods (Pittendrigh, 1967). Although there are mutants that
have been identified on the basis of their amplitude, it is possible that the variable
selected or monitored (e.g., leaf movement) as an expression of the amplitude is
in reality an expression of an anatomical or physiological change, rather than a
change in a temporal component or an endogenous oscillator. The situation can
be further complicated by environmental factors, such as humidity or tempera-
ture, which can affect the amplitude. When statistical models are used for analy-
ses of rhythm data, the error for the amplitude is often much larger than it is for
the phase.

Much of our knowledge of the genetics and inheritance of circadian rhythms, as
well as some of our knowledge of ultradian rhythms, comes from the results of
experiments specifically designed to focus on the genetic aspects of these
rhythms. In the case of infradian rhythms, evidence for the inheritance of perio-
dicity comes more from association or implication than from the actual identifi-
cation and characterization of specific genes. Infradian rhythms are part of our
temporal organization, and in the case of some human rhythms (e.g., menstrual
cycle), can start, free-run, and stop as a function of age or maturation.

Primary Circadian Clocks 

Insects and mammals are but two of the many large groups of organisms in which
rhythms have been studied. These animals have organs, appendages, and a nerv-
ous system that includes a brain. Because of the large number of rhythmic
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FIGURE 2.5. Photograph of a por-
tion of the X chromosome of
Drosophila melanogaster show-
ing the approximate location of
the period (per) gene (arrow).
Photograph by Korise
Rasmusson, Genetics & Cell
Biology, University of Minnesota.

FIGURE 2.6. A male fruit fly (left)
performs its courtship song for a
female (right) by approaching
her from behind and extending
and waving one of its wings. This
courtship song repeats as a high-
frequency ultradian rhythm with
a period of approximately 60 s.



variables (overt rhythms) that are known for insects and mammals, even for indi-
vidual cells of tissues, it seems appropriate to ask: is there a master or primary
circadian clock, and if so, where is it located? The answers are “yes” and “a pri-
mary oscillator resides in the brain.”

The Brain

In some insects (moths and fruit flies) it has been possible to excise and transfer
the brain of one insect into that of another. The technique is rather unique, since
the donor brain need not be inserted into the head, but rather can be placed in the
abdomen (Truman & Riddiford 1970; Truman 1972). In nature, the rhythm of
eclosion in a giant silk moth, Hyalophora cecropia (Figure 2.7, left), peaks in the
morning, while in the Chinese oak silk moth, Antheraea pernyi (Figure 2.7, right),
eclosion peaks in late afternoon (Truman & Riddiford, 1970). When the brain of
H. cecropia in a diapausing pupa is removed and transferred into the abdomen of
an A. pernyi pupa that has had its brain removed (debrained), eclosion occurs in
phase with that of H. cecropia (Truman & Riddiford, 1970). Similarly, the donor
brain of A. pernyi will determine the phase of eclosion in the recipient H. cecropia
(Figure 2.8). Thus, an eclosion hormone produced in the brain provides the signal
for eclosion (Truman, 1972).

With regard to Drosophila, brains have been dissected one to two days after
eclosion from short-period and arrhythmic mutants and implanted into the
abdomen of host flies (Handler & Konopka, 1979). Results from these studies
show that brains isolated from short-period mutants can produce short-period
(e.g., 16–18 h) activity rhythms in arrhythmic hosts. 
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FIGURE 2.7. Adult moths of the two species used in neuroendocrine studies in which the
brain was identified as necessary for 24 h timing of eclosion. Specimens provided by Philip
Clausen, Insect Museum, Dept of Entomology, University of Minnesota.



SCN Identification 

In the search for the central biological clock in mammals, extensive studies were
carried out from 1957 to the mid-1960s by Curt Paul Richter (1894–1988), a
psychobiologist at the Johns Hopkins Medical School and an early pioneer in
biological rhythms. Results from studies using over 900 rats identified the
hypothalamus11 of the brain as the location of a primary oscillator (Richter, 1965).
The effects due to destroying or removing parts of the brain and glands were stud-
ied by the use of charts to record running and resting activity of individual rats that
had been blinded. Surgical ablation (destruction or removal) of various parts of the
brain, as well as the removal of various glands, such as the pineal12 or the adrenals,
had no effect upon the period of the free-running activity rhythm (Figure 2.9, left).
However, following a series of hypothalamic lesions, a general area was identified
in the hypothalamus, which when destroyed, resulted in a loss of the circadian
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FIGURE 2.8. Time spans of majority emergence of Cecropia (Hyalophora cecropia) and
Pernyi (Antheraea pernyi) moths provide evidence for clock control in the brain. Under
intact, unoperated conditions, Cecropia emerges early in the light span, while Pernyi
emerges later in the light span. Following transplant of the brain of a diapausing pupa to
its abdomen (loose brain), the same emergence pattern for each species persisted. How-
ever, when the brain of Cecropia in a diapausing pupa is removed and transferred into the
abdomen of a Pernyi pupa that has had its brain removed (debrained), eclosion occurs in
phase with that of Cecropia. Similarly, the donor brain of Pernyi will determine the phase
of eclosion in the recipient Cecropia (adapted from Figure 2 in Truman & Riddiford,
1970).

11 The control of internal body temperature, like the control of many other functions in
mammals, such as blood pressure, reproduction, sexuality, and the production of neuro-
hormones, resides in the hypothalamus.

12 See Chapter 9 on Veterinary Medicine for discussion of the pineal as a primary oscillator.
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rhythms for activity (Figure 2.9, right), as well as for drinking and feeding
(Richter, 1967). Anatomically, this area is located above the optic chiasm where
the two optic nerves cross and includes two clumps of nuclei, each containing
about 10,000 neurons (cf. Rietveld, 1992). The name for this anatomical area is
the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN).13
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FIGURE 2.9. Spontaneous circadian-running activity in blinded rats before and after various
brain surgeries led to the identification of the hypothalamus as a region of the brain con-
taining a master clock (Richter, 1965). Pinealectomy did not affect the clock, as illustrated
in the double plot of activity (left), while hypothalamic lesions resulted in complete loss of
any circadian pattern (right). 

13 The derivation of the name SCN helps describe its location: supra (L.) � above; chiasm
or chiasma (Gr.) � two lines crossed; and nucleus (L.) � a nut or kernel.



A loss of the circadian rhythms of locomotor activity, drinking (Stephan &
Zucker, 1972) and adrenal corticosterone (Moore & Eichler, 1972) when the SCN
is destroyed by lesion, helped to identify the SCN as a master clock. Further sup-
port comes from experiments with mutants and tissue transplants. Here, the trans-
plantation of SCN tissue from a mutant strain of hamster that had a short circa-
dian period in running wheel activity restored the circadian rhythm in arrhythmic
hamsters whose own nuclei had been ablated (Ralph et al., 1990). Likewise in
mice, the transplantation of wild-type SCN tissue grafts into the hypothalamus
restored locomotor activity rhythms in genetically arrhythmic mice, with charac-
teristics of the circadian periodicity determined by the grafted donor SCN (Sujino
et al., 2003).

SCN as Synchronizer

As stated earlier, oscillations occur throughout the body (cf. Hastings et al.,
2003),14 but to delineate them from those of the SCN, they are referred to as
peripheral oscillations, and the tissues where they occur, as peripheral tissues.
Peripheral tissues are capable of self-sustained circadian oscillations, although the
properties (period and phase) of the oscillations are tissue specific (Yoo et al.,
2004). Peripheral oscillations may differ from those of the SCN in a number of
ways (Lowrey & Takahashi, 2004), including the phase that can be delayed by
about 4 h from the SCN (cf. Balsalobre, 2002). For example, there is a difference
in the phase for the abundance of mPer RNA levels in the SCN and the eyes
(Zylka et al., 1998). Thus, the SCN does not necessarily drive the other oscillators,
but serves as a synchronizer (cf. Yoo et al., 2004). Regions of the SCN may also
transform and emit signals differently to synchronize downstream targets in diur-
nal and nocturnal animals (cf. Smale et al., 2003; Schwartz et al., 2004). The SCN
of the brain can perhaps be likened to the conductor of an orchestra who coordi-
nates the musical output (rhythms) of all the individual members to be in harmony
as a single body that plays a circadian symphony. However, even without input
from a conductor (SCN), most of the players (peripheral tissues) have their own
musical score (clock) and are capable of producing their own rhythm, albeit with
some damping.

Retinal Melanopsin 

The daily light–dark (LD) cycle serves as a major synchronizer of circadian
rhythms, which means that organisms must have photoreceptors. In mammals, the
photoreceptive regions that receive the light signals reside in the eyes.15 What
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14 The detailed review by Hastings et al. (2003) includes a number of excellent diagrams or
illustration of circadian timing in the brain and other parts of the body. 

15 Lower vertebrates, such as birds, possess extraocular circadian photoreceptors (Menaker
et al., 1970; Underwood & Menaker, 1990) and are discussed in Chapters 4 and 9 on
Photoperiodism and Veterinary Medicine, respectively.



makes this statement to be more than an intuitive conjecture is the fact that mam-
mals, such as mutant mice lacking rods and cones (blind)16 can, nevertheless, be
entrained by LD cycles (Foster et al., 1991; Freedman et al., 1999; Lupi et al.,
1999). However, removal of the eyes from mice or hamsters, abolishes all
responses to light, indicating that there is something in the eye necessary for pho-
toreception (Freedman et al., 1999; Yamazaki et al., 1999). In other words, the
retinal photoreceptor system for circadian synchronization must include some-
thing more than rods, cones, and their opsin-based visual pigment, rhodopsin.17

That “something” was initially identified from light sensitive structures18 in the
skin of frogs (Xenopus laevis) and named melanopsin (Provencio et al., 1998).
Melanopsin is an opsin-like protein and because its molecular message (mRNA)
was also detected in the SCN, it was quickly proposed to be a mechanism by
which circadian rhythms can be entrained (Provencio et al., 1998). Soon
melanopsin was cloned from human tissue and found to be expressed (mRNA) in
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), but not in the opsin-containing cells that initiate
vision (Provencio et al., 2002). 

Non-image-forming photoreception mediated by melanopsin is now recog-
nized as a major component in the synchronization of circadian clocks, as well as
in a number of other systems (Berson et al., 2002; Gooley et al., 2003; Hattar
et al., 2002, 2003; Rollag et al., 2003). Some of the features reported for circa-
dian entrainment of mammals, such as the sensitivity and kinetics of light
(Nelson & Takahashi, 1991, 1999), are also evident in photosensitive ganglion
cells (Berson, 2003). When the melanopsin gene is ablated, photosensitivity is
also eliminated (Lucas et al., 2003). Mice created in the laboratory that lack
melanopsin and are coupled with disabled rod and cone photo-transduction
mechanisms (i.e., triple-knockout mice) do not entrain to LD cycles (Hattar
et al., 2003). These results suggest that the two systems, melanopsin-associated
and the classical rod/cone, work together to provide photic input (Hattar et al.,
2003; Lucas et al., 2003). While other photoreceptive pigments do occur in
mammals, including the cryptochromes of the circadian clock itself (Chapter 5),
melanopsin is the prime pigment in the RGCs leading to the SCN (cf. Brown &
Robinson, 2004). 

Retinohypothalamic Tract 

For decades it has been known that photic (light) information is conveyed from
the eyes to the hypothalamus via a retinohypothalamic tract (RHT), where its
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16 The capacity of blind humans to entrain to a LD cycle is discussed in Chapter 11 on Clin-
ical Medicine.

17 Rhodopsin in a molecule that absorbs light and is present in the eyes of animals. The
molecule consists of a protein named opsin and an 11-cis retinal chromophore (light-
absorbing group).

18 These photosensitive structures are called dermal melanophores. They contain cellular pig-
ment granules that are reorganized in response to light and thus produce a change in color. 



neural projections terminate in the bilaterally paired SCN (Hendrickson et al.,
1972; Moore & Lenn, 1972). It is now known that the RGCs of the RHT, which
are selectively expressed for melanopsin, project to the SCN (Gooley et al., 2001;
Hannibal et al., 2002; Hattar et al., 2002) and primary RHT neurotransmitters,
which mediate the circadian effects of light, may be the amino acid, glutamate
(Ebling, 1996; Meijer & Schwartz, 2003) and the polypeptide, PACAP19 (Hanni-
bal & Fahrenkrug, 2004). Thus, in the intact organism, photic information from
both the rod/cone and melanopsin systems is received by the SCN and converted
(transduced) into neural and hormonal output signals that affect various rhythms
of the animal (cf. Lowrey & Takahashi, 2004).

Characteristics of the Period

Although the circadian period can be described as being relatively stable, it may
be altered slightly by light intensity, quality, and/or duration, by temperature, and
by certain chemicals. For the most part, these effects are small, but they have been
useful in developing models, formulating hypotheses, and designing experiments
to better understand the physiology of biological rhythms.

Stability and Free-Running 

The most distinguishing characteristic of a circadian rhythm is the stability of the
period. So important is the stability of the period that it has been referred to as “the
ranking cornerstone of the circadian edifice” (Ehret, 1980). 

Organisms in their natural environment of the solar day generally display 24-h
periods in metabolism, development, and behavior. However, when organisms are
isolated from such external cycles, the period will differ slightly and become
about (circa) 24 h. Under such constant conditions (CC), which customarily
consist of either continuous illumination (LL) or darkness (DD) and constant tem-
perature, the period will usually become established somewhere between 20 and
28 h. This period, which is known as the free-running period (Table 2.6), remains
relatively stable with regard to the period length and reflects that organism’s
genetically determined circadian period. 

Before the pattern of the cycle becomes stable under free-running conditions,
there might be some unstable transitional cycles called transients.20 Because of
the transient cycles that occur between the stable periods established under
synchronizing LD conditions and those in CC, it may be necessary to monitor a
number of cycles in order to determine the “true” free-running period. Transients
that persist for a long duration have been called “aftereffects” (cf. Moore-Ede
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19 PACAP � pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide.
20 Transients can also occur during the first days after changes in environmental LD

entrained conditions, such as happens during jet-lag or shift-work.



et al., 1982) and are typically found in cases where organisms (e.g., mice) have
been subjected to unusual cycles prior to constant conditions.

Also during free-running in constant conditions (e.g., LL or DD), a phenome-
non known as splitting can occur, wherein the single-circadian activity rhythm
(e.g., of a hamster) can “split” into two components with different frequencies.
These two frequencies persist for some time until they eventually share a common
period, but often in antiphase to each other (cf. Pittendrigh, 1981). A different type
of splitting has been observed in the human rest/activity and body temperature
rhythms during isolation, wherein these rhythms initially share a common fre-
quency, but eventually free-run with periods that can differ significantly from each
other (Wever, 1979).21

Frequency Multiplication/Demultiplication 

In some instances, a frequency, which is the inverse of the period, occurs as a mul-
tiple or division harmonically related to an originally prominent frequency. For
example, if the number of cycles increases from one to two over a similar time
span, frequency multiplication has occurred, such that the new cycles are shorter
than the original. Conversely, when the number of cycles decreases from two to
one over a similar time span, frequency demultiplication has occurred, indicating
that the new period is longer than the original. These higher or shorter frequencies
correspond to integer submultiples (e.g., 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, etc.) or multiples (e.g., x2,
x3, x4, etc.) of the original frequency. 

In addition, sometimes a high-frequency LD cycle (e.g., 12 h, 8 h, 6 h) may
entrain a circadian rhythm. Thus, entrained by frequency demultiplication is said
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21 This form of splitting was observed in the body temperature and sleep/wake rhythms in
one of us (RBS) upon completion of a 3-week stay in isolation in Aschoff’s Bunker (see
Essay 12.1 in Chapter 12 on Autorhythmometry).

TABLE 2.6. Comparison of the free-running circadian period in some organisms during
continuous light (LL) or dark (DD).

Length of period in:

Organism Rhythm in LL DD Reference

Plant (Coleus) Leaf movement Longer Shorter Halaban, 1968
Rodent (mouse) Activity Longer Shorter Aschoff, 1955; Pittendrigh & 

Bruce, 1957
Bird (Bullfinch) Activity Shorter Longer Aschoff, 1953
Fruit fly Emergence Shorter Longer Bruce & Pittendrigh, 1956

(Drosophila)
Aquatic plant Enzyme activity Present Absent Gordon & Koukkari, 1978

(Lemna)
Fungus Sporulation Absent Present Schmidle, 1951; Uebelmesser,

(Pilobolus) 1954
Aquatic insect Activity Shorter Longer Koukkari et al., 1999

(Brachycentrus)



to have occurred when a rhythm becomes entrained to an environmental cycle that
is a subharmonic of it’s innate frequency (e.g., a 24-h rhythm is entrained by a
12-h LD cycle) (cf. Bruce, 1960). For example, in Neurospora, intact WT strains
could be entrained by demultiplication when exposing them to warm/cold tem-
perature cycles of 4.5 h/4.5 h, 5 h/5 h, or 6 h/6 h, which yielded conidiation
rhythms of ~18, ~20, and ~24 h, respectively, and were within their circadian
range on entrainment (Pregueiro et al., 2005).

Light Quality

The circadian period might be different depending on whether the constant condi-
tion is continuous illumination (LL) or continuous darkness (DD). The period of
a given rhythm might be longer or shorter under LL than DD, or rhythmicity
might be detected under only LL or DD, but not under both. 

Particular wavelengths of light can also influence the free-running period of
some variables, although the effect may differ among species. For example, under
continuous red light (610–690 nm), the period of the leaf movement rhythm for a
bean plant (Phaseolus coccineus) is longer than in DD (Lörcher, 1958), while the
period of the leaf movement rhythm for Coleus blumei is shorter than in DD
(Halaban, 1969).

With some animals, such as the nocturnal (night-active) mouse (Mus muscu-
lus) and the diurnal (day-active) bird (a starling: Sturnus vulgaris), there is a lin-
ear relationship between the period of the circadian rhythm and the logarithm of
light intensity (Aschoff, 1960). More specifically, increasing light intensity dur-
ing LL often shortens the circadian period of day-active (diurnal) animals and
lengthens that of night-active (nocturnal) animals. This phenomenon, sometimes
referred to as one of Aschoff’s Rules, is illustrated in Figure 2.10. Many animals
follow this rule. 
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FIGURE 2.10. A generalized dia-
grammatic illustration of
Aschoff’s rule (Aschoff, 1960)
showing that when light intensity
increases, the free-running period
shortens for diurnal animals
(day-active, open circles) and
lengthens for nocturnal (night-
active, closed circles) animals.
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Temperature  

The period of a circadian rhythm has the unique characteristic of being relatively
temperature independent or, more likely, temperature compensated. In other words,
the effect of temperature on the period of circadian rhythms is surprisingly slight.
From a biochemical perspective this is unusual since the rate of most metabolic
processes increases with increasing temperature. Due to greater kinetic energy, the
rate of chemical reactions often at least doubles for each 10�C rise in temperature. 

To express the effect of temperature on the rate of the reaction, or in the case of
a rhythm, on the change in period or frequency, biologists refer to a value called
the Q10. The Q10 temperature coefficient (quotient) expresses the rate or frequency
at one temperature divided by the rate or frequency at a temperature of 10�C less.
Within the range of environmental temperatures at which an organism remains
physiologically viable, the Q10 for most chemical reactions is approximately 2 to
3. However, circadian rhythms usually have a Q10 within the range of about
0.8–1.2 (cf. Sweeney & Hastings, 1960 for examples). This observation holds
even for mammals, in which the effects of temperature might seem unsubstantial
because of their near-constant body temperature. Nonetheless, circadian rhythms
with a period of approximately 24 h can still be found in hibernating animals in
which body temperature is lowered (Wollnik & Schmidt, 1995) and in tissues iso-
lated from mammals (Andrews & Folk, 1964).

Most ultradian rhythms are dramatically affected by temperature, although
some are temperature compensated when the temperature is in a physiologic
range. Included in the latter are ultradian rhythms in unicellular (eukaryotic)
organisms with periods ranging from 1 min to 5 h, where temperature compensa-
tion of the period is as effective as that usually associated with circadian clocks
(Kippert, 1997). For example, a period of about 76 min remained approximately
the same at temperatures from 20�C to 30�C for the levels of total protein and the
respiration rate in the soil amoeba Acanthamoeba castellanii (Lloyd et al., 1982).
Likewise, the about 55-s courtship song, which male Drosophila melanogaster
flies produce by vibrating their wings, is temperature compensated, remaining
nearly unchanged for temperatures ranging from 16�C to 35�C (Kyriacou & Hall,
1980). This is also the case for the nematode C. elegans, where an averaged 45 s
defecation rhythm remains nearly constant over a temperature range of 19�C to
30�C (but is lengthened at 13�C and 16�C) (Liu & Thomas, 1994).

Ultradian rhythms in higher organisms characteristically exhibit shorter
periods with increasing temperature. For example, the periods of horizontal
shoot movements (circumnutations) of the small plant, Arabidopsis (Schuster &
Engelmann, 1997), and garden bean (Phaseolus) shoot tips (Millet & Badot,
1996) have a Q10 of about 2. Perhaps it is safe to conclude that ultradian rhythms
usually exhibit shorter periods with increasing temperature, although this view
has not been fully addressed in cases where ultradian oscillations have been
observed as part of an overall circadian pattern of a single variable (e.g., ultra-
dian movements of a soybean leaflet that also displays circadian movements)
(cf. Guillaume & Koukkari, 1985).
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Compared to ultradian rhythms, less is known about the effects of temperature
on infradian rhythms. An example of temperature compensation for an infradian
rhythm was shown in the ~40-week pupation rhythm of the varied carpet beetle
Anthrenus verbasci. Interestingly, temperature compensation has been observed
under DD (Blake, 1959) and LD 12:12 (Nisimura & Numata, 2001) when tem-
peratures were between 17.5�C and 27.5�C.

Chemicals

The effects of some chemicals have been shown to slightly alter the period of cir-
cadian rhythms. Leading this list are lithium ions, D2O (heavy water), and ethanol
(ethyl alcohol), which have been shown to lengthen the free-running circadian
period in both plants and animals (cf. Engelmann & Schrempf, 1980). Alkaloids,
such as theobromine, theophylline, and caffeine, can lengthen the circadian period
(cf. Bünning, 1973), while lithium ions have been shown to lengthen some ultra-
dian periods in plants such as Phaseolus and Desmodium (Millet et al., 1984;
Chen et al., 1997). 

Except for the effects of certain birth control pills on the circatrigintan (~30
days) rhythm of the female menstrual cycle, very little work, if any, has been done
to identify a chemical that changes the period of an infradian rhythm. The pres-
ence of a mammary tumor has been shown to lengthen the period of the estrus
cycle of a mouse, possibly by mediating sex and stress hormones (Ratajczak et al.,
1986). In the latter case, the cycle length returned to normal after the tumor was
surgically removed.

Characteristics of the Amplitude

The mathematical analysis of data for determining the presence or absence of a
rhythm, as well as for describing rhythm characteristics, involves the use of statis-
tical tests (see Chapter 13 on Analyzing for Rhythms). The amplitude is an impor-
tant characteristic in the detection of rhythms. For example, an amplitude of zero
would indicate the absence of an oscillation or rhythm at the period being tested.
This would occur if the data representing the variable (1) did not change during the
course of time, and thus appeared as a flat line, (2) fluctuated randomly, or (3)
oscillated with a period other than that of the mathematical model being fitted. 

Although a single-component (e.g., 24 h) cosine curve may be an adequate model
for defining an amplitude, rhythmic patterns can vary and may need more complex
cosine models involving the combination of two or more periods (e.g., 24 h & 12 h
or 24 h & 12 h & 8 h, etc.) to properly describe them. A pattern could be as simple
as a series of spikes, which is typical of some pulsatile hormone secretions in
humans (e.g., insulin), or it may be a complex series of short-period oscillations
superimposed upon the regular pattern of a longer cycle. In some studies, such as in
the case of the bioluminescence of an alga species, zero is used as the value for the
baseline, and the amplitude is defined as the magnitude from zero to the peak.
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In general, the larger the amplitude, the more prominent a rhythm in the data
will appear to the naked eye. However, the magnitude of an amplitude does not
always indicate whether a rhythm is strong or weak. While a large amplitude may
subjectively seem to indicate a stronger rhythm, such as that found in the hor-
mones cortisol and melatonin, it does not indicate that the rhythm is any more or
less biologically significant than a small-amplitude rhythm, such as that observed
in body temperature. In other cases, a rhythm may appear weaker when the ampli-
tude is reduced during certain situations (e.g., during illness or phase-shifting)
when compared with the amplitude found during a normal (e.g., healthy, synchro-
nized) situation. The important point is that a rhythm is objectively validated to be
statistically significant by having an amplitude significantly different from zero.

Damping

When organisms are synchronized under LD conditions (e.g., 16-h L followed by
8-h D) and then transferred to LL or DD, the amplitude of the circadian rhythm
may become smaller for each subsequent cycle and the rhythm might thus appear
to overtly fade out. This characteristic is called damping (Figure 2.1; see also
Figure 13.1 in Chapter 13 on Analyzing for Rhythms), and although the rhythm
might no longer be observed, it does not necessarily indicate that the organism or
cell no longer has circadian oscillations (Bünning, 1973). This phenomenon could
be due to the oscillation mechanism itself damping. Another possibility is that a
variety of cells or individual oscillators with slightly different periods become
desynchronized from each other, giving the overall appearance of damping.

A rhythm that dampens to the extent that it can no longer be detected under one
type of constant condition can sometimes be reinstated and detected again when
the organism or material is transferred to another type of constant condition (e.g.,
from LL to DD). Sometimes only a given duration (e.g., 12 h, 18 h) of the opposite
condition, such as providing a dark span during LL (Wasserman, 1959) or chang-
ing the light intensity in LL, will restore the pattern or amplitude (see Figure 2.11).
For example, changes in light intensity can either inhibit or initiate a detectable car-
bon dioxide emission rhythm of the leaves of the succulent plant Bryophyllum
(Wilkins, 1960).
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FIGURE 2.11. A generalized dia-
grammatic illustration of the ini-
tiation of a circadian rhythm in
continuous light (LL) by a single
span of darkness (D) shown for
the leaf movement of a plant. 
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Characteristics of the Phase 

The phases of a rhythm are determined by the schedule of environmental syn-
chronizer(s). Entrainment to the daily periodicity in the external environment
(usually the LD schedule) is an essential characteristic of circadian rhythms,
whereby stable phase relationships between the endogenous circadian system and
exogenous synchronizers become established. Under fixed LD schedules, the
phase of a rhythm is repeated at about the same time every day. A change in the
environmental cycle will cause a shift in the cyclic pattern of a biological variable
so that the phase comes earlier or later compared to the phase of the rhythm prior
to the change in the environment.

Synchronizers

We, like most other groups of organisms, live in an environment where light and
darkness, as well as changes in temperature, follows the cyclic pattern of the solar
day. These external 24-h cycles of light and temperature are primary synchroniz-
ers (or zeitgebers) for the phases of circadian rhythms. While LD and temperature
cycles are the dominant environmental agents for synchronizing (entraining) the
phases of circadian rhythms, other possible synchronizers include the timing of
water or humidity (cf. Bünning, 1973), feeding (Nelson et al., 1975), certain
chemicals, and, in the case of animals, factors in the social environment, such as
sound for a bird (Menaker & Eskin, 1966) and a cricket (Marques & Hoenen,
1999). In addition, the phases of circadian clocks in peripheral tissues (liver, kid-
ney, and heart) of mice are entrainable by the cortisol rhythm (Balsalobre et al.,
2000). The more natural gradual changes in light intensity that occur at dawn and
dusk (called LD-twilight), as compared to abrupt LD transitions (called LD-rec-
tangular), increase the strength of the LD synchronizer in rodents (e.g., hamsters)
(Boulos et al., 1996, 2002), as well as in humans (Wehr et al., 2001). 

Phase-Shifting by Light

In order to look at relationships between the external environment and endoge-
nous rhythms, numerous studies using rodents, humans, and other organisms have
been performed to study the behavior and adaptation of circadian rhythms (e.g., in
whole body activity, temperature, etc.), following phase advances or delays of the
LD schedule. A major characteristic of circadian rhythms, as well as of many
ultradian and infradian rhythms, is a labile phase. In other words, the phase can be
moved (phase-shifted) to occur earlier or later. A change in the phase during one
or more cycles in reference to previous cycles is called phase-shifting. For exam-
ple, the peak in the circadian body temperature rhythm is in the afternoon for most
humans that are 24 h synchronized with sleep at night. However, when a person
living in central North America crosses seven time zones by traveling quickly to
Central Europe by jet airliner, the afternoon peak in his or her body temperature
will, after about 5–7 days of transients, have advanced by about 7 h to occur again
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during the afternoon at the new destination (Figure 2.12). Stated more simply, the
phase is shifted from its location in the original time zone so that the rhythm is
similarly synchronized to a new time zone. 

Phase Shifts by Chemicals or Temperature

Peaks of rhythms can sometimes be moved (shifted) due to the effect of certain
chemicals or changes in environmental temperature. Some of the well-known chem-
icals that have been shown to affect the circadian clock in various organisms include
caffeine (Mayer & Scherer, 1975), theophylline (Ehret et al., 1975; Mayer et al.,
1975), and ethanol (Enright, 1971; Bünning & Moser, 1973; Sweeney, 1974). Pro-
tein synthesis inhibitors can also reset the circadian clock (Taylor et al., 1982; Taka-
hashi & Turek, 1987; Inouye et al., 1988; Shinohara & Oka, 1994; Murakami et al.,
1995). Glucocorticoids have also induced phase shifts in circadian gene expression
in peripheral tissues, but not in the SCN, of mice (Balsalobre et al., 2000). 

With regard to temperature, an increase in 24-h water temperature from 20°C to
28°C induced an 8-h shift in the peak of the daily serum prolactin rhythm in the
gulf killi fish (Fundulus grandis) with respect to the same LD 12:12 photoperiod
(Spieler et al., 1978). Even brief exposure to a higher or lower temperature may
shift a phase. For example, when Phaseolus plants were maintained in LL at a
constant temperature of 20�C, a 4-h span of 28�C during their lowest position of
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FIGURE 2.12. Phase-shifting of the circadian peak (acrophase) in oral temperature of a
healthy man (RBS, 51 years of age) traveling from east to west (St. Paul, Minnesota to
Paris, France). Note: After several days, the acrophase advanced by 7 h to again occur at
16:00 h local time, which represents the time change between central USA and central
Europe (Sothern, unpublished).
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the leaves delayed the following same phase in the next cycle (cf. Bünning, 1973).
Such changes in the sensitivity, which may cause the phase to occur earlier or later
depending upon the time within a cycle when the agent (stimulus) is applied, is
referred to as a phase response.

Phase–Response Curve

When the phase is advanced so that the event occurs earlier, the shift is positive
and indicated by “�” symbol. When the phase is delayed so that the event occurs
later, the shift is negative and indicated by “�” symbol. The reason for emphasiz-
ing phase-shifting is the fact that the phase of a free-running circadian rhythm
may be either advanced or delayed in reference to when a synchronizing agent is
introduced. Only a brief exposure (pulse) might be necessary to produce the shift.
The extent and direction of the shift as a function of the time of the pulse can be
graphically illustrated by a phase–response curve (Figure 2.13). 

Most studies on phase-shifting and phase–response curves have centered on
circadian rhythms. How applicable this characteristic is to rhythms with longer
or shorter cycles is still in question. We do know, however, that phase-shifting
can take place in the infradian female menstrual cycle of humans and the ultra-
dian glycolytic cycle of yeast. In the first case, the menstrual cycle can be reset
due to various causes, such as use of the pill, social synchronization, or disease
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FIGURE 2.13. A generalized phase–response curve (PRC) in continuous darkness (DD). A
light pulse (e.g., 5 min of bright light) given at a specific time (arrows) during the subjec-
tive times of previous light or dark spans results in either an advance (�) or delay (�) of
phase, depending on the time the pulse is given. Phase-shift points resulting in a delay are
shown as open circles. A relatively small phase shift of up to 6 h is called a Type 1 PRC,
whereas Type 0 PRCs show larger phase shifts (Johnson, 1999). Stimuli that induce a PRC
include pulses of light, temperature, or chemicals. Note: The original PRC graphs showed
an advance downward and a delay upward (cf. Pavlidis, 1973). The current convention for
PRC charts is to show the opposite (advance upward, delay downward). 



(see section on the Menstrual Cycle in Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduc-
tion). In the latter case, the phase of the short-period NADH22 biochemical oscil-
lations (e.g., ~5 min) can be delayed when ADP is added during the trough,
advanced when ADP is added during the rising of the curve, or remain
unchanged when ADP is added at the peak (Pye, 1971).

Masking 

Characteristics of a rhythm may be superficially altered by the environment, a
process called masking. For example, a rhythm in the response of the weed vel-
vetleaf (Abutilon theophrasti) to a herbicide, bentazon, has a larger amplitude
when the humidity is low than when the humidity is high (Koukkari & Johnson,
1979) (Figure 2.14). In this instance, the amplitude of the rhythm is greatly
reduced by a high relative humidity, which masks (hides) the large amplitude. In
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FIGURE 2.14. High humidity (closed boxes) masks the daily rhythm in the response of Abu-
tilon theophrasti leaves (% injury) to the herbicide bentazon applied at the same concen-
tration at different times during the light and dark spans during low humidity (open boxes)
(dark span � dark bar) (modified from Koukkari & Johnson, 1979).

22 NADH is the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and ADP is the mole-
cule, adenosine disphosphate. Both occur naturally in living cells (see Essay 5.1 in
Chapter 5 on Models and Mechanisms).
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the winter, a red fox (Vulpes fulva) that normally hunts during the night for
rodents located beneath the snow has been shown to change its phase of hunting
activity to capturing squirrels during daylight hours when the snow becomes
covered with ice (Tester, personal communication; Tester & Figala, 1990). 

In humans, the body temperature will respond to exogenous activities and
meals, resulting in either small or large changes being superimposed on the
endogenous circadian pattern. Subjecting an individual to a constant routine con-
sisting of bedrest and equally spaced, frequent same-size meals has been shown to
“unmask” and thereby “purify” the waveform of the endogenous circadian pattern
in body temperature (Minors & Waterhouse, 1989). 

Meal timing has also been shown to alter the circadian patterns in food-
filtering behavior of caddisflies (Brachycentrus occidentalis). During their
aquatic larval stage, these insects are nocturnal feeders under ad libitum (upon
desire) feeding conditions. In a laboratory setting, when food was supplied to
the caddisflies in the middle of the day or at 8-h intervals, the underlying
natural circadian rhythmic pattern, while still present, was masked, since the
circadian patterns altered accordingly so that an increase in filter-feeding coin-
cided with and actually anticipated the next presentation of food (Gallepp,
1976; Sothern et al., 1998).

Need for a Cyclic Environment 

The need of many organisms for a favorable cyclic environment and the conse-
quences of constant or unusual environmental conditions (e.g., short or long days,
light interruptions at night) are often ignored by humans, even in the study of
biological rhythms. The pathological consequences resulting from constant con-
ditions greatly impinge upon the critical evaluation of the previous history (after-
effects) as a characteristic of free-running periods. 

In addition, the pathological effects of constant conditions may lead to abnormal
development, disease, and even death. This has been dramatically illustrated in a
number of plant studies (Bünning, 1932; Hillman, 1956; Went, 1960). The green
leaves of tomato plants (Solanum lycopersicum) remain healthy when maintained
under 24-h cycles of LD or temperature, but become yellow (chlorotic) and brown
(necrotic) when plants are maintained under LL and constant temperature 
(Figure 2.15). However, by providing a 24-h temperature cycle to these plants dur-
ing LL, the injury associated with the constant light is eliminated (Hillman, 1956). 

With regard to mammals, there have been several reports on the deleterious
effects from unusual light exposures. For example, exposing the social vole (Micro-
tus socialis) to brief spans of light during the long nights of winter in Israel resulted
in death, which may be related to their thermoregulation (Haim et al., 2005). In rats
and mice, tumor growth was enhanced when they were kept in continuous light (LL)
or long days (Waldrop et al., 1989; Sanchez, 1993; Dauchy et al., 1997). Mammary
gland development, reflecting early sexual maturity, was accelerated in rats kept in
LL from birth (Anderson et al., 2000). Several articles have also discussed the
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influence of night-time light as a possible risk factor for human breast cancer
(Stevens et al., 1992; Waalen, 1993; Stevens & Davis, 1996) (see full discussion of
light, melatonin and cancer in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine).

In Darwin’s Footsteps 

Many, if not most individuals, are aware of Charles Darwin and his studies of evo-
lution and natural selection, which he published in The Origin of Species (Darwin,
1859). Fewer, however, are aware of his studies of circumnutations, tropisms,23
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FIGURE 2.15. Leaves of tomatoes
(Solanum lycopersicum) from
plants maintained in our lab
under either LD (left) or continu-
ous light (LL) (right). Pathologi-
cal effects, such as the yellowing
of leaves (chlorosis), can be
attributed to the noncyclic pho-
toperiod (LL) and illustrate the
importance of a cyclic environ-
ment for normal development of
these plants (Koukkari, unpub-
lished).

23 Tropisms are growth movements of plants directed toward or away from a stimulus, such
as a shoot bending toward light (phototropism). 



and the movements of leaves and stems, which he and his son published in The
Power of Movements in Plants (Darwin & Darwin, 1897). From the perspective of
chronobiology, Charles Darwin and his son, Francis, also possessed insight into
the genetic basis of rhythms: “. . . we may conclude that the periodicity of their
movements is to a certain extent inherited” (Darwin & Darwin, 1897).24

In this chapter we have described the characteristics of biological rhythms.
Here we introduce some “hands on” learning activities that should help you
better understand and appreciate some of these characteristics, by following
the old adage: “Those who hear, forget. Those who see, remember. Those who
do, understand.”25

Not only are these activities fun to do, but also the only item required that is not
usually found or easily constructed in a “home environment,” is a pole bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris).26 The pole bean is ideal because of its two well-defined
overt rhythms and the ease by which this classic organism can be maintained and
studied27 by almost anyone. In pole beans these two rhythms are the ultradian cir-
cumnutation movements of the stem or shoot (Figure 2.16) and the circadian
movements of the leaves (Figure 2.17).

Like Darwin, but following a slightly different procedure,28 you too should be
able to estimate the period and pattern of the circumnutation and leaf movement
rhythms. The procedures are relatively simple and can be performed by one per-
son, or possibly, by a group of two or three individuals with each person being
responsible for a given number of measurements (cf. Koukkari, 1994) (see Exer-
cises 2.1 and 2.2).
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24 The first edition of their book was published in 1880. This quote refers to leaf move-
ments and appears on p. 413 in the 1897 edition of their book (D. Appleton & Co.,
New York).

25 One of us (WLK) often refers to this quote when teaching. Its original source may have
been the undated Chinese proverb: I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I
understand.

26 Seeds of pole bean are sown in sterilized potting soil contained in pots or cups, all of
which can be purchased commercially. Usually two to four seeds are sown in each con-
tainer, covered with 2 to 3 cm of soil, watered, and cared for in the manner prescribed for
most houseplants. When the pair of foliage leaves appear above the cotyledons and begin
to expand (~10 days after sowing) the number of plants per container should be reduced
to one. The extra plants can be repotted (one per pot) and also used in the study.

27 Years ago, one could borrow a mouse from an animal research facility to demonstrate
running wheel locomotor activity rhythms, or purchase a minnow from a local bait store
to study Q10, without requesting prior written approval from an institutional committee
that must oversee the use of animals. These rules are now necessary. For a short teaching
exercise, crickets can be substituted for mice, and pole beans for minnows.

28 For example, a small thin glass filament was attached with shellac to the part of the plant
to be observed and the plant covered by a horizontal glass plate (top) and a vertical glass
plate (side). Dots corresponding to the location of the observed part of the plant were
made on the glass and later copied on tracing paper (Darwin & Darwin, 1897).
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FIGURE 2.16. A series of photographs every 20 min for 100 min showing the ultradian
rhythm in circumnutation of a 17-day-old pole bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, cv. Kentucky
Wonder). Note the elongated apical shoot and its arched (bending) position as it moves in
a counterclockwise direction. Time elapsed from start listed in each panel and direction of
shoot noted by an arrow in each panel and in the circle in lower middle panel. Photos by
R. Sothern.

FIGURE 2.17. Day (up) and night
(down) positions of the leaves of
a young bean plant.



Exercise 2.1: An Ultradian Experiment: Circumnutation

A 2- to 3-week-old pole bean that has an elongated apical shoot is ideal for this
exercise (Figure 2.16). The plant can be placed in an open box with the top
(side) of the box serving as a plate (Figure 2.18), or as an alternative setup, a
wood or plastic plate may be supported and positioned above the plant (Figure
2.19a). In either case, the plate should be level and have a 25-mm hole in the
center. It will be easier to position a shoot into the hole if you cut an opening
that is 5–10 mm wide and extends from the middle of one edge to the center
hole. Prior to placing the plant and plate into position, the shoot must be secured
to the tip of a stake, preferably with a tape fastened loosely at a location that is
about 8 cm below the shoot apex.29 The stake should protrude about 8–10 cm
above the plate so that the plate will not interfere with the vertical (up and
down) movements of the shoot apex.

Obtain a square sheet of paper and cut a straight slit leading from the middle of
one edge to the center. Because the dimensions of the paper need to be large enough
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FIGURE 2.18. A simple setup for
monitoring circumnutation
movements of a pole bean. The
ruler can be attached to a small
wooden block for stability and
can also be used to measure the
vertical distance of the shoot tip
from the surface of the plate
(paper) if also monitoring
vertical movements.

29 If the shoot is very long, lower portions of the stem may also be secured to the stake. Actu-
ally, the stem could be allowed to bulge out from the stake in order to have the plant fit
better into the box. Generally, this will not interfere with the movements of the shoot tip.



to extend beyond the tip of the shoot when it is moving (see Figures 2.18 and 2.19a),
two to four smaller sheets of paper can be secured with a tape and trimmed to make
one large sheet. Next, cut out a circular hole in the center of the paper (about 30
mm), which is slightly larger in diameter than the hole in the center of the plate.
Slide the sheet onto the plate and position the hole around the stem, taking care not
to cut the stem while aligning the two holes and taping or clamping the sheet to the
plate. In order to have a solid surface to write on, the slit in the paper should not be
placed above the horizontal opening that was cut out of the plate. 

To monitor the horizontal circumnutation movements, place the measuring
device (e.g., ruler or triangle) on the plate and align the edge of the measuring
device with the tip of the shoot (almost touching). Next, place a dot on the sheet
where the bottom of the measuring device meets the paper and label the dot as 0
(zero). This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.19a. On another sheet of paper or
in a notebook, record the time that the dot was made and the number representing
the dot (0).30 Ten minutes later, repeat the procedure, but label the second dot as 1,
and again record both the time and corresponding number (e.g., 1). The process of
measuring and recording (monitoring) the location of the shoot tip at 10-min
intervals should be continued for the next 3–5 h. If necessary, the interval between
measurements could be lengthened to 15 or 20 min. 

After the monitoring has been completed, carefully remove the sheet of paper
from the plate31 and connect the series of dots to see better the horizontal pattern
of circumnutation. Select one of the four edges (margins) of the paper to serve as
a reference edge (it does not matter which edge) and use a ruler to measure the
perpendicular distance (mm) between the reference edge and each of the points
(Figure 2.19b). Next, prepare a graph to illustrate the rhythm (Figure 2.19c).
Because each dot is 10 min apart, you should be able to count the number of dots
until they come full circle (back to the 0 mark) and estimate the period in minutes.
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FIGURE 2.19. Ultradian shoot movements of a pole bean: (a) monitoring, (b) transcribing,
and (c) graphing horizontal circumnutation movements of a bean shoot. 

30 One could measure the vertical movements along with the horizontal movements by
recording the distance in millimeters from the shoot tip to the surface of the paper.

31 If this is a group project and all persons are not present when the final measurement is
taken, photocopies of the entire pattern of dots can be made and distributed to all mem-
bers of the group.



By viewing the graph, the amplitude can be estimated by calculating half the
distance between the lowest and highest distance of the mm marks. Using the
same data points, another graph could be prepared that includes measurements
from two different reference edges to show a different phase relationship (but the
same period and amplitude). The frequency can also be calculated and the rela-
tionship between period and frequency noted. The frequency of the circumnuta-
tion rhythm can be used to determine the Q10 of the rhythm, although this usually
will require two facilities (rooms) or controlled environments where two different
temperatures can be maintained during the course of measurements.

Often in a university setting, finding the time or space to introduce the topic of
biological rhythms into a course that may already be overloaded is difficult. How-
ever, the addition of this exercise to a number of our biology courses has not led
to the elimination of other material, mostly, because the exercise involves only a
few minutes of actual work by any one student and can occur when the focus is on
another topic32 (Koukkari, 1994).

Exercise 2.2: A Circadian Experiment: Leaf Movements

In a research laboratory, leaf movements are often monitored continuously by elec-
tronic or video methods. For a didactic exercise that could be performed simulta-
neously by a large number of people in a variety of different locations (e.g., labo-
ratory, home, dormitory room, closet, etc.), a simple inexpensive measuring card is
more than adequate (Figure 2.20a). The position of any simple leaf or leaflet at any
point in time can be determined by placing the measuring card over the midrib and
reading the degrees indicated by a string attached to a metal nut. 

If only one plant is available, leaf movements may be monitored for the first
day or two when the plant is maintained in a LD-synchronized environment. The
LD environment chosen will depend on whatever is available, such as the “natu-
ral” solar day viewed from a window, beneath a fluorescent lamp connected to a
timer, or better yet, a controlled environmental chamber programmed to a LD
12:12 cycle. In order to determine if the leaf movement rhythm continues in the
absence of a LD-synchronized environment, the plant should be transferred to a
light-tight enclosed location (e.g., closet), where a fluorescent lamp could be
safely placed to provide continuous illumination (LL)33 for a few days. If two
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32 Even in a lecture session or during a seminar, a pole bean with a paper collar (plate)
attached with tape to the top of the pot provides an impressive means to demonstrate a
circumnutation rhythm. In such cases, I have selected a different student to be responsi-
ble for each time point and dot. Actually, monitoring and the placement of dots (time
points) may commence before class. Most people are not aware that the tip of a plant will
move so rapidly and display a rhythm.

33 A low watt fluorescent lamp, similar to the type used for reading, may be a good choice.
Incandescent lamps usually produce too much heat, especially in a small-enclosed area,
and should not be used without a means for temperature control. In fact, providing a con-
stant temperature during both LD and LL would be desirable.



plants are available, one could be maintained in LD and the other in LL, thus
reducing the total duration of the study.

The interval between successive measurements can be arranged to best fit the
academic or social schedule of the person who does the monitoring, although one
of the measurements should be conducted when the L span begins, another near
mid-L, and another measurement conducted when the L span is about to end.
Equally spaced 3- to 4-h intervals between measurements are desirable and inter-
vals longer than 6 h should be avoided. However, all measurements scheduled to
occur during times of D, except for the final time point, could be omitted.34 For
this last measurement in the LD series, a light can be turned on, the angle of the
leaf measured immediately, and the monitoring procedure terminated. In some
“less-controlled facilities,” such as a living room in a house, there may be “stray
light” or a fixed “night light” that will enable a person to monitor leaf positions
during “darkness.”

The data collected should be plotted as illustrated in Figure 2.20b and the results
analyzed to estimate the period, amplitude, and phase. Select the time of usual L
onset as the reference point for Circadian Time (CT � 0) of the leaf movement
rhythm under both synchronized (LD) and free-running (LL) conditions. In LL, the
time span that corresponds to the D span that was provided during entrainment
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FIGURE 2.20. Circadian leaf movements of a pole bean: (a) use of an angle card to measure
the position (angle) of the blade of a leaf relative to the horizontal or vertical axis, as deter-
mined by a plumb line (metal nut suspended by a string); (b) leaf angles (y axis) plotted for
each time point (x axis).

34 “It is troublesome to observe the movements of leaves in the middle of the night, but this
was done in a few cases” (Darwin & Darwin, 1897). Note: Plant physiologists often use
dark rooms having special “green safe lights.”



(LD) is referred to as the subjective night. It may be possible also to observe
damping of the rhythm during LL.

Mechanisms

Although the objective of the preceding experiments was to help you obtain a
better understanding of some of the characteristics of rhythms, you may wonder
about the mechanisms that cause these rhythmic movements. Briefly, the rhyth-
mic circumnutation movements of the shoot appears to be due to a change in
turgor that spirals around the twining apical section and produces a rhythm of
growth in the epidermal cells of the bending zone (Millet et al., 1984, 1988).
The shoot tip of Phaseolus circumnutates in a counterclockwise direction, but in
hops (Humulus lupulus) the apex of the twining vine circumnutates in a clock-
wise direction.

Plants such as the garden bean (Phaseolus), soybean (Glycine), and velvetleaf
(Abutilon) have leaves that move up and down due to rhythmic turgor changes
in specialized regions, called pulvini (singular � pulvinus), joint-like thicken-
ings near the base of leaf blades, which act like cushioned hinges. The blade of
the bean leaf moves as a result of turgor changes in cells located on opposite
sides of the pulvinus. These turgor or osmotic changes involve membranes and
the movements (flux) or ratios of ions, such as K� (Kiyosawa & Tanaka, 1976).
Perhaps the very mention of these factors brings back memories of “osmosis
experiments” that you may have performed in a general biology class, and
which now apply to the mechanisms of leaf movements.35 Finally, the physiol-
ogy of shoot and leaf rhythms is much more complex than described here. Addi-
tional information on the role of leaf and flower movements in the study of
rhythms is addressed further in the Chapter 3 on Time. The molecular basis of
the circadian clock, as well as the circadian system, is discussed in the Chapter
5 on Models and Mechanisms.

Take-Home Message 

There is a genetically determined, endogenous basis for biological rhythms in
all living organisms. Periods are grouped into three main categories: ultradian
(�20 h), circadian (20–28 h), and infradian (�28 h). Rhythms are characterized
by their period, amplitude, and phase, which are stable under synchronized con-
ditions, but their pattern may be altered by changes in the environment or during
disease. A cyclic environment, such as light alternating with darkness, is generally
needed for normal development and health. The SCN and pineal are examples of
primary circadian clocks located in the brain.
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35 Not all plant species that display leaf movements have pulvini. Some depend upon
unequal growth rates and possibly plant hormones (cf. Yin, 1941).
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3
Physical and Biological Time 

“Time has no divisions to mark its passage, there is never a thunderstorm or blare of
trumpets to announce the beginning of a new month or year.

Even when a new century begins it is we mortals who ring bells and fire off pistols.”
—Thomas Mann (1887–1955), German author

Introduction

The recording of time has been a hallmark of civilization and culture, deeply
rooted in the activities of individuals and society. We often take for granted the
units of time and their quantification, but to more fully appreciate their structure
and how they were acquired, we must turn to astronomy and to the fascinating his-
tory that led to the discovery and development of clocks. 

Actually there are two types or groups of clocks, each with its own historical
path. One group includes the mechanical, electrical, and atomic clocks that are
used in society to determine the time of day or year. Its technology is based
upon physical components, either natural (e.g., sand, water, stars, radiation) or
more likely, engineered and manufactured (e.g., springs and gears). The other
type of clock is biological, and its history of development is called evolution.
Because most of the units of time were developed and described first for physi-
cal clocks, and later carried over and applied to biological clocks, they will be
discussed first.

The first objective of this chapter is to help you develop an appreciation of
how the rotations and revolutions of the Earth and Moon helped to give rise to
many of our units of time. These movements account for the natural synchro-
nizers of circadian and circannual rhythms (by the Earth) and tidal rhythms 
(by the Moon), and in the case of the rotations and revolutions of the Earth,
the changes in duration and timing of light and dark spans involved in 
photoperiodism. The second objective is to assist you in obtaining a greater
appreciation of the units of time by becoming familiar with some of the 
events or benchmarks that are associated with the development of clocks or
timepieces. 



Along with the discussion of clocks and calendars, the third objective is to
provide some background information about topics such as longitude, meridian,
time zones, and Daylight Saving Time (DST) so that you may better understand
the resynchronization of rhythms, especially as they relate to transmeridian
flights. The fourth objective is to discuss the methods of reporting dates and
times and its importance in everyday life and in laboratory studies. A fifth objec-
tive is to introduce the concept of biological clocks and some of the analogies
that exist between internal (endogenous) biological rhythms and external
(exogenous) clocks. Finally, the evolution of the biological clock throughout the
history of the Earth is discussed.

Rotations and Revolutions of the Earth and Moon 

The 24-h cycle of light alternating with darkness that occurs each day is the dom-
inant natural synchronizer of circadian rhythms. One common notion is that the
period of 24 h represents the time required by the Earth to complete one full rota-
tion. However, the Earth makes one complete rotation on its axis in about 23 h and
56 min.1 Based upon this fact, we must now ask: what happens to the extra four
minutes, or is there something drastically wrong with our external clocks? To find
the answer, we turn to basic astronomy and elementary geometry (Figure 3.1).
From the study of astronomy we have learned that the Earth revolves around the
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1 The precise duration for one complete rotation is closer to 23 h, 56 min, and 4.09 s (Time
& Frequency Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
US Department of Commerce, Boulder, CO. Complete info online at:
http://www.physics.nist.gov/GenInt/contents.html).

FIGURE 3.1. A circle with a dia-
gram of a transit in the center
and showing sightings of 0� and
45�. A transit is an instrument
that can be used for sighting
straight lines and measuring
angles. Degrees are presented
here in a counterclockwise direc-
tion because the rotation of the
Earth and its revolution around
the Sun occur in a counterclock-
wise direction.
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Sun2 in an elliptical plane while rotating on its axis (Figure 3.2). Both the rotation of
the Earth and its revolution around the Sun occur in a counterclockwise direction.

The Day

To more easily resolve this apparent difference between the 24-h clock of society
and the duration of about 23 h and 56 min for the Earth to make one complete
rotation of 360�, let us make two assumptions (see Figure 3.3). First, suppose that

2 Today, we accept this as a factual statement, but up to the early 1600s and even into the
1700s, the Earth was considered by many to be at the center and the Sun revolved around
it. Individuals, such as Heracleides (ca. 388–315 BC), Arlistarchus (310–230 BC), Coper-
nicus (1473–1543), and Kepler (1571–1630) are included among those who claimed that
the Earth moved around the Sun, but it took centuries or decades before most people
would come to the same conclusion, or for many to be allowed to accept the truth. The lat-
ter represents a case where the implications of religion were strongly woven into a time-
related matter. Perhaps the most classic example occurred in 1633, when the Italian
astronomer and physicist Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), fearing for his life, was brought
before a church inquisition in Rome and forced to recant his view that the Earth moved
around the Sun.

FIGURE 3.2. The ecliptic plane
formed by the Earth as it
revolves around the Sun (A) and
23.5� tilt of Earth relative to a
vertical line drawn perpendicular
to the ecliptic plane (B).



a surveyor on the Earth positions a special astronomical transit to locate a faraway
star for a reference and sets the dial of the transit at 0�. Second, let us assume that
the angle for the position of the Sun is 45� from the 0� setting. After a span of
about 23 h and 56 min, the Earth has made one complete rotation on its axis and
the transit dial again reads 0� for the reference star. However, the angle for the
position of the Sun is only 44�. The original 45� position for the Sun will not be
reached until one more degree of rotation has occurred. This will require about
four more minutes. The reason for the lag is quite simple. Not only is the Earth
rotating, it is revolving around the Sun. As a result, the location of the Earth rela-
tive to the Sun has changed by about one degree. The span of time of 23 h and 56
min is called the sidereal day (� 360�), while our clocks are based upon the solar
day (360� � 1� � 361�) of 24 h. 

The Year

The seasons of the year, which in nature provide time cues via photoperiodism,
also are caused by the movements of the Earth. Many people know that the sea-
sons are based upon the revolution of the Earth around the Sun. However, the
warmth and long daylight hours of summer are not the result of the Earth being
closer to the Sun in summer and further in winter. In fact, the Earth is closest to
the Sun in January and furthest in July and these distances cannot account for
phase differences among seasons that exist between the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. 

To better understand what accounts for the seasons, let us first consider a
sphere (Earth) and a unilateral source of light (Sun). One will note that one-half
of the sphere is illuminated, while the other half remains in the shade or darkness
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FIGURE 3.3. A transit sighting a far away star that will serve as a reference (0�) and assum-
ing that the position of the Sun from Earth at that point in time is located 45� in a counter-
clockwise direction from 0� (a). After a span of about 23 h and 56 min the Earth has made
one complete rotation on its axis (b). The reference star is again at 0�, but the angle for the
position of the Sun is only 44�. The one additional degree of rotation (1� � 44� � 45�) by
the Earth requires an additional 4 min.



(Figure 3.4). Even if the axis of the sphere is tilted, the same conditions prevail:
one-half of the sphere is in light and one-half remains in darkness. The Earth
revolves around the Sun in an elliptical orbit on a plane called the ecliptic. It
takes slightly longer than 365 days to complete one full cycle. The axis upon
which the Earth rotates, however, is tilted by 23.5� to a line perpendicular to its
orbit (Figure 3.2B) and continues to point toward the North Star as the Earth
revolves around the Sun. In other words, the axis maintains the same tilt of 23.5�
as the Earth revolves around the Sun (Figure 3.2). Together, the fixed tilt and the
position of the Earth relative to the Sun account for the seasons (Figure 3.2A).

The summer solstice,3 which occurs near June 21, is when the duration of
light (and the most direct sunlight) is the longest in the Northern Hemisphere
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FIGURE 3.4. When a unilateral source of
light shines of a sphere, one-half of the
sphere is illuminated while the other half
remains in the shade or darkness, regardless
of how the sphere is tilted. The axis upon
which the Earth rotates is tilted by 23.5�
and points toward the North Star (Polaris)
as the Earth revolves around the Sun. Con-
sequently, during the course of the year,
there is a seasonal difference in the duration
of daylight and darkness for the two hemi-
spheres.

3 The annual occurrence of the summer solstice was one of the time points of the year that
was indicated by the design of some of the structures erected by ancient civilizations.
Examples include Stonehenge in England and the Sun Dagger in New Mexico (USA).
The latter is a spiral that was carved on the vertical face of a butte (small isolated moun-
tain with steep sides). At noon, and only during the summer solstice, sunlight passes
between some stones in front of the spiral and produces an image in the shape of a dag-
ger, which goes through the center of the spiral (cf. Bennett et al., 1999).



and shortest (least direct sunlight) in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 3.4B).
The opposite is true for the winter solstice near December 22. During the
spring (vernal) equinox near March 21 and the fall (autumnal) equinox near
September 23, the Northern and Southern Hemispheres receive the same dura-
tion of light. Our calendar is based upon the tropical year, derived from the
duration of time from one spring equinox to the next at the equator (365 days,
5 h, 49 min). 

The Month

Tidal rhythms, which will be discussed in a separate chapter, are controlled in
large measure by the movements of the Moon. The Moon revolves around the
Earth, completing one full revolution (360�) in about 27.25 days, the sidereal
month.4 Again, due to the revolution of the Earth around the Sun, which is about
30� per month (360� divided by 12 months � 30�), the duration of time from one
new moon phase to the next is about 29.5 days, the lunar month5 (Figures 3.5 and
3.6). The moon and its phases not only cause and influence the tides and biologic
phenomena, but, as we will discuss in the following section, they also serve as
units of time and the basis for a number of calendars. 
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4 We always see the same side of the Moon since it takes the same amount of time for it to
turn once around on its axis as it takes to revolve around the Earth (known as synchronous
rotation).

5 The lunar month was shorter millions of years ago. Since the Moon is distancing itself
from the Earth by 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) a year, it is estimated that a billion years ago the
lunar month lasted 6.5 h when it was nearer to Earth.

Earth

New
moon

Full
moon

First
Quarter

Last
Quarter

Sun
FIGURE 3.5. Various phases of
the Moon observed from the
Earth as it orbits the Earth. From
one phase to the same phase
again is about 29.5 days, the
lunar month.



Clocks and Calendars: Ancient Times 

The length of a rhythmic cycle, which we call the period, is measured in units of
time. For early primitive people, it was necessary not only to predict the best and
safest times to gather food, seek shelter, etc., but also their relationship with the
“spiritual world” was often a rhythm-dependent activity. Except for a more
sophisticated technology, the same can be said for much of our society in the 21st
century.

Time, as it relates to the invention and discovery of clocks, is a fascinating
topic. The consciousness of time occurred relatively late in human history, but
developed rapidly and became paramount when commerce, business, and travel
began to flourish (Hering, 1940). To facilitate the discussion of clocks, a map with
illustrations (Figure 3.7) and supplementary comments (Table 3.1) have been
included for you to examine as you read and study the narrative material that fol-
lows. Many different clocks and calendars based upon astronomical events were
devised throughout history in order to enable humans to reliably figure out the
“time” of day or year (Figure 3.8, Table 3.1). 

The Month and Year

Perhaps the earliest means of measuring the passing of time between recurring
events was based upon the appearance, disappearance, or phases of astronomical
bodies, such as the Sun, Moon, and certain stars. Because the average female
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FIGURE 3.6. The concept for this
illustration is similar to the one
illustrated in Figure 3.3, except
that emphasis is upon the Moon.
As shown by assumed sightings
with a surveyor’s transit, the
Moon completes one full revolu-
tion (360�) around the Earth in
about 27.25 days, but the phase
for the new Moon is not reached
until about 2.25 additional days
have passed (lunar month � 29.5
days). On average, the Earth
travels about 30� per month
while the Moon completes one
rotation (360� � 30� � 390�).



menstrual cycle is about 29.5 � 3 days (cf. Cutler, 1980; Cutler et al., 1986), a series
of spans between full moons (29.53 days each) may have provided primitive women
with a time measure for the length of a pregnancy and thus may have been one of the
oldest units of time (Breasted, 1936). However, a series of 12 moons does not equal
a year and by not relying upon the Moon, the ancient Egyptians obtained the first
close estimate of the year being about 365 days. They based their predictions upon
the seasonal flooding of the Nile River and the accompanying annual reappearance
of the Dog Star in Canis Major, which we call Sirius, in the eastern sky next to the
Sun at sunrise.6 The date for the introduction of this early calendar of 365 days in a
year has been traced back to 4236 BC (cf. Breasted, 1936). 
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FIGURE 3.7. A map with illustrations representing various time measuring devices, locations,
and events that relates to clocks and time (see Table 3.1 for comments related to numbering).

6 The flooding of the Nile could vary, but not the rising of Sirius. In this region of Egypt,
Sirius rises about 4 min earlier each day and for a given duration it is not visible (during
the light hours), only to reappear again on a day that was marked as the beginning of the
year (cf. Breasted, 1936).
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TABLE 3.1. A legend corresponding to numbers 1–27 for illustrations presented in Figure 3.7.

# Illustration Comments

1 Sun Sunrise, sunset, and midday have served time points for various 
groups of people throughout history (e.g., Romans divided the day 
into two parts: ante meridiem (AM), before midday, and post 
meridiem (PM), after midday

2 Moon Lunar cycles mark certain occasions and events in primitive and 
modern societies (e.g., to set times of certain religious events)

3 Rivers Floods have been used to mark seasons and the approximate time of 
year (see Egyptian Calendar #5)

4 Stars and planets Appearance of Sirius in the eastern sky near sunrise used by ancient 
Egyptians to develop their calendar of 365 days. Also stars used to 
measure time during the night (see # 8)

5 Ancient Egyptian Flooding of the Nile River near the time when Sirius, the brightest 
Calendar star in the sky, first appears in the eastern horizon before 

sunrise after not having been seen for several months, provided the
basis for their calendar of 12 months of 30 days each, plus 5 days
to equal a year of 365 days. Calendar traced back to about 4236
BC (Breasted, 1936)

6 Sundial or shadow Used by the Egyptians to measure the time of day by the Sun’s 
clock shadow (ca. 1500 BC). Some older versions were shaped like an

inverted T-square that was positioned toward the east in the 
morning and rotated at noon to face west, in order to divide the
sunlit day into 10 parts, plus 2 parts for a twilight hour in the morn-
ing and evening. Obelisks were built as early as 3500 BC and the 
moving shadow of the Sun was used to divide the day into 2 parts
centered at noon (Ward, 1961)

7 Water flow devices Used by the Egyptians as early as 1500 BC, the Greeks (ca. 400 BC) 
and others to measure various durations of time. A water clock
(Greek clepsydra, “water thief”) could be used at night, since it
depended upon the amount of water that moved from one container
operation to another

8 Merkhet Device developed by ancient Egyptians at least by 600 BC consisting 
of a pair of merkhets (plumb lines) lined up with a star to measure
time during the night (Whitrow, 1988)

9 Egyptian 12 part day “Hours” varied in length depending upon the season of the year
and 12 part night

10 Week The origin of the 7-day week is not clear, but was observed as part of 
ancient Jewish life (Deuteronomy 5:13–14)

11 Hellenistic Credited with the division of each of the 24 h into 60 min each.
astronomers The Hellenistic period was ~323 BC to ~31 BC

12 Julian calendar Adopted by Julius Caesar on January 1, 45 BC and consisted of 365
1/4 days in a year; 1/4 day achieved by adding 1 day every 4 years

13 Gregorian calendar Instituted by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582 AD. In order to correct for 
the error in days accumulated by the Julian Calendar

14 Old Chinese Astronomical calendars ca. 2637 BC used both the Sun and phases 
calendar of the Moon and are still used for determining festival dates

15 Water-wheel clock A Chinese astronomical type of mechanical clock (tower) that used a
water-wheel escapement has been traced to about 1090 AD 
(cf. Ward, 1961)
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TABLE 3.1. (Continued)

# Illustration Comments

16 Incense sticks and Incense sticks can be traced back to the Sung Dynasty in China 
candle clocks (960–1279), where a different aroma was produced every hour as

the incense burned at a constant rate. Each hour could be smelled.
Candles that burned at a known rate were marked with horizontal
lines to count the hours (credited to the Saxon king Alfred the
Great [849–899]) (cf. Whitrow, 1988; Barnett, 1998)

17 Mayan calendar Calendar had a solar year of 365 days, as perhaps illustrated by the 
number of steps in one of their pyramids (four stairways of 91 steps
each = 364 steps plus the top platform). Accuracy in astronomy and
in the dating events were remarkable

18 Sandglasses Often called hourglasses, were better than water devices for 
measuring short intervals and were used by explorers 
(e.g., Christopher Columbus)

19 Bell Early clocks did not have a dial, but rather a sound was produced by 
a weight striking a bell

20 Mechanical clock Mechanical clocks may have been invented about 1300 AD 
(e.g., perhaps after 1271 AD, see Thorndike, 1941)

21 Pendulum clocks In about 1581 AD, Galileo discovered some of the characteristics of 
the pendulum in regard to time. Credit for actually building the first
pendulum clock is given to Christiaan Huygens, ca. 1656

22 Pulsilogium A pendulum-type device for measuring pulse rate developed by 
Galileo and used by Santorio Santorio (1561–1636) in the early
practice of medicine (cf. Major, 1954; Talbott, 1970)

23 Biological clock The term may have been first introduced in the mid-1950s relative to 
rhythms, but the persistence of a rhythm (e.g., leaf movements) in
the absence of the daily light/dark cycle was observed by de
Mairan and reported by Marchant in 1729

24 Flower clock Developed by Linnaeus (1707–1778) to indicate the time of day based
upon when flowers or an inflorescence (cluster of flowers) of a
species would be open or closed

25 Marine watch Invented by John Harrison (in 1759 or 1773) for use on vessels at sea 
and served to assist navigators in determining longitude. 
(cf. Quill, 1966)

26 Prime meridian An established imaginary north-south line that passes through 
Greenwich, England designated as 0� longitude and became the
basis for time around the world in 1884. This location serves as an
international standard for time around the world and is known a
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) or Universal Time (UT)

27 Quartz crystal Windup clocks were replaced by electronically run, ultra-precise 
watches quartz crystal watches in the 1960s and remain the basis for mil-

lions of watches and clocks in calculators and computers today

28 Atomic clock Most accurate clock, based on electromagnetic radiation of a 
cesium-133 atom. Today time is determined by counting seconds,
with a second defined as the length of time for 9,192,631,770
cycles of a cesium-133 atom at zero magnetic field



Prehistoric astronomical observations were made outside of the Mediterranean
region as well. For example, archaeologists have determined that Stonehenge in
England, consisting of large standing stones set in a circle, was originally built in
about 3100 BC, and updated in ~2100 BC and 1550 BC (Barnett, 1998). This
structure and hundreds of analogous structures throughout Britain, all of which
are oriented with the Sun and Moon, may have served as calendars to indicate the
time of the month and year anchored by the summer solstice.7

The Egyptian calendar was adopted and modified to include 365.25 days by
Julius Caesar in 45 BC. Because the year is a little shorter than 365.25 days, the
date of the spring equinox was occurring earlier in the “Julian” calendar as the
centuries progressed. In 1582 on the advice of a special commission, Pope Gre-
gory XIII modified the Julian calendar by 10 days. He ordered that the day after
October 4, 1582 be called October 15, 1582,8 thus restoring the spring equinox to
again occur on March 21 in 1583,9 The Gregorian calendar, which it became
known as and which has been adopted worldwide, includes special rules for leap
years as follows: a day is added to February in years divisible by 4, except in years
divisible by 100, but a leap day is added to a year divisible by 400 (e.g., the year
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FIGURE 3.8. Globe showing east and west longitudes (A), and a disk of 360� showing lon-
gitude divisions (B).

7 Centuries later, other civilizations were still using sundial-like structures to determine the
time of year. This was evident in South America in the 16th century, where the Inca used
stone structures, such as the Intihuatana at Machu Pichu in the Andes Mountains of Peru,
as a precise indicator of the winter solstice. During the 15th–16th centuries, cathedrals in
Italy were constructed so that light projecting through holes in a great window would
move along a line (called a meridiana) on the floor. The church building itself thus served
as a solar observatory and helped to precisely determine time of year (cf. Van Helden,
1999).

8 This particular interval was chosen for religious reasons (e.g., fewer ecclesiastical days)
(cf. Whitrow, 1988). The 10-day correction had various social repercussions, such as
salary issues, changes in the age of individuals, and ushered in a number of political and
regional conflicts. The Gregorian calendar was not accepted until 1752 by the American
colonies and Great Britain and is still not accepted by some Orthodox Christians.

9 The spring equinox occurs every fourth year on March 21 (cf. Bennett et al., 1999).



1900 was not a leap year, but 2000 was). The end result is that the Gregorian cal-
endar year is almost precisely the same as the length of the tropical year. Our
modern calendar is still based upon names and numbers of days assigned by the
Romans during the time of Julius Caesar in 45 BC (Table 3.2).

The Day 

Devices were also implemented to subdivide the spans of light and dark into day
and night. The invention of the shadow clock (sundial), the water clock (clepsy-
dra),10 and the use of a 24-h day can also be attributed to the ancient Egyptians. In
turn, these devices and procedures were adopted and modified by others. For
example, for the actual division of equal length hours, and subdivisions of 60 parts
for minutes, one needs to turn to antiquity and credit the Hellenistic astronomers11

who modified the Egyptian hours with the Babylonian sexagesimal (base 60)
measurement system for minutes (cf. Neugebauer, 1957). Our unit of time known
as the second is a further subdivision of the minute into 60 equal parts. 
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10 Clepsydra was the term used by the Greeks and derived in part from their word,
kleptein � to steal � hydor � water (e.g., “water thief”). In a water clock, water drained
from one container at a fixed rate, which in turn filled another container or moved more
elaborate mechanisms, e.g., balls or pellets falling to produce a ringing sound (cf. De
Solla Price, 1964; Hill, 1976). A sundial, water clock, and other clocks can be seen in
motion at the following or similar website(s): http://www.brittanica.com/clockworks.

11 The duration of the Hellenistic period was from approximately 323 BC (when Alexander
the Great died) to 31 BC (Adriani, 1963).

TABLE 3.2. English names for months of the year originated from Roman
names.a

Name Origin of name

January The god Janus
February The purification festival, Februa
March The god Mars
April The goddess Aphrodite or Latin aperire, to open
May The goddess Maia
June The goddess Juno
July Quintilis, the 5th month, from the word quintus, fifth, renamed

for Julius Caesar in 45 BC
August Sextilis, the 6th month, from the word sextus, sixth, renamed 

for Emperor Augustus in 4 BC
September The 7th month, from the word septem, seven
October The 8th month, from the word octo, eight
November The 9th month, from the word novem, nine
December The 10th month, from the word decem, ten

aOriginally, the Roman calendar started on March 1 and consisted of only 10 months,
with an unnamed winter period. Sometime before 673 BC, February and January, in
that order, were added as months between December and March. In 450 BC,
February was moved to its current position in the calendar (Tøndering, 2000).



Candles with gradation for hours and incense that produced different aromas,
both of which burned at known rates, were used in England ~980 AD and in China
in ~1000 AD to mark the passing of time. Although less accurate, these were use-
ful indoors, during the night or on a cloudy day. Water clocks were still popular in
Germany during the early 1200s, but because the fluidity of water was influenced
by temperature, the sandclock began to replace it. Sandclocks, which today are
often referred to as “hourglasses,” may have been an improvement, but they too
were somewhat restrictive and cumbersome. One of their main uses was on board
ships, where they were used to measure durations of activities and events, such as
the speed of travel (knots).12

The Week  

Having introduced some of the devices and units for measuring time within a day
and over a year, we turn our attention to the week. Our lives are usually organized
along a weekly pattern of orienting ourselves with a 5- or 6-day workweek that
usually begins on Monday and ends on Friday or Saturday, with the weekend
reserved for leisure, religious, or other activities.13 While there were some
attempts by various civilizations to use weeks of different lengths,14 it is likely
that the 7-day week was being followed by the Jews during the time of Moses (ca.
14th century BC), based upon their belief that God worked for six days creating
the world and rested on the 7th day. As noted in Table 3.1, item #10, the recur-
rence of the Lord’s day every seventh day was already a part of the Jewish life.15

The familiarity of Jewish Christians with the sabbatical week and Gentile Chris-
tians with the planetary week may have set the stage for the 7-day weekly cycle
that was noted already in the first century (79 AD) and was in common use
throughout the Roman Empire by the end of the third and beginning of the fourth
century (cf. Colson, 1926). 

The astrological 7-day week is essentially a Hellenistic invention, with the con-
temporary names for the days of the week and their origin depending upon nation-
ality, language, and religion (cf. Zerubavel, 1985). Names for the days of the week
have been derived from various sources, including the names of planets, names of
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12 A log tethered to a line having equally spaced knots along its length would be tossed into
the water in the direction of the stern from the front end of the ship and sailors would
count the number of knots along the rope that was passed as the ship moved forward dur-
ing a given interval of time, which was measured by a sand glass (e.g., 0.5 min).

13 Zerubavel (1985) noted that some civilizations with complex divinitory systems and/or
market economies cherished regularity. He called this a particular mentality of “homo
rhythmicus” man.

14 The Mayan calendar included both a 13-day and a 20-day week. Between 1793 and Jan-
uary 1806, the French Revolutionary calendar divided each month into 10-day weeks,
while the Soviet Union used a 5-day week in 1929–1930 and a 6-day week from Sep-
tember 1931 until June 26, 1940. Interestingly, a 5-day week fits the solar year the best,
since 365 days/5 � exactly 73 weeks.

15 Deuteronomy 5: 13–14; Exodus 20: 8–11.



mythical characters, or a combination of both, or they have been numbered with-
out specific names (Table 3.3). In Romance languages such as French, Italian, and
Spanish, the days of the week are based upon the names for the Sun, Moon, and
the five planets known to the Romans (Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn).
Some names in English were changed to reflect Anglo-Saxon gods. In Hebrew,
the first six days are designated only by number (e.g., Yom Ri-shon � first day,
Yom Sha-ynee � second day, etc.) and only the seventh has a name, Yom Shab-
bat. The Quakers omit names entirely and only use numbers. 

Most Christians have designated Sunday as their day of worship and rest,
whereas this day is Saturday for Jews and Friday for Muslims. Most of today’s
printed calendars show Sunday as the first day of the week, although there are
some notable exceptions (e.g., some European calendars, work and school sched-
ules show Monday as the first day of the week). The International Organization
for Standardization has officially set Monday as the first day of the week.

While many historians may be of the view that we do not know the origin of the
week, one should not go as far as those who claim that there are no natural cycles
of seven days. Evidence for presence of weekly (circaseptan) rhythms has been
found at the cellular, individual, and population levels representing such diverse
organisms as algae, vascular plants, insects, and humans (Schweiger et al., 1986;
Spruyt et al., 1987; Halberg et al., 1990; Cornelissen et al., 1996).16

Clocks and Calendars: Middle Ages to Now

During the Middle Ages (ca. 500–1500 AD), various types and styles of sundials,
water clocks, and sandglasses were developed, but their technology was still based
upon the principles from ancient Egypt. The development of the mechanical clock,
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16 See Chapter 2 on Rhythm Characteristics for examples of circaseptan rhythms. It has
been suggested that 7-day cycles in energy output from the Sun (e.g., sunspots, solar flux,
etc.) may act as an environmental signal for certain 7-day biological rhythms in life on
the Earth (Cornelissen et al., 1996).

TABLE 3.3. English names for days of the week and origin.
Day “Planet”a Latin Comments

Sunday (Sun) Solis From the Latin planetary name for the Sun
Monday (Moon) Lunae From the Latin planetary name for the Moon
Tuesday Mars Martis From Tiu, the Anglo-Saxon name for Tyr, the Norse god of war
Wednesday Mercury Mercurii From Odin, or Wodin, the Norse supreme deity
Thursday Jupiter Jovis Honoring Thor, the Norse god of thunder
Friday Venus Veneris Honoring Frigg, the wife of Odin, who represented love 

and beauty
Saturday Saturn Saturni From the Latin planetary name for Saturn

aThe Romans based names for days of the week on the Sun, Moon, and the then five known planets.
Romance languages, such as French, Spanish, and Italian, still use this Roman system, while
English uses names derived from Norse legend for four of the days (Tuesday–Friday).



which probably occurred near the end of the 13th century in Europe (Thorndike,
1941; Whitrow, 1988), was strongly influenced by the church (North, 1975), and its
need to set and adhere to times designated for prayers and other monastic activities.17

Early versions of mechanical clocks did not have a dial. Instead, time was indi-
cated by the sound produced by a bell. The clocks were large and usually housed
in a tower in order to serve as a public clock, hence the word “bell tower.”18 In
fact, our word for clock is derived from European words for bell, such as clocca
(Latin), glocke (German), and cloche (French). These early clocks were powered
by a falling weight that caused a drum to rotate as the rope, which suspended the
weight, unwound. An oscillating escapement mechanism controlled the fall of the
weight by engaging and disengaging cogs on a wheel that would turn, thus pro-
viding a timing mechanism.19

Longitude and Clocks 

The development of clocks that could be kept in homes or onboard ships at sea
had far reaching effects, not only in establishing schedules for various activities,
but also for oceanic travel and navigation. In addition, one of the driving forces
that led to the development of timepieces that had even greater precision was the
need for navigators of vessels at sea, and out of sight of land, to locate longitude.20
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17 Churches were the centers of education in Europe and elsewhere. They controlled much
of the power, had skilled craftsmen, and knowledge of engineering.

18 In the 1800s, there were time balls in many cities around the world, each connected by
telegraph to an observatory, which would drop at noon each day as a public signal of mid-
day (12:00 h) to ships in harbors and rivers and also to townspeople. People could stop at
noon and reset their watches by it. This relic of the past can still be seen on New Year’s
Eve in Times Square in New York when a ball drops at midnight (cf. Barnett, 1998).

19 The mechanism of these early mechanical clocks consisted of a horizontal bar with a bal-
ancing weight on each end and secured to a vertical spindle that contained two flat flanges
(pallets) spaced apart and set at different angles to engage alternately the teeth at opposite
positions of a wheel. The wheel, which is called the escape wheel, was powered to rotate
by the unwinding of a rope from around a drum, which was caused by the pull of a weight
suspended from the other end of the rope. The design of the teeth on the wheel was such
that when the flanges on the spindle engage a tooth, the weight was prevented from falling.
The wheel also caused the spindle to be rotated back and forth, first in one direction and
than in the other direction (e.g., clockwise and then counterclockwise). The back and forth
oscillations of the horizontal bar, to which the spindle and flanges were secured, allow for
a controlled escapement (one tooth at a time with a brief pause) (Ward, 1961).

20 The British Government offered a prize in 1714 (today’s equivalent of several million
dollars) for a practical method that could be used at sea to determine longitude. John
Harrison (1693–1776) solved the problem by developing a number of precision time-
pieces that minimized the effect of changes in temperature and surpassed the require-
ments for precision. His spring and balance wheel-driven marine chronometer kept time
on a rolling ship to within 1/5 of a second a day, nearly as well as a pendulum clock on
land. On a voyage to Barbados in 1765, the mean error for one of his instruments was
only 39.2 s (about 1/2 of a degree of longitude) (Quill, 1966).



But how can a clock that is very precise help tell where you are relative to longi-
tude, especially if one has not been able to maintain an accurate record of speed,
direction, and distance? 

To answer this question, we start with the knowledge that a hemisphere is half
of a sphere (Gk. hemi � one-half), and although we often view the Earth as hav-
ing a Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, map makers also view
the Earth as having hemispheres of east and west longitude (see Figure 3.8). These
two hemispheres have been divided along two imaginary lines of longitude, which
run north and south and are separated from each other by 180�.21 By international
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FIGURE 3.9. Assume that the person shown is standing somewhere in the Northeastern part
of the United States of America, facing directly South (notice the shadows and the com-
pass, which has been corrected to read true North and South). It is noon (mean solar time �
12:00 h) because the Sun is just passing the person’s meridian, an imaginary line that goes
from his horizon due south, through his zenith directly overhead, and continues to his hori-
zon due north. The watch that he is wearing has been set on Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
and now reads 17:00 h. What is his longitude? (You should try and answer this question
before you look it up in footnote 26).

21 Because the Sun and the path of the Sun are circular, it is possible that the “o” super-
script, which is used to designates degrees (e.g., 360�), could be a primitive hieroglyph
for the Sun (Boorstin, 1985).



agreement in 1884, zero degrees (0�) longitude passes through Greenwich, Eng-
land22 and is referred to as the prime meridian.23

Longitude is an angular distance marked in degrees,24 starting with zero and
moving both east and west (Figure 3.8). They meet at longitude 180�, the Interna-
tional Date Line, which in reality has been drawn to zigzag in certain places in an
attempt to avoid a nation having two different dates on the calendar for the same
day.25 The distance between lines of longitude is widest at the equator and
becomes narrower as the lines approach and finally meet at both the North and
South Poles. Because of the counterclockwise rotation of the Earth, the path of
light from the Sun moves at a rate of about 15�/h from east to west. For this rea-
son, the mean solar time at any one location is either ahead or behind the solar
time at any other location that is east or west of it.

Based upon the background information presented in the preceding paragraphs,
the reader should now be able to answer the question as to how a clock can help
tell where you are relative to longitude. First, if you know the time at 0� longitude
(Greenwich Mean Time, GMT, also known as Universal Time, UT), and second,
the mean solar time where you are, it is possible to calculate longitude from the
difference between the two, as shown by the example in Figure 3.9.26

Most navigation today relies upon a global positioning system (GPS) that
receives signals from satellites. In fact, small hand-held GPS devices that display
longitude, latitude, and GMT are readily available to the general public and can be
used for a variety of purposes, such as hiking, finding a specific location for a pic-
nic, or to meet someone, or even the distance to the next hole when playing golf.

Springs to Atoms

Spring- and pendulum-driven clocks came into use �1500 AD, both of which
improved the precision of time keeping. These spring-powered clocks allowed
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22 The great pyramid of Egypt, Jerusalem, and the Bering Straights were also suggested as
possible places for the prime meridian, but Greenwich had a high quality observatory (cf.
Barnett, 1998).

23 A meridian is a half-circle, a line extending from the north pole to the south pole and
passing over one’s zenith (a point 90� overhead).

24 Each degree of longitude is divided into units called minutes (1 degree � 60 min) and
each minute is divided into units called seconds (1 min � 60 s). Note of caution: Longi-
tude is expressed in degrees, and in this case, the divisions of minutes and seconds are
parts of a degree, not units of time.

25 This involves places such as Siberia, the Aleutian Islands, and the Fiji Islands. A new day
begins on the western side of the international date line (180th meridian), and as the
Earth rotates counterclockwise, the new date moves westward and arrives 12 h later at the
prime meridian (0�). A 24-h difference in time exists between 180� west longitude and
180� east longitude.

26 In this example, there are 5 h between local noon (12:00) and GMT (17:00), so the lon-
gitude would be 5 	 30�/h � 150�W. The procedure illustrated in the figure is more com-
plicated than it appears, because it may be difficult to determine when it is exactly noon
and where true south is. Today, one is able to purchase a GPS device that receives signals
from satellites and displays very precise longitude and latitude readings.



people who could afford them to bring clocks into the home for the first time.
Even though these clocks slowed down as the mainspring unwound, they were
precursors to the more accurate timepieces to come. Knowing the time of day, as
well as measuring spans of time, has become an integral component of our soci-
ety. Today, nearly every adult person in the more technologically advanced
nations has a watch (see Essay 3.1).

Essay 3.1 (by RBS): Wristwatches

The realization that every individual should have an accurate indication of the time
became a practical concern and one of the social consequences of World War I
(1914–1917) (cf. Whitrow, 1988). A watch strapped to a wrist was more convenient on
the battlefield when using weapons or synchronizing events among widely separated
individuals. Prior to this time, most watches were designed to be carried in a pocket,
while watches worn on the wrist were mostly decorative ornaments. 

Both the pocket watch and the wristwatch were mechanical. They needed to be
wound and reset regularly, since even some of the better ones could be off by one or
more seconds per day. In the early 1920s, W.H. Shortt, a railway engineer, devised a
clock that included a “master” clock having a pendulum of steel and nickel that was rel-
atively temperature-independent, and a subsidiary “slave” clock27 (Whitrow, 1988).
These two “clocks” attained an accuracy to 10 sec/year. Even greater precision in tim-
ing devices (to within 0.002 sec/day) was achieved by clocks that contained a quartz
crystal that would vibrate (oscillate) at a known frequency (32,768 Hz) when stimulated
by an electric field.28

Individuals who need or want to know the “exact time” rely upon an atomic
clock. This clock, which is based on electromagnetic radiation of a cesium-133
atom, is the standard for counting a second, the international unit of time. The
atomic clock is so accurate that it will stay within one second of true time for 6
million years. Except for certain highly technical scientific work (e.g., comput-
ers, global positioning satellites, space exploration) that depends upon this and
the next generation of atomic clocks,29 most individuals do not need such accu-
racy, although many homes in the United States and elsewhere have devices,
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27 The use of a “slave clock” with a “master clock” as a means for obtaining greater preci-
sion appears also as an analogy in one of the models for a more precise biological clock
(see Chapter 5 on Models and Mechanisms).

28 In 1928, W.A. Marrison, a scientist at Bell Laboratories in the USA, invented this clock
that in the 1960s became the basis for the millions of clocks in both analog and digital
wristwatches, calculators, and computers.

29 The “atomic fountain,” is 5–10 times more accurate than the current atomic clock and is
accurate to within 1 sec in 60 million years. The ultimate atomic clock that will produce
hyper-accurate time may be the “mercury ion optical clock,” that will monitor ions rather
than atoms and may be 1,000 times more accurate than today’s cesium-133 atomic clock.
This clock may be especially useful in communications, navigation, and tracking, espe-
cially between satellites and spacecraft. These clocks are capable of measuring a
femtosecond (10�15 s), while future atomic clocks are likely to be able to measure an
attosecond (10�18 s) or zeptosecond (10�21 s) (Diddams et al., 2004).



such as computers and clocks, by which they receive precise time from an atomic
clock.30

Official local clock times and dates, which are acknowledged and used through-
out the world, have now been established by national and international agree-
ments or laws. There are also international standards for writing dates and times.

Time Zones 

The times for sunrise and sunset change with longitude, but external watches and
clocks are synchronized to a standard time determined by the laws passed by fed-
eral governing bodies. How did this happen? In the United States alone there were
over 300 different “Sun” times in use during the early 1800s,31 and due to the
increased rapidity of transportation by train, there was much confusion associated
with the use of local time derived from the position of the Sun at each station.32 At
precisely noon on November 18, 1883, the USA was divided by the railroads into
four time zones centered on the 75th, 90th, 105th, and 120th meridians, with all
clocks in a given zone set the same.33 Although there was some resentment by
those who felt it was not natural, the “railroad times” were officially legalized
nationally in 1918 during the debate for Daylight Saving Time (Barnett, 1998).

The whole Earth was divided into 24 time zones in 1884, each 15 degrees of
longitude apart, thereby creating a temporal map of the Earth, with Greenwich
England being the location of the Prime Meridian. In most cases, the new time
zones were first accepted by the railroads and later adopted as local time by indi-
vidual countries (e.g., France adopted its current time zone in 1911, while Liberia
adopted their time zone only in 1972). The boundaries of these time zones have
been influenced by social, political, economic, and other reasons, and do not
strictly adhere to straight north–south longitudinal lines. For example, England
would have two time zones if zero longitude was used, but it has chosen to have a
single time zone. Generally, each time zone is one hour earlier than the time zone
east of it and one hour later than the time zone west of it. The International Date
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30 Today in the USA, you can synchronize your computer’s clock or wristwatch to the
nearest second by logging onto the internet at www.time.gov and selecting your time
zone (this site is provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in
Boulder, CO and the U.S. Naval Observatory). A link at this site (www.bsdi.com) can
connect you to an international time website, as well as dozens of sites related to time
services.

31 These time zones differed in minutes, as well as in hours (Barnett, 1998).
32 This also led to discrepancies in documenting times of events, such as differences in the

reported time of day of the Custer Massacre at the Battle of the Little Big Horn in Mon-
tana on June 25, 1876. Some watches which were found and had stopped during the bat-
tle showed different times, probably since they were not on local time, but still set to local
time of the owner’s origin (e.g., St. Louis, Boston, or California), while reports by Sioux
Indians cited time according to the position of the Sun.

33 Telegraph lines transmitted GMT to all major cities in order to reset all clocks correctly
to the new zone’s time.



Line is an exception, since there is a 24-h difference between 180� west longitude
and 180� east longitude.

Daylight Saving Time

In order to conserve fuel, Daylight Saving Time (DST) was originally used by
several countries during WWI, and also by the USA year-round in 1942–1945
during WWII. From 1946–1966, individual states and regions were free to choose
when DST began and ended, which led to some confusion in telecommunications,
train, and airplane schedules. Legislation enacted in 1986 (US Time Code Section
260) established uniform DST dates across the whole USA to begin on the last
Sunday in April and end the last Sunday in October, but in 1986, the onset of DST
in the USA was changed from the last Sunday to the first Sunday in April.34

Although we have grown accustomed to DST (or “summertime” as it is known
in Europe and many other countries), many equatorial and tropical countries do
not use DST since there is so little change in daylight hours throughout the year.
DST is used between October and March in the Southern Hemisphere. In addi-
tion, some countries (e.g., Russia, with 11 time zones) observe DST year round,
thereby effectively placing each time zone 15� to the east. However, Russia still
adds an extra hour in the summer, making each time zone 2 h ahead of standard
time. 

Most of us also might be aware of a “mini jet lag” twice each year due to the
onset and cessation of DST in the spring and fall, respectively. For example, in the
USA, we lose 1 h on the first Sunday of April when 1 AM becomes 2 AM and we
need to get up an hour earlier according to the new setting on an alarm clock. Con-
versely, when DST ends on the last Sunday in October, we “gain” an extra hour
when the clocks are reset back from 2 AM to 1 AM, but often wake up an hour ear-
lier than necessary for a day or two since we are accustomed to DST. While there
may be complaints about having to reset our many mechanical clocks (e.g., wrist-
watches, wall clocks, VCRs, computers, TVs, etc.), we also need to reset our bio-
logical clocks by an hour in order to adjust to new sleeping schedules after we
“spring forward” and “fall back.”

Recording Date and Time

Even though we now have clocks and calendars that are relatively precise, with
established reference points for the beginning of a new day, a new month, a new
year, and a new time zone, there are various, sometimes confusing ways of record-
ing and reporting dates and/or times. For example, different countries use differ-
ent customs to note the date as follows: a day-month-year format (25/7/2004 or
25-7-2004) is used in most countries, while a month-day-year format (7/25/2004
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34 Some areas in the USA have still not adopted DST (e.g., parts of Arizona and Indiana).
Also, much of Africa does not observe DST, nor does, Japan, China, Indonesia, or the
Indian subcontinent.



or 7-25-2004) is more commonly used in the USA. This can sometimes become
confusing when a date is written 07/05/2004 – is it July 5 or May 7? The Interna-
tional Standard requires a year-month-day format (20040725 or 2004-07-25), that
is especially useful in computers. The year is often annotated with BC (“Before
Christ”), AD (“Anno Domini” � in the year of our Lord), or BCE (Before the
Common or Christian Era) and CE (Common or Christian Era). 

With regard to time of day, most of the world use 24-h “military” time by
reporting hours within a day as hours after midnight (e.g., 06:00 h, 13:00 h,
18:00 h, etc.), while the USA divides the day into two 12-hour parts, with the first
12 hours after midnight annotated with AM (ante meridiem � before midday) and
the next 12 hours annotated with PM (post meridiem � after midday).35 Thus,
when it is 13:00 h or 18:00 h in a European household, an American would say it
was 1 PM or 6 PM, respectively. It is also sometimes necessary to report local
time appended with the local time zone and whether or not daylight saving time is
in effect (e.g., 09:00 CST or CDT for Central Standard Time or Central Daylight
Time in the USA). With modern telecommunications, especially email, the hour
and minute of a transaction are usually coded in relation to Universal Time
(GMT).

Recording Biological Time

While time zones have been established by social laws, the rhythms of organisms
have evolved to be in synchrony with physical laws, be they natural, such as the
solar day, or a programmed regimen maintained in a controlled environmental
chamber or building. Therefore, to study and analyze the characteristics of
rhythms, such as phase, period, and amplitude, one needs to be familiar with how
times are recorded and standardized. 

The use of local clock hour and minute can be misleading when it does not
coincide with the experimental conditions within the laboratory (e.g., one lab may
turn lights on at 6 AM and off at 6 PM, another at 8 AM and off at 8 PM, etc.),
when different photoperiods are used (e.g., 12L:12D, 8L:16D, etc.), or when data
from nocturnal organisms vs. diurnal organisms are reported or compared (Soth-
ern, 1995). One common solution to avoid the ambiguities of local time is to
report time as hours after some external reference point other than local midnight,
such as light-onset, dark-onset, mid-light, mid-dark, restricted food access onset,
or activity onset. In circadian studies, it is common to find time coded in reference
to lighting onset, such as CT (Circadian Time), ZT (Zeitgeber Time), or HALO
(Hours After Lights On). 

An advantage of such time scales is to assure that results are interpreted in rela-
tion to internal, biologic time (stage of rhythm) and not external, solar time (time
of day). For example, when local midnight is used as the time reference point, a
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35 The Romans used A.M. and P.M. when they divided their day into two parts, with the
dividing line being when the Sun crossed the meridian immediately overhead (Boorstin,
1983).



peak in bone marrow DNA S-phase synthesis is found at 13:04 h in diurnally
active humans and at 23:08 h in nocturnally active mice, seemingly a 10-h differ-
ence according to an external clock. However, when activity onset is used as a ref-
erence point, the peaks occur at 06:04 h and 05:08 h, respectively, only 1 h apart,
indicating that bone marrow is most prolific at the same circadian stage of both
species (e.g., during mid-activity) (Sothern, 1995).

The 24-h Biological Clock Concept 

Biological rhythms having periods of about 24 h were initially referred to as diur-
nal rhythms until the terminology of circadian was introduced by F. Halberg in
1959 (Halberg, 1959), and their general characteristics summarized in the classic
papers of the 1960 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium (e.g., Pittendrigh, 1960) (see
Essay 2.1 in Chapter 2 on Characteristics). The term biological clock had been
introduced about 5 years earlier36 and referred to about 24-h periods that later
became known as circadian. Originally, the concept of the biological clock
excluded ultradian and infradian periods, which had not yet been introduced as
domains.

Early Studies 

To more fully understand the clock concept as it applies to circadian rhythms, we
turn first to early studies of flowers and bees. One of the early scientific reports
that associated a rhythmic occurrence with a given phase of the day has been cred-
ited to Linnaeus (1707–1778) and his floral clock in Sweden that indicated times
when a flower or inflorescence (cluster of flowers) of a given species would open
or close throughout the day (Figure 3.10) (cf. Kerner von Marilaun, 1895).37 A
comment made to Linnaeus by one of his correspondents during the 18th century
that his floral clock would replace mechanical clocks, and thus caused some con-
cern to clockmakers of his day, has turned out to be more amusing (or anecdotal)
than practical.38

Results from early studies with bees showed that they could be trained to come
to a source of food at any standardized time of day, providing that the intervals
were about 24 h, but not 19 h, apart (Beling, 1929). Furthermore, it was shown
that bees which were entrained in France to seek their food between the hours of
20:15 and 22:15 h in a closed room and then transported overnight to New York,
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36 Frank A. Brown of Northwestern University published the term in the April issue of Sci-
entific American (Brown, 1954). The use of the term “clock system” appeared later that
same year in the Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (Pittendrigh, 1954).

37 A reproduction of the “Flower Clock” designed by Linneaus can be found on p. 12 in The
Clocks That Time Us (Moore-Ede et al., 1982) or on p. 3 in Biological Rhythms and Med-
icine (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1983). 

38 “– put all the watchmakers in Sweden out of business” (Blunt, 1971).
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FIGURE 3.10. Two 12-h flower clocks indicating times of the day relative to Sun-related
clock hours when the same flowers of certain species open or close at Innsbrück, 47�N
(based on Tables in Kerner von Marilaun, 1895). According to Karl Linnaeus, who
designed his “Flower-Clock” in Uppsala, Sweden (60�N) in 1745, a trained botanist could
estimate the time of day in the summer by noting which flowers of selected plants were
open and/or closed. Insets � Example of Water Lily flowers that open between 06:00 h and
07:00 h and close between 16:00 h and 17:00 h. Photos by R. Sothern.



responded as if they were still in France (e.g., they would seek food in the new
laboratory between 14:15 and 16:15 h in New York when it was between 20:15
and 22:15 h in France) (Renner, 1955). These results indicated that there were no
external time cues, such as cosmic rays that were telling the bees when food
would be present, but rather it was due to the presence of an internal circadian tim-
ing mechanism.39 The important point is that a physiological system functioning
in a manner analogous to a clock provides bees, birds, plants, and other organisms
with “information” that identifies a certain time point relative to another time
point 24 h apart, such as dawn (also see Pittendrigh & Bruce, 1957). 

Considerations

The “biological clock” concept has both advantages and disadvantages. One of the
major benefits of using the word “clock” is that it provides a concept that is easily
visualized as a functional entity. From the perspective of physiology, the concept
lends itself well to the formulation and testing of hypotheses in basic research.
Results from such research have produced a number of models on how
autonomous oscillators could function. The concept also implies that the clock is a
device to measure time (Pittendrigh & Bruce, 1957; Pittendrigh, 1981). Here too,
the functional connotations help foster exciting and important research. This is
such an important area of study that an entire chapter in this book has been devoted
to the topic of models and mechanisms related to biological clocks (Chapter 5). A
highly simplified diagram of the features of a circadian system with a central clock
is illustrated in Figure 5.23 in Chapter 5 on Models and Mechanisms. 

Carried to the extreme, however, such a “device” can become too inclusive,
divisive, and misleading. The overuse of analogies between biological clocks and
mechanistic models is a temptation far too common, even for the authors of this
book. Two drawbacks of the biological clock concept occur when (1) it implies
that a single entity or master clock is likely to be situated in a specific anatomical
location and limited to one group of organisms (e.g., the suprachiasmatic nucleus
of the mammalian brain); and (2) when it is confined to circadian rhythms, thus
excluding ultradian and infradian rhythms that are also part of the network of fre-
quencies that comprise the temporal organization of life. 

Ultradian and Infradian Clocks

Results from studies as diverse as the courtship song of fruit flies (Drosophila),
defecation behavior of nematodes (Caenorhabditis elegans), and membrane
potentials of the mammalian heart, clearly attest to the presence of various clock-
like features of ultradian rhythms (cf. Iwasaki & Thomas, 1997). Ultradian and
infradian rhythms encompass a wide range of periods, and very likely, great diver-
sity in the mechanisms that generate the frequency. As with circadian rhythms,
there is a tendency to focus on one variable, such as pulse, and refer to it as the
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39 This ability was called “Zeitgedächtnis” (time memory) by August Forel in 1910.



“biological clock,” the “chronometer of humans” (Talbott, 1970). In the context of
this book, which addresses biological rhythms in all three domains (ultradian, cir-
cadian, and infradian), biological clocks are viewed to be self-sustained oscilla-
tors that produce biological rhythms in the absence of external periodic sources
(Haus & Touitou, 1994).

Endogenous vs. Exogenous

The first known scientific paper that demonstrated the possible presence of an
endogenous 24-h biological timing mechanism was published in L’Academie
Royale des Sciences in the early 18th century. This brief communication by M.
Marchand described the botanical observations of the French astronomer J. De
Mairan (1678–1771), who had observed that in the absence of sunlight, the leaves
of a sensitive plant would be open during the usual daylight hours and closed at
night (De Mairan, 1729). In other words, a daily rhythm persisted in the absence
of the natural environmental synchronizer of alternating light and darkness.
Results from studies that followed showed that it was not the higher or lower envi-
ronmental temperatures throughout the day that caused the rhythms of leaf move-
ments in constant darkness40 (Duhamel Du Monceau, 1759; Zinn, 1759) and that
the “circadian clock”41 would free-run with a period that is close to, but not
exactly, 24 hours (De Candolle, 1832; Figure 3.11). 

Comparison with Manufactured Clocks

During the development of a more precise mechanical timepiece in the first quar-
ter of the 18th century, two clock-centered issues emerged related to circadian
rhythms. These two issues were the temperature compensation of clocks (see
Chapter 2 on General Features of Rhythms) and locating longitude (this chapter).
Not only is temperature compensation a necessary feature for an exogenous
marine clock if it is to maintain accuracy, it also is one of the major characteristics
of a circadian rhythm (cf. Pittendrigh, 1960). Also, the phases of circadian
rhythms in nature are synchronized according to the duration and timing of L and
D at the prevailing longitude and latitude.

The relationship between endogenous (driven internally) and exogenous
(driven externally) rhythms is much more than an analogy between models of bio-
logical clocks and manufactured clocks. Biological rhythms have been used to
quantify external oscillations and these oscillations have been used to quantify
endogenous rhythms. One classic example involves the human pulse and the pen-
dulum. Supposedly, when Galileo (1564–1642) observed and noted that the time
for the swing of the altar lamp varied with the length of the pendulum, not the
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40 However, temperature that cycles over 24 h during constant darkness can entrain the
plant rhythm to 24 h.

41 The terms, “circadian” and “clock” were introduced much later and not used by these
investigators.
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A) Leaflets open and close during DD (de Mairan, 1729) 

C) Leaflets open and close during LL (De Candolle, 1832) 

B) Leaflets open and close during DD & constant temperature (Duhamel Du Monceau, 1759) 

FIGURE 3.11. A diagrammatic representation of the studies of de Mairan (A), Duhamel Du
Monceau (B), and De Candolle (C) with sensitive plants (e.g., Mimosa) that illustrates
results of their observations. Opening and closing of leaflets of plants maintained in DD
(A, B) continued to display a circadian rhythm in the absence of sunlight (A), as well as at
constant temperature (B). When movements were monitored under continuous illumination
(LL) (C), the rhythm free-ran with a period of 22–23 h.



width of the swing, he used his pulse (an ultradian biological clock) to quantify
the swinging motions (Figure 3.12).42 Later, in the early practice of medicine,
physicians such as Santorius (1561–1636) used a simple pendulum device, known
as the pulselogium, which consisted of a string with a weight at one end, to quan-
tify the pulse rate (rhythm) of their patients. The significance of this relationship
is emphasized in the history of medicine, where the pulse has been called a bio-
logical clock, the chronometer of human beings.43

Evolution of the Clock 

Earlier in this chapter we turned to astronomy and the history of human civiliza-
tion to learn how the physical clocks of our society were developed. Now we turn
to geology and the history of life, which is called evolution, to learn how the bio-
logical clock may have developed. Evolution is a biological discipline that
focuses on the genetic changes that have occurred over time in members of a pop-
ulation. Except for those changes that occur over a span of a few generations
(microevolution), time is measured often in millions of years (mya � million
years ago), starting with the present and going back. 
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FIGURE 3.12. Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) used his pulse as a human clock to time the
swinging of a pendulum in the baptistry of the Cathedral of Pisa (building in the fore-
ground). He observed and noted that the time for the swing of the altar lamp varied with the
length of the pendulum and not the width of the swing. The significance of this relationship
is strongly emphasized in the history of medicine, where the pulse is called the biological
clock, the chronometer of human beings. Photo by R. Sothern.

42 Galileo Galilei may have made this observation while in the baptistry of the Cathedral of
Pisa (shown in forefront of Figure 3.12) (cf. Major, 1954), although the actual construc-
tion of the first pendulum clock is often attributed to the research of the Dutch scientist
Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695).

43 “Just as the foundations of modern physics rest on the accurate measurement of time, the
chronometer of humans is the biological clock, the pulse.” (Talbott, 1970)



Events and conditions experienced by the Earth changed dramatically over the
eons44 and differed greatly from what we experience today. Some of these changes,
such as fluctuations in sea levels and temperature, are relatively easy to envision,
while others, such as the change in the length of time that Earth takes to complete
a rotation on its axis, are more difficult to envision. Today, the period to complete
one rotation is about 23 h 56 min and much slower than the period of 6 h or less,
which may have been present when biological molecules and processes evolved
(cf. Lathe, 2004; Tauber et al., 2004). Although the period of rotation has changed
greatly, the period of Earth’s revolution around the Sun has remained the same as
it is today (about 365.25 days) (Tauber et al., 2004).

Studies designed to examine past life on the Earth became easier and more precise
near the middle of the 20th century, due in large part to techniques that became avail-
able for measuring levels of radioactivity from naturally occurring isotopes present in
fossils and rocks. Much of what we have learned about the history of life comes from
fossils, the preserved remains and impressions of past organisms in the materials that
formed rocks. To trace the evolutionary development of rhythmic timing systems and
biological clock components, we will rely upon fossil records, the geological history
of Earth, and comparisons of molecular sequences among various taxa.45

The timing systems in both prokaryotes (cyanobacteria) and eukaryotes (fungi,
plants, and animals) have a number of key molecular components. These include,
among others, clock genes, cycling proteins, and photoreceptors. Photoreceptors
are part of an input pathway that receives and transmits signals from external envi-
ronmental synchronizers to a central clock that generates rhythmicity. In turn, an
output pathway transmits temporal signals from the clock to biological variables
that oscillate. These oscillations are the overt rhythms of variables such as activ-
ity cycles, leaf movements, spore formation, and enzyme activity. Sometimes
these variables are called the “hands of the clock.”

Molecular Building Blocks 

Nucleic acids, proteins, and photoreceptors, as well as the molecules from which
they are made, provide the building blocks or components of timing systems
(Table 3.4). A gene is an information-carrying unit (DNA) of heredity, and by a
process called transcription, genetic information from DNA is transferred
through the base-pairing (synthesis) of the correct sequence of nucleotides to pro-
duce RNA (ribonucleic acid). Next, with the help of messenger RNA (mRNA)
and other components, amino acids are assembled into a polypeptide (protein), a
process known as translation. In other words, genetic information is expressed in
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44 The geological history of the Earth is divided into eons. The most recent is called the
Phaneozoic eon, which started about 600 mya and it is further subdivided into three eras
(Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic—see Figure 2.3). Subdivisions of eras are called
periods.

45 Taxa (plural of taxon), as used here, refers to groups of organisms such as various
species, genera, or families.



an organism as a protein. Models of the central clock for eukaryotic organisms
include transcription/translation loops with positive and negative feedback that
produce delays and generate rhythmicity (Figure 3.13). 

Proteins are composed of chains of amino acids. Because each of the 20 different
amino acids found in proteins can be used numerous times in a given chain, there are
a large number of possible arrangements or sequences that could specify a particu-
lar protein. By analyzing and comparing sequences, one can determine the presence
of absence of relationships among different species, mutants, and macromolecules
(Figure 3.14). Studying and comparing sequences are important steps in the study of
evolution, and in the genetic dissection of biological clocks and timing systems. 
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TABLE 3.4. Examples of molecules referred to when discussing the evolution of biological
timing systems.  
Molecules Description Examples cited Comments

Pyrimidines Nitrogen base-type molecules DNA has cytosine and Two pyrimidines 
with one ring and present in thymine; RNA has joined together form 
nucleic acids (Figure 5.21) cytosine and uracil a  dimer; caused by  

UV-B radiation and 
is harmful

Purines Nitrogen base-type molecules Both DNA and RNA Flow of information is 
with two rings and present in have adenine and from DNA to RNA 
nucleic acids (Figure 5.21) guanine. to Protein

Genes Information-carrying units kaiA, kaiB, and kaiC; In cyanobacteria;
(DNA) of heredity that are cry In plants and animals
expressed as proteins 
(Essay 5.3)

Proteins Polymers of amino acids and a) BMAL1 a) in mammalian clock;
have many functions b) WC-1 b) in Neurospora clock;  
(e.g., enzymes) c) KaiA, KaiB, KaiC c) in cyanobacteria

clock

FIGURE 3.13. Positive and negative elements in the transcription/ translation feedback loop of
a circadian central clock. Transcription of gene A yields, via translation (mRNA), the Protein
A (negative element), which blocks (negative feedback) the activity of Protein B (positive ele-
ment) that functions to activate the clock gene A. For names of specific genes and proteins,
see Chapter 5.

Protein
B
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A
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mRNA
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Geological History and Rhythmic Components 

The early atmosphere of Earth is considered to have been a reducing environment,
one without the presence of free oxygen (O2). The oxygen was bound with hydro-
gen (H2) to form water (H2O) or with materials in the Earth’s crust to form oxides,
such as carbon dioxide and iron oxides. Astronomical events that produced the
Moon and fast terrestrial rotations likely served as a setting where early biologi-
cal molecules could have been produced. 

Results from experiments conducted in the 1950s showed that under conditions
that then were thought to simulate those of primitive Earth, amino acids, such as
glycine and alanine, and simple acids, such as acetic acid, could be produced
(Miller, 1953; Miller & Urey, 1959). It is now realized that these assumptions
were not completely correct. Some scientists contend that the early building
blocks or biological molecules may have been deposited on Earth from meteorites
and comets originating elsewhere in the galaxy. Nevertheless, the making of large
molecules from subunits of smaller molecules (polymerization) by dehydration
(removal of water molecules) and phosphorylation (addition of phosphate groups)
could lead to the production of proteins, polysaccharides (long chains of sugars),
and nucleic acids. Perhaps the first pre-RNA molecules may have arisen in this
early environment. Because the Moon was closer to the Earth during its early his-
tory and the rotations of the Earth were much faster, Earth would have experi-
enced rapid cycles of diluting (flooding) and concentrating (drying) of solutes,
thus producing salt-dependent association/dissociation conditions. Under such
conditions, the replication and amplification of DNA-like polymers could have
occurred in a manner somewhat conceptually analogous with the well-known
polymerase chain reaction46 (Lathe, 2004). 
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FIGURE 3.14. Two amino acid sequences before (A) and after (B) insertion of “gap”
between “val” and “gly” to align and compare homologous amino acids. Six amino acids
are shown: valine (val), leucine (leu), glycine (gly), phenylalanine (phe), serine (ser), and
argine (arg) See Figure 5.18 (in Models, Chapter 5) for molecular structures.

46 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) involves the enzymatic amplification of DNA in vitro
(Mullis et al., 1986). PCR is a cyclic process of heating and cooling, plus the addition of
nucleotides and an enzyme called DNA polymerase. Each cycle requires only a few min-
utes and the cycles can be repeated over and over again. The amount of DNA is doubled
with each cycle.

A) Sequence 1

Sequence 2

B) Sequence 1

Sequence 2

val leu gly phe ser ser leu

val gly phe ser ser leu arg

val leu gly phe ser ser leu

val gly phe ser ser leugap



Having discussed briefly how the molecular components could have been pro-
duced, although speculative, we can now focus on the specific clock components
that evolved from such molecules. A logical place to start this evolutionary jour-
ney is with prokaryotic organisms known as cyanobacteria. They are among the
oldest inhabitants of the Earth. Microfossils of cyanobacterium-like microorgan-
isms, which were discovered in well-preserved sedimentary and volcanic rocks
deposited during the early Archean Eon, confirm their presence as early as 3,465
million years ago (Schopf, 1993). Some of these fossil species from Western Aus-
tralia are indistinguishable from modern species of cyanobacteria that are mem-
bers of the genus Oscillatoria (Figure 3.15).

The central circadian clock of cyanobacteria, at least in the most extensively stud-
ied species, Synechococcus elongates PCC 7924, includes proteins (KaiA, KaiB,
KaiC) that are encoded by a cluster of genes: kaiA, kaiB, and kaiC (Figure 3.16).
The origin and evolutionary patterns of these circadian clock genes in prokaryotes
have been reconstructed by using available sequences of DNA and protein found in
databases47 and the phylogenetic analysis of these genes (Dvornyk et al., 2003).

The evolutionary history or lineage (Phylogeny) of decent can be diagramed
in the form of a tree, a phylogenetic tree (Figure 3.17). A molecule known as
16S rRNA48 is a good candidate for identifying major branches since it evolved
slowly. Phylogenetic trees of 16S rRNA and kaiC homologs of prokaryotes
indicate that the kaiC genes occur also in Proteobacteria and Archaea49

(Dvornyk et al., 2003). Evolutionarily, kaiC is the oldest of the three clock
genes, followed by kaiB. The kaiA gene is the youngest and likely evolved only
in cyanobacteria (Table 3.5).
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FIGURE 3.15. Oscillatoria, one
of the common present day gen-
era of cyanobacteria. Photo cour-
tesy of Professor David
McLaughlin, Department of
Plant Biology, University of
Minnesota.

47 Sequence data of prokaryotic genomes obtained from public depositories.
48 The upper case S refers to svedbergs (a lower case) and represents sedimentation coeffi-

cient values. Svedberg (1884–1971) designed and built the first ultracentrifuge (cf.
Freifelder, 1982). rRNA � RNA molecules in the ribosome.

49 Archaea is the name of another domain of prokaryotes, often used in a three-domains
system where the prokaryotes are placed in two separate domains. In such a system, pro-
tista, fungi, plants, and animals represent kingdoms in the domain Eukarya.
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FIGURE 3.16. Three Kai proteins (A,
B, C) comprise the central oscillator
of the cyanobacteria circadian clock
(see Figure 5.29 for more detail), here
superimposed on a mechanical watch
for emphasis.

FIGURE 3.17. Phylogenetic tree
based upon 16S rRNA genes of
prokaryotes. Three major lineages
shown (Cyanobacteria, Proteobac-
teria, Archaea). Synechococcus
belongs to the cyanobacteria line-
age. Bootstrap resampling was used
to estimate support for clade (a
group of organisms that share fea-
tures inherited from a common
ancestor). Bootstrapping is an ana-
lytical method that seeks to evalu-
ate the strength of support for
phylogenetic relationships by
resampling the data with replace-
ment (i.e., a small set of labeled
data is used to induce a classifier 
in a larger set of unlabeled data).
Bootstrap values ranging from 50%
to 100% are shown above the
branches, with higher values indi-
cating stronger support (based on
Figure 1 in Dvornyk et al., 2003).



The evolution of the prokaryotic clock may have occurred in parallel with the
geological history of Earth. If the primitive clock was an ultradian oscillator,
which it most likely was, the periods of early cyanobacteria would have been in
synchrony with the phase and short-period rotations of the Earth (cf. Tauber et al.,
2004). For both organisms and the Earth, the periods would have been less than
20 h.50 In evolutionary terms, today’s ultradian clock could have been yesterday’s
circadian clock.

The cyanobacteria that evolved during each geological period of the Earth
would have been the ones with biological clocks that best synchronized physio-
logical and metabolic process to occur at optimal phases of the prevailing
environmental cycle. Within a population, those with the best clock for the given
geological period should have an adaptive advantage that will enable them to out
number or defeat those with a clock that ran too fast (shorter period) or too slow
(longer period). The adaptive value of this type of biological clock has been
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TABLE 3.5. Biological events in the geological history of Earth that relate to rhythmic timing
system of life (see text for references).
Time (mya)a Biological events Geological notes

2–500 Duplication of clock genes; a number Post-Cambrian � Ordovician Period
of mass extinctions occur; many  (500 mya) leading to Quaternary 
new species of animals and Period (2 mya); massive glaciations  
plants evolve. and changes or shifts in temperature

544–560 Presence of animals possibly linked Vendian period, the last period of the
to arthropods, annelids mollusks, Proterozoic Eon
and jellyfish (Ediacaran fauna)

1,000 KaiA and kaiABC cluster in O2 levels much lower than current levels
cyanobacteria evolved

1,900–3,500 Organisms have ultradian periods; Rotation period of Earth still short, �20 
O2-producing cyanobacteria h; reducing geochemical environment 
out-competed early-evolved replaced by oxidizing environment
photosynthetic bacteria; 
cyanobacteria kaiB gene evolved.

540 Clock genes present; animal Cambrian Period; rotation period of 
phyla present. Earth perhaps 22 h, close to present

3,500–3,800 Cyanobacteria kaiC gene evolved O2 appears in atmosphere and combines 
with H2 and other materials

3,465 Filamentous microbial prokaryotes, Archean Eon; O2 production evolved
including cyanobacteria 
are present

3,900–4,000 About the time that life on Earth Depending upon the reference, rotation 
originated; self-replicating period of Earth 4–10 h
pre-RNA

a In depicting events over evolutionary time, the most recent appear at the top and the oldest at the
bottom of the table. Time is presented in mya (million years ago).

50 Ultradian cycles of 2–6 h from tides may have been influential on replication of early bio-
molecules on primitive Earth (Lathe, 2004).



superbly demonstrated in the laboratory with various strains or mutants of
cyanobacteria having different free-running periods (FRP) (Johnson et al., 1998;
Ouyang et al., 1998; Woelfle et al., 2004). Strains with either short FRPs (22 h) or
long FRPs (30 h) have been “set-up” to compete against wild-type cells in cyclic
LD environments, in which the durations of light (L) and darkness (D) were equal,
but with the periods (complete cycles) being either 22 h or 30 h. When the strains
(mutants) were grown separately under the same conditions as used in the exper-
iments, there did not appear to be any differences in growth rates. However, in
mixed cultures of wild type (WT) with either short-period mutants (SPM) or with
long-period mutants (LPM), there were differences. Growth rates were enhanced
when the clock oscillated with a period that was similar to the environmental
cycle (Table 3.6) (Woelfle et al., 2004).

Cyanobacteria rely upon light for photosynthesis, a process in which O2 is
“split” from water. These oxygen-producing organisms changed the physical
atmosphere of Earth from a reducing environment to an oxidizing environment.
In the upper atmosphere, chemical reactions of O2, which is a product of pho-
tosynthesis, and ultraviolet light (UV) radiation from the Sun, produced ozone
(O3) to form an ultraviolet-absorbing stratosphere. UV causes damage to DNA
and organisms need to be protected from its harmful rays.51 The presence of
UV and the amounts that reach our environment have contributed to the 
evolution of photolyases (repair mechanisms), photoreceptors, and circadian
systems.

Adaptation to Avoid Harmful Light 

Light is required by a large number of biological processes,52 including, although
in no means limited to, photosynthesis, vision, and circadian synchronization.
Natural solar radiation reaching Earth includes wavelengths that are both shorter
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51 Because UV from the Sun acts upon certain lipids of the body to produce vitamin D (cal-
ciferol) in the skin, some longer wavelengths of UV are helpful.

52 Included in this list would be photomorphogenesis (the development of stems and
leaves), photoperiodism (Chapter 4), phototropism (structures growing towards light),
and phototaxis (the movement of an organism or part of an organism toward light). 

TABLE 3.6. Winners in cyanobacteria competitiona in two different
environmental [LD cycles, each with equal amounts (hours) of Light (L)
and Darkness (D)].
Competitors LD15:15 LD11:11

WT vs. SPM WT SPM
WT vs. LPM LPM WT

aGrowth rates of WT � wild-type cells; SPM � short free-running period (22 h)
kaiB mutant; LPM � long free-running period (30 h) kaiB mutant (based upon
Woelfle et al., 2004).



(UV)53 and longer (infrared) than those of the visible spectrum, which we see as
the colors of the rainbow or the light passing through a glass prism. While the
ozone layer does provide protection for present-day organisms from much of the
harmful UV (UV-C) radiation, some, such as UV-B does reach Earth. As organ-
isms evolved, a biological timing system that enabled them to escape the harmful
effect of UV would have been conserved, even in present day species.

Avoiding sunlight as much as possible would be one method for escaping the
harmful effects of UV, but for organisms that depend upon light from the visible
portion of the spectrum for photosynthesis, this poses a problem. One strategy
would be to time those events that are most vulnerable to the deleterious effect of
UV, such as DNA replication and cell division, to occur at night. This hypothesis
has been tested in experiments with the unicellular alga Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii (Figure 3.18). Chlamydomonas cells were found to display a circadian
rhythm of survival from UV-C radiation (Nikaido & Johnson, 2000). The most
sensitive phases occurred during late day and the beginning of the night, which
also corresponded to the times of nuclear division.

An interesting relationship may exist that links the coevolution of blue-light
photoreception and circadian timing, an evolutionary process involving UV
avoidance and the photolyase enzymes that repair DNA damage. Photolyases are
found in bacteria and higher organisms. They are activated by blue light. Closely
related to the photolyases are the cryptochromes (CRYs), blue-light photorecep-
tors, which were first discovered in plants (Ahmad & Cashmore, 1993), and now
known to be present in insects, humans, and bacteria (Cashmore, 2003). In
plants, cryptochromes are part of the circadian system, whereas in fruit flies,
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FIGURE 3.18. Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, a motile unicellular
freshwater green alga with two
equal flagella, is widely used in
molecular studies. For scale,
white bar � 3 micrometers.
Photo courtesy of Professor
Carolyn Silflow and Brian P.
Piasecki, Department of Plant
Biology, University of 
Minnesota.

53 UV wavelengths are often divided into three regions: UV-A 400–320 nm; UV-B 320–290
nm; UV-C 290–100 nm.



cryptochrome may actually be a component of the central clock (Emery et al.,
1998). In mammals, CRY protein may function as a negative regulator of the cir-
cadian clock (Shearman et al., 2000). 

Possibly, the UV component of sunlight contributed to the selective pressure
for the evolution of cryptochrome and that some of the early species of animals
(metazoans) in the ocean would descend to greater depths to avoid daylight
(Gehring & Rosbash, 2003). Direct measurements of radiation from the Sun and
sky to depths in the ocean, where “midwater” fauna are found, lend support to this
hypothesis. The vertical migrations of an animal community, which in the ocean
is called a sonic-scattering layer, has been shown to compare favorably with the
descent and ascent of a constant level of blue light (Boden & Kampa, 1967). The
peak in the irradiance spectrum during midday at the depth where the fauna layer
is located ranges between 470 and 480 nm. A peak in the blue regions of the spec-
trum at a greater depth would be expected, since wavelengths of blue light pene-
trate to a greater depth in water than do longer wavelengths, such as red light (e.g.,
660 nm). The fauna in this “blue zone” seek to live within a relatively narrow
range of intensity.54

Being able to differentiate between UV and blue light is important for survival.
For example, the water flea, Daphnia magna, reacts differently to visible light in
the range of 420–600 nm than to UV light (260–380 nm) (Storz & Paul, 1998).
They will swim away from UV light (negative phototaxis), but toward (positive
phototaxis) blue light. A vertical migration response of Daphnia to UV occurs
under full spectrum solar radiation, which has been demonstrated by either allow-
ing or blocking natural UV radiation (Leech & Williams, 2001). The actual range
in depth of descent in lakes, however, can be influenced by predation, as well as
by UV avoidance (Boeing et al., 2004).

As observed in a number of present day aquatic organisms by their avoidance
of UV light and dependence upon blue light, and in terrestrial organisms having
blue-light photoreceptors that perform many functions in circadian clock systems,
coevolution appears inevitable. An extensive duplication of the Cry genes has
occurred and with it a variety of modulations of function (Tauber et al., 2004).
This could apply to other components of biological clocks and timing systems.
Often it is difficult to distinguish between ancestral traits and derived traits, since
they may diverge to perform different functions.

Ancestral Traits and Convergent Evolution 

One often asked question is: do present day biological clocks have a mechanism
that is derived from a common ancestral mechanism? The answer is very likely,
no, not even for circadian clocks. Both the prokaryotic cyanobacteria clock and
the eukaryotic clocks of fungi, plants, and animals perform a similar function as
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54 Light intensities for the animals in this scattering layer are about 108–109 quanta/cm2/s at
474 nm and within the range required for many photochemical reactions (Boden &
Kampa, 1967).



an oscillator, a conserved trait. However, the self-regulating feedback loop in
cyanobacteria, unlike those of eukaryotes, does not require specific clock gene
promoters (Xu et al., 2003) and it can keep time independent of de novo processes
of transcription and translation (Tomita et al., 2005). When different structures,
such as heterologous promoters vs. specific gene promoters, perform a similar
function, they have evolved by a process called convergent evolution.55 The same
can be said when comparing the clocks of Neurospora and Drosophila. Their
genes are different, but their functions in transcriptional/translational feedback
loops are similar. 

Some support for a common ancestral clock for plant, fungal, and metazoan
proteins is the presence of a particular protein–protein interaction domain56 found
in molecular clock systems (cf. Young & Kay, 2001). Perhaps these domains
could have evolved to help coordinate transcription and/or metabolic activities
leading to development in a time-delayed manner to be in harmony with favorable
environmental phases. There are a limited number of suggestions that certain
clock proteins, such as BMAL1 in mammals and WC-1 in fungi, have a common
evolutionary relationship (Lee et al., 2000). CRY proteins and their orthologs,57

which are present in the circadian timing system of both plants and animals, rep-
resent the earliest evolved proteins that have shown extensive duplication (Tauber
et al., 2004). Phylogenetic analyses of the photolyase-blue-light photoreceptor
family indicate that the gene duplication of their ancestral proteins occurred a
number of times before the divergence between eubacteria and eukaryotes (Kanai
et al., 1997).

Take-Home Message 

The rotations and revolutions of the Earth account for the natural synchronization
of circadian and circannual rhythms, as well as for the changes in duration and
timing of light and dark spans in photoperiodism. Two types or groups of clocks
are paramount in the study of biological rhythms, each with a fascinating history
of discovery. One group includes the mechanical, electrical, and atomic clocks of
society. Its technology is based upon physical components, either natural (e.g.,
sand, water, stars, radiation) or manufactured (e.g., springs and gears). The other
type of clock is biological, present in the cells of organisms and having a mecha-
nism that is based upon feedback loops, genes, and cycling proteins. The evolu-
tionary development of the biological clock can be traced back to the early forms
of cyanobacteria.
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55 A more common example would be the difference between the wings of a bird and an
insect. Both are used for flying, but their structures are entirely different.

56 This refers to what is known as a PAS domain and is described in Chapter 5 on Models.
57 An ortholog is any gene in two or more species that can be traced to a common ancestor,

but which evolved in a different way.
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4
Photoperiodism 

“Time is very bankrupt and owes more than he’s worth to season. 
Nay, he’s a thief too: have you not heard men say,

that Time comes stealing on by night and day?”
—William Shakespeare (1564–1616), British dramatist, author

Introduction 

In rural settings of decades past, it was common to see and experience the won-
ders of biological transformations associated with the seasons of the year. As the
hours of daylight changed with the seasons, so too did life in the countryside.
Animals gave birth, hibernation ended or started, some species left the region and
others arrived, flowers, leaves, and fruit appeared and disappeared—almost every-
thing was in a constant change, with the same sequence of events recurring again
the following year (Figure 4.1). Today, the trends of urbanization and the utiliza-
tion of electrical power and rapid transportation shield most of us from witnessing
much of the seasonal biological diversity found in nature. Fresh flowers, fruits,
and meats that were once associated with a particular season can now be found in
the market throughout the year (Figure 4.2). Some are imported from regions
where the season is different, while others are produced locally through the tech-
nical manipulations of a light/dark environment within special structures, such as
greenhouses (Figure 4.3) or controlled environment chambers.

Daylight and Seasons

Even though we need not depend exclusively upon the seasons of our own envi-
ronment for the biological products of a season, most of us are aware of seasonal
differences in the hours of daylight or darkness, especially the difference between
summer and winter (Figure 4.4). The further a location is from the equator
(increasing latitude), the greater the extent of change between night and day, even
to the point of 24 h of daylight in the summer (the midnight Sun) and 24 h of



darkness in mid-winter above the Arctic Circle (Figure 4.5). Included in these
24-h spans are the durations of less-intense visible light that occur before and
after the Sun is at the horizon (dawn and dusk), a time known as “civil twilight.”
Thus, there are still several hours of dim light in the arctic region during the mid-
dle of the day in winter. Subtle changes in light intensity are also found at the
equator throughout the year (e.g., changes in the weather). Changes in the
lengths of day and night are precise and predictable, unlike that of environmen-
tal temperature or precipitation, which can sometimes deviate greatly from the
norm for any given time of the year.
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FIGURE 4.1. Seasonal changes in development and/or activity that take place from spring
(left) to fall (right) in a rural setting. 

FIGURE 4.2. Fresh flowers, fruits,
and meats once associated with
a particular season are now
available year-round due to
imports and manipulation of the
photoperiod.



Native plants and animals have become adapted to the seasons of their environ-
ment by responding to the changes in the lengths of daylight and night in
preparation for the climatic changes that are to come (Figure 4.6). These responses,
which are associated with the seasons of the year, involve a physiological process
known as photoperiodism (photo � light, period � duration, ism � process). Pho-
toperiodism is a broad topic that is one of the basic principles of biology. The objec-
tives of this chapter are to help you obtain a better knowledge of photoperiodism,
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FIGURE 4.3. Greenhouse with
lights at night in use to provide
photoperiods different from the
natural environment. Photos by
R. Sothern.

FIGURE 4.4. Two positions of the
Earth during its orbit around the
Sun result in different lengths of
daylight during different seasons.
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FIGURE 4.5. Amount of light throughout the year (hours of daylength and civil twilight) at
three different latitudes.

FIGURE 4.6. Snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus) respond to photoperiod by having darker
fur color in summer (top) and lighter color in winter (bottom) (photographs courtesy of
Professor Richard Phillips, University of Minnesota).
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develop an appreciation for its role in nature, and to more fully understand its com-
plex status within the temporal organization of biological rhythms.

Photoperiodism: The Process 

In the context of biological rhythms, photoperiodism can be defined as a response
of an organism to the timing and duration of light and dark. Response to pho-
toperiod often centers on reproduction and survival, such as the production of
flowers, the migration of birds, or any one of a number of variables (Table 4.1).
Being able to adapt and survive by predicting what is to come, be it either a favor-
able or unfavorable season, depends upon the organism being able to sense a reli-
able environmental cue. For this purpose, the recurring seasonal changes in the
lengths of daylight and darkness are dependable and precise. For example, a given
species of plants will produce flowers if the length of the light span is 15.5 h or
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TABLE 4.1. Examples of various organisms and their response to changes in photoperiod.
Responses listed do not necessarily apply to all members of the taxa (cf. Hendricks, 1956;
Hillman, 1979; Takeda & Skopic, 1997).
Organism Response Comments

Algae Changes in development and Species of Chlorophyta,
morphology Phaeophyta, and Rhodophyta

Bryophytes Sexual reproduction and Liverworts (Marchantia sp. and 
vegetative growth Lunularia sp.)

Seedless vascular Production of reproductive Water fern (Salvinia sp.)
plants structures (sporocarps)

Seed plants Initiation of flowers and tuber Soybean (Glycine max) and
(Angiosperms) formation Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus

tuberosus)
Seed plants Formation of terminal buds Norway spruce (Picea abies)

(Gymnosperms) (budset)
Arthropods (Insects) Diapause (winter resting phase); Many species; parthenogenetic 

parthenogenetic production of females in some aphids (e.g.,
larvae Megoura sp.)

Arthropods (Mites) Diapause Fruit tree red spider mite 
(Metatetranchus ulmi)

Fishes Sexual activity; spermatogenesis Various species (e.g.,
Gasterosteus aculeatus)

Reptiles Gonadal development, mating, Fringe-toed desert lizard 
egg-laying, hibernation (Uma notata)

Birds Molting; mating; laying of eggs; Relationship to rhythms has been
testicle development; migration extensively studied in birds

Mammals (a) Testicle development (a) Golden Hamster 
(b) Sexual behavior and mating (Mesocricetus aureus)
(c) Color change (b) Sheep (Ovis aries)
(d) Antler development (c) Snowshoe Hare 
(e) Production of winter coat (Lepus americanus)

(d) Sika Deer (Cervus nippon)
(e) Horse (Equus equus)



less, but not if it is over 15.5 h. Likewise, for gonadal enlargement in the spring, a
certain species of birds may require a light span of 8.5 h or more, but not less.
Regardless of the type of response, timing is a critical feature of photoperiodism,
especially how light and darkness succeed each other (Hillman, 1962). 

In nature, the matter of timing is quite simple and warrants little, if any, elabora-
tion. Each daily 24-h cycle consists of a single light span followed by a single dark
span, both of which change in duration throughout the year. When one span length-
ens, the other span shortens (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The changes in the spectrum of
light (red vs. far-red) during these transitions from one span to the other (light to
dark � dusk and dark to light � dawn) may also allow organisms to better dis-
criminate the lengths of day and night due to photoreceptors (e.g., the pigments
known as phytochromes). In the laboratory setting, however, both the number and
the duration of each span can be manipulated. It has been through the use of vari-
ous manipulations, such as interrupting the dark span with one or more brief pulses
of light, that the important role of timing in photoperiodism has become evident.
As illustrated in Figure 4.7, a short-day plant (SDP) will remain vegetative (no flow-
ers produced) if the dark span is interrupted by light, even though all plants receive
a total of 8 h of light and 16 h of darkness. What makes the difference? The answer
is not the total duration of light or darkness, but the duration and timing of individ-
ual light and dark spans (e.g., the single dark span of 16 h was divided into two dark
spans of 7.75 h and 8 h separated by a 15-min span of light).1 Generally, in cases
such as the one in Figure 4.7 where short days and long nights are required for flo-
ral induction of a SDP, the duration of the uninterrupted dark span is very important.
Even in long-day plants (LDPs), which flower in response to long days and short
nights, the dark span continues to be important, but since the photoperiodic process
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FIGURE 4.7. Importance of timing
in photoperiodism illustrated by
the effects of three LD schedules
on the flowering response of a
hypothetical short-day plant
(SDP). Note that the total hours
of L (8 h) and D (16 h) are simi-
lar in schedules A (8 h) and C
(7.75 h � 15 min), but the timing
of L is different. The responses
(vegetative or flowering) are
illustrated to show that flowering
during A, but not during condi-
tions B and C.

1 One may also question whether moonlight can have a nighttime interrupting effect on plants. Maxi-
mum moonlight can occur at different times of the dark span, but is generally not great enough to
exert an influence on plant photoperiodism, although a slight response has been reported for a few
plants (Von Gaertner & Braunroth, 1935; Kadman-Zahavi & Peiper, 1987).



may be more complicated for LDPs, the dark span may not be as important as it is
in SDPs (cf. Thomas & Vince-Prue, 1997). 

Beginning after December 22 in the northern hemisphere, the duration of the
light span increases and the length of the dark span decreases until the latter part
of June, when the sequence reverses, so that the duration of the light span pro-
gressively decreases as the duration of the dark span increases (Figure 4.4).2

Somewhere during this sequence of change, the correct combination of light and
dark is reached to induce a particular response in a specific group of organisms
(e.g., sexual reproduction in some birds). 

Response Types 

Photoperiodic requirements of organisms for the induction of a response are
referred to as “response types.” In a classic paper that reported the results of studies
on the flowering of plants, two scientists from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
introduced the term photoperiodism, as well as the two categories known as short-
day and long-day plants (Garner & Allard, 1920). Of special interest was how a soy-
bean (Glycine max) cultivar (variety) known as Biloxi, and a tobacco plant (Nico-
tiana tabacum) called Maryland Mammoth responded to the duration of light and
darkness. In the fields near Washington, DC, Biloxi soybeans would flower in Sep-
tember, regardless of whether the seeds were sown in April or July (see Table 4.2).
Their observations of Maryland Mammoth were equally astonishing, since these
plants tended to remain vegetative when grown in the field during the summer, but
flowered when kept in a greenhouse during the winter. However, the plants
remained vegetative during winter if the duration of the light span was lengthened
with electric lamps. Based upon their requirements for floral induction, both Biloxi
soybean and Maryland Mammoth tobacco were designated as short-day plants.
Plants such as radish (Raphenus sativus), and hibiscus (Hibiscus moscheutos L.),3

which require a longer light span to flower, were called long-day plants.
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2 The Sun is farthest north from the equator (summer solstice) on about June 21–22 and far-
thest south of the equator (winter solstice) on about December 21–22, resulting in the
longest and shortest days, respectively.

3 Hibiscus moscheutos L., found in North America and called Rose-mallow, was used by
Garner & Allard (1920). H. syriacus, which is known as Rose of Sharon and native to E.
Asia, is often cited as a “typical” LDP by various authors.

TABLE 4.2. Effects of date of sowing and emergence of seedlings on the
date when the first blossoms of Biloxi soybeans (Glycine max) appeared in
a field in Arlington, Virginia, USA during 1919 (Garner & Allard, 1920).

Date Sown Date emerged Date first blossom

April 09 May 02 September 04
May 27 June 02 September 04
June 26 July 03 September 18
July 29 August 02 September 29



Critical Daylength

Distinguishing between a short-day and a long-day response is not based upon
the absolute length of the light span, but upon a value called the critical
daylength. For example, a SDP could have a critical daylength of 14 h, while a
LDP could have a critical daylength of 9 h. The clue to this seeming paradox lies
upon what occurs before and after the critical daylength. Responses that occur
when the light span or daylength is shorter than the critical daylength are called
short-day, while responses that occur when the light span is longer than the crit-
ical daylength are called long-day. Because of the importance of the dark span,
reference sometimes is made to the critical nightlength, rather than the critical
daylength.

A third response type or category, called daylength-indifferent (DI) or day-
neutral, is used when there appears to be no relationship between development
and photoperiodism. A truly day-neutral plant, which should flower regardless
of daylength, is not as common as the short- and long-day plants (cf. Salisbury
& Ross, 1992). Exceptions abound in all of these categories, since even some
SDPs may not flower if the light span is too short. A similar behavioral
response to a short light span relative to reproduction can also be observed in
insects and other animals. Collectively, short-day, long-day, and daylength-
neutral can be viewed as the three basic photoperiodic response types or cate-
gories (Table 4.3).

One should be aware of the fact that a process or activity that has been classi-
fied within one of the basic categories is not necessarily limited to that category
or photoperiod. The requirement could be modified or changed by conditions
other than photoperiod, such as the age of the organism or a change in tempera-
ture. Sometimes a given photoperiod merely hastens the process.4 In fact, an
absolute requirement or response, referred to as qualitative, may be less common
than the quantitative (how much) response. In addition to qualitative and quanti-
tative responses, there are other types of responses such as dual-daylength or
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TABLE 4.3. Three basic photoperiodic response types and examples of
plants induced to flower under these photoperiodic conditions.

Type Example

Short-day Soybean (Glycine max L. merr. cv. Biloxi),
morning glory (Ipomoea hederacea)

Long-day Ryegrass (Lolium temulentum L. Darnel),
barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Daylength indifferent Onion (Allium cepa),
(day-neutral) tomato (Solanum lycopersicum)

4 Because of the duration of time required to maintain organisms and obtain results, data are
often collected when the organism is in an early stage of development (e.g., dissecting
shoot apices to score for the induction of flowering or using young animals).



intermediate-day, as illustrated in the case of the flowering response in plants
and diapause in insects5 (Table 4.4).

Diversity of Responses 

In the previous section, Garner and Allard (1920) were acknowledged for intro-
ducing the term “photoperiodism” and providing quantitative data (Table 4.2)
that were instrumental in establishing photoperiodism as a biological principle.
It would be amiss, however, at least from a historical perspective, not to mention
the contributions of four other individuals to the early work on photoperiodism. 
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TABLE 4.4. Additional response types relative to flowering (A) or Diapause (B).a

(A) Flowering Response (cf. Salisbury, 1963; Lang, 1965)
Type Plant

Qualitative response types
Short-day Soybean (Glycine max cv. Biloxi)
Long-day Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta)

Quantitative response types
Short-day Redroot Pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus)
Long-day Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)

Dual daylength response types
Long-short-day Aloe (Aloe bulbilifera)
Short-long-day White clover (Trifolium repens)

Other response types
Intermediate-day Sugarcane (Saccharum spontaneum)
Ambiphotoperiodic (long or short, Tarweed (Media elegans)

but flowering inhibited by intermediate)

(B) Diapause Response (cf. Lofts, 1970)

Type Insect Comments

Short-day Silkworm (Bombyx Normal development under SD,
mori) but diapause under LD

Long-day Colorado beetle Normal development under LD,
(Leptinotarsa but diapause under SD
decemlineata)

Short or long-day European corn borer Diapause in midrange 
(Ostrinia nubilalis) (ca. 8–16 h)

Intermediate-day Peach-fruit moth Diapause induced by either SD 
(Carposina niponensis) or LD

aNot all members of the species are necessarily represented by the examples in these tables. Some
species have cultivars or strains in more than one category and the response may be affected by age,
stage of development, environment, and how the response is scored.

5 Both flowering and diapause relate to reproduction, with diapause being an adaptive
process by which reproduction is delayed in order to prevent high mortality that would
occur under adverse climatic conditions, such as low winter temperatures.



Early Studies

In France, Julien Tournois (1914) while studying flowering in hops (Houblon
japonais) and hemp (Cannabis sativa) noticed exceptionally early flowering
when these two species were exposed to short light spans and long nights.6 Georg
Klebs (1918) from Germany also became aware of the importance of daylength
for flowering to occur in Sempervivum funkii plants after they had been exposed
to the required light span.7 Soon after Garner and Allard’s classical paper on pho-
toperiodism in plants had been published, results from experiments with insects
(sexual forms, bearing wings, and laying eggs) reported by Marcovitch in 1923,
and with birds (gonadal growth and migration of the snow bird, Junco hyemalis)
reported by Rowan in 1926,8 confirmed the role of photoperiodism in animals.
Subsequently, a large number of photoperiodic responses have been recorded for
species of algae, bryophytes, angiosperms, gymnosperms, insects, fish, reptiles,
birds, and mammals (Table 4.1).

Latitude

Often the role of photoperiodism in the life of a given species or cultivar is not
appreciated or realized until an organism is moved to a different latitude. Histori-
cally, these differences were noted when groups of people moved north or south,
bringing with them their domestic plants and animals. Reproductive cycles of
both plants and animals can be affected, occurring either too early or too late for
the optimum chance of survival or normal development. To this end, a number of
plant and animal breeding programs have focused on producing and selecting
organisms that are better suited for different latitudes. In the case of soybeans, the
species Glycine max is currently grown and harvested from an area that extends
from the tropical regions of Central and South America to Scandinavia. However,
specific cultivars have been selected from breeding programs for specific latitudes
and regions. The soybean cultivar Biloxi, which played an important role in the
history of photoperiodism, would be killed by cold temperatures before it could
produce flowers in Minnesota (45°N) or Sweden (65°N). Therefore, a cultivar
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6 As stated by Tournois (1914), “floraisons progénétiques apparaissent sur de jeunes plantes
de Houblon japonais ou de Chanvre lorsque, à partir de la germination, elles sont
soumises à un éclairement quotidien de très courte durée.” (“Early flowering appeared in
young plants of hops (Houblon japonais) or hemp (Cannabis sativa) when they were sub-
jected to a very short daily irradiation from germination onwards.”)

7 “Beide Arten, die unter den Bedingungen der freien Natur eine ganz bestimmte eng
begrenzte Blütezeit haben, lassen sich auf Grund der Kenntnisse der äusseren Blütenbe-
dingungen zu jeder Zeit des Jahres zur Entwicklung der Infloreszenz bringen.” (“Both
species (S. albidum and S. funkii), which under natural conditions have a specific, pre-
cisely limited flowering time, can be induced to flower at any time of the year due to the
information which we have gained on the conditions for natural flowering.”) Klebs also
conducted experiments of the effects of light quality (blue, red, far-red) on flowering.

8 Garner and Allard (1920) noted that it occurred to them that the migration of birds may be
in response to the daylength, rather than their instinct or volition.



known as “Evans” is commonly grown in Minnesota, while another, “Fiskeby,”
has been adapted for Swedish growing conditions (personal communication9).

Various stages of development in plants and animals can be affected by pho-
toperiodism (Table 4.5), as well as the number of inductive cycles necessary to
evoke a response. In the case of floral induction, there are numerous examples of
SDP and LDP that require only a single-inductive cycle, although there may be
more that require several cycles (Table 4.6).

Light and Photoreceptive Regions 

In most instances, the photoresponsive region of an organism is located some dis-
tance away from the photoreceptive region. For example, flowers arise from a
photoresponsive region known as the shoot meristem,10 but the photoreceptors are
in the leaf. Some SDPs maintained under long-days will produce flowers when
leaves from SDPs maintained under short-days have been grafted onto them. In
the case of the purple common perilla (Perilla crispa), a SDP, even excised leaves
from long-day grown plants will induce flowering if they are first placed under
short-days and then grafted onto plants kept under long-days (Zeevaart, 1958;
cf. Zeevaart, 1969). Successful grafts and the subsequent transmission of the
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9 Information provided by Professor James H. Orf, Department of Agronomy & Plant
Genetics, University of Minnesota.

10 Meristems are tissues located in specific regions of the plant and are composed of undif-
ferentiated cells that can give rise to differentiation in cells (e.g., parenchyma), which
comprise a tissue (e.g., epidermis). The term “shoot” refers to a structure that is com-
prised of a young stem with leaves. An apical meristem is located at the tip of a shoot or
root. A bud is actually a young, undeveloped shoot. Flowers are determinate, reproduc-
tive short shoots, anatomically having leaf-like structures plus stamens or carpels (imper-
fect flowers) or both stamens and carpels (perfect flowers).

TABLE 4.5. Various characteristics of plant (A) and insect (B) development or behavior
that may be under photoperiodic control in certain species or types.
(A) Plant (cf. Salisbury & Ross, 1992)

Germination of seeds Vegetative reproduction (plantlets)
Shoot elongation Floral induction
Branching Floral development
Tillering (sprouting) Expression of sex
Formation of roots Seed development
Production of bulbs Dormancy
Formation of tubers Winter hardiness

(B) Insect (Masaki, 1978, 1984)

Egg stage of development Migratory flight
Larval instars Mating
Sex ratio of progeny Oviposition
Diapause Seasonal polyphenism



stimulus to induce flowering have been achieved between species from different
families. Transmission of a response to receptor plants from grafted donor leaves
has also been shown for the production of tubers of the Jerusalem artichoke
(Helianthus tuberosus) (Hamner & Long, 1939).

Extraretinal Photoreceptors

It is easy to assume that the eyes are the sole photoreceptors in animals, since they
convey information about environmental light conditions to specific regions of the
brain. However, the perception of light cycles is usually coupled to a complex
system. For example, circadian rhythms in some blinded animals can remain syn-
chronized to an environmental light–dark cycle and free-run in constant darkness.
Results from such studies provided one of the early clues to scientists that
extraretinal photoreceptors in the brain, rather than just the eyes, could participate
in photoperiodic timing. 

While the circadian rhythm in perching activity of blinded house sparrows
(Passer domesticus) free-ran in continuous darkness with periods longer than
24 h, a photoperiod of 12 h of light with intensity as low as 0.1 lux entrained the
rhythm to 24 h in 50% of blinded house sparrows (and in all sighted birds)
(Menaker, 1968a). If the light level was reduced even further to a sub-threshold
intensity, the activity rhythm in blinded birds again free-ran with a longer cycle.
This rhythm could again become synchronized when feathers from the top of the
head were plucked in order to increase the amount of light penetrating the skull to
the brain (Menaker et al., 1970), while injection of India ink under the head skin
prevented sufficient light to penetrate the brain and the rhythm again free-ran
(Menaker, 1968b).

Extraretinal photoreception has also been demonstrated by normal testicular
recrudescence (renewed growth) in blinded sparrows exposed to artificial long
days (Menaker & Keatts, 1968; Underwood & Menaker, 1970). When sighted
birds that had their head feathers plucked and India ink injected under the skin
of their heads in order to prevent light from penetrating the brain were exposed
to the same lighting regimen, there was very little increase in their testis size,
indicating that the eyes do not participate in those photoperiodic aspects of light
detection that influence gonadal changes associated with reproduction
(Menaker et al., 1970). In addition, extraocular, nonpineal brain photoreceptors
have been found to be involved in photoentrainment of amphibians, fish, and
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TABLE 4.6. Examples of SDP and LDP species induced to flower in response to one or
several photoperiodic inductive cycles.a

Only a single cycle required Several cycles required

Cocklebur (SDP) (Xanthium strumarium) Soybean (SDP) (Glycine max)
Darnel ryegrass (LDP) (Lolium temulentum) Black henbane strain (LDP) (Hyoscyamus niger)

aNot all members of the species are necessarily represented by the example. Some species have culti-
vars or strains in more than one category and the response may be affected by age, stage of develop-
ment, environment, and how or when flowering is scored.



reptiles whether or not both eyes and/or the pineal gland11 have been removed
(cf. Foster et al., 1993). 

Photoperiodic photoreception in insects and mites represents still another com-
plex situation, due, at least in part, to an extensive phylogeny (species history) that
is represented by a large number of species and by various stages of development
and metamorphosis. Photoreceptors of these arthropods are probably located in
the brain, but in one way or another could involve the compound eyes.12 In mam-
mals, the eyes appear to be involved, but probably not solely, via the normal path-
way of vision, since in addition to the image-forming system that is associated
with vision, the mammalian eye has non-image-forming photoreceptors that per-
ceive light. If the light response for photoperiodism is the same or similar to the
light response in circadian timing, then results from recent studies further suggest
that neither the rods nor the cones at the back of the eye are needed for photoperi-
odic reception (cf. Freedman et al., 1999).

Pigments

A generalized scheme of what may take place during the process of photoperiodism
is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The visible light that is effective in most photoperiodic
responses lies within a spectrum that spans from violet to far-red. Certain wave-
lengths of radiant energy that reach an organism are preferentially absorbed by
receptor molecules known as pigments (Figure 4.9). Great diversity exists in the
molecular structure of pigments, as well as in their associations with proteins, but
each has a light-absorbing portion called a chromophore (Gr. chroma � color,
phoros � carrying). Phytochromes, which constitute a major class of pigments
that function in the photoperiodic response of plants (Figure 4.10), have a chro-
mophore that consists of four rings (tetrapyrrole). 

In higher animals the major visual pigment is rhodopsin, a molecule that con-
tains a light absorbing part of a molecule (chromophore) called 11-cis retinal and
a protein known as opsin. The molecular structure of 11-cis-retinal is similar to
the molecular structure of vitamin A, which in the photochemistry of vision, is
converted to 11-cis-retinal. In fact, the stereoisomers of the retinal group of mol-
ecules, such as vitamin A, 11-cis-retinal, and all-trans-retinal, are interconvertible
by photochemical reactions (Clayton, 1971) and are functional in the vision of
animals.13 However, these photoreceptive pigments are not necessarily limited to
eyes. For example, 11-cis-retinal has been found in the pineal of rainbow trout
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11 A structure in the brain of animals which, in certain species, may function as a photore-
ceptor.

12 In addition to a pair of large compound eyes, adult insects usually have three simple eyes
(ocelli), which, at least in a species of crickets, do not perceive the light/dark cycles that
entrain certain rhythms (cf. Sokolove & Loher, 1975).

13 The 11-cis designation of retinal refers to carbon number 11 in the chain of carbon atoms
that comprise the molecule, as well as to the form (cis) that this chromophore displays at
the location of carbon number 11.
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FIGURE 4.8. Diagram illustrating photoperiodic photoreceptive regions (e.g., leaf, brain,
eye, and head), signal transduction (sequence from light signal (h
) to timer (oscillator) to
chemical signal (“inactive” X producing active “Y”) to an intercellular messenger (e.g.,
hormone), which activates the responsive or target regions and responsive regions (apical
shoot meristem, testis, larva, and head). Note changes in morphology, such as floral induc-
tion, testis development, diapause, and antler production.

FIGURE 4.9. Diagram illustrating the visible light spectrum and the leaves of cocklebur and
soybean that contain phytochrome (a photoreceptive pigment). Certain wavelengths of radi-
ant energy are preferentially absorbed by receptor molecules (pigments) to induce flowering
(signal-transduction effector as in Figure 4.8). The absorption spectrum of phytochrome and
the action spectrum for regulating photoperiodic floral induction of these two SDPs both



(Salmo gairdneri) (Tabata et al., 1985). Results from studies conducted with an
eyeless species of predacious mites (Amblyseius potentillae), suggest that pho-
toperiodic photoreception can occur extraretinally, and that carotenoids (colored
pigments) and vitamin A appear to be essential for photoperiodic induction of dia-
pause (Van Zon et al., 1981; Veerman et al., 1983).

Cryptochromes

Cryptochromes represent another group of pigments that also function in biolog-
ical timing (discussed in Chapter 5 on Models). These pigments, which are found
in plants, are also found in the eyes of mammals and have a role in circadian pho-
toreception (Thresher et al., 1998). Results from research in which a number of
locations on the human body have been exposed to light (e.g., the popliteal region
directly behind the knee joint) suggest the possible involvement of heme or other
pigments associated with various tissues (e.g., blood) in extraretinal phototrans-
duction in humans (Campbell & Murphy, 1998). Examples of pigments and their
possible or actual role in photoperiodic responses are listed in Table 4.7. Mecha-
nisms of photoentrainment, however, very likely involve multiple ocular pho-
topigments and reactions. Included here would be melanopsin, an essential com-
ponent in the phototransduction cascade in the retinal photoentrainment pathway
that has been identified in retinal ganglia and the pineal and deep brain of higher
animals (Foster & Hankins, 2002; Rollag et al., 2003). For additional discussion
of melanopsin, see Chapter 2 on Rhythm Features and Chapter 11 on Clinical
Medicine.

Spectra

Much of our knowledge of the mechanisms of how light of specific wavelengths
regulates photoperiodism did not start with the identification of pigments and their
absorption spectra. Rather, predictions and subsequent identification of active
pigments were often based upon the results obtained from an action spectrum
(Figure 4.9), after which comparisons were made between the action spectrum
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show peaks in the red region (the action spectrum is limited to the red region, which there-
fore has been expanded in the illustration). Note: the spectra for the Pr and Pfr forms of phy-
tochrome have slightly different absorption peaks (666 nm vs. 730 nm), but have been com-
bined in this illustration, as has the action spectra for cocklebur and soybean. For the actual
absorption spectra of Pr and Pfr, see Vierstra & Quail, 1983. For the action spectrum of pho-
toperiodic control of floral induction of cocklebur and soybean, see Parker et al., 1946, 1949.

FIGURE 4.10. Transformation of
red (Pr) and far-red (Pfr) forms
of phytochrome (P) illustrates
that phytochrome is photo-
reversible.

Red light
(660nm)

Pr Pfr
Far-Red light

(730nm)red-absorbing
pigment

far-red-absorbing
pigment



and the absorption spectrum. For example, the inhibition of flowering in SDPs by
a brief exposure to light during the long night span has an action spectrum that
indicates the red region, and in turn, compares favorably with the absorption spec-
trum of phytochrome.

The series of events following the absorption of light by plants are not com-
pletely understood, but they do involve signal transduction, in which messengers
are formed and translocated to target sites, where they initiate the response,
whether it is the induction of flowering or the migration of animals. Depending
upon the organism, the stage of development and the environment, hormones,
inhibitors, neurosecretory products, and catalysts are likely candidates in signal
transduction, but none have been exclusively identified. In the case of mammals,
a specific retinohypothalamic tract provides the pathway by which light reaches
the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the brain (Foster, 1998).
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TABLE 4.7. Pigmentsa that function in photoperiodism and/or circadian rhythms  (phy �
phytochrome; cry � cryptochrome; LDP � long-day plants; SDP � short-day plant; L �
light; D � dark).
Pigment Comments

Phytochromes Red, far-red, photoreversible group of chromoproteins found in plants and 
designated as phyA, phyB, phyC, phyD, and phyE (phyto � plant; chrome �
colored)

PhyA Functions under low intensity red light and in sensing daylength in LDP; may 
interact with phyC in SDP; may also interact with cry1

PhyB Functions as primary high-intensity red light receptor in circadian systems; 
influences sensitivity to photoperiod for flowering and tuberization under 
noninductive conditions in LDP and SDP

PhyC May interact with phyA in SDP and be involved in sensitivity to L during D span
Cryptochromes Flavin-type blue/UV-A absorbing pigments found in both plants and animals and

designated as cry1 and cry2. The name, cryptochrome, is related to its 
association with nonflowering plants known as cryptogams

Cry1 May mediate signal of high-intensity blue light for control of circadian period; 
may interact with phyA to transmit low-fluence blue light to timing 
mechanism

Cry2 May modulate circadian responses (e.g., in mice)
Flavins Group of yellow pigments; see cryptochromes
Carotenoids Large group of fat-soluble pigments, which include carotenes and in some 

instances (e.g., eyeless predacious mites) may be involved in photoperiodic 
induction

Rhodopsin Found in retinal rods of animals and could in some form be involved in 
photoperiodic photoreception of certain organisms

Vitamin A Functions in vision, along with 11-cis-retinal
11-cis-retinal Functions in vision
Melanopsin Essential component in the phototransduction cascade in the retinal 

photoentrainment pathway of higher animals
Pterins Light-absorbing derivative of pteridine that often functions in insects, fishes, and

birds. Possibly associated with the role of Cry1 in blue-light responses in plants

aFor more details, see Veerman et al.,1983; Lumsden, 1991; Salisbury & Ross, 1992; Jackson &
Thomas, 1997; Ahmad et al., 1998; Lucas & Foster, 1999; Somers et al., 1998; Thresher et al.,
1998; Taiz & Zeiger, 2002; Foster & Hankins, 2002.



Rhythmic Association 

We preface this section with the following quote from the mid 1970s: “There is no
more confusing literature than that on the relationship between circadian rhyth-
micity and photoperiodism.” (Hillman, 1976)

Decades later, this statement still remains applicable, although much has been
learned about this important relationship. In some cases, a “dark-period hour-
glass” model could easily account for the means by which the time is measured in
photoperiodism. The beginning of darkness following a light span or light break
starts the timing, just as the sand starts to move down to the lower chamber when
an hourglass is inverted. 

Endogenous Oscillators

Photoperiodic time measurements for a number of variables in the aphid Megoura
may be best explained by a non-self-sustaining hourglass model (Lees, 1966;
Hillman, 1973), unlike most photoperiodic variables which are best explained by
the functioning of a self-sustaining endogenous circadian oscillator that can be reset
or manipulated. Strong support for an endogenous circadian oscillator comes from
the results of studies where the total hours of light plus darkness have been manip-
ulated to deviate greatly from 24 h or when skeleton (interrupted) photoperiods have
been used (Figure 4.11). By keeping the light span at a desired or given length (e.g.,
6 h or 8 h of L), but increasing the dark span in increments to have cycles that are as
long as 60 or more hours,14 photoperiodic responses in both plants (flowering of
soybeans) and animals (testicular development in birds) have been shown to depend
upon an endogenous cycle or oscillator that is approximately 24 h (Figure 4.12).
Other examples from similar type experiments, which indicate the interaction
between circadian rhythms and photoperiodism, have been found for an annual
herb, Chenopodium rubrum, a SDP that requires only one inductive cycle for floral
induction and can be maintained in LL prior to and after darkness (Cumming, 1967;
King, 1975), the flesh fly, Sarcophaga argyrostoma (Saunders, 1973), and the
hamster Mesocricetus aureus (Stetson et al., 1975).
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FIGURE 4.11. An example of an 
8-h photoperiod (A) and a skele-
ton 8 h photoperiod (B) created by
using two 15-min spans of light.

14 The Nanda-Hamner protocol is used to refer to experiments that include treatments
where the light span is set for a given duration (e.g., 6 h) but the dark span is progres-
sively lengthened, resulting in cycles that may span up to 60 or more hours. Experiments
involving such treatments were introduced by Nanda & Hamner (1958).
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FIGURE 4.12. Circadian rhythm in photosensitivity revealed by effects of different total LD
cycle lengths on flowering in Biloxi soybeans (top) and testis weight in Golden hamsters
(bottom). The light span was kept constant (8 h for soybeans or 6 h for hamsters), but the
dark span was lengthened in a series of separate experiments to equal the times indicated.
A 24-h periodicity is indicated for both the plant study (n � 10 plants per LD schedule) and
animal study (6–12 animals per LD schedule), since similar results were obtained when the
total cycle lengths were integral multiples of 24 h (based on Hamner, 1960 and Stetson
et al., 1975).
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Relationships, such as those that exist between circadian rhythmicity and
photoperiodism in diverse groups of organisms, appear to be straightforward
and obvious. The confusion arises, however, when these two time-dependent
processes are incorporated into various models, none of which by themselves
adequately account for all of the photoperiodic processes or events found in the
various taxa (classifications). Three of the more common models of photoperi-
odism (resonance, external coincidence, internal coincidence), which are based
upon an endogenous circadian oscillator or clock, are presented in Table 5.1 (a
detailed explanation of how each of them function is presented in Chapter 5 on
Models and Mechanisms). It is paramount, however, to note that phase is a key
component of each model. More specifically, these models focus on phase rela-
tionships, as can be illustrated in phase–response curves where exogenous L
and D pulses evoke endogenous phase advances and phase delays (cf. Saunders,
1981; Pittendrigh et al., 1984).

Bünning’s Hypothesis

In the 1930s, Erwin Bünning (1906–1990), a German botanist and pioneer in
biological rhythm research who laid out the basis of photoperiodism for devel-
opmental cycles in plants and insects, suggested that the circadian cycle could
be divided into two phases, a photophil (light-loving) phase and a scotophil
(dark-loving) phase, and that these phases were important in the photoperiod
response of flowering (Bünning, 1936, 1960). In other words, there is a phase in
the circadian cycle where the light span is important and another phase where
the dark span has a specific role. The suggestion that plants display endogenous
phases of light and dark sensitivity, known as “Bünning’s Hypothesis,” was
refined by C.S. Pittendrigh in the mid-1960s (Pittendrigh & Minis, 1964;
Pittendrigh, 1966).

Phase–Response Curves 

Phase–response curves, which were discussed in Chapter 2 and illustrated in
Figure 2.13, tell us something about the entrainment of the rhythm relative to
what happens when phases of the rhythm are exposed to light or dark pulses
under free-running conditions. The half-cycle that corresponds to the dark span
(subjective night) is viewed as being more responsive to light than the half-cycle
that corresponds to the light span (subjective day). Phase delays occur when light
is given during the early part of the subjective night and phase advances occur
when light is given during the latter part of the subjective night (Pittendrigh et al.,
1984).

Ultradian Cycles 

The relationship between photoperiodism and rhythmicity is not limited to the cir-
cadian domain. A timing system that functions in some photoperiodic responses
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can include frequencies that are higher or lower than circadian. Photoperiodic
phenomena displaying rhythms shorter than a day (ultradian), especially cycles of
12 h, are common in both plants and animals. An endogenous ultradian rhythm
with a period of about 12 h (sometimes referred to as a semidian rhythm) has been
observed for the flowering response of the Japanese morning glory (Pharbitis nil)
to far-red light (Heide et al., 1986). The fact that a 12-h cycle for diapause is pres-
ent in a mutant strain of Drosophila melanogaster, which is no longer circadian
(Saunders, 1990), provides additional support for the involvement of semidian
periodicity in photoperiodism.

Circannual Cycles

Annual cycles of photoperiods that are indicative of the seasons serve as syn-
chronizers of various circannual rhythms (Gwinner, 1977a). The yearly periodic-
ity of a number of variables, especially in birds where it has been studied exten-
sively, persists under seasonally controlled environmental conditions, although
under such conditions the period often deviates slightly from precisely one year
(Gwinner, 1977b). The endogenous nature of the circannual rhythm in reproduc-
tive function has been shown for the gonads of equatorial weaver finches (Que-
lea quelea), which when kept in a constant LD12:12 environment for 2.5 years,
came into full breeding condition and later regressed with the same yearly pat-
tern anticipated for the gonads of birds living in the wild (Lofts, 1964). The role
of the photoperiod in synchronizing infradian rhythms has been superbly demon-
strated in studies with the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris). In the laboratory,
circannual rhythms of molt and gonadal size have been synchronized with pho-
toperiodic cycles as short as 2.4 months, although the phase of the rhythm
becomes progressively more delayed as the photoperiodic cycle is reduced
(Gwinner, 1977b).

Bird Migration

Interactions between photoperiod and rhythms longer than a day (infradian)
have been extensively studied in bird migration (cf. Gwinner, 1977a). By their
very nature, these studies often span many years and may include both field and
laboratory experiments. Conceptually, the distance that a bird travels during
migration (e.g., flights of hundreds or thousands of miles or kilometers) would
appear beyond study in a normal laboratory protocol. In the laboratory, how-
ever, a night behavior commonly called “Zugunruhe” (migratory restlessness),
which indicates migratory readiness, can be measured by the quantity and direc-
tion of footprints produced by a bird as it hops either from an ink pad to a piece
of paper or on a perch (Figure 4.13a,b). During nonmigratory seasons, perch
hopping is confined to the light span, while during migratory seasons, the bird
remains active throughout the night (Figure 4.13c,d). When results obtained
from Zugunruhe-type studies under controlled photoperiods were compared to
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results of migration times of free-living birds, similar phases of activity have
been observed. In the case of willow warblers (Phylloscopus trochilus), which
migrate between Africa to Europe, the most intense span of Zugunruhe coin-
cides with the span of highest speed, which occurs when free-living birds cross
the Sahara desert (Gwinner, 1977a). An endogenous time-keeping system that
mediates photoperiod-induced seasonality, has been described for the migratory
Blackheaded Bunting (Emberiza melanocephala) (Malik et al., 2004). Thus, a
photoperiodic clock responds to changes in light wavelength and light intensity
at the right time of day, especially during dawn and dusk, by the development of
Zugunruhe-associated symptoms (intense nighttime activity, increases in body
mass and testes size).
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FIGURE 4.13. Migratory restless-
ness (Zugunruhe) of a bird can
be monitored in the lab. The
direction of footprints on the
wall of a conical cage can be
noted as the bird hops from an
ink pad (a) or activity can be
recorded electronically via a
microswitch under a perch as the
bird hops restlessly (b). During
nonmigratory seasons, perch-
hopping activity is confined to
the daylight hours (c), whereas
during a migratory season, the
bird remains active throughout
the night (d).



Deer Antlers

The seasonal photoperiod cycle synchronizes the circannual rhythms of the
antler cycle of deer, such as sika (Cervus nippon), white-tailed (Odocoileus
virginianus), roe (Capreolus capreolus), and reindeer (Rangifer tarandus).15

This cycle includes the shedding of antlers in the spring, the development and
elongation of new antlers that are covered by a skin layer called velvet in the
summer, shedding of velvet in late summer, and finally the presence of the
hard, dead, bony antlers for the autumn breeding season. Results achieved from
studies where the photoperiod cycle was reversed from the normal outdoor
temperature, as well as from studies where the seasonal photoperiod cycle was
either decreased to 3 or 4 months or increased to 24 months, clearly show that
the seasonal photoperiod cycle, rather than temperature, serves as the synchro-
nizer for the antler cycle (Goss, 1969a; Bubenik et al., 1987; Sempere et al.,
1992). 

Vernalization

An interesting relationship involving photoperiodism, a low-temperature treat-
ment called vernalization (a process that hastens or induces flowering), and a cir-
cannual rhythm has been observed for a cultivar of Japanese radish (Raphanus
sativus L.), a plant that flowers more rapidly under long days (Yoo & Uemoto,
1976). When seeds were removed each month from storage at room temperature
and sown, a circannual rhythm was observed for the number of days from germi-
nation to the opening of flowers (anthesis). However, if the seeds were vernalized
prior to sowing, the number of days from germination to anthesis remained almost
constant over the 2-year duration of the study and the circannual rhythm was not
observed (Figure 4.14).

Much remains to be learned about the interactions between photoperiodism
and rhythms, especially in relation to seasonal photoperiod cycles and circan-
nual rhythms. Commonly, the interactions between photoperiodism and
rhythms are studied relative to a single terminal event in the life history of an
organism (e.g., floral induction of plants or eclosion of insects) and require a
population of organisms. The use of perennial plants and noninvasive practices
with animals that can be followed for years may warrant further attention,
although current research trends emphasize the use of clock gene mutants
(organisms with genetically based circadian rhythms that are longer or shorter
than 24 h).
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15 Sika deer are native to Japan and have adapted to temperate regions of the world. The
study referred to here was conducted in light-tight barns in Rhode Island, USA at approx-
imately 42° N latitude under both natural and controlled light/dark conditions (Goss,
1969a,b). White-tailed deer, which are native to North America, have a similar seasonal
antler cycle (Bubenik et al., 1987). Reindeer (or caribou) (Rangifer tarandus) is the only
species of deer in which both males and females exhibit a yearly antler cycle (Lincoln &
Tyler, 1999).
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Photoperiodism and Humans 

When university students are introduced to the topic of photoperiodism, a linger-
ing question often remains unanswered: “Do human beings respond to photope-
riods, and if so, how?”

Humans have been the subject in numerous experiments that have focused on
rhythms, but the use of human subjects in photoperiodic experiments, especially
in ones that are of an experimental nature and comparable to those conducted with
plants, insects, birds and certain mammals do not appear in the literature. How-
ever, a limited number of epidemiologic studies designed to search for statistically
significant correlations between variables within a population have included pho-
toperiod as one of the factors. 

Birth Patterns

Results from one of the most extensive “worldwide” studies of this nature, which
included data on human conceptions, hours of sunlight, temperature and relative
humidity from a number of geographical locations, showed a significant correlation
between conception rates and photoperiod (Roenneberg & Aschoff, 1990a,b). In
locations where changes in daylength are more pronounced (e.g., higher latitudes,

FIGURE 4.14. Annual rhythm in readiness to flowering by a radish (Raphanus sativus cv.
Waseshijunichi). Seed harvested in July and stored at room temperature (25°C) flower at
different rates depending on the months after seed production, indicating an endogenous
annual rhythm in readiness to flower (data from Figure 1 in Yoo & Uemoto (1976) redrawn
and analyzed using the least-squares fit of a 1-year cosine). Cold treatment (10 days at 5°C)
abolishes this rhythm.



see Figure 4.5), the peak in human conception was found to coincide with the ver-
nal equinox.16 For example, when birth records between 1778 and 1940 were
reviewed for Eskimos living in northern Labrador, Canada (52°N), an 80% differ-
ence between the peak in March and a trough in June was noted, which agreed with
observations recorded by early Arctic explorers (Ehrenkranz, 1983a,b).

In general, photoperiodic control is less rigid in mammals, including humans,
than in birds and lower invertebrates, and generally serves to time well-
established endogenous rhythms that lead to development of reproductive condi-
tions (Lofts, 1970). The influence of photoperiod on humans appeared to be more
dominant prior to 1930, perhaps because humans have since acquired the technol-
ogy to regulate their physical environment, especially in controlling spans of
light, darkness, and temperature. It is possible that the impact of photoperiodism
on the lives of most humans who live in a modern society has become less pro-
nounced as a primary synchronizer because individuals in industrialized societies
are shielded, at least in part, from the full impact of the natural seasons by sec-
ondary synchronizers, including artificial lighting, curtains, scheduled activities,
and lifestyles (Van Dongen et al., 1998; Roenneberg, 2004). 

Indoor vs. Outdoor Light

There is a large variation in natural light exposure between persons who work
indoors and who work outdoors. The amount of light that most of us are exposed
to when working in buildings during the day is much less than the amount natu-
rally present outdoors, while at night we are exposed to unnatural light levels due
to electric lighting. In one study on 12 healthy men and women in Montreal who
wore ambulatory photosensors for a week in the summer and in the winter, it was
found that there was no seasonal variation in the amount of time spent under mod-
erate (100–1,000 lux) illumination and more than 50% of their time they were
exposed to illumination less than 100 lux, even in summer (Hébert et al., 1999).
However, the amount of time spent under bright light (�1,000 lux) was much
greater in summer (2 h 37 min) as compared with the winter (26 min), which sug-
gests seasonal differences in overall light exposure. Some domesticated animals
and plants also appear to have lost their dependence on photoperiodism, such as
the rapid flowering Brassica which, because of its short life cycle, is used in biol-
ogy laboratories (Williams & Hill, 1986).

Disorders 

Several human aggressive behaviors or psychological disorders have been found to
correlate with the time of year (Table 4.8). In a review of 2,131 acts of hostility, the
opening month of wars showed a peak in mid-summer in both hemispheres and it
was suggested that the lengthening of the daily photoperiod might serve as an envi-
ronmental cue for an increase in affective aggressiveness (Schreiber et al., 1991). 
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16 Date in the spring when the light and dark spans are about equal.



Another major example of annual photoperiodism and humans is seasonal
affective disorder, commonly referred to by its acronym SAD (Rosenthal et al.,
1984). SAD is a syndrome characterized by recurrent major depressions at the
same time each year, usually just before and during the winter season (Jacobsen
et al., 1987), with a full spontaneous remission during the following spring and
summer. While many people occasionally have the “winter blues” that can last a
few days or weeks and is psychological in origin (e.g., from unrealistic expecta-
tions for holidays, loneliness, etc.), SAD is a result of physiological reactions to
seasonal changes in photoperiod. Because bright artificial light phototherapy has
an antidepressant effect (Rosenthal et al., 1988),17 SAD is thought to be the result
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17 Bright light between 6 AM and 8AM in the morning is more antidepressant than between
7 PM and 9 PM in the evening. Bright light immediately upon awakening is the recom-
mended circadian time for light treatment of SAD patients (Lewy et al., 1998).

TABLE 4.8. Examples of human behaviors or disorders that have been found to correlate
with the time of year and photoperiodism.
Variable Location of peak(s) Reference

Alcoholism (hospitalizations) Spring Eastwood & Stiasny, 1978
Bipolar and schizoaffective June and December (Israel) Roitman et al., 1990

illness, violent episodes
Chronic fatigue syndrome Winter worsening Terman et al., 1998
Depression (rating) Winter months Hansen et al., 1998
Depression (hospitalizations) Spring and Autumn Eastwood & Peacocke, 1976
Eating disorders Higher severity scores in winter Brewerton et al., 1994
Acts of hostilitya and Summer in N and Schreiber et al., 1991, 1997

individual violent crimesb S hemispheres
Mania Summer (England and Wales) Symonds & Williams, 1976;

Hare & Walter, 1978
Summer (England and Scotland) Myers & Davies, 1978
Spring (Greece) Frangos et al., 1980
Spring–Summer Mulder et al., 1990

(New Zealand)
Menarche December–January and Albright et al, 1990

August–September
Mood (normal and clinical Feeling worst, more sleep, Kasper, et al., 1989; 

populations) weight gain in Winter Hardin et al., 1991
Seasonal affective disorder More cases in Winter and at Rosen  et al., 1990; 

(SAD) higher latitudes Hardin et al., 1991;
Mersch et al., 1999a,b

Schizophrenia (hospital July–August (England and Hare & Walter, 1978
admissions) Wales)

Sexual conception Increase near Vernal Equinox Roenneberg & Aschoff, 1990b
Sleep problems Winter Hansen et al., 1998
Suicide Spring months in N and Lester, 1985, 1997; Preti, 1997;

S hemispheres Retamal & Humphreys, 1998

aOpening dates of wars in both hemispheres. Onset of wars near the equator showed a near-constant
monthly rate throughout the year.

bIncludes offenses against the human body, sex offenses, forcible rape, and aggravated assault.



of inadequate light reception and/or processing related to decreased sunlight dur-
ing winter months (Oren et al., 1991). Thus, vulnerability to short photoperiods
may be related to depression and winter SAD (Oren et al., 1994). SAD is dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine.

Extending light into the night has also been shown to have a negative impact on
circadian rhythms in aquatic animals, insects, birds, and mammals, including
humans, and there are now several reports on the association between excessive
light and disease. This topic is discussed in a section on light pollution in Chapter
10 on Society.

Take-Home Message 

The normal development, reproduction, and activities of organisms are often
dependent upon the duration and timing of light and dark spans, which in nature
are associated with the seasons. This process is called photoperiodism, a complex
and diverse process that is a basic principle of biology and is intrinsic to the tem-
poral organization of life.
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5
Biological Oscillators and Timers:
Models and Mechanisms 

“Time, space, and causality are only metaphors of knowledge, with which we explain
things to ourselves.”

—Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900), German philosopher

Introduction

Within the realm of life, there is a structural organization, a hierarchy of compo-
nents, extending from subatomic particles (e.g., electrons, protons) to organisms
and ecosystems. How these components function (physiology), individually and
in networks, depends not only upon the presence of the correct components and
where they occur, but when. Individual components and sites of action are repre-
sented by structural units, while “when” represents the temporal organization of
life and the measurable unit known as time.

While the word “rhythm” is a descriptive word, “clock” implies a measuring
device. Clocks of one type or another quantify time. In the case of manufactured
or astronomical clocks, which were discussed in Chapter 3 on Time, the mecha-
nisms by which they operate are known and have been described relatively well.
Such is not the case for biological clocks or oscillators, and may well account for
the extensive use of the term “model” in the literature that focuses on the mecha-
nisms of biological timing and how rhythms are generated. 

Models and mechanisms of biological oscillators, especially those of circadian
clocks, have been described and discussed in numerous papers with the assump-
tion often, and rightly so, that the reader is knowledgeable in the more advanced
areas of biology. Lower division undergraduate students and others who wish
merely to explore the phenomena of biological rhythms are attracted to the sub-
ject often before they have taken courses in biochemistry, physiology, genetics,
neuroscience, differential equations, and nonlinear systems. While such subjects
are excellent prerequisites and highly desirable, a person can learn much without
a mastery of them—a premise that will hopefully become evident in this chapter.

The major objectives of this chapter are: (1) to introduce five general cate-
gories of models that have been used in studies to elucidate the nature of



biological clocks; and (2) to enhance the reader’s understanding of mechanisms
that may generate and regulate oscillations. The goal is not to list and discuss
fully, or even in part, all models, mechanisms, and approaches that have been
followed. Rather, it is to help one understand the nature of some of the key com-
ponents and how they may function in generating rhythms. In some cases, major
components, rather than a specific model or system, will be emphasized. This
applies especially to membrane models, which are no longer popular and have
been replaced by molecular models. For those individuals who are well-versed
in the subject of rhythms, we can but echo the words of the Australian botanist
and biologist, Rutherford Robertson (1913–2001): “I crave the patience of my
specialist colleagues who do not need the book anyway, unless they use it to
improve or correct a concept which I stated imperfectly or too speculatively.”
(Robertson, 1983)

Approaches to Models and Mechanisms

A model represents an analogy that helps one to visualize something, often some-
thing that has not been directly observed. In the present context of time keeping,
the analogy will be of an oscillator or an oscillating system, which in many cases
is described best as a clock or pacemaker. Mechanisms, on the other hand, focus
on the various natural chemical and physical processes that are involved in the
process of biological time keeping. Models based upon known mechanisms are
important research tools for analyzing characteristics of biological rhythms and in
predicting certain patterns, activities, and behavior. They provide clues or guide-
lines for formulating hypotheses and postulates that lend themselves to experi-
mental protocols, which can be applied to test the accuracy and validity of the
model.1 Some models of oscillating systems are likened to common items, such as
a pendulum or a gate that can be visualized easily by most individuals. Others are
not as easily visualized, especially those that are based upon biochemical and bio-
physical processes, mathematical equations, or include a more advanced biologi-
cal nomenclature.

The strategy that is followed in an experimental protocol is often referred to as
an approach. Many different approaches have been followed in studying the
mechanisms of biological clocks (cf. Edmunds, 1988, 1992). They include: (1) a
search for specific anatomical parts or regions at various levels of structural
organization; (2) an attempt to trace the steps or pathways from environmental
synchronizers to the variable that oscillates; (3) the application of biochemical
and biophysical procedures and techniques; (4) the utilization of the tools of
molecular biology and genetics; and (5) the formulation of mathematical equa-
tions that could describe oscillations relative to the properties of biochemical and
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1 Models are commonly used also in the discipline of chronobiology for the statistical
analyses of rhythm characteristics (e.g., period, amplitude, and phase) and are addressed
in Chapter 13 on Analyzing Rhythmic Data.
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biophysical components (Figure 5.1). Not emphasized in this chapter, but
illustrated and discussed in other chapters (e.g., Chapters 2 and 9) are certain
pacemakers or master oscillators and their anatomical loci. Included among
these “master oscillators” are the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the vertebrate
hypothalamus and the pineal gland of birds.2

Models of oscillators and oscillating systems represent analogies, usually based
upon results obtained from studies where a particular approach or various
approaches have been followed to understand the mechanisms of biological
rhythms and oscillators. Many of the earlier models and their components (e.g.,
entrainment, gating) that helped guide the research of decades past continue to be
in vogue, even as more molecular components are discovered. Groups or cate-
gories of models (e.g., mechanical, molecular, etc.), as well as approaches to elu-
cidate the mechanisms of oscillators, are not clearly delineated.

The spectrum of biological rhythms spans the range from fractions of a second
to centuries. Much of the emphasis on biological clock models has been upon the
circadian domain. However, a number of excellent mathematical and biochemical
models have been known since the 1920s for high-frequency ultradian rhythms
(e.g., electrical model of the heart by van der Pol & van der Mark, 1928). Like-
wise, models (or hypotheses) of circannual rhythms, which have a long history of
being associated with photoperiodism (e.g., Gwinner, 1977), lend themselves to
advances in the genetic analysis of seasonal clocks in animals, such as Drosophila

FIGURE 5.1. Some of the approaches that have been used in attempts to determine the nature
of biological clocks: (A) Microscopic examination of cells and tissues; (B) Determining the
steps and relations from the synchronizer to the variable that displays the rhythm;
(C) Studying the effects of chemical and physical agents on molecules or organelles closely
associated with the overt rhythm; (D) Molecular biology and genetics; and (E) Mathemat-
ical equations.

2 The eyes of marine gastropods (Aplysia and Bulla) could be included also, since studies
with these structures contributed greatly to our knowledge of cellular and chemical oscil-
lators (cf. Jacklet, 1988–89).



(Majercak et al., 1999), hamsters (Gorman, 2003; Prendergast et al., 2004), and
sheep (Lincoln et al., 2003). 

Components and characteristics of mathematical, physical, and biological
rhythms, such as phase shifts and period stability, have been used extensively in
model building to explain the mechanisms of biological clocks.3 Even though five
categories of models will be delineated in this chapter, a considerable amount of
integration exists among them, since some models incorporate features from sev-
eral or all of these categories. 

Mechanical Models 

While “mechanical” type models often do not emphasize specific biological
molecules, they do help scientists distinguish if the circadian rhythm is gener-
ated by an external environmental oscillator (e.g., the solar day), or if it will
free-run for more than one cycle in the absence of environmental synchroniz-
ers (e.g., a light/dark cycle). Two models that attracted much attention in the
1960s and 1970s, were the pendulum model (Figure 5.2A) and hourglass model
(Figure 5.2B).
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3 Excluded from this discussion are the external timing hypothesis and the endogenous tim-
ing hypothesis, two opposing mechanisms that were postulated for circadian rhythms
(Brown et al., 1970). The existence of an unknown exogenous environmental or cosmic
factor (e.g., “X”) that controls biological clocks is no longer a major issue or component
in most models of circadian clocks (also see discussions by Salisbury & Ross, 1992;
Foster & Kreitzman, 2004).

FIGURE 5.2. Some common categories or analogies of mechanical models: (A) Pendulum;
(B) Hourglass; (C) Swing; (D) Gate.



Pendulum 

A pendulum-type clock continues to oscillate, while the hourglass clock must be
reset after each cycle or the completion of a span (e.g., darkness). Closely related to
the pendulum, at least in the way it moves, is a common object known as a swing
(Figure 5.2C). The comparison of a swing that is pushed at certain times and thereby
causing its speed to transitionally change, represents an excellent analogy of how
the response of an oscillator depends upon phase (Roennenberg et al., 2003). These
responses of a mechanical oscillator (swing) have been graphed as a phase–response
curve (PRC) and compared as a model to the PRCs of circadian oscillators. The pen-
dulum model is applicable to a number of variables, including such classical exam-
ples as the cyclic pattern of testicular development in birds (Stetson et al., 1975) and
floral induction in plants (Hamner, 1960). Illustrations of the rhythmic nature of
these two variables are found in Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4 on Photoperiodism.

A number of variations have been proposed for pendulum-type models. One of
these variations is the addition of a secondary oscillator, called the slave oscilla-
tor. Its role is to make the entrainment oscillating systems more precise4 (cf. 
Pittendrigh, 1981), be it a protein in the phytochrome response of Arabidopsis
(Kuno et al., 2003), a photoperiodic oscillator associated with control of diapause
in Drosophila (Gillanders & Saunders, 1992), or separate slave oscillators associ-
ated with the feeding and drinking behavior of rats (Strubbe et al., 1986).

Hourglass 

The hourglass analogy represents a clock that must be reset after each cycle or the
completion of a span (e.g., darkness), while as mentioned above, a pendulum-type
clock continues to oscillate. Classical examples of biological variables that fit the
hourglass model are diapause (physiological inactivity) in aphids (Megoura) (cf.
Lees, 1966; Hillman, 1973) and seed germination in plants (cf. Sweeney, 1974a).
A mitotic clock (Harley, 1991) that is based upon shortening in the length of
telomeres5 and determines the number of cell divisions that can occur before a cell
can no longer divide, could be another example of an hourglass clock (Rensing
et al., 2001). In fact, aging itself, which in the “popular press” is sometimes
referred to as the “biological clock,” can be seen as an hourglass clock that meas-
ures the lifetime of one individual.

The hourglass analogy has also been applied to a number of physiological
processes or systems where it is sometimes referred to as either an hourglass
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4 This feature of the biological model could be analogous to a feature found in a mechani-
cal clock known as the Shortt Free-Pendulum Clock, where more precise timing is accom-
plished by the addition of a “slave clock” that reduces the interference of the free motion
of a pendulum (cf. Whitrow, 1988). 

5 After each round of DNA division and replication, the 3’ end is incompletely replicated,
resulting in 50–150 base pairs being lost from the ends (telomeres) of chromosomes per
cell division in human fibroblasts (Martens et al., 2000). Fibroblasts are cells that give rise
to connective tissues.



relaxation oscillator (Klotter, 1960) or an integrate and fire model (Figure 5.3)
(Keener et al., 1981). In these self-sustained systems there is an increase in a vari-
able (e.g., amount, activity) up to a threshold level, where when reached, there is
a sudden relaxation or firing back to the original lower level. Examples of self-
sustained hourglass oscillations of this type can be found in mitosis (Tyson &
Kauffman, 1975) and the filling and emptying of the bladder (Glass & Mackey,
1988). 

External Coincidence 

Research in chronobiology that occurred prior to the early 1970s, especially in the
disciplines of plant and animal physiology, centered on studies that combined
photoperiodism and circadian rhythms. Here, the pendulum and hourglass mod-
els, as well as variations of them, were relevant tools of research. However, the
interactions between photoperiodism and rhythms are highly complex, and much
of the literature that addresses this relationship can be confusing (Hillman, 1976).
Nevertheless, models and mechanisms that focus upon interactions between pho-
toperiodism and circadian rhythms (Table 5.1) continue to be relevant in molecu-
lar biology (cf. Lumsden & Millar, 1998). 

One of the more popular examples is the external coincidence model and its
analogy to a gate (Table 5.1). A gate forms a barrier that can open and close,
thereby determining whether something enters or remains outside. In the case of
photoperiodism, the “external something” could be light (photo) or darkness,
which is “let in” when the organism is most receptive (i.e., the gate is open). If two
events occur at the same time or phase, such as the light phase of the solar day cycle
being present when the inductive or responsive phase of a rhythmic biological vari-
able is also present, they coincide (“coincidence”). However, to more fully under-
stand the nature of this model, we may need to review the status of photoperiodism
in nature and then examine how it can be manipulated in a laboratory setting.

Under natural conditions of our solar day, photoperiodism refers to the
response of organisms to the relative lengths and timing of light and darkness
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FIGURE 5.3. The Relaxation Oscillator or Integrate and Fire model has been applied to a
number of physiological processes or systems. A variable increases up to a threshold level,
when there is a sudden relaxation or firing back to the original lower level.



(e.g., hours of daylight and hours of night). This process is associated with the
seasons of the year and is evident in changes that occur during the development
and behavior of many organisms. For example, some plants are induced to pro-
duce flowers when the light span is short and the dark span is long, while others
may require a long light span and a short dark span to produce flowers. Similarly,
in some animals the changes in the lengths of light and dark spans affect the devel-
opment of reproductive structures, such as the testes (see Chapter 4 on Photoperi-
odism).

In the laboratory, however, an organism maintained under a photoperiodic
regime that in nature would normally induce or inhibit a change in development
can be “tricked” not to do so. This is accomplished relatively easily by subjecting
the organism to a short pulse (e.g., 15 min) of the nonprevailing span, such as a
light pulse during the “normal” dark span (see Chapter 4 on Photoperiodism).
However, the external pulse is effective or works best (or only) at a certain time
during the 24-h environmental cycle. In other words, there is a specific span of
time within the light–dark cycle when an organism responds best or not at all to
the signal or pulse (Figure 5.2D). This time slot or span has been likened to a gate,
a phase in the cycle that recurs with a circadian periodicity. The phenomenon is
known as gating and represents a feature incorporated into the external coinci-
dence model (Table 5.1).

Hands of a Clock

Historically, studies of biological rhythms and biological clocks can be traced
back to the observations of recurring changes in the movements of structures (e.g.,
leaves), stages of development (pupa to adult), and behavioral activities (feeding,
resting, etc.). These recurring changes of a given variable, such as the position of
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TABLE 5.1. Three models based upon the role of circadian involvement in photoperiodism
(Pittendrigh, 1972).
Model Comments

Resonance In the physical sense, a resonance relates to a large amplitude that is 
produced by another oscillation with the same period. Here, the amplitude
(magnitude) of the photoperiodic response depends upon the circadian 
resonance with the light cycle

External coincidence This involves the coincidence of light with a phase in the circadian cycle
(e.g., Bünning’s Hypothesis)a and fits results from many experiments that 
have been conducted with insects and other organisms

Internal coincidence Based on the premise that circadian systems include many oscillations and 
their phase relations may be altered by a change in photoperiod (e.g., one 
oscillator could be entrained by the first part of the L span and the other 
by the latter part of the L span or beginning of D

aIn 1936, Bünning introduced and later modified a view (Bünning, 1936), which has been cited by vari-
ous authors as a hypothesis, postulate, or even a model. Briefly, the 24-h cycle was viewed originally
as being divided into two parts: a “photophil” (light-liking) phase that promotes a developmental
change or activity and a “scotophil” (dark-liking) phase that does not promote the change or activity.



a leaf or the activity of an insect, were readily visible and represented the “hands
of a clock.” Mechanical-type models were well suited for such studies. 

However, the mechanisms that generate the recurring position or status of the
“hands” occur at a molecular level. Today, the “hands of the biological clock” are
often viewed or represented as ions, electrons, atoms, and molecules, paralleling
our technological society, where the most accurate time is provided by an atomic
clock (see Chapter 3 on Time). Nevertheless, the “hands of a clock” is an impor-
tant analogy that is commonly used to indicate output, the overt rhythm, which is
generated by a central clock. In addition, just as removing the hands of a mechan-
ical clock does not change the mechanical mechanisms, inhibiting a biological
process to the extent that it is not visible does not mean that the biological clock-
ing mechanism itself is not functioning or driving other biological oscillations.

Mathematical Models 

Bridging the gap between mechanical models on the one hand, and the biochem-
ical or molecular models on the other, are the mathematical models. Perhaps here
and in many other cases, the term “integrating” would be better than “bridging,”
since both mathematical and molecular components are present in a single model.
The Goodwin model (Goodwin, 1965) is a superb example, containing three sim-
ple biochemical or molecular components (nuclear messenger, cytoplasmic mes-
senger, and repressor), and three mathematical equations that express the rela-
tionships between the three molecular components and how they change in time.6

Of the various types of models that are used for studying biological clocks and
oscillators, mathematical models are viewed as being the most difficult to under-
stand. A strong background in higher mathematics7 helps in understanding them,
but the lack of such a background need not be viewed as an excuse for ignoring
them. At the very least, one should attempt to develop an appreciation for the con-
cepts upon which mathematical models are based and to become aware of some
of their applications and implications. 

The mathematics that is relevant to modeling biological rhythms is the mathe-
matics of change: calculus. Developed in the 17th century by Newton and Lieb-
nitz, calculus gave mathematicians the ability to relate how quantities, such as the
position of an object, change in time. One of the major concepts is that of the state
of a system: calculus can be used to describe how the state changes in time as a
function of the state itself. Abstractly, we can think of the state of a system as a set
of coordinates. For example, the state of the spring depicted in Figure 5.4 can be
represented by the position and velocity of the mass: the change in the state comes
from the acceleration imposed by gravity and the force exerted by the spring
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6 For more recent discussions, equations, and illustrations, see Rensing et al., 2001 and
Ruoff et al., 1999.

7 This applies particularly to those who have not been exposed to courses such as calculus,
linear algebra, and nonlinear systems.



(which is a function of position). So, for the spring, two numbers suffice to
describe the state. The change of state can be described as a flow, much like of
flowing water: the flow dictates how each point in the water is moved along in
time. For a biochemical system, the state may involve more numbers: the concen-
trations of each of the molecular components.

The state of a rhythmic system can be described by a phase, which quantifies what
position in the cycle the system is currently at, just as the hour shown by a clock tells
us where we are in the daily cycle. When there are interacting rhythms, there are mul-
tiple phases, one for each of the rhythmic components. Mathematical models of these
rhythms describe the flow. In fact, the word rhythm is derived from the Greek rhein
“to flow.” This carries over to a philosophical statement that one cannot step into the
same river twice, and a retort that one cannot step into the same river even once.8

With mathematical oscillators, time, rather than water, is the variable that “flows,”
and thus, mathematical models allow one to “step” in the same flow more than once.

In the flow of a cycle, any instantaneous point (i.e., position) is a phase, and
phases or phase angles are defined by coordinate systems. Very likely, most indi-
viduals have used coordinates when trying to locate places on a geographical map.
In such instances, the coordinates were very likely given by the numbers (or let-
ters) found along the margins of a map.

The mathematical flows used to model rhythms assign a specific direction of
change to each state. Figure 5.5 shows a possible flow on a state that consists of
only a single number. We can think of this as a fixed wire where the state is repre-
sented by the position of a bead on the wire. The flow tells what direction the bead
should be moved, as in a simple-minded board game where the flow dictates the
rules. It may be obvious in such a system that the bead can never go back and
forth; at any point the bead is moving either to the right or the left, so it never
returns to any previous position.
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FIGURE 5.4. A simple harmonic
oscillator illustrated by the mov-
ing mass (M) on a spring.

8 The source or the gist of stepping into the same river twice has been attributed to the early
Greek philosopher, Heraclitus. In regard to the origin of “stepping into the same river
once,” one of us (WLK) recalls reading about this “bafflement” many years ago. Perhaps
in a statement attributed to Plato in his dialogue entitled “Cratylus.”



In contrast, the two-dimensional flow shown in Figure 5.6 can easily produce a
cycle. The state, like a leaf from a plant flowing in a whirlpool, can return to its
previous position. For this reason, throughout this book, data for a biological
cycle have been illustrated in a two-dimensional plot, a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. In these illustrations, two coordinates, the horizontal X axis (abscissa) and
the vertical Y axis (ordinate) locate a point on a plane. The same data can be
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FIGURE 5.5. An example of a possible single-number flow state that consists of only a sin-
gle number illustrated by a fixed wire where the state is represented by the position of a
bead on the wire.

FIGURE 5.6. Two-dimensional flow fields illustrating the path followed by a proverbial leaf
(A, B); a limit cycle (C); and a predator–prey limit cycle (D) (courtesy of Daniel Kaplan,
Macalester College, St. Paul, MN).



illustrated also in a polar coordinate system in which a coordinate is defined by its
distance from a given point on a line and the angle of the line (see Chapter 13 on
Analyzing for Rhythms).

Differential Equations 

The mathematical language for describing flows is that of differential equa-
tions, and so differential equations are central to most mathematical models of
rhythms and cycles. The derivative of a quantity expresses the rate with which
it changes. For example, imagine a quantity ‘x’ that changes in time. We can
think of this as ‘x’ being a function of time: x(t). The derivative, denoted dx/dt,
is another function, one that tells, at each instant in time, how ‘x’ is changing.
In terms of a graph of x(t) versus t, the derivative is the slope of the graph at any
time t. For this reason, calculus is sometimes described as slope finding (Pine,
1983). 

A flow is described by relating the derivative of the state to the state itself.
Because of this, it follows that one needs to know what these equations contain
and reveal. Briefly, differential equations are equations that contain derivatives of
variables (cf. Kaplan & Glass, 1995). Perhaps from an over simplistic view, a
derivative can be visualized as a special kind of ratio that indicates a change in
something (x) that corresponds to the change in another (independent) variable as
it approaches zero (0). For example, a change in something (x) that occurs over
time (t) is the derivative dx/dt and is called a first-order derivative. Derivatives are
used or appear in the Goodwin oscillator, as well as in models for cardiac oscilla-
tions (van der Pol equations), predator/prey cycles (Lotka-Volterra equations),
and in one of the most commonly cited mathematical models of the biological
clock, the limit cycle oscillator. 

Finding the rhythm that results from a specified flow is as simple as dropping a
proverbial leaf into the flow and watching the path that it follows (Figure 5.6).
This path is called the “trajectory” of the system. In mathematical language, find-
ing the path is called “solving the differential equations.” Sometimes, the flow is
such that the path ends at a single point: the leaf stays put. This point is called an
attractor, also called an equilibrium point or fixed point: a state where the flow is
such that the state does not change. There are other sorts of attractors as well,
which we will discuss below.

For the most part, mathematical models of oscillators can be divided into two
types: those based upon linear differential equations and those based upon non-
linear differential equations.9 A classical example of a linear differential equation
is the spring-mass system, called in physics the harmonic oscillator. Linear sys-
tems are easily solved using simple mathematical techniques. However, the linear
structure imposes severe limitations. For example, a linear system can have only
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9 Those who are mathematically inclined and/or have a background in calculus may find it
advantageous to refer to references by Andronov et al., (1966) and Kaplan & Glass
(1995).



a single-point attractor. Unlike linear systems, nonlinear systems can be difficult
to solve using simple mathematical techniques, but they are generally easily
solved by the leaf-watching technique, which is usually implemented by com-
puter simulation. However, nonlinear systems can have much more interesting
types of attractors, particularly for the purposes of modeling rhythms: limit
cycles.

Limit Cycles and Topography 

The trajectory of a limit cycle is a closed loop. Often, we are forced to study sys-
tems where we cannot trace the state of the system continuously in time as it
moves around the loop. Instead, the only information available to us is the timing
of certain events. Think of racecars moving around a looped track: so long as we
know when they cross a fixed line across the loop, we can effectively monitor the
progress of the race. Similarly, in studying biological rhythms, we may only know
the timing of certain events: when fireflies flash, whether the leaf is dropping or
already tucked into nighttime position, when a person goes to sleep or wakes up.
Henri Poincaré introduced the idea of studying a flow by studying the times of
specific events: he turned the continuous time representation of dynamics into a
discrete-time one, giving us the mathematics of studying periodic events (cf.
Poincaré, 1881).

In a topological description, only the relevant parameters specifying the
overall behavior are plotted in the phase space and the cumbersome “microin-
formation” is thrown away (e.g., in the case of the harmonic oscillator, it would
be the position vs. the speed). This description is equivalent to positioning a
small “frictionless” steel ball on the three-dimensional map of a mountain
range and watching the ball roll. Depending on the energy and the direction,
the ball may spiral down to a valley, be stuck on a pass, stay in unstable equi-
librium on a peak, etc. Supposedly, the ball could be caught on a closed path,
retracing “forever” (periodically) the same trajectory. This is a limit cycle, and
perhaps best defined as “an isolated closed trajectory” (Minorsky, 1962). A
limit cycle may either be stable or unstable. In the case of most biological
oscillators, a light pulse given during constant darkness will often result in a
phase shift, but the original trajectory (period of the cycle) is reestablished as a
stable limit cycle.

An excellent example of how a simple physical self-sustained oscillator can
generate a stable limit cycle has been demonstrated by a model consisting of a
block of wood connected to a fixed location by a spring and placed on a conveyer
belt that moves at a constant speed (Kondo & Ishiura, 1999). An apparatus of this
type, along with a drawing (solution) helps one to visualize how the stable limit
cycle could be generated (Figure 5.7). 

A biological system that illustrates the same concept, although not exactly a
limit cycle, is the relationship between predators and prey (Figure 5.8). As the
population of prey increases, the population of the predator increases because of
the availability of the prey. However, the prey population drops as more predators
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are produced. Once the prey population is reduced, the predatory population starts
declining (dying off) because of the lack of food, allowing the prey population to
increase again. The population cycle continues and the two populations regulate
(limit) each other in a cyclic manner. In nature, however, a predator–prey limit
cycle is more complex, and may be either slow or fast (Rinaldi & Scheffer, 2000)
as a result of food availability, increased predation, or abrupt changes in the
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FIGURE 5.7. An apparatus (A) illustrat-
ing a model of a physical self-sus-
tained oscillator and how the process
of a block of wood moving on a con-
veyer belt could generate a stable
limit cycle (B) (adapted from Figure 2
in Kondo & Ishiura, 1999).

FIGURE 5.8. An idealized preda-
tor–prey limit cycle model illus-
trating the relationship between
predators (lynx) and prey (hare).
Photos of lynx and snowshoe
hare courtesy of James Ford Bell
Museum of Natural History and
Professor Richard Phillips, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, respec-
tively.



ecosystem and other climatic factors (Scheffer, 1989; Holmgren & Scheffer,
2001; Scheffer et al., 2003). For example, predation by fish can lead to a dramatic
collapse in Daphnia population rather than a gradual decline, when a critical den-
sity of fish is exceeded (Scheffer et al., 2000).

Limit cycles have provided tools by which the rhythmic behavior of a biologi-
cal variable under various conditions and treatments of light and temperature have
been simulated and studied (Johnsson & Karlsson, 1972; Johnsson et al., 1972;
Peterson, 1980; Peterson & Saunders, 1980; Engelmann, 1996). When limit
cycles are illustrated, they are often presented (drawn or sketched) in a two-
dimensional surface known as a phase plane. Upon this plane is traced a path
called the trajectory. At first glance, phase plane illustrations of the trajectory
(Figure 5.6B) could appear to be irrelevant to the subject of biological rhythms,
except for the fact that from a mathematical perspective they display flow (i.e., the
entire pattern of trajectories). Because differential equations that pertain to phase
planes are beyond the scope of this book, they have been omitted. Instead, we
have provided some diagrams (Figure 5.9) and accompanying terminology
(Table 5.2) that could be helpful in understanding, or at least appreciating, equa-
tions and descriptions that may appear in the literature. 

The diagrams in Figure 5.9 are more symbolic or artistic, rather than actual,
especially for the Lorenz attractor10 (Figure 5.9J), which mathematicians generate
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FIGURE 5.9. Illustrations corresponding to flow model terms found in Table 5.2.



by numerical approximations on a computer. In accord with two of the views pre-
sented near the beginning of this section on mathematical models, the highly com-
plex Lorenz attractor has a “flow,” but the nonlinear dynamics or mathematical
solutions for the attractor are extremely difficult (cf. Stewart, 2000) and were pub-
lished only recently (Tucker, 1999). The equations for the attractor show that dif-
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TABLE 5.2. Special terms that apply to differential equations and limit cycle models (Letters
(A–J) that appear in the second column (Fig) correspond to the illustrations in Figure 5.9).
Term Fig Definition and/or Analogies and Commentsa

Asymptote A The asymptote of a curve is the straight line that closely approximates the curve
as the curve heads off to infinity

Attractor B The set of points (or even a single point) to which the state of the system moves
when following a flow. The set of points can be said to “attract” the state

Bifurcation C In many systems, there are parameters that set the behavior of the system, such
point as the level of friction in a harmonic oscillator. When these parameters are 

changed, the behavior of the system can also change. Sometimes a small 
change in the parameters leads to a big change in the behavior. This is called 
a bifurcation

Focus D The equilibrium point in a linear flow field where the flow spirals around the 
equilibrium. It can be either stable (with the spiral trajectories heading
toward the equilibrium) or unstable (with the trajectories heading away)

Isochron E Each point on a limit cycle can be assigned a phase, just as the numbers on a 
clock assign a time-of-day to each point on the clock’s cycle. In a flow field,
we can also assign a phase to every point in the flow, by following a 
trajectory starting at that point and seeing where it joins up with the limit 
cycle. The set of points in the flow field that all join the limit cycle at the 
same place should all be assigned the same phase. This set of points is called 
an isochron, for same (“iso”) and time (“chron”)

Nullcline F In a flow field, there may be points where one of the variables, say x, is not 
changing. At these points, dx/dt � 0, that is, the slope of x with respect to 
time is zero. The set of points where the variable is unchanging is called a 
nullcline, for (“null”) change (“cline”). There will be a separate nullcline for 
each variable. Where they all intersect, the system has an equilibrium point

Node G An equilibrium point in a flow, such as a focus. It can be stable or unstable. See 
saddle point

Saddle H A kind of node, an equilibrium point in a flow which is stable if approached 
point from some directions and unstable in other directions, like a marble rolling

on a horse’s saddle
Singularity I Another term for an equilibrium point. In an oscillator, a singularity is a point in

the flow field where the isochrons come together, just as the lines indicating 
the time zones come together at the north and south poles on earth. For any 
limit cycle oscillator, there must be at least one singularity. When pushed to a 
singularity, the system’s oscillation stops. A singularity is an equilibrium 
point, and can be stable or unstable

Strange J An attractor that has a “strange” and complex dimensional orbital structure. The
attractor Lorenz oscillator is an excellent example

aAssistance of D. Kaplan, Macalester College, St. Paul, MN, gratefully acknowledged.

10 Equations relating to flow in the atmosphere were studied in the early 1960s by Edward
N. Lorenz, an MIT meteorologist.



ferences in initial condition become larger (e.g., two mathematical points moving
further apart) with the passing of time. While this feature is associated with chaos,
the Lorenz attractor symbolizes order in chaos (cf. Stewart, 2000). 

Chaos 

Perhaps at this juncture in our discussion, it is best to pause and ask, what is
“chaos” and how does it pertain to biological oscillators? Certainly, the double-
lobed shape of the Lorenz attractor does not equate readily to what we customar-
ily visualize as the phase plane, whereupon lies a circular circadian cycle. When
one examines a time-series (x axis) for a variable that fluctuates (y axis), it is rel-
atively easy to assume the presence of rhythmicity where none exists. Statisticians
have demonstrated this with data generated by randomization. In the context of
everyday speech, randomization is something associated with disorganization and
confusion, and referred to as chaos. In the context of mathematical models, chaos
is more difficult to describe without referring to differential equations, although
there are features, such as the presence of an aperiodic state, that help to charac-
terize it (cf. Glass & Mackey, 1988; Kaplan & Glass, 1995). Despite an aperiodic
paradigm, a mathematical model has been proposed where the circadian or ultra-
dian oscillator could be a chaotic attractor (Lloyd & Lloyd, 1993).

Spatiotemporal Systems 

Moving points produce geometric lines or curves in a geometric plane and provide
a framework for mathematical models of biological oscillators. Often, they can be
described by equations and illustrated topologically. These oscillating waves with
different geometries were initially studied in certain chemical systems and in the
movements (aggregation) of tiny organisms called “cellular slime molds.” In the
latter case, single-celled, independently living amoebae of Dictyostelium dis-
coideum (Figure 5.10) produce limit cycle induced ultradian pulses (e.g., 1–2
min) of cyclic AMP after the onset of starvation (cf. Gross, 1994). In turn, groups
of individual cells stimulated by cyclic AMP make a directional movement for
about one minute, then release cyclic AMP themselves, resulting in successive
signals inducing concentric waves of inward movement. Aggregating cells thus
result in both concentric and spiral waves11 of amoebae moving toward centers of
aggregation (Gerisch, 1976, 1987; Gross et al., 1976). Much of the early work and
popularization of spatiotemporal systems can be accredited to the theoretical biol-
ogist, Arthur T. Winfree (1942–2002) (e.g., Winfree, 1972, 1987, 2001).

It is tempting to view spatiotemporal systems as purely novel events within the
confines of the basic sciences. To overcome such a notion, one need but turn to the
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11 High magnification of these concentric waves (produced by cells that emit cyclic AMP
spontaneously) can be seen in Figure 2 in Gross, 1994, while the sinusoidal oscillations
of spiral chemotactic movement during aggregation (generated by excitations related
continuously around loops) can be seen in Figure 3 of the same article.
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FIGURE 5.10. Life history of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum from aggre-
gation to differentiation following ultradian pulses of cAMP. Cellular slime molds exist as
free-living cells (myxamoebas) found in soils where they feed on bacteria. Starved indi-
vidual amoebas release rhythmic waves of cAMP that last 1–2 min, causing the myxamoe-
bas to aggregate (A–C) to form a slug-like mass (D) that moves to a new area and stops.
Aggregating cells result in both concentric (microscopic) and spiral (A) waves of amoebae
moving toward centers of aggregation. Cells in anterior of slug become stalk cells, while
posterior cells at the base of this stalk climb to top of the stalk (E) and become dormant
spores (F) ready to germinate in warm and damp conditions. Photos by R. Sothern.



topic of ultradian cardiac rhythms (Chapter 1), where it appears that geometric
spiraling waves may have implications in cardiac arrhythmias. More specifically,
some of the most serious cardiac arrhythmias, such as ventricular tachycardia and
fibrillation, could be due to the behavior of spiral waves in the muscle (Davidenko
et al., 1992).

Biochemical and Metabolic Models 

A chemical or biochemical model may be relatively simple, focusing on one or
two reactions, such as the gain or loss of electrons (Figures 5.11A,B), or it may
include a vast network of biochemical pathways and processes. 

Chemical Systems 

The Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction12 is a classical example of an oscillation in a
chemical system (cf. Hess, 1977). In this model, cerium ions oscillate between the
oxidized (Ce4+) and reduced (Ce3+) state in a solution that contains bromate ions
and acids. The “hands” of this “chemical clock” can be monitored by changes in
optical density (e.g., Busse, 1973) or in color of the solution. A number of differ-
ent chemical systems are known to oscillate. The observed changes in color can
be quite dramatic (Figure 5.12), including those that display a periodic structure
in the form of waves (spatiotemporal systems). 

For the most part, chemical oscillators are far more complicated than just a sin-
gle loss or gain of electrons. Often they include numerous reactions and catalytic
activity coupled to other reactions in ways that provide feedback. In fact, periodic
chemical reactions may be viewed as models for biochemical oscillations (cf.
Hess & Boiteux, 1971). These oscillations are useful in formulating hypotheses
that can be readily tested in a laboratory. 

Biochemical Systems 

In cases where the focus is on specific biochemical molecules and processes (e.g.,
metabolism), the “hands of the clock” may include nucleotides (e.g., NADH, ATP,
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FIGURE 5.11. Examples of oxida-
tion–reduction reactions (A, B)
and the reaction catalyzed by
phosphofructokinase (PFK) in
glycolysis (C).

12 B.P. Belousov (1893–1970) was a Russian chemist/biophysicist who discovered the
oscillation and A.M. Zhabotinsky continued to study it.



cAMP), ions (e.g., H+, K+, Ca++), enzymes, nucleic acids, or other molecules that
can be monitored for a number of cycles. [Individuals who wish to review some
basic biochemistry before proceeding further may find it helpful to examine the
topics presented in Essay 5.1.] 

Essay 5.1 (by WLK): Selected Biochemical Notes 

Enzyme Reactions—Enzymes are a special group of proteins that function as catalysts
by decreasing the energy of activation in chemical reactions (i.e., making it easier for a
reaction to occur). The region of the enzyme where it combines temporarily with the
substrate is called the active site. Certain enzymes have additional sites, known as
allosteric sites (allo � other), where other molecules can “fit.” When molecules are
temporarily bound to these sites, they can have either a stimulatory or inhibitory effect
on the activity of the enzyme. Allosteric enzymes, such as phosphofructokinase (PFK),
as well as allosteric effectors (e.g., ATP, ADP, etc.), are important components in a num-
ber of biochemical pathways. Phosphofructokinase is one of many kinase enzymes,
which transfer phosphate groups from ATP to other molecules, including proteins (e.g.,
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FIGURE 5.12. A series of photographs illustrating an oscillating iodine clock with the
“hands” corresponding to a cyclic change in color from clear to yellow to black to clear,
etc. At 25°C, this oscillation typically occurs with a period of 10–15 s (from a demonstra-
tion used in the laboratory of the authors and based on descriptions in Briggs & Rauscher,
1973).



protein kinases). Kinases serve as important components in many molecular models of
circadian biological clocks.
Oxidation/Reduction—Oxidation–reduction reactions involve the transfer of elec-
trons between molecules or ions; frequently—but not always—these electrons are
transferred as part of hydrogen atoms. The molecule losing electrons is oxidized, and
the molecule receiving electrons reduced. Oxidation therefore may be defined as a loss
of electrons and reduction as a gain of electrons (e.g., Fe+++ to Fe++). A nucleotide can
serve as an excellent example of a participant in such a reaction. A nucleotide molecule
consists of three parts: a nitrogen-containing base (e.g. adenine, nicotinamide,
riboflavin, thiamine), a 5-carbon sugar (ribose or deoxyribose), and one or more phos-
phate groups. Sometimes the essential parts of two nucleotides are linked together into
a single molecule referred to as a dinucleotide. Appropriate sequences of nucleotides
linked together form molecules of DNA and RNA (see Essay 5.3: From Genes to Pro-
teins and Mutants).

Individual nucleotides or their derivatives frequently serve also as coenzymes,
which are relatively low-molecular weight molecules (much smaller than enzymes)
that are essential in many metabolic reactions. Some function as group transfer coen-
zymes. An example would be adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which can transfer one of
its three phosphate groups to a metabolic intermediate, thereby phosphorylating it
(e.g., ATP � glucose → ADP � glucose-6-phosphate). Again, the process of phos-
phorylation is an essential component in many molecular models that will be discussed
in another section of this chapter. In addition to group transfer coenzymes, there are
oxidation–reduction coenzymes that oxidize or reduce metabolic intermediates. An
example would be nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD), which exists in the oxi-
dized (NAD+) or reduced (NADH) form. 

Oxidation–reduction reactions are important also in those aspects of metabolism
that relate to energy, since oxidation of any molecule results in the release of some
energy from it. It can thus be said that more reduced molecules possess the higher
energy content. Therefore, NADH and NADPH are energy-rich molecules.

Glycolytic Oscillations

Models and/or systems that focus on biochemical oscillations and oscillators have
been studied extensively (cf. Betz & Sel’kov, 1969; Hess & Boiteux, 1971; Pye,
1971; Chance et al., 1973; Goldbeter & Caplan, 1976; Hess, 1977; Estabrook &
Srere, 1981). Glycolysis13 may well be one of the most common processes stud-
ied as a model system, especially in yeast (Saccharomyces). Levels of the
nucleotide NADH provide the “hands” of the oscillator and can be monitored for
many cycles in populations of cells, as well as in cell-free extracts. The mecha-
nism controlling the observed oscillations of NADH includes a number of factors,
although an important point of regulation is a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme
phosphofructokinase (PFK) (Figure 5.11C).

PFK provides a key control point for the overall regulation of glycolysis, and its
activity in turn is influenced by a wide variety of substances. Of most importance
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13 Glycolysis (glucose and Gr. lysis, loosening) is an energy-producing process involving
the breakdown of glucose to pyruvic acid.



in terms of the role of PFK in glycolytic oscillation models is the fact that the
enzyme in yeast is activated allosterically by one of its products, ADP, the con-
centration of which also can (1) affect the rate of other reactions of glycolysis and
(2) be itself influenced by still other enzymatic activities in the cell or system. In
some ways, this type of feedback is much like that of prey–predator cycle dis-
cussed earlier, where populations (animals rather than chemical molecules)
increase and decrease in a cyclic manner. It is important to point out that the gly-
colytic oscillations discussed here are created by “non-natural” conditions in a
laboratory and probably are the mere consequences of a feedback-controlled sys-
tem of glycolysis. 

The glycolytic oscillations induced in the laboratory have ultradian periods
measured in seconds or minutes. However, these and other high-frequency oscil-
lations could, with the inclusion of certain assumptions, serve as components of
models for circadian oscillators. In fact, a simple model that gives rise to circadian
oscillations has been proposed, which is based on an allosteric effect (e.g., a
change in the shape and activity of an enzyme) and the involvement of two
enzymes (Pavlidis & Kauzmann, 1969). 

Nucleotides and Enzymes 

Molecules, such as the nucleotide cAMP (adenosine 3' ,5'-cyclic monophos-
phate), have been assigned major or specific roles in certain models, such as being
a messenger, coupler, or as a particular type of activator. Levels of cAMP display
a free-running rhythm in certain biological systems (Dobra & Ehret, 1977) and
have a role in the periodic aggregation of Dictyostelium (Gerisch, 1976, 1987;
Goldbetter & Caplan, 1976). One biochemical model that includes cAMP, ATP,
AMP, adenyl cyclase, and phosphodiesterase, assumes limit-cycle oscillations to
occur through the effects of allosteric feedback (Cummings, 1975). The
nucleotide ATP, which may be a product or substrate in a biochemical reaction, is
often required for membrane transport. Rhythmic changes in enzyme activity are
common features in the temporal organization of life (cf. Koukkari & Soulen,
1981; North et al., 1981; Table 1 in Hardeland et al., 2003). Enzymes known as the
ATPases and the kinases, which transfer phosphate groups from ATP, are espe-
cially important in many of the molecular models that will be discussed elsewhere
in this chapter. 

Membrane Models 

For the most part, membrane models (Table 5.3) of biological clocks have given
way to molecular models. Their inclusion or emphasis in the broad scheme of
modeling is now primarily from either a historical perspective or the fact that so
much of the biology of cells and their temporal organization (e.g., photoreceptors,
cell cycles, signaling, transport, etc.) involve membranes. Chemical reactions and
metabolic processes, including those that were discussed in the preceding section,
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occur within specific areas or compartments of the cell. Within these compart-
ments, molecules, ions, substrates, products, catalysts, etc., often depend upon
structures that provide surfaces onto which to bind. The major cellular component
that provides such a surface, as well as separating the compartments, is a mem-
brane (Essay 5.2).

Essay 5.2 (by WLK): Membranes and the Phospholipid Bilayer

Biological membranes (Latin membrana � skin) are found in all living cells. They sur-
round protoplasts, nuclei, vacuoles, mitochondria, plastids, as well as various sac or
tube-like structures, such as thylakoids, vesicles, and the endoplasmic reticulum. A
membrane that surrounds cellular structures may be either a single bilayer, such as the
membranes of vacuoles and vesicles, or a double bilayer, as in the case of the nuclei,
mitochondria, and chloroplasts of eukaroytic organisms. Membranes, such as those that
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TABLE 5.3. Membrane model mechanisms proposed by various authors (cf. Edmunds,
1988, 1992) (CR � circadian rhythm; AT � active transport).
Author(s), year Comments and Key Points of the Model

Sweeney, 1974b CR of photosynthesis continues without nucleus in an alga; transplanted 
nucleus controls phase of CR; CR generated by feedback; active 
transport (AT) across organelle membrane dependent upon distribution
of “X” molecule being transported; AT stops when critical level 
reached; even distribution established by passive diffusion; light resets 
CR by activating transport

Njus et al., 1974 Three major points: role of ions and chemicals (K+), effects of light 
(ion gates), and lipids; temperature compensation dependent upon 
variations in fatty acids; ion concentrations related to passive and AT 
channels; lateral diffusion of intercalated (embedded) particles in 
membrane

Wagner et al., 1974 Circadian changes in sensitivity to photostimulation determined 
through energy-dependent structural changes of membranes to which
photoreceptors are bound

Schweiger & Schweiger, Coupled translation-membrane model: synthesis of essential membrane 
1977 proteins regulated by feedback

Chernavskii et al., 1977 Mathematical model by which plasma membrane regulates cell cycle
Burgoyne, 1978 Synthesis of a postulated membrane protein that is involved in ion

transport and regulated through feedback by the concentration of
intracellular monovalent ions; translation of mRNA sensitive to
changes in monovalent ion levels

Konopka & Orr, 1980 Establishing and depleting of an ion gradient across a membrane: ion 
pump establishes gradient during subjective L; gradient depleted 
through open photosensitive ion channels during subjective D

Satter & Galston, 1981 Turgor regulation involving K+, Cl–, other ions; includes H+ pumps,
H+/sucrose symporters, OH–/anion antiporters, and H+ and K+

diffusion pathways
Chay, 1981 Ion gradients across membrane; active H+ transport; key enzymes with 

pH-dependent activity and either translocating H+ from outside or 
producing it

Iglesias & Satter, 1983 Coupled H+/K+ fluxes and their direction promoted by light and/or 
darkness



surround the protoplast, are relatively thin. When observed in cross-section under an
electron microscope, they may appear as two dark lines separated by a lighter area
(Figure 5.13). The general design of a biological membrane is described as a fluid
mosaic (Singer & Nicolson, 1972), composed primarily of a phospholipid bilayer that
is intercalated (embedded) with protein (Figure 5.14).

The word lipid is derived from the Greek, lipos for fat, which explains why lipids are
commonly referred to as fats and oils. Fats are solid at room temperature (20°C), while
oils are liquid at room temperature. Both are insoluble in water and have diverse chem-
ical structures. Fats and oils are called triglycerides. They are formed from glycerol, a
small molecule with three hydroxyl groups (–OH), and three fatty acids, each with car-
boxyl group (–COOH) and a hydrocarbon tail (see Figure 5.15).

What makes the lipid a phospholipid is the substitution of a compound containing
a phosphate group for one of the three fatty acids (Figures 5.16). This portion of the
phospholipid molecule has one or more charged atoms. Because it attracts water mol-
ecules, this part is referred to as the hydrophilic (hydro � water; phil � loving) head.
The two fatty acid parts of the molecule are hydrophobic (hydro � water; phobos �
fearing) and form the interior of the membrane. In a water environment, these
hydrophilic and hydrophobic forces cause the membrane to be a bilayer with the two
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FIGURE 5.13. An electron micrograph of a section of a cell, illustrating a membrane in the
circled area (courtesy of Mark Sanders, Program Director, Imaging Center, University of
Minnesota).
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FIGURE 5.14. Diagram illustrating various membranes of cellular components that could be
encountered hypothetically during a biopsy of a cell (left), a fluid mosaic structure of a
membrane (top right), and two phospholipids (lower right) showing hydrophilic heads and
hydrophobic tails.

FIGURE 5.15. Structures of glyc-
erol (A) and a generic fatty acid
(B) and how they combine to
form a triglyceride (C). The let-
ter ‘R’ represents various organic
chains, the presence of which
forms specific fatty acids.



fatty acid tails of one phospholipid facing the fatty acid tails of another phospholipid
molecule (Figure 5.14).

Two major groups of proteins are found in membranes, the peripheral membrane
proteins and the integral membrane proteins (Figure 5.14). The peripheral proteins do
not penetrate the lipid bilayer, but are attached to the integral membrane proteins or
phospholipid molecules by various bonds. Because the environment of the cell on one
side of the membrane is likely to differ from what it is on the other side (e.g., with
respect to pH), so too are the proteins found on each of the two surfaces.

Integral membrane proteins, unlike the peripheral membrane proteins, can extend
into the bilayer, or completely through it. These proteins provide a possible connection
from one side of the membrane to the other (Figure 5.14). Some integral membrane pro-
teins move within the phospholipid bilayer, possibly forming gates or channels. Such
movements have been incorporated into models of circadian oscillators.

One reason that membrane models were so appealing in the past was the fact
that many of the variables that display rhythms could be traced to changes that
recurred between or among “biological compartments,” especially processes that
included intra- and/or inter-cellular transport of ions and molecules from one area
to another (Figure 5.13). Not only can the composition and concentration of sub-
stances be different on either side of the membrane, but membranes also can cre-
ate these differences. Depending upon which membranes are involved, they can
transport and pump materials, trap light, synthesize molecules, recognize, and
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FIGURE 5.16. A phospholipid molecule, phosphatidyl choline (A), and the symbol used to
illustrate a phospholipid in a membrane (B). Water molecule (C) illustrates the angle
between two hydrogen atoms attracted to the oxygen atom. The attraction of the negative
(�) oxygen to the positive (�) hydrogen of another molecule produce a hydrogen bond.



censor what may enter or leave, regulate events, and participate in various meta-
bolic reactions. 

These regulatory activities have a temporal organization, which made mem-
branes a prime structure for studying the mechanisms of biological clocks
(Table 5.3). An understanding of the structure and function of two principle com-
ponents, lipids and proteins, provides insight, not only as to how a membrane
could function as an oscillator or clock, but how these two chemicals can serve as
components of other models as well.

Lipids and Proteins 

One could question what the structure of lipids has to do with biological oscilla-
tors. Perhaps very little, if it were not for the effect that temperature has on the
fatty acid composition of cellular membranes on the one hand, and the properties
of a circadian oscillator to compensate for changes in temperature on the other.
These two features, fatty acid composition and temperature compensation, have
been important components in a number of membrane models, since in order to
maintain accuracy (i.e., a stable period), a circadian oscillator, like Harrison’s
marine mechanical clock (see Chapter 3 on Time), must not be affected signifi-
cantly by changes in temperature.14

How can this be modeled as an oscillator? Ratios in the levels of saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids appear to be temperature dependent. Results from studies
of the membrane lipid composition of E. coli cultured at different temperatures
have shown that there is an increase in saturated fatty acids and a decrease in
unsaturated fatty acids when the temperature of the culture conditions is elevated
(Haest et al., 1969). When the temperature is lowered, the proportion of unsatu-
rated fatty acids increases (Shaw & Ingraham, 1965). Similarly, in the fungus
Neurospora crassa, there is an increase in the degree of unsaturation of fatty acids
at lower temperatures (cf. Lakin-Thomas et al., 1997). Models of a saturated fatty
acid and an unsaturated fatty acid are shown in Figure 5.17.

The restructuring of a lipid bilayer to adapt to changes in temperature by desat-
urating a significant percentage of single bonds in fatty acids to double bonds, or
saturating double bonds to form single bonds, must occur during spans that are
well within a circadian domain (ca. 24 h). This has been found to be true in both
prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems, where the process may occur within three to
four hours (cf. Rao, 1967; Okuyama, 1969). How the restructuring of lipids could
relate to function is evident in the term “fluid mosaic.” Conceptually, the greater
the fluidity, the more rapid the movement of substances. Not only is the available
space and possible movements between straight (saturated) vs. kinked (unsatu-
rated) chains different, but the thickness of a lipid bilayer may also change due to
temperature-related lengthening or shortening of the hydrocarbon chains (cf.
Robertson, 1983).
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14 A Q10 of approximately one (Q10 � 0.7–1.3) is a major distinguishing feature of circa-
dian rhythms (see Chapter 2).



Fungi, especially mutants of Neurospora, have provided excellent systems for
studying the physiology of fatty acid composition as it applies to biological
rhythms. For example, the “normal development” of one mutant (bd csp cel)
requires the addition of fatty acids to the medium. The circadian period for sporu-
lation of this mutant is 21.5 h, but it can be lengthened by supplementing the
medium with an unsaturated fatty acid (oleic, linoleic, or linolenic acid). This
increase in period length can be reversed, however, by the addition of the saturated
fatty acid, palmitic acid (Brody & Martins, 1979).

In matters relating to temperature compensation, proteins may well contribute
to thermal adaptation (Hazel, 1995). A special group of proteins known as the
NADH oxidases (ECTO-NOX proteins) occur on the external surfaces of cells
and may have a special role in biological timing. The ECTO-NOX proteins dis-
play temperature-compensated ultradian periods that might be ultradian pace-
makers of the cellular circadian clock (Morré et al., 2002). Additional experi-
ments are needed to further test the role that specific proteins serve as biochemical
ultradian drivers of biological clocks.

Only a slight change in the structure of a protein can affect function and stabil-
ity. Amino acids (Figure 5.18) are the building blocks of proteins and the substi-
tution of a single amino acid may be sufficient to alter thermal stability. For exam-
ple, the replacement of threonine by isoleucine in malate dehydrogenase from a
thermophilic bacterium modifies catalytic functions and causes a slight decrease
in the heat stability of the enzyme (Nishiyama et al., 1986). While high tempera-
tures can denature most proteins, there are proteins that can adapt to function
under extremely high temperatures. Prime examples are found among the
hyperthermophilic archaebacteria that live in near boiling, harsh acidic environ-
ments (e.g., in deep sea volcanic faults) (cf. Somero, 1995). 

In addition to adaptation, special proteins, known as heat shock proteins, are
synthesized when the temperature is suddenly raised, thus allowing for develop-
mental and metabolic processes to continue. Heat shock proteins have been found
in many of organisms, such as the fungus Neurospora (Plesofsky-Vig & Brambl,
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FIGURE 5.17. Model of a satu-
rated fatty acid (stearate), where
all bonds between carbon atoms
are single, and an unsaturated
fatty acid (oleate), where a dou-
ble bond between two carbons
causes the molecule to bend or
kink (arrow) (courtesy of
Leonard Banaszak and James
Thompson, Dept. of Biochem.,
Mol. Biol., & Biophysics,
University of Minnesota).



1985), the fruit fly Drosophila (Ashburner & Bonner, 1979), and the soybean
Glycine (Lin et al., 1984), as well as the mammalian brain, heart, and kidney
(Cosgrove & Brown, 1983). Given that the expression of heat shock genes is
enhanced following exposure to a higher temperature, their specific role, if any, in
circadian periodicity is not clear (cf. Rensing et al., 1997). Resistance of proteins
to high temperature in living systems may be further aided by the presence of low-
weight protein stabilizers. 

Transport and Feedback 

An important feature of most membrane models of biological oscillators is a feed-
back system, which could be provided by ion concentration and ion transport
channels (cf. Njus et al., 1974). These channels are formed by proteins and have
been visualized in drawings (Figure 5.19) as coils, tubes, etc. Ions such as K+ are
transported from one side of a membrane to the other, as well as between cells. In
cells and tissues where intercellular transport occurs, ion concentrations con-
tribute to osmotic changes, which in turn underlie the “hands” of many biological
rhythms. Classical examples include the ultradian and circadian movements of
plant structures, such as the circumnutation of twining shoot tips, the movements
of leaves, and the opening and closing of the stomatal pores. 

Leaves of legumes, such as Albizzia and Samanea, have special anatomical
structures that function as a hinge (pulvinus), where changes in cellular levels or
ratios of K+ and Ca++ between different regions or cells follow a circadian rhythm
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FIGURE 5.18. Diagram illustrating how the
structures of four amino acids can be
derived from glycine by substituting for
the middle hydrogen atom.
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FIGURE 5.20. Albizzia pinnae illustrating closed and open leaflets and status of the K� and Ca��

ratios of the motor cell regions in the ventral and dorsal areas of the pulvinules (“hinge” areas)
(cf. Satter & Galston, 1971). Diagram indicating angles in degrees formed by a pair of leaflets
on a pinna of a plant maintained under a 24-h LD schedule (14-h L, 10-h D) in our laboratory.

15 Some of the older literature on leaf movements also includes examples where daily
rhythmic changes in leaf position are caused by oscillations in rates of growth and/or
hormone concentrations (cf. Koukkari & Warde, 1985).

FIGURE 5.19. A biological membrane in the form of a “ribbon-like” phospholipid bilayer
that is twisted to show the outer top surface (left), side section (center), and inner lower sur-
face (right). Illustrated are various integral membrane proteins (IMP), peripheral mem-
brane proteins (PMP), a glycolipid chain, and an oligosaccharide chain.

(Figure 5.20). These rhythmic changes in ions and turgor often drive the rhythmic
movements of leaves15 and leaflets. Interestingly, the addition of some ions, such
as Li+, are known to slow down the circadian rhythms in petal movements of flow-
ers (Kalanchoe blossfeldiana) and the circadian activity rhythm of a small mam-
mal (a desert rat, Meriones crassus) (Engelmann, 1973).



Biological membranes and their components are definitely within the “big pic-
ture” of biological clocks and circadian systems, but the central oscillator is best
described by molecular models.

Molecular Models 

Molecular models of biological clocks have contributed greatly to our under-
standing of the mechanisms of biological timing. The transcription of mRNA
from DNA became a component of molecular models during the late 1960s,16

but the major breakthrough that contributed to the building of nearly all future
models of the biological clock was initiated with the identification of “clock”
genes and mutants in the 1970s (Konopka & Benzer, 1971; Feldman & Hoyle,
1973). 

At the very core of most molecular models is the basic dogma for molecular
biology, where information flows from DNA to RNA to protein (see Essay 5.3). It
is here that a number of possible gene-regulated events take place, including the
expression of various clock genes that can negatively control their own transcrip-
tion. In other words, cycling occurs at the mRNA and/or protein level of structural
organization (cf. Harmer et al., 2001). 

Essay 5.3 (by WLK): From Genes to Proteins and Mutants

Genes are the information-carrying units of heredity and are located in the nucleus of
eukaryotic cells in structures called chromosomes (Figure 5.21). They are also found in
mitochondria and chloroplasts, but our discussion here will focus on events that take
place in the nucleus and on molecular machines called ribosomes. The molecular struc-
ture of a gene is DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), a double-stranded helix composed of
sugar (deoxyribose), phosphate groups, and four base nucleotides called adenine (A),
thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). The information contained in a gene is
expressed in the organism, be it a plant, animal, or any other living thing, as a protein.17

This flow of information from DNA to the synthesis of a particular protein is accom-
plished in a series of steps that involves the participation of RNA (ribonucleic acid).
RNA differs from DNA in that it is usually a single polynucleotide strand, contains
ribose instead of deoxyribose, and uracil is substituted for thymine. In this essay we will
mention three types of RNA based upon their function. The RNA that has the role of a
messenger is called mRNA, while tRNA is involved in the transfer of amino acids and
rRNA makes up part of the ribosome. Proteins are composed of chains of amino acids,
and because there are 20 different amino acids and each can be used many times in a
given chain, there are a large number of possible arrangements or sequences, each of
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16 The chronon concept was one of the early molecular models for the circadian clock
(Ehret & Trucco, 1967). It described how the genetic material in the form of transcribable
DNA would be essential for the hour to hour functioning of the circadian clock in eukary-
otic cells (Ehret, 1980).

17 There are some exceptions in this gene to protein process, which are not discussed here.
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FIGURE 5.21. Diagrams illustrating a pair of nuclear chromosomes and a section of the
double-stranded helix of DNA. The double helix is composed of deoxyribose (D), phosphate
groups (P), and the four bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C).

which could specify a particular protein. The exact sequence of amino acids in a protein
chain is determined by the sequence of nucleotides in the corresponding part of DNA.
These proteins, which are large polypeptides, play important roles in the structure and
function of cells. Some proteins, usually having names that end in “ase,” are enzymes
and function as catalysts. For example, enzymes known as the kinases are important in
many molecular models. A kinase catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP
to another molecule, a process that is called phosphorylation.



How does the cell use DNA to make protein? (Figure 5.22). First, in the nucleus and
with the help of the enzyme RNA polymerase, a region of one of the DNA strands par-
tially unwinds and serves as a template for the synthesis of RNA. By a process called
transcription, the genetic information from DNA is transferred through the base-pairing
(synthesis) of the correct sequence of nucleotides to produce RNA. In this process, A
always pairs with T in DNA and U in RNA, while C pairs with G in both. The transcribed
section of DNA rewinds back to its two strand helical structure as the RNA moves out.
Which strand of DNA is transcribed and where on the strand the RNA polymerase begins
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FIGURE 5.22. The flow of information from DNA to the synthesis of protein (polypeptide)
and the series of steps involving transcription and translation.



its activity is a complex process that is regulated by promoters. The intricacies of this
process are beyond the scope of this brief essay, except to state that the promoter is a spe-
cific sequence in a DNA strand that functions as the initial binding site for the RNA poly-
merase; one promoter per gene (eukaryotes) or gene set (prokaryotes). Regulatory pro-
teins bind to the promoter and either inhibit or promote transcription of the gene.

After transcription, mRNA travels out of the nucleus to a ribosome. Here, amino
acids are assembled into a polypeptide (protein). This process is called translation and
involves the participation of tRNA, ribosomes, enzymes, and amino acids. Each spe-
cific amino acid, which has been produced by metabolic reactions that have occurred
elsewhere, becomes associated with a specific tRNA. Enzymes, known as the aminoa-
cyl-tRNA synthetases, catalyze the union of specific amino acids to specific tRNAs.
These activities occur on the ribosome, where mRNA with the code it received from
DNA (codons) and the tRNAs with their amino acids accomplish the translation
process of building the polypeptide.

Each sequential set of three nucleotides of the RNA molecule is called a codon. Each
codon represents the information or code that is necessary to either position a single
amino acid into a protein chain, or to start or stop the addition of amino acids to the
polypeptide chain. For example, the codons AGU (adenine-guanine-uracil) of mRNA
code for the amino acid serine, whereas UGA is a “stop” codon leading to the termination
of translation. Interestingly, AUG is a “start” codon and also the code for methionine.

Changes in DNA sequence (mutations) may result in the production of proteins with
an altered amino acid sequence. This can occasionally result in a change in the function
of the protein and a mutant phenotype. Mutations may be natural or they may be induced
by chemical or other environmental agents. If mutations did not occur, there would be no
evolution. Organisms that express mutations in one way or another are called mutants
and are useful scientifically because they can be used to study the function of individual
genes. In addition to mutants, organisms produced through mating of dissimilar parents,
known as hybrids, have been instrumental in studying inherited traits.

Scientists can easily examine the expression of a gene using recombinant DNA
technology. For example, DNA copies of mRNA, known as complementary or cDNAs,
can be synthesized from mRNA using the enzymes reverse transcriptase and DNA
polymerase. Regions of DNA that control gene transcription, called promoters, can be
isolated from DNA by the use of various restriction endonucleases, which cleave DNA
at given locations. The cDNA and the promotor regions can be combined into a single
molecule with the help of repair enzymes called DNA ligases. After the molecule is
attached to a carrier (e.g., a circular bacterial DNA unit called a “plasmid”), it is
inserted into an organism. If the events proceed properly, the promoter will lead to the
expression of the cDNA sequence. For example, if a cDNA copy is made from firefly
luciferase and placed next to a promoter from a gene that is turned on by high temper-
ature, then synthesis of the enzyme luciferase will be induced by high temperature. Its
activity can be monitored by the amount of light emitted when the organism is exposed
to exogenously applied substrate, luciferin. Organisms possessing such constructs
(cDNA and promoter) are referred to as transgenic organisms. 

Gene regulation can also occur at the post-transcriptional level. Such regula-
tion is often complex, but is an essential component of molecular oscillators,
which in one way or another, especially for the circadian clock, must involve
environmental receptors for internal synchronization and account for tempera-
ture compensation. 
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Generally, components of an oscillator should satisfy four basic criteria (Kay &
Miller, 1995): (1) they should oscillate in activity and have the same period as the
overt rhythm; (2) fixing or holding (“pegging”) the component to any constant activ-
ity level (peak, trough, etc.) should cause arrhythmicity; (3) rapid changes in the
oscillator’s activity should produce predictable phase shifts of the clock; and (4) sig-
nals (e.g., LD, temperature) that shift the phase of the overt rhythm should change the
activity of the oscillator component within one cycle. A key component or starting
place to describe most molecular models is the gene, although in reality, a number of
genes or their proteins may be necessary for an oscillator to function properly.

Genes and Nomenclature 

The molecular structure of a gene is a specific sequence of DNA (deoxyribonu-
cleic acid), and the location it occupies on a chromosome is called the locus. By
the use of forward genetic screens,18 it has been possible to obtain “clock”
mutants that have altered rhythm characteristics (see Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2 on
Characteristics). These differences, such as the period being longer or shorter than
the wild type, can be traced back to genetic loci where changes have occurred in
the gene. The change in the DNA of a given gene may be as simple as a change in
one nucleotide, which can lead to a change in transcription and the subsequent
expression of the protein. 

Major strides in the genetic dissection of biological clocks began during the
early 1970s when the gene period (per) was discovered in fruit flies (Konopka &
Benzer, 1971), and alleles19 of the gene frequency (frq) were identified in fungi
(Feldman & Hoyle, 1973).20 Genes that are identified in one species may have
homologues in other species, or may even play multiple roles in certain conserved
molecular clock mechanisms, such as in C. elegans.21 Italic print, letters, and
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18 In forward genetics, mutants of a species are created, often through the use of chemical or
physical agents. The resulting mutant population is then screened for a specific phenotype,
with the eventual goal to determine the gene(s) responsible for the observed phenotype

19 For definition and characteristics of alleles, see Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduction.
20 Two decades later, the discovery of the first two mammalian clock genes, clock and per,

were cited as one of the breakthrough runners-up of the year in 1997 (Science Magazine
Editors, 1997). The following year, the discovery that biological clocks use oscillating
levels of proteins in feedback loops to keep time and that this mechanism is preserved
across species separated by 700 million years of evolution was cited as the first runner-
up breakthrough of the year (Science, 1998).

21 In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, lin-42 resembles per in Drosophila and tim-1
resembles timeless in the mouse (Jeon et al., 1999), while kin-20 resembles timeless in
Drosophila (Banerjee et al., 2005). In Drosophila, per oscillates with a 24-h periodicity,
while in C. elegans, lin-42 oscillates approximately every 6 h. Also, while there are genes
clk-1, clk-2, and clk-3 called “clock genes” in the C. elegans model system, they function
in a general physiological clock determining development and lifespan, and not in a 24-h
clock (Lakowski & Hekimi, 1999). This suggests a conserved molecular clock mecha-
nism that is used for different types of biological timing (developmental and circadian),
and thus multiple roles for circadian genes (Banerjee et al., 2005).



superscript are used to indicate these homologues or types. For example, a per
gene could be written as dper (Drosophila), hper1 (Homo), mper (Mus), or dpers

(Drosophila short period). Unfortunately, rules on nomenclature that would be
consistent for all species have not been established, and variations exist in how
letters, numbers, superscripts, and subscripts are employed to denote genes. For
example, the human clock gene period has been denoted as per, Per, hper, or
hPer. Also, for Arabidopsis, uppercase italics indicates the wild-type allele,
while lowercase italics indicates a mutant allele (e.g., TOC1 and toc1). Mutant
clock genes are followed by a superscript (e.g., pers or perl for short and long
mutants of period in Drosophila). A partial list of names and derivations of genes
related to the molecular clock mechanism found in various organisms is provided
in Table 5.4.
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TABLE 5.4. Explanation of meaning or origin of some gene names related to circadian
molecular clocks in one or more organisms and example (reference) where rhythmicity
has been described.
Gene Name Meaning or Origina Organismb Reference

Bmal Brain and muscle ARNT-like protein M Ikeda & Nomura, 1997
CCA1 Circadian clock associated 1 A Alabadi et al., 2002
clk Clock (circadian locomotor M Vitaterna et al., 1994

output cycles kaput)
cry1 Cryptochrome 1 M Kume et al., 1999
cyc Cycle D Rutila et al., 1998
Dec1 Differentially expressed in chondrocytes 1 M Honma et al., 2002
dbt Doubletime D Kloss et al., 1998
ELF Early flowering A Hicks et al., 2001
frq Frequency N McClung et al., 1989
KaiA,B,C “Cycle” or “rotation” (Japanese) S Ishiura et al., 1998
LHY Late elongated hypocotyl A Schaffer et al., 1998
Mop3 Member of PAS superfamily M Bunger et al., 2000
per Period D Reddy et al., 1984
Pdp1 PAR domain protein 1 D Cyran et al., 2003
PRR Pseudo-response regulator A Eriksson et al., 2003
Rev-Erb� Reverse strand of TR�1 (homolog of c-erbA�) M Preitner et al., 2002
RIGUI Ancient Chinese sundial M Sun et al., 1997
sgg Shaggy D Martinek et al., 2001
TIC Time for coffee A Hall et al., 2003
tim Timeless D Myers et al., 1995
TOC1 Timing of CAB-1 A Millar et al., 1995
vrille Spiral [French] D Blau & Young, 1999
wc White collar N Ballario et al., 1996
ZTL Zeitlupe (German) � slow motion A Somers et al., 2000

aARNT � aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator; PAS � PER, ARNT, and SIM (single-
minded); PAR � proline and acidic rich; TR�1 � thyroid receptor alpha gene 1; c-erbA� � cellular
homolog of viral oncogene v-erbA�; CAB � chlorophyll a/b.

bA � Arabidopsis (plant); D � Drosophila (fruit fly); M � Mus (mouse); N � Neurospora (fungus);
S � Synechococcus (cyanobacterium).



Clock Mutations 

Much of the progress that has occurred in understanding the molecular mecha-
nisms of biological oscillators can be attributed to the genetic screening for clock
mutations (cf. Young, 1998). Briefly, a mutation represents a change in the DNA,
although it may be quite simple. For example, both the short-period (pers) and the
long-period (perl) mutations in Drosophila are missense22 mutations, expressed as
single amino acid substitutions in the PER protein (Baylies et al., 1987; Yu et al.,
1987). In pers, a serine is replaced by asparagine (G to A substitution), while in
perl, a valine is replaced by aspartic acid (T to A substitution) (see Figure 5.18).
The arrhythmic mutation (per0) is a nonsense mutation, which creates a premature
stop-codon and results in a truncated protein.

Mutants with periods that differ from the normal species type have been identi-
fied from natural occurring populations, produced with chemical mutagens 
(see Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2 on General Features of Rhythms), or obtained by
recombinant DNA technology. Transgenic mutants23 have been of great value in
studies that have focused on cyanobacteria (Kondo et al., 1994) and Arabidopsis
(Millar et al., 1992).

Circadian: System and Clock 

The word “model,” as it applies to molecular circadian clocks, is used in a variety
of contexts. In the scientific literature, the genus or common name of the organ-
ism is often added as part of the title to identify a specific model24 (Table 5.5). 

Before proceeding any further in our discussion, it is necessary to distinguish
the difference between a circadian system and a circadian clock. Briefly, a circa-
dian system consists of three parts: (1) an input pathway, which receives and trans-
mits signals from external environmental synchronizers, to the central clock; (2)
the central clock or oscillator that generates rhythmicity; and (3) an output path-
way, which transmits temporal signals from the clock to physiological processes.
This three-part system will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter as a
generalized schematic model for biological rhythms. 

The central circadian clock is in itself a defined molecular entity, but instead of
gears, springs, cogs, and balance beams that are engineered and arranged to make a
mechanical clock function properly, the central circadian clock consists of positive
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22 A “missense” mutation occurs when a different amino acid is inserted into the polypep-
tide chain (protein).

23 General background information is presented in the last paragraph of Essay 5.3. More
specific information appears in the individual sections for models of cyanobacteria and
Arabidopsis.

24 This may be confusing, since the name (e.g., genus) remains the same year after year,
although more is added to, or changed in, the model. However, taking a cue from the
automobile industry, the problem could be resolved if one would cite the year of the ref-
erence where it was described.



and negative feedback loops where clock genes25 are turned on or off by the cycling
proteins that they encode (Table 5.6). The entire process is sequential, with built-in
delays and molecular receptors, producing a self-sustaining network that has a cir-
cadian rhythm. 

Because research is progressing so rapidly in the area of molecular biology,
models of biological clocks are continually being modified and changed to keep
pace with the discovery of new genes and other components. For this reason, we
will start with a simple generic model to discuss some general features of a circa-
dian molecular clock (Figure 5.23), followed by an overview of circadian clock
models for Neurospora, Drosophila, cyanobacteria, mammals, and Arabidopsis. 

Transcription/Translation Feedback Loops 

Molecular models of the circadian clock are based upon feedback loops that lead
back to transcription. Within these loops, mRNAs and proteins of the clock continue
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TABLE 5.6. Three circadian clocks and their positive and negative elements
(proteins) in the feedback loop(s). 
Clock Positive Element Negative Element

Neurospora WC-1:WC-2 PAS FRQ
Drosophila CYC:CLK PER:TIM
Mammals BMAL1:CLK PER and CRY

25 A clock gene is defined as a gene whose protein product is required for the generation
and/or maintenance of the circadian clock (cf. Balsalobre, 2002).

TABLE 5.5. Names and biological categories applied to molecular circadian clock models.
Model Category Comments

Mammalian clock Class Theoretically, the Mammalia include all mammals, but 
“clock” studies are often restricted to hamsters, mice,
rats and humans

Fly clock, Common Often used, but scientific species names should appear in
mouse clock names the paper

The biological clock Definite When used as a definite article, “the” (singular) often 
article appears in the titles of biological clocks model, which 

in reality are not, as intended or perceived to be,
all-inclusive

Circadian clock Domain Broad category applied to timers of circadian periodicity
Photoreceptive clock Function An example where emphasis is placed upon a physiological 

function
Drosophila clock, Genera The genus (noun) is used as an adjective to indicate the 

Neurospora clock organism, and assumes that the clock is a central oscillator
Cyanobacteria clock Group Group with many genera that have chlorophyll a, but term 

used often in reference to the genus, Synechococcus,
and not to all cyanobacteria

Central oscillator Master Provides a unifying concept in modeling, especially in 
model timer regard to circadian rhythms



to be degraded and synthesized. As is commonly observed, the peak in mRNA lev-
els occurs before the peak in protein (Figure 5.24). Calculations, which have been
based upon data for the SCN and cells of rats, indicate that the accumulation of sig-
naling peptides requires that both mRNAs and proteins decay with a relatively
short half-life (e.g., of about 3 h) (Schibler et al., 2003). Although the individual
molecules that comprise feedback loops in bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals may
differ, the manner in which they are regulated is much  the same (cf. Williams &
Sehgal, 2001).
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FIGURE 5.23. A simple molecular model of a biological clock showing a hypothetical gene
generic (gen), a hypothetical protein (GEN), and a negative feedback loop. The possibility
of a different negative feedback loop (e) is shown by including another hypothetical pro-
tein (AHP), which could be connected with GEN by their PAS protein-dimerization
domain. In molecular clock diagrams, negative regulation is denoted by a line terminating
with a bar.

FIGURE 5.24. Circadian expression of mRNA level is shown here to peak about 5 h before
the encoded protein level reaches its peak.



Transcriptional factors, which are proteins that bind to regulatory elements in
promoters to regulate transcription, represent the positive elements, and the proteins
that block or inhibit these factors represent the negative elements. Stated in the form
of a general rule or principle, “the transcription of clock genes give rise to messages
whose translation produces clock proteins (negative elements) that serve to block
the action of positive elements, which activate the clock genes” (cf. Dunlap, 1999).

This positive/negative relationship is well illustrated in Neurospora where the
protein complex, WCC (White Collar Complex), is a positive element that acti-
vates the frequency gene. In turn, the FRQ protein acts as a negative element in the
loop. Usually, negative regulation is illustrated in diagrams by a line that termi-
nates with a bar, instead of an arrow head.

The structure, and thus the function, of negative elements may be altered. For
example, in Figure 5.23, if we consider the hypothetical gene generic (gen), the
hypothetical protein (GEN) that is expressed by gen, could be modified by the
addition of a phosphate group. In fact, phosphorylation26 is known to play an
important regulator role in the kinetics (i.e., changes or rate of change) of oscilla-
tions (e.g., Liu et al., 2000). Often, this can be attributed to the catalytic activities
of kinases and their role in transferring phosphate groups to proteins. In the “real
world” of circadian clocks, an excellent example of the critical role of phosphory-
lation can be found in the circadian clock of Drosophila. The per gene encodes the
protein, PER, and the phosphorylation of PER is believed to regulate the stability
of PER accumulation rate and thus the timing of the clock (Harms et al., 2004).

A time-dependent feedback loop, which can switch or regulate transcription by
causing it to continue or to stop (delay), controls the production of the protein.
The three rectangular boxes and four dashed arrows in Figure 5.23 show where
both regulatory products (a) and rhythm products (b) could arise from functional
outputs. Delays in the feedback loop (III) regulate transcription (I), which is
expressed through the mechanism of functional output in rhythm products that
oscillate (hands of the clock). In Figure 5.23, the amount of GEN that is available
for negative feedback can be affected by action of an enzyme that is influenced by
a GEN-controlled regulatory product. Although this model includes only one
gene, two proteins, and a feedback loop, most oscillators have more than one
feedback loop, plus a number of genes and proteins. Another hypothetical protein
(AHP) has been inserted into this generic molecular model to illustrate a dimer
(two proteins) composed of GEN and AHP. Two proteins can be connected by
their protein-dimerization domain to form a complex (negative element). A sin-
gle protein with a PAS dimerization domain27 is in need of a partner (Dunlap,
1998). This is shown within the dashed line (e) in Figure 5.23. PAS protein–protein
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26 Phosphorylation is a process in which a phosphate-containing group is added to a mole-
cule. Three of the many over-simplified analogies that have been made to explain what
the phosphate group contributes are: (1) a support that provide stability; (2) a handle that
will enhance chemical reactions; and (3) a switch that allows changes in a molecular
structure. 

27 PAS domains are protein interaction domains. PAS is an acronym that is named for three
proteins in which it has been identified: PER (period); ARNT (aryl hydrocarbon receptor 



interaction domains are common to molecular clock systems (Dunlap, 1998;
McClung, 2001).

Within the molecular circuitry of feedback loops are found transcriptional reg-
ulatory entities or elements. One example is an E-box (enhancer), a specific short-
DNA-regulatory sequence that promotes the transcription of clock genes.28 The
clock proteins bind E-boxes and activate gene transcription. For example, in the
model for interlocked feedback loops in Drosophila, CLK and CYC form com-
plexes that bind E-box enhancers to activate the clock genes per, tim, vri, and
Pdpd1. As these clock transcriptional regulators reach high levels, they feed back
to control the transcription of their own genes, and thereby a self-sustained
rhythm in gene expression is generated (Hardin, 2004). Similar-type binding of
BMAL-1/CLK to E-box of mouse per1 and per2 genes accelerates their tran-
scription in the mammalian circadian clock (Harms et al., 2004; Okamura, 2004).

Because clock proteins are degraded fairly rapidly, there must be mechanisms to
accomplish this process. One example is the 26S proteasome, a large complex that
recognizes and degrades proteins that are tagged with a small protein called ubiqui-
tin.29 Participating in the identification and operation of the process are ubiquitin-
ligases, enzymes that must recognize the substrate, sometimes not until the substrate
has been modified by a signal (e.g., light, hormone, etc.). Once the protein is tagged
with ubiquin, it is recognized by the proteasome and degraded. In the circadian
clock loops of Arabidopsis, the degradation of the TOC1 protein is triggered by the
addition of ubiquitin to the F-box protein ZTL and the activity of ZTL is negatively
regulated by light (Salomé & McClung, 2004). The fly protein TIM may also be
degraded through an ubiquitin–proteasome mechanism (Naidoo et al., 1999).

Light

The resetting of the clock by light occurs in various ways, including the induc-
tion of clock genes or transcription factors, and the degradation of protein
(Crosthwaite et al., 1997; Williams & Sehgal, 2001; Salomé & McClung, 2004).
Phytochromes (PHYs) and cryptochromes (CRYs) are two common photore-
ceptors.30 The phytochromes of plants absorb light most efficiently in the red to
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nuclear translocator), and SIM (single-minded) (cf. Taylor & Zhulin, 1999). A basic
helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain, which functions in DNA binding, can accompany the
PAS domain (Crews & Fan, 1999).

28 A transcriptional factor is a protein that binds to a regulatory element (E-box) and regu-
lates gene expression. The E-box is but one example, others (e.g., D-box, F-box) are
included in some molecular models.

29 Ubiquitin (ubiquitous � being everywhere, widespread) forms small chains on the pro-
tein that is to be degraded. This serves to attract larger molecules that do the actual
degrading (e.g., an enzyme or proteasome). 

30 These photoreceptors, especially the phytochromes, have been studied extensively in
plants where brief exposures of light inhibit the elongation of hypocotyls (photomorpho-
genesis) and influences flowering (photoperiodism). The hypocotyl is the region located
below the cotyledons (e.g., the whitish stem-like part of a bean sprout that has been cul-
tured or grown in darkness).



far-red regions of the spectrum, while the cryptochromes absorb light in the UV-
A/blue region (cf. Millar, 2003). The expressions of phytochrome and cryp-
tochrome genes are regulated by the circadian clock (Tóth et al., 2001). Another
light-related component of the Arabidopsis clock is the gene CIRCADIAN
CLOCK ASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1), which is transitionally induced by red and
far-red light (i.e., phytochrome) to encode the protein CCA1 (Wang & Tobin,
1998).

The photoreceptive pathway in the cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus
clock includes a bacterial phytochrome family kinase (CikA), which is encoded
by the gene cikA (circadian input kinase) (Schmitz et al., 2000). Two other genes,
ldpA (light-dependent period) and pex (period extender) encode the proteins
LdpA and Pex, which may be elements in the input pathway (cf. Ditty et al., 2003;
Golden, 2003).

In Drosophila, levels of the clock protein TIM are reduced by light, a feature
that correlates with resetting of the clock (cf. Williams & Sehgal, 2001). Very
likely, the light acts upon the clock through blue-light cryptochrome photorecep-
tors (Emery et al., 1998). It should be noted, however, that in the absence of a cry
gene, photic input from the visual system of Drosophila can, in some way, still
drive the clock (Ashmore & Sehgal, 2003).

Cryptochrome genes are present in mammals, although the photoreceptor sys-
tem for circadian synchronization in mammals appears to center largely upon
melanopsin. This pigment is found in retinal ganglion cells, which project from the
eyes to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the brain (discussed in Chapter 2). 

Neurospora also respond to blue light (Linden et al., 1997), but the photore-
ceptor is WC-1 (White Collar-1), a protein with a flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD) chromophore (He et al., 2002). Light/darkness serves as an independent
synchronizer, as does temperature, for the circadian rhythm in Neurospora. Tim-
ing of the light can set or reset the phase of the rhythm. Advances or delays in
phase, which are caused by the timing of light pulses, occur in response to the
induction of frq and its status (i.e., when levels are rising or falling) through the
operative mechanisms of the WC-1, WC-2, and WCC system (cf. Crosthwaite
et al., 1997; Dunlap et al., 2004). 

Temperature

In matters pertaining to synchronization and entrainment, the circadian clock in a
variety of organisms is highly sensitive to temperature changes. A difference of
2.5°C or less between a high and low temperature during a cycle is sufficient to
entrain the rhythms of some organisms (Sweeney & Hastings, 1960; Bünning,
1973; Francis & Sargent, 1979; Underwood & Calaban, 1987). At the molecular
level, recent studies have shown that the expression of Per1::luc in supportive tis-
sue (glia cells) of the SCN in the rat brain could be synchronized to a daily 1.5°C
temperature cycle (Prolo et al., 2005). Yet, certain mammalian species are not sen-
sitive to even large differences in the range of temperatures over 24 h (cf.
Bünning, 1973; Moore-Ede et al., 1982). 
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In Neurospora, the effects of temperature appear to be mediated largely through
translational control, in contrast to the effects of light, which primarily affects tran-
scriptional regulation (Dunlap, 1999). As discussed earlier for Neurospora, temper-
ature can be a stronger entraining agent than light (Liu et al., 1998). Temperature
resets the circadian cycle by its effects upon the operation of the feedback loop and
changes in the relationship among components of the clock (Liu et al., 1998).

Individual clock proteins may respond differently to light and heat. For
example, dPER is sensitive to heat, but not to light (Sidote et al., 1998). In
Arabidopsis, two circadian oscillators have been distinguished by their sensitivity
to temperature (Michael et al., 2003). One oscillator, which regulates the expres-
sion of a certain gene (CAB2), responds preferentially to LD cycles. The other
oscillator, which regulates the expression of a different gene (CAT3), responds
preferentially to a temperature cycle.

Five Circadian Clocks 

Much of what we know about models of molecular circadian clocks has come from
five organismal systems: Neurospora, Drosophila, mammals, Arabidopsis, and
cyanobacteria (Figures 5.25–5.29). For each of the five systems we will discuss
briefly: (1) advantages of the system and why it is an attractive model; (2) examples
of overt rhythms that are created by the output components of the circadian system;
(3) some of the genetic highlights that have been revealed during modeling; and (4)
their transcriptional/translational autoregulatory feedback loops and components. 

Neurospora Circadian Clock

Neurospora crassa is a fungus, commonly called bread mold (Figure 5.25). The
life history of this organism is illustrated in Figure 7.18 in Chapter 7 on Sexuality
and Reproduction.

Advantages

The organism is easy to culture on a defined medium and analyze for metabolic and
developmental changes or deficiencies. The nuclei of Neurospora are haploid, mak-
ing it easy to detect mutant phenotypes. Today, much of what we take for granted in
genetics and molecular biology (e.g., one gene responsible for producing one
polypeptide) has an origin in studies conducted with Neurospora. Its genome has
been sequenced. Because of its genetics and life history, the fungus N. crassa has
provided one of the best model systems for studying and analyzing the molecular
basis of circadian rhythms (cf. Bell-Pedersen et al., 2004; Dunlap & Loros, 2004). 

Overt Rhythms

The classical developmental circadian rhythm in N. crassa is the patterning of
asexual spore formation by hyphae31 that develop along the surface of a solid-agar
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31 Hyphae (singular hypha) are long filament like structures.



FIGURE 5.25. Simplified model of the Neurospora molecular clock. Photo shows top view
of development of spore (conidia) formation of Neurospora crassa in a glass tube (courtesy
of Van D. Gooch, University of Minnesota-Morris) and a side view (drawing) of a growth
culture tube showing dense spans of spores (bumps) occurring at about 24-h intervals. The
schematic shows an example of a positive element (WCC � white collar complex) and a
negative element (FRQ) found in the Neurospora molecular circadian clock (adapted from
Figure 1B in Dunlap & Loros, 2004).

medium (Pittendrigh et al., 1959; Sargent et al., 1966; Sargent & Briggs, 1967).
The mycelium (mass of hyphae) produces dense areas (bands) of spores (conidia)
alternating with less-dense areas and few spores. The rhythmic developmental
pattern can be monitored in cultures maintained on an agar medium in petri plates
or in glass race tubes (e.g., 1 cm diameter, 32 cm long with each end bent at a 45�
angle, and closed with a cotton plug; see Figure 5.25). After a desired number of
days, the cultures can be analyzed or they can be monitored continually with a
time-lapse video system (e.g., Gooch et al., 2004). Molecular rhythms have been
monitored by assays from liquid cultures (Loros et al., 1989), as well as with the
use of firefly luciferase (Morgan et al., 2003). 

Also, one of the major contributions of the system was the initial development
of the field of molecular analysis of circadian output. The first systematic screens
for clock-controlled genes (ccgs) were carried out in Neurospora (Loros et al.,
1989), the term “ccg” was coined from this, and the general idea that clocks
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regulate metabolism through daily regulation of transcription of genes that are not
a part of the core feedback loop, came from Neurospora. In general, this is now
how output is viewed in circadian systems. 

Genetic Highlights

The first of many highlights was the initial identification of clock mutant strains
of Neurospora (Feldman & Hoyle, 1973), followed by the cloning of the clock
gene frequency (frq) (McClung et al., 1989); six additional clock genes have since
been cloned. Other highlights include finding the negative feedback autoregula-
tion of frq by the FRQ protein (Aronson et al., 1994), elucidation of the molecu-
lar mechanism by which light (Crosthwaite et al., 1995) and temperature steps
(Liu et al., 1998) reset circadian clocks, the discovery that a complex of two dif-
ferent proteins having PAS domains is the activator in circadian feedback loops
(Crosthwaite et al., 1997), the cloning of the wc-1 & wc-2 genes (Ballario et al.,
1996; Linden & Macino, 1997) and the proof that WC-1 is the circadian blue-light
photoreceptor (Froehlich et al., 2002), the discovery of interlocked feedback
loops in circadian systems (Lee et al., 2000), delineating the temporal fate of FRQ
(Garceau et al., 1997; Cheng et al., 2001a), and its interactions with WCC (Cheng
et al., 2001b; Denault et al., 2001; Merrow et al., 2001; Froehlich et al., 2003).
The frq gene has also been identified as playing an essential role in endogenous
entrainment to temperature cycles (Pregueiro et al., 2005).

Feedback Loops and Components

The central components of the circadian clock of Neurospora includes the gene
frequency (frq), frq mRNA, and the proteins FRQ, WC-1 (White Collar-1), and
WC-2 (White Collar-2) (Lee et al., 2000; Dunlap et al., 2004). WC-1 and WC-2
interact by means of their PAS domains and form a WCC dimer (cf. Dunlap,
1998). WCC activates expression of frq leading to frq mRNA, which in turn
encodes FRQ protein that feeds back to block the activation rhythms. In accord
with the transcription/translation feedback loops that comprise most molecular
models of the clock, the transcription factors (WC-1/WC-2) provide positive ele-
ments or drive, while the FRQ proteins that feed back to block the activation serve
as the negative elements or drive (Figure 5.25). A second role of FRQ is seen in
feeding forward to promote the synthesis of WC-1 from a constant pool of wc-1
mRNA; this interlocked loop keeps the clock from winding down. The Neu-
rospora molecular clock model continues to be modified. Very likely, noncirca-
dian oscillators, such as the FLOs (FRQ-less oscillators) may become established
as part of the overall circadian system, coordinated with the FRQ/WCC or other
feedback loops (cf. Dunlap & Loros, 2004; Pregueiro et al., 2005).

Drosophila Circadian Clock

Drosophila is the genus name for a number of species that are commonly called
fruit flies. They are often seen flying and gathering in areas where there are well-
ripened fruits. Drosophila melanogaster is the species now used in most clock
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studies (Figure 5.26), although another species, D. pseudoobscura, had been used
earlier for studying circadian rhythms (e.g., Pittendrigh, 1967). 

Advantages

The reasons for using the species D. melanogaster are many and it is one of the
best-described and analyzed molecular systems (Hall, 1995). Fruit flies are small

FIGURE 5.26. Simplified model of the Drosophila molecular clock. Photos of lateral and
dorsal views of an individual fly (courtesy of Michael Simmons, University of Minnesota)
and an activity monitor tray (courtesy of Michael Young, Rockefeller University, NY). The
schematic shows the proteins PER, TIM, CYC, CLK, and E-box enhancers that activate
four genes of the Drosophila circadian clock (adapted from Figure 1 in Hardin, 2004).
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insects that have a short-generation time and are easily reared or cultured in the
laboratory. Because geneticists have used fruit flies for decades, a large amount of
genetic information is available; including gene maps, chromosome maps, and
more recently, the complete genome sequence.

Overt Rhythms

The two common variables monitored for rhythmic behavior in D. melanogaster
are eclosion and locomotor activity. Eclosion is a process in which the adult insect
emerges from its pupal case. In nature this event occurs close to dawn. The rhythm
is monitored in the laboratory by recording the number of flies that emerge at var-
ious times during each day. Locomotor activity is monitored and recorded as to
the times when flies are actively moving or resting. Rhythms of molecular clock
components, such as the TIM and PER proteins, are monitored from extracts of
structures (e.g., heads) obtained at spaced-time intervals and assayed by various
laboratory techniques (e.g., Western Blot Analysis).

Genetic Highlights

The isolation of three alleles of period (arrhythmic, long period, and short period)
on the X chromosome of D. melanogaster by Konopka & Benzer (1971) helped
usher in the molecular dissection of biological clocks (see Figure 2.18 in Chapter
2 on Characteristics). The effects of this single-gene mutation are seen in the cir-
cadian rhythms of eclosion and locomotor activity, as well as in a high-frequency
ultradian rhythm (courtship song) (Kyriacou & Hall, 1980). About 14 years after
it was discovered, the per locus of Drosophila was isolated (Bargiello & Young,
1984; Reddy et al., 1984).

Other highlights include the discovery of cycling gene regulation in this system
(Hardin et al., 1990), the cloning of the timeless (tim) gene (Myers et al., 1995),
identifying interactions between PER and TIM (Gekakis et al., 1995), and the
construction of a model depicting various times during a 24-h clock cycle when
the two genes and their proteins might generate circadian cycles in feedback reg-
ulation (Sehgal et al., 1995), and a secondary feedback loop involving vrille,
Pdp1, and dClock (Cyran et al., 2003).

Feedback Loops and Components

The proteins PER, TIM, CLK (CLOCK), and CYC (CYCLE) are essential com-
ponents of the molecular clock of Drosophila, although very likely, VRI
(VRILLE), PDP1ε (PAR DOMAIN PROTEIN 1), and others should be included.
CLK and CYC function as transcription factors, which positively regulate the
expression of per and tim, while the PER and TIM proteins negatively regulate
(i.e., “shut down”) their own synthesis.

After translation has occurred, PER and TIM begin to accumulate in the cyto-
plasm (Hardin, 2004; Harms et al., 2004). Here, PER is phosphorylated by Dou-
bletime (DBT), a kinase encoded by the dbt gene (Kloss et al., 1998, 2001; Price
et al., 1998). The destabilization of PER by phosphorylation continues until high



enough levels of TIM are reached to bind with PER and protect it from further
degradation by DBT. The lag between the time of PER and TIM transcription and
the binding of PER with TIM gives rise to a time delay for the clock that is nec-
essary for producing an about 24-h circuit (Stanewsky, 2002; Harms et al., 2004).
The entry of the PER–TIM complex into the nucleus appears to be influenced by
DBT and other kinases. One of these proteins is the SHAGGY (SGG) kinase that
influences phosphorylation and mobility of TIM (Martinek et al., 2001), although
it has been stated that the phosphorylation of clock proteins is currently not linked
to any particular kinase (Harms et al., 2004).

PER/TIM heterodimers move into the nucleus where they interact with the
CLK/CYC heterodimers. Following the degradation of PER and TIM, the
heterodimerization of CLK/CYC can occur to bind E-box enhancers to activate
the expression of per, tim, vri, and Pdp1� (see Figure 5.26). As is the case with
most molecular models, the Drosophila model is being repeatedly refined as other
components, domains, and genes are discovered. 

Mammalian Circadian Clock

Of the approximately 4,000 species of living mammals, the mammalian molecu-
lar circadian clock has been modeled almost entirely on what had been discovered
in mice (Figure 5.27).32 On the other hand, biological rhythms and the circadian
system have been studied in a large number of wild and domesticated species (see
Chapter 9 on Veterinary Medicine), including humans.

Advantages

Human beings are interested in their own biological clocks and for a number of
reasons, mice are a good substitute. Inbred strains and mutants are available for
experiments in the laboratory. A wealth of genomic and cDNA33 sequences are
readily available in accessible databases (cf. Takahashi et al., 1994; King & Taka-
hashi, 2000).

Overt Rhythms

The rest/activity cycle is the most common behavioral rhythm monitored in mice
and other rodents. Generally, running wheels or activity boxes with electronic
sensors and recorders are used to measure rhythmic outputs, a classic and well-
used technique, even for the screening of mutants (see below).

Genetic Highlights

In 1994, a mutation that lengthens the circadian period of wheel running activity
of mice was identified and named Clock (circadian locomotor output cycles
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32 A clock mutant named tau, which shortens the circadian period, is known for the golden
hamster (Ralph & Menaker, 1988).

33 Information of cDNA is presented in last paragraph of Essay 5.3: From Genes to Proteins
and Mutants. 
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FIGURE 5.27. Simplified model of the mammalian (mouse) molecular clock. Photo of cage
and running wheel used to monitor activity rhythms of the mouse (courtesy of Dwight E.
Nelson, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN). The schematic shows the proteins PER,
CRY, CLK, BMAL1/MOP3, and E-box enhancers that activate three genes of the mouse
circadian clock (adapted from Figure 3 in Hardin, 2004). Box indicates elements where
transcription factors bind.



kaput)34 (Vitaterna et al., 1994). Three years later, the Clock gene was cloned
(King et al., 1997a,b) and it was shown that long period and loss-of-rhythm phe-
notypes in Clock mutant mice could be completely rescued via BAC (bacterial
artificial chromosome) transgenesis (Antoch et al., 1997). A human Clock gene
similar to the mouse gene was discovered later, and like mouse Clock, it is present
in the SCN and other tissues (e.g., skeletal muscle) (Steeves et al., 1999). In 1997,
the per gene in the mouse (mPer) and human (hPer) was identified (Tei et al.,
1997) (each now denoted as Per1), as was mPer2 in the mouse (Shearman et al.,
1997). The following year, the CLOCK–BMAL1 heterodimers were shown to
drive the positive component of per transcription (Gekakis et al., 1998). 

The genes, Mop3 and Rev-erb�, are essential components of the mammalian cir-
cadian clock. Their encoded protein, MOP3, is a heterodimeric partner of
mCLOCK (Bunger et al., 2000) and REV-ERB� affects phase-shifting properties of
the clock (Preitner et al., 2002). The expression of Rev-erb� serves as a major neg-
ative regulator of Bmal1, a positive component of the circadian clock, both of which
display a rhythm in their mRNA levels that are in antiphase (cf. Yin & Lazar, 2005).
Two regulators of the circadian clock, Dec1 and Dec2, were also shown to be
expressed in the mouse SCN, with a peak in the subjective day (Honma et al., 2002).

A number of genes now known to be components of the mammalian clock are
homologous to the clock genes of Drosophila. These include per (mper1, mper2,
mper3), tim (mtim), clk (mclk), and cyc (also called Bmal1 or Mop3).

Feedback Loops and Components

The molecular model of the circadian clock continues to become more complex as
new components from the broad field of molecular biology per se become incorpo-
rated into the functional mechanisms of the mammalian clock. In an overly simplis-
tic framework, we can start with the transcription of the genes per1 and per2 (Oka-
mura, 2004). In the loop, CLOCK/BMAL1 activates feedback regulation via
E-box-mediated transcription (Hardin, 2004). The basic mechanism involving loops
and the negative and positive elements is much the same as described in a more gen-
eralized manner in the main text of this section, only more complicated due to pos-
sible complexes that may be formed (Figure 5.27). For example, the mPER proteins
that are translocated into the nucleus form various complexes composed of mCRY1,
mCRY2, mPER1, mPER2, mPER3, and mTIM, which suppress the transcription of
mPer1 and mPer2 by binding to CLOCK and BMAL1 (Okamura, 2004). 

In the case of humans, where mutants are not readily available for research, the
expression of clock genes has nevertheless been studied. For example, the relative
RNA expression of hClk, hTim, hPer1, hCry1, and hBmal1 of oral mucosa and
skin from healthy human males collected over a 24-h span, each have a circadian
profile similar to that found in the SCN and peripheral tissues of rodents (in rela-
tion of usual activity/rest schedules) (Bjarnason et al., 2001). Peaks in expression
occur at different times throughout the day, with per1 peaking in the morning,
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34 Note: kaput (German) � broken, unable to function or continue.



cry1 during late afternoon, and bmal1 at night. At least in this initial study, and as
in the mouse, the expression of clk and tim was not rhythmic. 

In addition to these tissues, circadian clock genes (hPer1, hPer2, hPer3, hDec1) are
expressed in a circadian manner in circulating human blood mononuclear cells dur-
ing “time-free” conditions, with highest levels during times of habitual activity
(Boivin et al., 2003). hPer1 has also been shown to exhibit a 24-h cycle in blood poly-
morphonuclear cells (Kusanagi et al., 2004), while hPer1, hPer2, and hCry2 dis-
played 24-h cycles in bone marrow CD34� cells (Tsinkalovsky et al., in preparation).

Arabidopsis Circadian Clock

Arabidopsis thaliana is a small flowering plant (Figure 5.28) belonging to the
mustard family, a family of plants that includes the radish (Raphanus sativus).

Advantages

Arabidopsis has been extensively used in genetics studies and its small genome
has been sequenced. Unlike many of the common garden plants, Arabidopsis has
a short life history (about 6 weeks from seed to mature plant).

Overt Rhythms

Included among the common overt rhythms studied are leaf movements, transpi-
ration, hypocotyl elongation, and photoperiodic control of flowering. More
recently, bioluminescence has been monitored following the insertion of marker
genes (see the following section).

Genetic Highlights

Plants have played a major role in the study of circadian rhythms (see Chapter 3 on
Time) and display a diverse list of rhythmic variables and periodicities (Koukkari &
Warde, 1985). The prior lag of molecular information was caused by the lack of suit-
able genetic systems and the isolation of mutants with defective circadian rhythms
(Carré, 1999). The successful genetic insertion of the firefly luciferase reporter gene
into Arabidopsis (Millar et al., 1992) during the early 1990s ushered in an approach
that has contributed greatly to the development of a circadian molecular clock model
for plants. One of the major mutants isolated by this method was TOC1 (TIMING OF
CAB EXPRESSION 1), a gene responsible for shortening the period of a number of
circadian variables, such as the movements of primary leaves and the transcription of
the gene encoding a chlorophyll a/b binding protein (Millar et al., 1995). It is now
known that over 450 genes cycle in this model organism (Harmer et al., 2000).

Feedback Loops and Components

Briefly, the molecular model of the Arabidopsis clock (Salomé & McClung,
2004) includes three major proteins, CCA1 (CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCI-
ATED 1), LHY (LATE ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL), and TOC1 (TIMING
OF CAB EXPRESSION 1). The PHYs (PHYTOCHROMES) and CRYs
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(CRYPTOCHROMES) absorb light and induce the expression of CCA1 and
LHY (transcription factors). Apparently, CCA1 is phosphorylated, but regulatory
activities of CCA1 and LHY and how they are degraded remains unanswered.
One of the negative regulatory activities of CCA1 and LHY is on the expression
of the TOC1 gene (Figure 5.28), while ZTL (ZEITLUPE � slow motion [German]),
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FIGURE 5.28. Simplified model of the Arabidopsis molecular clock (adapted from Figure 1
in Salomé & McClung, 2004). Photos of a tray of plants and an individual plant, all about
4 weeks of age. The schematic shows PHYs and CRYs photoreceptors, which induce the
expression of CCA1 and LHY. Shown in a dashed diagonal box is the temperature input on
PRR7 and PRR9, which may be critical components for the temperature responsiveness of
the clock. Note: ZTL inhibits TOC1 activity by targeting it for proteasomal turnover.



a protein encoded by ztl (Somers et al., 2000) mediates the degradation of TOC1
(Más et al., 2003). The activity of ZTL is negatively regulated by light, with a
peak occurring close to dusk (near lights off) and trough near dawn. Its degrada-
tion is mediated by the proteasome (Kim et al., 2003). TOC1 is a member of a
small family of PRR genes encoding Pseudo Response Regulators, related to the
response regulators of two component signaling cascades. 

Quite recently, two TOC1 relatives, PRR7 and PRR9, have been suggested as
elements of a second interlocking feedback loop (Farré et al., 2005; Nakamichi
et al., 2005; Salomé & McClung, 2005). This second loop has also been impli-
cated in the pathway of temperature input to the clock (Salomé & McClung,
2005). The model also includes the gene, ELF3 (EARLY FLOWERING 3),
whose mRNA oscillates (peak after dusk) and its encoded protein ELF3 (Hicks
et al., 2001). Pertinent to our discussion is that the LHY mRNA encoded by the
wild-type lhy gene shows a circadian rhythm with a peak near dawn. A mutant
lhy gene encodes a constant expression of LHY and thereby disrupts this pat-
tern, indicating that LHY is associated with the central clock (Schäffer et al.,
1998). Many components of the clock, as well as their roles, remain to be iden-
tified. For example, a mutant named TIME FOR COFFEE (tic) that stops the
clock in the morning (Hall et al., 2003), remains to be characterized. Also,
while PRR5 has been shown to play an antagonistic role to the CCA1 clock
component (Fujimoro et al., 2005), it is not certain whether other PRR mem-
bers are involved with clock function. Finally, the Arabidopsis molecular
clock, like the other molecular clock models, includes a negative feedback loop
and post-transcriptional regulation by phosphorylation, as well as proteasomal
degradation.

Cyanobacteria Circadian Clock

Cyanobacteria are prokaryotic organisms and like other bacteria, they lack a true
nucleus and membrane-bound organelles, such as mitochondria and chloroplasts.
As recently as the mid and late 1980s, a major characteristic of circadian rhythms
was that they existed only in eukaryotes (plants, fungi, animals). This long-held
view changed with the discovery of circadian rhythms in cyanobacteria for photo-
synthesis and nitrogen fixation35 (Grobbellaar et al., 1986; Mitsui et al., 1986,
1987), and a temperature-compensated 24-h rhythm in cell division (Sweeney &
Borgese, 1989). The molecular model of the cyanobacteria circadian clock is
based upon Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 (Figure 5.29), a fresh water
strain that does not fix nitrogen  (cf. Ditty et al., 2003). 
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35 Nitrogen fixation is a process in which atmospheric nitrogen (N2) is reduced to ammonia
(NH3). Cyanobacteria carry out photosynthesis (PS II), which produces oxygen. Because
nitrogen fixation is inhibited by oxygen, the two processes appear to be incompatible.
Yet, this does not appear to be a problem in some Synechococcus species where, even
under free-running conditions (3d in LL), the two rhythms continue and are out of phase
with each other (Mitsui et al., 1986).



Advantages

Cyanobacteria are relatively easy to culture on a defined medium, and a number
of mutants and genetic tools are available for S. elongatus. Actually, the
cyanobacteria clock can be viewed as a unique structure called a “periodosome”
that assembles and disassembles every day and defines the circadian period
(Golden, 2004).
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FIGURE 5.29. Simplified model of the Cyanobacteria molecular clock. Photos show a sim-
ple phase contrast view (1,000 	 magnification) of Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942
and the apparatus used to monitor luciferase activity (courtesy of Jayna L. Ditty, University
of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN). Three Kai proteins (KaiA, KaiB, and KaiC) comprise the
basic circadian timekeeping clock of the Cyanobacteria Synechococcus elongatus (adapted
from Figures 2 and 3 in Golden, 2003).



Overt Rhythms

Bioluminescence and protein cycling (Western blot) have become standard tech-
niques for measuring rhythmic outputs (see Genetic Highlights). In earlier studies
with different strains, nitrogenase activity (acetylene reduction method) and oxy-
gen exchange (oxygen electrode) were used to monitor the output rhythms of
nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis.

Genetic Highlights

Mutants having short-period, long-period, and arrhythmic features have been
identified by the use of genetic engineering. The methods are somewhat unique in
that a bacterial luciferase gene set (luxAB), which is controlled by a photosystem
II36 gene promoter37 (psbAI), was inserted into S. elongatus. This procedure
enabled scientists to monitor the luciferase expression in chemically mutagenized
bioluminescent cells automatically (Kondo et al., 1994). Three genes cloned from
S. elongatus, kaiA, kaiB, kaiC, are essential for the functioning of the circadian
clock (Ishiura et al., 1998; Iwasaki et al., 1999), since disruption of any one of
them nullifies circadian rhythms (Iwasaki & Kondo, 2000). 

Feedback Loops and Components

The three Kai proteins (KaiA, KaiB, and KaiC) comprise the basic circadian time-
keeping mechanism of S. elongatus (Figure 5.29) (Golden, 2003). Direct
protein–protein association among KaiA, KaiB, and KaiC may be critical in gen-
erating circadian rhythms (Iwasaki et al., 1999). It has been suggested that KaiA
functions as a positive element, activating kaiBC expression (Iwasaki & Kondo,
2000). It also promotes the phosphorylation of KaiC (Xu et al., 2003). The rhyth-
mic expression of KaiC is a critical component of the clock (Xu et al., 2000) and
may function as the negative element.

A KaiC-interacting histidine kinase, known as SasA, forms a secondary loop in
the molecular clock model that amplifies the circadian rhythm (Iwasaki et al., 2000;
Iwasaki & Kondo, 2004). Unlike the transcription/translation processes based upon
negative feedback of clock genes in most model systems, the cyanobacteria clock
can keep time independent of the de novo transcription/translation process (Tomita
et al., 2005). Also, the feedback loop in cyanobacteria does not require specific
clock gene promoters (Xu et al., 2003). Some features of eukaryotic circadian
clocks that are found also in prokaryotic cyanobacteria, include a daily cycle in
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36 Two photosystems (PS II and PS I) use light energy in photosynthesis. In PS II, electrons
are passed from water to a reaction center called P680. The reaction center for PS I is
called P700. Together, PS II and PS I function to transfer the electrons to NADPH (mol-
ecule described in Essay 5.1: Biochemical Notes). The 680 and 700 represent nm
(nanometers) in the light spectrum where highest efficiency absorption occurs in the
reaction center.

37 Promoters, as well as the procedure used, are introduced in Essay 5.3: From Genes to
Proteins and Mutants.



abundance of key components and a rhythmic change in the phosphorylation state
of a critical factor (Golden, 2004).

Models in Perspective

In this chapter we have discussed numerous models, mechanisms, and variations
thereof. Each model has been developed to explore a given approach in order to
better understand biological clocks and timing systems. There are unifying
themes, such as mutual interactions among components (Edmunds & Cirillo,
1974), which have been described or reviewed in a number of articles and mono-
graphs, and many are cited in this chapter.

Mechanical models maintain their status in the broad field of biological
rhythms and continue to be cited in the modern era of molecular biology. Mathe-
matical models, like mechanical models, have both an analytical and a supple-
mental role in understanding the mechanisms of timing. The dynamic of these two
models and how they apply to physical models (e.g., pendulum, harmonic oscilla-
tors) and their analyses (limit cycles, bifurcation) provide conceptual utility in
understanding how biological oscillations and oscillators may function.

For the most part, membrane models have been replaced by molecular models,
especially as generators of the central clock or oscillator. However, in matters
relating to input pathways, environmental sensors, output pathways, and overt
rhythms of the circadian system, membrane modeling remains an important
entity. The same applies to biochemical models, although it is often difficult to
distinguish between what is biochemical and what is molecular.

The study of molecular models is where the primary interest and research is
currently centered. Molecular models are growing in complexity and with it is
coming a better understanding of how biological clocks function. Many of the
molecular models, or at least their components, need no longer be viewed strictly
as models. Often, they explain and account for the mechanisms that occur at the
molecular level and drive the overt rhythms of physiological, developmental, and
behavioral variables that provide organisms with a temporal organization.

Generalized Schematic Model for Biological Rhythms

It seems only fitting that we conclude this chapter with a generalized model for the
circadian system (Figure 5.30). The system includes environmental receptors
(e.g., light-absorbing pigments), biochemical and/or biophysical pathways
leading to the clock (primary oscillators), and output pathways leading to the
oscillation or overt rhythm. Multiple environmental receptors and input pathways
may function individually, interact with each other, or act in combination. For
example, some plants need either a cyclic-LD cycle or a cyclic-temperature cycle
during LL to be healthy (Hillman, 1956; Went, 1974), indicating that the internal
clocking mechanism need not be directly linked with a pigment system (Went,
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1960). Results from these older classical studies with whole intact organisms have
been supported by results from molecular studies in Neurospora where tempera-
ture was found to be the stronger entraining agent than light for the rhythmic lev-
els of a clock protein (Liu et al., 1998).

The generalized model in Figure 5.30 includes two of the more common exter-
nal synchronizers (light/darkness and high/low temperature), plus other synchro-
nizers that may be more specific to given organisms or systems, such as water or
humidity, feed/fast regimens, social cues and noise. These external agents do not
“drive” the oscillator(s), but serve as synchronizers. In some cases, the “hands”
(e.g., the rhythm) of the oscillator that account for the amplitude may “disappear”
(dampen) when the agents of entrainment are absent. In addition, there may be
multiple interactions among environmental components, receptors, pathways and
oscillators. Central oscillators no doubt have positive and negative feedback com-
ponents. All oscillators do not generate the same frequency, nor can it be assumed
that they are linked together, at least not in the same manner.

Take-Home Message

Many different models and approaches have been used in studying the mecha-
nisms of biological clocks that quantify time. These include mechanical, mathe-
matical, biochemical, membrane, and molecular models. Molecular clocks and
various clock genes have been best described so far in five organismal systems:
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FIGURE 5.30. A simple conceptual model for a circadian system with five possible syn-
chronizers (light–dark, temperature, water, food, and others) in the input pathway (a), with
receptors, sensors, and reactions (b), leading to central oscillators (c, d, e) with negative
and positive components that generate rhythms. Multiple output pathways with various
receptors and reactions (f), as well as systems and processes (g), lead to the overt rhythms
(e.g., leaf movements, protein levels, locomotor activity, and body temperature) with their
time-dependent phases shown by peaks (h) and troughs (i).



Neurospora, Drosophila, cyanobacteria, Arabidopsis, and mammals. A general-
ized model of a circadian system consists of an input pathway that receives and
transmits signals from external environmental synchronizers to the central clock;
a central clock or oscillator that generates rhythmicity; and an output pathway
that transmits temporal signals from the central clock to biological processes
(overt rhythms).
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6
Tidal and Lunar Rhythms

“The illimitable, silent, never-resting thing called Time, rolling, rushing on, swift, silent,
like an all-embracing ocean-tide, on which we and all the universe swim like exhalations,

like apparitions which are, and then are not: this is forever very literally a miracle;....”
— Thomas Carlyle (1795–1881), Scottish essayist, historian

Introduction

Ancient people acknowledged the two sources of natural light as the greater (the
Sun) and the lesser (the Moon): “And God made two great lights; the greater light
to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night...” (Genesis 1: 16. Bible, King
James Version).

Throughout this book, and either directly or indirectly, we have emphasized the
“greater,” the solar-generated 24-h day and its role in the synchronization of bio-
logical rhythms.

We now turn our attention to the “lesser,” the lunar cycles and the biological
variables having periods that are similar to them. Within the vast collection of
scientific literature we find numerous articles that describe the association of the
Moon with the physical components of the Earth (e.g., tides). We find papers also
about possible relationships between the Moon and biological variables, espe-
cially the behavior of marine1 invertebrates that live in or near intertidal zones.
Because the Moon revolves around the Earth while the Earth is rotating on its
axis and revolving around the Sun, a number of physical rhythms are generated.
Included in this list are the cycles of the tide (12.4 h), the lunar day (24.8 h), and
the lunar month (29.5 days). Biological variables that have these approximate
periods are often referred to as having circatidal (12.4 h), circalunidian
(24.8 h), and circalunar (29.5 days) rhythms. Theoretically, these three periods

1 Marine (adjective), as used here, relates to oceans, saltwater seas, and estuarine regions
where rivers flow into the sea. Marine organisms live in the ocean, sea, or tidal regions for
all or part of their life. Terrestrial organisms, on the other hand, live on land. Amphibians
can be found on both land and water.
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fall within the ultradian, circadian, and infradian domains, but due to their
uniqueness or correlation to lunar-generated frequencies, they warrant special 
consideration. 

Because of the close relationship between lunar-based cycles, such as tides, and
biological variables that have similar cycles, the objectives of this chapter are to
introduce and discuss: (1) some of the influences and characteristics of the Moon
as they relate to light and tides; (2) the characteristics of circatidal, circalunidian,
and circalunar rhythms and the role of these rhythms in the life of various marine
organisms; (3) biological variables found in terrestrial organisms that have peri-
ods similar to those of lunar-generated cycles; and (4) some circatidal oscillator
hypotheses.

Moon and Light 

The two most profound influences of the Moon on our environment are the light
that it reflects from the Sun and its influence on tides. Both moonlight and tides
affect the rhythmic behavior and development of many organisms (cf. Neuman,
1981).

The amount of light reflected from the Moon follows a cycle of lunar phases, a
predictable pattern of changes and times when the Moon rises in the east and sets
in the west. A complete cycle from one new Moon phase to the next is completed
in about 29.5 days, the duration of which is called the lunar or synodic month. The
sidereal month2 is actually about 27.32 days, but since the Earth is also revolving
around the Sun, two additional days are required before the same phase can be
viewed from the Earth (see Figure 3.6 in Chapter 3 on Time). The mean solar day
is 24 h, but the lunar day is 24.8 h, which explains why the Moon appears to rise
an average of 50–51 min later each day.

Compared to the Sun, which provides an illuminance3 of about 1,000 lux 
10 min after sunrise (cf. Bünning, 1969) and about 108,000 lux of direct sunlight
at noon in the northern hemisphere (cf. Salisbury & Ross, 1992), the illuminance
of full moonlight is less than 1 lux. For example, in tropical regions near the equa-
tor, illuminance values during full Moon are only 0.2–0.3 lux (cf. Erkert, 1974).
Also, the amounts of light reaching photoreceptors will, to a certain degree,
depend upon how high the Moon is, as well as the positions and locations of
receptive structures (i.e., leaf or eye).

Light reflected from the Moon has the same visible spectrum as sunlight, but a
little redder. There is also some variation in the color index relative to phase, with
the full Moon being bluer and becoming slightly redder during the quarter phases

2 The sidereal month is the duration of time needed for the Moon to return to the same loca-
tion based upon a distant star.

3 Units, such as lux and foot-candle (1 ft-c � 10.76 lux) are no longer used extensively in
research, since they are based upon the sensitivity of the human eye and not on wave-
lengths. Light radiation quantities are now more appropriately expressed as irradiance or
fluence and in accord to the Système Internationale.
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(Gehrels et al., 1964; Kopal, 1969). Overall, the quality of full moonlight appears to
be quite close to that experienced just after sunset (Salisbury, 1981), a significant
feature since photoreceptors of oscillators, such as the phytochromes, cryp-
tochromes, and other pigments, depend not upon the total energy of the visible spec-
trum, but rather upon the energy of specific wavelengths (Table 6.1). Furthermore,
it is the light present at dawn and dusk, not the changes in irradiance during day and
night that organisms utilize for circadian photoentrainment (cf. Salisbury & Ross,
1992; Panda et al., 2003).

A direct association with moonlight on any phase of plant development
remains unanswered, although some phytochrome-controlled responses require
extremely low irradiance levels (Mandoli & Briggs, 1981). On the one hand,
there are a limited number of reports that suggest a slight photoperiodic
response of moonlight to floral induction (Von Gaertner & Braunroth, 1935;
Kadman-Zahavi & Peiper, 1987), including a possible association with the
amplitude of leaf movement rhythms (Bünning & Moser, 1969; Bünning, 1971;
Bünning, 1979). However, these effects and relationships have not been fully
substantiated in related studies (cf. Salisbury, 1981; Fuhrman, 1992; Salisbury &
Ross, 1992; Panda et al., 2003). This is not to say, as will be discussed later, that
rhythms with periods falling in the range of the lunar period do not exist for
some physiological processes in plants. Unlike the situation for terrestrial
plants, the response of various animals to moonlight is more definitive. A num-
ber of events drawn from a diverse group of terrestrial animals occur in con-
junction with moonlight (Table 6.2). Often the amplitude of a circadian pattern
is modulated by increased or decreased activity during increasing or decreasing
moonlight.

Visible light of sufficient energy and spectral quality is absorbed by pigments,
be it from the Moon or any other source. While the daily light/dark cycle serves as
a major synchronizer of circadian rhythms, biological rhythms are possible with-
out the involvement of pigments. Locomotor activity, which is one of the many
variables studied in marine organisms, normally oscillates in synchrony with the
tides, not LD cycles. Although this rhythm can be synchronized to daily LD cycles
in the laboratory, tidal effects, such as wave action, mechanical agitation, and
other physical forces serve as dominant synchronizers in a natural setting 
(cf. Enright, 1965; Morgan, 1991).

TABLE 6.1. Energy levels of light obtained during nearly full Moon at
Logan, Utah from July 26 to July 28 when the Moon was approximately
30� above the southern horizon.a

Color Wavelength (nm) Light level (mW m2 nm1)

Blue 425 0.00114
Green 550 0.00230
Red 660 0.00242
Far-Red 725 0.00219

aEstimated from a spectral distribution plot in Figure 11 in Salisbury (1981).
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Moon and Tides

Perhaps it is safe to say that many people know that the Moon has something
to do with tides. Oceans comprise about 70% of the surface area of the Earth
and people living close to the ocean are especially aware that the tide fluctuates
systematically between a high- and low-water level. When these fluctuations
are especially large, they can affect boating and the appearance and disappear-
ance of land masses and the flora and fauna that inhabit such intertidal zones
(Figure 6.1). 

High and Low Tides

The timing and magnitude of tides not only depend upon the position of the Moon
and Sun, but also upon the geographic location, type of shoreline, ocean bottom,
wind, and barometric pressure. Tables that contain the schedule of dates and times
for high and low tides (e.g., tables for various sites are readily available on the
internet), show that tides rise and fall twice each day.4 A global view of the Earth

TABLE 6.2. Animals displaying modulations in activity relative to the phase of the Moon.
Animal Behavior and phase Reference

Night monkey Active at dusk and dawn near Erkert, 1974
(Aotus trivirgatus) new Moon, active through the 

night near full Moon

Leaf-nosed bat Moonlight decreases activity Erkert, 1974
(Artibeus lituratus) 

Egyptian fruit bat Maximum activity when Moon Erkert, 1974
(Rousettus aegyptiacus) waxes (becomes brighter)

Leaf-nosed bat Maximum activity when Moon Erkert, 1974
(Phyllostomus hasatatus) wanes (becomes dimmer)

Guppy Dorsal light reaction: sensitivity Lang, 1977
(Lebistes reticulatus) greatest to yellow light at full  Moon

and to violet light at new Moon

Glass eels Annual migration influenced Jellyman & Lambert, 2003
(Anguilla australis and by tides and moonlight
A. dieffenbachii)

Mayfly (Povilla adusta) Emergence near full Moon Hardtland-Rowe, 1955

Ant lion Peak in pit-building activity Youthed & Moran, 1969
(Myrmeleon obscurus) near full Moon

Nocturnal bee More nocturnal foraging between Kerfoot, 1967
(Sphecodogastra texana) new Moon and full Moon

4 There are some exceptions where coasts experience only one noticeable high and low tide
per day, such as the northern shores of the Gulf of Mexico (Barnwell, 1976).
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reveals two high tides and two low tides occurring simultaneously (Figure 6.2A).
One high tide occurs approximately in line with the Moon overhead and the other
on the opposite side of the Earth. Similarly, two low tides are present also at these
times, but located 90� from the high tides. However, the actual occurrence of high
and low tides, as well as the mixing of two semi-diurnal tides to create a single-
lunar diurnal tide, is much more involved than what we have described here
(Barnwell, 1976).

FIGURE 6.1. High and low tides that reoccur every 12.4-h can affect boating and the appear-
ance and disappearance of land masses and the flora and fauna that inhabit intertidal zones.
Photographs taken at the Alta Fjord, Norway, June 28, 2004 between 10:50 and 11:47 h
(near high tide) and 6.2 h later between 17:07 and 17:54 h (near low tide) (Photos by 
R. Sothern).
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To better understand how tides are caused, one should view the relationship
between the Earth and Moon as a system that is affected by the gravitational
forces of the Sun and the Moon on the Earth. According to Newton’s law, the force
of gravitation decreases with distance.5 Therefore, the region of the Earth nearest
the Moon is subjected to a greater attraction or “pull,” and the waters of the oceans
in that area bulge toward the Moon (Figure 6.3).

While the gravitational force accounts for the bulge on the side that faces the
Moon, a centrifugal force dominates in producing the bulge on the opposite side.

5 In more precise terms, the force of gravitation between two masses is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance between them.

FIGURE 6.2. Diagrams illustrating
the influence of the Moon on
ocean tides occurring on the
Earth (not drawn to scale): (A)
The relationship of the tide to a
given location on Earth (x) at
four different times (a–e) during
one lunar cycle of 24.8 h; (B)
Spring tides; (C) Neap tides
attributed to the influence of the
locations of the Sun and Moon.
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Within the Earth–Moon system, the mass of the Earth is much greater than the mass
of the Moon, and thus their common center of mass (gravity) lies well within the
surface of the Earth that is closest to the Moon. Both the Earth and Moon revolve
around this center of gravity. Therefore, on the side away from the Moon, the result-
ing centrifugal force exceeds the gravitational force (pull) of the Moon and the
water bulges away (Figure 6.3).

As the Earth revolves around the Sun, the axis of rotation is tilted by about
23.5� to a line perpendicular to its orbit6 (Figure 6.4). Therefore, the path followed

FIGURE 6.3. Diagram illustrating
the Earth–Moon system and the
influence of the gravitational
force (GF) and centrifugal force
(CF) on the two tidal bulges. 
X � center of mass of
Earth/Moon gravitational sys-
tem. Based upon Figure 21.3
from Salisbury & Ross, 1992.

6 Many of the globes that are sold commercially are mounted to show this tilt and could be
used, along with a carpenter’s square, to visualize the concepts presented in this section.

FIGURE 6.4. Diagrams illustrating the 23.5� tilt
of the Earth relative to a vertical line drawn per-
pendicular to the ecliptic plane.
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by the Moon as it completes one full revolution of 27.3 days (� one tropical
month7) around the Earth varies from 28�30´ north latitude to 28�30´ south lati-
tude. In other words, the angle of declination changes. Except when the Moon is
over the equator (0�), the amplitudes of the two tides at a given coast during a
lunar day (24.8 h) do not remain equal. To illustrate this change, we can select a
location in the Northern Hemisphere at a time when the Moon is overhead and the
bulge of the tide is at its crest.8 After 12.4 h, the Earth has rotated 180� relative to
the Moon and the location selected earlier will experience again a high tide. How-
ever, because of the 23.5� tilt of the Earth’s axis, the location will no longer be sit-
uated at the crest of the bulge (amplitude) and consequently, this second high tide
will be slightly lower than that which occurred 12.4 h earlier. This effect is greater
on some coastlines than others and introduces the diurnal inequality in the heights
of successive tides (cf. Barnwell, 1976).

Spring and Neap Tides

Missing from the overall scenario that we have discussed thus far in reference to
the physical forces that are associated with the tides, is the Sun. Because the Moon
is closer to the Earth than the Sun, the gravitational attraction between the Moon
and Earth is greater. During the new Moon phase, which occurs when the Sun,
Moon, and Earth are lined up in such a sequence, the gravitational pull of the Sun
combines with the gravitational pull of the Moon to cause much higher tides.
These higher than normal tides are called spring tides (Figure 6.2B). When the
gravitational pull of the Sun is at right angle to the gravitational pull of the Moon
(near the first and third quarter phases of the Moon), the high tides are lower than
normal and the low tides are higher than normal. These conditions are referred to
as neap tides (Figure 6.2C). The duration between two successive neap tides is
about 14.8 days, as is the duration between two spring tides.

Earth Tide

Not only do the oceans respond to these physical forces, but so too does the ter-
restrial mass of the Earth itself in a phenomenon known as “Earth tides” (see
Essay 6.1). Except for material covered in Essay  6.1, the focus of the text that fol-
lows, as well as the term tide, will be in reference to ocean and sea.

Essay 6.1 (by WLK): Earth Tides

My fascination of Earth tides commenced when I read a brief note in a book that stated
that twice each day the tallest buildings in New York City rose and fell over 30 cm, and

7 The tropical month, 27.321582 days (i.e., 27 days 7 h 43 min 5 s), is 7 s shorter than the
sidereal month and is the time between the passage of the Moon through a given celestial
longitude.

8 In reality, there is a lag in the tide that is measured in hours following the Moon’s passage
since the gravitational pull from the Moon does not have an immediate effect on the sea
water due to friction between the sea water and the sea floor.
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tilted about 5 cm in response to Earth tides. I was in awe that such an event, which was
dependent upon the Moon/Earth relationship, was taking place in a city that I had often
visited without my noticing it.9 In reality, however, it was happening simultaneously
over the entire state of New York and its neighboring states and the surrounding land-
mass. The phenomenon moves as a wave from east to west, the land surface tilting first
toward the west and then toward the east. Just as one does not notice the rise and fall
of the water level when on a ship that is out at sea, similarly, when on land, one does
not notice the rise and fall of the earth’s surface. During times of full Moon and new
Moon, the amplitude is almost 50 cm (20 inches), but depending upon the latitude the
rise and fall may be much less (e.g., Germany, 30 cm (12 inches)) (cf. Lecolazet,
1977).

A major premise for understanding how Earth tides are produced is the fact that the
direction of the vertical is not constant and will vary under the attraction 
of the lunar–solar system.10 Just as we have illustrated for the ocean tides in Figure 6.3,
the effects of gravitational and centrifugal forces, as well as the common center of the
lunar–Earth system, change in accord with the movements of the Earth and Moon.

A simple, everyday device for measuring the vertical consists of a small weight sus-
pended by a string, and when allowed to swing, represents a pendulum in motion. In an
earlier chapter (see Chapter 3 on Time) we described the pendulum as being one of the
first timing devices used for the quantification of oscillations. When modified to be an
integral component of an instrument known as the horizontal pendulum, it can be used
to demonstrate the rhythmic deviations of the vertical.11 In addition to the horizontal
pendulum, other instruments and procedures have been developed to study Earth tides.
One of the classical procedures, as well as modern modifications of it, has been to mon-
itor the rise and fall of water or other liquids within wells,12 or in pipes buried in the
Earth.13 The relationship between underground water levels and Earth tides is associ-
ated with the compression and expansion of terrestrial materials, not the lunar gravita-
tional attraction of water as in ocean tides. 

Historically, one of the earliest hints or observations of changes recurring within the
crust of the Earth that relate to Earth tides was noted by Pliny the Elder14 in his Histo-
ria Naturalis (cf. Melchior, 1966). In some wells, the water level would be in synchrony

9 After much searching, I located the source of the brief statement that I had read, and
found that it had been based upon an article that had appeared in The New York Times
(Sullivan, 1981). In any event, one would have to have very sharp senses to detect such
movements.

10 This important discovery occurred during the mid to late 1800s, but for all practical pur-
poses the deviation is so slight that most engineers and carpenters do not factor it into
their calculation of the vertical.

11 The horizontal pendulum was one of the basic instruments used to study Earth tides
(Melchoir, 1966).

12 Locations where water levels in wells have been monitored include Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Utah in the USA, and Belgium. 

13 Michelson & Gale (1919) recorded tidal tilt in Wisconsin with a device that was con-
structed with pipes.

14 Pliny the Elder, a Roman senator, natural historian, and scientist, was born in 23 A.D. and
died in 79 A.D. during the Vesuvius eruption. He published the world’s first encyclope-
dia, Historia Naturalis, in 77 A.D. 
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with the high and low tides, while in others it would be out of phase. Wells situated
near the ocean may be in synchrony with the ocean tides, due to the pressure of the
ocean tide on the Earth near it. Wells located further away may indicate a high tide
(water level) in the well when the lunar–solar attraction indicates a low tide (cf. Mel-
choir, 1966). This could be caused by the compression of the water-bearing region of
the Earth’s crust at low-tide squeezing water into the well and the subsequent rise in
the level of the water in the well (Pekeris, 1940). Likewise, the expansion of the crust
at high tide causes the water level in the well to fall. The situation is much more com-
plex, however, than stated here.

The positioning of various instruments, which themselves are attached to the crust
that tilts and bulges, must be factored into the equations used for monitoring and ana-
lyzing Earth tides. Quantification of the phenomenon of Earth tides is steeped in the-
ory, mathematics, and physics, much of which extends beyond the context of this
essay.15 Yet, it is a topic that should not be ignored herein. Life has evolved, and con-
tinues, in the presence of the various periodicities of Earth tides. In addition to semi-
diurnal and diurnal periods, periods of longer duration, such as fortnightly, semian-
nual, 4.4 years, and 18.6 years, are components of known tidal frequencies (cf.
Rinehart, 1976). Biological variables having periods that are similar to the first three
or four periodicities in this list are inherent in some of the organisms that are included
in this chapter.

In this section we have highlighted the approximate periods for three promi-
nent physical cycles: 24.8 h for the lunar day; 29.5 days for the lunar month; and
14.8 days for the one-half lunar cycle, sometimes referred to as the semi-monthly
cyclic, or the bimodal spring tide peaks of the full synodic lunar month. The peri-
odicities are especially relevant to the study of biological rhythms of marine
organisms. 

Marine Organisms 

Circatidal and circalunar rhythms of marine organisms have a number of charac-
teristics (Table 6.3), some of which are similar to those of circadian rhythms,
while others reflect unique behavioral and physiological properties of their
endogenous timing system (cf. Palmer, 1974). 

Circatidal Rhythms 

Many of the variables in marine organisms that have been monitored under 
conditions of either continuous illumination (LL) or darkness (DD) and constant
temperature oscillate with periods that are both circadian and circatidal. Circati-
dal rhythms of activity, like circadian rhythms of activity, free-run under constant
conditions (e.g., LL or DD and constant temperature). They differ from the cir-
cadian rhythms, however, by the fact that they are synchronized by tides. While
tides per se represent the exogenous oscillator, a number of physical components

15 Some other areas of study that are relevant to Earth tides include earthquakes, volcanic
activity, geyser activity, geology, astronomy, and space travel.
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comprise a tide, one or more of which could be a primary synchronizer. Included
among possible components of synchronization and entrainment within the tidal
complex are factors such as wave action or mechanical agitation, changes in var-
ious types of pressure (e.g., hydrostatic pressure, gases, etc.), temperature, light
levels, and salinity (cf. Morgan, 1991).

Results from laboratory studies with the sand-beach isopod Excirolana chiltoni
have shown that mechanical stimulation by water currents similar to those
encountered on a beach may entrain the circatidal rhythm of locomotor activity
(Enright, 1965). Similarly, wave action simulated in an aquarium has entrained a
circatidal rhythm in the swimming activity of the blenny (Lipophrys), a fish found
along rocky shores (Morgan, 1991). Hydrostatic pressure associated with the rise
and fall of tides has been shown under laboratory conditions to entrain the circati-
dal activity rhythms of a number of marine animals (Morgan, 1984, 1991). 

Crab Activity 

“Time and tide wait for no one” is a truism upon which depends the very existence
of various organisms living in intertidal zones. The fiddler crab Uca pugilator
(Bosc) is a prime example. During low tide, the crabs emerge from their under-
water burrows, scramble along the sandy beaches, and engage in activities, such
as feeding, defending a territory, and attracting a mate (Figure 6.5). But, does this
occur just because the water level changes or is there an inherent clocking mech-
anism present within the crab? The natural setting of a beach and tidal region,

TABLE 6.3. Features associated with characteristics of circatidal (CT) and circalunar (CL)
rhythms observed for some variables in marine organisms.
Feature Comments and examples

Endogenous (free-running) Activity rhythms observed for isopod under constant 
nontidal conditions for CT (24 h 55 min) and CL 
(26–33 days) (Enright, 1972)

Agents of entrainment or synchronization Examples relative to tides include wave action or 
mechanical stimulation by water currents may 
entrain the circatidal rhythm of activity (Enright,
1965); other agents include hydrostatic pressure,
temperature, inundation, and salinity (Morgan,
1991)

Temperature compensation Locomotor tidal rhythms of the crab, Carcinus 
maenus (Williams & Naylor, 1969)

Multiple periodicities and oscillators Multiple frequencies or periods may be observed for 
a single variable in a single organism; variable 
having circadian periods may be present; one 
variable may display multiple frequencies

Chemicals Chemicals, such as ethanol and deuterium oxide,
may lengthen the period and/or cause a phase shift
in certain organisms (e.g., isopod) (Enright,
1971a,b).
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however, are not always the ideal place for biologists to address such a question.
To best test hypotheses about the activity patterns of these animals and to more
accurately monitor their behavior, a laboratory setting where the locomotor activ-
ity (movements) of individuals can be monitored under controlled or rearranged
environmental conditions, takes precedence (Figure 6.6). 

Results from the analyses of activity patterns of fiddler crabs have clearly
demonstrated the presence of circatidal motor activity rhythms, which may persist
for as long as 5 weeks under LL conditions (Barnwell, 1966). In addition to the
circatidal rhythm, a free-running circadian rhythm, which is displayed as a single
daily peak, becomes evident and occurs later each day for both U. pugilator and
U. minax. In nature, these two species are primarily more active during the normal
dark span.

Circadian vs. Circatidal

Rhythms of crabs may be influenced by a number of factors, including their habi-
tat. Thousands of species of crabs exist in nature and may be found in different
habitats. Some, such as the shore crab, Carcinus maenas (L.), occur in either tidal
or nontidal locations. A comparison of locomotor activity rhythms of C. maenas
collected from nontidal docks, which typically display a nocturnal peak in activ-
ity, with those of shore crabs from an intertidal zone, which typically display
tidal-related activity patterns, have revealed some interesting features (Naylor,
1960). When “dock” crabs were maintained in the laboratory under LD, nocturnal
peaks were observed, while under LL, they displayed peaks in activity each day
that occur about 50 min later each day. This drift was absent, however, if the crabs
were maintained under a light/dark regimen. When the “shore” crabs were
removed from their tidal environment and maintained in a nontidal aquarium
under LD, their activity rhythm was at first in phase with the shore tidal cycle.
After a number of weeks, the tidal component became suppressed and their
behavior resembled that of the “dock” population while under both LD (nocturnal
activity) and LL (phase drifting).

FIGURE 6.5. Fiddler crab (Uca
pugnax) on beach where it
searches for food and a mate
(Photograph provided by Profes-
sor F.H. Barnwell, University of
Minnesota).
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Other Organisms

Circatidal rhythms have been observed in other organisms (Table 6.4), ranging
from microscopic algae and small worms that accumulate on the surface of water
(Bohn, 1903; Martin, 1907; Palmer & Round, 1967) to littoral16 fish (Gibson,
1965). An example of the latter is the small intertidal fish Coryphoblennius
galerita (L.) whose swimming activity consists of “hops” and “rests” as it moves

FIGURE 6.6. Diagram illustrating an early method for monitoring the activity of a crab in a
box, which will tilt up or down as the crab moves and cause a pen to record the activity in
a series vertical lines on a rotating strip of paper. Each 24-h span can be cut from the strip
chart and arranged in a column, 1 day per row (inset photograph provided by Professor F.H.
Barnwell, University of Minnesota).

16 Littoral (adjective) as used here refers to fish living near the shore of a sea.
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from one place to another. When monitored in the laboratory, these littoral fish
display circatidal periods in their activity under both LD and DD (Gibson, 1970).
The first of the two circatidal peaks is usually the greatest and has been attributed
to a weak circadian component that occurs in the late morning (Gibson, 1970).
Because C. galerita normally feed on the appendages (cirri) of barnacles when
they become available during high tide, their activity rhythms may be related to
feeding.

Because feeding can be a rhythmic behavior that is in synchrony with the tides,
it follows that a tidal frequency would also be evident in certain physiological
variables. An example is found in the blood sugar levels of the shore crab 
Carcinus maenas (Parvathy Rajan et al., 1979) and the shrimp Crangon vulgaris
(Poolsanguan & Uglow, 1974). Lowest levels of blood sugars in shore crabs,
which were maintained in a nontidal seawater aquarium with a natural LD pho-
toperiod and assayed within 3 days of capture, occurred at times corresponding to
the times of high tide in their previous tidal habitat. Similarly, blood sugar levels
of shrimp have shown a circatidal pattern, with higher levels being associated with
times of low tide (Poolsanguan & Uglow, 1974). This rhythm persisted under both
DD and LL, although the levels were generally higher in DD (Figure 6.7). 

Reproduction 

For many marine invertebrates (Table 6.5), especially those found within or near
the tropics, rhythms in reproductive events such as mating, egg, and sperm for-
mation, spawning, and hatching (release of larvae) have periods and/or phases that

TABLE 6.4. Activity rhythms of marine organisms that have circatidal rhythms.
Organism Comments Reference

Fiddler crab (Uca sp.) Rhythms in behavior and physiology Palmer, 1973, 1995a
have been studied extensively

Sand-beach amphipod Buried in sand during low tide; Enright, 1963
(Synchelidium sp.) rides up and down beaches with tides

Sand-beach isopod Buried in sand except during 4–6 h Enright, 1965
(Excirolana chiltoni) after tide crest on beach; mechanical 

stimulation of wave action can 
entrain rhythm

Pink shrimp Swimming activity of postlarval and Hughes, 1972
(Penaeus duorarum) juvenile shrimp have phase relation 

with tidal and daily cycles

Intertidal fish Circatidal rhythm observed in LD Gibson, 1970
(Coryphoblennius galerita) and DD in phase with tidal cycle

Littoral fish Circatidal rhythm observed in LL Gibson, 1965
(Blennius pholis) (12.5 h) and DD (12.56 h)

Diatoms (single-celled algae) Complex vertical-migration rhythm Palmer & Round, 1967
(Hantzschia virgata) (24.8 h) persists in LL
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FIGURE 6.7. Tidal rhythms (24.8 and 12.4 h) detected in blood sugar of shrimp (Crangon
vulgaris). Peak values were associated with high tides (HT) regardless if shrimp were fresh
caught during a natural photoperiod of LD 13:11 (panel A); or kept in a laboratory under
LD 12:12 for 3 weeks (panel B), or in constant light (LL, panel C) or constant darkness
(DD, panel D) for 4 weeks. Manipulation of the photoperiod did not abolish the tidal
rhythms, but the 12.4-h period was more prominent (showed a higher amplitude) in the nat-
ural setting (A) and during constant darkness (D) (redrawn and analyzed from Figures 1, 2,
and 3 in Poolsanguan & Uglow, 1974).

appear to be associated with the phase of the Moon. The events may occur only
fortnightly,17 monthly, or just once a year. For example, a prominent and 
reproducible annual cycle in gonadal weight is found in a number of marine 

17 Fortnight, a span of 14 days, is a noun that is no longer used extensively in day to day
conversations. Fortnightly, the adjective, describes something that occurs once in a fort-
night. Semi-monthly is a more commonly used term.
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invertebrates, including a sea urchin, a mollusk, and a sea star (Figure 6.8), mon-
itored in their natural habitat (Pearse et al., 1985; Halberg et al., 1987). In the lab-
oratory, an annual cycle in ovarian weight for the Jamuna River catfish has also
been documented under natural LD conditions (Figure 6.8) and this annual
rhythm persisted with a free-running period when the catfish were kept in either
continuous light or darkness for several years (Sundararaj et al., 1973, 1982).

Often the fortnightly and monthly cycles may be linked to an annual and/or
photoperiodic cycle. The same may apply to the daily cycle that may be biologi-
cally linked or mathematically correlated to the other two cycles. A prime exam-
ple is found in the marine worms Typosyllis prolifera, which display reproductive

TABLE 6.5. Marine invertebrates that contain some species that display
reproductive rhythms associated with a lunar cycle and tides (Pearse, 1990).

Clams Flies
Corals Marine worms
Crabs Snails
Crustaceans Sponges

FIGURE 6.8. Circannual rhythms in gonadal weight of some marine invertebrates.
Monthly mean gonadal weights shown as percent of body weight (transformed to per-
cent of overall mean for comparisons; SE’s not shown for clarity). Data collected near
Pacific Grove California between January 1954 and December 1958 for purple sea
urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus), black chiton (Katharina tunicata), and ochre
sea star (Pisaster pchraceus) and from the Jamuna River near Dehli, India between 
February 1966 and September 1967 for a river catfish (Hetropneustes fossilis) (redrawn
from Figures 1 and 2 in Halberg et al., 1987).
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variables in three different domains of periodicity (Franke, 1986). The sequence
of events that comprise the reproductive history of this worm is different from
what is common for most animals. The specific epithet18 of the species prolifera
provides a clue that the worm is prolific. During its life history, the worm some-
times appears as “two worms in one.” Briefly, this species reproduces by a process
known as stolonization, a situation where the rear (posterior) portion of the worm
develops into a reproductive individual called the stolon.19 When the egg- or
sperm-laden stolons are detached from their parental stocks they swim to the sur-
face of the water, swarm, spawn, and then die. The released gametes display
swarming activity also, which results in the union of the egg and sperm and the
beginning of embryonic development. Unlike the stolon-type individuals, the par-
ent stock can continue to live and regenerate new stolons for a number of times
before it dies.

Under natural conditions of the northern Adriatic Sea, reproduction of T. prolifera
occurs primarily from late March to early October. The number of worms in the
population that are in the reproductive state displays an annual rhythm that has a
peak in May (Franke, 1986). Under these natural conditions, the release of stolons
follows both a daily and a monthly rhythm. Based upon when they can be col-
lected at the water surface, the daily release takes place within an hour after sun-
rise20 and is dependent also upon the process of photoperiodism (length of the
light span). A lunar-monthly cycle of stolonization for individuals under constant
conditions free-runs with a mean period of about 31 days with a Q10 of 1.04. As
for the role of moonlight, it has been suggested that in the case of T. prolifera, it
may be serving as a possible synchronizer that entrains the individual rhythms
(Franke, 1986).

One of the best known examples of reproduction occurring at a specific phase
of the Moon is the spawning behavior of a marine worm that inhabits the coral
reefs of the Samoan Islands. The marine worm Eunice viridis Gray, commonly
known as the palolo in the Samoan language, produces posterior segments called
the epitoke. These structures are about 20 cm long and contain either eggs or
sperm. They are released near or after midnight, depending upon the location of
the islands (Caspers, 1984). The much shorter anterior portion of the body
remains in the coral habitat and regenerates the rest of the body. The epitoke is a
favorite food collected by the islanders, who for centuries have known when to be

18 The species name of an organism consists of two parts, the genus (e.g., Typosyllis) and
the specific epithet (e.g., prolifera). The first name can be used alone to indicate the
genus, but the specific epithet should not be used alone, since many species may have the
same specific epithet. For example, vulgaris is the specific epithet for many common
plants and animals, such as bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), beet (Beta vulgaris), lilac
(Syringa vulgaris), shrimp (Crangon vulgaris), common octopus (Octopus vulgaris),
European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), and Red or European squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris).

19 The term “stolon” is used also to describe the above ground horizontal stems of straw-
berries (Fragaria vesca) from which new plants arise. 

20 Results from laboratory experiments (unpublished), indicate that it is not under circadian
control (Franke, 1986).
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prepared for the appearance of the epitokous segments.21 The casting off of these
segments takes place during the third quarter phase of the Moon in October or
November22 and is limited to a duration of 3 days (Caspers, 1984).

Hatching represents the process by which larvae are released from eggs. Tim-
ing is important not only for the survival of larvae released into the environment,
but to the adult female who must venture into an environment where she may be
more vulnerable to predation. For the fiddler crab, Uca pugilator, the combination
of night and high tide may represent the best situation for hatching. For the occur-
rence of hatching to take place at such a time, it must be synchronized in phase
with both solar and tidal cycles. Results from experiments conducted under LL
and constant temperature have indicated a free-running period of about 25 h
(Bergin, 1981). This endogenous rhythm of timing may have a number of adap-
tive advantages, including minimizing the predation of the adult females as they
walk to the edge of the water to deposit their hatching eggs, reducing the preda-
tion of larvae, and the flushing of larvae out with the tide (DeCoursey, 1979;
Bergin, 1981; Backwell et al., 1998).

Color Change 

Recurring changes in the color of cells, tissues, and organs are found in diverse
groups of organisms and often associated with time-dependent physiological
processes. We know that changes in color may be associated with the seasons, as in
the case of the fur or feathers of animals and the leaves of plants. In addition to these
seasonal changes, which are under the control of photoperiodism, there are changes
in the level and/or in the intracellular dispersal of specific pigments that recur much
faster. In some marine organisms, such as the fiddler crab (Uca pugnax), changes in
color arise from special pigment carrier cells called chromatophores.23 When the
pigments are concentrated into condensed spots, the animal appears to be lighter in
color, in contrast to being darker when the pigments are dispersed.

Rhythmic changes in color have been studied most extensively in crabs, espe-
cially the chromatophores that are located in the hypodermis of the merus24 of the

21 According to Miller & Pen (1959), who analyzed samples of palolo, it has high nutritive
value.

22 The reason that both months are mentioned for the emergence of the “palolo” is due to
the difference between the lengths of the solar months and the lunar month, and thus
when the calendar date coincides with the third quarter phase of the Moon.

23 Note: It is easy to confuse the word “chromatophore” with the word “chromophore.” The
light-absorbing portion of the pigment is called a chromophore (Gr. chroma � color,
phoros � carrying), while a special cell of an animal that carries the pigment(s) is called a
chromatophore. There are various types of chromatophores, and in at least some animals,
they provide a good mechanism for camouflage, advertisement, and temperature regulation.

24 Crabs have five pair of appendages (four pairs of walking legs and one pair of legs with
pinchers). The merus represents the broadest part of the leg, which is positioned to be more
or less parallel to the ground. The hypodermis, which can be observed without dissecting or
injuring the organism, is a layer of cells located below the cuticle (exterior covering).
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walking legs. The chromatophores can be observed manually with the aid of a
microscope and stage of the dispersion of the pigment scored according to a scale
ranging from maximum concentration to maximum dispersion.25 Some of the more
common colors of the chromatophores include black, red, white, and yellow.
Because crabs have prominent circatidal rhythms of activity and these colors change
during the 24-h day, we can now ask whether the changes are circadian, circatidal,
circalunar, or possibly best characterized as displaying multiple frequencies.

For many of the crabs that have been studied, the daily and lunar rhythms
observed under natural conditions continue in both DD and LL (cf. review by
Palmer, 1973), although there may be changes in the pattern of the rhythm as illus-
trated for juvenile green crabs (Figure 6.9). While changes in color that have been
observed in various species definitely have the characteristics of circadian
rhythms (e.g., free-running in constant conditions) (Powell, 1962, 1966; 

FIGURE 6.9. Generalized diagram illustrating color change based upon the mean dispersion
of pigment in black chromatophores on the menus of the walking legs of two groups of
juvenile Carcinus maenus (L.) crabs maintained for 35 days in either LD or DD prior to
being scored at 2-h intervals under similar conditions (LD [open circles] or DD [closed cir-
cles]) over a duration of 36 h (values recalculated and illustration redrawn from Powell,
1962). Stage 1 represents maximum concentration of pigment and stage 5 the maximum
dispersion of the pigment (cf. Hogben & Slome, 1931).

25 Stage 1 represents the maximum concentration of the pigment, and stage 5 the maximum
dispersion (Hogben & Slome, 1931).
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Barnwell, 1968), the circatidal feature is not as definitive, at least for the species
that have been studied. Herein lies the problem. First, the very nature of the
research is labor intensive, requiring the scoring of visual observations at specified
intervals (e.g., 2 h intervals) over a duration that should span many weeks or
months. Second, often the genera, the species, and the environmental conditions
have been different. And third, there could be a masking of one of the tidal compo-
nents (e.g., high tide) when the second 12.4-h peak should also occur during the
dark phase, a time when the pigment remains dispersed. However, results from
some extensive studies conducted with fiddler crabs in the mid-1950s (Brown et
al., 1953; Brown, 1954; Hines, 1954; Fingerman, 1956) have indicated a tidal com-
ponent that appears as a supplement to the daily rhythm in the color change pattern.

As has already been noted, pigments serve as photoreceptors in the eyes of ani-
mals. Crustaceans, such as the crayfish Procambarus, the shore crab Carcinus,
and the hermit crabs Pagurus samuelis and P. granosimanus, have been studied
extensively in this regard. In the case of hermit crabs, the proximal pigment26 of
the compound eye is concentrated during darkness (dark-adapted), but not during
light (light adapted) (Ball, 1968). The migration of retinal pigments in the com-
pound eyes of hermit crabs (Ball, 1968), as well as in crayfish (Aréchiga, 1977),
displays a circadian rhythm that correlates with rhythmic dispersal activity pat-
terns of these crabs in response to light. The circadian oscillations in the locomo-
tor activity of P. granosimanus persist for a number of days following the removal
of eyestalks, although the eyestalks may participate in entrainment (Page &
Larimer, 1975a,b). In the case of Uca pugilator, eyestalkless crabs appear to
exhibit a daily rhythm of color change in LL, although melanin dispersion was
less than in those with eyestalks (Fingerman & Yamamoto, 1964).

But what does all of this have to do with the life of these marine organisms?
Rhythmic changes in dispersal or movements of pigments could be an adaptive
feature relating to antipredation strategies and social signaling (cf. DeCoursey,
1983). Included here would be various behavioral activities, such as safer forag-
ing on beaches, defending territories, and courtship (e.g., a male crab that
becomes brighter in color to attract a female). 

Terrestrial Organisms

Events or activities of terrestrial organisms that are in phase with or synchronized
by lunar cycles abound in folklore27 and myth. Separating fact from fiction is not
easy and studies that address these matters are viewed by many scientists with a

26 These pigments actually serve as opaque screens around the photoreceptors. They are not
involved in photoreception, per se. During low light/darkness, they withdraw, exposing
more of the photoreceptors for dim light detection.

27 A folk belief by inhabitants of the Shetland Islands (200 km north of Scotland and 6�
below the Arctic Circle) was that during the long, dark winters, moonlight should never
fall on the face of someone asleep since they noted an “unsettling effect” after an hour of
such nocturnal light during a “sensitive” time in the 24-h day (Sinclair, 1987).
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certain degree of skepticism. This skepticism may explain, at least in part, why the
topic of lunar cycles is either absent or minimized in some of the well-known
books on biological rhythms.

The Menstrual Cycle

The female menstrual cycle is the most obvious recurring cycle that has a
period that is close to that of a lunar cycle. The Swedish chemist, Svante 
Arrhenius (1859–1927), reported that menstruation (based upon 12,000 cases),
as well as epileptic seizures, exhibited a periodicity between 25.9 and 27.9
days (Arrhenius, 1898; Dunea, 1993). Although a period of 28 days is often
cited as being the average length, results from a number of more recent studies
indicate that the mean period of the menstrual cycle is about 29.5 days (Presser,
1974; Cutler, 1980). 

Having stated this, however, there does not appear to be agreement relative to
Moon phase and menses. For example, in two studies totaling 439 women who
were not using birth control pills, there was a tendency toward more menstrua-
tion onsets between the first and last quarter phases of the Moon (Cutler,
1980).28 On the other hand, another study of 826 young women found that a
large proportion of menstruations occurred around the new Moon (Law, 1986).
It is possible that both studies are correct, since one report in the early part of
the 20th century stated that “a significant number of menstrual cycles started at
full or new Moon.” (Guthmann & Ostwald, 1936) and another that menstruation
frequency was accentuated at the new and full Moon (cf. Kleitman, 1949).
Regardless of any discrepancy between Moon phase and menses, a number of
other variables in humans have been reported to vary with the phases of the
Moon (Table 6.6).

Atmospheric Tides

Starting in the mid-1950s and continuing into the late 1970s, a number of studies
found associations between biological rhythms and various lunar-day and solar-
day “atmospheric tides,” such as geomagnetism, electrostatic field, and back-
ground radiation (cf. Brown, 1970). The processes examined ranged from the
respiration rates of potato tubers (Solanum tuberosum), carrot roots (Daucus
carota), and chicken embryos (Gallus gallus), to the running activity of hamsters
(Cricetus) and the response of planarians (Dugesia dorotocephala) to light. The
planarian studies that were conducted for 5–6 days each week over 5 years in a
laboratory are of interest here, since the orientation movements of these flatworms
in response to light displayed a monthly and annual cycle, with minimum photo-
taxis (turning away from a light source) occurring near full Moon every month
and in June every year (Brown & Park, 1975). 

28 A similar phase relationship has been observed in apes and monkeys, which also have
menstrual cycles (cited by Smolensky & Lamberg, 2000).
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Insects

Some variables in insects have also been associated with certain Moon phases. For
the mosquito (Culex (Melanoconion) caudelli) in the West Indies, the span of the
nocturnal peak (22:00 h to 04:00 h) in biting activity was the longest and the num-
ber that were collected per 24 h was the greatest during the first quarter (Chadee &
Tikasingh, 1989). Predatory activity of female mites (Typhlodromus pyri Scheuten)
has an about 14-day rhythm, with a pronounced decrease near the full Moon
(Mikulecky & Zemek, 1992). Also, analysis of hemolymph lipid concentrations in
worker honeybees showed that triacylglycerols, steroids, and body weight were
greater near new Moon than at full Moon (Mikulecky & Bounias, 1997).

Plants

Variables in seeds, stems, and leaves have been associated with lunar cycles.
Results from studies of the daily imbibition (absorption) of water by bean seeds
(Figure 6.10) have shown a circannual rhythm, as well as a circaseptan rhythm

TABLE 6.6. Variables in humans reported to vary with the phases of the Moon.
Variable Phase and behavior Reference

Births More between last quarter and Guillon et al., 1986
(5,927,978 cases) new Moon

Accidental poisonings Greater near new Moon Buckley et al., 1993
(2215 patients) for women

Meal and alcohol intake Meal size increase and alcohol de Castro & Pearcey, 1995
(694 adults) decrease near full Moon

Urinary retention Incidence greater during Payne et al., 1989
(815 Patients) new Moon

Psychopathology in Deterioration near full Moon Barr, 2000
schizophrenia (n � 56)

Aggressive behaviors Aggression greater around full Lieber, 1978 
(homicides, aggravated Moon; psychiatric admissions 
assaults, suicide, fatal greater during first quarter
traffic accidents)

Myocardial infarction Maximal near new Moon Sha et al., 1989

Emergency room visits for Peak near full Moon Bhattacharjee et al., 2000
animal bites (1621 cases)

Atrial fibrillation Nadir (low) near full Moon Mikulecky & Valachova, 1996
(one man, 127 episodes)

Gout attacks Highest peaks under the new and Mikulecky & Rovensky, 1999
(55 patients, 126 attacks) full Moon

Spontaneous pneumothorax Maximum cases one week before Sok et al., 2001
(244 patients) and after new Moon
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with a phase relationship to the lunar cycle—peaks preceded each lunar phase and
imbibition was greatest from just before full Moon through the last quarter
(Brown & Chow, 1973; Spruyt et al., 1987). Lunar-associated rhythmic variations
in stem diameter of spruce trees have been found in the field and in a controlled
environment, with a double-peaked wave of about 25 h caused by accumulation of
water in the cell walls associated and synchronous with gravimetric tides (Zürcher
et al., 1998). 

Another lunar association has been reported for elongation of stems (cm/day)
measured every 3–4 days, where periods of 14.7 days and 29.5 days were found
in a number of plant species present in a grassy area of a botanical garden
(Abrami, 1972). Palm leaves harvested near the full Moon have higher total cellu-
lose and lower calcium concentrations than at other phases, demonstrating that
fluctuations relative to the lunar cycle may maximize durability and minimize
foliage herbivory (Vogt et al., 2002). While results from these studies, as well as
from others (e.g., Maw, 1967) indicate correlations between lunar phases or
cycles with certain physiological and developmental processes of terrestrial
plants, their direct relationship, if any, have not been fully established.

Lunar/Tidal Clock Hypotheses 

The most common external cycles associated with our environment, and thereby
possibly serving as synchronizers for biological rhythms, are the 12.4-h tide, the
24-h solar day, the 24.8-h lunar day, the 29.5-days lunar month, and the year.
There are other environmental cycles, but it is upon these five cycles that most
clock models or hypotheses are based. 

Circadian vs. Circalunidian

Without an extensive elaboration on specific lunar-based models, there is the com-
monality of circadian involvement, and thus a circadian oscillator. Endogenous
cycles of about 12.4-h could result from the superposition of two rhythms with

FIGURE 6.10. The process of
imbibition (uptake of water) of
pole beans (Phaseolus vulgaris)
is illustrated by placing 50 seeds
into a beaker, adding 100 ml of
water, and observing the results
after 24 h. Photos by R. Sothern.
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periods of about 24.8-h (Bünning, 1973), not synchronized normally by LD cycles,
but by the physical forces of tides (cf. Bünning, 1979). Something similar, although
with an emphasis upon a phase component, has been envisioned in a circalunidian-
clock hypothesis where two 24.8-h clocks, which are fundamentally one and the
same, are coupled together in antiphase to generate the rhythms (Palmer &
Williams, 1986; Palmer, 1995a, 2000). This is somewhat easier to understand or pic-
ture if one remembers that when locomotor activity rhythms of many of the marine
crabs are plotted, there are two peaks, about 12.4-h apart (Figure 11A). In the cir-
calunidian-clock model, each peak is actually a display of one 24.8-h pattern. In
other words, each of the two rhythms is driven by its own clock and is normally cou-
pled at the trough between the two peaks in each 24.8-h pattern (Figure 11B).

Interacting Oscillators?

Using the locomotor activity rhythm of the shore crab (Carcinus maenas), a “cir-
catidal/circadian” clock hypothesis has been proposed, which involves interacting
circadian (about 24 h) and true circatidal (about 12.4 h) oscillators (Naylor, 1996,

FIGURE 6.11. One circatidal
oscillator or two circalunidian
clocks? (A) Example of fiddler
crab locomotor activity showing
dual peaks 12.4 h apart; (B) Dia-
gram of circalunidian clock
hypothesis consisting of two
24.8-h clocks (redrawn from
Figures 1 and 6 in  Palmer,
1995b).
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1997). While this model serves well for the shore crab and its habitat, there is
some question as to the accuracy of a 12.4-h clock that would be synchronized by
the tides. 

In reality, a 12.4-h period represents a mean value, whereas in nature, devia-
tions of up to 3 h may exist between successive tides. However, if the deviations
of the tide from a 24.8-h interval are plotted, the deviations are much less. In other
words, a 24.8-h clock would be a more accurate timer (Palmer, 1995a, 1997).
Studies of the clam, Austrovenus stutchburyi, the crab, Macrophthalmus hirtipes
(Williams, 1998), and the sand beach isopod, Cirolana cookii (Mehta & Lewis,
2000), concluded that these intertidal dwellers lacked a circadian timer and that
the endogenous tidal rhythms were controlled by a dual circalundian clock, thus
supporting the applicability of the circalunidian clock model hypothesis for tidal
rhythms. 

Take-Home Message

The Moon is responsible for oscillations in ocean tides and Earth tides, and a num-
ber of animals on Earth have adapted to them. Periods similar to lunar-generated
periods of 12.4 h (circatidal), 24.8 h (circalunidian), and 29.5 days (circalunar) can
be found in a wide variety of biological processes in marine and terrestrial organ-
isms, including fish, amphibians, insects, plants, birds, and humans. A number of
hypotheses and models have been proposed for these rhythms.
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7
Sexuality and Reproduction 

“The time of the seasons and the constellations. The time of milking and the time of
harvest. The time of the coupling of man and woman. And that of beasts.”

— T.S. Eliot (1888–1965), US-born/British poet, critic

Introduction

Reproduction, which is more easily defined than sexuality, is a process by which
new organisms (offspring) of the same kind are produced. This occurs through the
union of mature male and female sex cells (sperm and egg), called gametes, or in
some cases, by asexual means (e.g., without sexual action).1 Sexuality, on the
other hand, refers to the status of sexual activity, perception, or interest. For much
of our society, these features tend to obscure the full extent of sexuality, which in
addition includes the capacity to bring together in one individual, a new recombi-
nation of genes that originate from two different individuals (cf. Purves et al.,
1998). Therefore, the full extent of sexuality includes all four features: activity,
perception, interest, and the recombination of genes. 

What makes sexuality so interesting and diverse is the broad extent of its influ-
ence on life and on how it is viewed in society. As will be evident in this chapter,
sexuality and reproduction are part of all four integrating disciplines of biology:
evolution, genetics, development, and biological rhythms (Ehret, 1980). Depend-
ing upon the organism, sexuality can be expressed in a number of ways, includ-
ing anatomic and morphological features (form), color, levels of specific chemi-
cals, behavioral traits, and responses to environmental signals (Figure 7.1 and
Table 7.1). The expression of sexuality is a fundamental characteristic of life and

1 Asexual reproduction does not involve the fusion of gametes and occurs along with sex-
ual reproduction in many groups of organisms (plants, bacteria, algae, fungi, and ani-
mals). For example, most strawberry plants (Fragaria ananassa) in a garden arise from
stems (stolens), not from seeds. Green peach aphids (Myzus persicae) have a unique stage
where females, in the absence of male aphids and their sperm, give birth to female
nymphs by a process known as parthenogenesis (virgin birth).
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is present in nearly all major groups of organisms, even in one-celled microor-
ganisms, such as bacteria (see Essay 7.1) 

FIGURE 7.1. Sexuality can be expressed in color (male and female cardinals) and in anatom-
ical and morphological features (male and female moose). Photos by Marcia Koukkari
(top) and R. Sothern (bottom).

TABLE 7.1. Examples of features by which sexuality can be expressed in certain organisms.
Feature Sex example

Anatomy Male deer have antlers and testes, while females lack antlers and have ovaries
Morphology Male Scottish Blackface sheep have longer and more curved horns than do the

females
Color Male cardinal bird is reddish and female is brownish
Behavior Female cat protects kittens
Chemicals Female moth emits pheromones to attract males
Environment Male to female ratio affected by temperature in some fish, reptiles, and 

amphibians

Essay 7.1 (by WLK): Parasexuality 

Bacteria are a special group of organisms, not only in regard to being prokaryotic, but
also in regard to sexuality. They reproduce asexually, a single cell dividing by binary
fission into two cells. Under optimal conditions, the generation time can be rapid
(e.g., about 20 min in E. coli,). However, there also can be sexual activity within a
population (Figure 7.2). The complete sexual act requires about 100 min, which is
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four times longer than the normal life span of the bacterium (cf. Hayes, 1966a, b).2

Because the genetic exchange in bacteria is unique in that it does not involve meiosis
or fertilization, it is more commonly referred to as parasexuality.3

FIGURE 7.2. Genetic exchange in bacteria does not involve meiosis or fertilization and is
referred to as “parasexuality.” Illustrated here is mating between strains, an Hfr (high-
frequency recombination) donor cell (1a) and a recipient F� cell (1b) of E. coli. A fertility
factor on the circular chromosome of the Hfr cell directs the formation of a pilus (2) or con-
jugation tube (3a), which connects to the F� cell (4a). DNA synthesis occurs (3b) whereas
the unrolling circular replication of the double-stranded DNA with various genes are trans-
ferred to the F� cell. During crossing (4b � double crosses), a Hfr chromosome segment
(e.g., gene a� and a˜) is exchanged with that of the F� recipient chromosome (4c). Based
on Snustad & Simmons (2003).

2 An interesting account of the discoverer of bacteria, Anton van Leeuwenhoek
(1632–1723) not being surprised about the existence of sexual activity in bacteria, as
well as observations and studies of the topic by others, can be found in a classic paper
by Hayes (1966b).

3 Parasexuality has broad implications in the genetics of bacteria, such as drug resistance,
and in the transmission of viruses (for a general overview, see Snustad & Simmons, 2003)
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Many aspects of sexuality and reproduction, be they the recombination of
genes, the courtship of animals, maturation of the ovum, or the tumescence of the
penis, have a rhythmic temporal organization. The objectives of this chapter are
to: (1) review the basics of sexuality and reproduction, especially the recombina-
tion of genes that regulate not only morphological features (e.g., eye color, sex,
and body size), but also the characteristics of biological rhythms; (2) examine
rhythmicity in courtship, mating, and photoperiodism; and (3) explore the rhyth-
mic nature of human sexuality and reproduction.

Nuclear Division and Genetics

At the very core of sexuality is genetics, because genes contain the information to
be expressed in the progeny.4 This genetic information is called the genome. Sex-
uality involves the recombination of genes from two different parents; genes
occur in chromosomes, which are found in nuclei.5 Essay 7.2 provides an
overview of the basics of cell division and genetics.

Essay 7.2 (by WLK): Mitosis, Meiosis, and the Punnett Square

Cell Division — Cells are the basic structural and functional units of life. Most cells
are small (e.g., 1 to 100 µm).6 They contain cytoplasm (living matter), a nucleus (if
eukaryote), and various organic molecules (e.g., nucleic acids, proteins, etc.). In cells
of fungi, protista,7 plants and animals, the nucleus and organelles, such as mitochon-
dria, are enclosed by membranes. When cells of these organisms divide to produce
new cells, the division of the nucleus is called mitosis, and the division of the cyto-
plasm is known as cytokinesis. Together, mitosis and cytokinesis represent a phase in
the life history or cycle of the cell that is known as the M-phase (M � mitotic). A cell
enters the M-phase after much of the molecular activity required for the preparation
of division has taken place. The preparatory phase is called the interphase and
includes activities such as the replication of DNA, synthesis of proteins, and the con-
densing of chromosomes. During mitosis, the chromosomes are first duplicated and
then divided so that each of the two daughter cells will have the same identical chro-
mosomes and genes that were present in the original nucleus. All cells having nuclei
potentially contain copies of all of the genes present in the organism. However, only
some of the genes need be expressed at any given stage of development.

4 The hereditary material is DNA, which is primarily located in the nucleus of the cell. The
molecular biology of how the genetic information is transcribed, translated, and expressed
is described and illustrated in Essay 5.2 in the Chapter 5 on Models.

5 DNA and special types of chromosomes are found also in mitochondria and chloroplasts.
6 One micrometer (µm) equals 10�6 meters (m) and one millimeter (mm) equals 10�3

meters. Microscopes are required to observe cells, although there are some exceptions,
such as the eggs of birds. For example, an egg of a domestic chicken (Gallus gallus) is a
large single cell. 

7 Protista represents a kingdom of organisms that includes unicellular algae and protozoans,
such as Euglena.
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Meiosis and Gametogenesis — The process of meiosis differs from mitosis in that
the diploid nucleus divides to produce 4 haploid daughter cells (Figure 7.3). In
eukaryotes, chromosomes occur in pairs called homologs (Gr. homos � same) that
contain the same kinds of genes (e.g., color). During interphase I (the first phase of
meiosis), these two chromosomes pair along their entire length and replicate so that
each chromosome now consists of two chromatids (the Latin id � daughter of).
Next, the chromatids of one homolog align themselves with the chromatids of the
other homolog in a manner that fosters crossing over, which leads to the exchange of
pieces of chromatids between homologs (prophase I). Soon the nuclear membrane
disappears and the homologous chromosomes, each of which still appears as two
chromatids, become randomly aligned at the equatorial plate (metaphase I). The
homologs are pulled toward opposite poles (anaphase I), the results of which are that
each daughter nuclei will contain one of each of the original homologs (telophase I).
The nuclei are now haploid (n) since they contain one-half the number of chromo-
somes present in the parent (2n). However, the total amount of DNA in the nucleus
is not reduced during meiosis I. The reduction of DNA to one-half its normal level
occurs during meiosis II, where nuclear division again takes place, but without the
replication of DNA.

In summary, a number of important things are accomplished during meiosis. Perhaps,
the two that most closely relate to sexuality are (1) the redistribution of genes, which is
accomplished by the crossing over of chromatids (prophase I) and the random distribu-
tion of chromosomes during metaphase I, and (2) the production of four haploid cells
that differ from each other. In addition, the number of chromosomes has been reduced
from the diploid to the haploid state, and each haploid cell has one of each type of chro-
mosomes (e.g., one of the homologs) (Figure 7.3). Some of the stages of meiosis in
actual plant tissue are shown in Figure 7.4.

A gene may have more than one different form and these are called alleles. A
diploid cell (2n) typically has two alleles of the gene. One occurs on each of the
homologous chromosomes that constitute a pair. Following meiosis, each haploid
gamete (n) will have one allele of each gene. The production of the egg (oogenesis)
and sperm (spermatogenesis), which depend upon meiosis, occurs by a process that is
called gametogenesis.
Punnett Square — The Punnett square8 is a grid of small squares that is extremely
helpful in delineating possible combinations of alleles and thus predicting the traits
of offspring. The Punnett square works well for demonstrating how the recombina-
tion and segregation of genes can control a trait, such as the color of some flowers,
which was one of the many traits studied by Mendel (1865)9 in his classic research
with peas (Pisum). It also represents an excellent teaching tool in helping to under-
stand how the circadian period was first shown to be an inherited trait (Bünning,
1932, 1935).

8 A grid that displays the results of a genetic cross was devised by Reginald C. Punnett
(1875–1967), a British geneticist who worked with feather color traits of chickens to sep-
arate male and female chicks soon after hatching.

9 The work of Gregor Mendel (1822–1884) is discussed extensively in most introductory
biology books and will not be elaborated upon here. The background knowledge already
acquired from this essay about meiosis, chromosomes, and genes was not known when
Mendel conducted his experiments. What are now called dominant and recessive “genes”
were referred to as dominant and recessive “characters” by Mendel.
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FIGURE 7.3. A generalized scheme for meiosis commencing with interphase and ending
with telophase II.
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Biologists have often used individual letters of the alphabet to denote alleles, an
uppercase letter for a dominant trait (e.g., A) and a lowercase letter for a recessive
trait (e.g., a).10 As has already been stated, individuals possess two alleles of a gene.
Individuals may be homozygous, in which case the two identical alleles are noted by
identical letters of the same case (AA or aa) or, they may be heterozygous (Aa). The
genetic composition represented by the two alleles is referred to as the genotype (e.g.,
AA or Aa), while the trait that is expressed is called the phenotype (e.g., eye or hair
color, smooth skin, etc.) (Figure 7.5). In addition to the use of letters to denote alleles,

FIGURE 7.4. Various stages of
meiosis illustrated by light
micrographs (480	) for a Lily
(Lilium). Individual cells in (A)
early prophase, (B) prometa-
phase I, (C) metaphase, (D)
anaphase I, (E) prophase II, (F)
metaphase II, and (G) tetrad
products of meiosis (each of the
four cells with a nucleus with a
haploid (n) number of chromo-
somes).

10 In a monohybrid cross (single trait), the trait that appears in the F1 (first filial generation)
is called the dominant trait. The recessive trait reappears in the F2 (see Figure 7.5B).
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geneticists use the letter P to indicate the parental generation and the letter F1 for the
first filial (offspring) generation and F2 for the second filial generation. 

When Mendel examined the trait for flower color of peas (Pisum), he found a domi-
nant trait and a recessive trait. The genotypic ratio of the F2 was 1:2:1 and a phenotypic
ratio was 3:1. The 3:1 phenotypic ratio was indicative of the dominance of the purple trait
over the recessive white trait.

The nuclei of cells that produce gametes (sperm and egg) undergo a special
type of division called meiosis which results in two daughter cells having only
half as many chromosomes (n) as the mother cell (2n). When the nucleus divides
(mitosis) in other types of cells, the chromosomes are replicated and each of the
two daughter cells receives the same number of chromosomes (2n) and genes as
were present in the mother cell.11

One of the first reports of a daily periodicity in cell division was based upon
studies with the root tips of onion (Allium cepa) bulbs (Kellicott, 1904), wherein
nuclear division is relatively easy to observe (Figure 7.6). However, many of the
early studies with onion and other species of plants did not include constant envi-
ronmental conditions and long series of sampling times. In 1973, a study of mito-
sis in the development of stomata12 in epidermal tissue of onion (Allium cepa)

11 As in prokaryotes (e.g., bacteria), mitochondria and chloroplasts contain DNA, but the
transmission of mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes to daughter cells occurs during
cytokinesis. During cytokinesis, these organelles divide by being “pinched” into two
parts. Each daughter cell must receive at least one new mitochondrion or chloroplast to
have the genome to reproduce these organelles.

12 Stomata is the plural for stoma (Greek, stoma � mouth) and refers to small pores, each
of which is formed between two specialized cells, called guard cells. These pores are
located in the epidermis (outer layer of tissue) of leaves and allow gases to move into
(e.g., CO2) and out of (e.g., water vapor) the plant. The movement of water vapor out of
plants, called transpiration, displays a circadian rhythm (Nixon, et al., 1987).

FIGURE 7.5. Punnett Square illus-
trating the recombination of
genes in the F1 (A) and F2 (B)
generations. Note the differences
in genotype and phenotype ratios
are found in F2, but not in F1.
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showed circadian variations in LD for both asymmetrical (involved with length-
ening) and symmetrical (involved with widening) divisions (Zeiger & Cardemil,
1973). Our analysis of these data detected both a 12-h and a 24-h period (Figure
7.7) with peaks occurring at 15:00 h and 03:00 h for symmetrical division and a
single peak between 21:00 h and 00:00 h (during darkness) for asymmetrical
mitoses, which is when the greatest elongation rate is usually observed in stem
growth of higher plants (cf. Millet & Bonnet, 1990; Bertram & Karlsen, 1994).
Studies of the shoot apices from seedlings of an annual weed (Chenopodium
rubrum) monitored in continuous light and temperature indicate that circadian
mitotic rhythms, at least in some plants, could be endogenous (King, 1975),
although some questions about the circadian nature of the clocking mechanism
remain to be answered (Hillman, 1976).

The vast amount of literature on the topic, especially in the area of medicine,
underscores the importance of cell division and proliferation in matters pertaining
especially to the treatment of cancer and bone-marrow procedures (see Chapter 11
on Clinical Medicine). Circadian rhythms of cell division and mitotic indices for
various tissues in a number of animal species, including humans, have been well

FIGURE 7.6. Various stages of
mitosis can be seen in cells of an
onion (Alium cepa) root tip. (A)
Longitudinal section of onion
root tip (120x). Individual cells
(480x) in: prophase (B),
metaphase (C), anaphase (D),
telophase (E), and cell division
(cytokinesis) (F) (courtesy of
Mark Sanders, Program Director,
Imaging Center, University of
Minnesota).
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documented (cf. Scheving et al., 1984). A few examples of peak times for mitotic
rhythms in humans are presented in Table 7.2. A review of a large number of stud-
ies shows a peak in DNA synthesis (S-phase) in the epidermal13 tissue of humans
around 14:00 h, while the bulk of the cell division (M-phase) occurs between
22:00 h and 02:00 h (Brown, 1991).14 Interestingly, rats and mice, which are noc-
turnal, display the same sequencing in their epidermal mitotic circadian rhythms
as is found in diurnally active humans. That is, the peaks occur during the same
portions of their activity regime (S-phase peaks in mid-activity, while M-phase
peaks at the beginning of the resting span) (Figure 7.8).

13 Epidermis (Greek epi on � derma skin) is an outer layer of tissue, which in flowering
plants, is a single layer that arises from the protoderm (primary meristem). In animals,
epidermal tissues form the outer covering of the body, as well as that of the digestive tract
and lungs.

14 A diagram of cell-cycle stages appears at the top of Figure 7.3 (discussed later).

FIGURE 7.7. Circadian patterns in
the mitotic index in the epider-
mis of the cotyledon of Alium
cepa seedlings during 137–159 h
after germination. Asymmetrical
mitoses, peaking during dark-
ness, are associated with elonga-
tion, while symmetrical mitoses
result in widening of the cotyle-
don. (Our analysis of data in
Table 2 in Zeigler & Cardemill,
1973).

TABLE 7.2. Peak times for mitotic phases in various tissues in humans.
Cell-cycle variable Site 24-h peak (h)a Reference

S-phase (3HTdr uptake) Rectal mucosa 07:04 (03:20–11:28) Buchi et al., 1991
S-phase (3HTdr uptake) Bone marrow 11:21 (09:16–13:28) Mauer, 1965
S-phase (cells) Bone marrow 13:04 (09:32–16:04) Smaaland et al., 1991
G1/S-phase (Cyclin E) Oral mucosa 14:59 (14:08–15:48) Bjarnason et al., 1999
M-phase (mitotic index) Bone marrow 21:09 (19:08–23:12) Mauer, 1965
M-phase (Cyclin B1) Oral mucosa 21:13 (18:36–23:56) Bjarnason et al., 1999
Mitoses (mitotic index) Skin 00:00–03:00 Scheving, 1959
Mitoses (mitotic index) Skin 00:00–03:00 Fisher, 1968

a95% confidence limits in parentheses (…) if peak determined by cosinor analysis.
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FIGURE 7.8. Epidermal mitotic rhythms in nocturnally active rodents and diurnally active
humans are similarly timed in relation to the rest-activity cycle. Dark bar (Lights off) �
activity span for rodents, resting span for humans. Rhythm p value �0.01 for each series,
Ø � acrophase (peak of fitted 24-h cosine) computed from local midnight (bottom) or from
awakening (top, in bold) (Our analysis of data from Tables 1–6 in a literature summary by
Brown, 1991).
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Fewer studies have been done on possible rhythms in meiosis. A 24-h rhyth-
mic pattern in meiosis has been recorded in male mice (Rienstein et al., 1998).
Meiotic indices (% of cells in first meiotic division and % of spermatids) in testes
of mice living in an LD14:10 cycle showed highest values in the first half of the
light (resting) span and lowest values in early dark (onset of activity). Interest-
ingly, after 15 days in continuous light (LL) a 12-h cycle was detected, but not a
24-h cycle, possibly implicating the importance of a 24-h LD cycle as a gating
mechanism that controls the approximate 12-day overall meiotic process in these
mice. However, after more than 2 weeks in free-running conditions, individual
mice may also have become desynchronized from each other.

A unique situation appears to exist, at least in some organisms, between bio-
logical rhythms and cell division. It is known as the circadian-infradian rule, or
the G-E-T effect, since it was demonstrated in three unicellular eukaryotic organ-
isms: Gonyaulax, Euglena, and Tetrahymena. Briefly, this rule states that a cell
cannot produce a circadian output if its generation time is ultradian, but it can do
so if cell division is close to being infradian15 or the cell is not dividing. In multi-
cellular organisms, however, the temporal organization is such that cells of a given
tissue may be in the ultradian mode, but the communication network may be
based upon what is being sent from other tissues that are in the circadian mode (cf.
Hillman, 1976). 

Within the context of this chapter, mitosis is closely allied with develop-
ment, while meiosis is a prerequisite to sexuality that makes possible the
recombination of genes from two individuals. The recombination of genes
resulting in offspring that express circadian periods under free-running condi-
tions was first demonstrated in the 1930s (Bünning, 1932, 1935). Two groups
of bean plants (Phaseolus multiflorus) were selected from a population to have
either short (23-h) or long (26-h) periods in their leaf movements under con-
tinuous darkness and 20°C temperature. When each of the two groups of plants
was “selfed” (i.e., sperm and egg were from plants having the same period) for
four successive generations, the periods of the progeny (offspring) continued to
be the same as that of their parents (Figure 7.9A). In other words, the trait for
periodicity was homozygous (Gr. homos � same; zygotos � yoked, joined
together). However, when Bünning crossed plants having short periods (23 h)
with plants having long periods (26 h), the F1 generation had intermediate
periods (Figure 7.9B). 

The expression of a trait in the F1 generation that is intermediate differs from
what Mendel observed for the color of flowers and the condition of the seed coat
for peas (see Essay 7.2). Students of genetics interpret this to mean that both the
short period (t23) and the long period (t26) were dominant traits. When the F1

plants were selfed, the F2 generation displayed close to the predicted 1:2:1 ratio
for both the genotype and phenotype (Figure 7.9B). The actual data presented
by Bünning (1935) are shown in Figure 7.10. The results from this study with

15 Note: an infradian mode can be induced by variables such as changes in temperature or
nutrition (Ehret, 1980).
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beans provided the first scientific demonstration that circadian periodicity is an
inherited trait.

By the early 1970s, the location of mutations on chromosomes that control
periodicity had been reported for animals, fungi, and plants. In the case of fruit
flies, the expression of periodicity has been identified for ultradian, circadian, and
infradian rhythms (cf. Hall, 1994). Results from studies with both the period
(per)16 gene of Drosophila and the frequency (frq) gene of Neurospora show that
the mRNA oscillates with a circadian periodicity, as does the PER protein that
results from the per gene expression (Hardin et al., 1992; Aronson et al., 1994;
Iwasaki & Thomas, 1997). In humans, the relative RNA expression of hper1 and
hBmal1 in oral mucosa and in skin also have a circadian expression, peaking after
awakening and late in the evening, respectively (Bjarnason et al., 2001). The peak
in hper1 expression coincides with a peak in cells in the G1-phase and precedes
the peak in cells in S-phase of the mitotic cycle, while the peak in hBmal1 coin-
cides with the peak for cells in M-phase of the mitotic cycle in human oral mucosa
(Figure 7.11) (Bjarnason et al., 1999).

FIGURE 7.9. (A) Punnett square illustrating the F1 generation following the cross of plants
that produce short circadian periods with plants that produce long circadian periods. The
homozygous dominant alleles are presented here as t23 t23 and t26 t26. Note: In this instance,
we have not chosen letters, rather the two alleles are represented as t23 and t26. Based upon
the actual results of Bünning experiments (Bünning, 1935), there was a lack of dominance
and all members of the F1 display an intermediate circadian periodicity. (B) Punnett square
illustrating the F2 generation following the selfing of F1 plants. The heterozygous alleles
are presented here as t23 t26. The homozygous alleles are t23 t23 and t26 t26. Both the genotype
and phenotype are present in a 1:2:1 ratio. One-fourth of the plants display short circadian
period, one-half of the population has an intermediate circadian period and one-fourth has
a long circadian period (Bünning, 1935).

16 Per and frq are names of specific clock genes that control circadian rhythms and are writ-
ten in italics.
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FIGURE 7.10. Bünning’s genetic results illustrating the percent of bean plants (Phaseolus mul-
tiforus) having various free-running periods in constant darkness (DD). (A) Two populations
(n � 10), one having shorter than 24-h periods and the other having longer than 24-h periods;
(B) The F1 generation from crossing 23-h period females with 26-h period males (solid
line) or crossing 23-h period males with 26-h period females (dashed line) (n � 20/group);
(C) The F2 generation showing the actual results (solid line) and the predicted theoretical
results (dashed line) after self-pollination (n � 40/group) (redrawn from Figures 3, 4, and
5 of Bünning, 1935).

Sex and Reproduction: The Difference 

From general biology, one learns that sex is the combination of genes from two
cells, while reproduction is the formation or development of an individual, or in
some cases, the formation of various structures, such as organelles, cells, tissues
and organs. The process of reproduction that includes sex is called sexual repro-
duction, an important feature in genetic diversity and evolution. 

FIGURE 7.11. Circadian expres-
sion of clock genes in humans.
Relative RNA expression of
hPer1 and hBmal1 in oral mucosa
coincides with progression of cell
cycle events (G1 and M). Data
from 4-h tissue biopsies from
eight healthy men normalized
from 0 to 1, with highest value �
1. Dark bar � sleep and/or rest
(redrawn from Figure 4 in
Bjarnason et al., 2001).
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Sexual reproduction involves the production of haploid cells17 called gametes
(Greek gamein � to marry) that are known as sperm and eggs (or ova). In mam-
mals they are produced by germ cells in the testes and ovaries. Without meiosis,
the fusing of sperm and egg would result in the doubling of chromosomes, but
with meiosis, the fusing restores the original chromosome number of the parent
cells. Fertilization is the union of the nucleus of the haploid egg (n) with the
nucleus of the haploid sperm (n) to form a diploid zygote (2n) (Greek zygõtos �
joined together), a single-celled structure that marks the beginning of an individ-
ual and is followed by the process of reproduction and the formation of an embryo
(Figure 7.12). This process is typical of most organisms, although in flowering
plants, a second sperm is involved. One sperm fuses with an egg and the other
fuses with two additional nuclei to produce a food source for the developing
embryo (see Essay 7.3).

Essay 7.3 (by WLK): Artificial Hybridization and How Sex Produces Both
“Lunch” and an Embryo

The male and female parts of flowers, such as the Lily (Figure 7.13) are conspicuous
and relatively easy to observe. However, the studies by Mendel with peas (Pisum)

FIGURE 7.12. Fertilization and reproduction in
mammals.

17 Haploid (1n) cells have single sets of chromosomes in their nuclei, whereas in diploid
(2n) cells, the chromosomes occur in pairs (see Essay 12.2).
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18 The history or life cycle of plants may include an alternation of generations. In plants,
such as certain moss species, both the gametophyte (phyte � Greek word for plant phyton)

FIGURE 7.13. Flower of lilies (Lilium sp.) showing male and female structures (see Essay
7.3). Photo by R. Sothern.

and Bünning with beans (Phaseolus) relied upon flowers in which the male (sta-
mens) and female (carpels) parts are enclosed by the petals until after fertilization,
thus reducing the chances for cross-pollination by other plants. The flower, repro-
ductive structures (stamens and carpels) and the fruit are shown for a pea in Figure
7.14. Fertilization in flowering plants is much different than that which occurs in
humans and other animals. Perhaps, the biggest difference is that two sperms are
involved, a process known as double fertilization. When a pollen grain from the
anther (Figure 7.15A) lands upon the stigma (Figure 7.15B), the generative cell
divides to produce two sperms. The pollen tube grows down the style and the two
sperms are discharged into the embryo sac (Figure 7.15C).18 One fuses with the egg,
forming the diploid zygote (2n) and subsequently the embryo. The other sperm fuses
with the polar nuclei, a union that leads to a type of cellular “lunch box” known as
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the endosperm. This 3n tissue19 serves as a food supply for the embryo and is the
white-colored material you see in popcorn (Figure 7.16). In the immature fruit of
grains, such as oats and corn, it is a milk-like substance. While we are able to easily
see the starchy endosperm in the fruits of corn and oats, in plants such as peas and
beans, the endosperm has been absorbed and not visible by the time that the fruit and
seed20 are mature. 

FIGURE 7.14. A pea (Pisum) from flower to fruit and seed: (A) flower, (B) parts of petals
removed to show stamens with anthers, (C) stigma and style of carpel (anthers removed), (D)
senescence of petals, (E) developing fruit, and (F) mature fruit (legume) opened to show seeds.

generation (1n tissue) and the sporophyte (2n tissue) generation are visible to the naked eye.
However, in flowering plants, the male gametophyte is the pollen grain and female gameto-
phyte is the embryo sac, both of which must be viewed under magnification (microscope).

19 Note: The sperm is 1n and when it fuses with the two polar nuclei (1n � 1n), the result is
a triploid nucleus (3n).

20 A fruit is a mature ovary and a seed is a mature ovule. When one sows corn, it is the entire
fruit that is being planted (e.g., the wall of the ovary and seed coat are fused, forming a
fruit called a grain or caryopsis). In the case of peas and beans, the seeds are located in a
pod, a type of fruit that botanists call a legume.
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FIGURE 7.15. Reproductive parts of a flower illustrating: (A) the stamen, (B) the carpel, and
(C) the pollen tube and embryo sac.

FIGURE 7.16. Popcorn (Zea) illus-
trates the result of double fertiliza-
tion: one sperm fertilized an egg
that developed into an embryo,
while a second sperm fused with the
polar nuclei and produced the
endosperm, which is seen as the
white portion in corn that is popped.
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The diagram in Figure 7.15B illustrates an ovary that contains one ovule. However,
the ovary of the pea and bean plant contains many ovules, each of which has an egg
and polar nuclei that are fertilized by sperm. Therefore, when geneticists conduct arti-
ficial hybridization experiments, as did Mendel and Bünning, each embryo will have
alleles of genes that may or may not be the same as found in other embryos located
within the same ovary.

Numerous biological rhythms are associated with pollination and fertilization, from
the movements of petals that surround reproductive parts (stamens and carpels) to the
emission of volatile substances that attract pollinators (see Chapter 8 on Agriculture and
Natural Resources). Even the growing tip of the pollen tube and the calcium content
within it oscillate (Figure 7.17).

Asexual Reproduction

It would be easy to assume that the egg and sperm are necessary for reproduction,
but asexual reproduction (without sex) is common in plants, fungi, bacteria, and
even some animals. A cyclic asexual reproductive process in the fungus
Neurospora crassa has provided one of the most important systems for studying
the mechanisms of circadian clocks (see Chapter 5 on Models). During a stage in
the life history of Neurospora, haploid cells known as conidia (spores) germinate
and produce new haploid organisms (see Essay 7.4). 

FIGURE 7.17. Pollen tube growth (essential for sexual reproduction) and free calcium
(Ca��) (essential for this process) show “in phase” ultradian oscillations at the tip of a
pollen tube in Lilium longiflorum (redrawn from Figure 1 in Holdaway-Clarke et al.,
1997).
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21 Neurospora crassa should not be confused with Rhizopus stolonifer, the black bread
mold that belongs to the phylum Zygomycota.

Essay 7.4 (by WLK): An Abbreviated Life History of Neurospora crassa

Neurospora crassa is a pink mold that belongs to a group (phylum, from Greek phylon �
class, race, or stock) of fungi known as the Ascomycota, the sac (ascus) fungi (Greek
askos � bladder). Sometimes it can be found on bread21 or as a contaminant in many
laboratories. Neurospora is credited with initiating the foundations for biochemical
genetics and molecular biology (cf. Davis & Perkins, 2002). The life history of Neu-
rospora can be viewed as a cycle (cf. Fincham & Day, 1965), starting and ending with
spores in an ascus (pl � asci) (see Figure 7.18). These spores are called ascospores and
represent one of the three types of spores produced. When an ascospore lands on a suit-
able substrate, it germinates and gives rise to a filamentous strand called a hypha (pl �
hyphae). Soon, a mass of hyphae, which is now called the mycelium, is produced. Both
the ascospores and the hyphae that they produce have names or labels that signify sex-
uality or potential mating strains. Often, one of the strains is referred to as the male,
micro, or � type, while the other is referred to as the female, macro, or � type. Mor-
phologically, the two are indistinguishable.

Under natural environmental conditions, hyphal development may proceed along two
different paths of reproduction: sexual or asexual. In the case of asexual reproduction,

FIGURE 7.18. Life history of Neurospora crassa. See Essay 7.4 for a description of events.
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the undifferentiated vegetative (white) hyphae can differentiate to form aerial (upright)
structures, which are pinkish or yellow-orange in color. The aerial hyphae give rise to
spores called conidia, and depending upon the potential mating type, either microconi-
dia or macroconidia. When the conidia are dispersed, they germinate, produce hyphae,
and form mycelia. This asexual cycle, which can keep recurring, is the one that has been
used in the laboratory for studying circadian rhythms.

The sexual path commences with the transfer of nuclei from the parent, which may be
a microconidium, a macroconidium, or a section of hypha. Meanwhile, female hyphae
develop coil-like branches and produce an outer mantle (protoperithecium) in which
arise multinucleates containing ascogonia with protruding trichogynes. If you remember
the story of a women named Rapunzel who let out her hair from a tower window for her
lover to climb and reach her chamber, you will remember the trichogynes (Gr. trich �
hair, gyne � women). They are spike-like hairs where the male can come in contact with
the female for the exchange of nuclei. 

The cell walls of Neurospora hyphae have pores (septate hyphae) that allow for the
movement of nuclei. Thus, more than one nucleus may be found in a hyphal cell. Follow-
ing the transfer of nuclei to the archegonium, developing hyphae cells contain nuclei from
both parents, but since fusion has not occurred, the status is known as the dikaryotic stage.
The protoperithecium develops into a flask-like fruiting body called the perithecium.
Here, the tips of some hyphae form a hook called a crozier and seal off the two ends of the
subapical cell leaving it to have two nuclei, one from each parent. This cell is the begin-
ning of the ascus, where, following the fusion of nuclei (karyogamy), meiosis, and subse-
quent mitotic division, an ascus containing eight ascospores is produced.

The asexual formation of these spores continues with a circadian period when
maintained in glass tubes for days (see Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1), and later each gen-
eration of organisms can be monitored and assayed for chemical components. To
study the circadian clock, the medium at one end of the tube is inoculated with a
suspension of conidia spores. After a day in LL, the location of the “growing” front
of mycelium is marked on the outside of the glass and the tube is transferred to DD.
This sets the rhythm (clock) to be at a given circadian time (CT12), and the
mycelium that will subsequently be produced develops as an undifferentiated mass
of hyphae advancing along the tube. Later, morphological differentiation is induced
in the form of “aerial-oriented” hyphae that produce spores. The entire asexual
process from the undifferentiated to the differentiated stage of development is rhyth-
mic and recurs with a free-running period of about 21.5 h (cf. Gooch et al., 2004). 

Courtship and Mating

Prior to fertilization, most species of animals engage in mating or courtship22

behavior, which brings together the potential parents, and subsequently, the two
gametes. Usually, courtship precedes mating and is typical for many species of

22 Unlike in the past century, the uses of the terms courtship and courting in conversational
English have been replaced by other terms (e.g., dating). Briefly, courtship (noun) refers
to the act of courting, while to court (verb) relates to various social activities that precede
engagement, marriage, or mating. 
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animals from insects to mammals. For humans, the romance of courtship has been
portrayed in the theater, as well as in “old-time” films, by a male singing to his
female in waiting. In reality, this type of courtship behavior is rare in modern soci-
ety. However, for the male fruit fly, a “song” is part of the courtship ritual that pre-
cedes mating and involves a series of behavioral movements. A number of
courtship genes has been identified and used as a means to better understand the
process of courtship and mating in these insects (Drosophila)23 (Hall, 1994). Both
sexual orientation24 and courtship behavior of male Drosophila are regulated by a
gene called fruitless (fru), which functions specifically in the central nervous sys-
tem (Ryner et al., 1996). Courtship for fruit flies does not occur in flight, but
instead the male orients toward the female and will follow her if she is walking.
During one of a series of maneuvers that includes tapping her with his
forewings, the male fruit fly extends one of his wings (see Figure 2.11 in Chap-
ter 2 on General Features of Rhythms), and by its vibration, produces a species-
specific courtship “love song.” For D. melanogaster, pulses of tone are produced at
intervals of about 34 ms, with about one minute between series of pulses (Kyriacou
& Hall, 1980). This expression of an ultradian courtship rhythm is controlled by
the per gene, the same gene that regulates the circadian rhythms of eclosion25 and
locomotor activity (Konopka & Benzer, 1971). The ultradian and circadian
expressions of periodicity parallel each other. In other words, the per allele that
has a shorter circadian period (pers) also has a shorter ultradian period (about 41.5
s), and the per allele that has a longer circadian period (perl) has a longer ultradian
period (about 82.1 s) (Kyriacou & Hall, 1980).

In mayflies (Ephemeroptera [ephemera � short-lived; ptera � wings]), their
adult life revolves solely on sexuality: no food, no drink, only copulation. Prior to
their sexual adult stage (imago), they live underwater as larvae. The adults, on the
other hand, are terrestrial and live for only a short span of time, often less than a
day. Their mouthparts are considered to be nonfunctional and they do not appear
to feed. The form (morphology) of their large front wings is fan-like, consisting of
a series of corrugations and well-adapted to the nuptial flights,26 which involve
flying upward and then coasting or gently flying downward (cf. Edmunds &

23 Drosophila melanogaster is one of the important organisms used in genetic studies
because of its small size, short generation time (e.g., 25 generations in one year), ease
of culture, and an extensive background of information that is known about this
organism. 

24 Fru (fruitless) mutant males show abnormal or absent later steps of courtship (e.g.,
singing, copulation) and are sterile. They court both males and females, and when
grouped together, each male courts and is courted. Females are not affected by fru muta-
tions (Ryner et al., 1996).

25 The life history of the fly includes four prominent stages and occurs in the following
sequence: egg, larva, pupa, and adult. Eclosion occurs when the adult fly emerges from
the pupal case.

26 Perhaps, you remember how you can fold an ordinary sheet of paper to be strong enough
to be a fan or be able to extend a retractable carpenter’s ruler out to a great distance. Sim-
ilarly, the corrugations that give the may fly wing a fan-like form, provide strength.
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Traver, 1954). Generally, a female will fly into a swarm of males, whereupon she
is seized by a male and copulation commences; this lasts in the range of 10–40 s
in a number of species (cf. Morgan, 1913; Cooke, 1940; Brink, 1957). The emer-
gence of the adult is cyclic, occurring at approximately the same time each year.
After mating and the laying of eggs (oviposition), the adults die (see Chapter 8 on
Natural Resources and Agriculture). 

Photoperiodism and Sexuality

The occurrence of courtship and mating for many groups of animals is rhythmic,27

associated with the seasons of the year, and thus, with photoperiodism. In these
animals, a number of physiological and structural changes occur during and prior
to courtship and mating. Among the more common examples are the development
of larger gonads in birds, formation of antlers in deer, migration of fish to spawn,
and estrus in mammals (e.g., sheep and goats). 

Because of the dominating influence of the biology of humans in the life sci-
ences, it is not too uncommon to overlook the topic of photoperiodism in the study
of biological rhythms, especially in matters pertaining to sexuality. However, the
use of the term “sexuality” is not restricted to humans and other animals. It
appeared in the title of one of the first papers to emphasize the role of daylength
(photoperiod) in reproduction (Tournois, 1914), a paper that focused not on ani-
mals, but on the flowering of plants. 

Diet

In addition to photoperiodism, chemical signals from the natural food supply may
also influence reproduction. For example, it was originally noted that chemical
signals in actively growing plant food resources may act as a reproductive trig-
gering stimulus, as was shown for a natural population of montane meadow voles
(Microtus montanus) that were fed sprouted wheat grass in the winter (Negus &
Berger, 1971). A melatonin-related compound, 6-MBOA (6-methoxybenzazoli-
none), which occurs naturally in the actively growing food supply, was identified
and shown to increase ovarian weight when fed to laboratory mice (Sanders et al.,
1971). When voles were fed rolled oats coated with 6-MBOA in the winter non-
breeding season, there was a dramatic increase in the pregnancy rate in females
and in testicular size in the males (Berger et al., 1971). This cueing mechanism
was suggested as more profitable for reproductive effort than photoperiod among
herbivorous species that live less than a year or species that inhabit highly unpre-
dictable environments, such as rabbits, kangaroos, desert rodents, and other
microtine rodents (Berger et al., 1981). 

In addition to tall fescue grass or winter wheat, a variety of other edible plants
(e.g., rice, sweet corn, oats, Japanese radish) have also been shown to contain

27 There is evidence that circadian rhythms in sexual behavior are reversed for some diur-
nal and nocturnal species, such as the rat (Mahoney & Smale, 2005).
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significant levels of melatonin, suggesting that ingestion of sufficient quantities
of these foods may influence the physiological processes and reproductive events
in other animals, including humans (Hattori et al., 1995).

Flowers 

Events and rituals in our society associated with sexuality and reproduction, such
as birth, marriage, and courtship, are often acknowledged with gifts of flowers.
While flowers may serve as expressions of love, honor, and remembrance for
humans, they are a representation of sexuality and reproduction that occurs in
about 235,000 species (phylum Anthophyta). Starting with the process of floral
induction and continuing through seed germination, the reproductive phase in the
life history of flowering plants illustrates a spectrum of biological rhythms with
periods that span a range from seconds to over a century (e.g., the intervals between
flowering can span from decades to over 100 years for some species of bamboo). 

Often the production of flowers depends upon interactions between circadian
rhythmicity and photoperiodism. Leaves are the photoreceptors, but the message
must be transferred to growing regions known as apical meristems, which are
located at the tips of shoots and axillary buds. This transition from vegetative
development to reproductive development is rhythmically-controlled in many
species, such as Biloxi soybean (Glycine max) (Figure 4.13 in Chapter 4 on
Photoperiodism) (Hamner, 1960), Japanese morning glory (Pharbitis nil)
(Takimoto & Hamner, 1964), and Chenopodium rubrum (Cumming, 1967, 1969).

Much of the beauty of a flower is contributed to the conspicuous-colored petals,
which are sterile parts, but in terms of sexuality, can serve to attract pollinators. Of
special interest is the fact that the petals of some species open and close over the
course of the 24-h day. The phase of these circadian rhythms differs among
species, a feature that makes possible the floral clocks of nature (see Chapter 3 on
Time). Some plants also rely on odors to attract pollinators and the production of
these volatiles may be rhythmic. Both the opening and closing of flowers and pro-
duction of odor in the Night Blooming Jessamine28 (Cestrum nocturnum) have a
free-running period of 27 h to 28 h (Overland, 1960). Under natural conditions,
the flowers are open at night and the powerful fragrant odor attracts night-flying
insects.

Pollination is followed by fertilization (Figure 7.14) and depends upon the
growth of a pollen tube, in which the two sperm cells are produced. In lily
(Holdaway-Clarke et al., 1997), and perhaps in other species as well, the growth
of the pollen tube displays a high-frequency ultradian rhythm (Figure 7.17).

After fertilization and the development of the embryo, two familiar structures
emerge: the fruit, which is the mature ovary, and the seed, which is a mature
ovule. Both have variables that may display rhythms. For example, changes in the
diameter of the orange (Citrus sinensis cv. Valencia) display a daily rhythm (Elfving

28 This native plant of the Caribbean, also called Jasmine or Lady of the Night, produces a
delicate perfume at night from July to October.
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& Kaufmann, 1972), while seeds of a number of species display an annual rhythm
in germination (Bünning & Müssle, 1951; Ludwig et al., 1982). For seeds to ger-
minate, however, they require the imbibition (uptake) of water and rhythms hav-
ing periods of about a week, month, and a year have been reported for this process
in Phaseolus (Spruyt et al., 1987, 1988).

Finally, the cyclic nature of the many variables that are part of the temporal
organization of sexuality and reproduction in flowering plants depends also upon
the cyclic nature and synchronization of other organisms and the environment.
This includes such things as the activity cycles of insects and other animal polli-
nators, as well as the seasonal time cues of the solar day. In fact, a cyclic environ-
ment is often required for normal development of flower clusters (inflorescence)
(cf. Bünning, 1962).

Rhythmic Phases of Sexual Behavior in Humans

Human sexual behavior involves a network of biological rhythms, ranging from
the ultradian to the infradian. Some are influenced by society and convenience,
while others are associated with recurring biological events. 

Activity

Times of sexual activity can be seen in statistical data that list times when sexual
intercourse more commonly occurs during the day, week, month, and year 
(Table 7.3) (Smolensky & Lamberg, 2000). Monthly changes in estrogens may
enhance a woman’s desire for sexual interactions during midcycle when she is
most likely to conceive (Adams et al., 1978). For men, an increased desire for sex-
ual activity during autumn (fall) may be influenced by an increase in the male sex
hormone testosterone, which also occurs in the fall (Smals et al., 1976; Dabbs,
1990). It is of interest that an increase in birthrate in late summer and early fall
occurs about nine months after the reported late fall and winter peak in human
sexual activity in the USA and in countries at a similar latitude (Roennenberg &
Aschoff, 1990a,b). 

Disease

Several sexually transmitted diseases show a yearly rhythm, with new cases
peaking in summer for genital infections with herpes simplex virus (Sumaya et al.,

TABLE 7.3. Most common times for human sexual intercourse.
Time frame More activity Reference

Day 17:00–23:00 h, 08:00 h Reinberg & Lagoguey, 1978; Leonard & Ross, 1997
Week Weekend (Sat.–Sun.) Udry & Morris, 1970; Palmer et al., 1982
Month Near ovulation Adams et al., 1978
Year Fall Reinberg & Lagoguey, 1978
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1980), in late summer for gonorrhea and trichomonas, and in the fall for
syphilis29 (cf. Smolensky, 1981). Contact between individuals from different
populations has also been reported to synchronize an about10-year cycle in the
annual incidence of primary and secondary syphilis across the USA (Grassly et
al., 2005). Although sexual behavior influences the overall number of people
infected, the 8–11-year cycle in syphilis infection was shown to reflect an intrin-
sic property of the disease itself, since similar cycling was not observed in gon-
orrhea, another sexually transmitted disease that occurs at ten times the rate
observed for syphilis. 

The Menstrual Cycle

The monthly female menstrual cycle of humans is probably the most familiar of
all the cycles that are associated with sexuality.30 While a relatively small number
of women may be aware of their own circadian cycles that are associated with sex-
uality, nearly all are aware of a periodic bleeding (menses or menstruation) from
the uterus that occurs about every four weeks during their reproductive years. The
first bleeding (called menarche) occurs at the onset of puberty, usually when the
female is 11 to 13 years of age, and unless interrupted by pregnancy, disease,
strenuous activity, etc., continues to recur until menopause (about 50 years of
age).

Duration and Phase 

As is the situation for many physiological rhythms, the menstrual cycle includes
a number of phases (Essay 7.5), which are regulated by hormones produced in the
pituitary, hypothalamus, ovaries, follicles, and the corpus luteum (lining of the
uterus) in a continuous feedback loop (Figure 7.19) (Lein, 1979; Reilly, 2000). 

Essay 7.5 (by RBS): Brief Physiology of Menstrual Cycle Events and Phases

By the strict definition presented in Chapter 2, a period represents the length of time
required to complete a cycle. In matters pertaining to the menstrual cycle, however, the
term period is commonly used to denote the phase during which bleeding occurs. Also,
it is customary to count the length of a menstrual cycle beginning with day 1 of men-
struation, a phase (span) that usually lasts 4–5 days. During this span there is blood
loss,31 along with discharge of the surface of the endometrial lining of the uterus. When

29 Syphilis infection most likely occurs in late summer since the onset of symptoms leading
to a diagnosis of syphilis requires several weeks after contact. 

30 In chronobiology, the term “circatrigintan” for cycles of about 30 days is sometimes pre-
ferred over “menstrual” because some aspects of the system are found in postmenopausal
and premenopausal females (cf. Haus and Touitou, 1992).

31 Normal blood loss is about 40 ml (range 25–65 ml), but in some instances can be more
or less (Reilly, 2000).
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menses ceases, estrogen production by the ovaries increases to renew the endometrial
lining, while follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) from the pituitary stimulates the mat-
uration of an ovum (and occasionally more than one). This is called the follicular phase
of the menstrual cycle. During this time span, body temperature and progesterone lev-
els are decreasing. 

When estrogen, in a form called estradiol (E2), reaches a certain level, usually about
mid-cycle (day 14), it causes the hypothalamus to produce a sharp increase in luteiniz-
ing hormone (LH), which triggers the release of a mature egg from the follicle.32 There
is also a slight dip in body temperature at mid-cycle that is associated with the release
of the egg. The mature egg is received by the fallopian tube and moves down to the
uterus. This begins the luteal phase or second half of the menstrual cycle, wherein FSH
and LH levels drop dramatically, estrogen levels decrease by half, body temperature
rises and progesterone also increases, being produced by the lining of the altered folli-
cle, now called the corpus luteum (Latin luteus � saffron-yellow). 

For conception to occur, an egg needs to be fertilized within 24 h of its release from
the ovary (Reilly, 2000). If fertilization occurs, the ovum embeds itself in the lining

FIGURE 7.19. Generalized scheme for levels of hormones during a typical menstrual cycle
(composite figure derived from Dyrenfurth et al., 1974; Lein, 1979; and Reilly, 2000).

32 Usually the two ovaries alternate in releasing an egg.
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(endometrium) of the uterus and starts developing. However, if fertilization does not
occur, the corpus luteum will begin to regress by day 21, progesterone and estrogen
levels begin to fall, the unfertilized egg passes from the body “unnoticed,” and about
two-thirds of the lining of the endometrium breaks down and is shed during the start of
menstruation on day 28 (Reilly, 2000; Smolensky & Lamberg, 2001). This bleeding
marks the beginning of a new cycle, with a renewed increase in FSH to promote folli-
cle development and the next ovarian cycle.33

A large number of variables, such as hormones, tissues, and cells that are part
of the ovarian and uterine system, oscillate in synchrony with the menstrual cycle.
Furthermore, a number of variables also display both 24-h and monthly rhythms
(Table 7.4). It is interesting that the occurrence of hot flashes (internal sensations
of upper body heat) that are associated with hormone fluctuations during the ces-
sation of the menstrual cycle (menopause) and with surgically-induced menopause
show a circadian rhythm, with a major peak in the late afternoon and evening, a
time when body temperature itself is normally highest (Albright et al., 1989;
Freedman et al., 1995). A minor secondary peak is often evident in the morning
near awakening.

While the length of most menstrual cycles ranges from 25–30 days (mean from
21 studies � 29.495 days), it is not uncommon for cycles to be longer or shorter
than this range (Presser, 1974). The length of the menstrual cycle can differ
among individuals and even for the same individual (Figure 7.20) (cf. Sothern
et al., 1993). In one study, nearly half (46%) of women, ages 18–40 years, who
recorded four or more cycles and reported that they were “regular,” had cycle
lengths that differed by 7 days or more, while 20% had a range that differed by
14 days or more (Creinin et al., 2004). Some of these inter- and intra-subject dif-
ferences in cycle length can be related to the age of an individual (Figure 7.21),
the sequence of consecutive cycles, time of year, physical activity, stress, health,
changing time zones, etc. The mean length appears to be longer near menarche
and menopause and shorter and more consistent in between (Figure 7.21)

33 A woman ovulates about 400 times during her reproductive years (Smolensky & 
Lamberg, 2001).

TABLE 7.4. Timing of variables that show both 24-h and monthly rhythms in women.
Variablea 24-h peak (h) Reference(s) Monthlyb peak Reference

FSH 05:12–06:20 Haus et al., 1988 Mid-follicular Dyrenfurth et al., 1974
Estrogen 04:20–13:24 Haus et al., 1988 Late-follicular Dyrenfurth et al., 1974
LH 02:40–04:12 Haus et al., 1988 Mid-cycle Dyrenfurth et al., 1974
Progesterone 07:24–12:08 Haus et al., 1988 Mid-luteal Dyrenfurth et al., 1974
Temperature Late afternoon Baker et al., 2001 Mid-luteal Dyrenfurth et al., 1974
Pulse Afternoon-early Hermida, 1999 Mid- to late luteal Engel & Hildebrandt,

evening 1974
Blood pressure Afternoon and Hermida, 1999 Late luteal Engel & Hildebrandt,

early evening 1974

aFSH � follicle-stimulating hormone; LH � luteinizing hormone.
bMonthly � one menstrual cycle.
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(Presser, 1974). In addition, cycle lengths are 3 days, on average, in January (win-
ter) than in the April (spring) (Reilly & Binkley, 1981). Activities such as working
at odd hours, rapidly changing time zones, stress, and illness can also alter the
length of the menstrual cycle and/or result in anovulatory cycles (no egg
released). Variations in menstrual cycle length could have clinical impact on con-
traceptive practice and research and pregnancy-related care (Creinin et al., 2004),
and possibly other treatments.

The duration of specific phases within the menstrual cycle may also differ. The
length of the follicular (preovulatory) phase is more variable than the length of the
luteal (postovulatory) phase, which is shorter and consistently close to 14 days in
length (Presser, 1974). This can be seen in Figure 7.22, where a woman’s body-
temperature patterns over three cycles of differing lengths (23 days, 27 days, or
31 days) are aligned either forward (poor alignment during luteal phase) or back-
ward (better alignment during luteal phase) from the onset of menstruation (cf.
Sothern et al., 1993).

While 28 days are often viewed as the average length of the cycle, results from
studies indicate that the mean or median of the menstrual cycle is about 29.5 days,
which are the same as the period for the lunar cycle (Cutler, 1980; McClintock,
1971). Because of the similarity between a physical and biological periodicity,
one could question if there is also a correlation between phases. In fact, there are
results from some studies that suggest a possible relationship between the two.
When a large population of women who were not using birth control pills
recorded the onset of menses for 14 weeks, ovulation tended to be more prevalent

FIGURE 7.20. Variation in menstrual cycle length and accompanying body temperature over
three consecutive menstrual periods in a healthy woman (age 45 years) (depiction of sub-
set of data presented in Sothern et al., 1993).
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during the dark phase of the lunar cycle (i.e., near new Moon), with menses (flow)
commencing during the light half of the lunar cycle, near full Moon in a majority
of the women (Cutler, 1980). This phase relationship between the lunar and
menstrual cycle stages is especially evident in apes and monkeys, which also have
menstrual cycles.34

FIGURE 7.21. Variations in the mean length of menstrual cycle by age (data from Table 4 in
Presser, 1974). Note: cycle lengths are very irregular during both postmenarchal and pre-
menopausal years.
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34 Females of various other mammalian species have a sexual cycle where estrus occurs
several times a year. Some examples for average cycle length include: chimpanzee, 36
days; red howler monkey, 29.5 days; lowland gorilla, 28–38 days; marmoset, 28.3 days;
macaque, 27–29 days; rhesus monkey, 28 days; capuchin monkey, 21 days; black-handed
spider monkey, 20–23 days; sow, 21days; cow, 20 days; ewe, 16 days; guinea pig, 15
days; rat and mouse, 4–6 days; dog, 2/year (cf., Reinberg & Ghata, 1962; Wright & Bush,
1977; Shaikh et al., 1978; Jenkin et al., 1980; Dahl et al., 1987; Harter & Erkert, 1993;
Herrick et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2001). 
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FIGURE 7.22. Morning body temperatures over menstrual cycles of different lengths reveal
better alignment with second half of cycle when arranged backward from onset of men-
struation (� day 0) (depiction of subset of data presented in Sothern et al., 1993).
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Social Synchronization 

One of the many interesting features of the menstrual cycle is social synchro-
nization, whereby the phases of the rhythms of several individuals become syn-
chronized. This has been documented for female room-mates and close friends
attending college (McClintock, 1971) and universities (Graham & McGrew,
1980; Quadagno et al., 1981) and also among females having close associations
in other types of institutions (e.g., prison, work groups) and within families. Var-
ious statistical tests have shown that factors other than close associations (e.g.,
photoperiod, food,) are not causing the synchronization. Apparently, the syn-
chronization is dependent upon socialization, and indications are that the causal
agent is an odor or volatile substance belonging to a group of chemicals known
as pheromones.35

When axillary secretions were obtained from female donors and subsequently
applied just under the nose on the upper lips of female recipients,36 menstrual
cycle synchrony often occurred between recipients and donor (Preti et al., 1986;
Quadagno et al., 1981). There may be multiple pheromones with opposing effects,
since axillary compounds from donors in their follicular phase produced a short-
ening of the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle in recipient women, but a
lengthening of the follicular phase, and hence a longer cycle, was found in recip-
ient women when the donor axillary compound was applied near ovulation (Stern
& McClintock, 1998). In addition, greater sexual arousal and positive mood was
reported when women were exposed to male fragrance during the periovulatory
phase of their menstrual cycle (Graham et al., 2000). Research is continuing to
investigate the possibility that steroids may also act as pheromones to influence or
modulate human behavior by eliciting a chemosensory response in a region of the
nose that subsequently affects hormone levels (McClintock, 1998; Jacob &
McClintock, 2000).

Sexual Activity and Birth Control 

Phases within the menstrual cycle have been closely associated with times of sex-
ual activity, or lack thereof, which in turn can be strongly linked to the rhythmic
levels of biological molecules, as well as to society, culture, and religion. In some
primitive cultures, women were isolated from men and lived in special huts dur-
ing menses. They were even considered to be dangerous to men during their
menses phase, to the extent that in some cultures contact during and for several

35 Pheromones (from Greek pherein, to carry, and hormon, to stir up or excite) are airborne
chemicals that are produced and released into the environment by members of a species
to communicate and affect the physiology or behavior of other members of the same
species.

36 Secretions from axillary regions (arm pits) were collected onto cotton pads, extracted
with ethanol and stored prior to application. None of the women reported smelling any-
thing other than the alcohol used to carry the compounds, indicating the presence and
subconscious detection of human pheromones, most likely via receptors in the nose.
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days after menses was forbidden (cf. Lein, 1979). Today up to 70% of men and
women report that they abstain from sexual relations during this time (Barnhart 
et al., 1995). In addition to matters related to hygiene, abstaining from sexual
relations during menstruation may help to avoid certain health conditions, includ-
ing heavier and/or longer flow (Cutler et al., 1996), an increased chance of
endometriosis (Filer & Wu, 1989), and an increase in the risk of contracting a 
sexually-transmitted disease (Tanfer & Aral, 1996).

An increase in female-initiated sexual activity near ovulation has been reported
for married women not using oral contraceptives (Adams et al., 1978). Two issues
must be addressed, however, in regards to any cyclic implications of a woman’s
sexual drive (libido) or activity. First, individual differences among females and
the complexity of the endocrine system are such that all generalizations in regard
to sexual drive must be viewed with caution. Second, a variety of factors, such as
the desires of the woman’s mate, the cultural, social and economic status, and
level of education, may influence sexual practices (cf. Lein, 1979). 

For couples desiring to have children, or for those who for religious or other
reasons must rely solely on a “natural” contraceptive method, the so-called
“rhythm method” provides only a rough guide for sexual activity. Several authors
have reported that a fertile “window” occurs during a six-day span ending with the
day of ovulation and that intercourse during this time is more likely to result in
conception since sperm can survive three to five days in a woman’s body (Wilcox
et al., 1995; Dunson et al., 1999). Even though the probability of conception may
drop to near zero on the day after ovulation, there are reports of sporadic late or
early ovulations, such that conception can occur during days 6–21 of the men-
strual cycle in a few women, rather than days 10–17, as identified by clinical
guidelines (Wilcox et al., 2000).

Mood and behavior can also be influenced by the menstrual cycle. Some women
experience discomfort or even pain at certain phases of their cycle. For example, in
young women in their 20’s with normal menstrual cycles, positive moods were
more pronounced in the follicular and ovulatory phases, while negative moods were
higher in the luteal phase preceding and during menses (Figure 7.23) (Reilly, 2000).
For women who enter hospitals for mental (psychiatric) illness, 47% of them were
admitted just before and during the menstrual days (Targum et al., 1991).

Because the body temperature of a woman drops on the day of ovulation and
rises the day after, a basal body thermometer and calendar have been used to
approximate the time of ovulation. Tracking the cycle appears simple, but can be
imprecise, especially in regard to the duration of an ovum (2–3 days after ovula-
tion), viability of sperm (up to 6 days after deposit), time of day of temperature read-
ing, health-related issues37 and the procedure for monitoring temperature, including
site (Figure 7.24) (cf. Sothern et al., 1993), accuracy and type of thermometer.

37 A number of years ago, two female students in one of our biological rhythms classes elected
to monitor their basal body temperature relative to predicting their time of ovulation. Ironi-
cally, both had their wisdom teeth extracted during the course of their study, causing an ele-
vation in temperature and a failure to observe a significant “monthly” temperature rhythm.
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Unless the length of the cycles is absolutely constant, the exact time or phase of
ovulation cannot be predicted with 100% accuracy. Aside from abstinence, which
is the most certain method for preventing fertilization and pregnancy, the various
methods of contraception (e.g., condoms, birth-control pills, and vasectomy)
block one or more parts of the cycle, such as fertilization, ovulation, or gestation.
Birth-control pills that contain small amounts of estrogen and progestin (or prog-
estin only in a so-called mini-pill) act to prevent ovulation by inducing the body
to function as though an egg has already been released or that an embryo has been
implanted. For example, some types of pills are typically taken on a 21/7 regimen,
with active pills taken for 21 days, followed by a 4th week on an iron pill or no pill
at all.38 Breast-feeding can also play an important role in contraception by delay-

FIGURE 7.23. Mood factors change consistently with menstrual cycle phase in young
women in their 20s with normal menstrual cycles (data from Table 1 in Reilly, 2000).

38 Another type of birth-control pill is available that reduces the number of menstrual peri-
ods in a year to only once each season (Kalb, 2003). This pill contains the same hormonal
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ing the onset of ovulation after a birth and thereby prolonging the interval between
successive births (Short, 1984). 

Birth-control pills alter not only the course of hormones during a natural men-
strual cycle, but other cyclic variables as well. For example, the use of birth-
control pills has been shown to reduce maximal anaerobic power (maximal
cycling power) in both the mid-follicular and mid-luteal menstrual phases, and to
reduce overall anaerobic power when compared with noncontraceptive users
(Giacomoni & Falgairette, 1999). A circadian (Reinberg et al., 1996) or circan-
nual rhythm (Weydahl et al., 1998) in the hormone melatonin normally present
could not be demonstrated in contraceptive users. In addition, the 24-h means for
systolic blood pressure (BP), heart rate, skin blood flow, and transepidermal water
loss were greater, while cortisol was lower, with the acrophases significantly
delayed to later in the evening for systolic BP and heart rate, in contraceptive
users when compared with nonusers (Reinberg et al., 1996). Also, women who
use oral contraceptives did not show the female-initiated increase in sexual activ-
ity at mid-cycle that has been observed in nonusers (Adams et al., 1978).

FIGURE 7.24. Morning body temperature from two sites (oral and vagina) in a healthy
woman (age 42 years) reveals similar changes during one menstrual cycle (depiction of
subset of data presented in Sothern et al., 1993).

ingredients as the conventional pill, but is taken for 84 days, followed by 7 days of no pill.
While many women welcome the reduction in monthly bleeding from 13 to 4 times a
year, it remains to be seen what effect this form of menstrual suppression will have on the
normal overall rhythmic interaction of cycles with ultradian, circadian, and other infra-
dian periods in a woman’s body, since it does not follow the period of a woman’s natural
menstrual cycle.
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Primary and Secondary Sex-Related Rhythms in Men

Although more obvious and well-known in the female, human males also have a
“gonadal” rhythmicity ranging from ultradian to circadian to infradian
(about–monthly and yearly) in many primary and secondary aspects related to
their sexuality. Primary aspects include rhythms in hormone and sperm-
production, while secondary aspects include cycles in variables such as body
weight, grip strength, emotions, body hair growth, and sexual activity.

Ultradian and Circadian Cycles 

Ultradian rhythms having periods close to 95 min, with a range from about
50–130 min, span a diverse realm of biological variables found in bacteria, fungi,
plants, humans, and other animals (Koukkari et al., 1997). Of these variables, the
REM/non-REM sleep cycles (REM � Rapid Eye-Movements) may be the best
known. Occurring concurrently with the REM phase of the cycle in virtually all
healthy males is a phenomenon called penile tumescence. About 80% to 95% of
the REM spans may be accompanied by an erection of various degrees in young
men (Fisher et al., 1965; Karacan et al., 1976). These erections during sleep occur
with a higher frequency for teens than they do for males in their 60s and 70s
(Karacan et al., 1976). Although not mentioned earlier in this chapter, nocturnal
genital arousal during REM has also been reported to occur in women (Goldstein
et al., 2000). Another example of an ultradian rhythm in men is the release of
luteinizing hormone (LH) in repetitive bursts from the pituitary, with an average
cycle length of 1.9–2.3 h (Nankin & Troen, 1974).

Many, if not all, physiological and psychological variables in men show a circa-
dian rhythm (Kanabrocki et al., 1973, 1990; Haus et al., 1988), but the extent to
which these variables correlate with hormonal ones is still open to debate. A statis-
tically significant 24-h change in concentrations of androgens39 and other sex-
related hormones has been found in blood of mature human males (Table 7.5).
Testosterone, the most potent naturally occurring androgen, has been shown to
reach highest levels from about 04:00 h until noon, with an average peak time near
awakening. This is also the time for highest levels of epitestosterone, androstene-
dione, FSH (follicle-stimulating hormone), LH, and prolactin. Plasma sex-binding
globulin, which binds to testosterone, is maximal around 14:00 h, while PSA
(prostate-specific antigen), a measure of prostate epithelial cell activity, is maximal
around 17:00 h, near the time of lowest circulating testosterone levels (see Table
7.5). In fact, production of PSA may be affected by testosterone. In a study of
11 men ages 46–72 years, not only were the overall 24-h means in serum PSA and
total testosterone inversely correlated with each other at p�0.001, but the circadian
patterns were also nearly inverted: testosterone reached a peak at 08:38 h and PSA
at 17:02 h (Mermall et al., 1995). These data suggested different functional states
over a 24-h span for the prostate due to changes in testosterone levels.

39 Androgens are substances that can induce masculine characteristics.
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Infradian Cycles 

The possibility of monthly rhythms being present in human males was referred to
in the 17th century, first by the Italian physician Santorio Santorio based upon his
own body weight, and later in a letter about bleeding and pain incurred by an Irish
inn-keeper (see Essay 7.6). 

Essay 7.6 (by RBS): 17th Century Notes of Monthly Rhythms in Males

Monthly rhythms in body weight in the human male were documented as early as 1614
when the Italian physician Santorio Santorio (1561–1636) pointed out that while
monthly changes in women are taken note of by everyone, similar alterations in men
were ignored (Fidanza, 1989). He may very well have been the first to provide evidence
for a possible monthly cycle in men. He monitored his own body weight throughout 30
years under “moderate” conditions of life, noting that the extent of change was about
1–2 pounds. Santorio, born in 1561, would have been 53 years of age when he pub-
lished his small book in 1657 reporting his observations on body weight changes and
insensible perspiration that he observed on himself for 30 years. Thus, he would have
been 22- or 23-years old when he began this project. The original Latin publication
(Santorio S. (1614) De Statica Medicina. Hagae-Comitis, ex typographia, A. Vlaco)
was later translated into Italian, English, French, and German.

Menstrual bleeding as an indicator of a rhythmic variable is by far the most com-
mon infradian rhythm, but is specific to females. By contrast, periodic bleeding in the
human male has been a curiosity at most, since a short letter in the 17th century
referred to a man who bled from one of his fingers about once a month (Ash, 1685).
Walter Walsh, a 43-year-old Irish innkeeper, experienced pain in his right arm and
bleeding from the end of his forefinger about once a month. This about-monthly phe-
nomenon continued over the course of 12 years until his death at age 55 years. The
bleeding certainly cannot be associated with a menstrual cycle. However, as will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter, infradian cycles for pain have been reported for both females
and males. Even though blood was the variable, it need not be related to reproduction,

TABLE 7.5. Circadian peak times for reproductive hormones in blood of men.a

Variable No. of men Time of peak (h) Reference

Testosterone 7 07:02 Clair et al., 1985
” 124 07:40 Haus et al., 1988
” 11 08:38 Mermall et al., 1995
Epitestosterone 14 10:43 Lagoguey et al., 1972
Androstenedione 3 07:00 Crafts et al., 1968
FSH 23 05:00 Faiman & Ryan, 1967
” 13 07:30 Leyendecker et al., 1970
LH 13 08:00 Leyendecker et al., 1970
” 26 02:32 Haus et al., 1988
Prolactin 7 05:00 Nokin et al., 1972
” 27 04:20 Haus et al., 1988
Sex-binding hormone 7 14:06 Clair et al., 1985
Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 11 17:02 Mermall et al., 1995

aPeaks determined by time of highest mean value or peak of fitted 24-h cosine.
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yet this anecdote has inspired others to ponder the possibility of about-monthly
changes in human males. Does the human male also exhibit longer than 24-h cycles
that relate to sexuality and reproduction? The complexity of this repeatedly discussed
problem is enhanced by the fact that no easy marker, such as menstruation, has been
identified to assess any low frequency physiological, hormonal, or psychosocial
changes that may characterize the human male.

Compared to what is known about infradian rhythms in females, especially the
menstrual cycle, our knowledge of infradian rhythms in the human male is based
upon a small number of studies. Due to the lack of a distinct marker, such as
monthly bleeding (see Essay 7.5), any about-monthly changes in men are incon-
spicuous or vague and are commonly assumed to be of little widespread impor-
tance. Therefore, results from the relatively few studies presented here, although
statistically significant, need to be confirmed whenever results from future studies
become available. Nevertheless, a number of variables, including those that are
listed in Table 7.6 and illustrated in Figure 7.25 have been found to display an
infradian period in human males. 

Body Weight 

As noted in Essay 7.5, Santorio Santorio noted a monthly rhythm in his body
weight (Fidanza, 1989). Statistical analyses of daily body weight that was
recorded simultaneously with beard growth (see below) by a 24-year-old male
over a span of 100 days indicated the presence of a 31-day cycle for body weight
(Table 7.6) (Sothern, 1974). In a later study by the same subject, who was then 30
years old, periods of 22.5 days, 45 days, and 1 year were found when body weight
was measured every day in the morning for one entire year (Figure 7.26) (Sothern,
unpublished40). Of interest, the change over the course of the year, as determined
by the amplitude, was much greater than for the about-20-day cycle (1.7 lbs vs.
0.4 lbs, respectively). When 10 young medical students were studied for 75 days,
oscillations in their body weight were noted with shorter periods in the range of
11–13 days (Kühl et al., 1974).

Grip Strength 

Among the factors involved in building muscle mass during development are male
hormones such as testosterone. For this reason, the grip strength of hands has been
suggested as a variable that might reflect changes in male hormones. Based upon
results from studies that spanned 26 days to more than 100 days (Table 7.6), mean
periods in grip strength ranged from about 13 days in a group of 10 male medical
students41 to 19 days in a young man whose beard growth (mentioned above)
showed a 16–18-day rhythm during the same 100-day study span (Sothern, 1974).

40 Note: this subject has monitored his daily body weight for more than 30 years.
41 These results were part of a larger study where a circadian rhythm in grip strength was

detected with peaks in the late afternoon.
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TABLE 7.6. Some variables monitored in men indicate statistically significant infradian
rhythms in the range of �7–30 days.

No. of 
Variable mena Period(s) Commentsb Reference

Body weight 10 11–13 days Data 5/day for 75 days Kühl et al., 1974
1 31 days Daily for 100 days Sothern, 1974
1 22.5 days, Daily for 365 days Sothern, unpublished

45 days

Grip strength 10 11–15 days Data 5/day for 75 days Kühl et al., 1974
1 13–16 days Data 5/day for 26 days Kühl et al., 1974
1 17–19 days Data 5–6/day for 100 days Sothern, 1974
1 21.5 days, Data 5–6/day for 365 days Sothern, unpublished

47 days

Cutaneous pain ? 25 days Young men for 40–100 days Procacci et al., 1974
7 32 days Older men for 75 days Procacci et al., 1974

17-Ketosteroids 1 17–21 days, 24-h urines for 15 years Halberg et al., 1965
30 days

Estrogen 5 8–10 days Urine for 16–90 days Exley & Corker, 1965
Testosterone 9 3–5 days, Urine collected 10–45 days Harkness, 1974

12–18 days
1 4.5 days, Urine collected for 60 days Sothern, unpublished

8.5 days
1 20 days Urine for 42 days; married Corker & Exley, 1968
1 9 days Urine for 42 days; single Corker & Exley, 1968

20 20–22 days Blood every 2 days Doering et al., 1975
for 2 months

Mood 1 38 days Data for 3 months in manic- Bryson & Martin, 1954
depressive, age 24 years

1 16 days, 5/6 data/day for 7 months Sothern, 1974
38 days

1 21 days Data for 160 days in 22-year Simpson et al., 1974
man with periodic catatonia

Neutrophil 1 27–28 days 3 days blood samples Manson, 1965
appendages for 4.5 months

Facial sebum 2 10–15 days Data for 33 days and 47 days Harkness, 1974

Beard growth 1 33 days Data for 6 months, Kihlstrom, 1971
age 39 years

1 16.5 days Data for 7 months, Sothern, 1974
age 27 years

1 24 days Data for 2.25 years, Sothern, unpublished
age 24–26 years

1 5 days, 14 days, Data for 5.5 months, Levine et al., 1974
25 days age 55 years

Sexual activity 2 3.5 days Data over 45 days Fox et al., 1972
1 7 days and Data for 2.5 years, Hamburger et al., 1974

3.5 days age 45–47 years
1 4.75 days Data for 2.25 years, Hamburger et al., 1974

age 21–23 years

aHealthy unless indicated. 
bSample type, duration of sampling, additional subject information.
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FIGURE 7.25. Examples of variables that display infradian rhythms in men.

FIGURE 7.26. Infradian oscillations in morning body weight in a healthy man (RBS, age 30
years). The 1-year amplitude is nearly five times that found for periods of 45 days and 22.5
days (Sothern, unpublished).
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Cutaneous Pain 

Cutaneous pain threshold in women, which has been shown to be higher in the
first half of menstrual cycles, continues to cycle in some post-menopausal women
with a period of about 30 days (Procacci et al., 1974). When men ages 19–34
years were tested every day for 40–100 days for cutaneous pain threshold caused
by heat, a 25-day rhythm was reported (Procacci et al., 1974). Even though the
studies were performed two years apart, the authors felt the peaks (acrophases) at
25 days were synchronous. In the same study, an average period of 32 days for
pain threshold was found in a group of seven older men, ages 56–82 years, meas-
ured every 3 days for 75 days. 

Hormones

Statistical analysis of urinary 17-ketosteroids42 collected and assayed from a sin-
gle subject43 over a span of 15 years has revealed a rhythmic component in the
17–21 days region, with other periodicities found around 7 days, 30 days, and 
1 year (Halberg et al., 1965). There appears to be support for the possible presence
of infradian periods in other variables as well, such as an 8–10-day cycle in uri-
nary estrogen (total amount of estrone, estradiol, and estriol) and 17-oxosteroid
excretion (Exley & Corker, 1966). The main male sex hormone, testosterone,
shows an annual cycle (Dabbs, 1990), as well as infradian cycles with periods
ranging from a few days to about 3 weeks (see Essay 7.7).

Essay 7.7 (by RBS): More About Infradians in Male Hormones 

Exley and Corker (1965) suggested that there was a similarity in period (9�1 days) for
urinary estrogen and steroid excretion and in their phase in relation to each other for all
subjects, even though the men studied were of different ages (24–50 years) and differed
in both their overall hormone concentrations and amplitudes. After considering the two
possible sources of this cyclical phenomenon, the authors ruled out the steroids of adre-
nal origin and concluded that the most likely source of the estrogen cycles was
the testosterone metabolites, thought to be secreted by Leydig cells in the gonads. Thus,
these authors envisioned the possibility of a sex cycle in the human male and went on
to hypothesize a correlation between cycles of the human male and female. Noting that
both gonadotropins LH and FSH are present and assist in the sexual process of both
sexes, they reviewed patterns of urinary LH and FSH excretion in published data related
to the female menstrual cycle and noted that three peaks of greater and lesser amplitude
with periods of 8–11 days were consistently evident, corresponding to ovulation, the
luteal maximum and menstruation. These changes in female hormone activity were
interpreted by the authors as corresponding to the cycle lengths in their study of men

42 About two-thirds of the total 17-ketosteroids represent metabolites originating from the
adrenals and the remaining one-third are of testicular origin (Halberg & Hamburger, 1964).

43 The renowned Danish gonadotropins researcher, Dr. Christian Hamburger (1904–2002),
is one of the few known data sources for a study of low-frequency hormonal rhythms in
the male.
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and suggested to them the existence of a neural regulation of human male hormones
similar to that regulating the female’s hormonal cycle.

These authors continued this line of thought and presented results of a longitudinal
study of the daily 24-h excretion of urinary testosterone for 42 days in two healthy men
in whom they sought similar evidence of cycling (Corker & Exley, 1968). They noted a
large variation in the testosterone output from day to day. Subject A (married) had no
clear 8–10-days cycle, although macroscopic inspection suggested the occurrence of
fluctuations with a period of about 20 days. Subject B (single) had an average interval
of about 9 days between peaks, in agreement with earlier results by the same authors,
who concluded that the probable cyclic production of testosterone is not easily uncov-
ered due to the complex metabolism of this hormone from origin to urine. One of us
(RBS, age 26 years) also collected urine samples for 60 days during beard growth col-
lection (see below) in order to look at 24-h testosterone excretion and multiple oscilla-
tions were found, with periods of 4.5 days and 8.5 days best describing them. In nine
men studied over spans of 10–45 days, testosterone peaks in urine fell into two groups,
with average period lengths between 3-and 5 days and between 12-and 18 days (Hark-
ness, 1974). When testosterone levels in blood were studied every 2nd day for 2 months
in 20 healthy men, a cluster of cycles was found for periods around 20–22 days (Doer-
ing et al., 1975). These authors hypothesized that cycles in testosterone of 20–30 days
might approximate the female menstrual cycle. A more recent study of salivary testos-
terone levels in 53 young men and women reported a peak near the periovulatory phase
of the women’s menstrual cycle and an “analogical” cycle in men, concluding that there
are infradian (“circalunar”) fluctuations in both sexes (Celec et al., 2002).

Others have also suggested similar control mechanisms for both the obvious ovarian
cycle and the less obvious changes in the male “sex” cycle. An infradian rhythm in the
frequency of androgen-induced nucleus C-appendages (small clubs, hooks, threads, and
the like) of neutrophil leukocytes has been reported (Månson, 1965). It is pertinent that
these C-appendages increase in frequency with sexual maturity in the male rat
(Zsifkovits et al., 1959). Development of their frequency in the adult animal can be
accelerated by administering testosterone propionate, while castration of adult male rats
reduces the frequency of these appendages. Moreover, progesterone prevents the fre-
quency of C-appendages from increasing, and when estrone is given with progesterone,
the frequency of these appendages reportedly decreases (Jobst, 1960). In women, testos-
terone propionate leads to an increase in C-appendages (Pfeifer, 1962). Our cosinor
analysis found a best-fitting period of 27.2 days in neutrophil C-appendage data col-
lected every 3 days over 4.5 months from a 33-yearr-old man, in agreement with the
author’s interpretation that his data revealed “a highly probable cyclic variation” with an
average period of 27.2 days in the frequency of neutrophils with one or more appendages
(Manson, 1965). [We also analyzed data for the total number of C-appendages and found
a best-fitting period of 27.7 days (Figure 7.27).] The author interpreted his results as
seeming to indicate “that there is a male sexual cycle, four weeks in length.”

Emotions

Low-frequency rhythms in emotional states, such as those encountered in alternat-
ing mania and depression, may give clues to the normal functions of the neuro-
endocrines, notably, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal-gonadal interactions.
However, apart from circadian and circannual information, results on infradian
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variations in mood in men is lacking.44 A 38-day cycle in mental state ratings cor-
related with eosinophil counts and excretion of 17-ketosteroids in a 24-year-old
man with manic-depressive psychosis who was studied for over 3 months, with all
variables apparently reaching peaks at the same time (Bryson & Martin, 1954).
More extensive data were obtained on a 22-year-old man suffering from periodic
catatonia with a recurrent pattern of 21 days (Gjessing, 1966). Cosinor analysis of
these data mapped an about 20-day system, with the stupor state associated with
peaks of temperature, chloride, body weight, urine volume, pH, and respiratory
quotient, whereas urine phosphoric acid, nitrogen output, SO4, CO2, hemoglobin,
white blood cells, titrable acid, O2 consumption, systolic and diastolic blood pres-
sure, pulse and motor activity all reached peaks during or before the excitement
stage (Simpson et al., 1974). One healthy young man found periods of 16 days and
38 days when mood was rated 5–6 times each day for 7.5 months (Sothern, 1974).

Facial Sebum

When facial fatty oil (sebum) excretion was studied in two men for 33 and
47 days, cycles were found with peaks 10–15 days after the broad peak of testos-
terone excretion measured at the same time, indicating sebum excretion as a pos-
sible target function and its potential usefulness as a bioassay for androgens in

FIGURE 7.27. A “monthly” (�27–28 days) rhythm in androgen-induced (and therefore pre-
sumably sex-related) count of nucleus C-appendages (e.g., clubs, hooks, and threads) in
blood neutrophils of a healthy man measured every 3 days for 143 days (our analysis of
data from Figure 2 in Mänson, 1965). 

44 Most young men (and women) in our biological rhythms course rate their mood and
vigor for about 3 days as part of an exercise in monitoring their own body rhythms. While
a circadian rhythm in mood is almost always found, the ratings do not continue long
enough to test for infradian periods.
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human males (Harkness, 1974). Since the mature male sebaceous gland is maxi-
mally stimulated by endogenous testosterone, the circadian rhythm reported for
sebum excretion with a peak in the late morning may be related to the early morn-
ing rise of androgens, namely testosterone (Burton et al., 1970). 

Beard Growth and Body Hair

Beard growth is often associated with male hormones. Beard growth collected
daily by a 26-year-old man over a span of 60 days showed rhythms of 20 days and
6 days. Urinary testosterone was also determined for each 24-h span, and periods
of 8.5 days and 4.5 days were found. While no direct correlation between cycles
in testosterone and beard growth could be seen, the overall levels of these two
variables seemed to be inversely related over the 60-day observation span (Figure
7.28) (Sothern, unpublished observations). It is possible that beard growth may be
an unheeded parameter of hormonal activity in the pituitary-adrenal-gonadal cir-
cuit. That the beard is a secondary sex characteristic of the human male is attested
to by the observation that under normal conditions it achieves full development in
mature males, being dependent upon gonadal secretions for development and in
some instances for maintenance. For example, little beard growth, if any, is seen
in males who had been castrated before the age of 16 years, with a progressively
heavier beard the longer the interval between sexual maturation and castration,
though significantly less heavy than in intact males (Hamilton, 1958). Stimulation
of whisker growth has been reported by androgenic treatment in eunuchs, as well
as in older men, suggesting that growth of the beard sums up various stimuli
impinging upon the organism. Thus, gonadal endocrine stimulation probably con-
tributes to endogenous beard growth stimulation, although it may not be the sole
or invariably most critical determinant thereof.

It has been suggested that male sexual hair, which is dependent upon levels of
steroid hormones, is a remnant of the once elaborate display of the mature male, serv-
ing the purpose of sexual attraction (Rook, 1965). Indeed, cyclic activity of the hair
follicle has led some researchers to suggest it as a relic of moulting, originally linked
to the reproductive cycle and the seasons and still observable in wild animals, but
now freed from such association in domesticated animals and in humans (Ebling,
1965; Rook, 1965). Nevertheless, it has been suggested that beard growth may offer
an opportunity to study circadian and infradian rhythms in man (Chaykin, 1986).

An anonymous investigator in 1970 was led to suspect that resumption of sex-
ual activity after isolation on a remote island was the stimulus for his reported
increase in beard growth (Anon, 1970). Another author dissociated beard growth
from sexual activity determined by the ovulatory phase of the sexual partner, since
his wife used an oral contraceptive on an exact 28-day schedule and his collection
of 24-h beard weights for 6 months revealed a 33-day cycle (Kihlstrom, 1971). 

One of us (RBS) at the age 24 years reported a 16.5-day rhythm in 7 months of
daily beard growth (Sothern, 1974). Analysis of the first 60 days of this series
detected oscillations at two frequencies: about 6 days and 18 days (Figure 7.29).
A close look at the peaks in these data indicates that the cycle lengths fluctuated
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FIGURE 7.28. Multiple periods found in urinary testosterone (µg/24 h) and 24-h beard
weights collected for 60 days (January 11–March 11, 1973) by a healthy man (RBS, age 27
years) (Sothern, unpublished).
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considerably, with underlying periodicities quite obvious though unstable, as can be
seen from the still numerous deviations from the best-fitting curve. When this time
series eventually covered 2.25 years and was analyzed for rhythms, the best-fitting
period was 24 days with an amplitude of 7.2 mg/24 h. In addition, a yearly rhythm
in beard growth was also detected, with a larger amplitude (9.1 mg/24 h and with
highest values in the fall (Figure 7.30) (Sothern, unpublished observations). Macro-
scopic inspection of 5.5 months of daily beard weights of a 55-year-old man also
reveals several oscillations in the range of 4–6 days and 13–15 days, in addition to a
period of 30 days or more that was originally reported (Levine et al., 1974).

Sexual Activity

No clear relationship between blood levels of testosterone and human male sexual
activity has been established (Fox et al., 1972). When plasma testosterone
concentrations and sexual outlets were recorded over 45 days in two men, peak
values in testosterone were detected at irregular intervals which bore no apparent
relationship to sexual activity—testosterone peaked every 10–14 days, with sex-
ual outlets occurring at an average of 3.5-day intervals. Another report on a man
in his 50s and another man in his 30s reported average periods of 7 days and
3.5 days, respectively, in sexual outlets (Hamburger et al., 1985).

In another study concerning sexual activity and urinary steroids (estrone, 17-oxys-
teroids and 17-hydroxycorticoids), five males were studied for 90 days (Dewhurst,
1969). Dominant cycles of 9�1 days in all steroid excretions were noted, yet no
relationship between these cycles and sexual activity on the same day or on up to 10
days in either direction could be detected. Even though the data showed a periodicity
in male hormone production, the author concluded that while sex hormones trigger

FIGURE 7.29. Multiple infradian rhythms in the region of 20 days and 6 days found in 24-h
beard growth measured over 60 days by a healthy man (RBS, age 24 years). Twenty-four-
hour rates and 2-day moving means were calculated to adjust for intervals longer or shorter
than 24 h between shaves (Sothern, unpublished).
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sex behavior patterns in lower animals, sexual desire in the human male bears no
direct relationship to the quantity of hormone, as any excess is excreted.

Conceptions in humans seem to be more frequent at certain times of the year
(Roenneberg & Aschoff, 1990a,b). In temperate climates, an increase in conceptions
in the late fall and winter seemingly follows a peak in serum testosterone in men in
the fall and winter (Dabbs, 1990). Sperm production has also been reported to vary
over the course of the year (Table 7.7) (Levine, 1999). Parameters such as sperm
count, concentration, volume, and linear motility all were generally found to be
higher in late winter and spring and lowest in the summer. These findings strongly
suggest that human testicular function is influenced by time of year. Since the cells in
the testis that undergo meiosis take about a week for prophase I and about a month
for the entire meiotic cycle (Purves et al., 1998), it is possible that sperm parameters
may also undergo a monthly cycle. In addition, a study of 54 men limited to two
times of day (7 AM vs. 5 PM) found higher number and concentration of sperm and
greater number of spermatozoa with progressive linear motility in the afternoon than
the morning, suggesting a: “diurnal rhythm in sperm quality....that may prove useful
for spontaneous and assisted conceptions” (Cagnacci et al., 1999).

FIGURE 7.30. Low-frequency rhythms in 24-h beard growth of a young man (RBS, age 24
years at start), who collected 723 morning beard weights over 2.25 years (1971-03-02–
1973-06-01) (Sothern, unpublished).
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Take-Home Message

Sexuality and reproduction have a temporal organization, with variables that span
the ultradian, circadian, and infradian domains of biological rhythms. These oscil-
lations are present throughout a genetically-based structural hierarchy that
extends from organelles to ecosystems. Knowledge of the rhythms of sexuality
and reproduction help us to better understand the timing of various processes,
activities and events associated with development, behavior, and society.
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“To every thing there is a season, and a time
to every purpose under the heaven:

A time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant,
and a time to pluck up that which is planted...”

—Ecclesiastes 3:1–3 (Bible, King James Version)

Introduction 

Long before our current clocks and calendars came into use and the endogenous
characteristics of biological rhythms became known, there was an emphasis
already upon the timing of events (Ecclesiastes 3). Some of the earliest written
records pertaining to the rhythmic nature of life are found within the domains of
natural resources and agriculture. Very likely, early humans were aware of cyclic
activity, such as seasonal migration, folding and unfolding of leaves and flowers,
and activity and rest in animals. Most of these early observations of cyclic changes
were probably viewed as passive responses to the cyclic environment, for it was
not until the twentieth century that the scientific foundations of biological
rhythms became established (see Chapter 3 on Time).

Applications and implications of biological rhythms abound in matters pertain-
ing to natural resources and agriculture, two disciplines that share a number of
unifying components. Natural resources deal with substances, products and
organisms formed by “natural” means. Commonly cited examples include water,
minerals, fossil fuels, and forests, living things and all that sustains them.1 Most
free-living undomesticated plants and animals are seen primarily as natural
resources.2 Typically in agriculture (ager � field, cultura � cultivation), the focus

1 Included here are various species of organisms and the items they require for normal
development and reproduction, such as essential mineral elements (e.g., P, K, Mg, Ca, Fe,
etc.), water, gases (e.g., O2, CO2, N2), and light. This list also includes items such as the
energy sources for chemosynthetic autotrophs and the need of a dark span for normal
development (see Chapter 2).

2 Often, it is difficult to distinguish whether a species or an environmental issue falls within
the domain of agriculture or natural resources. For example, the Department of Forestry
at the University of Minnesota resides in the College of Natural Resources, but at the



is on the care, culture and management of domesticated plants and animals, as
well as their related pests.

Regardless of whether the species is domesticated or undomesticated, prey or
predator, native or foreign, free-living or in captivity, its physiology has a tempo-
ral organization of rhythmic components. Because different species of organisms
coexist in the same location, various temporal phase relationships for behaviors
and functions exist within specific habitats and ecosystems, helping to reduce
conflict and enhance survival. Each of the sections in this chapter will focus on
implications and applications of biological rhythms in natural resources and/or
agriculture (Koukkari et al., 1990). 

Photoperiodism 

One of the more obvious methods to have an annual plant produce flowers a
month or two earlier than normal would be to sow the seeds a month or two ear-
lier. However, with some species or cultivars, sowing seeds earlier is not the
answer, even when they are supplied with sufficient levels of nutrients, water,
heat, and light. The missing factor is the timing of light and darkness,3 a process
known as photoperiodism (see Chapter 4 on Photoperiodism). Both the term pho-
toperiodism and its practical applications in the production of food, fiber and fuel
were introduced by scientists working with plants in an agricultural setting (see
Essay 8.1). What was demonstrated for agricultural species (e.g., soybeans,
tobacco) raised in cultivated fields and in greenhouses, provided, at least in part,
clues to better understanding natural changes in the development of organisms
that were correlated with the seasons of the year.

Essay 8.1 (by WLK): Photoperiodism as a Basic Principle of Biology and Its
Applications

In the fields and buildings near Washington, DC, two scientists employed by the US
Department of Agriculture, WW Garner and HA Allard conducted their classical
studies with Maryland Mammoth tobacco and Biloxi soybeans (Garner & Allard,
1920). They had observed that during the summer months, Maryland Mammoth
tobacco plants would grow to be 10–15 feet (3–4.6 meters) tall, but would not pro-
duce flowers. However, the plants would flower during the winter months when cul-
tured without the use of artificial light in a greenhouse (Figure 8.1).
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federal level, forestry is administered in the US Department of Agriculture. A state may
have a Department of Natural Resources (DNR), which is responsible for the manage-
ment of wildlife, such as fish, birds, deer, etc., while matters pertaining to domestic plants
and animals are administered by a Department of Agriculture.

3 The emphasis here is on the timing of light and darkness, although there are examples
where the timing of water (Halaban & Hillman, 1970), nutrients (Halaban & Hillman,
1971), and temperature will influence flowering.



FIGURE 8.1. Photographs showing (1) early light-tight building (top) used to control the
length of light and darkness received by plants; and (2) Maryland Mammoth tobacco plants
(bottom) with which the process of photoperiodism was introduced (Garner & Allard,
1920). Plants maintained in greenhouses bloomed when on short days (left) but not on long
days (right) (Photographs courtesy of USDA).
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The situation with Biloxi soybeans4 was equally astounding. The first blossoms
appeared in September, regardless of whether the seeds had been sown in April, May,
June, or July (Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 on Photoperiodism). Studies, first with Maryland
Mammoth and soybeans, and later with various species of plants, ushered in a basic
principle of biology known as photoperiodism. Although the concept had already
been suggested by 1907 in relation to the migration of birds (cf. Rowan, 1926) and by
1910 in relation to flowering of plants (Tournois, 1914), Garner and Allard provided
quantitative evidence for the process. Results from studies initiated in this Depart-
ment of Agriculture laboratory on the duration and timing of light and darkness
(photoperiodism) and subsequent contributions on the role of light quality on plant
development (photomorphogenesis) and the pigment phytochrome, rank among the
great contributions to science. The applications of photoperiodism have contributed
significantly to our economy, bringing in billions of dollars in benefits (cf. Sage,
1992). Benefits derived from the applications of the knowledge of photoperiodism are
worldwide in scope, evident in the production and availability of food, gifts of
remembrance and thanksgiving, the color of foliage in gardens, parks and forests, the
songs of birds, mating calls of animals, and the management and culture of organisms
in a variety of settings. 

For those who venture into gardens, parks and the great outdoors, the effects of
photoperiodism are ever present, often seen or sensed by the presence and absence
of certain species or by their stage of development, behavior, and/or color (Figure
8.2). Photoperiodic responses are evident on land, in the air, and in the water
(Table 8.1). The migration of animals, changes in pelage (fur or hair) or feather
colors, the dormancy of plants, and the induction of reproductive processes are
among the more common events readily observed in nature (cf. Hendricks, 1956).
During certain seasons of the year, our senses may detect odors that arise from
various photoperiodically induced flowers or our immune system may detect
pollen5 released into the atmosphere. 

Changes in the development and behavior of organisms that parallel the seasons
are usually taken for granted. Perhaps it is only through human interference, such
as transplanting or moving plants and animals to different latitudes or to buildings
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4 Garner & Allard (1920) used the soybean cultivar (Peking) earlier and included a number
of other cultivars of soybean in their studies.

5 Pollen (Latin for fine flour) is a collective term for a mass of mature microspores. Each
microspore is commonly called a pollen grain. The pollen grain contains the male game-
tophyte, a structure that produces the two gametes (sperm) that are involved the process
of fertilization (see Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduction).

TABLE 8.1. Examples of events or variables present in the terrestrial, aerial,
or aquatic environment that are associated with photoperiodism.
Environment Animals Plants

Terrestrial Estrus cycle (female mammals) Dormancy (trees)
Aerial Migration (birds) Pollen (flowers)
Aquatic Spawning (fish) Flowering (Lemna sp)



FIGURE 8.2. Example of photoperiodic response to short days for several animals in which
their summer darker color has changed to white during winter. Photos (clockwise from
upper left) of Arctic quail (Lagopus mutus), hare (Lepus timidus), and fox (Alopex lagopus)
courtesy of Andi Weydahl, Alta College, Norway; photo of weasel (Mustela frenata) cour-
tesy of James Ford Bell Museum of Natural History, University of Minnesota

or controlled environmental chambers, that the importance of photoperiodism is
appreciated. Photoperiodism, especially its role in circadian and circannual
rhythms, is so important in the temporal organization of life that one entire chap-
ter of this book has been assigned to it.

Thermoperiodism and Temperature Cycles 

Equally important as the LD cycle, if not more so in certain organisms, is the
24-h cycle in temperature (Went 1957, 1962, 1974; Liu et al., 1998). The pro-
motion of development by a change between the day (light span) and night
(dark span) temperature is called thermoperiodism (Went, 1944).6 Plants such

6 Thermoperiodism as proposed by Went (1944) “includes all effects of a temperature dif-
ferential between light and dark periods on responses of the plant.”
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as California goldfields (Baeria chrysostoma) die if the night temperature is as
warm (e.g., 26.5�C) as the day temperature (Lewis & Went, 1945). In fact, for
a number of California annual plants, a day temperature of 26.5°C has not been
lethal unless accompanied by a 26.5°C night temperature (Lewis & Went,
1945). On the other hand, the vegetative growth (dry weight) of many common
species does not appear to be affected adversely by an optimum constant tem-
perature (Friend & Helson, 1976).

The entire matter of what constitutes an optimum temperature is complex,
since even the upper and lower surfaces of a single tissue7 may have different
optimal temperatures (Wood, 1953). An important feature in all of this is, how-
ever, that the underlying relationship between photoperiodism and thermoperi-
odism can be controlled by a common circadian oscillator. Such is the case in
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), where the combination of continuous illumi-
nation and constant temperature is harmful (Arthur & Harvill, 1937; Hillman,
1956) and leads to abnormal development (see Figure 2.12 in Chapter 2 on
Characteristics). Yet, only one—-either light with dark or high temperature with
low temperature—-needs to oscillate in the circadian range to maintain normal
development. Effects such as these are not so much the need for a dark span to
alternate with a light span, as it is for a requirement of the exogenous cycle,
whether LD or temperature, to be in the circadian domain (Hillman, 1956, Went,
1974).8 Because a temperature cycle can sometimes be just as effective as a
light/dark cycle, the internal clocking mechanism need not be directly linked
with a pigment system (Went, 1960).

Vernalization

In some cases, either a temperature cycle or a single span at a given temperature
may be a prerequisite to circadian expression (e.g., flowering) or a photoperi-
odic response. A prime example of the effects of a single long span of cold tem-
perature on rhythmic timing is illustrated by a process known as vernalization.
Briefly, vernalization is a low temperature requirement for flowering and is
often associated with annual plants, such as winter barley and wheat,9 as well as
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7 The sepals and petals of crocus and tulip flowers are indistinguishable and are therefore
collectively referred to as the perianth (or tepals). The opening and closing movements of
the flower (perianth) in these species is due to different growth rates of mesophyll cells on
the two sides; the outer surface cells have an optimum temperature for growth that is
about 10°C lower than the cells of the inner surface (Wood, 1953). Growth movements
such as these that are induced by temperature are called thermonasty.

8 The situation is more complex than presented here, since there is an effect relative to the
stage of development or age, pretreatment, and other interactions, all of which have been
discussed by the authors cited.

9 Seeds of winter strains are sown in the late summer or early autumn. The seeds germinate
and the young seedlings are exposed to low temperature (winter), flowering is induced,
and the grain is harvested in early summer. Spring wheat, on the other hand does not
require vernalization and is sown in the spring and the grain harvested in the autumn.



with some biennials and perennials. Japanese radish (Raphanus sativus L.) dis-
plays a circannual rhythm for the number of days from germination to the open-
ing of flowers (Yoo & Uemoto, 1976). However, the circannual rhythm is not
observed if the seeds have been vernalized (see Figure 4.15 in Chapter 4 on Pho-
toperiodism). The Japanese radish flowers more rapidly under long days, a pho-
toperiodic response that is often associated with vernalization. In fact, many
plants that require long days for floral induction either require low-temperature
vernalization (e.g., winter barley ‘Hordeum vulgare’ and sugar beet Beta sac-
charifera) or the response to flower is accelerated by vernalization (Salisbury &
Ross, 1992).

The applications of vernalization are obvious in agriculture, although they
may be limited in scope to some horticultural and floricultural practices (cf.
Hillman, 1962). The main reason for its limited use in agronomy can be attrib-
uted to the success of breeding programs that have introduced cultivars suited to
various geographical regions. The implications in nature of a cold span before
floral induction are especially evident for plants that have evolved in geograph-
ical regions that have cold winter temperatures. In addition to annual plants
(e.g., some cereal grasses), many perennials and biennials require cold for the
flowering process. In the case of biennial plants, a short growing season allows
the plant to be vegetative the first year, and after a winter of cold temperature, to
flower and produce seeds the second year. The “memory” of a cold environment
appears to involve a floral inhibitor that becomes “down-regulated,” but returns
to a high level in the next generation (Michaels & Amasino, 2000). In other
words, seeds originating from the flowers that were induced following vernal-
ization will require an exposure to cold for photoperiodic induction and subse-
quent flowering.10

Historically, the implications of vernalization are much broader than its tem-
poral role in the physiology of plant development. Ostentatiously, vernalization
entered the realm of political ideology in the Soviet Union during the early and
mid decades of the 1900s, when the academician, T.D. Lysenko (1898–1976)
advocated the agronomic applications of vernalization and promulgated the
misconception that the low-temperature effect becomes an inheritable trait
(Lysenko, 1954). The adoption of an official stance by the government that
changes attributed to the environment are directly inherited had serious reper-
cussions that led to the expulsion or demotion of geneticists and other scientists
who opposed this view (cf. Caspari & Marchak, 1965). From the 1930s and into
the 1960s, the research efforts of geneticists in Russia and other former Soviet
bloc countries suffered from these false suppositions that were imposed upon
their research.11

10 In addition to seeds, there are examples where the location for vernalization or the recep-
tors of cold may be in the buds and/or meristems.

11 Caspari and Marshak (1965) provide an interesting summary of the background events
that led to the rise and fall of “Lysenkoism” in the Soviet Union.
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Temperature Compensation 

Temperature compensation is one of the major characteristics of circadian
rhythms (Chapter 2). While the effects of temperature on the biological clock are
minimal (Q10 � 0.8 to 1.2), the response of certain organisms to both high and low
temperatures is rhythmic. For example, the leaves of Kalanchoe blossfeldiana
plants under LD 12:12 have been shown to be severely injured by a high temper-
ature (e.g., 46°C for 0.5 h) during the first half of the light span and only slightly
injured by the same high temperature in the first half of the dark span
(Schwemmle & Lang, 1959; Schwemmle, 1960). This rhythm of sensitivity or
resistance to heat continues with a free-running circadian period in DD. 

A number of species of cold-sensitive plants also show a rhythmic response to
low temperatures, with more injury to seedlings when cold (2�C for 48–96 h) is
delivered beginning near the end of the daily D-span and affected least or not at all
in the second half of the daily L-span and first half of the D-span (Figure 8.3)
(King et al., 1982). Soybeans are also least sensitive to cold (�10�C for 4 min)
late in the daily L-span (Couderchet & Koukkari, 1987). 

Migration 

Migration refers to the back and forth recurring annual movements of groups of
organisms from one geographic location to another. Some of the great spectacles
of nature that are as striking today as they no doubt were in the Stone Age (Rowan,
1926) include annual mass migrations by birds (Figure 8.4) and butterflies in the
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FIGURE 8.3. Chilling sensitivity as gauged by survival of cold-sensitive plants. Seedlings,
2-4 weeks of age, were exposed to 2°C for 48–99 h beginning every 2 h around-the-clock
for tomatos (left) or beginning in early dark (16:00–22:00 h) or late dark (06:00–07:00 h)
for various plants (right). Lights on 08:00–17:00 h (adapted from King et al., 1982).



air, by whales, lobsters, sea turtles, salmon and other fish in the water, and by
many mammals on land, including reindeer in the Arctic regions and the massive
herds of animals in Africa, where the act of migration is repeated twice annually.

Birds

In 1926 it was suggested that annual migrations of birds and fish depended upon an
internal physiological factor and an external environmental factor provided by the
precise change in the duration of daylight (Rowan, 1926). Since then, interactions
between biological rhythms and migration have been studied most extensively in
birds. The annual cycles of migratory variables in birds, such as restlessness, fatten-
ing, and molt, have been shown to be controlled by an endogenous circannual clock
(Gwinner, 1977, 2003). The synchronizer appears to be the annual rhythm of the
recurring seasonal changes in the length of L and D spans (photoperiod). Under con-
trolled laboratory conditions, annual rhythms in migratory variables for a number of
birds have been found to continue, but with free-running circannual periods that devi-
ate from being exactly one year. In the case of garden warblers (Sylvia borin) and
blackcaps (S. atricapilla) that have been maintained under controlled laboratory con-
ditions with constant LD regimens of either 10:14, 12:12, or 16:8 for three years, the
average free-running molt rhythm was about 320 days (Berthold et al., 1972). 

FIGURE 8.4. Seasonal migrations
of geese (Branta) and other ani-
mals are linked to photoperi-
odism and circannual rhythms.
Photos by R. Sothern.
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In addition to the endogenous rhythmic control of the temporal aspects of
migration in birds, there also appears to be a spatial or directional endogenous cir-
cannual rhythm (Gwinner, 1977, 2003). Garden warblers that breed in central and
western Europe and spend the winter in Africa leave their breeding grounds by
first flying southwest and then changing to a south or southeast direction (Figure
8.5). This change in direction has been observed also in the nocturnal perch-
hopping activity of caged garden warblers maintained in a laboratory under con-
trolled conditions (see Figure 7.14 in Chapter 7 on Sexuality). In other words, the
restlessness exhibited by perch-hopping occurred on average to be southwesterly
during August and September and toward the southeast during October to Decem-
ber (Figure 8.5) (Gwinner & Wiltschko, 1978, 1980). 

Butterflies

The monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) (Figure 8.6) of North America
migrates annually. In the autumn, millions of monarchs travel as much as 3,600
km (�1600 miles) from north-central and northeastern areas in the United States
and southern Canada to reach their overwintering grounds in central Mexico
(e.g., State of Michoacan) (Brower, 1995, 1996) (Figure 8.7). Results from stud-
ies in Minnesota with adult monarchs reared in the laboratory under controlled
conditions, as well as with specimens collected from fields, indicate that the
induction of diapause during late summer appears to be involved (Goehring &
Oberhauser, 2002). Diapause, which is a stage of arrested development or
dormancy in insects whereby reproduction is delayed, is often attributed to
photoperiodism. 
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FIGURE 8.5. Drawing illustrating the
migration route (wings) of garden
warblers and the direction of their
perch-hopping activity (feet) when
maintained in a circular cage
(inserts). Illustrations modified from
Figure 14 in Gwinner, 1977 and
Figure 3 in Gwinner & Wiltschko,
1980.



In the case of monarchs, reproduction and the laying of eggs ceases during
summer, and resumes after overwintering in Mexico and migrating north in the
spring upon reaching the Gulf Coast states. Two or more short-lived generations
are produced over the summer in their northern-most breeding ranges. These
migration rhythms of the monarch butterfly are all the more remarkable since
there are four generations of butterfly produced each year. Thus, the butterfly that
migrates south is not the one that migrated north, but each carries the same genetic
information that is passed on through successive generations. 

Migration timing mechanisms have been studied less extensively in monarchs
than in birds.12 Recently, however, a properly functioning circadian clock in the

FIGURE 8.6. Monarch butterfly, a
species that migrates between
Mexico (State of Michoacan) and
the northern USA and southern
Canada. Photo by R. Sothern.

FIGURE 8.7. Map illustrating the
late summer or autumn migra-
tion of monarch butterflies from
Northern America to their over-
wintering areas (modified from
Brower, 1995). The western pop-
ulation migrates between the
Rocky Mountains and the Cali-
fornia coastline, while the much
larger eastern population
migrates to central Mexico.

12 A recent surge of interest in the biology of monarchs, including their migration, has occurred
nationally in the United States for K-12 grade teachers and students through a program
known as “Monarchs in the Classroom.” (Oberhauser, 1999). Dr. Karen Oberhauser
(Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavioral Biology, University of Minnesota,
St. Paul, MN 55108) directs this program (see http://www.monarchlab.umn.edu).
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monarch has been found to be necessary for successful migration. Studies of eclo-
sion (emergence of adult from pupal case) and levels of RNA of the clock gene
period showed prominent circadian rhythms in LD and DD, but not under LL
(Froy et al., 2003). Migratory flight orientation was also affected (disoriented) by
LL, as well as by UV interference filters, indicating that there are certain light
input pathways for appropriate oriented flight behavior and entrainment of the cir-
cadian clock. This study was the first to show that molecular gears of the circadian
clock are likely a genetic component underlying migratory behavior.

Organisms that migrate, as well as the animals and plants associated with the
routes of migration, are often viewed as natural resources. Knowingly or unknow-
ingly, matters pertaining to time of year and the natural rhythms of migration are
deeply entrenched in the regulations, management practices, and laws of local,
federal and international governing bodies. These agencies focus not only on the
management and protection of species, but also on the issuance of fishing and
hunting permits (see sections on Gardens and Outdoor Hobbies below).

Pest Management and Agents of Stress

Plants and animals may be protected from harmful pests and diseases by their own
defense mechanisms, by symbiotic interactions, or through human intervention,
such as various cultural practices and the application of pesticides. In addition to
pests and disease-causing agents, animals and plants are exposed to various agents
of stress, such as cold, heat and chemicals. Often the responses of plants and ani-
mals to pests and to agents of stress oscillate, typically with a circadian periodic-
ity (Table 8.2).

Herbicides

The effectiveness of herbicides on regulating or inhibiting plant growth and devel-
opment can be related to the time of day that the herbicide is applied (Koukkari &
Warde, 1985). The concept that chemicals or other treatments are tolerated better
at some times of day than others, is well-known in medicine (see Chapter 11 of
Clinical Medicine).13 At least 20 herbicides have been shown to display signifi-
cant time-of-day effects upon plants (cf. Table 1 in Martinson et al., 2002; Miller
et al., 2003), albeit with different peak times of efficacy depending upon their
mode of action relative to the physiology, morphology and the developmental
stage of the plant. Circadian rhythmicity in the response to herbicides under LD
and free-running conditions has been demonstrated for cotton (Gossypium hirsu-
tum) (Rikin et al., 1984) and velvetleaf (Abutilon theophrasti) (Koukkari & John-
son, 1979; Koukkari & Johnson, unpublished).
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13 Known as “hours of diminished resistance” (Halberg, 1960) and “hours of changing
responsiveness or susceptibility” (Reinberg, 1967). This concept of “chronotolerance”
has also been demonstrated in agriculture.



Peak times of efficacy are not always similar even for a given herbicide, since
it may depend upon the type of herbicide used, method of application, and the
prevailing environmental conditions. When velvetleaf plants were sprayed with
bentazon14 from a nozzle located above the foliage, more of the chemical reached
the foliage and better control of the weed occurred during the day, a time span
when the leaves were in a more horizontal position (Doran & Anderson, 1976).
Less chemical reached the leaves and poorer control of the weed occurred dur-
ing darkness, a time when the leaves were in a more vertical position. How-
ever, when the herbicide was applied with a pipette to specific locations of the
leaf, less damage occurred to plants treated during the light span (Koukkari &
Johnson, 1976).

Oscillations in the response of plants to herbicides have been attributed to
many factors, including the phases of other rhythms (gating), such as leaf
movements (mentioned above), phloem transport (Hendrix & Huber, 1986),
translocation of photosynthate (Weaver & Nylund, 1963), and stomatal open-
ing (Schuster, 1970). Metabolic oscillation in processes of photosynthesis, res-
piration, and transpiration (cf. Koukkari & Warde, 1985) could also be
involved.

While environmental conditions such as light, temperature and relative humid-
ity can affect the efficacy of a herbicide, large within-day differences in weed 
control were still present after adjusting for these and other variables when four

TABLE 8.2. Examples of the rhythmic response of plants and animals to agents of stress
and to pests, relative to the time of day.
Agent Organism Comments Reference

High Kalanchoë Leaf more sensitive to Schwemmle, 1960; 
temperature blossfeldiana injury during early L Schwemmle & Lange,

and less in mid D 1959
Low Soybean Least sensitive during Couderchet & Koukkari,

temperature (Glycine max) late L span 1987
Volatile Tobacco Plants release volatile De Moraes et al., 2001

chemicals (Nicotinia tabacum) compounds during D 
to repel female moths

Mechanical Bean Touching by hand or Anderson-Bernadas et al. 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) wind during light span 1997; Sothern et al., 2001

reduces elongation
Herbicides Many species of Timing depends upon Riken. et al. 1984;

plants herbicide and method Koukkari & Warde, 1985;
of application Martinson et al., 2002;

Insecticides Many species Timing depends upon the Cole & Adkisson, 1964;
insect and chemical Eesa et al., 1987; Onyeocha

& Fuzeau-Braesch, 1991
Sound (noise) Mouse More convulsions and Halberg et al., 1955

deaths in early activity 
span

14 3-isopropyl-1H-2,1,3-benzothiadiazin-4(3H)-one 2,2-dioxide.
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herbicides widely used today15 were tested in a natural setting (Miller et al.,
2003). Because of the relationship that exists between herbicide application and
the rhythms of efficacy, it should be possible to time chemical applications to
agronomically-important crops so as to reduce the amount of herbicide necessary
to achieve the maximum effect,16 and also provide for a safer environment.

Pest Control

The practical application of selecting the best time of day to control pests relative
to some cyclic phenomenon was used before the principles of photoperiodism and
chronobiology were introduced. One example is found in the archives of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, where a recommendation
was offered in 1901 to wheat farmers in the Red River Valley in northwestern
Minnesota (USA) who were trying to control grasshoppers (Figure 8.8). The ento-
mologist E.B. Forbes suggested that evening was the best time to control
grasshoppers, since it was the time of day when grasshoppers would crawl up the
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FIGURE 8.8. A drawing illustrating a horsedrawn hopperdozer in action and comments sup-
plied by EB Forbes that evening is better than earlier in the day to catch (control) grasshop-
pers present in wheat fields (Forbes, 1901) (illustrated in Minn Sci 1975: 31(1): 81.)

15 The four herbicides [tradename] were: (glyphosate [Roundup Ultra™], an amino acid
synthesis inhibitor; glufosinate [Liberty™], a glutamine synthetase inhibitor; fomesafen
[Flexstar™], a protoporphyrinogen oxidase inhibitor; and chlorimuron ethyl [Classic™],
an acetolactate synthase inhibitor). Each showed maximum weed control near midday.

16 The timing of herbicide treatment may also apply to the homeowner who occasionally
wants to control weeds in the lawn and elsewhere around the house.



stalks of wheat and thus could be captured in a 16-foot (�5 meters) horse-drawn
trough containing oil (Figure 8.8) (Forbes, 1901). This recommended time of day
coincides with the less active phase of the locomotor activity rhythm of certain
grasshoppers (Romalea microptera) (Figure 8.9). 

Today, there are a large number of chemical insecticides that are more effective
or efficient than oil in a trough for controlling insect pests. However, the time of
application and the type of insecticide and its mode of action remain important
factors. For example, the time of maximum susceptibility of insects, such as the
housefly (Musca domestica) to the insecticide pyrethrum has also been reported to
be in the late afternoon and early evening (cf. Halberg J et al., 1974). Conversely,
larvae of the migratory locust (Locusta migratoria migratorioides) were twice as
susceptible to the toxic effects of the insecticide dieldrin at midnight than during
the afternoon (Onyeocha & Fuzeau-Braesch, 1991). Results from a study on the
effects of the insecticide methyl parathion have shown that under certain photope-
riods (e.g., LD 10:14), 10% of adult boll weevils (Anthonomus grandis) treated at
dawn are killed compared to 90% of those treated three hours later (Cole &
Adkisson, 1964).

Plant Responses to Injury

It appears that long before humans began to realize the importance of rhythms in
pest management, plants had evolved their own chemical temporal system of pest
management. Results from more recent studies indicate that some plants, without
the assistance of humans, may rely upon both the chemicals that they produce and
their own internal timing system to control pests that will harm them. Tobacco
(Nicotiana attenuata) plants that have been damaged by insect herbivores have
been shown to release certain volatile chemicals that attract insects that eat the

FIGURE 8.9. Grasshoppers
(Romalea microptera) show a
circadian rhythm in locomotor
activity, with decreasing activity
in late afternoon (composite
graph redrawn from Figures 1
and 2 in Fingerman et al., 1958).
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herbivore insects (Kessler & Baldwin, 2001). In other words, by the use of volatile
organic compounds, N. attenuata plants signal the insect enemies of their pests for
assistance. 

Another species of tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum, has been shown to release her-
bivore-induced volatiles during both the light and dark span, but some that are
emitted exclusively at night are highly repellent to egg-laying moths17 (Heliothis
virescens) (De Moraes et al., 2001). The temporal effects are two-fold, since both
the phase of moth activity and the phase of volatile emission occur at night.

Plant Diseases

Only a small number of studies have been published on the interactions between
plant diseases and rhythms, an area of research that has been called chronophy-
topathology18 (cf. Kennedy & Koukkari, 1987; Kennedy et al., 1990). Most of the
pathogens or causal agents of plant diseases belong to one of three groups: fungi,
bacteria, or viruses. Both the fungus Helminthosporium oryzae and the disease it
causes on rice have variables that are rhythmic (Rathinavel & Sundararajan,
2003). This includes the severity of infection (as quantified by leaf spots and
visual ratings) and the germination of conidial spores. All are highest during the
early morning between 02:00 h and 06:00 h.

The bacterium Xanthomonas campestris pv. Phaseoli, which causes common
bacterial blight on beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), alters the circadian rhythmic
movements of leaves. A change in the pattern of movement is evident during the
light span of the cycle and continues for a number of cycles prior to the death of
the plant (Guillaume et al., 1986). The bacterial pathogens X. campestris and
Corynebacterium flaccumfaciens have been shown to affect the ultradian rhyth-
mic circumnutation movements of bean shoots (Kennedy et al., 1986). When
compared to healthy plants, both the amplitude and speed of movement of the
infected plants are reduced.

In the case of plant diseases caused by viruses, there are variations in host-virus
interactions relative to the time of day (Helms & McIntyre, 1967; Matthews,
1953a). Inoculation of bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) leaves with tobacco necrosis
virus in the afternoon (during mid-L) resulted in the most lesions, while inocula-
tion near the end of D produced the least (Matthews, 1953a). Similar results have
been shown for three different viruses (tobacco mosaic virus, lucerne mosaic virus,
and turnip mosaic virus) when they were applied to tobacco plants (Nicotiana
glutinosa) (Mathews, 1953a). Especially pertinent to our discussion here is the
fact that the period of the circadian rhythm in the response may free-run during
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17 After hatching, the larvae of these moths are destructive herbivores and would need to
compete with larvae hatched from eggs of other moths.

18 The focus of chronopathology is on changes in the biological time structure of humans
relative to functional disorders and disease (cf., Touitou & Haus, 1992). The focus of
chronophytopathology is similar, but the emphasis is upon plants (phyto), rather than
upon humans (Kennedy & Koukkari, 1987).



continuous light or dark, thereby indicating the endogenous nature of this suscep-
tibility rhythm (Figure 8.10) (Matthews, 1953b; cf. Matthews, 1981). 

Production of Produce

It is practically impossible to identify an agricultural product, crop, or animal that has
not involved variables that were rhythmic. Fruits, vegetables, cereals, meats and bev-
erages are all linked to the temporal rhythmic nature of life (Figure 8.11). Farm prod-
ucts representing samples from some of the major categories of agriculture, along
with their rhythmic component or variable, are listed in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4. Sim-
ilar relationships also exist in nature for plants, animals, fungi, various single-celled
organisms, and even some bacteria. In other words, if the subject is an organism, or
if the product in question is of biological origin, then either directly or indirectly, bio-
logical rhythms were part of the temporal organization that led to its development.

Some types of produce, especially those derived from fishing and hunting,
come from the oceans, lakes, rivers, and lands that are within the bounds of natu-
ral resources. The rhythmic variables referred to in the previous paragraph for
agricultural products, also exist in the organisms that comprise the “catch.” In
recent years, some of the commercial aspects of fishing and hunting have shifted

FIGURE 8.10. Circadian rhythm in response of beans (Phaseolus vulgaris var. Sydney Won-
der) to inoculation with the tobacco necrosis virus at different times persists under constant
conditions of continuous light (left) or darkness (right). Response gauged by the number of
local lesions counted 72 h after inoculation. Redrawn from Figure 3 in Matthews, 1953.
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to be more “farm-like,” with fish being reared in enclosed or artificial ponds, and
land-dwelling animals, such as bison, elk and game birds, confined behind fences.

Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Understanding photoperiodic and circadian systems in fish may be helpful in the
management of fisheries and aquaculture, since the physiology and behavior of
fish have ultradian, circadian, tidal, monthly, and annual rhythmic components
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FIGURE 8.11. Examples of agricultural products and organisms that display biological
rhythms: (A) barley, (B) onions, (C) beans, (D) potatoes, (E) apples, (F) chickens, (G) hon-
eybees, (H) sheep, (I) cows, (J) horses. Note: specific variables are presented in Tables
8.1–8.4 and Tables in Chapter 9 on Veterinary Medicine. Photos courtesy of David Hansen,
University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.



(cf. Ali, 1992). In many fish species, some individuals are nocturnal and others are
diurnal. However, circadian rhythms in some individuals have been shown to dis-
play plasticity by switching from nocturnal to diurnal activity patterns and vice
versa during migration,19 larval drift, spawning and parenting, and in response to
several environmental conditions, including light, temperature, predation, shoal
size, or food availability (cf. Reebs, 2002). Fish with a more rigid, less plastic cir-
cadian system tend to be marine species found in the deep sea where the environ-
ment is more stable, while fish in freshwater habitats need to respond with more

TABLE 8.3. Some major categories of agricultural crops (Type) and an example of a species
within the category that has a variable that displays a biological rhythm.
Type Species Rhythmic Variable Reference

Cereals Barley (Hordeum vulgare) Loss of water Nixon et al., 1987
Wheat (Triticum aestivum) Nitrate reductase activity Upcroft & Done, 1972
Rice (Oryza sativa) Rubisco activase mRNA To et al., 1999

level

Forage White clover Leaf movements Scott & Gullline, 1972
(Trifolium repens) Invertase activity in nodules Henson et al., 1986
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa)

Sugar Sugar cane Acid invertase activity in Slack, 1965
(Saccharum officinarum) storage internode cells

Oils Soybean (Glycine max) Induction of flowering Hamner, 1960

Fuel Corn (Zea mays) Enzymes of nitrate reduction Duke et al., 1978
and ammonia assimilation

Fruits Orange (Citrus sinensis) Fruit diameter Elfving & Kaufmann,
1972

Potatoes Potatoes Tuber circumference Stark & Halderson, 1987
(Solanum tuberosum)

Vegetables Tomato Growth change in diameter Ehret & Ho, 1986
(Solanum lypopersicum)

Fiber Cotton Sensitivity to herbicide Rikin et al., 1984
(Gossypium hirsutum) Abscisic acid levels McMichael & Hanny,

Leaf movements 1977 Miller, 1975

Timber Pine (Pinus sylvestris) Indole-3-acetic acid Sandberg et al., 1982
Willow (Salix fragilis) content of seedlings Cermak et al., 1984
Silk tree Xylem water flow Koukkari, 1974
(Albizzia julibrissin) Leaf movements

Rubber Rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) Rubber content in latex and Wititsuwannakul, 1986
activity of latex enzyme

Coffee, Tea (Camellia sinensis) Photosynthesis rate, Mohotti & Lawlor, 2002
tea, and stomatal conductance 
cocoa and intercellular CO2

concentration

Tobacco Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) Emission of volatiles De Moraes et al., 2001

19 Some species of birds that are usually diurnally-active also change their activity patterns
to fly at night during their spring and fall migration.
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plasticity and less rigidly to changes in daily events (e.g., food availability, preda-
tion risk) in an unstable freshwater environment.

A better understanding of the interaction of photoperiod, melatonin, and other
factors such as temperature and nutrition, should enable the production of farmed
species of fish of consistent size and quality all-year-round (cf. Bromage et al.,
2001). For example, several reproductive hormones, including LH and testos-
terone, showed a circadian pattern in caged sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) under
a natural photoperiod in December, but a long photoperiod (18L:8D) suppressed
circulating melatonin, delayed the daily peak in LH storage and release and sup-
pressed gonadal development (Bayarri et al., 2004).

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) maintained under natural and reversed photope-
riods show circadian patterns in circulating melatonin levels that are inversely
related to the light levels (Randall et al., 1995). The seasonally-changing circadian
pattern in melatonin reflects the prevailing daylength, thereby encoding accurate
information on daily and yearly time to the salmon. Studies have shown that the
timing of smoltification (the adaptation of a fish from freshwater to the osmotic
conditions of seawater) can be affected by the manipulation of melatonin levels
(Porter et al., 1998). When salmon were pinealectomized at the winter solstice, the
onset of smoltification was delayed by three weeks and resulted in lower survival
rates by March. However, smoltification in pinealectomized salmon that also
received a melatonin implant was advanced by three weeks. In addition, when
young salmon received melatonin implants in June, they were significantly larger
than controls one month later and 92% of them were able to enter smoltification
at one year of age, rather than the normal two years. Thus, implantation produced
a growth advantage within a month and an advance in seawater adaptability. 

While photoperiodism is often studied in fish, other aspects of their circadian
lifestyle are not. These include 24-h rhythms in behaviors (e.g., locomotor activ-
ity, feeding, shoaling, agonistic behavior, sexuality-related activities) and physiol-
ogy (e.g., circulating hormones, enzymes, electrolytes, other substances). In 
addition, the reaction of the organism to external stimuli, such as pharmaceuticals,
hormones, handling, temperature and feeding, can depend upon the time of day
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TABLE 8.4. Some major categories (type) of farm animals and an example of a biological
variable for the species that displays a rhythm.
Type (species) Variable Comments Reference

Holstein cattle Udder and body Ultradian (90 min) Bitman et al., 1984
(Bos taurus) temperature and daily (24 h)

Hogs Melatonin Circadian peak during Lewczuk & Przybylska-
usual dark span Gornowicz, 2000

Poultry Body temperature and Circadian (25.2 h or Kadono & Usami, 1981
feeding activity 25.3 h in LL)

Sheep Testosterone (in rams) Annual peak May-July Gomes & Joyce, 1975
Fish Activity Many circadian studies Ali, 1992; 
(many species) in LD Spieler, 1990
Horses Cortisol secretion Ultradian (15 min) Drake & Evans, 1978

(Equus caballus)



(Spieler, 1990). Some routine tasks could be done at specific times within the day
or seasonally in order to disturb the fish less and improve yield. For example,
when channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) were fed either on 07:30 h or 16:00 h
(while on an LD12:12 photoperiod with L-on at 06:00 h), those fed at 07:30 h had
higher weights, lengths and food conversion efficiencies, while those fed at 16:00
h had 36% more abdominal fat (Noeske-Hallin et al., 1985). Interestingly, another
group of catfish fed half the daily food ration at each time (07:30 h & 16:00 h) had
weights similar to fish fed the single early meal and also high abdominal fat sim-
ilar to fish fed the single late meal. Thus, by changing all or part of daily feeding
to later in the normal work day, the same amount of food resulted in a significant
gain in growth and weight that could translate into profit for the fish farmer
(Spieler, 1990).

Weather Patterns and Agriculture

There is evidence that cyclic weather phenomena affects plant life. A teleconnec-
tion weather pattern (a phenomenon in which weather patterns in one region of
the world influence the weather patterns in a distant location) can occur on many
time scales, lasting from a few days to several centuries. The El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) has a major influence on rainfall in the southern hemisphere,
and in recent years considerable progress has been made in forecasting crop yields
from information on the ENSO in southern hemisphere countries such as wheat in
Australia (Rimmington & Nicholls, 1993) and maize in Zimbabwe (Cane et al.,
1994).

The annual mean quality of wheat grain in the United Kingdom, as determined by
the Hagberg Falling Number (HFN), which is a measure of alpha-amylase activity,20

followed a cyclical pattern with a period of �8 years. This cycle was close to that of
the January and February mean of an index of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO),
with lower values of the NAO index associated with lower HFN (Kettlewell et al.,
1999). These �8-year cycles had a significant economic impact, since they were
accompanied by inverse cycles in the percent of imported wheat and the premium
paid for a loaf of bread (Figure 8.12). A high HFN (low alpha-amylase activity) is
desirable for bread baking and when HFN is low, wheat must be imported from
abroad and mixed with the local product to achieve desired baking results.

Gardens

In many of the books that are published on biological rhythms, even if their
emphasis is upon animal and human physiology (e.g., Moore-Ede et al., 1982) or
clinical and laboratory medicine (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1983; Touitou & Haus,

20 Alpha-amylase is an enzyme that catalyzes the degradation of starch. Twenty-four hour
rhythms in amylase activity have been reported in several photosynthetic tissues and the
peaks of these rhythms are inversely correlated with rhythms in starch content (cf.
Henson & Duke, 1990).
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1992), reference is made to the floral clock of Linnaeus (see Figure 3.11 in Chap-
ter 3 on Time).21 The relative time of day (Figure 8.13) and/or season (Figure 8.14)
of flowering can be approximated, though broadly, by the position and the pres-
ence of certain flowers22 and leaves. 
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FIGURE 8.12. There may be an association between cycles in weather patterns and cycles in
crop quality. Here, an about 8-year teleconnection association is demonstrated between the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in January and February and wheat quality and econom-
ics in Great Britain over a 25-year span. Vertical dashed lines at end of years of low NAO
index. Hagberg Falling Number (HFN) is an inverse measure of alpha amylase activity in
wheat grain, with a high HFN desirable for bread baking (Kettlewell et al., 1999).

21 Supposedly, one could tell the time by observing when a flower or inflorescence of a
given species would be open or closed. However, attempts that were made in Botanical
Gardens to construct such a clock never met with success because all of the plants listed
by Linnaeus do not flower during the same season (Kerner von Marilaun, 1895).

22 Goldsmith and Hafenrichter (1932) included a number of species in their book that show
changes in floral structures relative to days and clock hours.
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Gardens are often designed to include an assortment of plants that have differ-
ent photoperiodic requirements for floral induction. However, some may have
been transplanted from containers where they were originally raised commer-
cially and induced to flower by photoperiod manipulations that occurred else-
where (e.g., in a greenhouse). The commercial potted plant industry relies on pho-
toperiod manipulation, such as cloth covers, supplemental light, or light breaks
during darkness to induce flowering on a year-round basis. For example, during
the year when the span of daylight is long, the induction of flowering in chrysan-
themum (Dendranthemum grandiflora Ramat), a short-day plant, is achieved by
pulling a cloth over the plants to extend the dark span and thereby provide short-
day conditions. 

An increase in the utilization of controlled photoperiods has been driven pri-
marily by both the demands of sellers and buyers to have plants be in bloom when

FIGURE 8.13. Position, presence
and/or orientation of certain
flowers can approximate the time
of day. For example, a dandelion
(Taraxacum) inflorescence (a
flower cluster) is open through-
out the day, but is already
[mostly] closed at least a half an
hour before sunset (middle
panel). Photos taken by R. Soth-
ern on Sept 25–26. Sunrise was
at 07:03 AM and sunset at 07:06
PM local time.
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they are marketed for home gardeners in the spring and late summer, and a desire
among growers to hasten flowering in order to reduce their costs of production (cf.
Erwin & Warner, 2002). Likewise, overhead lights are commonly used to supple-
ment and increase the duration of the light span in autumn and winter for the
induction of flowers in long-day plants or to maintain short-day plants in the veg-
etative state.
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FIGURE 8.14. Different flowers and fruits are present in different seasons. While there is
overlap between some seasons, flowers found in the temperate climate of Minnesota
include tulips (Tulipa) and apple (Malus) in spring, roses (Rosa) in summer and chrysan-
themums (Chrysanthemum) in fall. Photos by R. Sothern.



Outdoor Hobbies

A vast number of hobbies are based upon the rhythmic variables present in nature.
These include, among others, birding, fishing, photography, travel, cooking,
camping, searching for mushrooms and collecting maple sap.

Birding

A common hobby, which has a strong rhythmic basis and is pursued by individu-
als in both urban and rural areas, is birding.23 Interest in this fascinating hobby has
been spurred by the availability of easy-to-use field guides, binoculars, and inex-
pensive feeding stations (Figure 8.15). Birders observe time-dependent events 

FIGURE 8.15. A hobby such as birding (watching birds at a feeder or in a natural setting) can
reveal the presence of rhythmic behavior, such as times of feeding, courtship, migration, etc.
Photos by R. Sothern.

23 Birding is the preferred term and replaces the phrase “bird watching.” The word birder is
a name often applied to those who watch and take an interest in birds. Ornithology is a
discipline of biology that focuses on birds and an ornithologist is a specialist or profes-
sional biologist who studies birds.
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or activities, such as recurring changes in behavior, feeding, mating, brooding,
raising of young, and migration. All of these activities are variables of a rhythmic
nature. Some phases of activity may also be related to the phases of circadian and
circannual rhythms of other organisms, such as predator/prey interactions, activ-
ity cycles of insects, opening of floral structures and production of flowers and
fruits.

Fishing

Recreational fishing24 and hunting are hobbies greatly entwined in the rhythmic
nature of life. For example, fishing for the rainbow smelt (Osmeus mordax) in the
Great Lakes regions of N. America occurs only during spawning runs into tribu-
tary streams over a few weeks in late winter and early spring, with best smelt-
dipping time generally within a few hours of midnight. Salmon fishing in many
areas of the world is restricted to the annual spawning runs, such as the mid-sum-
mer spawning runs in Norway. A prime example of how deeply biological
rhythms can be entrenched in hobbies is illustrated in the sport of fly-fishing,25

especially for trout (Essay 8.2 and Figure 8.16). 

Essay 8.2 (by WLK): Fly-fishing for Trout

Biological rhythms are a common and natural phenomenon upon which the sport of
fly-fishing for trout is based. Aquatic insects provide one of the chief food sources
for trout, which the fly-fisher26 tries to imitate with an artificial pattern known as
the “fly” (Figure 8.16). Many who are skilled in the sport seek knowledge of the life
history and the stages in the development of aquatic insects (Figure 8.17), crus-
taceans (e.g., Gammarus sp. “scuds”) and other organisms that are preyed upon by
trout and salmon.

Two of the stages in the life history of insects, eclosion and adult activity, which
were emphasized earlier in this book as variables that contributed greatly to our
knowledge of circadian rhythms and biological clocks (see chapter on Time and
Clocks), are also important in the sport of fly-fishing. Species of aquatic insects are
present in a stream throughout the year as larvae, nymphs or pupae, but the duration
for the adult stage is relatively short. For example, entomologists have given the
group (order) name, Ephemeroptera (Ephemeral � remaining or living for a short
time), to mayflies because the adult stage is relatively short. Depending upon the
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24 In a number of states in the United States, the economic impact of sport fishing for all
species exceeds $1 billion (Maharaj & Carpenter, 1996).

25 About 20% of stream trout anglers use flies when fishing (personal communication,
M.A. Ebbers, Minnesota Dept of Natural Resources).

26 Fly-fisher is the modern term of preference that has replaced “fly fisherman.” Historically,
two women made a tremendous impact upon fly-fishing that is still appreciated. Dame
Juliana Berners is credited with writing the first book in English on angling (cf. Berners,
1496) and Mary Orvis Marbury (1988) for writing an excellent book first published in
1892 entitled “Favorite Flies and Their Histories.”



FIGURE 8.16. Science and Art are combined in the sport of fly-fishing. From left, beginning
at the top, the insects include an adult caddisfly (imago), mayfly (subimago), mayfly
(imago), caddisfly (larva), and mayfly (nymph). The artificial imitations for these insects
appear at the far right, along with a series of five steps for tying the imitation of a subimago.
Included with the tools of science are calendar (season), clock (time of day), collection net,
vial (collected specimen), book (dichotomous key for identifying insects), field book (for
personal records) and thermometer (for water and air temperature). Tools illustrated
include hook, scissors, hair, thread, yarn, dubbing material, feathers, and polarized sun
glasses (to see in the water). A fly rod is shown in the center and two casting techniques
(overhead and roll) are shown at the top. Reading the stream and its characteristics com-
plete the illustration. (©WL Koukkari)
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species, the duration of the adult stage may be less than a day, a few days or longer,
but usually less than a month. Tables similar to those compiled by chronobiologists
in the field of medicine to indicate peak phases of circadian and circannual rhythms
are compiled also by fly-fishers to indicate the approximate times when adults of var-
ious genera (Table 8.5) and species (Table 8.6) are likely to be present (cf. Humphrey
& Shogren, 1995). Just as medical doctors and chronobiologists should know when
phases and amplitudes of circadian variables occur in their practice or research, so
too should fly-fishers know when stages and peaks occur for various activities that
are indicative of the insects that they try to simulate. For example, my records show
that during late summer, the spinner fall27 for one group of mayflies (Tricorythodes
spp.) on an Eastern Wisconsin stream occurs usually between mid-morning and
noon. 

Caddisflies (Trichoptera), unlike mayflies (Ephemeroptera) and stoneflies
(Plecoptera), have a pupa stage and therefore undergo the process of eclosion. While a
chronobiologist can easily monitor the daily phase of eclosion in Drosophila that occurs
in a laboratory glass dish, it is much more difficult for anglers to monitor the eclosion of
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FIGURE 8.17. Life history of a
caddisfly (left) and mayfly
(right). Most time is spent under
water as a larva or nymph, fol-
lowed by a transformation stage
as a pupa (caddisfly) or
subimago (mayfly) and a brief
adult stage. (©WL Koukkari) 

27 The term spinner is used by fly-fishers when referring to the mature adult mayfly, which
entomologists and biologists call the imago. The behavior of adult mayflies to fall, land
or settle on the water surface after mating is called the spinner fall by anglers. This is
another phase in the life history of mayflies when anglers try to imitate these spent
insects, which are readily fed upon by trout.



caddisflies in a stream.28 By examining the feeding behavior of trout (e.g., the manner in
which they move toward the surface of the water and the nature of the splash they pro-
duce when capturing an insect), as well as the use of artificial patterns that depict eclo-
sion, anglers are able to apply their knowledge of eclosion to their fishing tactics. For
example, an artificial fly pattern that is tied with yarn that sparkles simulates the air bub-
bles that are encased within the pupal sheath during eclosion (LaFontaine, 1981).

TABLE 8.5. Time of year when seven select adult aquatic insects and grasshoppers are
likely to be present in Minnesota. Each ◊ represents a week. Names of artificial flies that
are used to represent the insect are also listed. Note: Only the genus is listed, but there are
many species that trout selectively feed upon. Species, as well as genera, are not
necessarily found in the same stream or in the same region. For example, the genus
Rhyacophila appears to be confined to the northeastern part of the state.
Insect Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Artificial fly name

Mayfly (Baetis) ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ Blue-winged Olive

Midges (many species)a ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ Griffith’s Gnat

Mayfly (Ephemerella) ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊ Dark Hendrickson,
Sulphur, Adams

Caddisfly (Brachycentrus) ◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ Henryville Special,
Hairwing Caddis

Caddisfly (Rhyacophila) ◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊ Henryville Special,
Hairwing Caddis

Caddisfly (Pycnopsyche) ◊ ◊◊◊◊ Henryville Special,
Hairwing Caddis

Mayfly (Tricorythodes) ◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ Trico

Grasshoppers ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊◊ Hoppers
(Numerous species)

aMidges belong to the Order Dipter, as do houseflies and mosquitoes. Many of the midges are in the
family, Chironomidae.

TABLE 8.6. Dates when adult species of Brachycentrus caddisflies have
been collected in Minnesota.a

Species Time span of collected specimens

B. occidentalis From April 25 to May 6
B. amercanus From May 30 to July 27
B. numerosus May 8

aThe time spans presented are based upon specimens maintained in the Insect
Museum of the University of Minnesota and data complied by David C. Houghton.

28 Colin Pittendrigh (1919–1996) is well known for his contributions to the study of circadian
rhythms, including the eclosion rhythms of Drosophila. He was also a fly-fisher, who, as
Ernest Schwiebert (1973) described, became “sold” on using a “little green-bodied wet fly”
pupal caddisfly imitation of Rhyacophila basalis after watching Schwiebert land several
trout while using this fly on an eastern US stream. This particular fly was the right one for
that time of day and year.
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Many fly-fishers prefer to fish when adult insects are active, since they can use dry
flies that float on the surface of the water. However, most large trout feed more heavily
on the immature stages of insects and other organisms that are found at greater depths.
Thus, anglers interested in catching larger fish, try to simulate the stages and species of
various bottom-dwelling organisms. Their preferred times to fish occur during the peaks
of a diel (i.e., 24-h) rhythm known as drift. The rhythmic down-stream transport or drift
of mayfly nymphs, caddisfly larvae, stonefly nymphs, and other invertebrates is a com-
mon feature of streams in various parts of the world (Waters, 1972; Sagar & Glova,
1992). The reasons for drift are not entirely known, although factors such as nocturnal
feeding and crowding may play a key role in drift behavior (Elliott, 1967). Mayflies,
especially the genus, Baetis (see Figure 8.16), as well as the crustacean, Gammarus, are
among the more common organisms that have been observed in drift samples. Highest
numbers of these organisms and most other aquatic insects occur during the night
(Waters, 1972). There are some exceptions, including certain species of caddisflies,
although most members of this order (Trichoptera) of insects drift at night. The distance
traveled varies with the species, stream, substrate, etc. and is often in the range of 10 to
100 meters (�30 to 300 feet) per night, although the distance may be as short as one to
five meters (cf. Waters, 1972). Results from an extensive study of the rhythmic drift of
Baetis and Gammarus, where exclosures were used to shield from light or external arti-
ficial lights were used at night, indicate that the rhythm of drift of these two organisms
may be exogenously-controlled (Holt & Waters, 1967). Usually there are two peaks, a
major one occurring at the beginning of darkness and a minor one before dawn (Waters,
1972). These two phases also represent the best time to catch large fish, especially by
using artificial fly patterns that simulate nymphs, larvae, and scuds.

Rural and Urban Development

In the past, it was common for cities and villages to be confined to small tracts of
land and separated from each other by wilderness, forests or farms. Today, natural
or unsettled areas are often confined to small tracts of land that are dispersed
within sprawling cities and urban areas or between large farms. Wooded lots,
marshes, wetlands and natural areas that were part of the rural community have
been eliminated or reduced in size as the tillable acreage has increased and urban
developments have ravaged the natural landscape. Such changes, as well as cul-
tural practices and other factors,29 have greatly disrupted the natural food web, as
well as the composition and diversity of species native to the area. While it has
been relatively easy to see what has been happening to the structural organization
of the rural ecosystem, changes to the temporal organization in native species,
especially animals, have not been as evident.

Telemetry Tracking Systems

Much of our knowledge of circadian, ultradian, and even infradian rhythms of
animals has been obtained from laboratory studies where organisms have been
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29 Major contributing factors have been the use of various pesticides and the introduction of
non-native species.



confined to cages, running wheels, pans, or enclosed areas. Under such condi-
tions, there is great regularity and uniformity in rhythm characteristics (e.g.,
phase and pattern of activity). Does this uniformity carry over to organisms that
are relatively unrestricted? The breakthrough that enabled scientists to address
this question was the development of automated radio-tracking systems.30

Results from studies where radio-telemetry systems have been used to monitor
free-ranging animals under natural conditions (Figure 8.18) indicate great plas-
ticity in response to changes in the environment (Tester, 1987). Five of the many
species monitored will serve as examples: muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus), red
foxes (Vulpes vulpes), gray squirrels (Sciurus carolinsis), snowshoe hares
(Lepus americanus), and ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) (Figala et al., 1984;
Figala & Tester, 1986; Tester, 1987)

FIGURE 8.18. Animals that have been fitted with radio collars used for the study of activity
patterns under natural field conditions. Collar clearly visible in the photo of the gray squir-
rel. Photos provided by Dr. J. Tester from the University of Minnesota Cedar Creek Natural
History Area in Bethel, Minnesota.

30 During the early Sputnik era (ca. 1957), more information was being monitored and col-
lected for a dog that was orbiting the earth, than for any wild animal that was living free
in the forests and prairies of Minnesota. This inspired scientists like John Tester at the
University of Minnesota, one of the early investigators of the rhythms of animals in their
natural environment, to construct and develop radio-tracking systems for wild animals
for use at the Cedar Creek Natural History Area in east-central Minnesota.
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Muskrats

Muskrats are common animals that inhabit marshy areas. The number of spans of
activity per day changes with the seasons of the year (Stolen, 1974). During
August, free-ranging muskrats display four spans of activity evenly distributed
over the 24-h cycle. Later in the year, less activity occurs during daylight, thereby
reducing the number of spans to three and finally in winter to two. The two day-
time spans are eliminated in the winter and the activity of the muskrat became
almost exclusively nocturnal.

Squirrels and Foxes

The length of the activity span of gray squirrels closely follows the duration of
daylight. Foxes, on the other hand, hunt primarily at night, digging under plant lit-
ter, snow, etc., to feed upon mice and other rodents. However, if there is ice cover
over the snow, foxes have been found to change their activity by searching for
food during daylight hours. During daylight, they are able to hunt and feed upon
gray squirrels, which are day-active. In both captive and wild squirrels there is a
marked increase in the length of activity in September that is likely to be related
to food gathering and does not appear to follow the exact duration of the photope-
riod (Figala & Tester, 1986).

Hare

The snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) is another example of a truly interest-
ing inhabitant of the ecosystem of the northern United States and Canada.31

During the summer their color is brown, while in the winter it is white, an
adaptive photoperiodic response that is illustrated in Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4 on
Photoperiodism. The circadian pattern of activity of this night-active species
has two features that bear mentioning. First, the onset of activity is associated
more closely with sunset, than is the cessation of activity associated with sun-
rise. Second, the length of the activity span closely follows the annual cycle of
daily length of darkness, with a trough occurring near midsummer when nights
are short and a peak near midwinter when nights are long (Figure 8.19). An
increase in activity from June through August deviates from the expected asso-
ciation with the length of darkness and may be due to reproductive activities or
other unknown factors (Figala et al., 1984).

The inclusion of oscillating temporal components in the study of animal behav-
ior under natural conditions of the outdoor environment was superbly illustrated
in a telemetry study of snowshoe hares conducted by Tester and colleagues. Prior
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31 The snowshoe hare is one of the primary food sources of the North American lynx (Lynx
canadensis), whose population appears to fluctuate with the hare population (see Figure
5.8 Chapter 5 on Models).



to the use of telemetry, the researchers had not been successful in locating young
hares, only the mature ones. After the females were captured and tagged with
collar-type radio transmitters,32 they not only located the young, but also learned
about the maternal relations between the young and the activities of female in
caring for them. A unique relationship became known from the rhythmic plots of
the data (Figure 8.20), which showed that each day the female was with her
young for only 5 to 10 min (Rongstad & Tester, 1971). This rhythmic event
occurred during twilight. As the young developed, they spent the day in separate
hiding places, but gathered together for only about 5 to 10 min before the female
returned to nurse them. After nursing, they again dispersed and remained solitary
until the following evening. In summary, the continuous monitoring of snowshoe
hares by radio transmitters provided the means by which the characteristics of a

FIGURE 8.19. The length of the nocturnal activity span of the snowshoe hare (Lepus amer-
icanus) follows an annual cycle closely associated with the length of darkness, with a
trough occurring near midsummer and a peak near midwinter. Activity monitored via
telemetry for more than two years. Overall monthly means recomputed from Figure 7 in
Figala et al., 1984.

32 Over the duration of two years during which the study was conducted, hares had to 
be captured every 3–4 months using mesh nets in order to replace the batteries in their
collars.
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rhythm in activity were observed and the quantified. One of these characteristics,
namely the phase, served as a pivotal reference span for studying behavioral and
maternal relations of snowshoe hares under a natural outdoor environment.

Ruffed Grouse

Ruffed grouse are normally diurnal, but exhibit changes in rhythms of activity.
These changes appear to be in response to their environment and to behavioral
activities that relate to reproduction. For example, in the winter, the males are
active for brief spans near sunrise and sunset, feeding on aspen (Populus) buds,
etc., and resting in the snow between these times. In the spring and extending into
summer, the activity span is much longer, and includes drumming.33 Much of the
activity for the female in the summer revolves around incubation and care of the
young (Maxson, 1977). Prior to incubation, the activities of the female are associ-
ated closely with sunrise and sunset. However, during incubation of the eggs, she
leaves the nest only two to three times per day to feed (total of 57 to 70 min/day).
Brooding hens move with their chicks during the warmer times of the day, reach-
ing peak activity after sunrise and slowing down before sunset, a pattern that pro-
tects the chicks from the dampness and cold (cf. Maxson, 1977). Hens without
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FIGURE 8.20. The distance (location) of two female snowshoe hares from their nursing sites
varies rhythmically over the span of a day. Note that each female returned to nurse at about the
same time (phase) during the evening twilight, but only for a brief span of about 5–10 min.
Shown here are the activity patterns for two females on two separate days for each. Female
A returned to nurse each night around 21:00 h, while female B returned slightly later each
night at around 23:00 h (redrawn from Rongstad & Tester, 1971).

33 Drumming is a ritual performed by the male ruffed grouse during the mating season and
serves to attract a female and warn away other males. It often takes place on a fallen tree
or on a log. The male stands on the log and cups his wings and beats them in the air. The
“thump thump” sound starts slow and then speeds up.



chicks start their activity earlier, becoming highly active close to sunrise and not
stopping until near sunset and just before darkness.

The Outdoor Laboratory

The use of radio-telemetry in monitoring the rhythmic activity of free-ranging
animals provides a means by which the effects of a prevailing environment (tem-
perature, water, food, other species, various agents of stress, etc.) can be incorpo-
rated into studies on the temporal organization of individuals, as well as upon an
ecosystem. It would have been difficult, if not too costly, to have duplicated the
habitat of the muskrat and snowshoe hare in controlled chambers. Yet, results
from these two studies and the others have greatly increased our knowledge of
biological rhythms, providing a perspective that not only compliments results
from laboratory experiments, but also provides a means by which to test some
well-known hypotheses for biological rhythms. 

As mentioned earlier, in natural settings some animals change from light-activ-
ity to dark-activity depending on the season or stage of development, with sys-
tematic changes in the phase angle between activity onset and sunrise or sunset
(Aschoff, 1964). One of Aschoff’s circadian rules states that an increase in the
length of the photoperiod can produce an advance in the phase-angle difference in
day-active animals in the summer (when the time of light is longer) and a delay in
winter (when the time of light is shorter), with the opposite being the case for
dark-active animals (see Figure 2.10 in Chapter on Characteristics). The activity
of the night-active snowshoe hare appeared to follow this rule (Figala et al., 1984).
However, the rule was not found to be true for the day-active gray squirrel in Min-
nesota (Figala & Tester, 1986).

Temporal Agroecosystems

Currently, the topic of agroecosystems and rural development presents a some-
what bleak picture. Rhythmic patterns of native plants and animals are being mod-
ified and this stems from the overpopulation of humans. Farmed areas have
become larger, while native habitats, including forests, meadows and wetlands,
have been removed, resulting in interruptions in food chains and food webs and a
destabilization and decrease in native plant and animal diversity (Figala & Tester,
1990). For example, the mass emergence every 17 years of periodical cicadas is a
wonderful phenomenon of nature, but already one brood in the state of Connecti-
cut  (USA) no longer exists. Brood XI, documented as far back as 1869, was last
seen in 1954, and its demise was hastened by the cutting of forests for land use by
humans (Maier, 1996). 

Although neither large farms nor the development of rural areas are likely to
disappear, natural areas can be reconstructed based on knowledge about the natu-
ral cycles in food chains and webs. It is often stated that “you cannot stop devel-
opment, you can only direct it.” Directing the reconstruction efforts, therefore,
should involve the application of the knowledge that has been acquired from the
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study of biological rhythms, especially the patterns of feeding, locomotion, repro-
duction, and migration that are associated with daily and annual cycles of organ-
isms. Ultimately, allowing species to become established in their own time niches
may shorten the time needed to produce and maintain a more diverse and stable
ecosystem (cf. Tester & Figala, 1990). More detailed information on the ecological
significance of biological clocks with regards to the expression of behavior in a
variety of nondomesticated species in their natural environment can be found in a
special issue on rhythms and ecology in Biological Rhythm Research (Marques &
Waterhouse, 2004).

Light Pollution

Throughout this text we have emphasized the importance of the LD cycle as the
primary synchronizer of circadian rhythms and the timing of these spans as it
applies to the process of photoperiodism. As has already been discussed in
other chapters, extending the length of the light span or providing a brief expo-
sure to light during darkness can induce biological changes in reproduction,
development, and behavior. Of interest, however, is that even at low levels of
intensity, light can be harmful to the temporal organization of life if presented
at the wrong time. The unnatural luminescence created by outdoor lamps and
light coming from buildings that leads to “urban sky glow” at night has been
labeled light pollution34 by astronomers and others (cf. Lockwood et al., 1990)
(see Figure 10.10 in Chapter 10 on Society). Light pollution can exist in rural
areas as well. 

Organisms, be they on land, in the water, or in the air, may be subjected to the
harmful effects that light pollution has on behavior and development. Animals35

for which a response to light during night has been shown include zooplankton
(Daphnia), invertebrates (insects, scuds), amphibians (frogs), reptiles (turtles),
fish (trout) and birds (for light pollution effects on humans, see Chapter 10 on
Society). As will be discussed in the material that follows, the combination of
glass and light can also be deadly for birds, insects, and other animals (Price &
Mesure, 1996).

Aquatic Animals

The effects of light pollution on a single species, can and often will have reper-
cussions that will affect the entire food web of an ecosystem. One such system is
the fresh-water lake habitat, wherein may be found various types of algae, zoo-
plankton, plants, and animals. 
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34 Light pollution is sometimes referred to as photopollution.
35 In addition to animals, the flowering process in a number of species may be either inhib-

ited or induced by the lights that are used in the home environment.



Vertical Migration

Many fresh water lakes contain zooplankton, such as the water flea Daphnia
(Figure 8.21). These small aquatic organisms, which are actually more common
and numerous than ants are on land, display a daily rhythm in vertical migration,
relying upon the change in light levels at twilight as an initiating cue for vertical
migration (cf. Ringelberg, 1987; Haney, 1993). Although migration is influenced
by a number of variables, including temperature, chemical cues, food supply
(Haney, 1993), and water clarity (Dodson, 1990), the level of nighttime light influ-
ences the height to which Daphnia ascend. 

For example, the amplitude of migration displays a linear relationship to the per-
cent of the moon illuminated: Daphnia rise closer to the surface of the water during
the new moon phase (when it appears dark at night) than during a full moon (when
it appears bright at night), thus reducing their vulnerability to predation36 (cf. Dod-
son, 1990). Especially pertinent to such behavior is that urban lighting may supply
an intensity in urban lakes that is similar to that provided during a full moon phase. 

FIGURE 8.21. The small freshwater organism,
Daphnia retrocurva, exhibits circadian patterns
in vertical migration that can be disrupted by
light pollution. Photo by R. Sothern.

36 A brief, but interesting discussion related to research on light pollution can be found in
Petersen (2001).
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Actually, the average horizontal illuminance in certain areas of an incorporated
city can easily reach levels of intensity that are five times that which is seen dur-
ing full moon (cf. Lockwood et al., 1990). Results from experiments conducted in
a lake near Boston, MA (USA) have shown that both the amplitude (e.g., 2 meters
lower) and magnitude (e.g., fewer individuals) for the diel vertical migration of
Daphnia were significantly reduced by brighter lake levels due to urban light pol-
lution (Moore et al., 2001). Because of the effects of light on their vertical migra-
tion, there is a potential for less surface algae to be consumed by Daphnia, which
in turn can lead to blooms of algae and a poorer quality of water.

Drift

In many creeks and rivers there is a downstream transport of insects and other
invertebrates known as drift (described in Essay 8.2). Aquatic insects, such as the
larvae of mayflies (genus: Baetis) and amphipods, such as scuds (genus: Gam-
marus), are among the more common organisms found in the drift. Typically, the
drift of these organisms follows a 24-h cycle, often referred to as a diel period,
with peaks occurring usually during the night.37

Depending upon the species, location, and quantification procedures, the dis-
tances traveled may vary from less than a meter to over 130 meters (cf. Waters,
1972). Especially relevant is the fact that artificial light at very low levels of
intensity (e.g., 0.1 ft candles or 1 lux) can cause cessation of drift for both
mayflies and scuds (Holt & Waters, 1966). Conceivably, this interruption of the
phase of the rhythm when prey (e.g., insect) should be the highest and the
organisms more available to predators (e.g., fish) could affect the dynamics of
the aquatic food web.

Trout

The effects of light can also affect the emergence and feeding behavior of fish.
Results from a study designed to examine the relationship between light intensity
and the density of juvenile rainbow trout in a river38 have shown that the number
of fish emerging at night from their winter concealment in the river substratum is
affected by the presence of light during the night span (Contor & Griffith, 1995).
The number of fish emerging at night from their concealment decreases during the
presence of moonlight, as well as when artificial light from a commercial bill-
board is present on the riverbank. Not only is the rhythmic presence, occurrence
and feeding behavior of invertebrates and fish affected by artificial light at night,
but so too are nocturnal frogs, which show a reduction in their ability to detect and
consume prey (Buchanan, 1993).
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37 One of the exceptions is the day-active drift of the larvae of a caddisfly species
(Oligophlebodes sigma Milne) in a Utah (USA) stream (Waters, 1968).

38 The study was conducted on the Henrys Fork of the Snake River, Idaho, USA. The trout
were counted by individuals using snorkeling methods (Contor & Griffith, 1995).



Turtles

A dramatic and harmful effect of light pollution on migration or orientation occurs
with newly hatched loggerhead turtles (Caretta caretta), which must travel on land
to reach the sea. On the Mediterranean coast (Peters & Verhoeven, 1994), as in
Florida (Salmon et al., 1995), loggerhead turtles come ashore and build their nests
on beaches. Normally, the hatchlings emerge at night (Witherington et al., 1990)
and the relatively bright glow of the horizon over the ocean serves as a cue for them
to immediately crawl toward the sea (Mrosovsky & Kingsmill, 1985; Withering-
ton, 1991). However, city lights disrupt the normal sea-finding behavior of the
hatchlings, directing them to travel inland, rather than to the sea (Salmon & With-
erington, 1995). Disorientation can occur throughout a nesting beach, subjecting
the baby turtles to the perils of urban traffic, predators, and dehydration during the
extended duration of time it takes to reach the sea. In some studies, up to 63% of
the hatchlings did not show a correct orientation, indicating that the effects of light
pollution caused by city lighting can be potentially disastrous on the long term sur-
vival of the species (Peters & Verhoeven, 1994), especially as human activities and
their settlements result in a loss of the natural darkness that is needed at the beach
for normal hatchling sea-finding behavior (Salmon et al., 1995).

Insects

In our global community most people have not seen the vertical migration of water
fleas, the drift of invertebrates, or the travels of loggerhead turtles, but they have
seen the attraction of moths and other flying insects to light at night.39 However,
light traps have actually not eradicated moth populations, but the light has had an
impact on moth circadian rhythms and photoperiodism (Frank, 1988). Light at
night can disturb flight, navigation, vision, migration, oviposition, mating and
feeding, and interferes with their defensive behavior (Svensson & Rydell, 1998). 

Light pollution thus exposes moths to increased predation by birds, bats and
spiders. The overall result may be evolutionary modification of behavior and/or
disruption or elimination of entire moth populations (Frank, 1988). As reported in
a newspaper article (Boudette, 2003), lights shining all night long had a devastat-
ing effect on butterfly populations in Innsbrück, Austria. After lights were added
to a bridge crossing the river Inn for the 1964 Winter Olympics, butterflies
swarmed to the lights during the summer months, but after three years they had all
but disappeared. According to Prof. Gerhard Tarmann, who manages the butterfly
collection at Innsbruck’s Ferdinadeum Museum, the butterflies couldn’t lay eggs
or find food since they were injured by the hot white lights and/or were too
exhausted from all the nighttime flying.40

39 Excess “white” light also allows for easier orientation on land by a nocturnal carpenter
ant (Camponotus pennslyvanicus) (Klotz & Reid, 1993).

40 Tarmann has noted that there are now maybe eight different species of butterfly in the
area when years ago there were perhaps 600. One of his suggestions is to use yellow
sodium street lamps in place of the standard mercury lamps, since they do not produce
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Birds 

Outdoor lighting has the same potential to disrupt circadian rhythms and pho-
toperiodism in birds as it does in insects. This disruption is especially evident dur-
ing the migrating phase of the circannual rhythm of birds. Unfortunately for
songbirds, which mostly migrate at night and fly at lower altitudes, the human
influence is far too often deadly. 

Migrating birds use a variety of cues for orientation, such as the setting sun,
stars, and patterns of polarized light, but they can become confused by brightly-lit
skyscrapers and towers. This can result in collisions or exhaustion, especially
when birds fly low due to a low cloud ceiling (Cochran & Graber, 1958) and lead
to injury or death, not only from collisions, but falling to the ground and becom-
ing victims to predators. Thus, structures lit at night (often only for esthetic rea-
sons) and the presence of lighted windows result in an extremely high level of
anthropogenic41 mortality, which for birds is recorded in the hundreds of millions
each year in the USA alone (Ogden, 1996).42

As is the case for many biological processes, the effects of light and struc-
tures are also strongly influenced by environmental factors. This helps to
explain why the confusion of migrating birds, which can be attributed to lights
on towers, may be more likely to occur when the cloud ceiling is low at night,
since both the maximum numbers of birds in flight and the maximum altitudes
attained are generally found during the first few hours after sunset (cf. Cochran
& Graber, 1958).

Take-Home Message

Biological rhythms are evident in the outdoor environment and impact upon
most organisms in nature, as well as the various ecosystems found in rural,
urban, and natural areas. Once again, timing can have a significant impact on
outcome, be it: (a) the duration of light and dark or high and low temperatures
that an organism receives; (b) light during the night that affects many organisms
adversely; (c) the annual migration cycles of animals; (d) the application of her-
bicides or pesticides; or (e) the enjoyment of hobbies, including gardening,
birding, and fishing.
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the ultraviolet light that attracts the butterflies and other insects. Yellow-coated light
bulbs are often marketed as “bug lights” for home use, since they attract fewer bugs when
used on the back porch on a summer evening. In addition to having a more positive
impact on bug populations, yellow streetlights also save energy and their use therefore
indirectly reduces power plant emissions (cf. Boudette, 2003).

41 Anthropogenic is a key word when discussing light pollution, for it defines the influence
of humans on nature.

42 More birds are killed each year by structural hazards than by high profile catastrophes,
such as oil spills.
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9
Veterinary Medicine

“Personally, I have always felt the best doctor in the world is the Veterinarian. 
He can’t ask his patients what’s the matter.

He’s got to know.”
—Will Rogers (1879–1935), American humorist

Introduction

The focus of veterinary1 medicine is on the science and art of treatment and pre-
vention of disease and injury of nonhuman animals, especially domestic ones.
Health care services provided by veterinarians are much needed and appreciated
in both urban and rural areas. Households in the USA that own pets (dogs, cats,
birds, etc.)2 (Figure 9.1) visit a veterinarian an average of three times per year
(AVMA, 2002). Health care is devoted also to livestock (cattle, sheep, swine),
horses and poultry, both in the clinic and during visits to farms and ranches. 

Many of the applications of biological rhythms, although perhaps not always
realized as to cause, date back centuries to the earliest practices of animal hus-
bandry. Knowing and being able to predict when events change and recur is highly
advantageous to a veterinarian. Deviations from the predictable rhythmic pattern
of physiological variables in animals provides a valuable tool that has diagnostic
possibilities and therapeutic advantages in veterinary medicine (cf. Piccione &
Caola, 2002). This is especially pertinent when procedures, observations, and
treatments need to be performed on animals at various times of day or year. 

Rhythms found in pets and livestock span a range that extends from high fre-
quency ultradian oscillations (Table 9.1) to the circadian (Table 9.2) and infradian
domains (Table 9.3). Very likely, circadian rhythms, as well as the interactions
between circadian and circannual rhythms associated with photoperiodism, are
foremost among the periodicities encountered by a veterinarian. In the sections that
follow, biological rhythms in veterinary medicine are addressed as they relate to

1 from (L.) veterinarius � pertaining to beasts of burden.
2 Horses are sometimes included in demographic sources as pets.
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FIGURE 9.1. Animals that are kept as pets may need veterinary care at one time or another.
Photos by R. Sothern (top 3) and Marcia Koukkari (bottom 4).

body temperature and activity, hematology and urology, primary circadian clocks,
disease, pests and stress, and reproduction and photoperiodism.

Body Temperature and Activity

Veterinarians use body temperature as a clinical parameter to ascertain health sta-
tus, to monitor progression of infectious diseases, to detect systemic side-effects
after vaccinations, and to define humane endpoints in animal experiments
(Hartinger et al., 2003). 



Livestock and most domestic pets are homeotherms3 and exhibit a daily rhyth-
mic variation in body temperature that can range, on average, from 0.5°C to 1.2°C
(0.9°F to 2.2°F) (cf. Hahn, 1989). Within this range, some relatively large fluctu-
ations have been attributed to a variety of factors, including activity, metabolism,
physiological changes, availability of food, and agents of environmental stress.
However, perhaps the most common and often overlooked single factor that
underlies recurrent changes in body temperature is the endogenous biological
rhythm. With this in mind, knowledge of normal characteristics of circadian and
estrus body temperature rhythms in farm animals is important for increasing the
accuracy of diagnostic procedures and for optimizing yield in dairy and meat
industries (Piccione & Refinetti, 2003a).

Diurnal vs. Nocturnal

Body temperature rhythms have been studied extensively in many of the species
commonly seen by a veterinarian (Table 9.4). Generally, body temperatures are
associated with activity and are usually highest during the middle or second half
of the daily activity span (Figure 9.2). Thus, for animals that are diurnally
active, such as monkeys and chickens, their maximum body temperature gener-
ally is found during the light span, while the maximum body temperature of
nocturnally active animals, such as most rats and mice, occurs during the dark
span (cf. Sothern, 1995). 
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TABLE 9.1. Some variables showing ultradian oscillations in pets and livestock.
Animal Variable Period Reference

Cat Catecholamine release �10 min and1 h Lanzinger et al., 1989
Dog Cortisol in blood 3 and 90 minb Benton et al., 1990
Dog Gallbladder bile composition �90 min Camello et al., 1991

(8 compounds)
Cattle Udder temperature 80–120 min Bitman et al., 1984
Chicken Core Body Temperature �5 h Kadono & Usami, 1983
Cockerel LHa 66.4 � 4.0 min Chou & Johnson, 1987
Horse Plasma glucose �18 min Evans & Winget, 1974
Monkey LH (during follicular phase �50 min Norman et al., 1984

of the menstrual cycle)
Sheep Core Temperature 90 and 140 min Mohr & Krzywanek, 1990

aLuteinizing hormone.
bSampling was every 15–20 s.

3 Homeotherms (also warm blooded or endotherms) regulate their body temperature inde-
pendent of the environmental temperature. All other species of animals are classified as
ectotherms (also cold blooded or poikilotherms) and depend upon external sources of heat
(solar heat) to regulate their body temperature. Nevertheless, rhythms in heat-seeking
behavior and locomotor activity have been documented in ectotherms such as the lizards
Iguana iguana (Tosini & Menaker, 1995) and Gekko gecko (Refinetti & Susalka, 1997).
A third category, heterotherms, includes some common hibernators which regulate their
temperature only at certain times.



Timing of Food 

Timing of food has been associated with temperature rhythms in pigs fed once or
twice a day, suggesting a possible conditioning to the presentation of food (cf.
Ingram & Dauncey, 1985). The circadian rhythm of body temperature continues
in young pigs maintained under conditions of constant ambient temperature and
illumination and deprived of food for three days (Ingram & Mount, 1973).
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TABLE 9.2. Some variables showing circadian oscillations in pets and livestock 
(during monitoring: LD � Light/Dark cycles present; DD � continuous darkness; 
LL � continuous light).

Time(s) of 
Lighting Animal Variable maxima Reference

LD, LL Cat Melatonin in blood Midday Reppert et al., 1982
LD Cattle Urea in blood Morning Lefcourt et al., 1999
LD, DD Chicken Pineal N-acetyltransferase Midday Binkley, 1976

enzyme activity in blood
LD Dog Bone formation markers Early morning Ladlow et al., 2002

in blood and urine
LD Dog Gallbladder bile composition Morning Camello et al., 1991

(6 compoundsa)
LD Dog Gallbladder bile composition Evening Camello et al., 1991

(chloride)
LD, DL Goldfish Brain histamine During L Burns et al., 2003
LD Horse AspAT and AlAT enzyme Near midnight Komosa et al., 1990

activity in bloodb

LL, DD Pig Melatonin Usual dark span Lewczuk & Przybylska-
Gornowicz, 2000

LD Turkey Gastric motility During L Duke & Evanson, 1976

aBilirubin, bile salts, phospholipids, cholesterol, sodium, potassium. 
bAspAT � aspartate aminotransferase, AlAT � alanine aminotransferase.

TABLE 9.3. Some variables showing infradian oscillations in pets and livestock.
Time(s) of

Domain Animal Variable maxima Reference

Estrous Cow Body temperature Every 18–23 Piccione et al.,
days (mean � 2003b
21days)

28-day Monkey Bone formation and Days 2 to 7 Hotchkiss & 
menstrual resorption biomarkers Brommage, 2000

in blood
Annual Chicken Embryo O2 consumption Spring Johnson, 1966
” Dog Uric acid in blood Fall Sothern et al., 1993
” Goat Serum cortisol Winter Alila-Johanasson 

et al., 2003
” Horse RBC, WBC and March Piccione et al., 2001

Hemoglobin in blood
” Sheep (ewe) Estrous Late summer– Karsch et al., 1984

early fall
” Sheep (ram) Testosterone May–July Gomes & Joyce, 1975
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FIGURE 9.2. Examples of circadian rhythms in body temperature of animals. Hen: three-
hour means computed from intraperitoneal temperature monitored every 15 min for 2 days
in a full-grown hen (L-on 07:00 h–19:00 h) (redrawn from Fig 11 in Hawking et al., 1971).
Rat: rectal temperature sampled from 24 female LOU rats (4 rats/timepoint; age 3 months)
every week for eight weeks (total � 192 samples) (L-on 06:00 h–18:00 h) (Sothern unpub-
lished). Dark bar � lights off. 

TABLE 9.4. Circadian rhythm in body temperature in animals during synchronized 
LD conditions.
Animal Site Time(s) of maxima Reference

Cat Brain Midday with 2–4 h Kuwabara et al., 1986
ultradians

Cow (lactating) Udder 21:00–02:00 h Lefcourt et al., 1999
Cow (lactating) Vagina Afternoon Araki et al., 1985
Cow (calves) Ear 12:00–17:00 h Macaulay et al., 1995
Chicken i.p.a During L-span Hawking et al., 1971;

Kadono & Usami, 1983
Dog Rectum Late in L-span Refinetti & Piccione, 2003
Duck i.p. During L-span Hawking et al., 1971
Goat Rectum 18:00 h; Early-dark in Ayo et al., 1999;

LD12:12 Piccione et al., 2003c
Gerbil i.p. Midday Refinetti, 1999
Hamster i.p. Midday Refinetti, 1999
Horse Rectal 20:00 h; 23:00 h Stull & Rodiek, 2000;

Piccione et al., 2004a
Monkey Colon During L-span Fuller et al., 1979
Mouse Rectum Midday (activity) span Haus & Halberg, 1969
Pig Rectum During activity Ingram & Dauncey, 1985

(easily altered by feeding)
Rat i.p. Midday (activity) span Sothern & Halberg, 1979
Sheep (lambs) i.p. Early L (07:00–10:00 h) Davidson & Fewell, 1993
Sheep (adults) Carotid artery 16:00 h Mendel & Raghavan, 1964
Sheep (adults) Rectum 16:00–18:00 h Mendel & Raghavan, 1964
Squirrel (flying) i.p. Midday Refinetti, 1999
Squirrel (ground) i.p. 2nd half of L-span Refinetti, 1999
Tree Shrew i.p. Mid-L Refinetti, 1999

ai.p. � Intraperitoneal.



However, feeding ad libitum (i.e., upon urge) obliterated the rhythm that had been
present, suggesting that pigs have an endogenous body temperature rhythm that is
easily masked by food intake.

This observation seems to be unique in the domesticated pig, since most ani-
mals maintained under constant illumination with continuous access to food
maintain a circadian rhythm in body temperature. However, because so many
external variables can affect body temperature, especially activity and access to
food, the exact characteristics of endogenous rhythms, such as phase, amplitude,
and period, can be easily perturbed or masked in animals. 

Masking 

Masking of the endogenous characteristics of circadian rhythms is quite com-
mon and can affect ultradian, as well as infradian rhythms. Furthermore, mask-
ing is not confined only to temperature (see discussion on masking in mammals
and other organisms in Chapter 2 on Rhythm Characteristics) and can involve
hormones and other molecules. For example, when mice were fed once a day
during the first 4 h of light (L) or dark (D) of an LD 12:12 regimen, the 24 h
means and amplitudes for body temperature, serum corticosterone and liver
glycogen were all significantly increased when compared with mice that had
food continuously available (Nelson et al., 1975). In addition, the peaks
(acrophases) in the meal-fed mice were determined by the time of food presen-
tation regardless of its relation to the LD regimen (Figure 9.3). Similar phase
adaptations were observed in peak times for liver glycogen and serum glucose
when rats were maintained on four different 4-hourly feeding times along the
LD regimen (Philippens et al., 1977). Phase adaptations were also observed for
body temperature, liver glycogen, plasma insulin, serum glucose, and serum
thyroxine when mice were meal-fed at six different 4 h intervals over 24 h
(Lakatua et al., 1988). 

In the three studies just mentioned, however, the peaks for some variables
(corneal mitoses, white blood cells, enzymes) remained synchronized more
closely with the LD schedule than the restricted feeding schedules or showed an
interaction between the two competing synchronizers. Thus, one should not
generalize about the synchronizing effect of meal-timing since all body func-
tions do not react equally to different synchronizers and this can result in alter-
ations in internal phase relations that are normally present during ad libitum
feeding. 

Environment 

Depending upon the species and the prevailing environment where the animal is
maintained, the 24 h cycle for body temperature can be quite complex and diffi-
cult to quantify. Some of the changes in body temperature can be attributed to the
influence of instrumentation and measurement site (e.g., intraperitoneal, tym-
panic, rectal, udder, etc.), the environment (housing, pastures, kennels) and ani-
mal activity. 
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FIGURE 9.3. Timing of a single daily meal can alter (mask) circadian rhythm characteristics of
body temperature, liver glycogen and serum corticosterone in mice. Mice allowed access to
food during the first 4 h of the L-span or D-span or continuously (ad lib) for 4–6 weeks.
Timepoint means (SEs not shown for clarity) shown aligned to onset of light (L) [left] and
onset of food access [right] (mice fed ad libitum began eating at the beginning of the D-span).
Time of food presentation (hatched bars) determined peak (acrophase) regardless of the rela-
tion of food to the LD regimen (light–dark bars). Redrawn from Nelson et al., 1975.



Cattle 

For dairy cows, activities such as repeated positional transitions from lying to
grazing (Lefcourt, 1990), as well as the physiological and metabolic process
associated with lactation, daily feeding(s) and milking (e.g., at 08:00 h and
20:00 h) quite likely factor into the rhythmic profile for body temperature. The
normal body temperature rhythm of lactating dairy cows, which has a peak
between 18:00 h and midnight and a trough from late morning to early after-
noon, displays a range of change over 24 h on the order of 0.5°C to 1.0°C (0.8°F
to 1.8°F) (cf. Hahn, 1989). Ultradian oscillations with periods averaging about
100 min between peaks may also appear in the circadian pattern (Lefcourt,
1990). 

Encapsulated radio transmitters implanted in the peritoneal cavity near an
udder of lactating dairy cows showed changes in hourly means in temperature that
ranged from 38.82°C (100.8°F) to 39.09°C (102.4°F), with peaks occurring
mostly late at night4 between 21:00 and 02:00 h and troughs located in the after-
noon between 13:00 h and 18:00 h (Lefcourt et al., 1999). 

On the other hand, the 24-h tympanic (ear) temperature rhythm of Holstein
calves that were in the nursing stage of development, displayed maximum val-
ues during the day between 12:00 and 17:00 h and minimum values in the morn-
ing between 06:00 h and 09:00 h (Macaulay et al., 1995). Generally, for animals
not experiencing stress and feeding ad libitum, the 24 h rhythm in body temper-
ature for cattle has a peak in the afternoon or evening (Hahn et al., 1992).

Dogs and Cats 

The task of taking the rectal temperature of a pet, such as a cat or dog, is in itself
no small feat to accomplish and often arouses the activity of the animal. In many
laboratory studies of animals, activity and body temperature are monitored con-
tinuously via an implanted sensor (Gegout-Pottie et al., 1999; Hartinger et al.,
2003). After recovery from the implant surgery, the sensor usually does not inter-
fere with the animal’s normal activities and thus the effect of handling or restraint
is minimized, if not removed. 

Under such experimental conditions, the activity5 of dogs appears to be only
slightly greater during the light portion of the LD cycle. Over a typical 24 h span,
changes in rectal temperature seldom exceed 1°C (e.g., 37.9°C to 39.0°C; 100.2°F
to 102.2°F), but do show a tendency to rise during L and to fall during early D
(Hawking et al., 1971). 

As for cats, circadian variations in activity and body temperature levels are
complex and include ultradian cycles that have been reported to range from 1–2 h
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4 One of the six cows that were monitored in the study displayed a rhythm with a peak
occurring near midday at 12:30 h., which was 180° out of phase with the other animals.

5 Dogs in a laboratory setting spend little time walking around and tend to sit most of the
time and only move their head or a leg.



(Hawking et al., 1971)6 or 2–4 h (Kuwabara et al., 1986)7. Patterns in nocturnal
wakefulness and high temperatures in cats display bimodal peaks, which occur
near dawn and dusk (Kuwabara et al., 1986). 

Poultry 

Unlike cats and dogs, the daily rest/activity cycle of free-range chickens is easily
observed visually. Chickens feed during L and are at roost during D, with some antic-
ipation of the change from L and D (Figure 9.4). Likewise, the body temperature of
poultry has a pronounced 24-h rhythm. For example, higher temperature levels for a
hen, as well as for a duck, occur during the active L span8 (Hawking et al., 1971).

Hematology and Urology 

The emphasis of hematology is upon blood, while the focus of urology is upon
urine. Both blood and urine are used extensively for diagnostic purposes in clini-
cal veterinary medicine. 

Sampling Blood

Blood is a tissue that is quite distinct from other tissues in that its intercellular
matrix is a liquid and the tissue circulates within the body via veins and arteries.
In both veterinary clinics and in research studies, samples are collected by
venipuncture and sent to commercial or clinical laboratories for hematological
determinations of cell types, organic molecules, elements, etc. 

Multiple Rhythms 

The number of variables found in blood that are known to cycle with a significant
ultradian, circadian or circannual periodicity is large. In dogs alone, at least 30
variables have been documented as showing circannual variations in morning
baseline values (cf. Sothern et al., 1993). Some examples of rhythms in hemato-
logical variables in mammals are presented in Table 9.5. 

The rhythm characteristics of the various biochemical molecules that circulate
within the vascular system of an animal can be different. One could expect to find
differences in amplitude, which depend upon recurring processes of synthesis,
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6 A single cat was monitored via an implanted radio-telemetry capsule. About 1.4 times
more activity occurred during the day than night and slightly higher temperatures
occurred during the night.

7 The brain temperature of 16 cats maintained in LD 12:12 was monitored via implanted
electrodes.

8 Hawking et al. (1971) studied one hen and one duck using a “radio capsule” inserted into
the body.



utilization and degradation, but both the period and the phase, as has been dis-
cussed relative to changes in temperature and activity, also differ. 

In addition, one biological variable may have only one prominent period, while
others may have statistically significant periods in two or more domains. For
example, in the same lactating cow the plasma concentration of urea was shown
to be circadian, cortisol levels were only ultradian, while prolactin levels showed
both circadian and ultradian oscillations (Lefcourt, 1990). Sampling intervals, as
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FIGURE 9.4. A daily activity/rest
cycle of free-range chickens:
(a) feeding during the light span,
(b) returning to housing at end of
the light span, and (c) roosting
during the dark span (photos
courtesy of Krishona Bjork-
Martinson).



well as the environment and the phase of the synchronizer (L or D span), can also
contribute to which periods are detectable.

Peak Times 

The phase of a hematological variable, especially the peak or trough, serves as an
important parameter, potentially applicable in diagnosis and therapy. Twenty-four
hour acrophase charts, which identify the time of peaks for rhythmic variables
(Figure 9.5) are available in human clinical medicine (Dawes, 1974; Haus et al.,
1988; Kanabrocki et al., 1990; Smaaland & Sothern, 1994; Abrahamsen et al.,
1999; Bjarnason et al., 2001), and for several animals. These include mice (Hal-
berg & Nelson, 1978; Scheving, 1984; Feuers et al., 1986; Smaaland & Sothern,
1994), rats (Ehret et al., 1978; Haus & Halberg, 1980), monkeys (Halberg & Nel-
son, 1978; Moore-Ede & Sulzman, 1981), and horses (cf. Komosa et al., 1990). A
one-year acrophase chart has also been prepared for dogs (Sothern et al., 1993). 

Collecting Urine 

Urine is a readily available, noninvasive source of rhythmic physical and bio-
chemical information. In veterinary medicine, urine is usually collected through
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TABLE 9.5. Examples of some variables in blood that have been reported to
oscillate (cycle) in animals.
Domain Animal Variable Time(s) of maxima Reference 

Ultradian Cow Urea 40–80 min between Lefcourt et al., 1999
peaks

” Horse Packed cell volume Near noon and midnight Piccione et al., 2001
and platelets

Circadian Cow Insulin Late afternoon Lefcourt et al., 1990
” Dog Melatonin Mid-dark (02:00 h) Sääf et al., 1980
” Goat Cholesterol End of dark in LD12:12 Piccione et al., 2003c
” Goat Urea During dark in LD12:12 Piccione et al., 2003c
” Horse Cortisol Morning Komosa et al., 1990; 

Black et al., 1999
” Horse Leptin Mid-dark Piccione et al., 2004 a
” Horse Soluble vitamins Mid to late afternoon Piccione et al., 2004 b

(A, D, E, K)
” Mouse RBC, WBC, hemoglobin, 1st half of L (resting) Swoyer et al., 1987

hematocrit span
” Pig Cortisol Morning Griffith & Minton,

1991
” Monkey Melatonin During darkness Jenkin et al., 1980
Infradian Dog Creatinine May–July Sothern et al., 1993

(annual)
” Horse Blood cell Late spring, early Gill & Kompanowska-

sedimentation rate summer Jezierska, 1986
” Horse Testosterone Summer Byers et al., 1983
” Mouse Corticosterone Winter Haus & Halberg, 1970
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FIGURE 9.5. Using the acrophase (upper left) one can construct an acrophase chart (upper
right) in order to compare timing of peak for various variables (shown here for body tem-
perature, white blood cells and urine excretion rate of rats). 95% Limits � Acrophase (Ø)
�1.96 SE and shown if rhythm significant at p  0.05 from zero-amplitude test. Note: In
the acrophase chart, 95% limits (bar) not shown for variable F because of the lack of sig-
nificance. Dark bar � Lights off. (Sothern, unpublished).
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external excretion, often by using a midstream catch upon voiding the bladder.9

However, needle puncture (cytocentesis) of the bladder of cats, dogs, and other
small animals is sometimes used to obtain uncontaminated urine, often needed for
the identification of bacteria causing urinary tract infections. 

In some laboratory studies with animals, urine can be collected via an
indwelling catheter or the animal is housed in a metabolic cage that can collect
the entire urine volume excreted over a specific span of time (e.g., 3 h, 4 h, etc.)
(Figure 9.6). When using a metabolic cage, successive samples can be collected
from animals housed in a cage (e.g., for mice, rats, dogs, etc.) or confined to a
chair (e.g., for monkeys), thereby avoiding the trauma associated with catheters
and physical restraints that could impede other normal functions.

Excretion Rates

Unlike blood, where its total volume does not change appreciably over 24 h and
the concentration of a substance will thus reflect the absolute amount available at
the time of sampling, the level of a substance determined in a urine sample will

9 Often, race horses that are routinely tested for drugs and other compounds have been
trained to urinate at the sound of a whistle.

FIGURE 9.6. Metabolic cages for
collection of animal urine sam-
ples in the laboratory. Whenever
an animal urinates, in this case a
rat, the liquid flows via a funnel
below the grid base of the cage
to a collection cup or tube. A
new cup is rotated into place at
specified intervals (e.g., every 2,
3, or 4 h). Photo by R. Sothern.
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10 While rats are used extensively in medical research, they are sometimes kept as pets at home.

depend upon the total volume of the voided sample. While adjustment for total
volume may not be necessary for the detection of bacteria or presence of certain
drugs or other trace elements, it is necessary for rhythm studies that seek to quan-
tify excretion rates of metabolic substances at different times of the day or year
(see Essay 11.1 on adjusting urinary analyte concentrations for volume and col-
lection interval in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine). 

Urinary Rhythms 

Rhythms in urinary variables (Table 9.6) have provided a tool by which the health
status and other metabolic information of animals can be quantified, such as for
dogs (Liesegang et al., 1999, rabbits (Jilge & Stahle, 1984; Jilge, 1991), fetal
sheep (Brace & Moore, 1991), pregnant sows (Pol et al., 2002), rats (Rabinowitz,
et al., 1987; Pons et al., 1994; Schmidt et al., 2001), monkeys (Sulzman et al.,
1978), chimpanzees (Muller & Lipson, 2003), and gorillas (Stoinski et al., 2002). 

Urine has also been collected around-the-clock from rats10 to assess excretion
rates of amino acids associated with the presence of a tumor (Halberg et al., 1976,
1978) and to evaluate renal toxicity associated with anti-cancer drugs (Levi et al.,
1982). Around-the-clock urine collection from rats has also documented a
decrease in circadian mean and amplitude in excretion rates of glucose, sodium,
and potassium associated with aging (Langevin et al., 1979).

Interpreting a Sample 

Usually, only a single blood or urine sample is obtained in a clinic and this could
take place at any given time of day (e.g., morning or late evening, etc.) or season
of the year. Since the baseline for many hematological and urinary variables is

TABLE 9.6. Examples of some variables in urine that have been reported to oscillate (cycle)
in animals. 
Domain Animal Variable Time(s) of maxima Reference

Ultradian Dog Volume, Na, K, Peaks every 150–200 min Gordon & Lavie,
osmolality 1982

” Monkey Potassium 12 h major and minor peaks Kass et al., 1980
Circadian Dog Volume, Na, K, 10:00–14:00 h Hartenbower et al.,

Ca, Mg 1974
” Hamster Melatonin During dark span Stieglitz et al., 1995
” Horse Bone resorption 02:00–08:00 h Black et al., 1999

markers
” Monkey Potassium 1st half of activity (L) span Kass et al., 1980
” Rat Volume, protein, midday (activity) span Pons et al., 1996

glomular filtration rate
Infradian Monkey 3 bone formation and Days 3, 7, & 28 of 28-day Hotchkiss & 

(menstrual) resorption biomarkers cycle Brommage, 2000



more like a curve than a straight line (Figure 9.7), the correct interpretation of a
value will actually depend upon where it falls on the normal curve throughout the
day (i.e., when the sample was obtained). 

Even if the clock hour of sampling is known, however, the correct interpretation
or extrapolation of a value present in the sample may depend not only upon the
external clock time, but in some cases it may depend on the internal biological
time of the animal (cf. Sothern, 1995). For example, the animal in question could
have experienced a disruptive effect in its environment, such as an unusual LD
exposure (e.g., a very long or short light span, continuous light, or a reversed LD
schedule often used for nocturnal animals on display in zoos), extreme environ-
mental temperatures, food availability, and/or social disruptions. 

Masking is another factor, as was discussed earlier, when ad libitum feeding
during continuous light (LL) masked the circadian temperature rhythm in young
pigs. However, circadian rhythms continued in plasma cortisol and melatonin in
pigs exposed to LL or DD for 14 days, thereby confirming the endogenous basis
for the circadian cycles found in these variables during entrainment to a LD
schedule (Griffith & Minton, 1991).

A Primary Circadian Oscillator 

Individual cells of mammalian tissues can generate circadian rhythms, but a primary
oscillator resides in the hypothalamus of the brain (Richter, 1965). This is a basic
structure in mammals where many functions are controlled, including internal body
temperature, blood pressure, reproduction, sexuality, and the production of
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FIGURE 9.7. Examples of circadian patterns found in rat blood and urine. Blood sampled
from tail of 24 female LOU rats (4 rats/timepoint; age 3 months) every week for 8 weeks
(total � 192 samples). Urine collected every 4 h for 14 days from a female LOU rat (age
3 months) in a metabolic cage (total � 83 samples). Means assigned to midpoint of each
4 h sampling interval. Dark bar � lights off (Sothern, unpublished).



neurohormones. The location of the hypothalamus, suprachiasmatic nucleus, and
pineal gland in the rat brain is shown in Figure 2.13 in Chapter 2 on Characteristics.

The Suprachiasmatic Nucleus 

Within the hypothalamus, there is a site where two clumps of nuclei containing
thousands of neurons are located above the optic chiasm and where the two optic
nerves cross. This area is called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). Circadian
rhythms are synchronized by light signals received by retinal photoreceptors
(rods, cones, and ganglion cells containing melanopsin) and projected via a
retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) to the bilaterally paired SCN.11 The light infor-
mation received by the SCN is transduced into neural and hormonal output sig-
nals that affect various rhythms of the animal (cf. Lowrey & Takahashi, 2004). 

The SCN has been identified as a primary circadian clock of mammals. Results
from a large number of studies that led to the discovery and confirmation of the SCN
as a primary oscillator have been introduced elsewhere in this text (see Chapter 2 on
Rhythm Characteristics) (Richter, 1965; Hendrickson et al., 1972; Moore & Lenn,
1972; Stephan & Zucker, 1972; Moore & Eichler, 1972; Ralph et al., 1990; Sujino,
et al., 2003). An extensive and rapidly expanding body of literature on various
aspects of the SCN clock continues (cf. special issues: Chronobiol Intl 1998:15[5];
J Biol Rhythms 2003:18[3].), as investigations into the functions of this major pace-
maker are explored at the molecular level, including the description of clock genes
(for a discussion of clock genes, see Chapter 5 on Models and Mechanisms). 

As is true in many areas of biology, there are reports that raise the possibility of
other primary circadian oscillators in mammals outside the brain and retina
(Zylka et al., 1998). In addition, it must be emphasized that while peripheral oscil-
lators occur throughout the body of an animal, the SCN of mammals does not
drive these other oscillators, but serves as a synchronizer for peripheral clock
genes (cf. Hastings et al., 2003; Lowrey & Takahashi, 2004; Panda & Hogenesch,
2004; Yoo et al., 2004).

The Pineal Gland

In birds, the pineal gland functions as a primary circadian pacemaker. Rhythms of
both activity and body temperature are abolished in pinealectomized sparrows
maintained in DD (Menaker, 1974). Interestingly, the rhythm can again be initi-
ated when the pineal from another sparrow is transplanted into the recipient,
although the phase is that of the donor bird (Zimmerman & Menaker, 1979). 

In chickens, a circadian rhythmicity in the activity of an enzyme that is involved
in the serotonin to melatonin pathway (N-acetyltransferase) continues when
pineal tissue is maintained in vitro in constant darkness for at least 4 days (Binkley
et al., 1978; Kasal et al., 1979). Furthermore, a rhythm in melatonin released by
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the RHT and the SCN.



individually isolated chick pineal glands maintained in vitro during 2 days in LD
also persists over 4 days in DD with a free-running circadian period slightly
shorter than 24.0 h and a dampening of the amplitude (cf. Takahashi et al., 1980).

The pineal gland in fish is a direct photosensory organ that is a part of a central
neural system (cf. Zachmann et al., 1992; Ekström & Meissl, 1997). Under natu-
ral conditions, the pineal releases melatonin rhythmically to convey daily and sea-
sonal photoperiodic information that affects thermoregulation, activity patterns,
growth, metabolism, and reproduction. While the photic regulation of melatonin
production may be universal in fishes, there is evidence for a lack of universal
control of endogenous circadian melatonin rhythms in the pineal and retina, since
in some fish, production of melatonin is consistently high when maintained under
DD and low when maintained under LL (Iigo et al., 1997). This suggests the pres-
ence of two regulatory systems in fish, one depending upon photoperiodic and the
other on an internal circadian system. Nevertheless, circadian melatonin rhythms
in the pineal gland and retina of all vertebrate classes have been reported, except
for a few species, such as the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), desert iguana,
Dipososaurus dorsalis, the gecko, Christinus marmoratus, and the frogs, Rana
tigrinia regulosa, and Rana pipiens (cf. Iigo et al., 1997).

Diseases, Pests, and Stress 

The rhythmic responses of animals to causal agents of disease, stress, or injury
have been studied extensively in the laboratory. Included in the list of causal
agents are microorganisms, parasites, chemicals, drugs, and physical agents, such
as noise and light (see Table 1.1 in Chapter 1 and Figure 11.14 in Chapter 11 on
Clinical Medicine for examples). Besides factors or variables, such as age, sex,
health, and dose, which can affect the response of an animal to an external agent,
there are at least three or more that pertain to rhythms:

1) The response of the organism to the agent may be rhythmic, be it a drug (e.g.,
alcohol) or any other external agent (cf. Figure 11.13). 

2) The agent may affect the rhythm parameters of a variable, which leads to a shift
in phase, or a change in amplitude or period. 

3) The agent itself may be cycling and be time-dependent (e.g., a rhythm in the
activity levels of a parasite or oscillations in the concentration of a chemical).

Parasites 

Host-vector-parasite interactions are a prime example of the adaptive value of bio-
logical rhythms (Barrozo et al., 2004). The host, which could be a domesticated
pet or free-ranging animal, generally has physiological and behavioral rhythms
synchronized to the solar day. The vector, often an insect or arachnid, has an adap-
tive feeding rhythm synchronized with the rhythms of the host that is most bene-
ficial to it. The parasite (microfilaria) responds to both the rhythms of its host and
the potential vector that will feed upon the host.
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Microfilariae are the motile embryos of certain nematodes (worms), such as
Wuchereria bancrofti, that accumulate in the lungs for part of the day and
migrate to the bloodstream for the other part in order to be available to con-
tinue their life history (cycle) when taken up by a blood-sucking insect (e.g., a
mosquito) that will eventually infect another host. Some parasites show 24-h
periodicity in cell division and migration from one location to another in the
bodies of their hosts. Depending upon the parasite species, the number of
microfilariae may be maximal in the blood at night or during the day in differ-
ent hosts, such as cat, dog, monkey, rabbit, raccoon, mongoose, and several
birds (partridge, crow, canary, duck), as well as humans (cf. Table 1 in 
Hawking, 1962).

In the case of cats and dogs, the integration of biological rhythms with the
disciplines of parasitology and hematology underscores the importance of the
phase of a rhythm in determining what is present, where it can be found, and
when to best obtain a diagnostic sample (Fontes et al., 2000). The number of
microfilaria circulating in the blood of a cat oscillates with a circadian perio-
dicity that usually peaks near midnight, with virtually no nematodes being
found during the day (Hayasaki et al., 2003). In dogs, the count is often maxi-
mal between 18:00 h and 20:00 h (Hawking, 1962). These microfilaria accu-
mulate near the lungs during the day for better access to oxygen (Hawking,
1971), while at night, they swarm in the peripheral blood, a time and a place
where they can be sucked up more readily by night-feeding mosquitoes 
(Pandian, 1994; Hassan et al., 2001). 

A seasonal periodicity of microfilarial (counts) that showed a peak in late sum-
mer (August–September) has also been observed in dogs (Hawking, 1971). This
circannual cycle continued to manifest itself annually over a 4-year observation
span of the same dog, even though no new infections occurred.

Bacterial Infections 

One of the more common symptoms of disease is an elevated temperature, and
since body temperature is also rhythmic, the pattern of the normal body tempera-
ture rhythm may also be altered by disease. Such is the case for mastitis, a well-
known disease found in lactating dairy cows, which include an elevated tempera-
ture as one of its symptoms. The effects of one causal bacterial agent
(Streptococcus agalactiae) have been observed on the normal rhythmic tempera-
ture pattern about 26 h after infection (actually the injection of the organism into
a teat) by a prominent elevation of temperature that lasts for 6 h and is higher than
the usual 24-h pattern (Lefcourt, 1990).

Seasonal Diseases

When owners of pets and livestock do not provide for the prevention of disease
through annual vaccinations or immunization treatments, seasonal cycles of disease
occur sporadically within populations. This includes equine encephalitis and West
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Nile virus in horses and heartworm in dogs.12 It is possible that the efficacy of some
vaccinations could be seasonal or circannual13 (cf. Shifrine et al., 1980a,b), although
much more needs to be learned about seasonal and circannual rhythms in efficacy. 

Seasonal changes in immune function may also play a role in impact of the par-
asite on the host. For example, several temperate bird species show an annual
change in immune function (increased spleen mass and T-cell-mediated immu-
nity) timed to their reproductive season as a response to a similarly timed annual
peak in increased virulence of ecto- and endoparasites (Moller et al., 2003).

The incidence of some noninfectious diseases are also circannual or seasonal.
A circannual rhythm for spontaneous canine diabetes mellitus in pet dogs, which
peaks in January and February, is well documented in a 3-year study conducted in
Wisconsin, USA (Atkins & MacDonald, 1987). Of added interest is the fact that
these results were similar to what has been reported for the incidence of insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus in humans (Fleegler et al., 1979). In some ways, the
origins and causes (etiologies) of the two types of diabetes are dissimilar. How-
ever, the seasonal incidence of occurrence for both species is quite similar in that
the onset was 2.5- to 4-fold greater in the winter (January–February) when com-
pared with the summer (June–August).

Flies 

Many of the biological agents that are classified as pests can produce stress in
animals. The effects of blood-feeding flies (Tabanidae) serve as an example
(Figure 9.8). Many attack horses, cattle, deer, and other mammals, including
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12 All three diseases are transmitted by mosquitoes. The first two are viral diseases. Heart-
worm is caused by a parasite (e.g., Dirofilaria immitis), which as microfilariae, remains
active in the blood stream, but requires mosquitoes as an intermediate host to complete
its life history of development.

13 An immune response to a standard lymphocyte stimulation test in clinically normal 
beagle dogs was up to 110% greater in the summer (June–October) than in the winter
(January) (Shifrine et al., 1980a,b).

FIGURE 9.8. Three common insect pests noted for their activity rhythms in livestock and pets:
(a) horse fly (Tabanus similus), (b) deer fly (Hybomitra lasiopthalma), and (c) cat flea
(Ctenocephalides felis). Note: Insects not shown to scale.



humans. In cattle they adversely affect milk and meat production, the quality of
leather, and can transmit diseases (cf. Drummond et al., 1988). 

Blood-feeding flies disrupt the grazing of livestock and cause animals to gather
in bunches, which in turn contributes to heat stress. The flight activity and occur-
rence of two species, Hybomitra lasiopthalma (deer fly) and Tabanus similis
(horse fly), which occur in Manitoba (Canada), North Dakota (USA), and else-
where, peak near noon, and as can be expected, their populations are highest in
summer (Hayes & Meyer, 1990).

Fleas 

Daily rhythms in activity also occur for some of the pests found on pets. The com-
mon cat flea, Ctenocephalides felis, is a prime example, although it is so small (Fig-
ure 9.8, panel C) and quick, practically no one notices it. Nevertheless, their loco-
motor movements peak near the end of the light span (Koehler et al., 1990). Egg
production of cat fleas is also rhythmic, being highest from midnight to 03:00 h
(Kern et al., 1992). 

What is also intriguing is that the response of a number of insect pests to chem-
ical control is rhythmic (Cole & Adkisson, 1964; Halberg et al., 1974; Eesa et al.,
1987; Onyeocha & Fuzeau-Braesch, 1991). This suggests that the timing of a
treatment can play a role in the outcome. The concepts of timing of sampling
(chronodiagnosis) and the timing of treatment (chronotherapy) are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine.

Reproduction and Photoperiodism14

In veterinary medicine the applications of biological rhythms in hematology,
urology, and pathology are just beginning to be introduced. On the other hand,
and whether realized or not, the applications of biological rhythms to matters
pertaining to reproduction and estrus have been used for decades, if not
centuries.

Interactions that exist among the photoinductive features of circadian rhythms
with the endogenous features of the circannual rhythms of reproduction and migra-
tion, as well as the interactions between rhythms per se and photoperiodism,
provide a complex panorama seen in nature15 and quite often manipulated by the
intervention of humans. The list of possible interventions is diverse and includes
factors such as artificial insemination, drug treatments, the use of electric lamps, the
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14 Photoperiodism is defined as a response of an organism to the timing and duration of
light and dark. An entire chapter is devoted to photoperiodism, and this process is also
discussed in Chapters 7 (Sexuality and Reproduction) and 8 (Natural Resources).

15 Aspects of daily and seasonal endocrine rhythms and associations with photoperiod and
reproduction have been reported for many species of birds, mammals, and other animals
(cf. Assenmacher & Farner, 1978).



construction of light-tight buildings, and management practices that are driven more
by market conditions than by the need to provide a better quality of life for animals.

Photoperiod

Reproduction in mammals is seldom controlled by a single environmental factor
since many environmental factors (e.g., photoperiod, temperature, food availabil-
ity, stress, social cues) can interact in complex ways to alter a mammal’s repro-
ductive potential (Bronson, 1989). However, in nature, and unlike temperature
and other factors, the recurring seasonal changes in the lengths of daylight and
darkness are dependable and precise. Many farm animals, pets, and domestic
birds that are seasonal breeders rely upon this environmental cue, which is known
as the photoperiod. Actually, it is the timing and duration of both the light (photo)
span and the dark (scoto) span that serve as the cue, a feature that is more easily
demonstrated under controlled environmental conditions provided by light-tight
buildings and chambers.

Circannual reproductive cycles are synchronized by light/dark (LD) spans,
regardless of whether estrus is induced by long photoperiods (long L span with a
short D span) or by short photoperiods (short L span with a long D span). In
nature, a noninductive photoperiod16 serves as a natural contraceptive.17

Seasonal reproduction is also an important strategy that has evolved to ensure
survival of a species. The birth of young in the spring is common for many groups
of animals, regardless of the length of their gestation span or when the females are
fertile. Typical examples of gestation lengths are about 5 months for sheep and
about 11 months for the horse.

Melatonin 

The hormone melatonin is a chemical messenger that is synthesized during darkness
by the pineal gland. The pineal gland either directly or indirectly responds to
changes in the environmental light–dark conditions. In several species (bony fishes,
amphibians, turtles, lizards, birds), the pineal gland is a direct photosensory organ.
However, in mammals, pineal cells (pinealocytes) gradually evolved from being
direct photoreceptor cells to a nonsensory neuroendocrine organ under photoperiod
control via opsins and other phototransduction-related proteins (cf. Menaker et al.,
1997; Ekstöm & Meissl, 2003). Melatonin levels function to allow seasonally repro-
ductive animals to perceive changes in length of the day and thereby synchronize
reproductive activity to the optimal time of the year (cf. Matthews et al., 1993). It is
actually the duration of melatonin secretion that is the critical daylength signal for
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16 A noninductive photoperiod for an animal that is classified as a short-day breeder would
be a 24-h cycle that includes a long span of daylight followed by a short span of darkness.

17 Natural selection, through maximizing the efficiency of reproduction and limiting breed-
ing to certain times of year has been called “Nature’s Contraceptive” (cf. Lincoln &
Short, 1980).



seasonal rhythm organization (Arendt, 1998) (for a discussion of positive and
adverse effects of melatonin, see Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine). 

Subcutaneous implants of this hormone that mimic the winter photoperiod are
being used in veterinary clinical medicine to induce an advance of the natural cyclic
reproductive activities of several domestic animals. In fact, a commercial melatonin
implant is marketed in many countries (cf. Chemineau & Malpaux, 1998). In com-
bination with artificial photoperiods, appropriately timed melatonin implants have
been used to manipulate out-of-season reproductive activity in several species,
including sheep (Shelton, 1990; Martin, 1995; Zuniga et al., 2002), pigs (Shelton,
1990; Paterson & Foldes, 1994), milk goats (du Preez et al., 2001), pony mares
(Peltier, et al., 1998), and captive white-tailed deer (Osborn et al., 2000).

Domestic Fowl 

The physiology of reproduction and development in domestic fowl is regulated
greatly through the manipulation of the light and dark spans of the 24-h day. Here
again, as with plants and insects, skeleton photoperiods (see Chapter 4 on Pho-
toperiodism) can be substituted for the normal light span. 

Briefly, for a LD14:10 regimen (i.e., 14 h L followed by 10 h D), the skeleton
counter part could be 2L:4D:8L:10D. Under such a skeleton schedule, the hen
would respond physiologically as if there was a continuous 14 h span of light (cf.
Ernst et al., 1987; Ernst, 1989); a manipulation that has helped in understanding
the mechanism of photoperiodism (cf. Morris, 1979). 

In domestic birds, light-dependent mechanisms interact with the circadian tim-
ing system and affect the rate of egg-laying and the size of the egg (Morris, 1979).
In order to obtain greater yields in commercial production, the lengths of the pho-
toperiod can often be changed as hens mature. For example, from the time they
are hatched to 18 weeks, pullets (hens less than one year of age) can be main-
tained under short light span conditions (e.g., LD6:18), after which through suc-
cessive increments a 17-h L span (LD17:7) is achieved (cf. Morris, 1979). 

For breeding turkey hens, a typical photoperiod schedule is: 0–18 weeks in
LD14:10, 18–30 weeks in LD6:18, and after 30 weeks in LD14:10 (Noll &
Halawani, 1995). For toms (male turkeys) used for artificial insemination, the pho-
toperiod schedule is: 0–16 weeks in LD10:14 and 16 weeks to end of production in
LD12:12 or a gradual increase to a maximum of LD16:8 by end of production
(Sharp, 1995). While the laying of fertilized eggs follows a daily cycle, it is not
necessary for insemination to occur daily since the female is able to store sperm in
storage tubules present at the junction of the uterus and vagina (Noll & Otis, 1995). 

The use of supplemental light and various combinations of L and D spans to
affect physiological processes of reproduction and development are more typi-
cally used for domestic fowl than for livestock. Yet there are reports where the use
of supplemental lighting has resulted in greater yields of milk and less fat in com-
mercial dairy herds18 (Stanisiewski et al., 1985). 
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18 Typically, dairy cows are bred about yearly to maintain lactation, although there are reports
where hormones have been used to maintain a cow in lactation for a number of years.



Sheep 

Seasonal strategies involving photoperiodism and three general kinds of timing
mechanisms (entrainable circadian and circannual clocks and an interval timer)
are also evident in mammalian reproductive processes (cf. Bronson, 1989).
Seasonal reproduction has been studied extensively in sheep, a highly pho-
toperiodic short-day breeder (Figure 9.9). The seasonal reproductive process in
ewes is highly complex, involving neural and endocrine response systems, the
presence of photoreceptors, pathways or tracts, and negative feedback.
Included within such a complex process are the SCN and the pineal, as well as
melatonin and other hormones. The circannual rhythm of reproduction in ewes
is timed to a circadian rhythm of melatonin, which regulates a 16-d estrus cycle
(Karsch et al., 1984).
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FIGURE 9.9. Seasonal reproduction cycle in sheep, a short-day breeder. Mating occurs in
autumn, when the ram becomes sexually active, the ewes are pregnant over winter, give
birth in the spring, and lambs grow in the summer. Photos by Marcia Koukkari.



Horses 

In Temperate Zones, the process of ovulation in horses is seasonal (Ginther, 1974,
1975). The number of ovulatory estrus periods, their length, as well as the number
of diestrous periods and interovulatory intervals reach maximum values in the
summer and decrease during autumn and winter (Figure 9.10). 

Long photoperiods (e.g., 16 h), either natural or supplied by lamps, not only
hasten the onset of the breeding season, but result in the length of hair and the
depth of coat to be less (Kooistra & Ginther, 1975). Initiating a 16-h photoperiod
in December (Michigan, USA) for anestrous brood mares results in the estrous
cycles beginning within about two months (Oxender, 1977).19 If followed by a
successful breeding, this could result in mares foaling months earlier than for
mares maintained under “normal” natural ambient conditions. 
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FIGURE 9.10. Seasonal changes in the characteristics of two aspects of fertility—estrus and
diestrus—in 14 mares monitored in Wisconsin (derived from Table 3 in Ginther, 1974)
(photo of mare and foal courtesy of Krishona Bjork-Martinson, University of Minnesota).

19 In order to obtain 16 h of light, a skeleton photoperiod is widely used in France, wherein
lights are turned on again for two hours during the night (personal communication, Scott
Madill, DVM, University of Minnesota).



Pigs and Goats 

In the case of domestic pigs, it has been suggested that 16-h photoperiods could
be used to alter circadian melatonin secretion patterns and thereby reduce the
effect of season on reproduction (Tast et al., 2001). Similarly, exposure of male
Creole goats to 2.5 months of long days (16 h L) from November 1 to January 15
(followed by melatonin implants) has been shown to induce intense sexual activ-
ity during the nonbreeding season (February to April vs. July to November) in
northern Mexico (Delgadillo et al., 2001). 

Artificial Insemination 

Artificial insemination is one of the more common interventions into the natural
reproductive cycle of livestock (cows, horse, milk goats) and turkeys, and more
recently for pets, such as dogs. The practice of each dairy farm having its own bull
for breeding is a thing of the past, since most breeding is now done by artificial
insemination (cf. Kiddy, 1979; Lefcourt, 1990). 

Two features, recognizing the estrus cycle and the availability of viable sperm
(Figure 9.11) for insemination, are key components. On a national basis, failing to
recognize or forgetting to watch for signs of estrus is costly, easily exceeding hun-
dreds of millions of dollars per year in the USA.20

Semen Quality and Season 

Semen for artificial insemination is collected by aseptic techniques from cattle,
horses, dogs, poultry, and less commonly from other animals. Depending upon
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20 For dairy cows alone, the costs are far-reaching and measured in millions of dollars per
year (cf. Gerrits et al., 1979).

FIGURE 9.11. Annual cycles have
been found in male testicular
functions, such as bull sperm
(shown) used for artificial insem-
ination. Light micrograph scale
bar is 10 �m (courtesy of Uni-
versity of Minnesota College of
Biological Sciences Imaging
Center).



the species, the semen can be either frozen and saved for years, shipped and
used when needed (bulls), or the semen must be used within a given number of
days.

Already in the early 1970s, using the DNA content of spermatozoa as a marker,
an annual cycle was indicated in bulls (Krzanowski, 1974), with the mean DNA
content reaching levels that were 12–13% higher in autumn then they were in the
spring. Sperm fertility rates in dairy bulls (Finnish Holstein-Friesian breed) is also
best in autumn (June to October) and lowest in winter (January to March) (Alm
et al., 2001). 

Significant annual rhythms for semen volume, motility and concentrations of
sperm have been reported for stallions, with peaks located in spring or summer for
ejaculate volume and in autumn for sperm motility and concentration (Byers 
et al., 1983; Araujo et al., 1996). A significant seasonal effect is also found in
turkey toms, with higher rates of fertility occurring in the spring and summer
(Sexton, 1986). 

While such seasonal rhythms in the quality, quantity, and other characteristics
of semen are documented, however, being able to preserve semen by freezing or
other methods and assessing its quality so it can be used at the best time remains
an important area of study (cf. Sexton, 1979; Bakst & Wishart, 1995; Sutovsky 
et al., 2003).

Implications 

Because of the rhythmic, and thus predictable, temporal organization of phys-
iological and pathological processes and systems, the implications of biologi-
cal rhythms in clinical veterinary medicine are extensive. Present and future
applications of biological rhythms in clinical veterinary medicine will most
likely parallel the advances already underway in human medicine (discussed in
Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine). For example, the study of endogenous
rhythms in the physiology of domestic animals is leading to an increased
understanding of basic processes that regulate reproduction, including the use
of exogenous melatonin and manipulation of the photoperiod on development
in utero and postnatally and on pelage (wool, fur, hair) production (Paterson &
Foldes, 1994).

Take-Home Message 

Animals seen in veterinary medicine have a time-dependent rhythmic organiza-
tion in their biological functions and sensitivity to external agents. Such rhythmic,
and thus predictable, variations can serve as potential tools or markers that pro-
vide insight into physiological and pathological processes, which have diagnostic,
therapeutic, and economic value.
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10
Society

“The clock, not the steam engine, is the key machine of the modern industrial age. 
...: even today no other machine is so ubiquitous.”

— Lewis Mumford (1895–1990),
American social philosopher

Introduction 

Where you find people you will find watches, clocks, calendars, and schedules.
They may be displayed for all to see indoors or outdoors or carried on one’s per-
son. In our modern technological society, external clocks and schedules have
become the control or phase setters of when something should or should not be
done. These inanimate devices may be either in or out of phase with the biolog-
ical clocks and rhythms of our body, which over millions of years, have adapted
to the motions of our planet with its environmental cues as to when an activity
should best occur. Circadian rhythms have been said to dominate our existence
(Martin & Banks-Schlegel, 1998) and they may well be one of the most com-
mon, but overlooked phenomena in society (cf. Luce, 1970). Unfortunately, bio-
logical rhythms in the context of human society are seldom acknowledged, real-
ized or understood, even though we often observe synchronized social
behaviors in communities of other organisms, including certain insects, birds,
fish, and mammals.

The objective of this chapter is to introduce some of the implications and
applications of biological rhythms in human society. We start with past and
present, a comparison of how the biological rhythms of individuals are more
adapted for the activities of life in past centuries than in our current society. This
leads to topics that must be accounted for in today’s society, such as social syn-
chronization and photoperiodicity as it may relate to aggression and violence,
night and shiftwork, the global workplace, sports and performance, travel, meal-
timing, and the effect of unnatural luminescence from society (light pollution)
on the temporal organization of humans and other animals. Because all that has
been learned about biological rhythms and their characteristics has not been
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accurately conveyed to the general population, a discussion of birth-date-based
biorhythms as deceptive- or pseudo-science concludes the chapter.

Past and Present

Often, we have a tendency to view the past as being better for human existence
than the present, such as: times were simpler then, the good old days, a slower
pace of life, less stress, etc. Certainly, many of the advances of our society in
regard to health, education, comfort, communication and transportation that have
occurred since the mid-1940s and 1950s strongly refute any such notion about the
past being better. 

In many ways our society has been and continues to be restructured in
accord with the advances in technology. Accompanying these advances are the
demands, as well as the options that confront us. Overlooked in this scenario of
modern technology is the stark realization that in many ways the human body
is better adapted to function in the society of the past, a society, which for most
of us no longer exists (cf. Moore-Ede, 1986). On a geological or evolutionary
time scale of millions of years, the past 20 centuries of human history is only
“yesterday.”

The Natural Day vs. 24/7 

Prior to the early 1900s, the selective advantage to humans to synchronize their
activities with the daily and yearly motion of our planet was very evident. Night
was partitioned for rest and sleep, while daylight was the span for activity and
movement.1 People had little else to do at night but sleep. It was unusual for peo-
ple to ever stay awake all night, unless they were a night guard or an astronomer.
The 24-h society of today, however, presents a challenge to our internal 24-h
clocks that had been anchored by sleep to the natural cycles of light and dark
(Rajaratnam & Arendt, 2001). The availability of affordable watches, the use of
electric lights,2 and the subsequent changes that permitted commerce to operate
24 h a day3 have allowed masses of individuals and society as a whole to program
their own daily and yearly schedules (Figure 10.1). 

1 In the words of the English poet, William Blake (1757–1827): “Think in the morning. Act
in the noon. Eat in the Evening. Sleep in the Night.” (Blake, 1794).

2 Paul Jablochkoff, a Russian electrical engineer, illuminated boulevards in Paris with car-
bon arc lights (called the electric Jablochkoff candles) in 1876. The electric incandescent
lamp was developed by Thomas A. Edison in 1879 and quickly became the lamp that was
available for use in industrial buildings and homes, making it much easier for more peo-
ple to remain active after sunset. Prior to electric lighting, candles, oil lamps, and gas fix-
tures allowed only a small number of people to remain active at night.

3 Shiftwork became the trend during World War II, especially in the steel industry where
blast furnaces could not be effectively shut off and on each day, and in the underground
iron and coal mines where light was always required.
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Today, the student of biological rhythms may concur with Lewis Mumford
(1895–1990), an American social philosopher, who noted that: “one ate, not upon
feeling hungry, but when prompted by the clock; one slept, not when one was tired,
but when the clock sanctioned it” (Mumford, 1934). A time-consciousness has
become second nature in Western societies, such that “24/7” describes a society
where someone or something is available not only at any time of the day, night, or
week, but also at any time of year (e.g., a “24/7/365” society).

Time Schedules 

Natural periodicities abound on Earth, many of which are very precise and cannot
be altered by humans, since these rhythms are literally part of the universe (e.g.,
solar and lunar cycles). Regardless of whatever schedules society imposes or we
impose, we are born with a temporal system of rhythms as part of our genetic
structure. However, to function in modern society, we are often forced to rely
upon external schedules and clocks, rather than upon our internal rhythms as to
when to eat, sleep, and be active, much as an infant does before adults impose a
more rigid scheduling. 

FIGURE 10.1. Electric lamps and clocks enabled activities within a society to continue
throughout the 24-h solar day.
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Depending upon the circumstances there may be harmony or discord between
our internal rhythms and the external clocks of society.4 Often the activities that
we pursue are either consciously or unknowingly out of phase with one or both.
While a shift in a daily time schedule may be immediate, a number of days may
be required before physiological functions and optimum performance are shifted
completely to a new time schedule. Even then, there may be lingering problems
that relate to establishing internal synchronization because of intermittent expo-
sures to external synchronizers, such as light and social cues. For example,
switching to work the nightshift while living in a home that operates on a diurnal
light–dark schedule can be a major problem not only for the shift-worker trying to
sleep at odd times and interact with household members who are on a “normal”
schedule, but for the household members as well.

Today technology allows us to achieve or change many things that seemed
impossible in decades past. To fly faster than the speed of sound and to communi-
cate over great distances are but two examples of advancements in technology that
underscore the need for society to be aware of biological rhythms (Figure 10.2).

FIGURE 10.2. Communications across time zones encounter different times and different
circadian phases.

4 For example, the circadian rhythms or clock of a person who lives in Minnesota and is
active during the day and sleeps at night are in synchrony with the local time, but are 7 h
out of phase upon arriving in Paris after a rapid airplane flight.
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Failure to do so can have negative consequences, such as awakening someone in
a different time zone via phone or agreeing to something when being too tired to
fully understand what is being asked.5 Alternatively, modern technology can
result in positive consequences when considering a global workplace (see below).

Social Synchronization 

Social cues as synchronizers have been observed for various ultradian, circadian,
and infradian rhythms. Social synchronization refers to a behavioral rhythm (e.g.,
sleeping, eating, grooming, drinking, physical activity) being regulated by an
external source generated by another individual or some other social condition. It
occurs not only in humans, but in many other species, as well, including fish (see
Essay 10.1), birds, monkeys, deer, coyotes, hamsters, mice, rats, crabs, and bees
(cf. Yellin & Hauty, 1971; Regal & Connolly, 1980; Goel & Lee, 1997). 

Essay 10.1 (by RBS): Social Synchrony in Animals

In fish, social organization affects the circadian activity characteristics. When studied
under LD in a laboratory, groups of 25 white suckers (Catastomus commersoni) were
more active during the day, while isolated individuals were more active during the
night (Kavaliers, 1980). Similarly, seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) tracked in a natu-
ral environment (an outdoor earthen pond) showed the same social facilitation of
swimming patterns: groups of 6 to 60 fish showed highest activity during the light
span, while the greatest activity for solitary seabass was at dusk and during darkness.
(Bégout-Anras et al., 1997). In addition, groups of normally day-active rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) and normally night-active European catfish (Silurus glanis)
could synchronize more quickly to changes in photoperiod and feeding schedules
than single fish (Bolliet et al., 2001).

An endogenous preening ultradian rhythm with periods of 20–100 min initiated by
the dominant alpha animal was reported for mynah birds (Acridotheres cristatellus)
(Nguyen-Clausen, 1975). Similarly, rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) in separate
cages and with visual and auditory contact with each other have displayed ultradian
activity rhythms that tended to be synchronized by the dominant animal (Yellin &
Hauty, 1971). 

A dramatic synchrony of a high-frequency ultradian rhythm is displayed by some
species of fireflies (Pteroptyx malaccae and Pt. cribellata) in Malaysia and New
Guinea that flash in unison just after twilight with a “circa-second” rhythmic fre-
quency (Hanson, 1978). This phenomenon has also been observed in males of two
North American firefly species (Photuris frontalis and Photinus carolinus) (cf. Moiseff
& Copeland, 2000). The synchronized flashing by male fireflies is thought to be
involved in courtship by aiding male orientation toward females and vice versa (Buck,

5 One of the grievances voiced by the American colonists was the call for assemblies at odd
hours and at distant places by agents of the British king, which they perceived as an
attempt to disrupt their sleeping schedules and render them less alert and psychologically
vulnerable (Luce, 1970, p. 133).
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1988). High-frequency ultradian rhythms have also been observed in the aggregation
and relay of signals by groups of cells of the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum fol-
lowing cyclic AMP signaling from individual cells (cf. Gross, 1994) (also discussed in
Chapter 5 on Models).

Circadian Events 

In humans, social conditioning can synchronize circadian rhythms. Meals are
often scheduled or prepared only at very specific times. Children may be scolded
or punished if they do not go to bed at a time established by their parents, while
many adults rely upon alarms to awaken them in the morning (Regal & Connolly,
1980). For reasons such as this, individuals who volunteer to be subjects for iso-
lation studies under constant environmental conditions are stripped of watches,
radios, internet access, daily newspapers, and other time-related items, in order to
allow their internal rhythms to free-run in the absence of external time cues (see
Chapter 2). 

Social desynchronization, like social synchronization, can also affect circadian
rhythms. Social crowding due to time territoriality may force some individuals to
shift their activity to times when there may be less conflict, thereby partitioning
individuals within a population.6 Thus, humans may schedule their air flights to
occur earlier in the day when there are fewer delays (Figure 10.3), drive at specific
times to avoid the morning and evening rush hours or avoid driving, bicycling or
walking near roadways during times when motor vehicle crashes are more likely

FIGURE 10.3. Circadian variation
in late takeoffs and arrivals of
aircraft for MSP Intl Airport,
Minnesota in September, 1999
(US Dept Transportation, Air
Travel Consumer Report,
November, 1999). Scheduling a
flight in the morning can result
in more on-time departures and
arrivals by avoiding the conges-
tion found later in the day due to
social crowding.

6 This has been shown for both rats and lizards (Regal & Connolly, 1980), wherein activity
patterns of subordinate animals were shifted or even shown to be free-running with peri-
ods different from 24.0 h during crowded conditions.
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to occur (Figure 10.4), shop or dine out when there are fewer crowds, or even
work on the internet in the evening or during the night when communication lines
are less crowded. The extent to which altered timing of activity affects individual
fitness is unknown, but one could speculate that crowding might actually produce
jet-lag-like symptoms in some individuals.

Knowledge of population circadian patterns in events can be applied to avoid-
ing certain activities or scheduling of extra workers, such as in hospital emer-
gency rooms (Manfredini et al., 2002). For example, while most types of acci-
dents in adults are more frequent at night or during specific times of the day
(Table 10.1), acute poisonings peak in the late afternoon (Manfredini et al., 2002)

FIGURE 10.4. Circadian patterns for crashes involving a motor vehicle regardless of cause
(e.g., distractions, weather, congestion, unsafe speeds, fatigue, etc.). Hourly incidence
shown by year (1997–2000) in Minnesota for a motor vehicle crash involving: (A) total
crashes; (B) alcohol; (C) trucks (excluding pick-ups and vans); (D) motorcycles; (E) bicy-
cles; (F) pedestrians. Shaded areas � evening or night. See Table 10.1 for acrophases from
our cosinor analysis of these data (Min Motor Vehicle Crash Facts, 2000).
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and childhood injury and trauma hospital admissions from all causes peak
around 16:00 h, whether on a school day or not (Reinberg et al., 2002). This
implies that more pediatric surgeons should be available to work in the emer-
gency room between 4 PM and 8 PM than in the morning and a need for an
awareness of the circadian pattern of trauma in children7 when designing or
implementing injury prevention programs. 

Conversely, the morning peak in heart attacks (myocardial infarctions or MIs)
and pain (ischemia) between 06:00 h and 12:00 h that results in more requests for
helicopter transport has led to a call that a “morning-loaded” staffing pattern be
implemented for air medical services (Fromm et al., 1992). Similarly, a dramatic
increase in the need for urgent cesarean section between 08:00 h and 14:00 h sug-
gests a similar staffing pattern be implemented (Goldstick et al., 2003).

Ultradian and Infradian Events 

The social synchronization of most ultradian rhythms is less common than syn-
chronization of circadian rhythms, but has been demonstrated for several animal
species (see Essay 10.1). 

The most well-known social synchronization of an infradian rhythm is that of
the fertility cycle. With regards to humans, menstrual synchrony has been
reported among groups of females living together at school, working together, or
within a family (McClintock, 1971; Graham & McGrew, 1980; Quadagno et al.,
1981). Social regulation of ovulation may occur throughout much of a woman’s
lifespan (McClintock, 1998), since pheromones, which are airborne chemical sig-
nals of a female or male individual, can affect the menstrual cycle (Stern &
McClintock, 1998). 

The ovarian cycles of rats also become synchronized when they live together
or even if they live apart, but share a common air supply (McClintock, 1984;
Schank & McClintock, 1992). Interestingly, females of some species are known
to synchronize males. For example, when Syrian male hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus) are housed with females, they show a 4-day activity rhythm which cor-
responds to the female’s estrous cycle, while isolated male hamsters do not show
a 4-day activity cycle (Davis et al., 1987). This topic is discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 7 on Sexuality.

Aggression and Violence

In a number of animal species, including mammals, aggressive behavior is asso-
ciated with specific seasons and photoperiod. For example, one study analyzed
data on individual violent crimes, such as sexual offenses and aggravated assaults,

7 Since there is a temporal aspect to childhood injury, the term “trauma” is sometimes pre-
ferred since “accident” indicates a random occurrence (Reinberg et al., 2002). Indeed, it
has been stated that “injuries are no more likely to occur by chance than diseases.”
(Guyer & Gallagher, 1985).



and nonviolent crimes, such as burglary, from three northern hemisphere countries
(Denmark, Israel, and the USA) and one southern hemisphere country (Australia)
(Schreiber et al., 1997). 

While nonviolent crimes appear to be equally distributed throughout the year,
individual violent crimes showed an annual rhythm with a peak during summer
(July–August in the northern hemisphere and December–February in the southern
hemisphere) and a nadir during the two winter months in each hemisphere.
Regardless of whether the significant correlation between aggression and pho-
toperiod is dependent upon an endogenous or exogenous mechanism, the impli-
cations for crime prevention and law enforcement are a practical matter that con-
fronts society.

Night and Shiftwork 

Individuals who work the nightshift are exposed to shifts in the phase of environ-
mental synchronizers, most notably, light and darkness. Because external syn-
chronizers can establish the phase of a circadian rhythm, a number of questions
need to be addressed in regard to those who work the nightshift. While it has been
stated that the synchronizing effects of environmental factors or cues are identical
whether or not geographical area has changed (cf. Reinberg & Smolensky, 1992),
there are some obvious differences in the prevalence of mixed groups of synchro-
nizers that a shiftworker is likely to encounter. Thus, a person on the nightshift
may work under artificial light sources at night and sleep in a darkened bedroom
during much of the day, while most of the activities in the rest of the world are
synchronized to the normal light–dark schedule and routines of the geographical
area. 

Time for Sleep 

Sleep is an important span in our daily schedule and the typical time for its
onset is usually after dark and up until midnight. In addition, waking up too
early can have adverse effects that are associated with sleep deprivation. While
sleep is often viewed as a time for rest and restoration, it may have had the
adaptive advantage of a behavior control function by protecting early humans
from the perils of what could be encountered by those who dared to venture
into the outside darkness at night and be subjected to cold temperatures, unseen
physical obstacles, or animals of prey (cf. Webb, 1971). Most likely, early
humans slept or rested through most of the dark span each day, using dawn and
dusk as time cues. 

Today, with the availability of electric lights and a faster pace of life, most peo-
ple probably do not receive enough sleep and the problem seems to be becoming
more acute. In the year 1900, Americans slept close to 9 h each night, on average,
while in the year 2000 the average was only 6 h 54 min during the work week and
7 h 34 min on the weekend—shorter than the recommended 8 h/night (National
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Sleep Foundation, 2001).8 This suggests that many people today may be chroni-
cally sleep-deprived and subject to some of the same health and performance
problems as shiftworkers. Even early school start times for adolescents (07:20 h
in 10th grade vs. 08:25 h in 9th grade) are associated with significant sleep depri-
vation and daytime sleepiness (Carskadon et al., 1998).9

Problems with Shiftwork 

In developed countries, 10–27% of the workforce is involved with nocturnal jobs,
either continuously or on rotating schedules (Czeisler et al., 1982; Moore-Ede,
1985; Reinberg & Smolensky, 1992; Rajaratnam & Arendt, 2001). Under such
conditions, a worker may need to respond at a time when he or she would nor-
mally be asleep, creating a conflict between the inherent protective mechanism of
not responding at night, and the responsiveness demanded by the job. 

Theoretically, bright lights may help such workers function at night, but often
the job occurs in a dimly lit area. Up to 80% of night workers report problems
with fatigue, disturbed sleep, insomnia, and malaise (discomfort) (Moore-Ede,
1982), with increasing age, especially around age 45 years, and diurnal type (i.e.,
morningness) associated with more difficulties in adjusting to shiftwork (Åkerst-
edt & Torsvall, 1981). Fatigue is a major concern, and with it, the safety of those
who depend upon the operation and all that could be lost by human error.10

Data obtained from nurses who worked for at least one year on either day work
or shiftwork alternating among day, evening and night shifts, revealed that 80.2%
of shiftworkers, but only 23.5% of day workers, reported sleep disorders (Barak et
al., 1995). Because nursing demands attention, concentration, and coordinated
manual skills, chronic sleep disorders might have major implications in the plan-
ning of work schedules. 

The concerns of chronic sleep deprivation extend to many areas of society.
Sometimes a change from an undesirable schedule (e.g., a 12-h night shift) back
to a more usual schedule (e.g., an 8-h night shift) alleviates problems, such as
decreased alertness and poor sleep habits, as has been reported for petrochemical

8 Total sleep time/24 h typically decreases with age in humans as follows: age (hours of
sleep): 1–3 days (11–23 h), 4–26 weeks (12–15 h), 2–4 years (10–15.5 h), 9–20 years
(7.5–12 h), 30–65 years (6.5–10 h), 66–90 (4–12 h). For comparison purposes, the length
of sleep per 24 h for adults of other selected species is: opossum, 19.4 h; bat, 18.0 h; cat,
14.4 h; rat, 13.5 h; pig, 13.2 h; chimpanzee; 11.0 h; mole, 8.4 h (cf. Webb, 1971). In addi-
tion to total sleep time, other sleep parameters that decrease with age in humans include
sleep efficiency, percentage of slow-wave and REM sleep, and REM latency, while sleep
latency, percentage of stage 1 and stage 2 sleep and wake after sleep onset all signifi-
cantly increase with age (cf. Ohayon et al., 2004).

9 While students woke earlier on school days in the 10th grade, they did not go to bed ear-
lier and thus slept less than in the 9th grade.

10 Nuclear accidents at 3-Mile Island and Chernobyl, the Exxon Valdez oil spill and the
cyanide leak in Bhopal, India all occurred in the middle of the night and were attributed
to human error (see footnote 5 in Chapter 1).
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workers in Brazil (Fischer et al., 2000). Even when the issue is based upon leisure,
rather than work, such as a late-night party or outdoor activity, humans and their
lights are apt to discover that they have placed themselves into the active phase of
certain pests, such as certain mosquitoes, which feed more heavily beginning at
dusk.

The implications of biological rhythms are evident in the workplace, and so too
are the applications. To assume that an individual can perform any task at the same
level of competence or efficiency at any time of the day or night is erroneous
(Reinberg & Smolensky, 1992). Based upon what has been learned about the cir-
cadian rhythms of performance, night work can be viewed as an accident risk fac-
tor. Results from a study of 4,645 injury accidents in a large engineering company
over the span of a year in which workers rotated on a three-shift system showed
that the risk of injury on the night shift was 1.23 times higher than on the morning
shift and 1.82 times higher if the work was self-paced (Smith et al., 1994). 

Adjusting to Shiftwork 

Bridging the gap between basic research on the physiology of biological rhythms
and the day-to-day operations of the workplace does occur,11 and has been suc-
cessfully demonstrated when the properties and characteristics of the human cir-
cadian system, such as the direction of phase-shifting (e.g., when work hours start
and end), duration of the shift (8 h vs. 12 h), the range of entrainment (e.g., how
long workers remain on a set schedule), health and social tolerance to shiftwork,
and the free-running period of the circadian rhythm (e.g., 25 h) have been taken
into account (Czeisler et al., 1982). For example, work schedules that rotate by
phase-delay (e.g., the next shift begins later) and have an extended duration
between rotations in schedule appear to be the most compatible with the circadian
system, resulting in greater satisfaction, improved health and safety among work-
ers, and greater productivity and profit for management. 

Other approaches to deal with tolerance and performance of shiftwork include:
(a) rapid rotation (one or two days); (b) dedicated shifts (maintain a worker on a
permanent schedule); and (c) slow rotation (1–5 weeks) that is supplemented by
techniques for synchronization, such as times of feeding and types of food (e.g.,
protein, carbohydrate) (Ehret, 1981). However, a second job or social obligations
during the day could still contribute to a decrease in performance during the night
shift. 

Similarly, social and family life affects morning shiftworkers who might stay
up too late even though they need to get up early for work. Starting the morning
shift at 06:00 h rather than 05:00 h at an oil refinery resulted in workers that were
less sleep-deprived since they no longer needed to wake up at 03:50 h in order to
be at work on time (Reinberg, 1979). Several European navies have found that

11 A discussion with numerous examples from various areas of society that focus on the
application of the knowledge of circadian rhythms to technology and the workplace can
be found in “The Twenty Four Hour Society” by Martin Moore-Ede (1993).



splitting the night shift from 20:00 h to 08:00 h into three sections of 4 h each and
having a sailor rotate among shifts from day to day (begin at 20:00 h the first
night, at 00:00 h the second and 04:00 h the third) alleviates sleep deprivation and
circadian disruption. This is probably because a few good hours of sleep each
night “anchors” the biologic rhythms (Minors & Waterhouse, 1981, 1983). In fact,
the phasing of circadian rhythms can be maintained at a chosen time by using 4 h
spans of anchor sleep at the same time of day (Minors & Waterhouse, 1992). 

Regarding underlying physiology, investigators found that individuals highly
tolerant to shiftwork exhibited larger amplitude circadian rhythms in several body
functions (oral temperature, grip strength, heart rate) and slower shifts of the cir-
cadian acrophases than individuals who were poorly tolerant of shiftwork (Rein-
berg et al., 1978; Reinberg & Smolensky, 1992), resulting in less internal desyn-
chronization of rhythms during the adjustment to the new schedule. Additional
reports on night and shiftwork concerns and observations can be found in a spe-
cial issue on equity and working time in the journal Chronobiology International
(Fischer et al., 2004). This issue summarizes an International Symposium of
Night and Shiftwork held in November 2003 and contains articles discussing top-
ics on working time and health, such as flexible working hours, sleep parameters,
sickness and depression, nutritional status, alcohol, napping, and indexes to assess
work schedules.

The Global Workplace 

The speed, as well as the available technology, by which individuals throughout
the world can communicate with each other is astonishing. Telephones, comput-
ers, and electronic mail have made voice, and sometimes video, communications
almost instantaneous. With the exception of certain astronomical or physical
properties of the universe, the electronic and physical components of global com-
munications function with unimpeded efficiency through the day and night. The
same constant efficiency does not apply to humans. 

Communication 

For the most part, we are synchronized to be in phase with our own geographical
location, the place where we send and receive messages. If we are aroused to com-
municate near dawn, the chances are that we will be less vigilant or awake than if
it occurred at 11:00 h. The duration of time that is required for direct communica-
tions may be measured in fractions of a second, but the duration of time that could
exist between the phases of the biological rhythms for individuals who are in
communication with each other may be in the order of hours. In other words, one
individual may be more alert and attentive than the other who is in a different time
zone (Figure 10.2). This difference in phase is one of the problems facing inter-
national corporations when they attempt telecommunication conferences among
persons located in different parts of the world. For example, you may have a
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brilliant new idea to discuss with a colleague in Beijing, but if it’s 15:00 h where
you are (e.g., central USA), it’s 03:00 h in Asia. Global time differences may also
impact decision making by politicians or physicians via phone from opposite
sides of the globe. For example, using telemedicine, an x-ray taken in the middle
of the night could be sent to and read by an expert radiologist on the other side of
the world, where he/she could be at peak performance, rather than rely on a sleepy
local radiologist.

Work Schedules and Outsourcing 

As an alternative or modification to shiftwork, the 24 h solar day work/rest sched-
ule could be divided into either two daily 12 h shifts or into three daily 8 h shifts,
but having the 12 h or 8 h spans assigned according to longitude time zones. This
would allow the 12 h or 8 h shift to be in synchrony with the activity phases of the
circadian rhythms for all the workers. This type of synchrony and division of work
is already occurring among scientists located in different countries or regions when
they cooperate on joint research projects. After a “normal” day of work for a sci-
entist, numerical data, typed messages, or drafts of papers can be sent easily by
e-mail or the internet between 17:00h–20:00h from one location (latitude) to a sec-
ond location where the local time is early morning (e.g., Europe to the N. America,
USA to India, etc.). Later in the evening at location 2, revisions, analyses, or new
results are returned to the first location to be available at the beginning of the next
day in the first location. The work on the project can continue on practically a 24-h
schedule, but the circadian rhythms of all the participants are not disrupted. This
same type of temporal outsourcing, which directly takes advantage of the circadian
rhythms of activity/rest for greater productivity, applies to a vast array of profes-
sions and businesses, including medicine,12 marketing,13 finance, etc.

Sports and Performance 

Since a circadian rhythm has been demonstrated in virtually every physiological
and psychological variable, it is reasonable to expect that biological rhythms
should play a role in physical exercise, sports, and performance (Table 10.2). In
fact, there is now enough information available to suggest that sports performance
is influenced by time of day and underlying endogenous mechanisms, with opti-
mal performance dependent upon type of activity (e.g., sports requiring physical
efforts is best later in the day) (cf. Drust et al., 2005).

12 The notes dictated by medical doctors and nurses at the end of their workday can be sent
electronically and transcribed in another global time zone, returned, and be ready to be
reviewed and filed the next morning.

13 Sometimes when we purchase a product during “off hours” or late at night, the order may
be processed by an individual who is working their normal dayshift located in a different
time zone.
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Many variables relevant to athletic performance peak in the mid to late after-
noon (Winget et al., 1985). These include oxygen consumption, respiration,
heart rate and recovery rate, muscle blood flow, forearm blood flow, minimum
sweating threshold, grip strength, minimal anxiety, minimal fatigue, and body
temperature. Circadian rhythms have been shown in human muscular effi-
ciency, with maximal efficiency found at 18:00 h for elbow flexor torque in
physical education students (Gauthier et al., 1996) and at 19:00 h for knee
extensor torque in competitive ultradistance cyclists (Callard et al., 2000).
Anaerobic power at 21:00 h and anaerobic capacity at 15:00 h and 21:00 h
were significantly higher than at 03:00 h or 09:00 h in nine college-aged male
athletes (Hill & Smith, 1991). Even in the case of men not in training for
sports, treadmill endurance time was 2% longer in the evening between
19:30—20:30 h than in the morning between 07:30—08:30 h (Burgoon et al.,
1992). Thus, some of the early pioneers in sleep and performance research
were correct when they wrote: “Contrary to public opinion, one is not at his
best, or most wide-awake, in the morning. Immediately upon getting up, one’s
performance is, as a rule, about as poor as it was the night before, prior to
going to bed.” (Kleitman & Jackson, 1950). 

TABLE 10.2. Examples of sporting-related events and activities where time-of-day effects have been
implicated in influencing performance (cf. Winget, 1985).
Sporting or related Time of best 
event Parameter performance Reference

Anaerobic cycle Maximal, peak, and mean �18:00 h Souissi et al., 2004
leg exercise power

Biking Tolerance to high intensity 22:00 h Reilly & Baxter, 1983
exercise

Biking Knee extensor torque 19:30 h Callard et al., 2000
Fencing Best scores related to speed 12:00 �1 h Reinberg et al., 1985
Golf Optimal psychophysiological 08:00–16:00 h Rossi et al., 1983

conditions
Rowing Performance Evening Conroy & O’Brien, 1974
Rowing O2 consumption and heart rate Evening Forsyth & Reilly, 2004

at blood lactate threshold
Running Performance Evening Conroy & O’Brien, 1974
Shotput Performance Evening Conroy & O’Brien, 1974
Soccer Endurance 17:00–21:00 h Reilly & Walsh, 1981
Sprint (stair run) Anaerobic power Late afternoon Reilly & Down, 1992
Standing broad jump Anaerobic power Late afternoon Reilly & Down, 1992
Swimming Speed 17:00–18:00 h Rodahl et al, 1976
Swimming 100-min and 400-min time 22:00 h Baxter & Reilly, 1983
Swimming Trunk flexibility 13:30 h Baxter & Reilly, 1983
Swimming Peak power output Late afternoon Reilly & Marshall, 1991
Tennis Velocity, accuracy 13:00–18:00 h Bloom, 1989; 

Atkinson & Spears, 1998
Water polo Optimal psychophysiological 20:00–23:00 h Rossi et al., 1983

conditions
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Body Temperature and Performance Variables 

Circadian patterns for body temperature and simple tasks involving motor
activity (e.g., card sorting, copying, code substitution) or performance requir-
ing memory, muscular coordination, and prolonged vigilance, all with maxima
in the afternoon and minima at night, suggests a causal relationship between
performance and body temperature (Kleitman & Jackson, 1950; Kleitman,
1963). 

However, circadian rhythms in performance may not always exactly parallel
the body temperature rhythm under normal sleep–wake conditions due to interac-
tions between the circadian system and time since waking, but they invariably do
when the sleep/wake cycle is suspended during a constant routine (Monk & Car-
rier, 1998). In addition, differences in the “best time” to perform a task do exist
and appear to depend upon a number of factors,14 such as the nature of the task,
age, level of practice, and if the person is a morning or evening type individual15

(Folkard, 1983; Carrier & Monk, 2000).
A number of other variables that contribute to athletic performance and display

circadian rhythmic peaks that occur during the afternoon and evening between
14:00 h and 20:00 h include neuromuscular coordination, manual dexterity, reac-
tion time, vigilance or monitoring, cognitive ability, short-term memory, and var-
ious other psychomotor tasks, such as letter cancellation and card sorting (Winget
et al., 1992). Because these variables reach their peak around the same time of day
as does body temperature, it has been postulated that one should be able to deter-
mine peak performance time �3 h by self-measuring oral temperature over sev-
eral days and locating the time of peak values in graphs of the collected data
(Winget et al., 1992).

A Time to Train or Win 

Results from a number of studies support the view that there is a circadian advan-
tage or enhancement to athletic performance if workouts and events are held
between 12:00 h and 21:00 h (Winget et al., 1985). Anecdotally, it has been said
that sports performance improves throughout the day and that few world records
are ever set in the morning (Reilly, 1992; Eichner, 1994). Indeed, most reports on
athletic competitions in individual or team sports have concluded that triumphs or
best performance is most likely to occur later in the day or in the evening. While

14 One study tested 63 boys and 56 girls 9–11 years of age who performed tasks such as
sprinting (running speed) and a skill game (ball and cup) at fixed clock hours (08:30,
10:30, 13:30, and 15:30 h) while at school (Huguet et al., 1995). It was pointed out that
while the end of the afternoon was most favorable for strength performance overall, tests
for agility and speed in children showed a second peak in the late morning and that both
the end of the morning and the end of the afternoon would be good times for physical and
sports activities in children of this age.

15 The concept of chronotype (morningness vs. eveningness) is discussed in Chapter 12 on
Autorhythmometry.
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many additional factors will influence the outcome of athletic competition, such
as the extent of training, lack of sleep, pain, fatigue, mental state, general health,
and chronotype (morning vs. evening person), there thus seems to be a circadian
advantage when competing at certain times of the day, at least for well-trained
athletes.16

Jet Lag and Professional Sports 

Another factor that has been shown to affect sports performance is jet lag, whether
caused by shiftwork or crossing time zones rapidly via jet travel, and its accom-
panying circadian desynchrony (Atkinson & Reilly, 1996). After as few as three
time zone changes, the body’s circadian rhythms will be in a state of internal
desynchronization during adjustment to a new time schedule, resulting in symp-
toms associated with jet lag. 

When the complete season records for 1991–1993 of the 19 North American
major league baseball teams based in cities on the West Coast (WC) and East Coast
(EC) were compared, it was found that the EC teams had a significantly better win-
ning record, not only due to home field advantage, but to previous transcontinental
travel within the past two days by WC teams (Recht et al., 1995).17 This effect was
only found when the travel was eastward, since EC teams traveling to the west
coast were not affected by jet lag. Presumably, WC teams often played a game in
the East that was too early for their peak performance (e.g., a game beginning at
12:00 h on Eastern (EC) Time would be 3 h early (09:00 h) on Pacific (WC) time). 

In a 25-year retrospective analysis of all Monday Night Football games by EC
vs. WC teams in the USA between 1970 and 1994, jet lag was also implicated as
influencing the outcome of the game (Smith et al., 1997), but in favor of the WC
teams. WC teams won more often and by more points than EC teams when play-
ing on the East Coast, since the EC teams started the game at 21:00 h (late in the
day for the EC players), while the WC teams essentially started playing when
their internal clock was set 3 h earlier (18:00 h Pacific Time) and were thus play-
ing closer to the time of peak athletic performance (e.g., late afternoon). 

Allowing for Jet Lag 

It has been suggested that competitive sports should consider the necessity of
allowing several days for resynchronization following time zone changes. For
example, when crossing 6 or more time zones, the following schedule was sug-
gested for Japanese athletes: (a) no competitions or hard training within the
first 3 days of arrival at a new destination; (b) only light training over the next
3 days; and (c) only beginning on day 7 of arrival should competitions be

16 Some coaches view chronobiological principles as the ultimate weapon that can give
their athletes a winning edge (Winget, 1992).

17 The data showed that the home team scored �1.24 more runs than usual when a visiting
team has crossed three time zones eastward within the previous two days.
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scheduled, with best performance expected beginning 10 days after arrival
(Sasaki, 1980). 

Such a schedule may be of crucial importance for ultra-athletes having to
cross several time zones in order to train and compete in the Olympics or World
Games. This conclusion was confirmed for male members of the German
Olympic gymnastic team who were studied before and after flights from Frank-
furt to Atlanta (a 6 h delay in time zones from the east to the west) and from
Munich to Osaka, Japan (an 8 h advance in time zones) (Lemmer et al., 2002).
When monitoring jet lag symptoms, training performance, and several physio-
logic variables (oral temperature, grip strength, blood pressure, heart rate, sali-
vary cortisol, and melatonin), all functions were disturbed on the first day of
arrival and remained so for at least 5 days after westward travel and 7 days after
eastward travel. The authors concluded that jet lag symptoms and rhythm dis-
turbances in physiological functions due to time-zone transitions (in spite of
twice daily exercise regimens) need to be considered in highly competitive ath-
letes. They thus recommended that for competition in a different time zone, ath-
letes arrive at least two weeks in advance of competitions to overcome the
effects of jet lag. 

In light of jet lag induced changes in the cardiovascular system, early arrival at
the new time zones is also suggested for anyone scheduling meetings abroad
(Lemmer et al., 2002). This has implications for diplomats and business persons
who must schedule meetings abroad, sometimes on the same day that they arrive,
since they will probably not be at peak physical and psychological performance
due to effects of jet lag. In addition to athletes (Reilly, 1992), an appropriate flight
itinerary chosen to reduce the negative effects of jet lag has thus been suggested
for coaches, as well as for academics, politicians,18 and others attending meetings
in a different time zone (Waterhouse et al., 2002). 

Travel on the Earth’s Surface 

Today we can travel rapidly at great speeds on land, water, and in the air, often
across many time zones in a relatively short duration of time. When this occurs,
the phases of our biological rhythms must be either advanced or delayed and our
rhythms resynchronized to the local time upon arrival at the new destination.

18 Political leaders and diplomats often face the problems associated with jet lag due to time
zone changes associated with travel. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger tried to
retire an hour earlier each night and rise earlier before an important meeting overseas.
Politicians can also arrive early and allow several days to adjust, as was the case of Pres-
ident Eisenhower’s visit to Geneva in 1955 to meet with the Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev, or keep a home schedule and arrange meetings accordingly while in a for-
eign country, as was usually the case for President Lyndon Johnson (cf. Ehret & Scanlon,
1983). Note: Traveling by ship from your own time zone is the most advantageous way
to avoid jet lag, since the slow travel by ship allows for a natural resynchronizing to a
new local time zone.



However, the impact of travel upon our biological rhythms is not only limited to
the crossings of time zones, a topic that is commonly discussed relative to jet lag,
but also upon the time of day when travel occurs.

Driver Fatigue and Vehicle Accidents 

Long, undemanding and monotonous driving easily facilitates fatigue and sleepi-
ness. Those who have driven an automobile on an overnight trip may be aware that
the toughest time to stay awake is near dawn. Based upon the personal experience
of many individuals, this is the span when one may resort to an array of activities,
such as rolling down the windows to allow cold air to blow on your face, drinking
a caffeinated beverage, singing, etc., all done to “fight” the urge to sleep. While
such gimmicks may be helpful, one cannot escape the physiological need for
sleep and the consequences of fatigue, which is an inherent part of our circadian
system. 

The endogenous rhythms of vigilance, performance, and the sleep/wake cycle,
especially as they relate to driver fatigue, have strong implications to society. The
stark realization for drivers of motor and other vehicles is that the risk for acci-
dents due specifically to fatigue has been shown to display a rhythm, with a noc-
turnal peak near 03:00 h and a secondary diurnal peak around noon (Reinberg &
Smolensky, 1992; also cf. Moore-Ede, 1993). Peaks in accidents at specific times
of day or night have also been shown to be the case for truck drivers (Harris,
1977), locomotive engineers (Hildebrandt et al., 1974), bus drivers (Pokorny
et al., 1985), and air force pilots (Ribak et al., 1983), among others (Table 10.1). 

In the USA, it has been estimated that every truck will be involved in at least
one sleep-related accident during its lifetime (cf. Horne & Reyner, 1999). Based
upon results from the analysis of interstate truck accident data, a circadian effect
has been shown, with approximately twice as many accidents occurring for doz-
ing drivers between midnight and 08:00 h than in the other 16 h of the day (Harris,
1977). Both accident ratios and accident frequencies over a 4-year span in Texas
showed similar rhythms for single car and truck accidents (Langlois et al, 1985).
Again, this was attributed to driver fatigue compounded by the difficulty of seeing
at night. Not only was a very prominent 24 h pattern detected with an acrophase
at 03:00 h, but a high-amplitude 7-day rhythm was found, with a weekend peak.
These patterns were virtually identical for urban and rural settings. 

The phase of a circadian rhythm, monotony and accumulating lack of sleep all
play a role in automobile accidents. In a study conducted in the Netherlands
(Riemersma et al., 1977), eleven 20-year-old university students performed vigi-
lance tasks while driving an automobile along a four-lane triangular course of
about 56 km ten times between 22:00 h and 06:00 h. When compared to a similar
drive at 20:00 h (prior to sleep) or at 06:00 h (after a night’s sleep), there were sig-
nificantly more incorrect responses with regard to vigilance markers, such as lane
position, reaction speed, steering wheel deflection, maintenance of speed, missed
signals, and reporting kilometrage. In addition, heart rate variability increased
toward the end of the night. Apparently, driving all night and the combined effect
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of lack of sleep on one’s circadian rhythms increases risk factors that could lead
to an accident. Age can also be a factor, with drivers younger than age 30 years
most at risk for a sleep-related crash (cf. Horne & Baulk, 2004), while an early
afternoon peak in traffic accidents has been reported for older drivers (cf. Horne
& Reyner, 1999). 

Studies have also been conducted to examine the incidence of traffic crashes
that might be attributed to the 1 h time shifts that occur when there is a change to
and from daylight saving time (Lambe & Cummings, 2000). Based upon accident
data covering a 16-year span in Sweden, it was concluded that the time shift did
not have a measurable impact on incidence rate ratio on the Monday following the
time changes compared with the preceding or following Monday. However, the
direction of change was suggestive of an effect due to less sleep in the spring
(ratio � 1.11) as compared to an extra hour of sleep in the fall (ratio � 0.98).

Alcohol, Driving, and Fatigue 

Although not generally realized, sleepiness and its effect on mental alertness has
surpassed alcohol19 and drugs as the greatest cause of accidents in all modes of
transportation (Åkerstedt, 2000; Rajaratnam & Arendt, 2001). In addition, alcohol
consumption or sleepiness produce similar decrements on driving performance
and can impose a greater risk for a driving accident when combined (Arnedt et al.,
2000). In a study monitoring simulated driving performance, decrements in driv-
ing were similar for subjects following a prolonged 20-h wakefulness span or
ingestion of alcohol to reach a blood concentration of 0.08%, with the combina-
tion of wakefulness and alcohol slightly worse than either alone on driving per-
formance. Interestingly, 18.5 h, 21 h, or 24 h of sustained wakefulness can pro-
duce decrements in driving performance comparable to blood alcohol
concentrations of 0.05%, 0.08%, and 0.10%, respectively, suggesting that a
sleepiness metric scale could be created (Arnedt et al., 2000, 2001). However,
even moderate levels of alcohol intake can interact with sleepiness to exacerbate
driving impairment (Arnedt et al., 2001), especially during the natural afternoon
“dip” in alertness, placing the driver at a greater risk of an accident after alcohol
at lunchtime (Horne et al., 2004).

In the United States alone, driver fatigue-related costs to society from accidents
associated with work schedules, night activity and inadequate sleep are calculated
in billions of dollars (Moore-Ede, 1993). For example, in one case where a
woman was killed after her car was hit from behind by a tractor-trailer, her family
was awarded US $24 million from the driver’s employer for violating hours of
work regulations that led to driver fatigue (cf. Rajaratnam & Arendt, 2001). In
another case in England, a man fell asleep at the wheel of his car at 06:00 h, the
car went off the road and caused a train collision that killed 10 people and injured

19 In 1997, alcohol accounted for 7% of motor vehicle crashes in the USA, while estimates
of crashes related to sleepiness range from 1–3% to 35–42% (cf. Arnedt et al., 2000) or
15–20% (Åkerstedt, 2000). This estimate is around 10% in the UK (Horne et al., 2003).



more than 70 passengers. He was subsequently convicted of causing death by dan-
gerous driving, received a 5-year jail sentence and the case resulted in the largest
motor insurance claim in U.K. history (Rajaratnam & Jones, 2004). Litigation for
such accidents is likely to increase since it was concluded that knowledge of
sleepiness indicates responsibility on the part of the defendant and that continuing
to drive is voluntary conduct. Indeed, studies comparing subjective sleepiness and
EEG changes during simulated driving after sleep deprivation have documented
that drivers had knowledge of their actual neurophysiological level of sleepiness
while making driving errors (Horne & Baulk, 2004).

When one includes the large numbers of deaths and injuries with these monetary
losses, the application of what is known about the characteristics and rules of cir-
cadian rhythmicity to reduce accidents becomes a practical problem that can often
be resolved through similar educational and prescribed approaches that have been
applied to alcohol while driving or during work hours. (e.g., if sleepy (or drunk),
especially if “fighting” sleep, don’t drive!). In order to reduce liability with regard
to public safety (and increase health and productivity) employers could take steps
to reduce sleepiness and fatigue in the workplace (Rajaratnam, 2001). 

The Post-Lunch Dip 

An interesting finding that supplements what is known about driver fatigue comes
from a relatively large study of locomotive drivers of the Federal German Railway
(Hildebrandt et al., 1974). Here again there was the expected nocturnal maximum
poor performance peak that occurred at about 03:00 h. In addition, a second peak
occurred about 12 h later, the so-called “post lunch dip.” Although there is a gen-
eral tendency to relate a post lunch dip feeling of being tired or sleepy to a recently
consumed lunch, the dip has been found to occur even if a meal is not consumed
(Monk et al., 1996). In the case of the locomotive drivers and perhaps for other
drivers as well, the earlier the work schedule starts for the driver, the more pro-
nounced is the post lunch dip.

Animal Activity and Vehicle Accidents 

In addition to the human fatigue factor in vehicle-related accidents, an increase in
on-road encounters with animals can result from the circadian patterns in the ani-
mals’ activity. For example, the highest crash rate between vehicles and more than
20,000 moose and white-tailed deer observed in Finland occurred in the first hour
after sunset, suggesting a need for increased driver vigilance during this time
(Haikonen & Summala, 2001).

Travel Above the Earth’s Surface 

Transmeridian flights (east to west or west to east) that rapidly cross time zones
create a set of symptoms (poor quality and altered patterns of sleep, persisting
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fatigue, changes in mood and behavior, and digestive problems) known as jet lag
(see Chapter 2). 

Jet Lag 

Recovery from jet lag involves shifting the phases of circadian rhythms from the
original time zone to be in phase with the prevailing synchronizers of the new local
environment. The duration of time required to completely shift the biological
rhythms of humans depends upon a number of factors, including the direction of
travel, the variable to be shifted, time of travel, number of time zones crossed, the
rigidity of the sleep-wake cycle upon arrival,20 and differences among individuals
and within the same individual from trip to trip (Figure 10.5). For example, after
crossing six time zones, the sleep–wake rhythm synchronizes within about 2 to 5
days and the body temperature in about 4 to 7 days (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1992). 

About 80–85% of the people who have been monitored after changing to a new
time zone synchronized faster if their activity phase was delayed (east to west
travel, which results in a long first day of shift) than if it was advanced (west to
east travel, which results in a short first day of shift). The remaining 15–20%
adjusted faster after a phase advance than a phase delay (Reinberg & Smolensky,
1992). Many approaches have been suggested to help alleviate the symptoms of
jet lag following transmeridian flights or shiftwork, including diet, bright light,
exercise, varying shift schedules, and use of substances, such as melatonin (cf.
Waterhouse & Redfern, 1997).21

Results from animal studies have shown that social cues can increase reen-
trainment rates following shifts of the lighting schedule under laboratory condi-
tions. This was true for male golden hamsters exposed to female olfactory and
auditory cues after a phase-advance of the light–dark schedule (Honrado &
Mrosovsky, 1989). Female, but not male, South American rodents (Octodon
degus) resynchronized their circadian temperature and activity rhythms 20–35%
faster when housed with male or female O. degus that were already entrained to

20 The living schedule may be tightly constrained when going in one direction and not the
other. For example, a trip to Europe from the USA may necessitate getting up every day
at a precise time (e.g., 07:00 h) in order to attend a meeting at 08:00 h or beginning a
sight-seeing trip and thus forcing the 7 h advance phase shift to occur as quickly as pos-
sible. Upon returning to the USA, one may not be forced to stay up until the usual time
of retiring (e.g., midnight), but can retire and get up earlier than normal for the first few
days home, even if work or school do not start until several hours later in the morning.
Since the 7 h delayed phase shift is not constrained by a strict sleep-wake schedule, it
will occur more gradually.

21 When traveling west to east, jet lag is often lessened if one can sleep on the plane after
the meal, avoid caffeine, alcohol, and movies and use of substances, such as melatonin
(cf. Arendt & Deacon, 1997), arrive at the final destination in the afternoon rather than
early morning, stay awake by being exposed to sunlight, walking, drinking caffeine, or
whatever it takes to be active until finally retiring in the evening. Jet lag is not as severe
when traveling north or south if time zones do not change, but a traveler may notice some
physiological changes due to longer or shorter days.
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the new lighting schedule (Goel & Lee, 1995a,b). When housed alone, males actu-
ally shifted faster than females.

Life in Space 

Spaceflights are also a concern in matters such as circadian sleep/wake synchro-
nizer schedules, light levels and timing of departure and arrival. Already, on 
multiple-shift missions, astronauts are preconditioned to different sleep/wake

FIGURE 10.5. Days required for circadian resynchronization after 6 transmeridian flights
from Minnesota to Central Europe (7-h phase advance) and from Central Europe to Min-
nesota (7-h phase delay). Healthy man (RBS, age 22 years in 1969) performed 5–6 self-
measurements each day. Single cosinor procedure was used to determine 24-h acrophase
(peak). Slower adjustment was always seen in oral temperature and pulse after an east-
bound flight, while adjustment sometimes occurred faster after an eastbound flight in the
other variables. The sleep-wake schedule following each advance was always more tightly
structured, while after each delay it was less structured, making strict comparisons of
adjustment times tenuous. Exogenous melatonin was used during the eastbound flight in
1995. Destinations: Italy in 1969, 1974, 1977, and 1995; the Netherlands in 1987; Norway
in 1993; all return flights were from Germany (Sothern, unpublished).
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schedules prior to a spaceflight so that sleep onset is staggered (e.g., by 8 h or
12 h) among groups of individuals who will then be well-rested and at their peak
performance at different times over each 24 h span. 

Results from studies in space on astronauts and cosmonauts have shown a
remarkable resiliency of the circadian body temperature and melatonin rhythms,
with no change in amplitude, phasing or free-running when strict circadian sched-
uling was maintained (Monk et al., 1998). However, certain aspects of sleep qual-
ity and quantity (e.g., shorter, more disturbed, REM latency shorter) were affected
(Gundel et al., 1993; Monk et al., 1998). 

Future space missions, including time spent on space stations, lunar bases and
interplanetary journeys (e.g., to Mars), where people and the plants and animals they
bring along will spend months or even years away from time cues on Earth, may have
to consider not only circadian, but circannual and perhaps other rhythmic schedules,
as well.22 In addition, one will have to consider how (or whether) to best maintain a
24-h and/or yearly schedule when on a distant planet, which might have very differ-
ent “days” or “years.” For example, in Earth units, Mars rotates once every 24.66 h
and its year is 687 days long, while Jupiter rotates on its axis once every 9.93 h and
rotates around the sun once every 11.86 years (Astronomical Almanac, 2001).23

Travel Beneath the Seas 

Adherence to a 24-h rest-activity schedule is or at least should be a concern for those
who travel beneath the seas. At one time the work schedule for submarine crewmen
in the American or British Navy was 12 h in length and consisted of 4 h on, 8 h off
work, since there was a need to rest after the 4-h shift due to the strenuous physical
labor involved. Because each sailor was on a rotating watch, with six different
watches every 72 h, this meant that a sailor never slept more than 7 h at a time. 

The pioneer in sleep research, Nathaniel Kleitman (1895–1999), spent 2 weeks
onboard the submarine USS Dogfish, where he studied 74 crew members either
on a fixed three-watch 12 h schedule (4 h on/8 h off) or on a shore-type 24-h
schedule (cooks, messmen, some officers). The quality of sleep on board was
rated as poor by 69% of the men on shifts and 78% needed up to 2 h to become
fully alert after awakening. In addition, body temperature measured by nine of the
men showed that each subject on a 12-h watch schedule showed two 12 h, but
unequally bimodal, curves every 24 h. However, the temperature peaks were dif-
ferently timed between sailors depending upon the watch schedule, implying that
there would be differences in alertness and performance in an emergency situation
(Figure 10.6) (Kleitman, 1949). The author later concluded that these 12 h watch

22 The schedules for life in outer space would not be complete without a plan for rhythmic
scheduling, not only for humans, but for all organisms on board.

23 For practical purposes, NASA has adopted the term “sol” to designate a Martian solar
day and there are 24 “maurs” in one sol. A planetary body outside of our solar system
will undoubtedly have lengths of its day and year that will differ from lengths on Earth.
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FIGURE 10.6. Body temperature of submarine crewmen on 12-h watch schedules shows
12-h cycles artificially superimposed upon the underlying 24-h cycle in body temperature.
Redrawn from Fig 3 in Kleitman, 1949.
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schedules were “unphysiological” and the 12-h cycle was artificially superim-
posed upon the underlying 24-h cycle in body temperature (Kleitman, 1963). In
another study of twelve submarine sailors on rapidly rotating 4 h watches, body
temperature rhythms departed from their original 24 h pattern, with a noticeable
dampening of the circadian amplitude (Colquhoun et al., 1978). These results
could well be indicative of free-running circadian rhythms in the body tempera-
ture. 

Today, the rest/activity schedule for most personnel aboard American sub-
marines is usually 18 h, consisting of 6 h duty alternating with 12 h off duty,
thereby allowing more time to sleep and/or rest between watches.24 Nevertheless,
studies of nuclear submariners on 18 h watch schedules for up to 10 weeks have
shown disruptions of 24 h cycles (especially reductions in amplitude) for body
temperature, pulse, blood pressure, and mood parameters (Schaefer et al., 1979;
Naitoh et al., 1983). The sleep–wakefulness cycle, however, seemed to entrain
well to the 18-h schedule. Since peak times for body temperature became widely
dispersed, just as on an 8-h schedule, a desynchronization between an individual’s
activity cycle and internal physiologic cycles can still occur on an 18-h routine,
implying possible chronic health and performance consequences (Naitoh et al.,
1983). 

Adding to findings of desynchronized rhythms during submerged patrols, the
circadian rhythm in melatonin in submariners living on an 18-h schedule for up to
6 weeks was shown to free-run with an average period of 24.35 h (Kelly et al.,
1999). As a result, the peak in melatonin had shifted by more than 13 h, suggest-
ing that the human circadian system may be unable to synchronize to such a short
“day” of 18 h. All of this occurs in spite of the availability of social synchroniza-
tion cues, such as meals being served at the same times each day, presence of
clocks, and contact with some personnel living on 24 h schedules. In addition, one
submariner who lived on a 24-h work schedule, but had the night shift, also free-
ran with a period longer than 24.0 h (� � 24.39 h), indicating a kind of social 
isolation from those on the 18-h workdays. The phenomenon of individual differ-
ences in free-running circadian rhythms during social isolation was also noticed
in subjects that were studied while living together under temporal isolation in an
underground facility in Germany (Wever, 1979).

Mealtimes and Health

Daily exogenous cycles of feeding may synchronize circadian rhythms (see
Chapter 2 on General Features of Rhythms). In addition, the timing of meals and
their dietary implications for losing weight strongly display a rhythmic compo-
nent. Diets are a pertinent topic, not only in the United States where obesity is

24 Compared to hammocks in a large mess area in the past or sleeping bunks too narrow and
too close together, both of which made daytime sleep nearly impossible, separate sleep-
ing areas currently available provide more privacy for sleeping.



rampant and dietary products and plans represent a multimillion dollar industry,
but in developing countries and the third-world, such as in Africa, Asia and else-
where, where large numbers of people are faced with hunger and starvation. 

In rats and mice, timing of food availability (single meals at different times over
the 24 hours) affected whether they lived or died, altered their rhythm patterns and
either prolonged or shortened their lifespan (see Essay 10.2).

Essay 10.2 (by RBS): Preclinical Meal-Timing Studies

Studies with large numbers of mice and rats, where lighting schedules and access to
food could be strictly controlled, provided the framework for later meal-timing studies
with humans. 

Single Meals and Survival–It has been shown with mice on restricted diets, that
the timing of food intake may actually play a role in survival or early mortality. In two
separate studies, groups of 20–28 singly-housed male or female mice were allowed to
eat only once a day for four hours at either the beginning of the daily light (L; resting)
or dark (D; activity) span. By the 3rd or 4th day on this restricted feeding regimen,
some mice began to die. After 10 days, most (90%) of those mice allowed access to
food during early-L were dead, but only half (40–50%) of the early-D mice had died
(none of the ad libitum fed control mice had died) (Nelson et al., 1973). Interestingly,
housing four mice together or raising the room temperature prevented any deaths in
the meal-fed mice, indicating that body heat loss was a critical factor, since the mice
were often seen huddled together in a group, thereby reducing heat loss and caloric
requirement. 

Single Meals Alter Rhythms–In addition to affecting mortality, meal-timing also
altered circadian rhythms in mice and rats. Circadian patterns in body temperature,
serum corticosterone, and liver glycogen, but not corneal mitoses, showed higher ampli-
tudes in meal-fed mice than in mice feeding ad libitum and the relationships between the
peak times was different depending upon the time of food presentation (see Figure 9.3 in
Chapter 9 on Veterinary Medicine). The authors concluded that: “...optimal nutrition
may depend not only on what is eaten, but on when it is eaten in relation to other sched-
ules and demands.” (Nelson et al., 1975).

In rats meal-fed for 4 h at four different times over 24 h, peaks in liver glycogen and
serum glucose, but not corneal mitoses, were also synchronized to the times of restricted
feeding, while peaks in serum corticosterone and several enzymes reflected an interac-
tion between feeding times and the LD schedule (Philippens et al., 1977). 

When mice were meal-fed at one of six meal times 4 h apart, as well as fed differ-
ent diet compositions (increased carbohydrate, protein or lipids), it was determined
that meal-timing and not diet regimen determined the location of the circadian
acrophase for variables such as body temperature, plasma insulin, serum glucose,
serum thyroxine and liver glycogen, with only slight acrophase shifts in circulating
white blood cells and serum corticosterone (Lakatua et al., 1988). 

Thus, the peak times for some body functions are readily altered by meal-timing,
while others are not, thereby leading to altered internal phase relationships. From a
practical point of view, studies in mice have shown that time-limited feeding may lead
to changes in phase relationships of circadian rhythms in cell proliferation vs. other
body functions and it was suggested that such alterations in phase relationships might
be used to advantage in the treatment of certain cancers (Pauly et al., 1976; Lakatua
et al., 1983).
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Single Meals Prolong Lifespan–In addition, restricted meal-feeding schedules and a
reduction in calories available25 significantly prolonged the lifespan of mice (Nelson &
Halberg, 1986; Duffy et al., 1999) and rats (Duffy et al., 2001). For rats on lifespan stud-
ies, a caloric-restricted diet presented during the first half of the daily activity span (5 h
after D-onset for nocturnally-active rodents) was also better at maintaining circadian
rhythms more closely synchronized with those of rats on ad lib diets (Duffy et al., 1997).
It was pointed out, however, that the effects of food restriction on altered relations among
rhythmic variables in mice and/or rats are not necessarily involved with the effect on sur-
vival (Nelson, 1988) and that the beneficial effects of chronic caloric restriction might be
controlled via mechanisms involving the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (e.g.,
metabolic pathways, lower body temperature, hormonal regulation, higher DNA repair)
(Duffy et al., 1990, 1997).

It was also shown that tumor-bearing rats receiving anticancer chemotherapy who
were fed early in their resting span (during L) lived significantly longer than ad libi-
tum fed rats bearing the same tumor, suggesting that caloric restriction had an effect
on tumor growth and susceptibility (Nelson et al., 1977). More recently, overall sur-
vival of untreated tumor-bearing mice was significantly prolonged (and tumor pro-
gression slowed) when food was presented during early L, when compared with
mice fed during D or ad libitum (Wu et al., 2004). The authors hypothesized that
meal-timing during L modified circadian clock function and signaling pathways in
tumor cells and host peripheral tissues such that the tumor became more susceptible
to host-mediated control.

The fact that in mice and rats, a calorie appears to be utilized differently
depending upon when it is consumed, is relevant to humans. For most of us, our
eating habits depend not only upon hunger, but also food supply, social habits and
convenience. A high percentage of the American population consumes 50–75% of
their daily calories during their evening meal,26 a time of day when energy expen-
diture is lowest (Cohn, 1964). 

This may be especially characteristic of obese individuals, many of whom
exhibit a night-eating syndrome (NES), a unique stress-related eating, sleeping
and mood disorder associated with altered circadian patterns in several neuroen-
docrine functions and that is characterized by overeating into the night27 (cf.
Stunkard & Allison, 2002). NES is also present in about 1.5% of nonobese sub-
jects and the onset of night-eating has been shown to precede the diagnosis of obe-
sity, indicating that NES may be a risk factor for obesity (Marshall et al., 2004).
Studies of meal sizes and intervals between meals in humans during social isola-
tion have shown that most subjects continued to eat three meals per waking span
during free-running conditions, suggesting that a mechanism similar to that which

25 Calories were reduced by 25% for mice and 10, 25, or 40% for rats from standard calo-
ries consumed by ad lib fed animals.

26 Large meals in the evening are also typical in some other countries, such as Spain and
Italy, while other countries, such as Germany, tend to have the largest meal at midday.

27 Binge eating disorder (BED) consists of eating a large amount of food during a discrete
time period, while NES is characterized by a greater frequency of nighttime awakenings
and a smaller portion of food ingested at these times (Stunkard & Allison, 2002).
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regulates the timing of sleep and wake also regulates the timing of meals (Aschoff
et al., 1986; Green et al., 1987). 

While some authors have advocated the intake of more protein in the morning
and more carbohydrate in the evening in order to better control weight (cf. Baker
& Baar, 2000), only a few reports concerning the applications or implications of
meal-timing as they relate to diets, hormone levels28 and changes in human
rhythms or body weight have appeared. For example, after eating three meals a
day on a regimen delayed by 6.5 h from a control schedule, the circadian peak in
cholesterol synthesis was delayed more than 8.5 h (from 22:00 h to 04:36 h)
(Cella et al., 1995). 

The rise in serum leptin, an adipose tissue hormone, was greater following an
evening meal than the same meal taken in the morning (Elimam & Marcus, 2002),
while leptin was shifted by 5–7 h from its usual peak at 00:00 h following a 6.5-h
meal shift regimen (Schoeller et al., 1997). 

A report on obese subjects eating a single daily meal at either 10:00 h or 18:00 h
for 3 days or 18 days found a higher lipid oxidation and lower cholesterol oxidation
following the evening meal, but no effect on weight loss after the short study spans
(Sensi & Capani, 1987). Two reports on humans studied for longer spans are worth
noting, however, because the results from these studies are fascinating and could
have broad implications from diet therapy to international nutrition. At the very
least, they indicate the need for further research in this area.

Changes in Body Weight and Rhythms 

A series of studies on human meal-timing were conducted at the University of
Minnesota. Initially, three students were recruited to eat a single 2,000-calorie
meal in the morning or evening each day for one week, after which a similar meal
was consumed at the opposite time for one week.29 The subjects, one male and
two females, attended classes during the day and could pursue their other daily
activities, but otherwise lived and slept in a clinical research center in the hospi-
tal, where they were weighed three times each day. Each subject lost weight 
during the week of eating breakfast-only and gained weight during the week of
eating dinner-only (Figure 10.7) (Halberg, 1983). 

Ultimately, this study was extended to include a total of six students. All six
subjects lost weight when eating breakfast-only and four gained weight when

28 Eating only once or twice a day has been shown to significantly elevate serum cholesterol
levels and the risk of atherosclerosis in birds, rabbits, rats, dogs, and monkeys, indicat-
ing that meal frequency can affect a disease to which humans are prone (cf. Cohn, 1964).
This led the author to suggest that six or more meals a day may be beneficial in reducing
some metabolic diseases.

29 The 2,000 calories consisted of 50% carbohydrate, 15% protein, and 35% fat. The con-
tent of each meal was varied, but the calories always totaled 2,000 calories, even if it
meant extra pats of butter on a muffin at breakfast or on a piece of bread at dinner. One
subject started by eating breakfast-only, two started on dinner-only.
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eating dinner-only. Two subjects lost weight on both schedules, but lost more
weight eating breakfast only (Halberg, 1983).30 Rhythms in blood and urine sam-
pled around-the-clock from these subjects on day 7 of each diet schedule showed
changes in peak times (as was seen earlier in the meal-fed mice—see Figure 9.3
in Chapter 9 on Veterinary Medicine) for some variables (serum insulin, iron, and
plasma glucagon) (Figure 10.8) and not others (urinary cyclic AMP), indicating
meal-induced changes in the relationship between peak times for many internal
body rhythms (Goetz et al., 1976), which may in turn have contributed to the 
differences in weight gain or loss between the two single meal regimens (Hirsch
et al., 1975).

Equally astonishing results were found in a second study, where 19 subjects 
(5 males and 7 females in Minnesota and 7 males in Connecticut, each within
acceptable weight for their age) were allowed a single, free-choice meal daily for 6
weeks. They could eat as much or as little as they liked, but only once a day as either
breakfast or dinner for 3 weeks, after which they switched to the opposite meal for
the second 3 weeks (Graeber et al., 1978).31 Breakfast meant that within one hour of

FIGURE 10.7. Average body weight change eating 2,000 kcal meal for 1 week as breakfast
and 1 week as dinner-only. Combined body weight data from 3 students eating single daily
meals, even though calories consumed within each 24-h period were the same, all subjects
lost weight while eating breakfast-only and gained while eating dinner-only. Redrawn from
Fig 9 in Halberg, 1974.

30 The relative weight loss eating breakfast only as compared to dinner only was 1.2 kg (2.6
lbs) per week.

31 One of this books authors (RBS) participated in this study as a subject. He lost 2.755
lb/week while eating breakfast only and 0.067 lb/week while eating dinner only.
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FIGURE 10.8. Timing of a single daily meal can influence circadian rhythm characteristics
in humans. Rhythms in blood and urine sampled around-the-clock from three young men
on day 7 of eating breakfast or dinner-only showed changes in peak times for some vari-
ables (serum insulin, iron, and glucagon) and not others (urinary cyclic AMP, not shown),
indicating meal-induced changes in the relationship between peak times for many internal
body rhythms (redrawn from Goetz et al., 1976),
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awakening, the subject had one hour to eat as much as he/she desired, while dinner
meant the subject fasted for at least 12 h after awakening before eating for up to an
hour. Time and food quantities consumed were always recorded. Subjects chose
from frozen and canned foods of known calorie, protein, fat, and carbohydrate con-
tent (each subject ate these foods ad libitum for 4 weeks prior to the single meal
study so that they would be able to select foods that they really enjoyed during the
single meal studies). There were five subjects who ate ad libitum as controls
throughout the entire project. Throughout this study, each subject performed 5–6
self-measurements of several physiologic variables daily during waking and went
about their usual activities. On the last day of each 3-week diet schedule, the sub-
jects in Minnesota provided 4-hourly blood and urine samples around-the-clock. 

As in the fixed 2,000 calorie study, all subjects lost more weight when eating
breakfast-only than dinner-only, while a few subjects actually gained weight eating
dinner-only (the difference in weekly body weight change was about 2.2 lbs (1 kg)
between breakfast and dinner, while controls eating ad libitum more or less main-
tained a steady weight) (Graeber et al., 1978; Halberg, 1983). On average, subjects
ate less on breakfast-only, but it was shown that the differential loss of weight was
more closely related to the timing of meals than to the decrease in the number of
calories consumed. In other words, timing was more important than the size of the
meal or which meal they started eating during the study, since most weight loss
occurred when individuals were in the breakfast-only group (Figure 10.9).32

32 Maximal weight gain was also shown when dark-active catfish were fed a single daily
meal late in their activity span (Sundararaj et al., 1982).

FIGURE 10.9. Dieting by time of
day—the same amount (calories)
of food consumed as breakfast-
only or dinner-only (top) may
result in a weight loss or gain
(bottom).
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Just as in the fixed calorie single meal study, meal-timing substantially altered
many of the internal body rhythms, such as in blood pressure, heart rate, white
blood cells, serum iron, and insulin (but no shift was found in performance
rhythms), indicating that hormonal and other physiological rhythms were manip-
ulated by meal-timing. Since the metabolic fate of a meal is thus determined by
meal-timing, weight loss or gain can be one of the side-effects. 

Food: What, How Much, and When 

It has been noted that the challenge of maintaining a healthy body weight in the
modern world is to provide the knowledge, cognitive skills, and incentives to bet-
ter manage body weight in an environment where physical activity is minimal and
food is abundant (Peters et al., 2002). In light of the human experiments just
summarized, perhaps this educational process should also add “when” to “what”
and “how much” food is consumed. 

Indeed, recent articles, while not specifically studying meal-timing, have
reported on the effect on body weight if calories are consumed in the morning or
the evening. In a study of nearly 3,000 obese individuals, the vast majority that
maintained a significant weight loss for at least a year reported regularly eating
breakfast (Wyatt et al., 2002). Another study of overweight individuals that con-
sumed a liquid diet for at least a month concluded that increased food intake later
in the day (night-eating) contributed to less weight loss (Gluck et al., 2001).
Depending upon what the results from future research holds, the implication of
manipulating meal-timing, as well as the number of calories a person eats, may
someday find their way into international nutrition programs33 and the diet fads of
the general public.34 In addition, meal-timing is of interest with regards to partic-
ular difficulties of night workers (e.g., appetite, digestion, and metabolism)
(Waterhouse et al., 1997).

Light Pollution 

The prevalent trend in human society to use artificial light has reached ruinous lev-
els throughout much of the world such that nocturnal sky brightness has increased
many-fold from natural conditions (Figure 10.10). This unnatural luminescence

33 A gift of food to a third world country may not only include instructions as to proper
preparation, but also the best time of day to eat the contents, such as “late in the day” or
“near sundown” if the goal is to gain or maintain body weight. From a practical stand-
point, however, the food may need to be distributed late in the day in order to force a
starving person to adhere to this schedule.

34 For example, a weight-control diet might suggest drinking a can of liquid diet for break-
fast, another for lunch and then to eat a sensible dinner. But based upon the meal-timing
results mentioned above, this reduced calorie scheduling might result in better weight
control (or loss) on an opposite schedule consisting of a sensible breakfast followed by
cans of liquid diet at lunch and dinner.
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has been labeled light pollution and exists in both rural and urban areas. Illumi-
nating the night and thereby extending the “day” long past sunset is an ever-
increasing dilemma. It is perpetuated by schedules for work and leisure, by recre-
ational activities, personal concerns, and the lingering fear of darkness and its
analogy to evil and malice.35 While some activities, such as those that relate to
work, safety (e.g., traffic lights, guide lights for boats and airplanes), criminal
behavior, health, and survival, certainly justify the use of unshielded artificial
light, there is often an excessive use of it. 

Effects on Melatonin Production 

Perhaps of mounting concern is our ambivalent ignorance or disrespect for the
natural light–dark cycle of the 24-h solar day and its effect on biological
rhythms. The effects that light pollution has on humans are often mediated by
the hormone melatonin, a chemical messenger that is produced during dark-
ness by the pineal gland, a pea-sized gland located in the center of the brain
(see Figure 11.8 in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine). Melatonin (MLT) serves
as a chemical indicator of darkness in mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, and
insects, and is an important component of the human timing system (Cassone
& Natesan, 1997) for circadian, and possibly infradian (e.g., circannual),
rhythms. In addition to synchronizing circadian clocks, MLT has strong 
antioxidant properties (Reiter et al., 2003). MLT has also been found in
plants,36 although its physiological role in plants has not been fully established
(Caniato et al., 2003). 

FIGURE 10.10. Lights of earth as seen from space today, while appearing as a beautiful
sight, may be evidence of large-scale light pollution that was not present during the mil-
lions of years of human evolution. (Credit for this composite image of Earth at night:
NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio).

35 Examples can be found in the great books of religion (e.g., the Bible, John 9:4–5) and lit-
erature (e.g., works by Shakespeare, including Macbeth and Hamlet).

36 Plants do not have a pineal gland, although melatonin has been found in various struc-
tures and organs of a number of species (Balzer & Hardeland, 1996; Hardeland et al.,
1996; Kolár et al., 1997).
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While originally it was thought that very bright light of approximately
1500–2500 lux37 was necessary to maximally suppress MLT, studies have demon-
strated that ordinary room light of 250 lux can significantly suppress MLT secre-
tion when applied in the evening and that the duration of inhibition is intensity-
dependent (Trinder et al, 1996). Exposure to artificial light of moderate intensity
(180 lux) during the middle of the night has been shown to phase-shift human cir-
cadian rhythms of MLT and cortisol levels (Boivin & Czeisler, 1998), which
demonstrates that the circadian entrainment mechanism of humans, like those of
other mammals, is sensitive to low levels of light (Boivin et al., 1996). 

In addition to the timing, intensity, and duration of exposure, the MLT response
to light at night is also dependent upon wavelength, with very dim light (0.1 lux)
in the range of 446–477 nm causing the most suppression of MLT production
(Brainard et al., 2001). Peak sensitivity of the human circadian pacemaker, as
denoted by maximum MLT suppression, was later found after exposure to blue
light at 555 nm, confirming that MLT suppression is primarily blue wavelength
dependent (Lockley et al., 2003; Figueiro et al., 2004).

Effects on Clinical Health 

As societies have industrialized, there is something about modern life that is
associated with an increase in certain health problems, such as breast cancer, yet
known risk factors are associated with less than half of breast cancer cases (cf.
Stevens, 2005). Ill-timed artificial lighting and the lack of sunlight may cause
circadian disruption that can lead to health problems (Erren et al., 2003). At the
hormonal level, the production of MLT is a circadian event driven by light and
dark. It is likely that the pineal gland responds to too much or too little light at
certain times of the day by alterations in the production of MLT. This may have
a profound, yet mostly overlooked, effect on human health. For example, light
increased resting heart rate in 17 healthy men and women depending on the
intensity of the light and time of day, with the strongest effects in the middle of
the night and in the early morning (Scheer et al., 1999). Bright light can also reset
the human circadian pacemaker that controls circadian rhythms in physiologic,
behavioral, and cognitive functions (Czeisler et al., 1986; Khalsa et al., 2003).
Bright light in the evening delays the onset of MLT production (Kennaway et al.,
1987; Deacon & Arendt, 1994; Gronfier et al., 2004), while bright light in the
morning advances the onset of nighttime MLT production (Lewy et al., 1987;
Danilenko et al., 2000). 

Light thus has the ability to “act like a drug” and, as such, has become a public
health issue in the industrialized world (Pauley, 2004). Areas possibly affected by
changes in melatonin production include endocrine functions associated with

37 Units such as lux and foot-candle (10.76 lux � 1.0 ft-c) are presented or defined relative
to the sensitivity of the human eye. Because organisms, such as plants, respond in ways
that are different than the human eye, a description of the source (e.g., lamp) and wave-
lengths should be given.
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puberty, psychiatric illness, stress-related disorders, immune responses, and car-
cinogenesis (Piccoli et al., 1991). Prolonged reduction of daylight exposure may
also impact occupational health. For example, an increase in the rate of skin can-
cer (malignant melanoma) was found in airline pilots flying over five time zones
or more on a routine basis (Rafnasson et al., 2000). Exposure to excess light and
the resulting disturbance in the circadian rhythm in melatonin was discussed as a
likely contributing factor. The relationship between melatonin production and
human health is discussed further in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine.

Better Lighting Practices 

Humans are subjected to both indoor and outdoor light pollution. Regulations in
the United States and in a few other places in the world have started to shield indi-
viduals from the harmful effects of cigarette smoke and various gasses, but not
from light.38 Seldom, if ever, is there an attempt to shield the light so it goes
downward, not up or sideways, and thereby prevent light from escaping into the
environment.39 The effects of light pollution on birds, insects, and other animals
are discussed in Chapter 8 on Natural Resources and Agriculture. The artificial
light we use indoors during the day, as well as at night, usually differs from natu-
ral light in both intensity (usually lower) and the spectrum of wavelengths
(shorter). While prior human exposure to artificial light at night came from
sources such as flames of an orange-red fire or the yellow light of candles, gas
lamps or incandescent bulbs, today’s lights emit more blue light from outdoor
signs and security lamps, as well as indoor television screens, computer monitors,
and reading lights (Pauley, 2004). 

Based upon mounting evidence, better lighting practices have been suggested
as preventive measures in order to reduce the potential health risk to humans of
inappropriate lighting (Pauley, 2004). These include using full spectrum lighting
during the daytime (e.g., inside homes, offices, hospitals, nursing homes, during
shiftwork) and using non-blue indoor and outdoor lighting at night (e.g., incan-
descent rather than fluorescent lights, low sodium vapor street lights). In addition,
it was suggested that night workers wear orange lens glasses (known as Blue
Blocker sunglasses) on their way home from work to prevent the suppression of
melatonin that would ordinarily occur with bright light exposure in the morning
(Sasseville et al., 2003). Rather than wearing very dark goggles that block the full
light spectrum evenly and possibly diminish vision, orange lens glasses filter out
blue–green wavelengths of the spectrum and thereby reduce the ability of morn-
ing light to resynchronize a night worker’s biological clock from a nighttime to a
daytime schedule.

38 Reference here is to visible light, and not to harmful short wavelength ultraviolet light or
longer infrared.

39 It has been estimated that more than a billion dollars are wasted each year in the USA on
nocturnal lighting that serves no purpose for safety, security, or utility (The Prairie
Astronomy Club, 2001).
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Pseudoscience: Birthdate-Based Biorhythms 

Over the years when university students have selected a topic for an oral report
that concerns the rhythms of humans, they have occasionally found literature that
describes the importance of three biorhythms. These particular biorhythms are
described as having periods of 23 days, 28 days, and 33 days and their character-
istics (e.g., peak or phase) are based upon one’s date of birth (Thommen, 1973).
To some extent, the biorhythm concept has confused and alienated scientists and
the public alike, who have subsequently negated and ignored the study of biolog-
ical rhythms and their relevance to all life. It is thus important to provide an
overview of the development of this theory (Essay 10.3) and its subsequent
debunking in the remaining text of this section.

Essay 10.3. (by RBS): Development of the Biorhythm “Theory”

What has become known as the “theory of biorhythm” was developed in the late 19th
century and early 20th century by several individuals in Europe. Hermann Swoboda
(1873–1963), a psychologist at the University of Vienna, noticed periodicities in data he
collected with regards to the recurrence of fevers, illness outbreaks, asthma attacks,
heart attacks, development in babies, and pain and swelling of tissues after insect bites
(cf. Gittelson, 1977). He noted that the periodic intervals were often 23 days or 28 days
and published his findings in a book entitled “Die Perioden des Menschlichen Lebens”
(The Periodicity in Man’s Life) in 1904. After concluding that these cycles might have
a fixed origin at birth, he later developed a slide rule to find the critical days in the life
of any person whose birthdate was known. In 1909 he published an instruction booklet
entitled “Die Kritischen Tage des Menschen” (The Critical Days of Man) designed to
encourage other scientists and medical doctors to record the mathematical biorhythms.
He was also one of the first to study rhythmical development in cancer.

Wilhelm Fliess (1859–1928), a nose and throat specialist in Berlin, also noticed peri-
odic outbreaks of fevers and deaths and in his book entitled “Der Ablauf Des Lebens”
(The Course of Life) in 1906 he claimed that 23- and 28-day rhythms were fundamen-
tal to life (cf. Gittelson, 1977). Fliess believed that each individual inherits both male
and female sexual characteristics and thus has elements of bisexuality in their
makeup.40 He deduced that the 23-day cycle originates in muscle fibers or cells and is
the masculine rhythm. This cycle affects physical strength, endurance, energy, resist-
ance, and physical confidence, thereby affecting the overall physical condition of
humans. The 28-day rhythm was ascribed to the rhythmical changes of the feminine
inheritance and originates in the nervous system. This cycle influences creativity, feel-
ings, reaction time, love, cooperation, emotions and sensitivity. While periodicities in
behavior and disease were often recognized, the medical profession showed little inter-
est in the 23- and 28-day biorhythm theories due to the vast amount of mathematics
involved, a problem that is still common in modern biological rhythm research.

In the 1920s in Innsbruck, an engineer, Alfred Teltscher, described a 33-day cycle in
the intellectual performance of students (Thommen, 1973). Others thought this could
result from periodic secretions of glands, such as the thyroid, that affect brain cells. This

40 For example, breast nipples on the male are one of the physical marks left as a reminder
of man’s dual sex evolution.



33-day cycle is said to influence clear thinking, memory, and mental responses, such as
the ability to absorb new material, studying, and creative thinking. In the early 1930s, R.
Hersey and M. Bennett at the University of Pennsylvania also reported finding 33–36
day rhythms in the emotions of workers in railroad shops.

The 23-, 28-, and 33-day cycles in the “biorhythm theory” are said to be initiated by
the intense stimulation of all senses and organs at birth. Despite the ups and downs of
an individual’s life, the theory claims that these three cycles persist with mathematical
precision to the minute throughout life. The cycles repeat throughout one’s lifetime and
are only all back at the same starting point every 58 years plus 67 or 68 days (23 days 	
28 days 	 33 days � 21,252 days). During the repeated ups and downs of each cycle,
the switchover days when a cycle is going from low to high or high to low are consid-
ered critical days, because a person is believed to show a greater degree of instability on
those days. During a full biorhythm span of 58 year 68 days, there are 4,327 days on
which a switch or changeover takes place, resulting in 79.6% mixed rhythm days and
20.4% critical days. However, the 23- and 28-day rhythms are considered more impor-
tant than the 33-day intellectual cycle, and they start a new biorhythmic year with a
simultaneous upswing every 644 days (1 year, 9 months). During this time frame, 85%
of days are mixed rhythm and 15% are critical. 

While the “theory” states that critical days in themselves are not dangerous, there
are days when one’s reaction to the environment may bring about a critical situation.
Accidents are not predicted, but on 20% of the days and under trying circumstances,
a person is potentially in a more dangerous situation than at other times. Thus, “bio-
rhythm theory” claims to predict potential human disposition on a particular day and
give a forewarning by referring to charts showing the ups and downs of the 3 cycles
for a particular individual with reference to his or her birthdate. Several devices were
created for this purpose, including a slide rule developed by Swoboda between 1904
and 1909, calculation tables developed by Alfred Judt in Bremen in the late 1920s,
hand-operated calculators with built-in tables by Hans Frueh in Switzerland in the
1940s and tables of key numbers for date of birth and year of birth (Thommen,
1973). Computer printouts of these curves were popular in the 1970s and can still be
found on the Internet.

Lack of Scientific Support 

The existence of a 23-day physical cycle, a 28-day emotional cycle, and a 33-day
mental (intellectual) cycle seems plausible when given the example of magazine
articles of successful sporting events (Gittelson, 1977) or disastrous things that have
happened in accordance to what could have been predicted by these cycles accord-
ing to biorhythm “theory” (Thommen, 1973). Specific evidence originally support-
ing these three periods was reviewed, however, and found to be very limited
(Ahlgren, 1974). Biorhythm theory was compared to palmistry and I. Ching,
wherein there is so much flexibility in interpreting ups and downs and critical days
that practitioners of biorhythm theory are given “almost complete inventive free-
dom” to interpret results and thereby prove this “crackpot theory” (Ahlgren, 1974). 

Several subsequent scientific studies of the biorhythm “theory” all reached the
conclusion that issues of safety, performance, health, and death do not appear to
support the claims of critical days that these cycles are supposed to predict
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(Rodgers et al., 1974; Khalil & Kurucz, 1977; Kurucz & Khalil, 1977; Salisbury &
Ross, 1992). Of the scientific studies designed to test the validity of the
3-cycle/critical days biorhythm “theory” after its resurgent interest in the 1970s, a
significant effect could not be supported in any area where it was claimed to exert
an effect. These included (1) accidents: by aircraft pilots (Wolcott et al., 1977a,b),
highway crashes (Shaffer et al., 1978), mining accidents (Persinger et al., 1978),
and forest worker injuries (Slama, 1981); (2) performance: in archery (Haywood,
1979), reaction time (Wolcott et al., 1979), quizzes by students throughout a
semester (Englund & Naitoh, 1980) or track and field world records between 1913
and 1977 (Quigley, 1982); and (3) medicine: day of death (Feinleib & Fabsitz,
1978), asthma symptoms & medication use (Strumpf et al., 1978), 5-year survival
after irradiation for cervical cancer (Kucera et al., 1980) or psychiatric hospitaliza-
tions (Winstead et al., 1981). The latter authors concluded that: “..., belief in the
theory is likely to be an expression of superstitious behavior” and was “much too
simplistic to account for the complexities of everyday life.” (Winstead et al., 1981)

Rigidity vs. Elasticity of Infradian Periods 

With regard to physiologic systems, the biorhythm hypothesis does not allow for
phase-shifting or period alteration of the three precise periods, which repeatedly
happens throughout one’s lifetime due to disease, changes in living schedules,
transmeridian flights and/or development. For example, most infradian (e.g.,
monthly) rhythms gradually emerge in early childhood, making it unlikely that a
period and phase could be invariably linked to the precise date of one’s birth. 

Regarding a 28-day cycle, variations associated with the menstrual cycle do
not appear until a female reaches puberty in her teens, while later in life this
cycle becomes more irregular near menopause and wanes thereafter. It is, of
course, well-known that the length of a woman’s menstrual cycle is not rigidly
fixed throughout her fertile years, but reoccurs within a range of several days.
In addition, the length of the menstrual cycle can be reset by trauma or transmerid-
ian flights and is interrupted during pregnancy or certain unfavorable states of health
(e.g., anorexia). In any event, the average length of a woman’s menstrual cycle is
29.1 days (Presser, 1974) and not 28 days as claimed by biorhythm proponents. 

It is intriguing, however, that the masculine cycle was claimed to be 23 days in
length, since cycles near 20 days have been found in men for a few variables,
including urinary steroid excretion over 15 years (17-21 days) (Halberg et al.,
1965) and beard growth over 7 months (16.5 days) (Sothern, 1974). However, the
beard growth in another male was reported to show a 33-day rhythm over 6
months (Kihlstrom, 1971). Clearly these infradian rhythms are not of a fixed
length and need more study as to their biological significance.

An Oversimplification of Rhythms 

The use of biorhythms was first popularized in the area of sports, which attracted
the attention of the public (Gittelson, 1977), but unfortunately the “biorhythm
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theory” may have ultimately fostered some adverse consequences regarding the
acceptance of a serious study of biological rhythms. Perhaps the birthdate-based
biorhythm notion is best compared to astrology and its horoscopes, which unlike
astronomy is not a science, but relies heavily on subjective interpretation (as men-
tioned above). 

While the biorhythm theory promotes the idea that there are significant biologi-
cal rhythms at various levels of physiology and over a wide frequency, it oversim-
plifies the complex interactions we now know to exist among ultradian, circadian,
and infradian periodicities in all living things. Perhaps the biggest contribution of
the biorhythm theory is that its proponents called attention to little-studied infra-
dian periodicities and experimented with numbers as a tool in deciphering the
rhythmic relationship between biology and mathematics, much as modern-day
chronobiologists continue to do today. There is as yet no alternative to collecting
and analyzing data to document a biological cycle’s true length and characteristics. 

Take-Home Message 

In addition to synchronization by natural LD cycles, a number of biological
rhythms can be synchronized by schedules and routines imposed by society, such
as times of activity (work), meals, recreation, and sleep. Likewise, social cues can
serve as synchronizers for various rhythms, such as the menstrual cycle. External
clocks and calendars imposed by society may be either in or out of phase with the
internal biological clocks and rhythms of the human body. Characteristics of bio-
logical rhythms (phase and amplitude) can be disturbed or altered by events asso-
ciated with our modern 24/7/365 society, such as shiftwork, time zone changes
(jet lag), and lack of sleep. External and internal phase differences can have
negative or positive effects in areas of society, such as work, health, sports, and
communications. In addition, the unnatural exposure to light at night (light pollu-
tion) can alter normal physiological rhythms of humans and other organisms. 
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11
Clinical Medicine

“One was wrong to consider only the influence of the night on our body; this is to look
for only half of an important revolution in the course of our economy: one must,

therefore, study the effect of the [day-night alternation] as a whole.”
— Julien-Joseph Virey (1775–1846), French Pharmacist

Introduction 

The importance of biological rhythms to medicine was pointed out in a thesis by
Julien-Joseph Virey in 1814: “This successive rotation of our functions each day,
. . . is it not aimed to establish a regular periodicity, likely to be innate . . . ?” Virey
is credited as being the first person to (1) suggest that the effects of some drugs,
such as narcotics, vary according to the time of day of dosing (“Any medication is
not equally indicated at all clock hours, and here the diurnal periodicity needs to
be taken into account.”) and (2) document daily and annual rhythms in human
mortality (Reinberg et al., 2001).

It is a common practice to group various body functions and related structures
(cells, tissues and organs) into systems (Figure 11.1). Within each of these sys-
tems, changes in amounts, levels or activity display a prominent biological time
structure as part of a spectrum of oscillations whose rhythm characteristics (peri-
ods, amplitudes, phases) have a significant role in the practice of clinical medi-
cine. Alterations in these three rhythm characteristics can contribute to subjective
and objective evaluations, an assessment of the situation, and the plan of action
(e.g., kind, amount, and timing of treatment).

The primary objective of this chapter is to introduce some of the implications
and applications of biological rhythms in clinical medicine, as was done in a sep-
arate chapter for veterinary medicine. While it is impossible to adequately cover
every medical area in this chapter, we try to cover the main concepts related to
chronomedicine and discuss several medical areas where the concept of timing
can be or is being applied. 
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FIGURE 11.1. Normal functioning of every system of the human body has been shown to be
characterized by circadian and/or other (e.g., ultradian, infradian) rhythms. See Tables 11.1
to 11.12 for an overview of rhythms for variables by system.

Circadian Rhythms in Health 

Most humans entrain to a selected light–dark schedule that is circadian, in spite of
artificial lights which enable modern humans to behave independently from the
effects of natural darkness (Honma et al., 2003). This is because in the presence
of environmental cues, such as a light–dark cycle and social cues, free-running
circadian rhythms are rare in nature and this allows the biological clock to fine-
tune body functions to specific times of the day and night (Roenneberg et al.,
2003). This entrainment allows for generalizations as to characteristics of circa-
dian rhythms across groups of humans. 

As discussed in Chapter 12 on autorhythmometry and mentioned elsewhere
throughout this book, virtually every body function in humans (Figure 11.1) has
been shown to display a circadian and/or other rhythm in healthy individuals 
(cf. Kanabrocki et al., 1983, 1990a; Touitou & Haus, 1994), which persists into
old age, often with a reduction in amplitude (Casale & de Nicola, 1984; Haus 
et al., 1989; Haus & Touitou, 1997). Many aspects of human performance and
efficiency also show a circadian pattern that usually closely follows that of body
temperature (cf. Colquhoun, 1972; Rutenfranz & Colquhoun, 1979). These
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rhythms generally have known times of highest and lowest values in relation to an
individual’s sleep–wake (light–dark) schedule, which is usually the dominant syn-
chronizer for the body clock. 

In diurnally active persons, some hormones are highest upon awakening in the
morning (e.g., cortisol), others are highest in the afternoon or early evening (e.g.,
gastrin, testosterone), and others, such as TSH (thyroid-stimulating hormone),
melatonin and prolactin, reach their peak levels just before or during sleep (Fig-
ure 11.2). In the skin, protective functions are highest during the day, while
renewal and diverse metabolic processes are highest at night (cf. Henry et al.,
2002). At the physiologic level, body temperature, heart rate and blood pressure
are generally highest in the afternoon, while hearing and pain sensitivity are most
acute in the evening. Peaks and troughs are also quite consistent for a variable
whether it is sampled in blood, saliva or urine,1 as demonstrated for cortisol and
melatonin sampled in healthy men as part of the Medical Chronobiology Aging
Project (MCAP) 1993 study2 (Figure 11.3) (Sothern et al., 1994). It must be
noted, however, that while substances in blood and saliva are reported as a con-
centration per volume (e.g., per ml, per cu cm, etc.), analytes determined in urine
need to be re-expressed as a rate over time (e.g., per hour, per 3 h, etc.) and
assigned to the midpoint of the collection interval for correct interpretation of the
actual amount and rhythmic pattern present in the variable being studied (see
Essay 11.1).

Essay 11.1. (by RBS): Adjusting Urinary Concentrations for Volume and
Time

While it is a noninvasive procedure, many people are squeamish about collecting a
urine sample, even though it is a readily available source of information on biochem-
ical rhythms that avoids any trauma associated with a needle and does not interfere
with other normal functions. Urine samples can be collected around-the-clock at spe-
cific intervals (e.g., every 3 h or 4 h) or “upon urge.” Urine collected over several
hours will usually smooth any high-frequency fluctuations, allowing for description

1 However, concentrations can differ dramatically between these body fluids. For example, for
the hormones shown in Figure 11.3, the cortisol values in saliva were only 4% of those found
in blood (0.40 �g/dl vs. 10.1 �g/dl) and for melatonin they were only 88% (12.4 ng/dl vs.
14.1 ng/dl). Others have confirmed the use of salivary melatonin as a circadian phase
marker (Voultsios et al., 1997) and that lower levels in saliva reflect the same circadian
pattern as the protein-free fraction of melatonin in plasma (Kennaway & Voultsios, 1998).
Concentrations in urine are expressed as rate/hr (e.g., 2.8 �g/h for cortisol and 338 ng/h
for melatonin) and assigned to the middle of the collection interval. Nevertheless, the cir-
cadian patterns reveal similar timing for a hormone in each fluid.

2 The Medical Chronobiology Aging Project (MCAP) has studied groups of men for circa-
dian rhythms vs. aging in more than 100 variables in blood, urine, saliva and whole body
physiology for 24 h in May 1969, 1979, 1988, 1993, 1998 and 2003. These studies were
directed by Dr. EL Kanabrocki and Prof. LE Scheving† beginning in San Antonio, TX (in
1969) and subsequently at the Hines VA Hospital near Chicago, IL. One of this book’s co-
authors (RBS) participated in the 1988, 1993, and 2003 studies.
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FIGURE 11.2. Circadian patterns in several hormones in the blood of healthy men reveal
different times of high and low values for each hormone. Nine healthy men, ages 46–65
years, provided a blood sample every 3 h for 24 h on May 14–15, 1993 as part of the Med-
ical Chronobiology Aging Project (MCAP). TSH � thyroid-stimulating hormone. Dark
bar � sleep span. (Kanabrocki et al., unpublished, used by permission).

FIGURE 11.3. Consistency of circadian peaks and troughs is demonstrated for cortisol and
melatonin sampled simultaneously in different body fluids (blood, saliva or urine) (data
from Sothern et al., 1994). All data normalized to percent of individual mean for compari-
son of circadian patterns. Nine healthy men, ages 46–65 years, collected urine and pro-
vided a blood and saliva sample every 3 h for 24 h as part of the Medical Chronobiology
Aging Project (MCAP) study in May 1993. Urine value assigned to midpoint of collection
interval. Dark bar � sleep span. (cf. Sothern et al., 1994).
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of circadian, but usually not ultradian, rhythms. As opposed to blood, where the total
volume does not change appreciably throughout the day and night, the concentration
of an analyte in urine is only a first step in determining the actual amount and rate of
excretion. 

Detection of a substance in urine indicates its presence, but the correct quantification
of how much of the substance was excreted depends upon two things: the total volume
produced by voiding and the time interval over which the urine was collected. For
example, a potassium concentration of 3.0 mEq/L in each of two 4-h urine samples col-
lected 12 h apart may lead to the conclusion of no time-related difference between the
samples. However, if the total volume of one sample was 100 ml and the other was 200
ml, the actual rate of potassium excretion in the two examples would differ by 100%
(e.g., 3.0 mEq/L 	 0.1 L � 0.30 mEq/4h vs. 3.0 mEq/L 	 0.2 L � 0.60 mEq/4 h).
In addition, the total amount of an analyte is often further adjusted to a common time
interval, usually one hour, if collection intervals varied (e.g., 1.5 h, 3 h, 6 h, etc.). This
is accomplished by dividing the amount of analyte first adjusted for volume by the
hours of the collection interval and expressing the analyte amount as rate/hour. Finally,
each rate/hr needs to be assigned to the midpoint of the interval over which the urine
was produced for the correct time assignment (e.g., an excretion rate in a urine sample
collected between 08:00 and 12:00 h would be assigned to 10:00 h).

Rather than excretion rate/hour, urinary analytes are sometimes expressed in rela-
tion to the amount of creatinine (i.e., /mg creat) also present in the same sample. How-
ever, urinary creatinine itself has been reported to show a rhythmic time-structure in
humans that is both circadian (peak late in the day) (Sothern et al., 1974; Kanabrocki
et al., 1990a) and circannual (peak in late summer and early fall) (Sothern et al., 1981a;
Haus et al., 1988), thereby possibly confounding the interpretation of results from this
technique.

Overview of Rhythms in Body Systems

An overview of circadian and/or other rhythms documented in the various body
systems displayed in Figure 11.1 is presented in Tables 11.1–12. These tables
include a list of variables in a particular body system, the period investigated, and
the time(s) or time span of estimated maximum values for the following systems:
integumentary (skin), muscular, skeletal, nervous, endocrine, immune/lym-
phatic, cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, excretory (urine), reproductive, and
whole body. 

In addition, numerous studies have demonstrated that many coagulation
parameters in humans exhibit circadian patterns, thereby making the times of
peaks and troughs in the daily cycles of these variables somewhat predictable in
diurnally active individuals (Table 11.13). The peaks that occur later in the day
for platelets and prothrombin time (PT), into the late evening hours for activated
partial thrombin time (APTT), and overnight for thrombin time (TT) play an
integral role in maintaining the continuous, though 24-h rhythmic, equilibrium of
blood rheology (flow). It would appear that the early morning changes in blood
levels of coagulation-related variables, including a drop in fibrinolytic activity and
thrombin time generation, the splitting off of fibrinopeptide-A from fibrinogen
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and the sluggishness of the RBCs due to adhesiveness and aggregation of platelets,
culminate in an increase in blood viscosity. Morning increases or decreases in
coagulation-related variables may be more than coincidental, since the timing of
these changes coincides with the greatest incidence of cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality (see below).

Reports of rhythms in many additional variables are available in the litera-
ture. For example, circadian rhythms in more than 100 variables related to the
human immune system have been summarized in a similar tabular format (Soth-
ern & Roitman-Johnson, 2001). Also, circadian rhythms in humans have been
documented for clock genes in skin and oral mucosa (Bjarnason et al., 2001),
peripheral blood mononuclear and polymorphonuclear cells (Boivin et al.,

TABLE 11.2. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human muscular system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Muscular endurance: finger 24 h 00:00–03:00 h Bochnik 1958
Grip strength (men) 24 h 15:00–17:40 h Kühl et al. 1974
Grip strength (men) Infradian �13 days Kühl et al. 1974
Muscle (calf) blood flow 24 h 00:00 h Rieck & Damm 1975
Neuromuscular efficiency: 24 h 18:00 h Davenne & Gauthier 1998

elbow flexor torque
Neuromuscular efficiency: 24 h 19:10 h Callard et al. 2000

isometric knee extensor torque

TABLE 11.1. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human integumentary system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Skin mitoses 24 h Early dark Scheving 1959
Skin reaction to house dust 24 h 16:02–01:08 h Reinberg et al. 1969
Skin reaction to penicillin 24 h 18:48–04:00 h Reinberg et al. 1969
Skin reaction to histamine 24 h 21:44–00:48 h Reinberg et al. 1969
Muscular blood flow (calf)a 24 h 14:00–15:00 h Bartoli et al. 1975
Brilliance of complexion 24 h 11:00 h Reinberg et al. 1990a

of facial skin in women
Texture of facial skin in women 24 h 19:30 h Reinberg et al. 1990a
Appearance of facial skin in women 24 h 19:30 h Reinberg et al. 1990a
Changes in size of facial skin 24 h 23:00 h Reinberg et al. 1990a

corneocytes in women
N of actively secreting 24 h 14:00 h Verschoore et al. 1993

sebaceous follicles (face)
Sebum excretion (face) 24 h 09:48–16:68 h Le Fur et al. 2001
Transepidermal water loss (face) 24 h 09:08–14:08 h Le Fur et al. 2001
Transepidermal water loss (forearm) 24 h 01:30–10:30 h Le Fur et al. 2001
Basal skin blood flow (arm) 24 h 12:20–22:36 h Yosipovitch et al. 2004
Red intensity (face) 24 h 12:00–16:00 h Latreille et al. 2004
Surface pH (face) 24 h 12:00–16:00 h Latreille et al. 2004
Capacitance (forearm) 24 h 20:00–00:00 h Latreille et al. 2004

a In patients with intermittent claudication due to arteriosclerosis obliterans.
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2003; Kusanagi et al., 2004) and bone marrow (Tsinkalovsky et al., in prepara-
tion) (Table 11.14). Twenty-four-hour acrophase charts have been prepared for
identifying the location of peaks in a number of variables monitored in clinical
medicine (cf. Dawes, 1974a; Haus et al., 1988, 1990; Lévi et al., 1988a;
Kanabrocki et al., 1990b; Rivera-Coll et al., 1993; Bremner et al., 2000).

TABLE 11.3. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human skeletal system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Calcium 24 h 08:04–10:52 h Haus et al. 1988
Calcium 7 days Sun. 15:00–Weds. 05:00 Haus et al. 1988
Calcium 1 year October 3–December 8 Haus et al. 1988
Tooth eruption rate 24 h Overnight Lee & Proffit 1995
Serum bone-resorbing 24 h 03:00 h Lakatos et al. 1995

activity
Lumbar intervertebral 24 h Morning Ledsome et al. 1996

distance
Lumbar intervertebral 24 h Morning Roberts et al. 1998

disc volume
Femoral articular knee 24 h Morning Waterton et al. 2000

cartilage thickness
Bone marrow (BM) 24 h 00:00 h Mauer 1965

mitotic index
BM: total cells in DNA 24 h 09:32 h–16:04 h Smaaland et al. 1991

S-phase
BM: myeloid progenitor 24 h 11:00–16:08 h Smaaland et al. 1992

cells (CFU-GMa)
BM: glutathione content 24 h 08:35 h Smaaland & Laerum 1992
BM: total cells in DNA 1 year July 10–September 15 Sothern et al. 1995

S-phase
BM: mononuclear cells in 24 h 08:52–14:28 h Abrahamsen et al. 1997

S-phase
BM: erythroid cells in 24 h 10:32–15:32 h Abrahamsen et al. 1997

S-phase
BM: CD34� progenitor 24 h 10:24–14:48 h Abrahamsen et al. 1998

cells

aColony-forming unit-granulocyte-macrophage.

TABLE 11.4. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human nervous system.
Time(s) or range of

Variable Period maxima [or minima] Author Year

Choice reaction time: auditory 24 h [17:00–20:00 h] Pöppel et al. 1970
Choice reaction time: visual 24 h [15:00–20:00 h] Pöppel et al. 1970
Cutaneous pain threshold: thermal 24 h 06:34 h Procacci et al. 1974
Cutaneous pain threshold: needle prick 24 h 03:00 h Strempl 1977
Vigilance (% signals detected) 24 h 16:28– 18:26 h Froberg 1977
Motor nerve conduction velocity 24 h 17:42– 23:30 h Ferrario et al. 1980
Sensory nerve conduction velocity 24 h 20:4802:30 h Ferrario et al. 1980
Subjective alertness 24 h 15:56 h Monk et al. 1983
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What and When is Normal? 

The many naturally occurring daily and other body rhythms that have evolved as
adjustments to environmental changes due to the solar day and year and lunar
month have a regulating influence on the “normal” functioning of the body’s
many processes. Humans and other animals have genetically based biological
clocks (cf. Rensing et al., 2001) that are present in individual cells,3 resulting in
semi-autonomous oscillators in many peripheral tissues that can be more or less
coordinated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior hypothalamus
(cf. Shirakawa et al., 2001). A time-dependent control of homeostasis for differ-
ent endocrine, physiological, and behavioral functions is thus controlled by this
master clock (the SCN) that sends a message of time throughout the body 
(Perreau-Lenz et al., 2004) (see discussion later in this chapter and in Chapter 2

TABLE 11.5. Examples of biological rhythms in the human endocrine system.
Time(s) or range

Variable a Period of maxima Author Year

ACTH 24 h 09:15 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
ACTH secretory spikes �15 spikes/24 h Median � 60 min Van Cauter & 1985

duration Honinckx
Beta-endorphin 24 h 06:26 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
Cortisol 24 h 07:28–09:24 h Haus et al. 1988
Cortisol 7 days Sat 03:00–Mon 06:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Fibrinogen 7 days Sat 12:00–Sun 21:08 h Kanabrocki et al. 1995
Fibrinogen 1 year April 29–July 9 Kanabrocki et al. 1995
Fibrinogen 24 h 08:16–11:20 h Kanabrocki et al. 1999
FSH 24 h 22:53 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
Gastrin 24 h 17:44–22:36 h Kanabrocki et al. 1987
GH 24 h 00:32 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
GH secretory spikes �4 spikes/24 h Median � 75 min Van Cauter & 

duration Honinckx 1985
Insulin 24 h 14:03–16:00 h Kanabrocki et al. 1987
Leptin 24 h 00:00–06:00 h Sinha et al. 1996
LH 24 h 00:00 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
Melatonin Menstrual Near menstruation Wetterberg et al. 1976
Melatonin 24 h 00:24–04:02 h Kanabrocki et al. 1987
Melatonin 1 year Winter (January) Stokkan & Reiter 1994
Prolactin 24 h 01:51 h Veldhuis et al. 1994
Prolactin secretory spikes �12 spikes/24 h Median � 75 min Van Cauter & 1985

duration Honinckx
TSH 24 h 00:20–02:36 h Kanabrocki et al. 1987
TSH secretory spikes �18 spikes/24 h Median � 45 min Van Cauter & 1985

duration Honinckx

aLH � luteinizing hormone, FSH � follicle-stimulating hormone, TSH � thyroid stimulating
hormone, GH � growth hormone, ACTH � adrenocorticotropic hormone.

3 It is estimated that 1,000 or more genes are clock-controlled in any given peripheral cell
type (Schibler et al., 2003).
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on Rhythm Characteristics). Rhythms in these functions, however, have different
times of their highest and lowest values. Rhythms are a normal characteristic of
health, and while they continue during illness, their alteration may be involved
with or reveal health problems (e.g., values may be too high or too low at unusual
times or the shape of the circadian pattern might change). 

In the scientific literature there is a wide diversity of normal values for physio-
logical parameters in humans and other species. However, usually only a single
value for each variable is listed as “reasonably normal” for the majority of the
population (Davies & Morris, 1993). Such “ballpark” figures, however, do not
provide error estimates to compute a normal range (e.g., standard deviations or
standard errors to compute 95% confidence limits), nor do they take into account
differences for sex or time of day or year (Sothern & Gruber, 1994). In addition to
normal or clinical reference values published in the literature, hospitals often 

TABLE 11.6. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human immune/lymphatic
system.

Time(s) or range
Variablea Period of maxima Author Year

Activated T-cells 24 h 20:30–03:06 h Born et al. 1997
Alpha-2-globulins 24 h 10:28–15:32 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Basophils 24 h 18:40–01:56 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990
Beta-globulins 24 h 10:44–14:40 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
B-lymphocytes 24 h 20:00 h Lévi et al. 1988a
DPD activity of 24 h 21:48–02:24 h Tuchman et al. 1988

mononuclear cells
Eosinophils 24 h 00:56–03:32 h Haus et al. 1992
Gamma-globulins 24 h 07:52–15:44 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Immunoglobulin-A (IgA) 24 h 09:04–17:24 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Immunoglobulin-G (IgG) 24 h 08:24–15:04 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Immunoglobulin-M (IgM) 24 h 10:16–15:44 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Interferon-gamma 24 h 20:30–04:00 h Petrovsky & Harrison 1997
Interleukin-1 24 h 21:00 h Petrovsky et al. 1998
Interleukin-2 24 h 12:48 h Young et al. 1995
Interleukin-6 24 h 01:24–03:12 h Sothern et al. 1995
Interleukin-10 24 h 20:00–02:00 h Petrovsky & Harrison 1997
Interleukin-12 24 h 23:00 h Petrovsky et al. 1998
Lymphocytes 24 h 00:04–01:08 h Haus et al. 1992
MIF 24 h Late morning Petrovsky et al. 2003
Monocytes 24 h 18:16–22:56 h Haus et al. 1992
NK Cells 24 h 17:01–19:15 h Born et al. 1997
Neutrophils 24 h 17:44–21:20 h Haus et al. 1992
Platelets 24 h 15:36–18:16 h Kanabrocki et al. 1999
Polymorphonuclear 24 h 22:18–03:32 h Mechart et al. 1992

phagocytic activity
T-lymphocytes 24 h 00:00–04:00 h Lévi et al. 1988a
Total white blood cells 24 h 21:56–23:08 h Haus et al. 1992
TNF� 24 h 21:30 h Petrovsky et al. 1998

aDPD � Dihydropyrimidine Dehydrogenase; MIF � Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor;
NK � Natural Killer; TNF � Tumor Necrosis Factor.
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create their own tables of normal values generated from their clinical laboratories
and these are used by medical personnel at that institution in making diagnoses. 

When a sample of blood, urine, saliva, or tissue is taken from the body or a
physiological measurement such as temperature or blood pressure is obtained, the
values measured are used to diagnose the presence of normality, abnormality 
or disease. This is done by comparing them with a range of normal values 

TABLE 11.7. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human cardiovascular system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

WHOLE BODY
Heart rate (HR) 24 h 15:16–19:48 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990
Systolic blood 24 h 14:20–17:44 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990

pressure (SBP)
SBP (females) �28 days Late follicular phase Freedman et al. 1974
SBP 1 year December 19–February 17 Sothern 1994
Diastolic blood 24 h 14:40–21:00 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990

pressure (DBP)
DBP �28 days Late follicular phase Freedman et al. 1974
DBP 1 year November 4–February 5 Sothern 1994
Double product 24 h Afternoon Hermida et al. 2001

(SBP 	 HR)

CIRCULATION
Albumin 7 days Sun. 10:00–Weds. 10:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Atrial natriuretic 24 h 05:28–07:00 h Vesely et al. 1990

factor
Hematocrit 24 h 10:20–11:48 h Haus et al. 1988
Hematocrit 7 days Sun. 04:00–Tues. 15:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Hemoglobin 24 h 11:00–12:24 h Haus et al. 1988
Hemoglobin 7 days Sun. 14:00–Mon. 00:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Iron 24 h 09:28–13:28 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Platelets 24 h 17:16–20:40 h Haus et al. 1988
Red blood cells 24 h 10:20–11:48 h Haus et al. 1988
Red blood cells 7 days Sat. 22:00–Mon. 13:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Sodium 24 h 12:36 h Haus et al. 1988
Transferrin 24 h 11:48–14:52 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Uric acid 24 h 08:56–14:20 h Haus et al. 1988

TABLE 11.8. Examples of biological rhythms in the human respiratory system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Airway resistance 24 h 00:00–03:52 h Smolensky & Halberg 1977
Dynamic lung compliance 24 h 09:03–16:39 h Gaultier et al. 1977
Forced expiratory volume 24 h 14:00 h Guberan et al. 1969
Functional residual capacity 24 h 08:00 h Kerr 1973
Lung mucociliary clearance 24 h 12:00–18:00 h Bateman et al. 1978
Lung resistance 24 h 00:25–10:54 h Gaultier et al. 1977
Peak flow 24 h 13:00–15:00 h Smolensky & Halberg 1977
Specific airway conductance 24 h 12:00 h Kerr 1973
Vital capacity 24 h 08:12–15:04 h Smolensky & Halberg 1977
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(e.g., �2SD from the mean) obtained in healthy people. If a newly measured
value is within this range, it is considered “normal,” and if it is outside the normal
range (i.e., too high or too low), it is considered abnormal, possibly indicating ill-
ness or disease and signaling that follow-up and/or treatment may be necessary.
This is almost always done without regard for the time of day a sample is
obtained, which is usually not precisely recorded, since it is assumed that values
are more or less constant around a homeostatic setpoint and time-of-day doesn’t
matter. Thus, if the value obtained is located within the upper and lower range of
similar values obtained for a population of healthy people, it is determined to be
normal, regardless of the time of day it was obtained. 

But integrating information about the right amount, the right substance and the
right place also depends upon information on timing. It was stated at a major gath-
ering of chronobiologists in 1960 that in physiology, biochemistry, pharmacology
and other sciences: “. . . equally pertinent [to the physiologist] is the recognition of
rules governing provisions for the ‘right time’as a function of physiologic state and
ecologic condition. Information on circadian time need not take second place to the
concern for compounds, doses, sites of action, age effects, etc.” (Halberg, 1960). In
relation to clinical medicine, in making diagnoses or decisions, it is now known that
“when” something is done can be as important as “what” and “how much.”

TABLE 11.9. Examples of biological rhythms related to the human digestive system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Gastric acidity in duodenal 24 h 16:30–02:30 h Moore & Halberg 1986
ulcer patients

Gastric acidity in health 24 h 20:00–23:00 h Moore & Halberg 1986
High density lipoprotein CHOLa 24 h 08:52–16:52 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
High density lipoprotein CHOL 1 year Winter Blüher et al. 2001
Lipoprotein(a) 24 h 07:24–10:04 h Bremner et al. 2000
Low density lipoprotein CHOL 1 year Winter Gordon et al. 1988
Low density lipoprotein CHOL 24 h 05:40–10:00 h Bremner et al. 2000
Plasma gastrin levels in health 24 h 20:00 h Moore & Wolfe 1974
Propagation velocity of the 24 h Midday Kumar et al. 1986

migrating motor complex 
in proximal small bowel

Rectal mucosa DNA synthesis 24 h 03:20–11:28 h Buchi et al. 1991
Rectal mucosa DNA synthesis 1 year October 12– Sothern et al. 1995

November 29
Salivary flow rate 24 h 15:22–17:30 h Dawes 1974a,b
Salivary flow rate 1 year Winter cf. Dawes 1974a,b
Small intestine epithelium 5 days Approx. every Vander et al. 1998

regeneration 5 days
Total bilirubin 24 h 11:40–15:04 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Total CHOL (F) 1 year Winter Garde et al. 2000
Total CHOL 24 h 04:52–15:24 h Casale & de Nicola 1984
Trigylcerides 24 h 18:04–23:00 h Bremner et al. 1990
Very low density lipoprotein CHOL 24 h 18:00–23:08 h Bremner et al. 1990

aCHOL � cholesterol.
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Most equate 98.6�F (37.0�C) as the normal body temperature, which is the
value often used by physicians to determine if a fever is present. As discussed fur-
ther in Chapter 12 on Autorhythmometry, 37.0�C was actually the mean value
obtained from over one million axillary temperatures when more than 25,000
patients were measured repeatedly throughout the day and night in Germany in
the 19th century (cf. Mackowiak et al., 1992). Even though this study performed
more than a century ago found a predictable range that extended from a low of
36.2�C (97.2�F) between 02:00 h and 08:00 h to a peak of 37.5�C (99.5�F)
between 16:00 and 21:00 h, the concept of 37.0�C (98.6�F) as the most normal
temperature at any time of day persists. However, due to the underlying circadian
rhythm in body temperature, 98.6�F in the middle of the afternoon would be a per-
fectly normal temperature for that time of day, but the same value at 04:00 h could
indicate a fever4 (Figure 11.4). 

In addition, modern medical sources vary in what should be considered the upper
limit of normal for oral temperature, ranging from 98.6�F (37.0�C) to 100.4�F
(38.0�C) (see Figure 11.4). Thus, if 98.6�F was considered the upper limit of normal,
many of the values shown in Figure 11.4 would erroneously be considered abnor-
mal, since the subject was healthy throughout the study span. Additional graphs dis-
playing typical circadian changes in human body temperature, heart rate and blood

TABLE 11.10. Examples of biological rhythms in the human excretory system (urine).
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

17-Ketosteroids 7 days Tues 04:00–Weds 17:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Calcium 24 h 22:48–07:32 h Haus et al. 1988
Calcium 1 year September 8–November 21 Haus et al. 1988
Chloride 24 h 15:16–17:12 h Kanabrocki et al. 1988
Cortisol 24 h 07:00–10:24 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Creatinine 24 h 19:36–22:28 h Haus et al. 1988
Creatinine 7 days Thur. 12:00–Sat. 03:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Creatinine 1 year July 16–November 23 Haus et al. 1988
Cyclic-AMP 7 days Sat. 08:00–Sun. 16:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Dopamine 24 h 13:12–22:48 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Glucose 24 h 14:52–17:08 h Kanabrocki et al. 1988
Melatonin 24 h 00:40–03:44 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Osmolality 24 h 17:16–02:56 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Phosphorus 24 h 19:14–22:52 h Kanabrocki et al. 1988
Potassium 24 h 13:44–17:40 h Haus et al. 1988
Sodium 24 h 17:40–21:44 h Haus et al. 1988
Sodium 7 days Fri. 23:00–Sun. 13:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Specific gravity 24 h 13:08–18:08 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Total protein 24 h 14:14–17:00 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990c
Total solids 24 h 15:32–22:56 h Kanabrocki et al. 1990a
Urea nitrogen 24 h 13:56–16:24 h Kanabrocki et al. 1988
Volume 24 h 13:12 –22:08 h Haus et al. 1988
Volume 7 days Fri. 21:00–Sat. 00:00 h Haus et al. 1988

4 Fever is commonly defined as any temperature that is above “normal.”
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pressure, as well as a discussion of the importance of body site in measuring tem-
perature and blood pressure can be found in Chapter 12 on Autorhythmometry.

Time-Specified Normal Limits

Just as for body temperature, the concept of a circadian range for normal values
can be applied to nearly every other body function as well. Normal limits for 

FIGURE 11.4. What and when is a clinical value normal? Comparison of oral temperatures
(small dots, n � 1827; open circles � 2-h means) self-measured about 5 times/day over
one whole year (2002) by a healthy man (RBS, age 55 years) vs. suggested upper limits of
normal (Sothern, unpublished). Dark bar � average sleep span. Time of sampling may
result in the same value being too low at one time, too high at another (black dots), yet still
within a “normal” range that is commonly used in medicine: upper limits of normal from:
(A) Textbook of Physiology, 1989; (B) Malowiak et al., JAMA, 1992; (C) Harrisons Princi-
ples of Internal Medicine, 1991; (D) Textbook of Medicine and Physiology, 1991; (E) Fever:
Basic Mechanisms & Management, 1991.
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TABLE 11.12. Examples of biological rhythms in the human whole body.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

Body compositiona 24 h 22:52– 00:32 h Cugini et al. 1996
Core-periphery heat exchange 24 h 18:00 – 21:00 h Smith 1969
Heat production and lossb 24 h �17:00–21:00 h Aschoff et al. 1974
Metabolic rate (exhaled O2 and CO2) 24 h 17:25– 00:05 h Little & Rummel 1971
Oxygen saturation (SpO2) 24 h 13:32– 16:36 h Chu et al. 2001
Sweat rate (thigh) 24 h Daytime Tokura et al. 1979
Temperature: ear 24 h 14:23– 15:52 h Sothern Unpubl.
Temperature: oral 24 h 16:25– 17:17 h Sothern 1974a
Temperature: rectal 24 h 15:48 –17:44 h Mills et al. 1978
Temperature: urine 24 h 16:19– 17:26 h Sothern 1974a

aVariables measured � body weight, lean and fat body mass and ratio, body cell mass, extracellular
mass, total body water, intra- and extra-cellular body water, Na and K exchangeable pool & ratio.

bHeat loss lags behind heat production by about 1.2 h.

TABLE 11.11. Examples of biological rhythms in the human reproductive system.
Time(s) or range

Variable Period of maxima Author Year

FEMALES
Estradiol 24 h 07:20–16:04 h Haus et al. 1988
Estriol 24 h 13:36–19:16 h Haus et al. 1988
Estrone 24 h 04:20–13:24 h Haus et al. 1988
FSH 24 h 02:04–04:08 h Haus et al. 1988
LH 24 h 22:56–05:00 h Haus et al. 1988
Ovulation �28 days Ovulation at mid-cycle Reinberg & Ghata 1964
Progesterone 24 h 04:32–07:40 h Haus et al. 1988
Prolactin 24 h 02:28–03:44 h Haus et al. 1988
Prolactin 1 year March–May Garde et al. 2000
Testosterone 1 year July–August Garde et al. 2000

MALES
Dehydroepiandrosterone 24 h 15:00 h Verschoore et al. 1993
Delta-4-Androstenedione 24 h 10:00 h Verschoore et al. 1993
FSH 24 h 04:12–06:20 h Haus et al. 1988
LH 24 h 00:48–06:24 h Haus et al. 1988
Prolactin 24 h 02:03–04:36 h Kanabrocki et al. 1987
Prostate-specific antigen 24 h 02:40–07:24 h Mermall et al. 1995
Semen qualitya 1 year Winter Levine et al. 1990
Testosterone Infradian 3–5 days and 13–18 days Harkness 1974
Testosterone Infradian 20–22 days Doering et al. 1974
Testosterone 1 year November 26–January 21 Dabbs 1990
Testosterone 24 h 07:12–10:04 h Mermall et al. 1995

aSperm concentration, total sperm, concentration of motile sperm.
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TABLE 11.13. Sequence of circadian timing for some blood coagulation-related variables
in humans.
Variable Time(s) of maxima Author Year

Activated partial thrombin time (APTT) 18:44– 01:40 h Haus et al. 1990
Alpha1 antitrypsin 10:52 h Fornasari et al. 1981
Alpha-1-antitrypsin 08:20– 11:36 h Haus et al. 1990
Alpha2-macroglobulin 08:53 h Fornasari et al. 1981
Antithrombin III 10:36– 17:56 h Casale et al. 1983
Beta-thromboglobulin 02:00– 06:00 h Ogawa et al. 1989
C1 inhibitor 09:26 h Fornasari et al. 1981
Euglobulin clot lysis time 16:00– 22:00 h Grimaudo et al. 1988
Euglobulin precipitate 12:50 h Fornasari et al. 1981
Factor VIII 03:56– 13:00 h Haus et al. 1990
Fibrinogen 06:08– 11:40 h Haus et al. 1990
Fibrinopeptide A 02:00 –06:00 h Ogawa et al. 1989
Howell’s time 21:00 h Petralito et al. 1982
Plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 (PAI-1) 03:00 h Andreotti & Kluft 1991
Platelet adhesiveness 08:16– 13:20 h Haus et al. 1990
Platelet aggregation 11:00 h Brezinski et al. 1988
Platelet factor 4 22:00– 02:00 h Ogawa et al. 1989
Platelets 17:16– 20:40 h Haus et al. 1988
Prothrombin time (PT) 13:52– 19:56 h Haus et al. 1990
Thrombin time (TT) 01:00– 07:36 h Haus et al. 1990
Tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) 15:00– 18:00 h Andreotti & Kluft 1991
Urokinase 12:51 h Fornasari et al. 1981
Viscosity 10:00– 13:00 h Ehrly & Jung 1973

TABLE 11.14. Examples of 24-h rhythms related to the human cellular clock genes.
Clock Time(s) or range
gene Site of maxima Author Year

hPer1 Oral mucosa 07:16– 09:40 h Bjarnason et al. 2001
hPer1 Skin 11:44– 17:44 h Bjarnason et al. 2001
hPer1 Blood [mononuclear cells] 09:06– 12:23 h Boivin et al. 2003
hPer1 Blood [mononuclear cells] 05:55– 09:11 h Kusanagi et al. 2004
hPer1 Blood [polymorphonuclear cells] 06:23– 09:03 h Kusanagi et al. 2004
hPer1 BM [CD34+ cells] 06:52– 10:24 h Tsinkalovsky et al. In prep.
hPer2 Blood [mononuclear cells] 06:43– 12:35 h Boivin et al. 2003
hPer2 BM [CD34+ cells] 07:32 – 13:52 h Tsinkalovsky et al. In prep.
hPer3 Blood [mononuclear cells] 06:23– 12:28 h Boivin et al. 2003
hBmal1 Oral mucosa 21:00– 22:20 h Bjarnason et al. 2001
hBmal1 Skin 20:48– 23:40 h Bjarnason et al. 2001
hCry1 Oral mucosa 15:36– 18:36 h Bjarnason et al. 2001
hCry2 BM [CD34+ cells] 08:00 –15:00 h Tsinkalovsky et al. In prep.
hDec1 Blood [mononuclear cells] 06:19– 12:19 h Boivin et al. 2003
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different portions of the 24 hours have been derived for several clinical variables in
blood (cortisol [Nelson et al., 1983], growth hormone [Hermida et al., 1997a],
white blood cells [Swoyer et al., 1984], plasma renin activity, aldosterone [Cugini
et al., 1985]), in urine (electrolytes, trace elements) (Kanabrocki et al., 1983), and
for systolic and diastolic blood pressure (Otsuka & Halberg, 1994; Hermida et al.,
1999). Upper and lower limits of normal for time spans throughout the day and
night are called chronodesms (from chronos � time, desmos � band) (Halberg
et al., 1978) and procedures for computing so-called “time-specified tolerance
intervals” over 24 h have been published using blood pressure as an example
(Hermida & Fernandez, 1996; Hermida, 1999; Fernandez & Hermida, 2000).
Some chronodesms are shown in Figure 11.5 along with hourly means over 24 h
for blood pressure and heart rate of a clinically healthy man. Except for a couple of
hourly means barely above the normal upper limit for systolic pressure, all means
are within the upper and lower normal limits for individuals in his age group.

Circadian Rhythms in Symptoms and Disease 

Twenty-four-hour variations are also present in the expression of symptoms of ill-
ness, often since many diseases get worse at night. For example, acute pulmonary
edema (APE) occurs more frequently at night (Manfredini et al., 2000). Classical
signs of APE, a possible triggering mechanism for cardiovascular morbidity and
mortality, include unceasing cough, perspiration and the feeling of suffocation. The
literature contains countless references concerning rhythmic aspects of diseases. 

FIGURE 11.5. Example of hourly means over 24 h for blood pressure (BP) and heart rate
(HR) in a man compared with time-specified normal limits (Chronodesms). The subject
(RBS, age 56 years) wore an ambulatory monitor that measured BP and HR every 15-min
around-the-clock for 6 days as part of the Medical Chronobiology Aging Project (MCAP) in
May 2003 (Sothern, unpublished). Hourly means (solid squares) computed from 288 values
shown against BP and HR chronodesms (upper and lower normal limits for age-matched
reference group provided by the Halberg Chronobiology Center, University of Minnesota).
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Cold and influenza symptoms (cough, sneezing, runny or blocked nose) are
more prominent during the first hours after awakening (Smolensky et al., 1995).
An increase upon awakening in intensity of nasal symptoms and other manifes-
tations associated with asthma was first described in 1865 by A. Trousseau 
(cf. Gelfand, 2004). In general, allergic conditions such as asthma, allergic
rhinitis, hay fever, hives and other allergies, display a circadian rhythm in symp-
toms, with itching, sneezing, wheezing, nasal congestion, runny nose, breaking
out in rashes and bronchial constriction more severe at night, during sleep
and/or near awakening, than during the day. Similarly, symptoms of rheuma-
toid- or osteo-arthritis (pain, stiffness and dexterity) are worse at night and
improve during the day (Bellamy et al., 1990, 1991, 2002; Cutolo et al., 2003).
Even the symptoms (pain, stiffness) of fibromyalgia, a widespread muscu-
loskeletal pain and fatigue disorder for which the cause is still unknown, are
worse at night for individuals when overall symptoms scores are above a certain
threshold (Bellamy et al., 2004).5

An increase in migraine attacks occurs in the morning with a peak near awak-
ening and a dramatic decrease in attacks at night (Solomon, 1992; Fox & Davis,
1998). Peptic (digestive) ulcers, however, are more likely to perforate and require
hospitalization around noon if the site is in the intestines (duodenal) or in the
stomach (gastric), with a secondary peak around midnight if the site is gastric
(Svanes et al., 1998). Table 11.15 contains a listing of 24-h rhythmic patterns in
perception of spontaneous or induced pain by humans.6

Birth and Death

Epidemiological studies have shown that the likelihood of being born or dying
fluctuates over the course of the day. Labor onset occurs more frequently around
midnight and a peak in births is found in the early morning hours (see Figure 1.7
in Chapter 1), while more complications (induced births, stillbirths) occur near
midday (cf. Kaiser & Halberg, 1962; Smolensky et al., 1972). 

Morbidity (symptoms) and mortality from cardiovascular disease have
repeatedly been shown to be more prevalent in the morning hours for the inci-
dence of angina and ischemic episodes (heart pain) (cf. Bogaty & Waters,
1989), myocardial infarction (heart attack), sudden cardiac death and stroke
(Table 11.16). Sudden death from pulmonary embolism (blood clots in the lung)
was also reported to be circadian rhythmic with a peak in the late morning 
(Gallerini et al., 1992). 

5 A weekly variation was also observed as a group phenomenon for all 21 women with
fibromyalgia, with higher values for pain, stiffness and fatigue on Sunday & Monday and
lower on Friday (Bellamy et al., 2004)

6 A circannual rhythm in pain threshold of a healthy front tooth of a man was also
observed when the minimum cold sensitivity test was performed 8–14 times/month over
three years: pain threshold was minimum in May and maximum in October–November
(Pöllman & Harris, 1978).
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Cardiovascular Disease

Studies on thousands of patients with coronary artery disease have documented a
circadian pattern in the incidence of irregularities in heart function and ischemic
symptom onset. Symptoms are generally greatest after midnight and into the
morning hours until early afternoon (Araki et al., 1983; Waters et al., 1984;
Thompson et al., 1985, 1991; Rocco et al., 1987; Lucente et al., 1988; Ogawa et al.,

TABLE 11.15. 24-hour rhythmic patterns in the perception of pain by humans.
Type of pain Comments Author(s) Year

SPONTANEOUS
Angina pectoris More painful episodes von Armin et al. 1985

02:00–06:00 h
Arthritis–osteoarthritis Pain in knee greatest in evening Bellamy et al. 1990
Arthritis–rheumatoid Pain in hand lowest in afternoon Bellamy et al. 1991
Dental–toothache Onset during early morning Pöllman & Harris 1978

03:00–08:00 h
Headache–cluster Highest onset 23:00–06:00 h Symonds; Ekbom 1956; 1970
Headache–migraine Highest onset 20:00–08:00 h Ostfeld; Waters & 1963; 1971

O’Connor
Headache–non- Highest onset 08:00 h Waters & O’Connor 1971

migrainous 
Intractablea Intensity increased in evening Folkard et al. 1976
Limb ischemia in Night Bartoli et al. 1975

peripheral artery 
disease

Post-surgical Greatest need for narcotics to O’Donoghue & Rubin 1977
cholecystectomy relieve pain 20:00–00:00 h

Post-surgical Greater need for morphine Auvil-Novak et al. 1988
gynecological cancer 04:00–08:00 h

Sickle cell vaso-occlusive Afternoon to early evening Auvil-Novak et al. 1996
Sore arm 6 h after Greatest following vaccination Langlois et al. 1986

influenza vaccination at 12:00 h
Sore arm from More severe pain after injection Pöllman & Pöllman 1988

Hepatitis B 13:00–15:00 h
vaccination

INDUCED
Cutaneous–cold water Threshold highest at 12:00 h Strempel 1977
Cutaneous–needle Threshold highest at 03:00 h Strempel 1977
Cutaneous–radiant heat Threshold highest 04:12–08:11 h Procacci et al. 1974
Dental–cold Threshold lowest 00:00–03:00 h Pöllman 1984
Dull frontal headache Pain sensitivity from pressure Gobel & Cordes 1990

cuff on pericranial muscu-
lature greatest at 02:00 h

Electrical stimulation Muscle reflex threshold lowest Bourdallé-Badie et al. 1990b 
at 01:00 h

Electrical stimulation Pain sensation greatest at 05:00 h Bourdallé-Badie et al. 1990b 
Electrical stimulus Tooth sensitivity lowest Pöllman 1984

00:00–03:00 h
Tourniquet (on forearm) Highest 1min pain score at 00:00 h Koch & Raschka 2004

a Cannot be controlled by medication.
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1989; Lanza et al., 1999). Often the peak is near the time of awakening, as has
been documented for subarachnoid hemorrhage (brain aneurysm) (Feigin et al.,
2002). Acute aortic aneurysm rupture or dissection, a life-threatening emergency
associated with high mortality, shows a higher frequency from 06:00 to 12:00 h,
with a smaller secondary peak in the evening (cf. Manfredini et al., 2004). 

Similarly, death from ischemic heart disease (IHD), shows a higher frequency
during the same morning hours (Table 11.16). However, while a single peak in the
morning after awakening for the onset of infarction symptoms or sudden cardiac
death (cf. Cohen et al., 1997) or stroke (cf. Elliott, 1998) is generally observed when
summarizing results from large populations, the circadian pattern can change in
individuals with different and/or additional risk factors. Upon closer examination of
the study populations, a smaller secondary peak in the evening is often observed in
the circadian patterns of cardiovascular events (cf. Manfredini et al., 2000). For
example, while patients with no history of coronary heart failure (CHF) experienced
the onset of a myocardial infarction (MI) between 06:00 h and 12:00 h, patients with
a history of CHF have been found to be at greater risk for the onset of an MI between
18:00 h and 00:00 h (Hjalmarson et al., 1989). The secondary peak often found in
the evening may thus reflect subsets of patients with differing risk factors.

With regard to mechanisms underlying cardiovascular symptomatology, an
increase in basal vascular tone in the morning was documented in 12 healthy sub-
jects (Panza et al., 1991). The authors hypothesized that a morning increase in
alpha-sympathetic vasoconstrictor activity could be a possible contributing fac-
tor in the increased incidence of cardiovascular events in the hours after awaken-
ing. A decrease in endothelial function, as measured by brachial artery flow-
mediated endothelium-dependent vasodilation, is also associated with an
increased risk for cardiovascular events, and was lowest in the early morning
after awakening, when compared with midday or evening (Otto et al., 2004). To
some extent, the medical profession has accepted the concept of circadian variation

TABLE 11.16. Circadian (24-h) timing for human mortality from cardiovascular disease.
Diagnosisa Study Site N Time(s) of maxima Author Year

CVD Sweden 400 09:08–12:48 h Johansson et al. 1990
IHD USA (NY) 1251 08:00 h Mitler et al. 1987
MI USA 1940 9877 05:00–15:36 h Smolensky et al. 1972
SCD USA (MA) 2203 07:00–11:00 h Muller et al. 1987
SCD USA (MA) 429 07:00–09:00 h Willich et al.b 1987
SCD Italy 269 05:00 h Pasqualetti et al. 1990
SCD Romania 86 08:00–10:00 h Nicolau et al. 1991
SCD USA (MN) 94 07:00–13:00 h Maron et al. 1994
SCD Greece 223 09:00–12:00 h Goudevenous et al. 1995
SCD Japan 264 00:00–06:00 h Kawamura et al. 1999
SCD Germany 24061 06:00–12:00 h Arntz et al. 2000

aCVD � Cerebrovascular Disease (stroke); IHD � Ischemic Heart Disease; MI � Myocardial
Infarction; SCD � Sudden Cardiac Death.

bIt was later determined that there is a relative risk of 2.6 for onset of SCD during the initial 3-h
interval after awakening (Willich et al., 1992).
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in cardiovascular risk factors with their peaks in the morning hours (Muller,
1999). However, many questions remain unanswered, not only as to its degree of
functional significance, but to its influence on and interaction with a number of
other factors contributing to acute cardiovascular disorders (Muller & Tofler,
1991; Johnstone et al., 1996).

Recognition of chronobiological markers for such events would be helpful for
interpreting and guiding effective treatments. As mentioned above, it is now
thought that circadian rhythms in several variables play a pathophysiological role
in acute cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, with increases in blood clotting
variables, such as platelet aggregation, fibrinogen and blood viscosity accompa-
nying the rapid morning rise in blood pressure (cf. Table 11.13; Kanabrocki et al.,
1999; Figure 3, White, 2003; Manfredini et al., 2004).

Circannual Rhythms in Health

It has long been observed that animals breed and reproduce at certain times of the
year favorable to their survival (usually in the spring or fall), that some migrate on
a seasonal schedule and/or change the color of their hair or hibernate during the
cold months (see Chapters 4 on Photoperiodism, 7 on Sexuality, and 9 on Veteri-
nary Medicine). Through epidemiological and longitudinal data collection, it has
become apparent that time of year influences not only quantitative characteristics
of animals, but of humans, as well (Reinberg & Lagoguey, 1978; Halberg et al.,
1981; Haus et al., 1988; Sothern, 1994). 

For example, growth of human head and body hair was reported to increase
through the summer months, reaching a maximum rate in September (0.545
mm/day) and then decreasing to a minimum in January (0.305 mm/day) 
(cf. Reinberg & Ghata, 1964). Some functions of human testes wax and wane over
the year, such as semen quality that has lowest sperm concentration in the summer
from July to September and greatest concentration in the fall and winter (cf.
Levine, 1999). Testosterone levels in healthy men are also highest in the late fall
and winter (Dabbs, 1990). A peak in human conception at higher latitudes coin-
cides with the vernal (spring) equinox, accounting for more births in the fall
(Roenneberg & Aschoff, 1990a,b). Additional aspects of seasonality and human
sexuality are discussed in Chapters 4 (Photoperiodism) and 7 (Sexuality). 

Large seasonal variations in levels of several immune defense mechanisms,
including all white blood cell subtypes, have been reported in humans 
(cf. Touitou & Haus, 1994). In addition, DNA synthesis in the bone marrow,
which manufactures new white blood cells, showed a circannual rhythm in
healthy male medical students, with a peak in late summer and early fall (Sothern
et al., 1995b). Blood pressure also shows a seasonal variation, with higher values
in winter than summer (Brennan et al., 1982; Sothern, 1994). One-year acrophase
charts are available for identifying the location of peaks in some variables com-
monly monitored in blood, urine and saliva in clinical medicine (cf. Reinberg &
Lagoguey, 1978; Halberg et al., 1983; Nicolau et al., 1984; Haus et al., 1988).
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Circannual Rhythms in Symptoms and Disease 

Different infectious diseases are remarkably consistent from year to year in the
timing and duration of outbreaks occurring simultaneously across widely dis-
persed geographic locations that have different weather patterns and diverse
populations. Annual patterns for some illnesses can display different peak times
depending on whether the disease is of bacterial or viral origin (Hejl, 1977;
Pöllman, 1982). 

Peaks in clinical illness are usually located in the winter for influenza, pneu-
monia, and rotavirus infection (e.g., gastroenteritis and diarrhea), in spring for
measles and respiratory syncytial viruses (e.g., bronchiolitis or pneumonia,
moderate-to-severe cold-like symptoms), in summer for poliomyelitis and other
enterovirus infections (e.g., coxsackie and echo viruses, responsible for “sum-
mer colds,” a flu-like illness with fever and muscle aches, or an illness with
rash), and in fall for parainfluenza virus type 1 infections associated with or
responsible for some respiratory infections (e.g., acute expiratory wheezing in
children) (cf. Dowell, 2001). Listeriosis, a serious infection caused by eating
food contaminated with the bacterium Listeria monocytogenes, is more com-
mon in the summer and fall in humans, but in the spring in farm animals (Busch,
1971; Moore & Zehmer, 1973).

Some diseases of the oral mucosa show two peaks a year, one in the spring and
another in the fall, if they are of viral origin (recurrent aphthous ulcers, herpes
simplex labialis, erythema exsudativum multiforme) or a single peak in the fall or
winter if they are of bacterial origin (cervico-facial actinomycosis, acute necrotiz-
ing ulcerative gingivitis) (Pöllman, 1982). Other childhood infectious diseases,
such as chicken pox, mumps, and rubella (measles), are more frequently diag-
nosed in the late winter and spring than at other times of the year (Smolensky,
1983). In a 7-year study, a circannual rhythm in rubella antibody concentrations,
with highest values found in late spring, was found in a woman, 23 years of age at
start, who had been naturally infected at an earlier age (Rosenblatt et al., 1982).
This finding suggests a circannual cycle in immunity and the possibility of simi-
lar annual rhythms in antibody titers against other infections. Of note, multi-year
oscillations in annual rates of primary and secondary syphilis infections across the
USA have been documented over a 60-year span, with average peaks between 8
years and 11 years (Grassly et al., 2005). This about-10-year rhythm is thought to
reflect an interaction between a partially protective endogenous human immune
response and the natural dynamics of syphilis infection. Similar oscillations were
not observed in gonorrhoea infections, where a protective immunity is absent, and
therefore is more likely to reflect increases and decreases in sexual behavior.

Seasonality has also been described for the incidence, detection or treatment of
many other clinical conditions. Dermatological office visits for several skin dis-
eases influenced by ultraviolet light, including seborrheic dermatitis, acne and
psoriasis, are higher in the spring (Hancox et al., 2004). Sexually transmitted dis-
eases show a circannual rhythm in incidence, with more new cases diagnosed in
late summer for genital infections with herpes simplex virus (Sumaya et al.,
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1980), in late summer for gonorrhea and trichomonas, and in the fall for syphilis7

(cf. Smolensky, 1981). 
In addition, a seasonal incidence of cervical pathology (infections and cancer) has

been reported, with greater detection rates in the summer months (Rietveld 
et al., 1988, 1997). A higher incidence of fungal/yeast infections was found in the
spring and summer, while more viral infections were found in the spring for herpes
simplex and in the summer for herpes zoster (shingles) (Termorshuizen et al., 2003),
the latter confirming earlier studies (Glynn et al., 1990; Gallerani & Manfredini,
2000). However, recurrent attacks of herpetic ocular infections exhibited a peak in
the winter in 541 patients followed over 15 years (Gamus et al., 1995).

Humans can harbor a number of latent/persistent viruses8 from childhood that may
show seasonal variations in their levels of reactivation and shedding. This has been
shown for a herpesvirus (Epstein-Barr, EBV) and a polyomavirus (JCV), where
peaks in viral reactivation and shedding in 30 healthy adults were noted in November
to January for EBV and in March-May and October for EBV (Ling et al., 2003).
Cytomegalovirus may also exhibit a seasonal peak of activity and has been linked
with early mortality (peak in winter) from liver transplants (Singh et al., 2001). 

An increase in host susceptibility to a particular pathogen may underlie annual
variations in infectious disease outbreaks, with changes in host physiology 
(e.g., characteristics of mucosal surfaces, epithelial receptors, leukocyte numbers)
contributing to increased susceptibility to a particular pathogen (cf. Dowell, 2001).
This hypothesis was supported in a study where volunteers were treated intra-
nasally with live influenza vaccine in the summer and winter (Shadrin et al., 1977).
Fevers developed in 7% of the subjects treated in the winter, but �1% in the sum-
mer and antibodies increased 1.5 times more frequently in the winter than summer.
Since people are relatively resistant to a disease if exposed in the off-season,
pathogens may be present in humans year-round and an increase in morbidity 
(e.g., an epidemic) appears only when susceptibility, possibly photoperiod-driven,
is high in certain seasons, rather than due to pathogens physically being transmit-
ted from person-to-person and/or across geographic locations (cf. Dowell, 2001).

Circannual cycling in immunity may also play a role in the seasonality of cer-
tain tumors, including bladder and breast cancers (Cohen et al., 1983; Hostmark
et al., 1984), melanoma (Swerdlow, 1985), and Hodgkin’s Disease (Newell et al.,
1985). Thyroid tumors were more frequently diagnosed in the late autumn and
winter, with size and proliferation indicators (tumor cells in S-phase [DNA syn-
thesis] or G2M-phase [nuclear division] of the cell cycle) also showing highest
values in autumn and winter, indicating that these tumors were growing faster at
one time of the year than another (Akslen & Sothern, 1998). 

A circannual rhythm in the incidence of bleeding ulcer has been documented,
with a peak in November–February, indicating a greater risk from peptic ulcer

7 The onset of symptoms leading to a diagnosis of syphilis requires several weeks after con-
tact, so a peak in syphilis infection most likely occurs in late summer.

8 The herpesvirus Epstein-Barr is estimated to infect �90%, cytomegalovirus 50–90% and
polyomaviruses �70% of adults (Ling et al., 2003).
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disease in the winter (Marbella et al., 1988). However, a six-month rhythm with
two peaks in the year, one in the late spring and one in late fall, was reported for the
incidence of perforated gastric ulcers over a 55-year span in Norway (Svanes et al.,
1998). Similarly, six-month rhythms have been documented in humans for the inci-
dence of oral pathology (canker sores, herpes, various lesions), epilepsy incidence,
levels of circulating melatonin, and cell density of vasopressin-containing neurons
in the SCN, each with peaks in the spring and fall (cf. Cornélissen et al., 2003).

Cardiovascular Disease

Cardiovascular variables, events and symptoms have been shown to be not only
predictably more frequent at certain times of the day, but also at certain times of
the year. For example, more shock episodes by an implantable cardioverter defib-
rillator due to malignant ventricular arrhythmias in 233 patients occurred during
January and fewest occurred in June (Muller et al., 2003). With regard to liver dis-
ease, a peak in variceal hemorrhage in patients with portal hypertension caused by
liver cirrhosis was also found in the winter (Sato et al., 1998). The greatest num-
ber of spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhages consistently occurred in January
and February over a 6-year observation span in Minnesota (Ramirez-Lassepas et
al., 1980). Deaths from cerebrovascular disease in England–Wales exhibited high-
est mortality in the winter, which was comparable to peaks in deaths from related
diseases, such as ischemic heart disease, hypertensive disease, pneumonia, and
bronchitis (Haberman et al., 1981). 

There is wide agreement in the literature that the distribution of cardiovascular
mortality over the year shows a seasonal (circannual) pattern with peaks generally
found in the winter. While extreme environmental temperatures may override the
endogenous mechanisms involved in cardiovascular disease, mortality from acute
MI, stroke and sudden cardiac death has almost exclusively been reported to be
maximal in the winter and early spring months in the more than 240,000 cases
from all over the world (summarized in (Table 11.17–top). In addition, while the
exact mechanism is still not known, the rate of sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS) is also highest in the winter months in both the northern and southern
hemispheres (Douglas et al., 1996).

One often-overlooked time component in cardiovascular events is the day of the
week. For example, while the risk of subarachnoid hemorrhage (brain aneurysm) is
increased in winter and spring, there is also an increased risk on Sunday (Feigin et
al., 2002). While exogenous and endogenous factors have not been fully eluci-
dated, reports on cardiovascular mortality indicate in over 31,000 cases that these
events were more frequent between Saturday and Monday (Table 11.17–bottom).
While little information on weekly variations in blood variables exists, fibrinolytic
activity, which is lower in individuals who develop ischemic heart disease, has
been reported to be reduced between Friday and Monday (Imeson et al., 1987),
while cholesterol, hematocrit and RBC levels were reported to reach peak levels
between Sunday and Tuesday (Haus et al., 1988). Other medical conditions can
also display weekly and yearly rhythms in their occurrence, such as migraine
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headache attack, which has been shown to occur for frequently on Sunday and in
January (Cugini et al., 1990).

The Coagulation System

Parameters of the coagulation system of the blood, such as platelets and fibrino-
gen, have been reported to differ predictably throughout the year (Kanabrocki 
et al., 1995, Maes et al., 1995; Hermida et al., 2003a). Fibrinogen showed highest
values in late winter and early spring months in hospitalized male military veter-
ans (Kanabrocki et al., 1995) and in more than 1,000 male and female hyperten-
sive patients (Hermida et al., 2003a). Fibrinogen and C-reactive protein, both
acute-phase proteins linked to infections associated with cardiovascular disease,
also showed highest levels in the winter (February) in elderly subjects (Crawford

TABLE 11.17. Infradian timing for human morbidity or mortality from cardiovascular
disease.
Diagnosisa Study site N Time(s) of maxima Author Year

Circannual (365 days)
CAD USA (Hawaii) 10110 Winter (March) Seto et al. 1998
CVD Canada 15300 December– January Gordon 1966
CVD France 5387 February– March Reinberg et al. 1973
CVD England 30679 Winter months Gill et al. 1988
CVD Japan 308 November–March Shinkawa et al. 1990
CVD England 18262 December–March Tsementzis et al. 1991
IHD Scotland 65491 November–April Dunnigan & Harland 1970
MI USA (TX) 3971 December–March Schnur 1956
MI France 3346 January–March Reinberg et al. 1973
MI N. Ireland 68683 January–March Crawford et al. 2003
SCD USA (MN) 1054 December–February Beard et al. 1982
SCD Italy 269 October–January Pasqualetti et al. 1990
SCD Japan 264 April Kawamura et al. 1999
SCD Germany 24061 December–February Arntz et al. 2000

Circaseptan (7 days)
CVD Sweden 496 Tues. Johansson et al. 1990
IHD Scotland 2088 Sat.–Mon. Imeson et al. 1987
SCD Romania 86 Mon. Nicolau et al. 1991
SCD Canada (MAN) 152 Mon. Rabkin et al. 1980
SCD USA (MN) 1054 Sat. Beard et al. 1982
SCD Italy 269 Mon. Pasqualetti et al. 1990
SCD Germany 2636 Mon. Willich et al. 1994
SCD Japan 264 Sun., Sat. Kawamura et al. 1999
SCD Germany 24061 Mon. Arntz et al. 2000
SCD USA (CA) 400b Mon. Karnik et al. 2001
OHCA Austria 1498 Mon. Gruska et al. 2005

aIncludes fatal and/or nonfatal hospital admissions for CAD � Coronary Artery Disease; CVD �

Cerebrovascular Disease (stroke); IHD � Ischemic Heart Disease; MI � Myocardial Infarction;
OHCA � Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrest; SCD � Sudden Cardiac Death.

bPatients with end-stage renal disease who suffered cardiac arrest during kidney hemodialysis.
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et al., 2000). Similarly, fibrinogen and factor VII clotting activity were greater in
the winter and correlated with self-reported respiratory infections that activate
acute-phase protein responses (Woodhouse et al., 1994). 

Seasonal variation in cardiovascular risk-related variables may play a role in cir-
cannual rhythms reported in symptoms and/or deaths from coronary artery disease,
including the incidence of heart attacks (myocardial infarction), sudden cardiac
death, and strokes. For example, a higher incidence of deep vein thrombosis is
found in winter, a time associated with cold and relative hypercoagulability
(Gallerani et al., 2004). Peaks in cardiovascular mortality are generally located in
winter or spring in both hemispheres (see Figure 1.9 and Table 11.17–top). 

Cholesterol

Total cholesterol levels in serum are usually reported to be higher in the winter
months (Paloheimo, 1961; Thomas et al., 1961; Sasaki et al., 1983; Garde et al.,
2000). Winter peaks have also been reported for high density and low density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL, LDL) and triglycerides (Harlap et al., 1982; Gordon
et al., 1988) and for apolipoprotein A-II and B (Fager et al., 1982; Mustad et al.,
1996), However, there are inconsistencies concerning the location of seasonal
peaks for apoproteins that suggest an influence of diet, lifestyle and geographic
location (Buxtorf et al., 1988; Kristal-Boneh et al., 1993; Mustad et al., 1996). 

Two landmark studies carried out in the late 1950s were among the first to doc-
ument seasonal changes in cholesterol levels in healthy individuals. One study
carried out in Finland measured total cholesterol levels once a month in the morn-
ing in 45 policemen and 35 male prison inmates (mean age was 33 years for each
group) (Paloheimo, 1961). Individual cholesterol levels varied across the seasons
an average of 58 mg/dl (range 19–128 mg/dl) in the policemen and 71 mg/dl
(range 39–124 mg/dl) in the prisoners. Higher cholesterol levels were found for
both groups in the winter and lower levels in late spring, with overall lower levels
found in the prisoners, where diet may have been more stable throughout the year
(Figure 11.6–left). After normalizing individual data to percent of mean, both
groups displayed a similar seasonal pattern (Figure 11.6–right) that was signifi-
cant by our cosinor analysis using a 1-year period (not shown). 

Another study carried out in the USA monitored cholesterol levels once a
month in the morning for a year in 24 healthy male prisoners, ages 22–28 years
(Thomas et al., 1961). When subjects were separated into groups with low and
high overall cholesterol levels (less than or greater than 225 mg/dl), a highly sig-
nificant seasonal variation was found in each group by our 1-year cosinor analy-
sis (Figure 11.7–left). Highest cholesterol levels were found in winter and lowest
levels in late spring, summer and early autumn. Of interest, the overall seasonal
pattern found in cholesterol was strikingly similar to the seasonal pattern in
monthly deaths from coronary heart disease during the year of sampling (1958)
(Figure 11.7–right). More recently, a cyclic seasonal variation in total cholesterol
has also been demonstrated for women in Denmark, where significantly higher
values were also found in the winter (Garde et al., 2000).
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FIGURE 11.6. Circannual variation found in total cholesterol levels sampled once a month
in the morning in 45 policemen and 35 male prison inmates in Finland (redrawn from data
presented in Paloheimo, 1961). Higher cholesterol levels were found for both groups in the
winter months and lower levels in late spring; lower levels were found in the prisoners,
where diet may have been more stable throughout the year (left). After normalizing indi-
vidual data to percent of mean, both groups displayed a similar seasonal pattern (right) that
was significant by our cosinor analysis using a 1-year cosine (not shown).

FIGURE 11.7. Circannual variation in total cholesterol levels sampled once a month in the
morning in 24 healthy male prisoners in Maryland, USA; men with low or high overall
cholesterol levels (less than or greater than 225 mg/dl) showed a highly significant yearly
rhythm by our 1-year cosinor analysis (left) (redrawn from data presented in Thomas et al.,
1961). Cholesterol levels were higher in the winter months and lower levels in late spring,
summer and early autumn for each group separately (left) and combined (right). Of inter-
est, the overall seasonal pattern found in cholesterol was strikingly similar to the seasonal
pattern in monthly deaths from coronary heart disease during the same time span (the year
1958) of sampling (right).
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Respiratory Illness

Respiratory morbidity (e.g., pneumonia, influenza, common cold, tonsillitis, acute
bronchitis, and emphysema) and mortality have been reported to peak in winter in
both hemispheres (cf. Smolensky et al., 1972; Haberman et al., 1981). There are
more visits to the emergency department, especially for children �13 years, in
late summer and fall for acute asthma episodes (Silverman et al., 2003). However,
death rates were highest in the summer for individuals under age 44 years and in
the winter for older subjects, suggesting differences in immune circannual func-
tioning related to age (Weiss, 1990; Fleming et al., 2000). 

Mental Disorders

The annual pattern of depression and suicidal behavior generally shows a major peak
in the spring, with sometimes a secondary peak in the fall (Lester, 1971; Eastwood &
Peacocke, 1976; Meares et al., 1981). This annual pattern may be related to biologi-
cally determined factors, such as circannual changes in hormone levels and light
quality (e.g., duration and intensity), rather than sociologically determined factors. 

A peak in the daily psychiatric inpatient population at a large medical center in
Wisconsin was found in February when nearly 12,000 inpatient days over a 2-year
span were analyzed (Temte, 1989). At a large hospital in Germany, the total num-
ber of anti-depressant drug prescriptions peaked in the spring and fall, in keeping
with several reports on the epidemiology of depressive disorders (Koch et al.,
2003). Average monthly suicides, hospital admissions for depression, as well as
incidence of electroshock therapy, also showed a bimodal distribution, with peaks
in the spring and fall in Ontario, Canada (Eastwood & Peacocke, 1976). See Table
4.9 for additional examples of human behaviors or disorders that have been found
to correlate with the time of year. 

Seasonal Affective Disorder

Season and depression have been mentioned in writings for more than 2,000 years
and there has been a recent resurgence of interest in annual depression (cf. Wehr &
Rosenthal, 1989). SAD (seasonal affective disorder) has been identified as a syn-
drome characterized by a major depression that recurs at the same time each year
(Rosenthal et al, 1984), usually just before and during the winter season (Jacobsen
et al., 1987), with a full spontaneous remission during spring and summer. In addi-
tion to depression, winter SAD symptoms include an increased duration of sleep
(hypersomnia) and latency, fatigue, decreased energy, overeating, carbohydrate
craving, weight gain, daytime drowsiness, difficulty concentrating, agitation, anxi-
ety, and headaches (Kasper et al., 1988). Although most SAD individuals do not
require hospitalization or absences from the work, their symptoms can affect work
performance and public safety. SAD occurs most commonly in women, with onset
usually in early adulthood (Attar-Levy, 1997). A seasonal pattern of feeling worse in
the winter was found in more than 90% of normal respondents to a survey, indicat-
ing that SAD may reflect the extreme effects of a seasonality that commonly affects
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the general population (Kasper et al., 1989). This agrees with the finding that infra-
dian cycles in mood were found in groups of patients with affective disorders and
controls, but the amplitudes in the monthly to seasonal range were greater in the
patient group (Eastwood et al., 1985). SAD can also occur in the summer (Wehr et
al., 1987) and is more likely to be associated with a decreased appetite and lack of
sleep (insomnia) than in winter SAD (Wehr et al., 1991). 

SAD is thought to be the result of inadequate light reception and/or processing
through the eyes related to decreased duration of sunlight during winter months
(Oren et al., 1991). Rates of winter SAD and subsyndromal (less severe) S-SAD
were found to be significantly higher at more northern latitudes (Rosen et al.,
1990) and the mean prevalence of SAD is two times higher in N. America than
Europe (cf. Mersch et al., 1999a).9 Thus, vulnerability by some individuals to
short photoperiods associated with the time of later onset to morning light expo-
sure may be related to depression and winter SAD (Oren et al., 1994). Even
though different environmental factors, including photoperiod, influence these
incidence rates of SAD, a biological disposition to SAD has been shown in twins
in Australia, indicating a significant genetic influence on seasonal mood and
behavioral changes (Madden et al., 1996). 

Bright artificial light phototherapy, usually in the morning and at a higher intensity
than usually present in the home or workplace, has an anti-depressant effect and can
often lessen or reverse many of the symptoms of SAD, with the rate of improvement
associated with increasing duration and light intensity (cf. Rosenthal et al., 1988).
Patients often report sustained benefit from phototherapy over months and years, with
more than 80% of individuals typically using phototherapy in January-February-
March (Oren et al., 1991). Light exposure in the winter can also be increased infor-
mally by spending more time outdoors, increasing house lighting and being near an
office window (SAD is also discussed in Chapter 4 on Photoperiodism).

The Menstrual Cycle10

Variations associated with the menstrual cycle have been called circatrigintan
(about 30 days) or circamensual. In 1897, Giles described the first changes in
basal (early morning) body temperature (BBT) over the course of a woman’s
menstrual cycle and by 1905, Van de Velde presented evidence that the fluctuation
of BBT was linked with the function of the ovaries (cf. Vollman, 1974). 

9 Surveys conducted around the world have reported the incidence of winter SAD & 
S-SAD to be between 1.7% and 5.5% in 9–19 year old children in Washington, DC
(Swedo et al., 1996), 4–10% in Maryland (Kasper et al., 1989), 13–20% in college stu-
dents in northern New England (Low & Feissner, 1998), 3–9% in the Netherlands (Mer-
sch et al., 1999b), 10–18% in northern Finland (Saarijarvi et al., 1999), and �2% of
adults in Japan (Ozaki, 1995). Subsyndromal SAD rates were reported to increase from
10.5% in summer to 28.4% in the winter in Antarctica (Palinkus et al., 1996), while cases
of SAD have also been reported from India, a tropical country at a latitude of 26°45’N
(Srivastava & Sharma, 1998).

10 Additional discussion and information on sexuality-related female and male rhythms can
be found in the chapter on Sexuality and Reproduction.
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Many hypothalamic, pituitary and gonadal hormones that regulate the various
phases11 of the menstrual cycle have been shown to vary predictably during the
menstrual cycle (Dyrenfurth et al., 1974). The circamensual cycling of these
gonadotropins is well known to be important in the maintenance of optimal ovar-
ian function (Yen et al., 1974). It is now known that estrogens reach a peak near
mid-cycle, just prior to ovulation, luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating
hormone peak at ovulation, and progesterone, with its accompanying increase in
body temperature, peaks during the luteal phase following ovulation (cf. Figure
7.19 and Table 7.4 in Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduction). Melatonin also
shows menstrual cycle variations, with highest values near menstruation and low-
est values near ovulation (Wetterberg et al., 1976). 

In addition, circamensual rhythms have been described for a large number of
neurological, cardiovascular (e.g., blood pressure, heart rate), respiratory, hemato-
logic, enzymatic and hormonal biological activities, and for several aspects of cer-
vical and endometrial physiology (Dyrenfurth et al., 1974; Reinberg & Smolensky,
1974; Bisdee et al., 1989). Acrophase charts presented in four figures in a review
by Reinberg & Smolensky (1974) are useful in locating estimated times during a
menstrual cycle for peaks in dozens of the aforementioned variables.

Disorders

Several disorders, both physiological and psychological, have been linked to the
menstrual cycle (cf. Figure 7.23 in Chapter 7 on Sexuality and Reproduction).
Most functional disorders are premenstrual or perimenstrual,12 including
headache, migraine, tiredness, depression, irritability, breast discomfort, and
increased symptoms of asthma, epilepsy, rheumatoid arthritis, irritable bowel syn-
drome, and diabetes (cf. Hejl, 1977; Dalton, 1984; Brush & Goudsmit, 1988; Case
& Reid, 1998, 2001; Fox & Davis, 1998). There are also some disorders near mid-
cycle, such as ovulation pain (Mittelschmerz) and midcycle migraine (cf. Chapter
4 in Brush & Goudsmit, 1988). 

In addition, the days preceding and during menstruation have been associated with
an increase in psychopathologic behavior, including psychiatric hospitalizations, sui-
cide attempts, sickness in industry and accidents (O’Conner et al., 1974; Sothern 
et al., 1993). These disorders may arise from mood-hormonal-metabolic changes due
to alterations or an imbalance among rhythms in the various sex and stress hormones
over the course of the menstrual cycle. The menstrual cycle itself can also be dis-
turbed (e.g., anovulatory cycles, inadequate luteal phase, impaired follicular devel-
opment) by hormonal imbalances due to behaviors and disease, such as dieting,
weight loss, excess exercise, anorexia and bulimia nervosa (cf. Pirke et al., 1989)

11 The phases of a typical menstrual cycle are: menstrual (days 1–5), follicular (days 6–12),
ovulatory (days 13–15), luteal (days 16–23), and premenstrual (days 24–28).

12 Symptoms of the so-called “premenstrual syndrome” or PMS occur almost exclusively
in the second half of the menstrual cycle, increase in severity towards menstruation and
are usually relieved by the menstrual flow onset.
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Medical Procedures

The outcome of medical procedures may also be influenced by the time during the
menstrual cycle when they are performed. For example, the fertility cycle coordi-
nation of cellular immunity was shown to play a role in the outcome of breast can-
cer surgery in both mice and humans. When surgery was performed near the time
of estrus (fertile stage) in mice, there were more than twice as many cures (i.e., no
recurrence of tumors or metastases to the lungs) compared with the infertile stages
(Ratajczak et al., 1988). 

Extending this finding to pre-menopausal women with breast cancer (BrCa),
the 5–12 years disease-free survival was more than fourfold better when the sur-
gery was performed near midcycle than near menstruation (Hrushesky et al.,
1989a). Overall and recurrence-free survival at 10 years was also significantly
higher in 249 women with operable BrCa whose operation was 3–12 days after
their last menstrual period vs. other days of their cycle (46% vs. 16%) (Badwe 
et al., 1991). Better survival following luteal phase surgery was confirmed
whether estrogen receptor or progesterone receptor status of the tumor was posi-
tive or negative in 112 pre-menopausal women (Cooper et al., 1999). There is also
a decreased risk of vascular invasion by the tumor following BrCa luteal phase
surgery (Fentiman, 2002). An overview of published studies confirmed that tim-
ing BrCa surgery during the menstrual cycle favorably affects outcome, with
10-year survival for node positive cases undergoing luteal phase surgery at 78%
vs. 33% following follicular phase surgery (Fentiman et al., 1994; Fentiman,
2002). On the basis of this review, the authors suggested that “surgeons should
consider altering their practice now.” (Fentiman, 2002).

However, it was pointed out that more has to be learned about irregular cycle
lengths, the endocrine balance and other tumor dynamics before a stage within the
menstrual cycle can be identified with adequate certainty that will more broadly
benefit the outcome of timed BrCa biopsy or surgery for both pre- and post-
menopausal women (Hrushesky, 1996; Hagen & Hrushesky, 1998). Along these
lines, a raised level of progesterone (normally high during the luteal menstrual
phase) at the time of surgery, but not estradiol (normally high during the follicu-
lar menstrual phase), has been shown to favorably affect the prognosis of BrCa
surgery in nearly 500 pre-menopausal women (Badwe et al., 1994; Mohr et al.,
1996). Thus, using an independent hormonal measurement of progesterone may
be helpful in the classification of correct menstrual cycle status, especially if a
woman misreports her last menstrual period or if she is undergoing anovular
cycles. Artificially changing the hormonal milieu (e.g., raising progesterone lev-
els) prior to surgery has been suggested as a possibility to improve the prognosis
of BrCa surgery outcome, even for postmenopausal women (Fentiman, 2002).

Male Cycles

While less is known about monthly cycles in men, there have been a few reports
of infradian variations between three and twenty-five days in human males,
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including androgen-induced nucleus C-appendages of neutrophil leukocytes
(Månson, 1965), 17-ketosteroid excretion (Halberg & Hamburger, 1964; Halberg
et al., 1965), testosterone excretion (Harkness, 1974), and grip strength, body
weight and beard growth (Kühl et al., 1974; Levine et al., 1974; Sothern, 1974b;
Chaykin, 1986). Such low-frequency rhythms in men constitute a potentially
important, yet overlooked source of variability that needs further study to deter-
mine their role or application in the practice of clinical medicine. Additional dis-
cussion about male cycles, including seasonal variations, can be found in Chapter
7 on Sexuality and Reproduction.

Melatonin and Human Health 

The hormone melatonin serves as a chemical messenger of darkness in all species
studied to date, including birds, fish, reptiles, insects, and mammals, and is an
important component of the timing systems for circadian, and possibly infradian,
rhythms (Cassone & Natesan, 1997; Arendt, 1997). As such, the pattern of secre-
tion of this chemical signal of darkness helps to induce nighttime behaviors. As
mentioned in Chapter 10 on Society, changes in normal melatonin production can
be caused by light at night (light pollution) and this can have a profound, yet
mostly overlooked, effect on human health. Medical areas that can be affected by
changes in melatonin production include endocrine functions associated with
puberty, psychiatric illness, stress-related disorders, immune responses, and car-
cinogenesis (Piccoli et al., 1991). 

Darkness and Melatonin

The daily external environmental cycle of a light span followed by a dark span
synchronizes circadian rhythms. The cycle provides a signal sent to the pineal
gland,13 which is located near the hypothalamus in the brain14 of humans (Figure
11.8) and other animals, to produce melatonin15 during darkness and to inhibit its
production during light (cf. Reiter, 1986, 1991). Light exerts an immediate sup-
pression of the secretion of pineal melatonin in mammals, which is normally pro-
duced at night when humans are sleeping (Lewy et al., 1980). Humans, however,
need a higher intensity of light (1500 lux or more) for melatonin suppression than
do other mammals (e.g., �10 lux for the rat). 

13 This melatonin-producing gland is sometimes called the “third eye” in lizards and birds
since it is located just below the scalp and senses light directly from penetration of light
through the scalp and its covering of skin or feathers.

14 While most, if not all, melatonin reaching peripheral sites is from the pineal, melatonin
is also synthesized in the retina, the gastrointestinal tract and the Harderian gland in the
orbit of the eye (e.g., of a cat) (cf., Arendt, 1997).

15 Serotonin in the pineal is converted to melatonin by processes of acetylation and methy-
lation.
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Underscoring the importance of darkness to melatonin production, late bedtimes
can significantly phase-delay the melatonin rhythm when compared with early
bedtimes, even if the wakeup time is the same (Burgess & Eastman, 2004). Totally
blind individuals, who lack light perception, can have free-running rhythms 
(e.g, 24.9 h rather than precisely 24.0 h) for temperature, cortisol and other body
functions and may suffer from severe sleep–wake problems (Miles et al., 1977;
Sack & Lewy, 2001). This occurs in spite of the fact that they may be living active
lives in a society with an abundance of time cues for entraining circadian rhythms
(Sack et al., 1992). A correct low dose of melatonin, however, when administered
to blind people near bedtime, has been shown to entrain the free-running rhythms
to a circadian period of 24.0 h (Sack et al., 1991; Lockley et al, 2000; Lewy et al.,
2002, 2004; Hack et al., 2003). Melatonin has also been shown to be helpful in the
treatment of sleep disorders and alleviating the effects of jet lag, especially follow-
ing time zone advances (east-bound flights) (Skene et al., 1996, 1999; Parry, 2002;
Herxheimer & Waterhouse, 2003; Beaumont et al., 2004). These results help to
substantiate the relationship between an external light–dark cycle and the role of
melatonin in helping to regulate the circadian timing system of humans.

There are indications that under natural conditions, more melatonin is produced
in winter (when there is more darkness) than in summer (when there is more
light). Support for this view comes from results of a study where individuals were
monitored in each of the four seasons in an area of the world (at 70°N in Norway)
that receives 24 h of no sunlight in mid-winter and 24 h of total sunlight in the
summer. In this study, seasonal differences in melatonin were found, with highest
levels in January and lowest levels in June, with a phase-delayed, broader circa-
dian overnight peak in June (Stokkan & Reiter, 1994). 

FIGURE 11.8. Location of
suprachiasmatic nucleii (SCN)
and pineal gland, structures in the
human brain involved with the
body clock. Tryptophan, an
amino acid, moves into the pineal
from the blood stream, where it is
converted to serotonin and mela-
tonin and released back into the
bloodstream. The SCN receives
light signals from the eye and the
pineal gland subsequently
receives signals to produce mela-
tonin during darkness and inhibit
its production during light. 
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Artificial lighting may counteract the effect of seasonal changes in photoperiod,
since no winter-summer differences were found in the durations of nocturnal
melatonin secretion, rising morning levels of cortisol or low body temperature
during sleep in normal men studied in an urban environment in the eastern USA
at 39°N (Wehr et al., 1995). When forehead illumination was monitored by 10
subjects in San Diego, total exposure to bright light (�2,000 lux) did not differ
over 24 h between summer and winter and never exceeded more than 90 min, far
less than the 3 h–8 h deemed necessary to maximally synchronize human circa-
dian rhythms (Savides et al., 1986). Similarly, illumination measured by a wrist
monitor worn by 16 subjects in Montreal found that while bright light exposure
was longer in summer than in winter (2.6 h vs. 0.4 h), subjects spent more than
50% of their time in illumination dimmer than 100 lux in both seasons (Hébert 
et al., 1998). Thus, artificial light and the lack of natural light exposure may inter-
fere with the normal response of organisms (including humans) to seasonal
changes in the photoperiod that otherwise would result in changes in the physiol-
ogy of hormone secretions and other biological functions (Reiter, 1986). 

Sexuality

In view of the profound photoperiodic-related effects of melatonin on the repro-
ductive physiology of nonhuman mammals, such as to suppress or influence
pubertal development and seasonal reproduction, some effects by melatonin on
sexuality are likely to exist in humans (Reiter, 1991). There are indications that
the mediation of melatonin by light of certain intensities can shorten and regular-
ize menstrual cycles among women with long or irregular cycles (Dewan, 1967;
Lin et al., 1990) or reduce luteal phase dysphoric disorder (depression) (Parry 
et al., 1993, 1997). For example, menstrual cycles were shortened when a 100-
watt bulb was left on for the entire night following days 13–17 of the menstrual
cycle, but dim red placebo light produced no difference in menstrual cycle length
(Lin et al., 1990).

While there have been suggestions that timed illumination might contribute to
rhythm-based contraceptive methods if ovulation could be regularized, it follows
that inappropriately timed night lights could also inadvertently alter menstrual
cycles and contribute to fertility problems or irregularities. For example, some
menstrual irregularity and ovulatory variability could be related to the reduction
in daily variations in illumination that no longer resemble the natural photoperiod
that most humans experience from day to day as a result of living in modern soci-
ety (Kripke & Gregg, 1990) and from season to season (Hébert et al., 1988). Much
more needs to be learned about the effect of light on menstrual cycles, menarche
and menopause. 

Males are also affected by light, and again some of these effects may involve
melatonin. Men with a low sperm count (oligozoospermia, where sperm count is
�10–15 million/ml), show a rise in melatonin before darkness and elevated levels
of this hormone at night compared with normally fertile men, suggesting that light
and dark may play a role in certain aspects of male sexuality (Karasek et al., 1990).
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There is some evidence for an interaction between melatonin, excess light, and
sexual development. Continuous light accelerated mammary gland development
in rats such that at 141 days of age, 58% of females in LL, but none of the animals
in LD, had gross evidence of lactation and well-developed mammary tissue, both
of which are not normally observed in virgin animals (Anderson et al., 2000).
Polycystic ovaries also occurred in 8 out of 9 rats after 75 days in LL, but none of
the 6 rats kept in LD (Baldissera et al., 1991). Twenty-four-hour lighting was pro-
posed as a simple experimental model for the study of ovarian physiopathology in
rats in that the time to polycystic development could be shortened. It is tempting
to speculate that there may be some corollary here between rats developing sexu-
ally at an early age when kept in continuous light and human females reaching
menarche (and possibly males reaching puberty) at an earlier and earlier age when
living in the light-contaminated society of today.

Immune Function 

Short days associated with seasonal changes in photoperiod have been shown to
bolster immune function in both laboratory and field studies of animals (cf. Nelson
et al., 1995). There is substantial evidence that seasonal changes in immune func-
tion of the host, rather than seasonal changes in a parasite or pathogen, are respon-
sible for seasonal fluctuations in disease and death rates in mammals. It is there-
fore possible that changes in photoperiods associated with the seasons could
affect human immune function and clinical disease (Nelson & Blom, 1994). 

Since melatonin mediates many of the immunological effects of photoperiod, it
is possible that unnatural changes in lighting that alter normal timing and levels of
melatonin could have profound effects on the etiology (cause) and progression of
diseases in humans and other animals. For example, there is a parallel between the
marked increase in cancer incidence and the increase in light exposure that took
place over the 100 years between 1890 and 1990, especially in the developed
countries (Kerenyi et al., 1990). While other risk factors have also increased,
including air pollution, smoking, diet, alcohol, occupational exposures and stress,
increased light exposure can decrease melatonin production by the pineal gland,
thereby compromising immune function and diminishing its anti-cancer effect
(Tamarkin et al., 1985; Kerenyi et al., 1990; Nelson et al., 1995; Pang et al., 1998;
Blask et al., 1999).

Melatonin has been shown to be a direct free-radical scavenger and have indi-
rect antioxidant properties via the stimulation of antioxidative enzymes (cf. Tan 
et al., 2003). Melatonin is also an immunomodulatory agent that can augment
immune responses (cf. Vijayalaxmi et al., 2003). In addition, its ubiquitous pres-
ence in the animal kingdom, melatonin is a molecule that is widely produced
throughout the plant kingdom, from bacteria to edible plants (Hattori et al., 1995;
Reiter et al., 1995). This means that melatonin consumed in foodstuffs or via
medicinal herbs, such as feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium), St. John’s Wort
(Hypericum perforatum), and Huang-qin (Scutellaria baicalensis) (Murch et al.,
1997), can result in measurable levels in the circulation. In addition to endogenously
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produced melatonin, dietary melatonin present in comparatively high amounts in
certain vegetables, fruits, seeds, rice, wheat and medicinal herbs may therefore
increase the actions of melatonin mentioned above (Reiter, 1998; Reiter & Tan,
2002). The use of exogenous (dietary or pharmacological) melatonin has clinical
implications for the areas of sleep, jet lag, immune function and certain diseases
or other processes where excessive free radical generation occurs (Reiter, 2003).
For example, melatonin has been shown to play a role in forestalling tissue dam-
age in aging and in a wide variety of disease states, including cancer (Vijay-
alaxmi, et al., 2003; Reiter, et al., 2003; Reiter, 2004) and dementias (e.g.,
Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson’s Disease) (Reiter et al., 2004) and stroke
(Reiter et al., 2005). Melatonin added to therapy regimens also reduces toxicity
from a broad spectrum of drugs (Reiter et al., 2002), while synergistically
enhancing their beneficial effects (Reiter et al., 2002).

Light, Melatonin and Cancer 

Too much light at the wrong time can suppress the production of melatonin and
lead to a physiologic imbalance of biological rhythms, a so-called chronodisrup-
tion, that may have adverse health effects (Erren et al., 2003). Pre-clinical evi-
dence is mounting that there is a connection with this phenomenon and cancer
development. There have been several reports on the enhancement of tumor
growth when rats and mice were kept in continuous light (LL) or long days, in
which a longer exposure to light suppresses melatonin production. In one study,
the size of a meth-A sarcoma in mice standardized to a LD12:12 regimen was sig-
nificantly reduced when melatonin was administered 10 h into the 12-h light span,
thereby artificially extending exposure to melatonin by several hours beyond that
normally produced during the dark. However, when melatonin was given in the
middle of the 12-h dark span, the tumors actually increased in size. Compared
with controls two weeks after treatment, tumors of mice treated with melatonin
during mid-dark were �1.4 cm2 larger, while tumors of those mice treated during
late light were �2.6 cm2 smaller (Sanchez, 1993). 

When mice housed under either short (LD8:16) or long (LD16:8) days were
injected with the chemical carcinogen DMBA, 89% of the long-day mice, but not
a single short-day mouse, developed tumors (Nelson & Blom, 1994). When rats
were housed under LL, liver cancers were induced by the chemical diethylni-
trosamine in 95% of the animals, compared with 72% of the rats housed under
LD12:12 and macroscopic nodules on the liver surface were larger and more
numerous in LL than in LD (van den Heiligenberg et al., 1999). In this study, mela-
tonin levels in the LL group were fourfold lower than in the LD group, leading to
a light-induced promoting effect on liver carcinogenesis. The growth of a mouse
colon adenocarcinoma was also more effectively inhibited by chemical treatment
(with difluoromethylornithine) when mice were kept on a short-day schedule of
LD6:18 (more darkness than light) than in LD12:12 (equal portions of light and
dark) (Waldrop et al., 1989a). It was later found that the colons of the mice housed
in more darkness (LD8:16) displayed a significant circadian rhythm in DNA syn-
thesis, while the mice housed under LD12:12 did not (Waldrop et al, 1989b). 
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Light and dark can also have a modifying effect upon cancer rates in second
generation rats depending on the LD regimen given their mothers during gestation
(Beniashvili et al., 2001). When pregnant females were treated with a cancer-
causing chemical (N-nitrosoethylurea), offspring of mothers housed under LL
(which suppressed melatonin) showed a significant increase in total tumors of the
nervous system and kidney and a shorter lifespan than offspring of mothers
housed under LD12:12. On the other hand, offspring of mothers housed in DD
(where melatonin was not suppressed) showed a 2.4-fold decrease in total tumors
and lived longer than the LD12:12 offspring.

Light Leaks at Night 

Small amounts of light during a “normal” dark span can alter melatonin produc-
tion in rats. This was shown when growth of a liver tumor was compared in rats
housed under LD12:12 (Group 1), LD24:0 (Group 2), or in a light-contaminated
dark phase LD12:12 (0.2 lux of light during D) (Group 3) (Dauchy et al., 1997,
1999). Prior to tumor implantation, rats in Group 1 showed a normal surge of
melatonin in mid-D, rats in Group 2 showed no melatonin rhythm due to no dark-
ness, while rats in Group 3 showed a suppressed melatonin production due to the
low light present at night. Linoleic acid, an important tumor growth stimulant,
was also increased in Groups 2 and 3. When compared with rats in Group 1, liver
tumor growth rates were not only 105% greater in Group 2, but also 81% greater
in Group 3. Levels of two tumor growth-promoting compounds (linoleic acid and
13-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid) that are normally suppressed by the nocturnal
surge of melatonin were also greatly increased in Groups 2 and 3. This study
showed that minimal light contamination during the normal dark phase inhibited
melatonin secretion and increased the rate of tumor growth, lipid uptake and
metabolism. The authors cautioned about “light leaks” in animal rooms during the
dark phase possibly contaminating experimental outcomes. 

By extrapolation, “light leaks” during the night may have as yet unrecognized
consequences to human health and development due to the suppressive effects of
light at unnatural times on melatonin production. Several papers have discussed
the influence of nighttime light (i.e., exposure during graveyard shift work or
sleeping in a bright bedroom, but not if a light was briefly turned on during inter-
rupted sleep) on melatonin production as a possible risk factor for human breast
cancer (Stevens et al., 1992; Stevens & Davis, 1996; Davis et al., 2001; Schern-
hammer et al., 2001). Excess light has also been cited as a strong risk factor for
the development of leukemia and other cancers in children (Erren, 2005).

Additional biological evidence has linked constant bright light with melatonin
suppression and breast cancer. In a pre-clinical study, an increased growth rate of
tissue-isolated human breast cancer xenografts in nude rats was noted: tumor sizes
increased seven times faster in rats after transfer to LL than in rats remaining in
LD12:12 (Blask et al., 2003). In totally blind humans, most of which do not show
a bright light-induced reduction in melatonin, but not for severely visually
impaired individuals, cancer rates are reduced. In one study, totally blind women
who had no light perception at all via the optic pathway were half as likely to
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develop breast cancer as sighted women (Hahn, 1991, 1998). In another study of
totally blind men and women, the rate for all cancers was reduced by about 30%
from sighted individuals (Feychting et al., 1998). 

A symposium held on 2002 reported many results and research perspectives of
light at night, the endocrine system (including the pineal and melatonin) and cancer
incidence in humans (Cologne Light Symposium, 2002). The literature now con-
vincingly supports the hypothesis that melatonin suppression at night may be linked
to the increased rates of certain cancers in the developed world and that light at night
has become a public health issue (cf. Pauley, 2004) (see additional discussion of light
pollution in Chapter 10 on Society). There are several potential mechanisms associ-
ated with light at night that might interact to increase the risk of cancer and other dis-
eases. These are that light at night reduces melatonin production, disrupts estrogen
signaling, disrupts immune functions, and may disrupt circadian gene function in the
SCN, thereby altering mammary tissue cell-cycle regulation (cf. Stevens, 2005). Cir-
cadian disruption by ill-timed lighting during early developmental stages, such as in
utero and adolescence, may also affect the risk of cancer later in life. While more
studies need to include men, there is growing and consistent preclinical, as well as
observational evidence in humans, for a positive association between melatonin sup-
pression (using shift work as a surrogate for light exposure at night) and breast, and
possibly colorectal, cancer risk (cf. Schernhammer & Schulmeister, 2004).

When to Sample? 

Knowledge of rhythms has a diagnostic and therapeutic role in medicine. This
was recognized in the 1960s by one of the modern pioneers in biological rhythms
and clocks research, the psychobiologist, Curt Paul Richter (1894–1988):
“–human beings and most animals harbor not only one but many timing devices
that are no less impressive in their way than those [clocks] made by man . . . .
These timing devices merit great interest . . . because of the light they may throw
on the functioning of various organs of the body . . . .” (Richter, 1965). 

Because nearly every variable measured in humans has been found to be circa-
dian rhythmic, it follows that the body is in a quasi-predictable state of flux
throughout the day and night. Knowing when to sample a rhythmic variable can
be cost-effective, both in time and in procuring greater quantities16 and/or mean-
ingful results. This concept is called chronodiagnosis. 

16 Several years ago an immunologist told me (RBS) that a procedure was being developed
to energize T-cell lymphocytes using ultraviolet light and return them to the same indi-
vidual, but they were having trouble harvesting enough cells to make the procedure
worthwhile. When asked what time the blood samples were obtained, he said usually in
the morning when the clinical lab was fully staffed. I suggested that they try to shift this
sampling time to midnight or later, when a peak in circulating T-cells has been reported
(Lévi et al., 1988b), but was told that the clinical lab would not be able to process the
cells at that time. I suggested that someone on the night staff could obtain the blood sam-
ple at night and store it in a refrigerator to be available when the personnel in the clinical
lab arrived in the morning. I don’t know if this was ever tried.
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Diagnosing Normal Levels

Just as outdoor aquatic streams can yield different quantities of fish at different
times of day, so too does the blood stream yield different quantities of substances
at different times of day (Figure 11.9). For example, “fishing” for white blood
cells (WBCs) in the bloodstream during the day may “harvest” only a few of the
“prey,” while many, many more WBCs and their subtypes (e.g., neutrophils, T-cell
lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, etc.) can be obtained when the sampling is at
night, just as many, many more of certain kinds of fish (e.g., the smelt running at
night mentioned in Chapter 8 on the Outdoor Environment) can also be netted in
a stream of water at night. 

This analogy can also be applied to the correct timing of sampling for other
substances (or fish!) that may be greater in number at other times during the day.
Because of rhythms, therefore, knowing when to sample is likely to influence the

FIGURE 11.9. “Fishing” in two streams: one for blood cells and the other for certain fish
can yield more of each at one time of day than another. Fishing in water or sampling in a
blood stream during the day “harvests” only a few of the “prey,” while many, many more
WBCs and their subtypes can be obtained when the sampling is at night, just as many,
many more of certain kinds of fish (e.g., the Great Lakes Rainbow smelt running at night
mentioned in Chapter 8 on the Outdoor Environment) can also be netted at night. Of
course, this analogy can be applied to sampling for other substances that may be highest
during the day, as well as fish with diurnal activity patterns. Similarly, time of year can
influence the harvest–more WBCs are usually obtained in late summer and early fall,
while the smelt “run” occurs in the spring.
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outcome of medical and other procedures.17 In the circadian domain, certain val-
ues and functions may be predictably higher at one time of the day and they can
be predictably lower 12 h later and vice versa. However, as mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter, these “silent” variations over 24 h are often ignored by
the medical community since they are usually within what is considered “normal”
upper and lower limits (Figure 11.2). 

In diurnally active humans, lower values in the morning and higher values in the
evening reflect the usual circadian rhythm in circulating WBCs. Thus, WBCs in
blood sampled at 10:00 h may be less than 6,000 cell/cm3, while 12 h later at 22:00 h
total WBCs in a new blood sample may be 50% or more greater in number (e.g.,
9,000 cells/cm3) in the same individual (see Figure 11.10–upper left panel). This
range of change is a completely normal daily event in health, since human bone
marrow (BM) furiously produces new blood cells18 in a circadian-rhythmic pattern
every day (Smaaland & Sothern, 1994). As a result, there are more BM cells in
DNA S-phase at midday than at other times, with an increase in cells in mitosis in
the evening and the accompanying release of new daughter cells into the blood-
stream at night. Since most of these cells live for only 6 h to14 h after entering the
bloodstream (Sothern & Roitman-Johnson, 2001), there are usually more WBCs in
the circulation during the night (during sleep) than during the day in diurnally
active humans, while the reverse is true for nocturnally active rats and mice. 

A large, predictable change over the course of a day in WBCs has been shown
to occur with comparable timing in groups of diurnally active, clinically healthy
individuals studied in several locations around the world (Halberg et al., 1977a).
On an individual basis, the circadian patterns in total WBC counts and each sub-
set of cells (neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, basophils) appear
to be reproducible for an adult man studied 10 years apart (Figure 11.10). WBC
rhythms for a group of ten men can be seen in Figure 11.11, where, after normal-
izing individual blood profiles to percent of mean, distinct, high amplitude circa-
dian patterns are clearly present (cf. Kanabrocki et al., 1990a). 

Diagnosing Infectious Agents

In addition to rhythms in the production of WBCs and other hormones by the
body, an agent to be diagnosed may itself be cycling and be time-dependent 
(e.g., activity levels of a parasite or virus). For example, studies of humans in

17 One report even suggested that results from a genetic screening test for Tay-Sachs Dis-
ease could be influenced by the time of day of blood sampling (Peleg et al., 1993). When
comparing 62 pairs of morning vs. afternoon WBC samples from the same individuals,
sampling between 15:00–18:00 h yielded a more reliable genotype assignment (5.2%
were inconclusive in the 08:30–11:00 h sample), an important finding for diagnosing
parents as carriers of this fatal disease.

18 The BM produces, on average, two million red cells, two million platelets, and 700,000
granulocytes (WBCs, etc) every second, resulting in an estimated more than 170 billion
each of platelets and red cells and more than 60 billion white cells every 24 h (cf., Fig-
ure 2 in Sothern & Roitman-Johnson, 2001).
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FIGURE 11.10. Reproducibility of circadian patterns in white blood cells in blood sam-
pled every 3 h for 24 h in a healthy man on two occasions ten years apart (RBS, age 46
and 56 years, participated in the MCAP 24-h studies in 1993 and 2003). Most values are
lower during the day and higher in the evening and overnight during rest/sleep (Sothern,
unpublished).
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FIGURE 11.11. Circadian patterns for total white blood cells (WBC) and levels of subsets
(neutrophils, lymphocytes, eosinophils, monocytes, basophils) in a group of ten men par-
ticipating in the MCAP study in May 1993 (blood sampled every 3 h for 24 h) (modified
from Figure 5 in Sothern & Roitman-Johnson, 2001). Data normalized to percent of mean
for each subject before computing timepoint means. Shaded areas � sleep and/or rest.
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Kenya (Gatika et al., 1994), Tanzania (Simonsen et al., 1997) and Brazil (Fontes
et al., 2000) have shown a nocturnal circadian periodicity in the number of micro-
filaria (parasitic worms) in the blood. Highest counts in the circulation of the
microfilaria, Wuchereria bancrofti, were always found near midnight and virtually
no nematodes were found during the day. However, the count for the microfilaria,
Loa Loa, is maximal near midday and minimal at midnight (Hawking, 1962).
These studies indicate the importance of taking sampling time into consideration
in sampling for certain infections (e.g., blood should be sampled between 22:00 h
and 03:00 h for W. bancrofti detection) (Fontes et al., 2000).

Diagnosing Abnormal Levels

Knowing the phases of rhythms can also be used to diagnose abnormal levels of a
substance if the normal pattern has been previously documented, in which case a sin-
gle sample that is properly timed (best phase) may be adequate to indicate if a sub-
stance is too high or low. In a clinical setting, over- or under-production of cortisol by
the adrenal (a small gland that sits on top of the kidneys and secretes steroids) may
be diagnosed with a single sample of blood at the right time, since adrenal corticos-
teroids in healthy humans have been shown to be at very high levels in the morning
hours and at very low levels at night (Bartter et al., 1962). A very low cortisol level in
the morning can be used to diagnose adrenal hypofunction (Addison’s Disease),
since such a patient has low cortisol levels over the 24 h, while a very high level of
cortisol at night may indicate adrenal hyperfunction (Cushing’s Syndrome), since
these patients have high levels of cortisol throughout the 24 h (Bartter, 1974). 

It has also been suggested that only two blood sampling times within the usual
hospital working day, one at 08:00 h (near the usual daily peak) and the other at
16:00 h, are sufficient to determine that a cancer patient in good general condition
is displaying the usual circadian pattern in cortisol (Mormont et al., 1998). If 
cortisol is higher at 08:00 h than at 16:00 h, as is the finding for the normal circa-
dian pattern in cortisol, the patient can thus be treated on a pre-designed timed-
treatment protocol. Otherwise, a full circadian sampling profile is warranted to
test for an altered circadian pattern in order to adjust the timing of the treatment
schedule to best suit that particular individual. 

Using Rhythm Characteristics in Diagnosis 

The alteration of characteristics (waveform, amplitude, acrophase) of a circa-
dian rhythm can also indicate an abnormality. For example, a high body tem-
perature early in the day or late at night may indicate an illness of bacterial or
viral origin, respectively (Hejl, 1977), while changes in the sleep–wake cycle
may accompany clinical depression or seasonal affective disorder (SAD).19

19 A network of interacting causal loops, including disturbances in behavioral state, neuro-
transmitters, predisposing factors and circadian rhythms, may play a role in rhythm dis-
turbances often associated with depression (cf., Rosenwasser & Wirz-Justice, 1997).
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Changes in the circadian temperature patterns of a breast, not only by elevated
levels but more ultradian oscillations, may indicate the presence of a small
tumor (Simpson, 1987). 

Symptoms of asthma, perhaps the most rhythmic of all diseases (Smolensky 
et al., 1986b), are usually worse at night (cf. Martin & Banks-Schlegel, 1998).
While lung capacity in general is reduced during sleep, the normal 24-h amplitude
for peak expiratory flow (PEF) in healthy subjects is about 5% of the 24-h mean,
but is much greater in asthmatics (up to 25% of the 24 h mean for mild cases and
�50% in severe cases), since PEF levels in asthmatics drop precipitously
overnight (Smolensky & Halberg, 1977; Smolensky et al., 1986a). When values
for PEF fall more than 10% during sleep from their daytime levels, persons are
identified as “night dippers” and often require additional medical treatment. 

The 24-h pattern in human blood pressure (BP) is usually characterized by low
values during sleep, an early morning increase and a plateau while awake and
active. In addition to the overall elevation of BP in hypertension, alterations of the
24-h rhythm characteristics can also be useful in assessing cardiovascular risk.
For example, hypertensives that display the typical nocturnal BP decrease are
termed “dippers,” while those displaying a blunted or absent nocturnal BP
decrease are termed “non-dippers” (White, 2000).20 Using a mean difference of
5–10 mmHg between daytime and nighttime BP to categorize a “dipper,” hyper-
tensives who were “non-dippers” were eight times more likely to experience a
stroke than dippers (O’Brien et al., 1988). It is thought that a flattened 24-h BP
profile due to nondipping can result in a longer duration of exposure to high blood
pressure, resulting in increased cardiovascular complications over the long term
(Pickering, 1990; Verdecchia et al., 1991). 

In patients with suspected high blood pressure or with uncomplicated essential
hypertension, the circadian amplitude may also increase prior to the clinical diag-
nosis of hypertension, with blood pressure being above acceptable limits only at
certain times of the day (so-called “amplitude-hypertension”) (Halberg et al.,
1984; Shinagawa et al., 2001). An excessive circadian amplitude in blood pressure
in hypertensives with elevated blood pressure (MESOR-hypertension) has been
identified as a high risk factor for stroke and kidney damage (nephropathy), irre-
spective of the presence of other known risk factors, such as age and additional
disease conditions (Otsuka et al., 1997, 1999). This condition of circadian blood
pressure overswinging, called CHAT (Circadian Hyper-Amplitude-Tension)
(Halberg et al., 2002), is defined as a consistent increase in 24-h amplitude above
a mapped threshold for a peer group, can indicate a greater risk for stroke than the
24-h average blood pressure. 

In addition, blood pressure in secondary hypertension (e.g., due to renal disease
or diabetes) may show the lack of the usual nocturnal decline or even an increase
during sleep (when blood pressure normally decreases) (Portaluppi et al., 1991).

20 In addition to the non-dipping phenomenon in BP often found in individuals with essen-
tial or secondary hypertension, non-dipping has also been observed in normotensive sub-
jects (Cugini et al., 1998).
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Conversely, atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), a hormone involved with BP control,
failed to show the usual nocturnal increase in patients with hypertension due to
chronic renal failure, suggesting a mechanism of autonomic dysfunction between
rhythms in ANP and BP (Portaluppi et al., 1992). 

Another feature that can be derived from a 24-h pattern in blood pressure is the cal-
culation of the total excess pressure above a certain limit. Thus, to better define
hypertension, total excess blood pressure over 24 h can be computed as a hyperbaric
index (HBI), which is the area of excess above the upper limit of normal, whether that
is defined by a single number (e.g., 140 mmHg for SBP) (Figure 11.12) or as time-
varying upper limits of normal (from chronodesms mentioned above) (Figure 11.3)
(Hermida et al., 2000, 2002a). The HBI was shown to be a more accurate indicator
of gestational hypertension (sensitivity �96%) than the 24-h mean (sensitivity
�70%), yet the 24-h mean is still the most common approach to diagnosing hyper-
tension based on ambulatory monitoring (Hermida et al., 2000, 2003d). 

FIGURE 11.12. Example of circadian variation in systolic blood pressure (SBP) of a woman
(age 45 years) who was “amplitude-hypertensive,” but not “24-h mean” hypertensive. Subject
(under treatment for psychophysiological problems, but not hypertension) wore ambulatory
BP monitor March 21–22, 2000. A 24-h mean of 136.8 mmHg indicated normal overall blood
pressure, while an amplitude (A) of 16.8 mmHg above a rhythm-adjusted mean (mesor, M)
of 138 mmHg indicated a diagnosis of amplitude-hypertension (M � A � 155 mmHg). A
Hyperbaric Index (HBI) can also be computed by multiplying “mmHg 	 hours” to represent
an integrated measure of total excess pressure (shaded area) based on all readings above a set
upper limit of normal (e.g., 140 mmHg for SBP). Dark bars � sleep (Sothern, unpublished).
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Hours of Changing Resistance 

Does it matter what time of day a medical procedure (e.g., an allergy test, an
injection, etc.) is performed? In a view known as reactive homeostasis, a stimulus
is thought to provoke similar effects at any time of the day (Figure 11.13–left).
The chronobiologic view, however, holds that a periodic system responds differ-
ently to the same stimulus at different times of the day (Figure 11.13–right). This
has been called predictive homeostasis (Moore-Ede, 1986). Many experiments
have been performed that overwhelmingly disprove the former and confirm the
latter (Haus et al., 1974c), where drugs or compounds can be tolerated at one time
without any obvious side-effect, while 12 h earlier or later the same dose can
cause much harm or even death due to the body’s lowered resistance to the toxic
effects of the drug. This concept of chronotoxicity is also known as the “hours of
diminished resistance” (Halberg, 1960) or “hours of changing responsiveness or
susceptibility” (Reinberg, 1967). The differences in drug effectiveness or toxicity
can be brought about by circadian rhythms in rates of absorption, metabolism,
excretion and/or interactions with hormones (Moore Ede, 1973).

FIGURE 11.13. Scheme of homeostatic vs. chronobiologic response to the same procedure at
different times of the day. In the homeostatic view [known as “reactive” homeostasis] (left),
it is thought that a reaction or result will be the same at all times of the day. In some cases,
this is a balance between a desired effect and an undesired effect, such as that from a drug.
In reality, however, the result varies throughout the day [known as “predictive” homeostasis]
(right) and reflects an underlying rhythm (chronobiologic view). Thus, the same procedure
(e.g., dose of a drug or sampling time) can result in a greater result at one time or a lesser
result at another (Modified from Figure 7 in Sothern & Roitman-Johnson, 2001).
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Early Pre-Clinical Findings

Chronotoxicity has been recognized since the 1950s, when the number of con-
vulsions and deaths in mice differed dramatically after a one-minute exposure to
identical auditory stimulation at different times of the day (Halberg et al., 1955).
For mice confined to a metal laundry tub, 49% convulsed and died following
exposure early in the daily dark (active) span to loud ringing doorbells attached
to the sides of a tub, while only 6% convulsed and 2% died if exposed to the same
sound early in the daily light (resting) span. Large differences in survival also
were observed following exposure of mice to E. coli endotoxin at different times
of day (Halberg & Stephens, 1958; Halberg et al., 1960). Fewer than 10% of the
mice died following exposure in the middle of the daily dark span, while more
than 70% mortality occurred following the same exposure 8–12 h earlier in
the daily light span.21 Also in the 1950s, a susceptibility rhythm of mice to a toxic
dose of ethanol was observed, with more mice succumbing following exposure
near the end of the daily light span and the beginning of the daily dark span
(Haus & Halberg, 1959). 

In a dramatic display of host chronotoxicity, an all or none phenomenon in
deaths from whole body x-irradiation was found when different groups of male
mice were exposed to the same dose of radiation (550 r) at one of six circadian
stages 4 h apart (Haus et al., 1974a). Eight days after exposure, all mice irradiated
in the middle of the daily dark (active) span were dead, while all mice exposed
late in the light (resting) span were alive. Mean survival time was longest follow-
ing irradiation during late light or early dark, while shortest times were observed
when mice were treated in the middle or late dark span. 

A similarly timed rhythm was also demonstrated in the susceptibility of nucleated
bone marrow cells to whole body irradiation in mice, leading the authors to suggest
that survival of hematopoietic stem cells (bone marrow cells giving rise to new red
and white blood cells) may be the underlying cause of differences in the survival or
mortality of mice irradiated at different circadian times (Haus et al., 1974b).
Decades later, circadian rhythms in DNA S-phase and mitoses in the bone marrow
of rats and mice were indeed shown, confirming the hypothesis (cf. Smaaland &
Sothern, 1994). Chronotoxicity has been reported for a wide range of agents and
species, including mortality of mice from insulin, ethanol, amphetamine, strych-
nine, nicotine, phenobarbital, and anti-cancer drugs (cf. Scheving et al., 1986). 

Time-Related Responses to Anti-Cancer Drugs

Examples of circadian rhythms in survival of healthy mice that received the same
potentially lethal dose of nine different anti-cancer drugs at different times
around-the-clock can be seen in Figure 11.14. A significant circadian variation

21 When healthy men were exposed to Salmonella abortus equi endotoxin at either 09:00 h
or 19:00 h and followed for 11 h, the evening treatment resulted in double the increase in
body temperature and plasma ACTH and cortisol levels compared with responses to
morning treatment (Pollmacher et al., 1996).
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FIGURE 11.14. Examples of chronotoxicity: survival of mice from a single dose of an anti-
cancer drug given at different circadian stages (HALO � hours after lights on). Separate
subgroups of healthy young male or female mice were treated at 5 or 6 different times in
relation to a 12-h L –12-h D schedule with one of nine different drugs. Percent survival rate
computed when 50% of mice in each study had died. Dark bar � daily dark span. Solid
dots � more survivors during rest (light) span, open circles � more survivors during
activity (dark) span (data summarized from the literature cited in each panel)
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was found for each drug, with peak survival rates depending upon the mode of
action of each drug. For example, drugs that target the DNA S-phase of the cell
cycle were better tolerated during the resting (light) portion of the 24 h, which
corresponds to a time of relatively low bone marrow proliferative activity.
Chronotoxicity has now been studied for more than 30 different anti-cancer drugs
(see below). One report even showed that the toxicity rhythm persisted during
continuous light in mice treated with doxorubicin (Sothern et al., 1988a), making
it likely that this circadian phenomenon is endogenous and perhaps characteristic
of other anti-cancer drugs. 

Stage of Rhythm vs. Time of Day

Pre-clinical observations of experimental results are often used to guide human
studies. However, in extrapolating findings from mice to humans, one must
remember that humans and rodents live on opposite light/dark-activity schedules,
with diurnally active humans awake by day when nocturnally active rats and mice
sleep. Thus, a peak at 20:00 h in mouse serum corticosterone and a peak at 08:00 h
in human plasma cortisol, while seemingly 12 h apart with regards to external
local time, both occur 2 h after awakening/activity onset and therefore are not dif-
ferently timed in relation to the internal body clock set by the rest/activity sched-
ule of each organism. This was also the case for bone marrow DNA S-phase,
where peak activity was observed at 23:08 h for mice and 13:04 h for humans,
which was about 5–6 h after the onset of activity for both species (cf. Sothern,
1995). 

However, it is quite likely that the majority of treatment doses and schedules
suggested for humans that are derived from results on rats or mice are obtained
from testing performed during the resting span of the rodents’ 24-h cycle (e.g. dur-
ing the first half of the investigator’s daily activity (i.e., 06:00–12:00 h), rather
than in the first half of the animal’s activity span (18:00–24:00 h). Thus, only one
stage of the circadian system, which may or may not be an appropriate test time in
terms of “best” or “worst” effects, is usually tested in rodents. If results are used
to guide treatment of humans at the same clock hour (i.e., in the morning), but
without adjustment for the sleep/wake differences between the two species,
humans will be treated at a completely opposite circadian stage (early activity
rather than early rest), possibly with suboptimal or unexpected results. Thus, it is
the “stage of rhythm” and not “time of day” which would be expected to ulti-
mately result in a successful chronotherapy when extrapolating from preclinical
findings to humans (Sothern, 1995).

Varying Positive or Negative Effects

It is now clear that administration of certain treatments without regard to physio-
logical rhythms will result in varying positive or negative effects that can them-
selves be rhythmic (Figure 11.13–left). So what to do? With regard to treatments,
a reduction in doses at all times in order to reduce toxicity may also reduce 
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efficacy (Figure 11.15–left), whereas adjusting the doses according to the stage of
the susceptibility rhythm may reach the desired effect while minimizing the risk
from toxicity (Figure 11.15–right). This has far-reaching implications, not only
for selecting the best timing of anti-cancer procedures and medications, but for
screening procedures, immunotherapy, allergy shots, and many other treatments
for a wide variety of illnesses and conditions, as well. 

For example, the size of the erythema (redness) resulting from skin testing with
a standard dose of histamine can vary more than 100% in the same individual
depending upon the time of day (Figure 11.16). Similar circadian patterns have
been described for reactions to house dust and grass pollen (Lee et al., 1977).
Likewise, responsiveness of bronchial airways following aerosol challenge with
various allergens is greatest following evening or overnight tests and less when
the same tests are conducted near midday or afternoon (cf. Jarjour, 1999), yet
allergy testing is generally not scheduled with this in mind. In addition, the
response (e.g., increase in plasma insulin levels) to an oral glucose tolerance test
is greater in the morning (Jarrett et al., 1972; Zimmet et al., 1974), and the 
hypoglycemic action (glucose disappearing rate) in response to an intravenous
insulin tolerance test is also greater in the morning than in the afternoon (Gibson
& Jarrett, 1972; Sensi & Capani, 1976; Schulz et al., 1983; Morgan et al., 1999).

FIGURE 11.15. Schematic showing doses or procedures can be adjusted in order to
reduce toxicity. In the homeostatic view (left), doses are reduced at all times in order to
avoid undue toxicity, but this can reduce the efficacy of the drug. In the chronobiologic
view (right), doses may be reduced at some times or increased at others to take advan-
tage of the host resistance rhythm. Proper timing can result in greater efficacy of a drug,
along with a reduction in undesired side-effects (Modified from Figure 7 in Sothern &
Roitman-Johnson, 2001).
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Each of these responses has implications when screening individuals for diabetes
(e.g., afternoon or evening testing may uncover defects in glucose metabolism;
Jarrett, 1972). 

Recovery from a standardized exercise, as gauged by blood glucose levels
returning to baseline, has been shown to occur faster in the morning than in the
late afternoon (and in winter vs. summer), which has implications not only for
conditioned athletes, but also for patients with diabetes mellitus (Weydahl &
Sothern, 1995, 1997). In addition, it has been reported that persons should be
tested for glaucoma as early in the morning as possible, since intraocular pres-
sure is likely to be highest in the morning shortly after awakening, even in
healthy subjects (Drance, 1960; Shue et al., 1994; Pointer, 1997; Qureshi et al.,
1999). Intraocular pressure has also been reported to be higher in the winter for
ocular hypertensive patients (Qureshi et al., 1999). 

Timing Treatment: Chronotherapy

To summarize the information just presented: an individual’s response to medica-
tions or other stimuli can be time-dependent and shows a circadian rhythm.
Therefore, information about rhythms can be used to maximize positive and cost-
effective outcomes of interventions. By analogy, just as a dentist uses a lead blan-
ket to shield parts of the body from unnecessary radiation during a dental x-ray, so
too can time be used to shield parts of the body from undesired effects of medical
treatments. Chronotherapy attempts to time treatment according to biological
rhythms in order to achieve the goal of maximizing the desired effects and mini-
mizing the undesired effects. Chronotherapy includes the best timing of drug
treatments, medical and surgical procedures, as well as performance and exercise
scheduling. 

FIGURE 11.16. Circadian pattern
in cutaneous response (area of
reddening) after histamine chal-
lenge at five different times of
the day on two occasions in a
nonallergic man (RBS, age 28
years). Histamine solution (0.5
cc of 1/500,000 parts) injected
subcutaneously into forearm
every 4 h during waking-only,
with erythema traced after 15
min and size of reddened area
computed. Shaded areas �
sleep span (Modified from 
Figure 8 in Sothern & Roitman-
Johnson, 2001).
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Timing is all the more important, since many therapies, especially powerful
anti-cancer agents, are accompanied by undesired and even life-threatening toxi-
cities, since cytostatic (cell killing) and other effects are exerted in all tissues, dis-
eased or not. Thus, healthy tissue undergoing rapid proliferation, such as the bone
marrow, hair and gut, is often damaged by chemotherapy and leads to dose reduc-
tions and/or delays in treatment. Therefore, doses of chemotherapy represent an
inherent compromise between toxicity in the cancer (the desired target) and the
host (the undesired target) while an attempt is made to deliver the maximal dose
possible. 

Three Times a Day?

For centuries, traditional Chinese medicine has incorporated the concept of tim-
ing into treatment for a wide variety of ailments (Wu, 1982). The site of a treat-
ment by acupuncture or moxibustion (heat) or a dose of herbs and other medica-
tions will differ depending on the natural cycles of the patient, which may involve
the time of day, day of the week, day within the menstrual cycle, phase of the
Moon and/or season. 

In the current fast-paced world of Western medicine, therapies are, for the most
part, administered without regard to biological rhythms and usually at the con-
venience of the health caregivers or on a schedule that assures patient compliance
(e.g., three times a day with meals). This was once called the “Stumpfsinn des
dreimal täglich [stupidity of the three times a day]” drug administration approach
by Arthur Jores (1901–1982), a German internist and endocrinologist who was an
early pioneer in exploring the usefulness of timing of treatments according to 
24-h rhythms (Jores, 1935). Nearly 70 years ago, he noted that some “therapies”
work better in the evening than the morning and vice versa and due to this, “great
significance” should be prescribed accordingly by “today’s Doctor.”

Constant Dosing 

Continuous fixed-rate dosing, either by the same dose being administered at equal
intervals or by continuous infusion over the 24 h, is thought to eliminate peaks and
valleys in blood levels of drugs being administered. In addition, continuous intra-
venous (i.v.) infusion of some anti-cancer drugs lasting 8 h or more can result in
less toxicity and increased antitumor efficacy than a single bolus administration
(cf. Thiberville et al., 1994). However, continuous fixed-rate infusion can also
present potential dangers. In post-surgical gynecologic oncology patients receiv-
ing a continuous fixed-rate infusion of morphine sulfate around-the-clock to con-
trol pain, the dose had to be reduced in 42% due to oversedation, 54% developed
problems with lung expansion (atelecstasis) and most patients were up at night
from inadequate control of their pain (cf. Auvil-Novak, 1997). 

Due to the rhythmic time structure of drug pharmacokinetics in the host, it has
been documented that constant dosing over 24 h does not result in constant blood
levels and the times of highs and lows will differ depending upon the compound
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being infused. For example, constant i.v. dosing of the anti-cancer drugs 
5- fluorouracil (5FU) (Lévi et al., 1988b; Petit et al., 1988; Thiberville et al.,
1994; Bressolle et al., 1999), doxorubicin (Lévi et al., 1986, Lévi, 1994) or vin-
desine (Focan et al., 1989) resulted in substantial differences in blood levels of
these drugs between day and night. The continuous infusion of 5FU at a flat
rate over 5 days in seven cancer patients resulted in a nearly 100% difference
in plasma levels of this anti-cancer drug between a peak level at 01:00 h and a
trough level at 13:00 h (Petit et al., 1988). Flat-rate infusion of doxorubicin in
nine women with breast cancer also showed plasma concentrations two-fold
higher during the day between 12:00 and 22:00 h, when greatest hematological
toxicity is also found, than at night (Sqalli et al., 1988). 

Similarly, a circadian rhythm in the anti-coagulant effect of heparin, a blood
thinner naturally produced by the liver, infused at a constant rate over 24 h was
demonstrated in six patients with blood clots (venous thromboembolism)
(Decousus et al., 1985). Variations between night and day ranged from 40% to
60% in some standard laboratory anti-coagulation tests, with maxima occurring at
night. In patients receiving a constant peridural infusion of bupivacaine over 36 h
for control of pain following hip prosthesis surgery, plasma levels showed a clear
circadian variation, with higher levels in the afternoon (16:40 h) and maximal
clearance rates in the morning (06:23 h) (Bruguerolle et al., 1988). Single oral
doses of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (ketoprofen) at 07:00 h resulted in
a plasma concentration twice as high than the same dose at 01:00 h (Ollagnier
et al., 1987). Substantial within-day variations in plasma zidovudine (AZT) levels
following steady-state oral dosing every 6 h in human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection were observed in three patients, with higher trough levels at night
(Sothern et al., 1990). 

A constant rate infusion of glucose in healthy volunteers resulted in circulat-
ing glucose levels during sleep that were 15% above those found during the day
(Van Cauter et al., 1989). Continuous infusion of glucose resulted in a higher
glucose turnover in the morning between 06:00 h and 09:00 h in both healthy
and diabetic subjects (cf. Sensi & Capani, 1976). In another 24-h study of a
fixed glucose & insulin infusion rate administered to subjects with normal and
impaired glucose tolerance, insulin sensitivity (gauged by an insulin/glucose
ratio) was higher during the day between 12:00 h and 18:00 h (Schulz et al.,
1983). The antibiotic erythromycin produced the highest peak, the largest area
under the curve and greatest anti-microbial activity when administered around
12:00 h in 24 men treated with 250 mg doses every 6 h for 3 days (DiSanto
et al., 1975). This implies that the same dose delivered around midnight would
result in less bioavailability and hence less anti-microbial activity. In a pre-clin-
ical study, a circadian rhythm was also shown in theophylline disposition in
dogs receiving a constant-rate intravenous infusion of aminophylline. Maxi-
mum serum concentrations found during the day between 12:00–18:00 h were
25% higher, on average, than the troughs found at night between 00:00–06:00 h
(Rackley et al., 1988). This result has important ramifications for the timing of
treatment of asthmatic patients. 
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With regards to ulcer treatment, a constant infusion of an H2-receptor antago-
nist drug (ranitidine) on 12 ulcer patients was less effective in controlling gastric
acidity at night, suggesting a day-night dose-response in gastric acid suppression
in spite of a reported steady-state attainment (White et al., 1991). When ranitidine
was delivered to six ulcer patients in a sinusoidal infusion, with a higher rate
around 19:30 h, gastric acidity was controlled during the times of normal peak
acid output (21:00 h to 00:00 h) (Sanders et al., 1991).

Constant dosing at different times of the year may also result in varying out-
comes. For example, following the same dose of heparin in different months of the
year, activated clotting times showed a circannual rhythm with a wintertime peak in
patients after coronary bypass surgery (Hodoglugil et al., 2001). Except for a large
difference in clotting time due to the use of heparin, the yearly pattern was similar
to the pre-surgery pattern in the same patients before heparin administration.

Rhythm-Dependent Effects of Some Drugs

Many drugs have been shown to produce less toxicity, better disease control and
more cures at some times of day than others (cf. Reinberg & Smolensky, 1983;
Lemmer, 1989; Labrecque & Bélanger, 1991; Redfern & Lemmer, 1997). The
concept of chronopharmacology encompasses the time of drug administration and
the body’s response according to the temporal structure of the organism receiving
it. The concept of chronopharmacokinetics adds time of day as a variable that
influences the pharmacokinetics of a drug. This includes rhythmic changes in
drug disposition (absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination) that result
from an interaction in processes at the molecular and membrane levels (pharma-
cokinetics) and rhythms in the desired and undesired effects (susceptibility) 
(cf. Reinberg & Smolensky, 1982; Bruguerolle, 1998). Drugs with rhythm-
dependent effects include analgesics, anti-coagulants, corticosteroids, melatonin,
psychobiotics, and anti-hypertensive, anti-ulcer and anti-cancer medications 
(cf. Tables 1–4 in Reinberg & Smolensky, 1982; Tables 1–2 in Bruguerolle, 1998;
Table 3 in Smolensky & Haus, 2001). 

Administering Chronotherapy

So how is chronotherapy administered? To achieve proper timing, drugs can be
designed to be delivered either by mouth where they are delivered at the best time
immediately or a time-delayed coating can allow the drug to be absorbed later,
such as during sleep when a drug is taken at bedtime. Implantable or portable drug
delivery pumps can be programmed to intravenously deliver increasing and
decreasing doses of drugs around-the-clock. 

Several dosing schemes shown in Figure 11.17 demonstrate how the same
total 24-h dose can be delivered all at once at a certain time or split into equal
or unequal doses delivered at different times. For example, a daily low-dose
aspirin tablet has been recommended to reduce the risk of cardiovascular 
morbidity, but the best time of day to take the tablet is usually overlooked.
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However, an aspirin tablet taken once a day has been shown to be more effec-
tive in reducing the risk of hypertension when taken before bedtime than at
awakening or midday. This was noted by an aspirin-induced reduction in blood
pressure following daily bedtime administration in healthy normotensive sub-
jects who took a 500 mg or 100 mg tablet (Hermida et al, 1997b), in untreated
hypertensive patients who took a 100 mg tablet (Hermida et al., 2003b) and in

FIGURE 11.17. Examples of chronotherapy schemes, where the same total dose can be deliv-
ered all at once or split into two or more treatment times using the same or varying amounts
of the drug. Each treatment schedule delivers the same total 24-h dose (60 mg/24 h), yet cor-
rect timing may improve efficacy and decrease side-effects. Other schemes can also be
devised (e.g., 2/3 of total dose of cortisone delivered at 08:00 h, 1/3 of total dose at 15:00
h and none at night), while continuous infusions can increase and decrease doses centered
around times shown in the right column.
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pregnant women at high risk of developing preeclampsia (pregnancy-induced
hypertension) who took a 100 mg tablet (Hermida et al., 1997c, 2003c). In
these studies, there was no significant change in blood pressure when aspirin
was taken upon awakening.

The time of an injection and dose can also be specified to achieve maximum
benefit. For example, the duration of action of the same dose of an epidurally
administered local anesthetic for pain (ropivacaine) during the first stage of labor
was shown to be 28% longer when delivered in the afternoon compared with
evening administration (Debon et al., 2002). The temporal variation in duration of
action of an opioid analgesic (sufentanil) for control of labor pain showed a 12-h
rhythm, with acrophases (peaks) near noon and midnight that were 30% higher
than minimum values (Debon et al., 2004). One of the 12-h acrophases (12:47 h)
coincides with the maximal analgesia duration when the authors reanalyzed the
data from their earlier study with ropivacaine (acrophase at 11:58 h). Time-
dependencies of several other anesthetics have been recently reviewed, indicating
that the timing of drug therapy and time-dependent variations in pain are highly
relevant to the practice of pain management (Chassard & Bruguerolle, 2004). 

In addition, the best timing of blood pressure medications can depend upon
their mode of action. For example, an ACE (angiotension converting enzyme)
inhibitor anti-hypertensive medication resulted in better 24 h blood pressure con-
trol when taken at 09:00 h than at 21:00 h (Morgan et al., 1997). However, a cal-
cium channel blocker ingested once a day at bedtime in a drug-delay formulation
resulted in better overall 24-h BP control (reduced the rate of BP rise upon awak-
ening, normalized daytime BP and modulated the reduction of BP during sleep),
than the same dose taken in the morning (White et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2001).
The best time for administration of newer long-acting anti-hypertensive drugs
awaits study (White, 2003).

Examples of Applied Chronotherapy 

Some areas in which proper timing (chronotherapy) of medications or other pro-
cedures has been implicated in an improved diagnosis, reduced toxicity and/or an
increase in efficacy are listed in Table 11.18 and more conditions, such as
Parkinson’s Disease (Bruguerolle & Simon, 2002) are under investigation. 

Several comprehensive reviews are available on chronotherapeutics applicable
to a variety of medical areas (cf. Lemmer, 1989; Reinberg & Lévi, 1990b; Ritschel
& Forusz, 1994; Smolensky & Haus, 2001), including asthma (Smolensky, 1989;
Smolensky & D’Alonzo, 1997) and allergic rhinitis (Storms, 2004), anesthesia
(Bourdallé-Badie et al., 1990a; Chassard & Bruguerolle, 2004), cancer (Bjarnason
& Hrushesky, 1994; Bjarnason, 1995; Mormont & Levi, 2003), cardiovascular
disease (Lemmer, 1986; Lemmer & Portaluppi, 1997; Anwar & White, 1998;
Glasser, 1999; Poirier et al., 1999; Bridges & Woods, 2001; Smolensky & Haus,
2001; White & LaRocca, 2002), mental disorders (Duncan & Wehr, 1988;
Nagayama, 1999), pain and inflammation (Bruguerolle, 1989; Labrecque &
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Reinberg, 1989; Auvil-Novak, 1997, 1999), and ulcer disease (Moore & Smolen-
sky, 1990). 

In addition, chronotherapy has been applied to testosterone replacement ther-
apy (Place, 1988; Place & Nichols, 1991),22 malaria (Cambie et al., 1991; Landau
et al., 1991, 1992, 1993), circadian rhythm sleep disorders (Campbell et al., 1999;
Wyatt, 2004), and haemodialysis after renal transplantation (McCormick et al.,
2004). Another review concluded that evening administration of vitamin D ana-
logues, such as calcitrol, for the treatment of secondary hyperthyroidism in both
children and adults results in better control, fewer complications, and allows for
higher doses to be used (cf. Sanchez, 2004).

Chronotherapy in cardiovascular disease continues to be an area of intensive
study, especially with regards to nighttime dosing of delayed-release drug formu-
lations (Sica et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2004). This treatment protocol has resulted
in a decrease in nocturnal myocardial ischemia (Frishman et al., 1999), the pre-
vention of nocturnal hypertension and better overall blood pressure control 
(cf. Hermida & Smolensky, 2004), as well as better control of the associated pro-
gression of diabetic renal disease (Moorthi et al., 2004). Thrombolytic therapy
timed late in the day has also been reported to be more efficacious in patients with
acute myocardial infarction (Reisin et al., 2004).

For illustrative purposes, the following sections on asthma and cancer will be
used to go into more detail about the application of chronotherapy.

Asthma

Circadian differences have been found in the effectiveness of inhaled or injected
bronchodilaters, including terbutaline, glucocorticoids and theophylline and other
medications (cf. Smolensky et al., 1986b, 1990; Smolensky & D’Alonzo, 1997).
It was concluded that proper evaluation of any anti-asthmatic drug should include
at least three different drug administration times throughout the 24 h, since a drug

22 With daily usage for over a year, a transdermal patch applied in the morning to the scro-
tum for hormone replacement therapy in hypogonadal males provided the normal 24-h
pattern in testosterone levels (peak level in the morning) and sustained physiologic
effects (Place & Nichols, 1991).

TABLE 11.18. Some areas in clinical medicine where rhythms in symptoms and/or
treatments have been studied.

Adrenal response Diet, Meal-Timing, Nutrition Nocturia (bed wetting)
Alcohol Epilepsy Pain
Allergies Gallbladder Psychiatric disorders
Anesthesiology Glaucoma SAD, light–dark effects
Arthritis Gout Sexual dysfunction
Asthma, pulmonary disease HIV infection Sleep disorders
Blood disorders Hypertension Transplants
Cancer Jet lag, shift work Ulcer, gastric disorders
Cardiovascular disease Menstrual cycle
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that might exhibit only minimal potency when given in the morning may prove
more efficacious when administered in the evening. 

Studies to date, even of sustained-release preparations, have usually shown
that evening, as opposed to morning, treatments are more effective in controlling
the symptoms of asthma (Smolensky & D’Alonzo, 1988; D’Alonzo et al., 1990;
Milgrom et al., 1990; Steinijans et al., 1990). It was also shown that while on a
conventional treatment schedule of theophylline every 12 h and beta-agonist
aerosols every 4–6 h, 70% of the use of a steroid inhaler for immediate relief
from acute asthma occurred between 20:00 h and 08:00 h (peak use was between
04:00–08:00 h and least was between 16:00–20:00 h), indicating that an equal-
interval, equal-dose medication schedule did not effectively control the nocturnal
symptoms of asthma (Brown et al., 1990a). 

Long-term (3–11 years) dosing with corticoids only in the morning has been
shown to be effective in the control of nocturnal asthma and results in a normal
cortisol circadian rhythm with no adrenal suppression (Reinberg et al., 1990c). In
an attempt to prolong the action of administered steroids, studies have shown that
corticosteroid administered in the morning and mid-afternoon (Pincus et al.,
1996) or as a single administration between 15:00–17:30 h (Pincus et al., 1997;
Vianna & Martin, 1998) also effectively controls airway inflammation without the
undue side-effects when steroids are taken at night.

Cancer–Animal Studies 

As a prerequisite before chronotherapy of cancer patients, preclinical testing
using murine models (rats and mice) with and without tumors are essential. There
is now an overwhelming body of experimental evidence in murine models that
unequivocally demonstrates that lethal and organ-specific nonlethal chemothera-
peutic toxicity, as well as cancer response and/or cure, depends to some extent
upon the circadian timing of drug administration (cf. Lévi et al., 1988c; Mormont
et al., 1989; Granda & Lévi, 2002). 

The earliest demonstration of chronotoxicity from an anti-cancer drug was
shown following the administration of cytosine arabinoside (ara-C) at different
times of the day (Cardoso et al., 1970). The mortality of healthy male mice from
a single dose of ara-C given at one of six different circadian stages of an LD 12:12
schedule followed a circadian pattern. Lowest mortality was found when mice
were injected early in the light/resting span, while highest mortality was found
late in the light span and early in the dark span, a time we now know of maximal
bone marrow DNA S-phase synthesis in mice (cf. Smaaland & Sothern, 1994).
This finding was later confirmed in experiments on mice that received repeated
injections of ara-C over five to six days, always at the same time of day (Scheving
et al., 1974). In further studies, when tumor-bearing animals were treated around-
the-clock with ara-C in eight equal doses or with eight doses varying in a sinu-
soidal manner, such that the peak dose was in the middle of the daily light/resting
span, an increased tolerance to ara-C was demonstrated for the sinusoidal treat-
ment (Haus et al., 1972). The survival rate was more than double that of the 
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conventionally treated animals even though the same total 24-h dose was deliv-
ered on each treatment schedule.

In an extension of this work, the location of the peak dose was moved around-
the-clock to occur at each of the eight injection times (Haus et al., 1974c). A circa-
dian rhythm gauged by both survival and cures was found, with maximal responses
in the second half of the daily light/resting span. Thus, the timing of the highest and
lowest doses, and not the pattern of dosing, was the critical factor in survival. When
compared with the reference treatment schedule of equal doses, survival of non-
leukemic mice was nearly tripled (from 25% to 70%) when the peak sinusoidal
dose was given during the daily light span and was at least equal or slightly
increased when placed in the daily dark/activity span. Cures of leukemic mice were
either doubled (from 10% to 20%) when the peak dose was placed in the light/rest-
ing span (the “right time”), or halved (to less than 5%) when peak doses were
placed in the second half of the daily dark/activity span (the “wrong time”). Thus,
improperly timed chronotherapy was actually less effective than the homeostatic
reference schedule in the attempt to cure leukemic mice. These experiments in
mice showed that the same number of injections (eight) and total 24-h dose
increased tolerance and efficacy with properly timed unequal dose “sinusoidal”
chronotherapy when compared with eight equal-dose “homeostatic” injections. 

Single (bolus) treatments with an anti-cancer drug also can result in a more
favorable outcome at one circadian stage than another. This was shown when
tumor regression rates occurred fastest when tumor-bearing rats were treated in
the middle of their daily resting (light) span with a single anti-cancer drug (dox-
orubicin [ADR]) (Figure 11.18) (Good et al., 1977). The anti-tumor effect of this
drug was greatest at the same time that it was shown to be least toxic to healthy
tissue, as gauged by mortality in healthy mice that was least during mid-L and

FIGURE 11.18. Differences in
tumor regression rate observed
4d after anti-cancer treatment at
six different circadian stages.
Percent change in tumor size
after a single injection of dox-
orubicin (6 mg/kg i.p.) in male
LOU rats bearing a 26d-old
immunocytoma (N � 7–11/
timepoint, 57 total). Light/Dark
bar � lights on/off for 12 h (see
Good et al., 1977; Halberg et al.,
1977a). Treatment Time (HALO)
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greatest during mid-D (Sothern et al., 1977a) (see Figure 11.14). Interestingly,
tumors in mid-L that regressed fastest also regrew the fastest and vice-versa for
tumors treated in mid-D (cf. Figures 6c,d in Halberg et al., 1977b). While the lives
of these tumor-bearing rats were significantly prolonged by this single drug treat-
ment, there were ultimately no long-term cures. 

Extending the timed treatment of a tumor from a single drug to two drugs (ADR
and cisplatin [DDP]), more complete remissions and longer survival were
observed for rats bearing an immunocytoma when treated with each drug at its
best time: ADR late in the daily light (resting span) and DDP during the daily
activity (dark) span. Thus, when ADR was always given at 10HALO (Hours After
Lights On) and DDP at one of six circadian stages, a circadian rhythm in survivors
was found such that a difference of nearly 100% was found when half of the ani-
mals overall had eventually died: 61% were alive when treated with DDP during
mid-D (18HALO) vs. only 31% when DDP was delivered in early L (02HALO)
(Sothern et al., 1989).23 The results from this and a second study, where timed-
treatments resulted in long-term cures of rats bearing a solid tumor, were subse-
quently used as a guide in timing human cancer chronotherapy trials at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota (see below).

Cancer–Human Trials 

After adjusting to circadian stage (from nocturnal rodents to diurnal humans), the
preclinical results just mentioned served as the basis for the first chronotherapeu-
tic schedules with these drugs in clinical trials in humans at the University of 
Minnesota (Hrushesky, 1985). In a cross-over study, cumulative bone marrow tox-
icity was reported to be less, the clearance of DDP was greater and there were
fewer episodes of nausea when the drugs were delivered at circadian stages com-
parable to the best times (circadian stages) found in the rats (Schedule A: early
morning for ADR, late afternoon for DDP) than when drugs were delivered with
the opposite schedule (Schedule B: early morning for DDP, late afternoon for
ADR) (Hrushesky et al., 1989b,c). Part of the reduction in toxicity was hypothe-
sized to be due, at least in part, to avoiding times of high bone marrow (BM) and
rectal mucosa (RM) toxicity due to their morning or midday peak in DNA S-phase
activity (Figure 11.19), which is targeted by doxorubicin.24

23 When testing ADR and a different drug (docetaxal) around the clock, the treatment was
shown to be more effective (less toxicity, more complete remissions) when both drugs were
given simultaneously near the middle of the daily resting (light) span to mice bearing a
mammary tumor (Granda et al., 2001). With regard to developing a chronotherapy of
human breast cancer, this timing would correspond to the middle of the night in humans.

24 Of interest, DNA synthesis in cancer cells in 24 patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma
showed an opposite circadian pattern, with a peak at night (Smaaland et al., 1993), sug-
gesting that timing S-phase specific medications at night might “shield in time” the
healthy RM and BM cells from undesired harmful effects from the treatment, while pos-
sibly better targeting tumor cells (see Figure 11.19).
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In further studies where each patient remained on a fixed schedule of ADR and
DDP (Schedule A or B), there were half as many reductions in dose, one fourth as
many delays in treatment, half as many complications (transfusions, infections,
bleeding) and greater survival after 5 years for patients receiving Schedule A
(50%) than for patients treated on Schedule B (11%). Schedule B-treated patients,
however, still performed better than treatment time-unspecified controls (0% sur-
vival at 2.5 years). The preclinical and clinical findings on chronotherapy with
ADR and DDP have been summarized (cf. Hrushesky et al, 1989a,b).

Several other clinical trials have reported that proper timing of chemotherapy
can improve clinical outcome in cancer patients (Hrushesky & Bjarnason,
1993a,b; Bjarnason, 1995; Lévi et al., 1994; Borner, 1999; Giacchetti et al., 1999,
2000; Curé et al., 2002). For example, when patients with various solid tumors
received the same combination of drugs (methotrexate or 5-FU, vinblastine,
cyclophosphamide) at equal doses, but on two schedules initiated 12 h apart, sig-
nificant differences in response rates were found (53% vs. 19% major responses)
(cf. Focan, 2002a). Patients with ovarian cancer best tolerated another anti-cancer
drug, THP-adriamycin, like ADR (doxorubicin), when it was given at 06:00 h
(Lévi et al., 1990). These authors also studied 124 patients with lung cancer who
received DDP at 18:00 h and etoposide daily either at 06:00 h or 18:00 h and
found less hematological toxicity with etoposide at 06:00 h (Lévi & Reinberg,
1990). 

For 118 children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia who had achieved com-
plete remission, the 5-year disease-free survival rate was better depending upon

FIGURE 11.19. The continuous, extremely high proliferative capacity of the bone marrow
is rivaled by the intestinal mucosa, each of which has been shown to exhibit circadian
rhythms in humans. Cells in DNA S-phase show a peak in the morning for intestinal (rec-
tal) mucosa in 16 healthy men and in the early afternoon for bone marrow in 14 healthy
men. Of interest, DNA synthesis in cancer cells in 24 patients with non-Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma showed an opposite circadian pattern, with a peak at night (redrawn from Buchi et
al., 1991; Smaaland et al., 1991; Smaaland et al., 1993). S-phase specific anticancer drugs
damage any cells in S-phase, tumor or healthy, suggesting that timing these medications at
night might “shield in time” many of these healthy cells from undesired harmful effects
from the treatment, while possibly better targeting tumor cells.
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the timing of their maintenance chemotherapy with two anti-cancer drugs 
(6-mercaptopurine and methotrexate): 80% with evening treatment versus 40%
morning treatment (Rivard et al., 1985). Eight years later, a re-analysis of the sur-
vival data revealed that the risk of relapsing was still 2.6 times greater for the
morning treatment schedule (Rivard et al., 1993).

Using optimal chrono-modulated dosing regimens, a lessening of side effects
can allow for full, effective doses of anti-cancer agents to be delivered without
reductions and/or delays in the next scheduled treatment. For example, drug doses
could be significantly increased (dose intensity) and toxicity was reduced when 5-
FU and leucovorin were delivered with a peak rate around 21:00–22:00 h on a
sinusoidal schedule via a programmable drug pump in patients with metastatic
adenocarcinoma (Bjarnason et al., 1993) or rectal cancer (Parulekar et al., 2004).
Similarly, when treating patients with colorectal cancer, less toxicity and higher
dose intensities were achieved on a chronomodulated schedule of oxaliplatin,
5-FU and leucovorin vs. a fixed (flat) infusion rate (Lévi et al., 1994) or 5-FU and
I-folinic acid (Curé et al., 2002). Chronotherapy with 5-FU, folinic acid and car-
boplatin also showed a high efficacy rate and minor side effects in patients with
metastatic cancer confined to the liver (Shimonov et al., 2005).

Chronotherapy has been tested with success in Phase II chemotherapy trials of
non-small cell lung and metastatic colorectal cancers (Focan et al., 1995, 1997). A
combination of radiation therapy and chrono-modulated 5-FU infusion therapy
was also effective in downsizing locally advanced, unresectable rectal carcinoma,
thereby making surgery possible (Marsh et al., 1996), and also increased survival
in patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma (Keene et al., 2005). Due to these
studies, many ongoing clinical cancer trials beginning in 1998 in Europe have
been designed to include a chronotherapy arm (treatment group) (Dogliotti et al.,
1998; Coudert et al., 2003).

For more information in the area of cancer and chronotherapy, see a special
issue entitled “Cancer Chronotherapeutics” that was published in the journal
Chronobiology International (Lévi, ed., 2002), and contains articles dealing with
experimental and clinical prerequisites, chronotherapy, and economic aspects and
quality of life.

Cellular Clocks and Chronotherapy

Several reviews have tied together concepts of cellular clocks, rest-activity cycles,
rhythms in healthy and tumor tissues, chronopharmacology of anti-cancer agents
and chronobiologic optimization in several clinical cancer trials (Lévi, 1999,
2001; Canaple et al., 2003; Mormont & Lévi, 2003; Lis et al., 2003). Many can-
cers may be characterized by a lack of circadian control and the development of
drugs and other avenues of intervention to modify circadian timekeeping in these
cells may improve the treatment of malignancies and other clock-associated dis-
orders (Canaple et al., 2003; Hastings et al., 2003; Lowrey & Takahashi, 2004).
For example, disturbances in expression of three period genes have been found in
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breast cancerous cells in women when compared with nearby noncancerous cells,
suggesting that while disruption of the normal circadian clock may promote car-
cinogenesis, it may also provide a molecular basis to guide chronotherapy (Chen
et al., 2005). With advances in molecular chronobiology and a better understand-
ing of the role of clock genes25 and the SCN in cellular coordination and the
molecular mechanisms of both normal and malignant tissues,26 it has been pre-
dicted that chronotherapy will become an established therapeutic method that will
exceed the limitations and outcomes of current treatments for cancer and many
additional diseases (Eriguchi et al., 2003; Lis et al., 2003), including sleep and
psychiatric disorders, shift work, jetlag, and aging (cf. Cermakian & Boivin,
2004).

Time-Indicating Genes

It has been suggested that most of the genome is expressed rhythmically across all
body tissues, with different phase relationships among circadian output protein in
different tissues (Roenneberg & Merrow, 2003). Such a circadian program in
cycling would allow for a precise estimation of gene expression in order to better
understand circadian biology and its influences on body functions, such as sleep,
digestion, and the susceptibility of developing cancer, as well as individual
responses to shift work, jet lag, and medical interventions (cf. Roenneberg & 
Merrow, 2003). In an effort to detect individual body time from a single timepoint
assay, a “molecular timetable” has been created based upon peak times for gene
RNA expression levels of more than 100 “time-indicating genes” in the mouse
(Ueda et al., 2004). The authors speculated that this molecular timetable could be
applied to other organisms, including humans, in an effort to use single timepoint
sampling to determine body time in an effort to diagnose rhythm disorders and/or
personalize medicine and chronotherapy.

Molecular Machinery Underlies Physiology

Perhaps “fixing the clock” via manipulation or treatment of specific malfunction-
ing parts of the molecular timing mechanism itself by gene therapy or chronother-
apy may one day reestablish normal rhythmicity and lessen or reverse the symp-
toms of specific circadian-related diseases. For example, the sensitivity of mice to
the chemotherapeutic agent cyclophosphamide was increased in Bmal1 and

25 Those genes important for the generation and regulation of circadian rhythms. See Chap-
ter 5 on Models for additional discussion.

26 For example, an alteration in daily rhythms in motor activity and adrenocortical secretion
that are regulated by the SCN is associated with poor survival of patients with breast or
metastatic colorectal cancer. When the SCN of tumor-bearing mice was destroyed, the
rest-activity cycle was ablated and serum corticosterone rhythm markedly altered.
Tumors in these mice grew two to three times faster and survival was shorter than sham-
operated mice, demonstrating a functional role of the SCN in tumor growth (Filipski 
et al., 2003).
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Clock/Clock mutants, but decreased in Cry1/Cry2 double mutants, indicating that
the CLOCK/BMAL1 transactivation complex modulates survival of the target
cells (Gorbacheva et al., 2005; Green, 2005). Similarly, a mutation of the circa-
dian gene Period2 in the mouse resulted in increased sensitivity to irradiation 
(via greater deficiencies in DNA damage responses) and tumor development, sug-
gesting that, in addition to helping to organize the circadian clock, mPER2 is also
a tumor suppressor (Fu et al., 2002). Mutations of the human homolog of this
gene, hPer2, have been identified and associated with familial advanced sleep
phase syndrome, wherein variant sleep behavior (e.g., a 4-h advance in sleep, tem-
perature and melatonin rhythms) results from an altered hPER2 expression (Toh
et al., 2001). 

When mice were subjected to an experimental jet lag by a 6-h phase advance or
delay in the lighting schedule, the circadian cycles of mPer and mCry1 expression
in the SCN responded differently (Reddy et al., 2002). Following the advance in
lighting, mPer reset to the new time very quickly, while there was a gradual reset-
ting for mCry1 (in parallel with the gradual resetting of the activity cycle). Fol-
lowing the 6-h delay in lighting, both genes reset their circadian pattern by the
second day, as did the activity cycle. This suggests a different molecular response
of the clock during advance and delay resetting, with mCry1 more involved as a
rate-limiting factor in behavioral resetting. Therefore, the Cry gene could be a
therapeutic target for sleep disturbance, jet lag and shift work (Reddy et al., 2002). 

With regard to metabolic syndrome, mutations in Bmal1 and Clock in mice sup-
pressed the circadian variations in glucose and triglycerides and the recovery from
insulin-induced hypoglycemia, suggesting that the molecular clock, along with
dietary cues, may directly influence glucose homeostasis (Rudic et al., 2004). The
authors suggested that not only what is eaten, but when it is eaten may influence
the functional consequences of food (see additional discussion of meal-timing in
Chapter 10 on Society). Along these lines, meal-timing has been shown to prolong
survival of tumor-bearing mice and it has been suggested that timed feeding
schedules could be used to further improve the benefit derived from chronother-
apy (Wu et al., 2004). 

Marker Rhythms

Whenever possible with all chronotherapy protocols, a physiological variable
known to display a prominent circadian rhythm, such as body temperature, total
WBCs, serum cortisol or melatonin, or urinary potassium, should be measured as
a marker rhythm. 

For example, the circadian pattern for body temperature under usual entrained
conditions is characterized by a peak during mid-activity, a decrease beginning
about 3 h before sleep onset, a sharp fall after falling asleep and a rise near the end
of sleep (Weitzman et al., 1979). Melatonin in blood, saliva or urine is often
thought to be the purest marker rhythm since it best represents the endogenous
biological clock and is relatively unaffected by masking factors (other than bright
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light). Often, melatonin is only monitored during the first several hours of usual
darkness, using light sufficiently dim (�50 lux) so as not to mask the secretion, in
order to define the onset of the evening rise as a marker (so-called “Dim Light
Melatonin Onset” or DLMO). A 24-h profile of melatonin can also provide other
useful marker endpoints, such as the acrophase, the time of offset of secretion and
the duration of secretion (cf. Arendt, 1997).

A marker rhythm can thus be used to confirm an individual’s synchrony to a
light–dark schedule and insure and/or guide the correct timing of treatment, as has
been demonstrated for cancer patients (Deka et al., 1976; Hermida-Dominguez 
et al, 1986; Smaaland et al, 1995; Mormont et al, 1998), and even to individualize
chronotherapy (Reinberg & Ashkenazi, 1993; Focan, 1995). As mentioned above,
a molecular timetable consisting of peak times of RNA expression for more than
100 time-indicating genes may one day allow a single timepoint diagnosis of indi-
vidual body time for use in guiding chronotherapy (Ueda et al., 2004).

Ambulatory activity monitored via a noninvasive device worn on the wrist has
received a lot of attention as a circadian marker rhythm (Brown et al., 1990b). For
example, wrist actigraphy has been used in the rhythmometric study of blind indi-
viduals (Lockley et al., 1999), preterm neonates (Korte et al., 2001), cancer patients
(Mormont et al., 2000, 2002), liver glycogen storage disease (Yetman et al., 2002),
hypertension (Hermida et al., 2002b), sleep disturbance in liver cirrhosis patients
(Córdoba et al., 1998), sleep disorders (Sadeh et al., 1995), and nocturnal scratching
in atopic dermatitis (Ebata et al., 2001), among others (Minors et al., 1996a,b,c). An
example of circadian patterns in whole body activity spanning 5 days is shown for a
healthy man in Figure 12.17 in Chapter 12 on Autorhythmometry.

For economic and technical reasons, a reasonable first-step alternative to
repeated sampling of blood or urine or use of machines to determine marker
rhythms may be to record the times an individual went to bed and got up for the
previous week and try to maintain this schedule throughout treatment. A treatment
time based on an appropriate quadrant of the 24-h day which has previously
proved successful in the treatment of humans or rodents can then be selected
according to circadian “stage” (hours after awakening or from midsleep), rather
than arbitrary clock hours (“time of day”) (Sothern, 1995).

The Medical Community and the Concept of Timing

A strong positive attitude toward the concept of chronotherapy was documented
in American physicians and adults in two Gallup surveys conducted in 1996
(Smolensky, 1998). Yet, knowledge of how biological rhythms affect the diagno-
sis of medical conditions (When are symptoms worse? When should diagnostics
tests be performed?) and the incorporation of chronotherapy (When should treat-
ment be given?) into clinical medicine and its correct utilization by physicians,
patients, and insurers have been slow to materialize. 

Just as a flat-earth society still exists, its logic cannot be deemed based in what
we now know to be fact. Similarly, the landscape in human clinical medicine can
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no longer be considered flat, but consisting of a variety of predictable hills and
valleys (oscillations) in biological functions and processes. While extreme out-
liers at any time are and will continue to be an obvious “red flag,” the “flat-earth”
concept of single values as boundaries for normal at all times needs to be aban-
doned and replaced with a “round-earth” concept when navigating the area of
clinical medicine.27 In addition, clinical and research papers need to include the
time of day and year of sample collection or other measurements in order to prop-
erly interpret observations and results. 

Chronobiological findings to date strongly suggest that “when” is as critical as
“what” and “how much” for interpretation of clinical findings and the treatment of
many conditions and illnesses. A common question often raised among medical
personnel and the general public is, “Is chronotherapy and chronodiagnosis prac-
tical and/or cost-effective?” It seems easy enough to take a single aspirin tablet,
timed-delay medication or blood pressure medication in the evening at no more
cost or effort than in the morning, but physical drug delivery systems might add
significant cost. However, when factoring in the cost of equipment and toxicity
management in the treatment of cancer, the direct costs for a single chronotherapy
cycle are comparable to traditional infusion and/or bolus treatment, since the
increased cost of the chronochemotherapy device was offset by a decrease in tox-
icity management costs (Tampellini et al., 2004). When using drug pumps to
deliver either a flat or chronomodulated combination chemotherapy infusion in
patients with colorectal cancer, the costs were equivalent, with the added bonus
not only of less treatment-associated toxicity, but also an improved quality of life
for patients receiving the chronomodulated schedule (Focan, 2002b). There is still
a great need for a concerted educational effort in order for the concept of timing
of treatments to be fully appreciated and chronotherapy to be correctly applied.

One of the goals of chronotherapy is to have the label on every medication state
when it is the best time to take it, if such a time has been documented in clinical
studies.28 It may be necessary for individuals to find out more about their own bio-
logical rhythms and chronotherapy and discuss these with their physicians, before
the medical community embraces the concept of timing in screening and treatment
procedures and incorporates it into routine medical practice.29 To this end, an
extensive overview of rhythms in health, disease and timing of treatments appears
in “The Body Clock Guide to Better Heath” by Smolensky & Lamberg (2000). 

In a book entitled “Biological Rhythms in Clinical and Laboratory Medicine”
(1994), Touitou & Haus wrote: “Together with the recent advances in

27 Not to do so, especially in the area of chronotherapy, may constitute “ignorance, indo-
lence, or perhaps criminal negligence.” (cf., Halberg et al., 2003).

28 Such as the directions on bottles of melatonin that state “To be taken before bedtime.”
Certain anti-inflammatory medications for arthritis or osteoarthritis pain and some vera-
pamil formulations (Ca+ channel blockers) for blood pressure control are also labeled to
be taken at night.

29 Insurers also need to become aware of the proven clinical benefits and cost-effectiveness
of chronotherapy (Block, 2002).
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chronopharmacology, [the] application of [chronobiologic concepts and meth-
ods to clinical medicine] appears now timely and in some areas urgent. . . . The
human time structure is a basic fact of our existence, no matter if one wants to
study it or not. . . . [Thus,] Chronobiology and its subspecialties, like
chronopharmacology, will certainly play an important role in the clinical medi-
cine of the future.”

With what we now know about biological rhythms in the early part of the
21st century, the future for a chronomedicine has indeed arrived. Circadian
maps have been established for most biologic processes and functions in
humans, clock genes have substantiated a built-in, genetic basis for these 
oscillations and chronotherapy has been shown to be therapeutically and cost-
effective. 

Take-Home Message

The “normal” functioning of the body’s many processes are rhythmic. These
rhythms play a role in when we are born, how we develop and live, how well we
can perform physically or mentally, the diagnosis of health or disease, our sus-
ceptibility to illness or disease, how we respond to medications and when we
might die. “Normal” values can change throughout the day, month and year, such
that the same value may be too high at one time, too low at another or considered
acceptable at other times. For diagnostic and treatment purposes, time of day, or
more correctly, stage of rhythm, needs to be taken into account, thereby adding
another dimension (time) to our understanding of medicine.
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12 
Autorhythmometry

“That period of twenty-four hours, formed by the regular revolution of our earth, in
which all its inhabitants partake, is particularly distinguished in the physical oeconomy

of man. . . . It is, as it were the unity of our natural chronology.”
— C.W. Hufeland (1762–1836), German physician

Introduction

Know thyself (Socrates) is a proverbial statement that adds meaning to those who
are interested in learning about their own rhythms. In fact, the derivation of the
word “autorhythmometry” is from the words for “self” (autos) and “to measure”
(metry) placed before and after the word “rhythm,” which explains the focus of
this chapter on the self-measurement of one’s own body rhythms (Figure 12.1).
After learning about the presence of biological rhythms, most individuals become
curious about their own body rhythms by asking themselves: When am I the most
alert? When do I perform and feel the best? Do my vital signs, such as heart rate,
blood pressure, or body temperature, really change very much throughout the
day? Do my rhythms show that I am a morning person, an evening person, or
somewhere in-between, and what does that mean?

Much of what we know about the status of our health or performance capabili-
ties has been obtained from sporadic medical check-ups or possibly from partici-
pation in a group study, where somebody else conducted the sampling or monitor-
ing. But is one value obtained at any single time of day or even only once a year
always sufficient for accurate diagnostic purposes? For example, machines that
measure blood pressure (BP) are available to the general public and can be found
in various public places, including near pharmacies and booths in malls and else-
where. Individuals may thus check their BP once in a while, but what does a single
value mean, especially, since blood pressure can vary rhythmically by 30 mmHg or
more over 24 h? While few individuals have had the time or opportunity to partic-
ipate in a performance or medical-related study, most individuals can easily self-
measure a number of variables on themselves and thereby learn about changes that
naturally occur over the course of each day (and possibly over longer spans).
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Measuring Your Own Body Rhythms 

The self-monitoring of physiological or psychological functions or perform-
ance and their statistical analysis for rhythms is called autorhythmometry (AR)
(Halberg et al., 1972). 

While a number of body functions can be measured throughout the day by
individuals manually or with automatic instrumentation, oral temperature,
blood pressure, heart rate, and possibly peak flow, are the most commonly-
monitored variables. When individuals have taken readings of oral temperature
every few hours throughout the day, a prominent daily variation is usually
apparent. As mentioned in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine, normal limits
change predictably throughout the 24 h. Thus, normal oral temperature can
change by 2–3�F (1–2�C) throughout the day and may range from less than
97.0�F (36.1�C) near the end of sleep to 98.6�F (37.0�C) or more in the middle
of the afternoon. 

Similarly, blood pressure in a healthy (normotensive) individual may vary
20–50 mmHg or more from the lowest to the highest readings over a 24-h span
(e.g., systolic blood pressure may be 110 mmHg in the morning and 140 mmHg

FIGURE 12.1. Schematic of deri-
vation of the word “autorhyth-
mometry” and a subject perform-
ing a self-measurement by
counting his pulse.
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in the evening, while the overall average may be 125 mmHg) (Halberg et al,
1984a). An individual’s expected “normal” value for these variables, therefore,
would be dependent upon the time of day and not some time-unvarying population-
based number at any time of the day, such as 98.6�F (37.0�C)1 for body tempera-
ture or 120 mmHg for systolic blood pressure. 

What individuals have found for themselves through AR, as well as the diver-
sity of those who have done so, is quite revealing.

School Children 

Starting with youths, self-measurements over several days under usual conditions
by 115 high-school students in Houston, TX, ages 15–18 years, documented daily
rhythms in oral temperature, blood pressure, pulse, and in ratings of mood and
vigor (Smolensky et al., 1981).2 A similar project was also carried out over 72 h in
over 400 students in three high schools in Little Rock, AR (Glasgow et al., 1982).
The stability of circadian patterns in these variables was shown when 10 children
in Minneapolis, MN, ages 9–13 years, self-measured most of the same variables
plus adding speed and finger-counting for 3 weeks in the spring of 1 year and
again for 3 weeks a year later (Rabatin et al., 1981).3

Circadian patterns were also found in BP in school children between the
ages of 9–12 years who wore an ambulatory monitor that automatically
recorded BP every 30 min during waking and hourly overnight for 24 h 
(Yetman et al., 1994). The authors concluded that when performing long-term
tracking of BP in children, a longer sampling span was necessary to accurately
characterize the individual 24-h pattern in the BP of active children, such as a
minimum of 48 h of monitoring as has been suggested by others (Cugini et al.,
1988).

1 The value of 37.0°C (98.6°F) as the average temperature of healthy adults was originally
derived from over one million axillary temperature readings from �25,000 patients by
Carl Wunderlich in Germany in 1868 (Mackowiak et al., 1992a). Without referring to a
biological rhythm, Wunderlich also noted that temperatures were lowest (36.2°C/97.2°F)
between 02:00 and 08:00 and highest (37.5°C/99.5°F) between 16:00 and 21:00. How-
ever, the concept of 98.6°F as the most normal temperature persists to this day in both lay
thinking and medical writing. This was documented in a survey of 268 physicians and
medical students, where 75% indicated 98.6°F (37°C) as their definition of a normal body
temperature (Mackowiak & Wasserman, 1995). Another 13% defined a narrow range
around 98.6°F as indicating normal body temperature. In addition, only 4% specified a
particular body site in their definition.

2 Eleven of these students also collected their own urine samples for 24 h. They measured
and recorded the volume and labeled each sample prior to storage in a refrigerator. Chem-
ical analyses were performed by a technician and computer analysis found circadian
rhythmicity in Na, K, Cl, and uric acid.

3 These data resulted from a high-school science project on autorhythmometry that began
when the first author of the paper was a student in the ninth grade and had schoolmates
and siblings perform these self-measurements at 6 times each day during waking-only,
including while at school and at home.



Adults 

With regard to adults, BP results were also found to be more reliable when 
several hundred women were monitored for 48 h rather than for only 24 h 
(Hermida & Ayala, 2003). Home self-measurements of BP have been used to
establish circadian patterns in normotensives (De Meyer & Vogelaere, 1990)
and prior to selecting a temporal therapy for hypertensives (De Scalzi et al.,
1986), to monitor the effectiveness of treatment for uncomplicated hyperten-
sion (Scarpelli et al., 1978; Engel et al., 1979, 1987; Mengden et al., 1992;
Beliaev et al., 2002) and to follow morning hypertension in diabetics (Kamoi
et al., 2002, 2003). 

Performance 

Results from some studies where individuals performed various tasks at different
times of the day indicated that performance was better at certain times, with
improvement associated with the diurnal rise in body temperature (Winget et al,
1985). This was the case for groups of 25–30 sailors, 17–33 years of age, who per-
formed a number of highly practiced familiar skills or novel laboratory tests
(Blake, 1967) and for a group of healthy athletes 19–23 years of age (21 women
and 25 men) at a sports institute in Romania, who measured their “muscle power”
(an index calculated from the maximal strength and speed of contraction of the
right and left quadriceps), grip strength and manual dexterity (Lundeen et al.,
1990). Sixteen children aged 7–9 years showed performance rhythms, mainly in
speed to perform the tasks, with a peak in the afternoon when tested four times
between 09:00 h and 19:30 h (Reinberg et al., 1988). There was even a circadian
rhythm observed in the walking time every hour of a man who walked 1,000 miles
in 1,000 h (1 mile per hour for 1,000 consecutive hours) to win a large monetary
bet in 1809 (Crawford et al., 1990). 

Ultradian Rhythms 

In regard to higher frequency rhythms in performance, 90–100 min oscillations
were observed when 8 subjects performed verbal and spatial matching tasks every
15 min for 8 h, with peaks between these two cognitive measures being out-of-
phase (Klein & Armitage, 1979). A similar study of 24 subjects found an 80-min
cycle in verbal matching and a 96-min cycle in spatial matching (Gordon et al.,
1995). Cycles around 4 h were also found in these cognitive performance tasks
(Klein & Armitage, 1979; Iskra-Golec, 2001). 

Self-help Health Care 

With more and more emphasis being placed on preventive health care, autorhyth-
mometry, which can be essentially cost-free, provides information and self-
awareness about one’s own body functions in health and in sickness. In this
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regard, it has been suggested that self-measurement of body rhythms should be
taught no later than high school (Scheving, 1990). 

In relation to health education, self-measurements may be helpful in promoting
positive health attitudes and practices, since individuals can become more knowl-
edgeable about their physiological and psychological well-being by taking part in
the study of their own health (Halberg et al., 1976). Thus, to a certain degree, AR is
being used when an individual monitors his or her glucose levels to control diabetes,
monitors body temperature for natural family planning or during fever, frequently
measures their own blood pressure with or without treatment, or measures peak flow
to follow the effects of asthma on lung function with or without treatment. 

Monitoring Symptoms 

In regard to lung function, self-measurements have been utilized in studying peak
flow rhythms in (1) healthy and/or asthmatic children and adults (Hetzel & Clark,
1980; Henderson & Carswell, 1989; Albertini et al., 1989; Troyanov et al., 1994;
Lebowitz et al., 1997), (2) in treated asthmatics (Reindl et al., 1969; Reinberg 
et al., 1983; Burioka et al., 2000, 2001), (3) in passive and active smokers (Casale
et al., 1992, 1997), and (4) during aging (Halberg E et al., 1981). 

In addition, individuals have performed self-measurements in order to monitor
symptoms of a disease, including: (1) grip strength in myasthenia gravis, a neuro-
muscular disease (Simpson et al., 1971), (2) body temperature and other variables
(blood pressure, heart rate, and urine) in psychiatric illness (Trapp et al., 1979;
Slover et al., 1986; Sothern et al., 1993), (3) grip strength and finger joint sizes in
rheumatoid arthritis (Kowanko et al., 1982), (4) pain in osteoarthritis of the knee
(Bellamy et al., 1990), (5) pain, stiffness, and manual dexterity in rheumatoid
arthritis and hand osteoarthritis (Bellamy et al., 1991, 2002), (6) pain, stiffness
and fatigue in fibromyalgia (Bellamy et al., 2004), (7) pain intensity in intractable
pain (Folkard et al., 1976), and (8) self-tonometry of intraocular pressure by glau-
coma patients (Kothy et al., 2001). 

Body Temperature 

The circadian rhythm in body temperature (BT), which exhibits regular and pre-
dictable changes in relation to the sleep-wake schedule, has been studied perhaps
more than any other rhythm (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1990). The BT rhythm is
already noticeable by age 4–9 weeks and becomes more pronounced by age 2–3
months and thereafter, into adulthood (Hellbrügge, 1960). 

One’s own BT rhythm can be fairly easily, and accurately measured by
autorhythmometry. If one were to take a reading of BT upon waking, just prior to
retiring and every 2–4 h in-between and graph the values against the time each
was measured, enough of the 24 h pattern would have been measured to allow the
prominent circadian variation to be apparent to the naked eye. Indeed, this pattern
is evident in Figure 12.2 that shows a circadian oral temperature pattern of a man
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published in a thesis in 1842, which is possibly the first such curve ever recorded4

(Aschoff & Heise, 1972).5 While in good clinical health and under stable living
conditions, this pattern repeats itself day after day (Figure 12.3) and if one wakes
in the middle of the night to self-measure temperature, the reading will usually be
quite low.

Internal Marker Rhythm 

The phasing of the circadian rhythm in BT is very stable under standard
light–dark conditions, yet will readjust its times of highs and lows after shifts in
the light–dark synchronizer schedule of the environment (e.g., due to time zone

FIGURE 12.2. Historic literature
from 1842: a circadian pattern is
evident in the first recorded oral
temperatures throughout the day
by a healthy man (redrawn from
Fig. 154 in Aschoff & Heise,
1972).

4 While the temperature values were reported to be obtained orally, the range of values from
98.3–99.6°F is more consistent with levels found when measuring rectal temperatures (see
additional figures in this chapter). The subject was reported to be in good health, so fever is
also ruled out as elevating the observed temperature levels. Another early paper presented
tables of actual values for oral temperature that was measured two or three times a day for 8
months by a healthy man, 55 years of age (Davy, 1845). Average temperature was highest
upon arising (98.74°F), remained elevated during in the early afternoon (98.52°F), and was
lowest at midnight before retiring (97.92°F). Over one 24-h span of 2 h measurements
between awakening and going to bed, he recorded the highest value at 16:00 h (98.9°F) and
the lowest value at 01:00 h (97.6°F). These studies in the 19th century were all the more
remarkable since the thermometer used was 12.5 inches long, had a bulb about an inch long
and half an inch wide that fit under the tongue, and could be read by the subject himself.
Accurate readings were tedious and demanded much time and care (Davy, 1845).

5An excellent review of the history of human body temperature measurement, the devel-
opment of thermometers and other measuring devices, including a “chronobra” that
measures breast temperature (Simpson et al., 1982), and other early reports on diurnal
variations in body temperature can be found in a chapter by Simpson et al., 1987.
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changes, shiftwork scheduling or daylight saving time). The regularity and
stability of the temperature rhythm has led to its use as an internal marker rhythm,
providing a meaningful phase reference in order to better understand the internal
temporal organization of other rhythms (i.e., the relationships between the
sequence of highs and lows among various variables), as opposed to using the
external clock hour as a reference (Sothern, 1995). 

For example, the peak in cortisol may normally be a certain number of hours
before the peak in BT, while the peak in white blood cells may normally be several
hours after the peak, and so on. In addition, core BT, along with plasma cortisol and
plasma melatonin, which all show prominent circadian rhythms, are commonly
used when studying phasing of the human circadian pacemaker (Klerman et al.,
2002). Body temperature is, therefore, one of the main variables to be monitored to
determine proper circadian synchronization of subjects in various medical and other
studies. 

Measurement Site 

Body temperature measurement sites commonly include the mouth (oral), deep
body (rectal, urine), and skin surface (axillary, ear). While rectal and oral temper-
atures have been simultaneously measured in some studies (Atkinson et al.,
1993), oral temperature is often used, especially in field studies, where it is not
feasible or necessary to obtain frequently-measured core temperature. This has
been the case in studies of children (Rabatin et al., 1981; Smolensky et al., 1981;
Bee & Webb, 1987), the elderly (Okamoto-Mizuno et al., 2000), psychiatric
patients (Atkinson et al., 1975; Madjirova et al., 1995; Rao et al., 1995), persons
with certain infectious disease conditions (e.g., HIV) (Sothern et al., 1990) or with
intestinal infections (Mackowiak et al., 1992b), individuals on the job, such as
shift workers (Reinberg et al., 1984; Fujiwara et al., 1992; Vangelova & Deyanov,
2000), bus or truck drivers (Pokorny et al, 1988; Stoynev & Minkova, 1997), fire
brigade control room operators (Knauth et al., 1995), ambulance personnel
(Motohashi & Takano, 1993), air traffic controllers (Stoynev & Minkova, 1998),

FIGURE 12.3. Circadian and other patterns seen in time plot of oral temperature self-measured
during waking-only for 1 month by a healthy man (RBS, age 45 years). Dashed vertical lines
� local midnight. Dark horizontal bars � approximate sleep times (Sothern, unpublished).
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sailors on board ship (Condon et al., 1984), or even crew members on long B–1 B
bomber mission simulations (French et al., 1994). 

In many studies, rectal temperature is considered the “gold standard” for mon-
itoring a subject’s BT rhythm, but as pointed out above, except for differences in
overall levels, oral temperature can provide adequate estimates of the circadian
amplitude and acrophase.6 Thus, circadian profiles of oral temperature measured
for up to a week will usually be sufficient to document a person’s synchronization
to his or her own sleep-wake schedule (Reinberg & Smolensky, 1983; Refinetti &
Menaker, 1992), help to determine whether a person is a morning or evening
“type” (Foret et al, 1982), as well as reveal any abnormalities and act as an indi-
cator of illness (Davis & Lentz, 1989). 

Axillary temperature has also been used as a marker rhythm when studying
shift workers (Motohashi et al., 1987) and when studying rhythm characteristics
of patients with major affective disorders (Bicakova-Rocher et al., 1996).7 An
overlooked source of reliable deep body temperature information is via the urine
stream, where urine temperature has been shown to be closely correlated with rec-
tal temperature (Fox et al., 1971, 1975; Brooke et al., 1973).

What and When is Normal? 

While many medical textbooks and dictionaries still define 98.6°F (37.0°C) as the
upper limit of “normal” (see Figure 11.2 in Chapter 11 on Clinical Medicine), oth-
ers have reported that this upper limit: “should be abandoned as a concept having
any particular significance for the normal body temperature.” (Mackowiak et al.,
1992a). These authors reported that 98.9°F (37.2°C) in the early morning and
99.9°F (37.7°C) later in the day should be regarded as the upper limit of the nor-
mal oral temperature in healthy adults. In addition, this report went on to state that
individual variability and time of day need to be taken into account when inter-
preting someone’s oral temperature values, rather than rely on a comparison to
mean values derived from population studies.8

In addition to age, sex, activity, hormones, health status, and measurement
site, there are systematic changes in normal body temperature due to time of day.

6 Due to the more defined trough (bathyphase) of body temperature at night and the broader
peak daytime peak, many investigators prefer to use rectal temperature that can be con-
tinuously recorded throughout the day and night, including while a person is sleeping.
Even without statistical analysis, the trough can usually be fairly accurately located by the
naked eye.

7 It’s interesting to note that oral temperature has been commonly used in the USA for
everyday monitoring of body temperature, while rectal temperature is monitored in many
clinical studies. In Europe, on the other hand, axillary temperature has been the site of
choice for everyday monitoring of body temperature and oral temperature is used in many
clinical studies.

8 For example, an individual could monitor themselves while healthy and later use these
values as their own reference values when ill.
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Therefore, normal limits and circadian timing of the body temperature rhythm
would ideally need to be defined for each individual by self- or automatic meas-
urements of body temperature over an appropriate span of time. This is also the
case for blood pressure, where self-assessment at home can almost immediately
determine normotension and identify elevations at unusual times or under times
of stress. Self-measurements can also provide positive feedback with regards to
what is “normal” for individuals and encourage them to adhere to prescribed
treatments or even certain exercise or weight loss regimens when viewing self-
obtained evidence of a decrease in blood pressure. Repeated self-measurements
of one’s own vital signs thus have the potential to play an important role in pre-
ventive health care.

Blood Pressure 

Rather than being random fluctuations or mere curiosities, it has been sug-
gested that alterations from a person’s own normal blood pressure values
and/or in their times of highs and lows might serve as warning signs for early
detection of illness or to follow a disease process that is or is not being treated
(Levine et al., 1980; Halberg et al., 1984b). For example, trends and yearly
rhythms have been shown in a time series covering 36 years in a man who self-
measured blood pressure once a month beginning at the age 29 years and who
subsequently developed hypertension at age 50 years and began taking
hypotensive drugs at age 53 years following an ischemic brain attack (stroke)
(Okajima et al., 2000).

Monitoring Hypertension 

High blood pressure (hypertension) has been recognized as a widespread epidemic,
with most people not knowing they have it. Since few people are aware of its dan-
ger, the World Health Organization has recommended home self-monitoring of
blood pressure as an aid in the diagnosis and treatment of hypertension, since a
blood pressure measured at a single time of day or on any one day may not be
enough for accurate diagnostic purposes (WHO, 1988). This suggestion for
home self-blood pressure monitoring (SBPM) has since been supported for its
ease of performance, reliability, cost-effectiveness, and its value in research
(Marolf et al., 1987; Mengden et al., 1994; Weisser et al., 1994; Vaisse et al.,
2000; Parati et al., 2002). SBPM has also been shown to be useful with regards
to identifying the “white-coat” effect wherein some individuals in the clinic but
not at home show office hypertension, an early indication of hypertension (Mid-
deke & Lemmer, 1996; Staessen et al., 2001; Pickering, 2002). In addition, home
BP measurement in the morning and evening by nearly 5,000 treated hyperten-
sives was significantly prognostic for a cardiovascular event, while office BP
measurements were not, leading the authors to conclude that: “BP should 
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systematically be measured at home in patients receiving treatment for hyperten-
sion.” (Bobrie et al., 2004).

Ambulatory Monitoring 

It has been suggested that SBPM be used in conjunction with ambulatory BP
monitoring (APBM), using home SBPM values via an interactive telemonitoring
system for maintenance and follow-up of blood pressure after an initial diagnosis
using ABPM (Parati et al., 2002; Pickering, 2002; Mengden et al., 2003). Normal
(but time-unqualified) values for SBPM that correspond to office BP values have
been established (Weisser et al., 2000), and SBPM is being encouraged for the
elderly, diabetic hypertensives and pregnant women (Herpin et al., 2000; Broege
et al., 2001). 

Large studies have shown that up to 90% of patients are willing to self-measure
their own BP, with results more reproducible than office BP and more representa-
tive of everyday life (Mengden et al., 2003). While SBPM can involve most indi-
viduals in the management of their own BP and is therefore recommended, a few
individuals were not enthusiastic about SBPM and considered that it was a doc-
tor’s job to manage hypertension (Rickerby & Woodward, 2003).

Morningness–Eveningness 

Some people like to wake up early each day, while others find this difficult.
Conversely, some like to stay up late at night, while others “go to bed with the
chickens.” Differences in sleep preferences and the time of day for peaks or
troughs in some physiologic variables or in best performance for some variables
can depend upon an individual’s circadian typology or chronotype, which indi-
cates whether he/she is a “morning type” (sometimes called a lark, early bird or
M-type) or an “evening type” (sometimes called an owl, night owl, or E-type). 

Questionnaires 

Several questionnaires are available that can categorize individuals on their
morningness–eveningness orientation by their responses to a number of ques-
tions, including the Morningness–Eveningness Questionnaire (Horne & Ostberg,
1976), the Diurnal-Type Scale (Torsvall & Åkerstedt, 1980), the Composite
Scale of Morningness (Smith et al., 1989), the Circadian Type Questionnaire
(Folkard et al., 1979), and the Early/Late Preferences Scale (Smith et al., 2002).
The latter two questionnaires each showed group consistency in the ability to
assess morningness in spite of cross-cultural differences when studying more
than 1800 individuals in six geographically different countries (USA, England,
the Netherlands, Spain, Colombia, and India) (Smith et al., 2002). The recent
Munich ChronoType Questionnaire (Roenneberg et al., 2003) considers work
and free days separately and includes a self-assessed chronotype scale, while
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the Circadian Type Inventory uses only 11 items to determine a morningness
score (Di Milia et al., 2004).9

Morningness vs. Life Factors 

Rather than either/or, the morningness–eveningness score has been reported to be
a continuum, with one survey of �2100 university students finding that 15.8%
were M-types, 59.6% were intermediate types, and 24.5% were E-types (Adan &
Natale, 2002). Thus, a more useful term to express morning versus evening orien-
tation is simply morningness (Smith et al., 2002). Morning-evening scores have
been shown to be associated with age (more M-types with increasing age) (Monk
et al., 1991; Czeisler et al., 1992; Tankova et al., 1994; Carrier et al., 1997), sex
(more M-types in females) (Vink et al., 2001; Adan & Natale, 2002), lifestyle reg-
ularity (M-types more regular in daily lifestyle) (Monk et al., 2004) and other life
factors (e.g., work, school). 

Endogenous Disposition 

Results from some studies indicate that there actually may be an endogenous dis-
position based in genetics to being a lark or an owl (Katzenberg et al., 1998; Vink
et al., 2001). Peaks in oral temperature occurred earlier in M-types (Horne & Ost-
berg, 1976) and in oral temperature, heart rate and adding speed in ten M-types
compared with E-types self-measuring for 10–15 days (Gupta & Pati, 1994). Over
two weeks of self-measurements, subjective mood peaked earlier in the day for
M-types than E-types that were defined by the time of the peak in oral tempera-
ture (Kerkof, 1998). In studies where rectal temperature was automatically moni-
tored, temperature peaked 2.2 h earlier (Kerkof & Van Dongan, 1996), up to 3 h
earlier (Waterhouse et al., 2001) or 68 min earlier (Bailey & Heitkemper, 2001) in
morning types than in evening types, suggesting that there is an endogenous com-
ponent to the difference in temperature phase. 

Body Temperature Phase 

The lowest phase of core body temperature (BT) occurred earlier during sleep and
started rising long before waking up in M-types, while the interval between low
BT phase and waking up was much shorter in E-types (i.e., BT dropped more

9 At a meeting in 1994, one of us (RBS) met a nursing researcher who reported that the fol-
lowing single question could categorize patients or subjects: “Do you consider yourself an
early person, a late person or have no preference?”(Felver & Hoeksel, 1994). I have
never been able to find a publication that validated this single question, but from personal
experience, people who have taken the Horne-Ostberg Morningness-Eveningness ques-
tionnaire tend to agree with their chronotype score, indicating that they had a feeling
about their degree of morningness, which the single question might identify. The Munich
ChronoType Questionnaire also asks individuals to self-assess their chronotype (time-of-
day-type) on a 0 to 6 scale (from early to late) (Roenneberg et al., 2003).
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quickly during sleep and was rising again in M-types while it was still dropping in
E-types) (Duffy et al., 1999). Among 68 young adults, morning types woke at a
later internal circadian phase, even if E-types woke at a later external clock hour.
During a constant routine, a shorter circadian period and advanced phase in core
BT was associated with a higher morning-type score, indicating that diurnal pref-
erence and waking time may be grounded in the genetics of one’s circadian phys-
iology (the intrinsic circadian period) (Duffy et al., 2001).

Cognitive Tasks 

When 36 students, aged 18–26 years, performed a search task and a cognitive
task, and measured their oral temperature at different times of the day between
08:00 h and 23:00 h, circadian rhythms were found in each variable (Monk &
Leng, 1986). As anticipated, slight differences in circadian patterns were found in
oral temperature or performance speed (values were higher for M-types earlier in
the day), but much more dramatic differences in cognitive ability were found:
M-types performed better on the logical reasoning task shortly after awakening,
while E-types performed best in the early afternoon. Morningness–eveningness
differences have also been observed in the circadian rhythm in sleep propensity
(Lavie & Segal, 1989), and sleep pressure during wakefulness (Hidalgo et al.,
2003; Taillard et al., 2003). 

Individual differences based upon chronotype thus have the potential to influ-
ence many areas, including the timing of circadian rhythms, sleep characteristics,
sports performance, academic achievement, and adaptation to work schedules.
Chronotype may also have an impact in scheduling patient responsiveness in hos-
pitals, such as patient teaching, physical therapy, or getting out of bed for the first
time after surgery.

When and How Long to Measure? 

Students and others learning about biological rhythms are usually able to see many
of their own circadian variations if they self-measure every 2–4 h for at least 2 or 3
days, but preferably for at least a week, then graph their data (Figure 12.4). Many
external factors can mask the appearance of a circadian rhythm, resulting in meas-
urements reflecting a combination of the pure rhythm (the endogenous signal) and
error (noise) caused by ambient temperature, humidity, noises, illness, stress, lack
of sleep, learning, and measurements at only a few times of the day and not others,
etc. However, with a week or more of measurements, even if only throughout the
waking span with no data obtained during sleep, the circadian pattern will usually
protrude through all the “noise” in the data when looking at time-point averages.

Self-Measurements During Travel 

Individuals have monitored their own body rhythms via self-measurements dur-
ing school hours, during work, and to monitor phase-shifting after travel across
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FIGURE 12.4. Some examples of circadian patterns in data obtained by four college students
performing self-measurements over 3 days. Vigor rating (shown for each subject in left col-
umn) paired with another variable (in right column) measured by same student. Dark bars �
time of sleep. Vertical dashed lines � midnight (Sothern & Koukkari, unpublished).
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time zones (Figure 12.5). Even in difficult settings, individuals have found ways
to collect rhythmic data on themselves via self-measurements. This was the case
for four men who crossed the Greenland icecap on foot and on ski in the arctic
summer even though the journey included some blizzard conditions and below
freezing temperatures (Campbell et al., 1982, 1985). During five phases of this

FIGURE 12.5. Examples of individuals performing self-measurements to monitor their own
body rhythms during school projects (upper left), during work (lower left) and to monitor
phase-shifting in pulse, temperature, peak flow, and blood pressure after travel across time
zones to another country (right side). Photos by R. Sothern.
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study, these men collected their saliva by spitting into small vials every 3 h for
1–3 days and kept the samples frozen in the snow for later chemical determination
and documentation of circadian rhythms in many hormones, including the stress-
related hormone cortisol. Explorers on a North Pole expedition also obtained
body temperature rhythm data by measuring their own urine temperature
throughout their journey in spite of ambient temperatures approaching –50°C
(Simpson, 1970).

Self-Measurements During Isolation 

One of the authors of this book (RBS) has been performing autorhythmometry on
himself for more than 3 decades by measuring a dozen physiological and psycho-
logical variables an average of five times each day since May 1967 at the age of
20.5 years. This long self-measurement series began when the subject volunteered
for a research project that involved studying his rhythms while in Germany in an
underground isolation chamber away from all known time cues (described in
Essay 12.1).

Essay 12.1. (by RBS): Self-Measurements in “Aschoff’s Bunker”

My long self-measurement series of over 3.5 decades began after meeting a young
German medical student (Dr. med. Jürgen Kriebel) sent by Prof. Jürgen Aschoff to
Minnesota in the spring of 1967. After several weeks of adjustment to the 7-h time
change from Germany to Minnesota, he was away from all time cues for about 3
weeks in a small isolation room in the Periodicity Analysis Laboratories of Prof.
Franz Halberg at the University of Minnesota. During this time, he performed sev-
eral self-measurements repeatedly throughout each waking span and collected urine
samples upon urge around-the-clock. He explained to me that he was studying how
the timing of his body rhythms would reset (e.g., phase-shift) due to changes in time
zones following flights from east to west and west to east (from Germany to Min-
nesota and back to Germany again) in order to be in synch with local time. Perhaps
more intriguing was the time he spent in isolation, both in an underground bunker in
Germany and in the small room at the University of Minnesota, where, in the
absence of time cues, his circadian rhythms free-ran with periods longer (i.e., 26.1 h)
than precisely 24.0 h (Kriebel, 1974). Upon learning that I could help his project by
doing the same study, but in reverse since I would begin in Minnesota, out of curiosity
I agreed. 

In May 1967, I began to self-measure oral temperature, pulse and time estimation
several times each day, as well as keep a record of the times I went to bed and woke
up. In June, I began to measure my blood pressure and in July, grip strength, peak
flow, and mood and vigor ratings were added to the battery of tests I tried to do every
2 or 3 h during waking. In July, I also began to collect urine samples upon urge
around-the-clock by first recording the time of each urine void, measuring the volume
produced and then saving a 30-ml sample in a plastic bottle. These bottles were
labeled and placed in a freezer for chemical analyses (I actually continued to collect
urine samples for a total of 17 years, resulting in about 31,380 bottles that filled a lot
of freezers!). 



After obtaining baseline data over several months that established the circadian pat-
terns of my body rhythms in Minnesota, I flew to Germany in August of that year and
experienced my first jet lag due to a 7-h phase shift advance caused by the 7-h time-zone
change, while continuing to self-measure all of the variables mentioned above. Another
variable, the measurement of adding speed, was added to each measurement session
while in Germany. The isolation chamber was located at the Institut für Verhal-
tensphysiologie (Institute for Entrained Physiology) under the direction of Prof. Jürgen
Aschoff, one of the pioneers in biological rhythm research. This institute was located
about an hour’s drive to the southwest of Munich on a small site near Erling-
Andechs, two villages each so small that they shared a post office (thus the hyphen-
ated name). 

The isolation chamber was called the “Bunker” and consisted of a concrete structure
containing two separate chambers built into the side of a hill just below the main build-
ings of the institute. Each unit was totally soundproof and consisted of a large living
room containing a table, chairs, cabinets and a bed, and two small side rooms: a kitchen
and a bathroom. An entryway contained a refrigerator for new food to be placed in
while I was asleep and for the urine samples I placed in a refrigerator there the previous
“day” to be retrieved. There were doors at each end of the entryway, one from the outer
hallway and one into the main isolation room and when one was open the other would
be electronically locked. While a subject agreed to be in isolation, he or she actually
could walk out and end the study at any time, so I could have escaped if necessary. Med-
ical students usually volunteered for the isolation studies since it gave them an uninter-
rupted span to study and review their textbooks (plus free food for several weeks and a
daily bottle of the famous Andechs beer!). Due to a conflict in the scheduling of the iso-
lation chamber, I was not able to begin my stay in isolation in mid-August as planned.
I therefore decided to remain in Germany and forego Fall quarter at the University 
(I was a 20-year-old student at the time) so that I could carry out the isolation study in
early September.

After shopping for groceries and stocking the kitchen with things I knew how to
prepare (unlike for other subjects, there would be no daily bottle of beer for me
since it would interfere with some of the urinary variables to be determined), I
entered the Bunker at around 2 PM in the afternoon on September 9, 1967 for what
was to be a 20-day stay. On a countertop against one of the walls was a panel of but-
tons that were to be pressed whenever I did certain activities (Figure 12.6A), such as
doing a self-measurement, collecting a urine sample, eating a meal, showering,
exercising, going to bed, and waking up. A stripchart recorder outside of the isola-
tion chamber would record each press of a button and later the actual times could be
matched with the actual event. I was asked not to take any naps, but could sleep as
much as I liked every “night.” There was also a large round light on the wall that if
lit would notify me that there was a message or items in the entryway for me to look
at immediately, such as messages, additional food, questionnaires, mail, or reading
materials. I also checked the entryway after awakening each day for additional food
and supplies I requested. I later learned that the floors and the bed were wired with
sensors to monitor my activity patterns both while awake and asleep, so in addition
to collecting data on my activity automatically, the experimenters knew when it was
safe to add or take things from the entryway without my knowing. The ceiling was
totally covered with plastic panels containing fluorescent lights and these were con-
stantly on, so I was in continuous light even when sleeping. Since the Bunker was
totally soundproofed from outside noise, the only background sound came from a large
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heating/cooling unit at the end of the main room that had a fan running continuously
(Figure 12.6B). 

In addition to my self-measurements, which I tried to do at least nine times during
each waking span, and the collection of urine samples upon urge, I also had to wear a
rectal thermometer, something that I had not known about and was at first reluctant to do.

FIGURE 12.6. Room used to study human rhythms while in isolation from time cues. Scenes
of the inside of one of the two isolation chambers (the “Bunker”) at the institute of Prof. J.
Aschoff in Erling-Andechs, Germany during temporal isolation: (A) Main room with panel
of buttons to press to indicate certain activities, such as waking, sleeping, eating, doing a
self-measurement, etc. A light on the wall, if lit, indicated that a message was in the entry-
way. The paper clock in A and D was made by the subject in order to have a sense of the
passing of time; (B) View of the kitchen (left) and bathroom (right), overhead continuous
lighting and air-conditioning unit; (C) Subject reading to pass the time. The white cord
seen in panels A, B, and C is from the rectal temperature probe that was attached to the cen-
ter of the ceiling and was worn by the subject throughout his 20 days in the isolation cham-
ber; (D) Subject using the record player, which gave the only real clue as to the passing of
time. Note: the watch on the subject’s arm was not present during isolation: these photos
were taken after the study was completed.
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Since microelectronics were not very small in those days, this consisted of a rather
large probe that was attached to an electric cord that hung from the center of the ceil-
ing in the main room (the cord is visible in Figures 12.6A, B, and C). Except for using
the toilet and showering, the probe was to remain in place day and night and great care
had to be taken to not catch the cord on a table edge or chair when moving about the
room lest it catch and create an unpleasant tug on the inserted probe. In retrospect, the
rectal temperature data proved to be very informative about the free-running body tem-
perature rhythm, which showed the exact same free-running period of 25.0 h and
amplitude of 0.38°C as the oral temperatures that I self-measured only while awake
(Sothern, 1999).

The Bunker had no windows or other openings to the outside, no radio, no televi-
sion, no telephone, or other means (this was before personal computers, the internet
and cell phones, which would also be unavailable to any participants today) of deter-
mining what the local time was. One of the first things I left in the entryway for the
researchers to retrieve was my wristwatch that they forget to take as they left the room
on the first day (note: the photos in Figure 12.6C and D were taken after the study,
hence a wristwatch is present). The first two days were perhaps the hardest in that the
proposed 3-week stay seemed like a long time to be cut off from human contact. By the
3rd day I was deeply involved with trying to read a book a day (Figure 12.6C), writing
letters and poetry, and collecting data. I think my emotions and creativity were height-
ened by the forced solitude and quiet, something that I now find is often missing in
modern life. I did have a record player available (Figure 12.6D) and used it to play the
two record albums I brought along (remember, these were pre-CD days!). One was
‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ by the Beatles and I literally wore out the
grooves on this LP. 

Actually, I was also able to get a sense of time by playing the records, since the
length of each song was listed on the album cover. For at least an hour or so I knew
exactly how much time had passed. This was necessary because I found that I
absolutely needed to have a sense of what time it was. This need was so strong that I
soon devised a clock consisting of a clock face drawn on a piece of paper and two cut-
out paper hands. This clock was held together by a pencil that I pushed through the
hands and clock face and into a hole in the wall that I found (see Figure 12.6A and D).
Each morning I set the hands at 8 AM as though that could be the time I got up and then
throughout the day I moved the hour and minute hands by as much time as I thought it
had taken me to finish an activity. For example, I guessed how much time it took to
shower or do a self-measurement or that I had read a certain number of pages an hour,
so I would move the clock hands accordingly. In addition to recording the sequential
number of each measurement and pressing the appropriate event button on the event
recorder, I would write down the time that I thought it was on my data page. Even with
this crude attempt at keeping time, my days got longer since I was unknowingly staying
up and sleeping a little later each day. For my last self-measurement in isolation, I wrote
down 16:00 h on September 26 and it turned out that the actual time was 09:30 h on
September 27—a difference of about 17.5 h! 

Several hours after this measurement, I was trying to keep my eyes open to finish
reading the last pages of a book when I noticed that the emergency wall light came on.
I immediately went into the entryway and found a note telling me that the experiment
was ending and could the researchers come in. I wrote back that I was very tired and that
after finishing a book I was planning to self-measure and go to sleep, since it was
evening—I asked if they could come back in the morning. They wrote back that it was
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already morning and they were coming in! Thus, time for me had slowed down where
each day averaged about 25.0 h long and therefore I thought it was still the day before.
To my knowledge I am still the only subject to have ever self-measured so many vari-
ables while being isolated in the Bunker. 

In addition to studying free-running circadian rhythms in humans and other ani-
mals, such as birds, the laboratory in Germany also studied circannual rhythms.
Upon learning this I decided to continue performing self-measurements 5–6 times
each day and have done so for more than three decades after my Bunker experience
(however, urine collections were stopped after 17 years) in order to obtain data not
only on my circadian rhythms as I aged, but also on my own yearly and even longer
rhythms.

Long Self-Measurement Series 

Among other findings, the long self-measurement series of RBS has shown (1) a
persistent circadian rhythm in oral temperature with a remarkable stability of the
acrophase, except for expected phase advances and delays following time zone
changes and phase-drifting in isolation (Sothern, 1974);10 (2) the reproducibility
of 24-h urinary rhythms over nearly 2 years (Sothern et al., 1974), as well as the
detection and reproducibility of weekly and annual rhythms in several urinary
variables (Sothern et al., 1981), including circannual aspects of catecholamine
excretion (Sothern et al., 1984); and (3) the consistency of a circadian pattern in
blood pressure over many years, in spite of some changes in the overall mean
(Sothern & Halberg, 1986; Sothern, 1994). This can be seen when comparing the
circadian patterns for systolic blood pressure when the subject was 20, 30, 40, and
50 years of age (Figure 12.7). 

In addition to monitoring changes associated with age (Cornélissen et al.,
1994), this long time series has the further value of allowing for analyses to
look at low-frequency variations (e.g., annual and longer) in some of the vari-
ables (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, and peak flow) and possible associations
with cycles in the geophysical world (e.g., sunspots and other solar phenom-
ena) (Cornélissen et al., 1996, 1998; Prigancová et al., 1997; Sothern et al.,
1998, 2002). For example, data from the long time series of RBS have been
used to document periods of about 6 months and slightly longer than the year
(1.3 years) in blood pressure (Halberg et al., 2003a,b), while some associations
have been found between heart rate and 7-day changes in solar activity
(Cornélissen et al., 1996) and between the 10.5 years sunspot cycle and several
of the self-measured variables, including blood pressure (Halberg et al., 2001,
2003b). 

In another long time series by a woman with manic disorder who self-measured
body temperature upon arising for 11 years in order to follow her monthly fertil-
ity cycle, an association was found between her episodes of mania and certain

10 Self-measurements of oral temperature have also been used by others to document phase
advances and delays after time zone changes to and from Europe (Haus, et al., 1981).
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times of the menstrual cycle (i.e., near menstruation), as well as with certain times
of the year (winter and spring) (Sothern et al, 1993). 

What can be Self-Measured? 

While modern instrumentation allows for continuous around-the-clock monitor-
ing of several physiologic variables, including body temperature (Simpson et al.,
1987), blood pressure, heart rate, and activity (E. Halberg et al., 1987; Redmond
& Hegge, 1987), self-measurement using inexpensive equipment often suffices to
map the main features of a rhythm. 

The most prominent and easily detected body rhythm may be that of tempera-
ture. In addition to oral temperature, blood pressure, and heart rate, other variables
that have been self-measured include: respiration rate, grip strength, peak flow,
and/or vital capacity of the lungs, time estimation, finger or toe joint circumfer-
ences, sleep-wake times, eye-hand skill, tapping tests, adding and short-term
memory speeds and many other performance tests, ratings of mood, vigor, or
symptoms scores (e.g., for pain, stiffness, and anxiety), and frequent collection of
saliva, blood, or urine. Some of these tests are used during training sessions or
rehabilitation, or to follow the effects of prescribed drugs. An example of a sub-
ject performing autorhythmometry can be seen in Figure 12.8.

Equipment 

Most equipment necessary to perform autorhythmometry is relatively simple and
readily available. Examples of some equipment used during self-measurement
can be seen in Figure 12.8. 

FIGURE 12.7. Persistent circadian patterns for self-measured systolic blood pressure in the
same male (RBS) at age 20, 30, 40, and 50 years. Three-hourly averages�SE were computed
from data self-measured every 2–4 h during waking-only over the same 2 weeks (June
27–July 10) at the different ages (Sothern, unpublished). 
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Internal or External Body Temperature 

Body temperature can be measured internally in the mouth (or the rectum, vagina,
or urine outflow) or externally under the arm (axilla), in the ear, or on the skin,
including the forehead or breast. However, according to the site of measurement,
the overall level of temperature will vary (temperature will be higher internally

FIGURE 12.8. An individual performing some self-measurements of his body functions:
(A) preparing instruments, (B) time estimation, (C) pulse, (D) systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, (E) grip strength (physical performance), (F) performance tasks (adding speed,
peg test), (G) read and record oral temperature, (H) peak expiratory flow (lung function).
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and lower on the surface) (Erickson & Kirklin, 1993; Rabinowitz et al., 1996). In
addition, the circadian pattern may differ (e.g., highest values obtained internally
are generally found in the middle of the day, while highest temperatures on the
surface of the skin are usually found at night due to heat loss as a function of inter-
nal conductance and ambient temperature) (cf. Aschoff et al., 1974). 

Several figures have been prepared to illustrate some of the differences in tem-
perature due to site of measurement. In Figure 12.9, the continuously-measured
rectal temperature was higher overall than the self-measured oral temperature in
a young man during the last 7 days of an isolation study (see Essay 12.1), yet
both the circadian amplitude and phasing (and free-running period) were identi-
cal between the two sites of measurement (Sothern, 1999). Similarly, a compari-
son of oral temperature with urine outflow temperature self-measured by a
healthy man over 6 days revealed nearly identical amplitudes and acrophases, but
higher values for the core temperature as measured in the urine (Figure 12.10).
Finally, ear temperature and oral temperature measured simultaneously by a
healthy man five or six times a day for 2 months also revealed nearly identical
acrophases, but lower temperature readings and a lower amplitude when meas-
ured in the ear (Figure 12.11). 

Temperature Devices 

Unbreakable electronic thermometers are now commonly used in place of mercury-
containing thermometers, which were highly accurate but slower to use and more
prone to breakage, resulting in exposure to the mercury, which is toxic and
requires special disposal procedures. Electronic thermometers arrive quickly at
an oral temperature value by monitoring the increasing slope of temperature and
emitting a beep when this slope begins to taper off. Most people then remove the
thermometer from their mouth and record the temperature value displayed.

FIGURE 12.9. Body temperature
sites compared: oral vs. rectal.
Apart from differences in overall
level (mesor), oral and rectal tem-
perature can show the same circa-
dian range of change (amplitude)
and timing of highs and lows.
Here, the free-running rhythm in
body temperature during the last 7
days in isolation shows an identi-
cal period (25.0 h), amplitude
(0.66°F vs. 0.68°F), and
acrophase from both oral and rec-
tal measurement sites for a
healthy young man (RBS, age 20
years) (Sothern, unpublished).
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However, this value can be consistently lower by up to 0.5�F than that obtained
with the mercury-containing thermometer left in place for 5 min (Figure 12.12,
upper left panel). However, since temperature may continue to rise if the elec-
tronic thermometer is placed back in the mouth, the displayed value should be
checked every minute for a few more minutes until it stops rising and a more accu-
rate oral temperature value can be obtained. 

FIGURE 12.10. Body temperature sites compared: oral vs. urine outflow. Comparison of cir-
cadian variations in oral and core temperature (as measured in urine outflow) self-measured
over 6 days by a healthy man (RBS, age 46 years). Dark bar � sleep. Mean oral temperature
was significantly different than the mean for urine temperature (98.17�F vs. 98.40�F), while
amplitudes (0.86�F vs. 1.08�F) and acrophases (15:34 h vs. 16:06 h) were not (Sothern,
unpublished).

FIGURE 12.11. Body temperature
sites compared: oral vs. ear. Ear
temperature and oral temperature
measured simultaneously 5/6
times a day by a healthy man
(RBS, age 53 years) for two
months revealed nearly identical
acrophases (15:44 h vs. 16:09 h),
but lower temperature readings
(97.49 vs. 97.98�F) and a lower
amplitude (0.50�F vs. 0.69�F)
when measured in the ear
(Sothern, unpublished).
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A new generation of hand-held electronic devices can obtain a temperature
from the inner ear within seconds, but as mentioned above (Figure 12.11), in
good clinical health, ear temperature values are usually lower than oral tempera-
ture values and more erratic due to exposure to the environment. However, while
ear thermometers are not particularly reliable in rhythm studies, they may
quickly detect the presence of a fever. Finally, temperature-sensing capsules

FIGURE 12.12. Different instruments used for autorhythmometry can obtain different val-
ues. Comparison of data obtained over 24 days by a healthy man (RBS, age 45 years):
(A) oral temperature was lower when measured with an electronic thermometer as com-
pared to a glass mercury column thermometer; (B) pulse was lower when measured elec-
tronically on the finger tip as compared with the manual count for a full minute at the
wrist; (C and D) both systolic and diastolic blood pressures were higher when measured
automatically on the finger tip as compared with measurements on the arm using an
inflatable BP cuff and stethoscope (Sothern, unpublished).
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(sometimes used by astronauts) can be swallowed and allow monitoring of the
core temperature for several days via telemetry. Based on the information above,
it is important not to mix instruments or sites when collecting and/or comparing
temperature data.

Blood Pressure Devices

Blood pressure (BP) can be monitored using an inflatable cuff and a stethoscope
(Figure 12.8D) or by using tabletop devices that digitally display systolic and
diastolic BP, and usually heart rate, without the need for a stethoscope. Various
home electronic monitors that measure BP on the upper arm, wrist, or finger have
been compared with only small, clinically insignificant differences between them
(Yarows & Brook, 2000). However, BP measured on the finger or at the wrist does
not always correspond to BP monitored on the upper arm, leading to dubious reli-
ability.11 This is illustrated in Figure 12.12, where blood pressure (lower panels)
and pulse (upper right panel) measured by an electronic monitor on the finger are
compared with the same values measured manually on the arm. In this example,
pulse measured by the finger device was lower than the actual manual count over
a full minute, while both systolic and diastolic BP were significantly elevated over
levels found when using a cuff and stethoscope. It is thus important to use the
same monitor when repeatedly self-measuring and comparing BP. 

Automatic Devices 

Physiological monitoring around-the-clock can now be achieved in the home,
work, and educational and recreational environments using automatic record-
ing devices (cf. Miles & Broughton, 1990). Portable devices that can be carried
on a belt or shoulder strap and connected to a cuff on the arm will monitor and
record BP and heart rate at preset intervals, such as every 15 min or once an
hour, throughout the day and night (even during sleep) for several days, result-
ing in time series such as the blood pressure data shown in Figure 12.13 that
were collected for 7 days by a 23-year-old man. In spite of the short-term ris-
ing and falling of blood pressure values in response to this young man’s activ-
ities, hourly averages computed from the 7 days of data show a clear circadian
pattern, with higher values during the day and lower values during sleep 
(Figure 12.14). 

11 While BP is easier to measure on a finger than on the arm, arteries in the fingers show a
greater responsiveness to changes in local conditions (Latman, 1992) and significant dif-
ferences in systolic pressure have been noted between the fingers and position of the
hand in relation to the chest (Grune et al., 1992), making finger BP insufficiently repre-
sentative of general systemic BP. Similarly, wrist BP devices show larger variability in
repeated BP measurements than arm cuff devices, possibly due to incomplete arterial
occlusion at the wrist (Kikuya et al., 2002). Several international guidelines for home
self-monitoring recommend measurement of BP using arm cuff devices, but not on the
finger or wrist (Mengden et al., 2000; Imai, et al., 2003).
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Heart rate can be counted manually (Figure 12.8C), or can be monitored and
recorded automatically using various portable electronic devices such as the BP
device just mentioned, by a band around the wrist or chest or via a finger clip
(Figure 12.15). Heart rate monitored automatically will not only reveal
responses to exercise, but also show changes in heart rate that occur over the

FIGURE 12.13. Circadian patterns in systolic and diastolic blood pressure measured by a
portable automatic monitor every 30 min around-the-clock for 7 days in a healthy man
(AMJ, age 23 years). In spite of the short-term rising and falling of blood pressure values
in response to activities, day-night differences are evident (Sothern, unpublished).

FIGURE 12.14. Overall circadian
pattern in systolic and diastolic
blood pressure of a healthy
young man (AMJ, age 23 years).
Hourly means �SE were com-
puted from the 320 readings
shown in Figure 12.13 that were
collected by a monitor that was
programmed to take a reading
every 30 min around-the-clock
over 7 days (April 13–20, 2000)
(Sothern, unpublished). 
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entire 24-h pattern when the device is worn around-the-clock, as shown for four
students in Figure 12.16. In addition to heart rate, other devices can be worn or
carried around-the-clock in order to continuously monitor whole body activity,
exposure to light and environmental temperature, as shown for an adult man in
Figure 12.17.

Other Equipment 

A stopwatch is useful for timing performance tasks, heart rate, and respiration.
There are many kinds of stopwatches, from wind-up analog models to elec-
tronic digital ones, the latter often included on some wristwatches—all work
adequately. When nothing else is available, some subjects have even quickly
looked at the second hand on a wall clock at the beginning and end of their
measurement and obtained a rough estimate of the time elapsed while per-
forming a task. 

Grip strength devices (Figure 12.8E), which are often used by persons with
arthritis or during rehabilitation, are generally not readily available, but a sim-
ple device can be put together using a rubber bulb and a pressure gauge. Peak
flow meters, which measure the peak amount of air that can be blown from the
lungs during a sharp exhaled blast, are often used by persons with asthma or
athletes in training and are available in standard size (Figure 12.8H) or in a
mini-version, which is more affordable and transportable (Sothern et al.,
2003). 

Other performance devices can be manufactured to suit the particular variable
being measured. For example, to measure eye-hand coordination, a darning nee-
dle holding a string knotted at the bottom end could be used to thread a specified
number of beads as quickly as possible or a small square of wood with three holes
drilled at the points of a triangle into its surface (Figure 12.8F) could be created in
order to advance two nails one after the other from hole to hole around the trian-
gle a specified number of times. Palmtop computers have also been programmed
to test performance via vigilance, memory and/or reaction time tests (Varkevisser
& Kerkhof, 2003).

FIGURE 12.15. Heart rate moni-
tored continuously around-the-
clock. A variety of portable elec-
tronic monitors are available for
this purpose. The data shown
here are 5-min values averaged
from 30-s data collected for 24 h
by a healthy man (RBS, age 54
years) who used a fingertip clip
attached to a portable pulse
oximeter. Dark bar/shaded area
� sleep (Sothern, unpublished).
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FIGURE 12.16. Circadian patterns in heart rate of four healthy young athletes. Each student
wore a device consisting of a chest strap and wristwatch that automatically monitored heart
rate every minute for 2 days. Elevated values occurred during spans of exercise, while low-
est values were observed during sleep. Dark bars � times of sleep. Data courtesy of Prof.
A. Weydahl, Finnmark College, Alta, Norway.
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FIGURE 12.17. Electronic devices carried for several days by a healthy man (RBS, age 57
years) reveal 24-h patterns in heart rate, whole body activity, light exposure, and environmen-
tal temperature. Data collected in June during the time of the midnight sun in Alta, Norway.
Equipment and data retrieval provided by Prof. A, Weydahl, Finnmark College, Alta, Norway.
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Saliva, Urine, and Blood 

Saliva can be collected in specially designed small tubes (called “salivettes”)
for chemical assay, while urine can be collected in a plastic graduated cylinder,
often while directing the stream over the tip of a thermometer that has been
hung inside the cylinder to get a very quick and reliable measure of core body
temperature (Ehrenkranz, 1986a,b). From the whole urine sample, total vol-
ume, pH, and specific gravity can immediately be measured prior to storing a
small amount of fluid in a plastic bottle for chemical determinations. While
some people (diabetics) need to sample their own blood frequently for glucose
assay, blood collection for white blood cell counts and/or other assays is best
done with a trained professional and should not be done without the supervi-
sion of a physician.

Procedures for Self-Measurements 

Detailed procedures for self-measurement of several physiological, psychological
and urinary variables have been published (Halberg et al., 1972). In order to per-
form autorhythmometry, one will need to obtain reliable equipment, become
skilled in using it, and learn how to accurately record data. This may mean prac-
ticing the task(s) several times before actually beginning a study. This applies to
both those variables that are simply observed, such as body temperature and heart
rate, and performance tasks that require conscious effort, such as time estimation
or adding speed. In addition, one must also attempt to remain objective while
doing self-measurements and not expect a certain answer at one time of the day or
another. For performance tests, one should always try to obtain the fastest time or
highest score.

Keeping Records 

A recording sheet needs to be created on which to write the date, time and numer-
ical values observed during each measurement session (see Items 1 and 2 in the
Appendix for some sample pages that could be used). A “Comments” column
should also be included in which to note events that might have influenced each
reading (e.g., room temperature and humidity, illness, medications, food and
drink, stress, etc.), as well as the times of going to bed and getting up. These com-
ments can later be helpful when trying to interpret unusual values or trends in the
data. A sample recording sheet is illustrated in Table 12.1.

Sampling Sequence 

For conducting self-measurements, an individual should first try to sit down
comfortably, at a table if possible, and away from noises and distractions. An
overview of procedures and comments for monitoring oral temperature, mood,
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vigor, pulse and blood pressure, and some performance tasks that can be
obtained while seated is listed in Table 12.2, with more detailed, step-by-step
instructions given in Item 3 of the Appendix. The sequence should be arranged
to be both efficient and safe (e.g., do not move about with a thermometer in the
mouth). Temperature is often obtained while other tasks are performed, and
pulse and blood pressure are measured after sitting for some minutes. If ear-
canal temperature is measured, it will be obtained within seconds and can be
recorded immediately. If axillary temperature is measured, it may have to be
taken and recorded after completing other tasks in order for the thermometer to
remain in place long enough for an accurate reading without becoming dis-
lodged by other self-measurement activities.

Looking at the Data 

To monitor a rhythm, repeated measurements need to be taken over a sufficient
duration of time (not just over a few hours or days) in order to observe and test for
the periodicity of interest (ultradian, circadian, and infradian). But the problem as
to what to do with so many numbers, rather than interpret a single value, can seem
overwhelming to the untrained eye. This is especially pertinent when dozens of
values are obtained by self-measurement or hundreds or even thousands of values
have been obtained by automatic instrumentation for blood pressure, heart rate, or
temperature. 

Making Graphs 

Values obtained by self-measurement can be graphed either by hand or com-
puter to visually inspect the daily changes in the original data. A sample page
for recording and graphing temperature, pulse, and blood pressure can be found
in the Appendix (Item 2). Also, average values by an hour or more at different
times of the day (or month or year) can be computed, as well as the highest and
lowest values selected to find the extent of variation in readings over the obser-
vation span. 

TABLE 12.1. Example of self-measurement recording sheet.

Self-measurements of:____(Subject’s name here)_____________ Year:_____ Page:_____

Mood Vigor Systolic Diastolic Oral 
Date Time Pulse Rating Rating BP BP Temperature Comments

March 16 0800 70 4 1 112 68 97.2 Woke at 
07:50 h

” 1210 79 3 4 121 75 98.3 Hungry
” 1615 83 4 3 124 77 98.6 Lunch at 

12:30 h
” 1840 79 4 3 128 82 98.7 Hurrying
” 2330 64 5 2 126 80 97.9 Tired
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Testing for a Time-Effect 

The data can also be entered into a computer for analysis by a program designed
to (1) compute time-point and/or daytime vs. night-time means, (2) quantify
rhythms for their statistical significance, (3) calculate the mean and amplitude of
each rhythm, and (4) compute the average time when highest or lowest values
occurred (see Chapter 13 on Analyzing Data).

TABLE 12.2. Some tasks or tests that have been used when conducting autorhythmometry.
Task or Test Procedure Comments

Temperature Follow manufacturer’s instructions for Be aware of all thermometer safety 
site of measurement: oral, skin, ear, issues prior to study and follow them
axilla, and other

Mood Rate mood on a scale from 1 to 7, where This is a subjective rating, with 3 levels
4 is an average state, 1 is the lowest above and below a 4 that represents
and 7 is the highest. Create adjectives an individual’s usual, average daily
to help use this rating scale feeling of mental state
(see Appendix Item 12.3).

Vigor Rate vigor on a scale from 1 to 7, where  This is a subjective rating, with 3 levels
4 is an average state, 1 is the lowest above and below a 4 that represents
and 7 is the highest. Create adjectives an individual’s usual, average daily
to help use this rating scale feeling of vitality
(see Appendix Item 12.3).

Time Start a stopwatch, estimate 1 min, stop Count to 60 silently by using 1,001,
estimation the watch, and record actual time 1,002, 1,003, etc., or visualize a 

elapsed to nearest 0.1 min second-hand moving on a clock
Heart rate Locate pulse at thumb-side of wrist and Pulse can also be found at the neck, by

count the number of beats for one listening to the chest with a stetho-
full minute scope or obtained electronically when

using a blood pressure device
Blood Follow manufacturer’s instructions and  Training may be necessary to properly 

pressure record the systolic and diastolic use the monitoring device(s). The 
pressures average of two or three readings is 

usually more accurate than a single 
reading

Adding Use prepared sheet containing columns  Check for pairs added incorrectly. 
speeda of 50 single-digit random numbers Divide the number of correctly added

(see Appendix Item 12.4). Start  pairs per se by time elapsed to get 
stopwatch, quickly add consecutive correct/s. A higher ratio � better
overlapping numbers in one column, performance
stop stopwatch, and record  
elapsed time

Short term  Use prepared sheet containing rows of 10 Check for numbers remembered 
memorya sets of 7-digit random numbers (see incorrectly. Divide the number of

Appendix Item 12.5). Start stopwatch, correctly remembered single digits by
quickly view and memorize the first time elapsed to get correct/s. A higher
number set, cover and record numbers ratio = better performance
in space below, stop stopwatch, and
record elapsed time

aSample pages for these tests can be found in the Appendix as Items 12.4 and 12.5.
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Take-Home Message 

Self-measurement of physiological and/or psychological variables show that
nearly all functions undergo predictable circadian changes each day. This knowl-
edge could help to define what is “normal” on an individual basis, not only over-
all, but also at different times of the day for someone in good health and/or during
illness (e.g., high blood pressure, asthma, arthritis, fever, etc.).
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Appendix 12.1

Recording Sheet for Self-Measurement of Oral Temperature (and other functions)

Subject Name:______________________________________Age:___yrs Sex:  M    F  Page___

year:   Oral Time* of
Date Time Temp Sleep Comments**

*Please use 24h time (6 A.M. = 0600; 6 P.M. = 1800) or indicate A.M. or P.M.
**Under comments record any of the following since previous measurement: smoking (S), exercise (E), 
strenuous exercise (SE), Anxiety (A), Anger (A), Alcohol (specify), Coffee (Cf), Cola (Cl), Tea (T), 
medicine (indicate kind & dose), Meals (B=breakfast, L=lunch, D=dinner, Sn=snack), extremes in weather 
conditions (specify). Women should specify days of menstruation with an 'M.'
Please record times of going to bed and arising in sleep column.
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APPENDIX Item 12.3: Detailed Instructions for Performing Self-
measurements

1. Record Start Time: Write exact local time (date, clock hour & minute) in
columns for date and time. Use 24-hour time, where 6 AM � 0600 and 6 PM
� 1800 or be sure to label each time with AM or PM. For computer analysis,
these times will have to be entered only in 24h time. Note: write with some-
thing that won’t smear if the recording sheet gets wet.

2. Temperature: Turn on thermometer, if electronic, or shake down mercury
column to a reading below 96°F or 35°C. For oral temperature, place ther-
mometer under tongue as far back as possible and hold firmly in place with
mouth closed for at least 4 minutes (or until electronic thermometer beeps).
(When oral temperature is monitored it is the first variable that is initiated so
that it is being determined while other variables are being measured, since it
takes several minutes.) Keep mouth closed while thermometer is in and leave
in while performing other self-measurement tasks while remaining seated.
Instructions on the use of the thermometer and review of safety issues should
be addressed prior to monitoring of temperature.

3. Mood and Vigor: Rate your mood and vigor on a scale from 1 to 7, where 4 is
a middle, average state, 1 is the lowest and 7 is the highest. You can create your
own adjectives to go along with this scale, such as 1 � very depressed or tired,
2 � somewhat depressed or tired, 3 � slightly less than average, 4 � average,
5 � slightly above average, 6 � quite cheerful or active, 7 � super happy or
active.

4. Time Estimation: Start a stopwatch with its face turned away from you and
estimate the duration of one minute by some method, such as counting silently
from 1 to 60 or visualizing the movement of a second hand on a clock. Stop the
watch upon reaching 60 and record the actual seconds elapsed to the nearest
0.1 second.

5. Heart Rate: Find your pulse under the thumb-side of the wrist, start the stop-
watch and count the number of beats for a full minute and record.

6. Blood Pressure: Be sure you are sitting and resting for a few minutes before
measuring your blood pressure. Measure blood pressure and record both sys-
tolic (when beating starts) and diastolic (when beating disappears) pressures.
Prior instructions obtained from a health care professional may be helpful in
learning to use the equipment and/or recognize the correct sounds. If you are
not sure of the reading you get, re-inflate the cuff and listen a second time. It is
generally a good idea to measure and record BP two or even three times, then
later use the average values.

7. Performance Tasks: Perform adding speed and/or short-term memory tasks
using prepared sheets (see examples in Appendix Items 4 and 5). For adding
speed, start the stopwatch, then quickly add consecutive overlapping pairs of
numbers in a column of 51 random single-digit numbers, writing the sum to
the right of each pair (50 sums total) (e.g., if the sequence in the column began
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with 9, 1, 0, 8, 7, etc., the sums would be 10, 1, 8, 15, etc.). Stop the stopwatch
and record the elapsed time. Check the sums for errors and calculate a ratio of
the number of correct sums (50 possible) per second (total correct/elapsed
time) and record. For random number memory, there should be 10 sets of 7-
digit numbers in a horizontal row. Start the stopwatch, look at the first set of 7
numbers, quickly memorize them, then slide the stopwatch over the set to
cover it and write the numbers in the space below. Look at the next set to the
right, memorize, cover with the stopwatch, record and so on until the end of the
line. Stop the stopwatch and record elapsed time. Check the numbers for accu-
racy and record the number of digits remembered or written down incorrectly,
whether they are the wrong digit or in the wrong sequence. For example, if a
sequence of 7 numbers was 3238765 and 3328765 was recorded, there are two
errors, since the second and third digits were written in the wrong sequence.
Calculate a ratio of the number of digits remembered correctly (70 possible)
per second (correct/seconds elapsed) and record. Other performance tasks can
include bead intubation or stringing or advancing two pins 50 times in a peg-
board containing 3 holes (see Figure 12.8F).

8. Record Temperature: After finishing other measurements, remove ther-
mometer from mouth and read the mercury column as accurately as possible
(to the nearest tenth of a degree) or read the digital display. If time permits, the
thermometer should be placed back in the mouth for a minute to see if the tem-
perature still rises. If it goes up a bit, keep putting it back in the mouth for a
minute at a time until the mercury (or digital display) stops rising and record
the value. The digital thermometer often beeps when the rise in temperature
slows down, but it may not have reached the correct physiologic temperature.
Being in air conditioning or just coming inside during winter, talking a lot or
drinking something cold can all artificially lower oral temperature, which will
rise to its correct setting if the mouth is kept tightly closed for several more
minutes. Clean and store thermometer in a safe place.

9. Record Comments: For all types of measurements, notes should be made in a
“Comments” column of events and conditions that could have affected meas-
urements. These comments might include medicines, ambient temperature or
humidity, change in routine, exercise, food, anxiety, anger, cold or hot bever-
ages, or meals. Women should specify days of menstruation. Also write down
the times when you go to sleep and wake up.
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# col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9
1 6 8 1 8 0 8 5 0 7
2 7 2 9 9 2 3 3 9 0
3 5 4 3 5 1 5 8 3 1
4 5 5 4 7 7 1 5 4 3
5 7 7 5 5 7 3 6 4 3
6 6 7 9 0 3 5 6 3 7
7 5 0 3 6 7 6 8 2 7
8 9 7 7 5 7 7 7 1 9
9 9 7 2 0 9 9 7 3 7

10 1 3 2 7 3 3 2 6 8
11 3 8 0 7 2 9 4 2 3
12 3 1 1 1 7 0 0 6 0
13 2 8 1 0 8 5 0 5 1
14 1 5 5 1 1 8 7 2 2
15 1 9 4 3 1 9 4 9 2
16 0 7 7 4 3 7 6 1 8
17 4 0 1 4 4 8 6 3 0
18 1 7 7 4 9 6 4 8 2
19 6 0 1 8 1 8 8 2 0
20 7 6 0 1 4 6 6 3 7
21 6 3 4 5 8 5 7 3 5
22 0 2 6 0 1 8 7 3 1
23 7 3 3 9 5 6 5 6 8
24 9 1 1 3 1 9 0 6 0
25 7 3 0 9 4 2 8 7 1
26 6 4 5 1 2 3 7 2 1
27 8 4 8 3 3 4 5 0 7
28 0 0 7 3 9 9 3 7 6
29 3 8 2 3 0 8 5 7 3
30 3 6 1 3 1 2 3 0 9
31 0 8 8 2 6 8 1 9 7
32 1 3 6 0 6 2 3 1 4
33 5 5 6 2 7 4 7 3 5
34 4 6 8 3 8 6 9 8 1
35 9 5 8 2 8 8 5 0 9
36 7 6 5 1 4 9 5 8 1
37 7 5 5 2 2 4 3 6 3
38 7 8 8 3 0 8 0 7 8
39 8 5 2 3 3 0 1 7 1
40 6 1 7 2 2 2 4 9 3
41 5 0 8 8 4 8 7 2 3
42 8 1 6 8 6 0 1 7 8
43 7 4 7 5 6 1 0 5 7
44 7 7 7 1 9 3 3 3 6
45 9 4 3 5 5 2 4 8 3
46 6 6 4 3 2 5 1 4 9
47 2 4 1 0 6 8 6 0 2
48 8 0 8 9 0 6 0 5 0
49 0 3 5 7 8 8 4 4 9
50 7 1 1 1 0 4 4 8 1
51 1 1 5 0 4 4 8 1 1

Elapsed
Time (secs):

# of errors:

# correct:

#correct/sec:

Instructions: use one column for each test time. Each column contains 51 random numbers. Start stopwatch, add consecutive
overlapping pairs of numbers (col 1: 6+7=13, 7+5=12, etc; don't sum the column). Stop stopwatch after last pair addition, 
record seconds elapsed  to 00.0, check for errors in addition, divide # correct pairs (50 possible) by seconds and record 
ratio of # correct per second.  

Random Number Adding Speed Test - Sheet 1

Appendix 12.4
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# col 10 col 11 col 12 col 13 col 14 col 15 col 16 col 17 col 18
1 1 3 8 9 6 5 8 0 9
2 8 4 2 3 2 5 2 3 6
3 8 7 9 5 6 9 6 2 6
4 3 3 7 2 6 2 6 8 2
5 5 9 0 2 7 2 0 5 4
6 2 0 0 0 2 6 8 8 4
7 7 1 2 5 0 5 4 1 1
8 1 8 4 2 6 1 8 9 9
9 0 6 6 2 6 0 4 7 4

10 8 8 4 6 9 8 5 2 8
11 0 3 9 3 2 9 7 6 6
12 4 5 5 2 2 2 3 3 0
13 8 8 8 8 4 6 1 1 3
14 7 4 9 3 7 3 9 6 5
15 0 4 4 4 5 0 4 5 2
16 3 4 4 3 7 0 3 7 8
17 8 5 0 1 7 5 6 7 9
18 2 4 3 3 5 2 3 4 2
19 1 4 1 2 3 5 1 6 2
20 3 4 9 1 4 9 6 3 1
21 2 7 8 9 8 8 1 3 1
22 4 9 8 7 8 5 7 1 1
23 4 6 1 3 0 0 8 3 1
24 7 3 1 0 6 3 2 4 0
25 4 7 7 9 1 0 2 2 9
26 7 1 0 7 9 9 9 1 6
27 6 3 2 7 8 3 9 6 6
28 0 8 6 8 5 9 9 9 5
29 6 9 6 2 1 4 5 0 2
30 7 3 4 5 0 1 4 7 4
31 4 0 4 2 3 7 4 5 9
32 9 2 6 7 4 0 8 5 8
33 4 8 7 5 5 8 3 7 1
34 5 0 8 7 1 2 8 8 2
35 1 7 1 2 8 4 2 1 9
36 5 3 4 9 3 1 4 4 0
37 3 0 2 1 6 6 0 7 5
38 9 6 6 6 6 0 0 4 5
39 1 9 0 8 6 6 1 8 4
40 9 0 6 9 1 7 1 6 4
41 8 4 4 7 7 2 4 9 9
42 9 4 1 9 7 3 5 9 3
43 9 5 5 4 6 1 5 4 2
44 4 8 2 9 0 1 8 7 0
45 9 6 4 9 8 7 6 4 8
46 1 9 4 7 2 2 5 8 7
47 5 7 3 8 9 0 3 6 2
48 6 2 9 6 9 4 0 2 7
49 1 7 7 7 1 9 3 5 5
50 5 0 1 7 0 9 3 2 2
51 0 1 7 0 9 3 2 1 1

Elapsed
Time (secs):

# of errors:

# correct:

#correct/sec:

Instructions: use one column for each test time. Each column contains 51 random numbers. Start stopwatch, add consecutive
overlapping pairs of numbers (col 1: 6+7=13, 7+5=12, etc; don't sum the column). Stop stopwatch after last pair addition, 
record seconds elapsed  to 00.0, check for errors in addition, divide # correct pairs (50 possible) by seconds and record 
ratio of # correct per second.  

Random Number Adding Speed Test - Sheet 2

Appendix 12.4
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Appendix 12.5
Random Number Memory Test - Sheet 1
Instructions: use one column for each test time. Each column contains 10 sets of 7-digit random numbers. Start stopwatch, 
quickly look at and memorize first 7-number set, cover with stopwatch and write numbers from memory in box below the set. 
Repeat down the column and stop stopwatch after last (10th) set, record seconds elapsed, check for errors in transcription
(wrong numbers or out of sequence), divide # correct (70 possible) by seconds and record ratio of # digits correctly
remembered per second. 

set col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6

1 5446322 9675418 7588412 4262687 7915253 6590570

2 1538985 3435788 1677737 1605134 4456038 1885039

3 8594110 0631837 4623043 0824428 6832883 8241402

4 6114969 6211152 4290266 5949704 4693938 1128688

5 0521982 4753409 8100702 9715513 8354486 1065167

6 4141798 9861475 6808901 9840966 9162101 8771992

7 2835794 2485604 2041167 4547685 9189667 2065236

8 1778300 9688712 5821213 8930069 5575163 1080683

9 4095085 9080121 7057743 5005195 8515687 2988185

10 8299564 5516577 9452274 3175385 0752156 6616444

 Elapsed 
Time (secs):

# of errors:

# correct:

#correct/sec:
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Appendix 12.5
Random Number Memory Test - Sheet 2
Instructions: use one column for each test time. Each column contains 10 sets of 7-digit random numbers. Start stopwatch, 
quickly look at and memorize first 7-number set, cover with stopwatch and write numbers from memory in box below the set. 
Repeat down the column and stop stopwatch after last (10th) set, record seconds elapsed, check for errors in transcription
(wrong numbers or out of sequence), divide # correct (70 possible) by seconds and record ratio of # digits correctly
remembered per second. 

set col 7 col 8 col 9 col 10 col 11 col 12

1 5565944 8431895 8565188 7725020 7936567 4736134

2 5336471 5855042 5719417 8363556 4224990 4569066

3 4992757 8020788 3385144 8336971 1385878 5042367

4 0724379 4613401 9041989 5862508 5892503 8929284

5 6787900 3969328 4029309 1570796 9251159 2341013

6 8446062 5723730 9576347 0490054 4661450 5984414

7 4489809 8995017 6510996 0415104 1624975 9879518

8 8062166 0646815 5074130 2110880 9153036 8608578

9 4281577 2496961 9163166 9549388 6280070 3739076

10 8366636 7165962 3131089 1223660 1008941 2842070

 Elapsed 
Time (secs):

# of errors:

# correct:

#correct/sec:
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Appendix 12.5
Random Number Memory Test - Sheet 3
Instructions: use one column for each test time. Each column contains 10 sets of 7-digit random numbers. Start stopwatch, 
quickly look at and memorize first 7-number set, cover with stopwatch and write numbers from memory in box below the set. 
Repeat down the column and stop stopwatch after last (10th) set, record seconds elapsed, check for errors in transcription
(wrong numbers or out of sequence), divide # correct (70 possible) by seconds and record ratio of # digits correctly
remembered per second.

set col 13 col 14 col 15 col 16 col 17 col 18

1 7230564 1740103 5653518 2908569 8667923 4205412

2 2146044 5445019 6490042 9632523 6033222 4474105

3 5938032 9421146 3956405 1626965 6311648 9131889

4 9471023 8121104 3045985 5286262 8569373 0117587

5 1015495 5843401 2306813 8450272 0254054 9138003

6 0690274 2079261 4617755 6488620 4873073 2042360

7 9305487 2593066 5907711 2114505 3976571 3922019

8 8262776 1165823 0226329 3998162 0243253 9619997

9 7604667 9142812 0066455 8474062 5261532 9669387

10 7964379 9836402 3910262 7825896 8136941 0599958

 Elapsed 
Time (secs):

# of errors:

# correct:

#correct/sec:
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“Given for one instant an intelligence which could comprehend all the forces by which
nature is animated and the respective positions of the beings which compose it, if

moreover this intelligence were vast enough to submit these data to analysis, it would
embrace in the same formula both the movements of the largest bodies in the universe

and those of the lightest atom; to it nothing would be uncertain, and the future as the past
would be present to its eyes.”

— Pierre Simon De Laplace (1749–1827),
French mathematician, philosopher 

“Theorie Analytique de Probabilites: Introduction,”
v. VII, Oeuvres (1812–1820)

Introduction 

Studies that focus on biological rhythms, like those in other areas of biology,
include the formulation and testing of hypotheses, as well as the statistical analy-
sis of data representing results obtained from experiments and observations. Pro-
cedures by which results from studies of biological rhythms are analyzed range
from the visual estimation of period, phase and amplitude, to the use of complex
computer-assisted statistical programs based upon mathematical models. 

Much of the early work on biological rhythms simply involved describing
results that were presented in a table or a graph. Even pioneers in the field of bio-
logical rhythm research were sometimes reluctant to apply statistics to their data,
as noted in the following statement by Frits Went (1903–1990), one of the out-
standing plant physiologists of the 20th century: “I am very little impressed by
complicated and clever theoretical or mathematical constructions; in fact, I don’t
understand many of them. Nor can I follow or accept statistical analyses: if the
facts don’t speak for themselves clearly, no statistical treatment will make them
palatable.” (Went, 1974).

Graphs of original data values can show rhythmic patterns that become appar-
ent to the naked eye when plotted against time, with vertical lines indicating
intervals of 24 h (Figure 13.1). Other graphs, especially activity or schedules of
animals and humans, were and still are illustrated as double plots, wherein a 



second day is plotted both to the right and below the previous day in order to
visualize stability or changes in the time of onset, duration and/or offset of the
activity (Figure 13.2).

While it is sometimes adequate to view a graph of the measured data by eye and
subjectively estimate a period and amplitude from patterns in the data, more pre-
cise values are often required. These may be obtained by using objective statisti-
cal procedures, such as periodogram techniques (for activity data) or by fitting a
mathematical curve (cosine) to the data. In addition, when interpreting and com-
paring data, statistical analyses can help by indicating how well the observed data
are described by these mathematical terms and when making comparisons of
rhythm characteristics (e.g., amplitude or phase) between two or more variables or
individuals. This is especially relevant in medical studies of clinical variables.

The objective of this chapter is to introduce some of the methods that have been
and can be used to analyze data from rhythm studies.

Data Collection 

To determine whether time has a systematic effect on a variable, it is necessary
to collect data not only by making repeated measurements at different times,
but also by scheduling them at appropriate intervals that may or may not be
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FIGURE 13.1. Simple chronogram showing a synchronized, high amplitude circadian leaf
movement pattern for a Kentucky Wonder pole bean plant during 4.5 days in LD 14:10 h
(left). The leaf movement rhythm free-runs when placed under constant light (LL, arrow)
for a week. During LL, the 24-h period lengthens (as seen in the delay in the time of peak
values from day to day) and the amplitude dampens (Sothern & Koukkari, unpublished).
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regular or equidistant (i.e., equally spaced) over several hours, days, weeks,
months, or years. 

Number of Timepoints

In order to analyze for a rhythm by curve-fitting procedures, there must be a
minimum of three timepoints (e.g., 08:00, 16:00, and 04:00 h) covering the
span of the period being studied, since values collected at merely two time-
points (e.g., 08:00 and 04:00 h) can only be connected by a straight line. How-
ever, the “Nyquist folding frequency” (cf. DePrins et al., 1986) implies that
selection of a period for an analysis of a rhythm cannot go below an interval
that is three times the sampling frequency. Thus, if data were collected every 
4 h, the shortest frequency that could be tested (in addition to a 24-h period)
would be 12 h (3 	 4 h � 12 h), but not 8 h or 6 h, etc., and if the data were
collected every 8 h, the shortest period to be tested would be 24 h (3 	 8 h �
24 h), but not 12 h. 

Ideally, data would be sampled such that there were more than three time-
points covering the period, since a cosine would fit a 3-timepoint series per-
fectly, with no possibility for testing its appropriateness as a model (e.g., good-
ness of fit, normality of residuals, etc.). However, data collection at only three
timepoints is far from satisfactory in order to confidently describe a waveform
or other characteristics of the rhythm under investigation. Therefore, for rea-
sonably accurate rhythm detection and description, data collection at many
more timepoints is essential. 
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FIGURE 13.2. Double-plot of sleep–wake pattern of a healthy young man (RBS, age 20
years) before and during 19.5 days in an isolation chamber (see Essay 12.1). The delay in
sleep onset from one day to the next during social isolation and lack of time cues indicates
that the circadian sleep–wake cycle was “free-running” with a period longer than 24 h.



How Long? 

It is recommended that data collection be over a span that is at least twice the length
of the period being studied (e.g., 48 h for a 24-h period, etc.) in order to show repro-
ducibility of a pattern in the data.1 This time series can then be used to quantitatively
describe the data characteristics (number of data, mean, median, mode, minimum
and maximum values, standard deviation, standard error, etc.) for the overall series
and/or for separate timepoints, such as getting averages for different times of the
day, days of the week, days of the menstrual cycle, or months or seasons of the year. 

Sampling Often Enough

Methods and schedules selected for collecting and analyzing data from a study
should be addressed when a research project is in the planning stage. For example,
four timepoints may be all that can be collected due to technical, ethical or other dif-
ficulties, as in some invasive medical procedures (e.g., bone-marrow sampling) or
due to time constraints, such as the need to sample in each season or only when a sub-
ject is awake. Sometimes if the interval between sampling is long, not only can one
miss the detection of higher frequency oscillations, but due to aliasing, it could reveal
a false periodicity. This is analogous to the stroboscopic effect that makes the wheels
of a moving object appear to rotate in the opposite direction (see Figure 13.3). 

Aliasing

If sampling density is sparse when measuring a higher frequency rhythm, a lower
frequency rhythm may result as a phenomenon known as aliasing. For example,
when designing a study to collect circadian data spaced 4-h apart around-the-clock,
it may be necessary to sample each timepoint on different days due to lengthy pro-
cedures, such as bioassays or drug applications, or invasive procedures, such as
blood sampling or bone-marrow aspirations. A schedule designed to collect a sam-
ple 4-h later each day (hence, every 28 h) or once a week, but 4-h later than the pre-
vious sample, would eventually sample the desired 6 circadian times around-the-
clock. However, such a time series graphed out over the actual sampling span of
several days might also appear to show a low-frequency oscillation that is only arti-
factual due to sampling interval aliasing and therefore not an actual longer rhythm.

Decision Making

Biological rhythms research often involves making decisions and statements (e.g.,
in publications) based upon comparisons of similarities or differences among
groups, especially in reference to time. These decisions or statements should not be
based upon an opinion from “eye-balling” the data, but rather upon an unbiased
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1 This requirement can be satisfied by sampling one individual over several days or, for
population studies, several individuals over a single day.



statistical analysis of the data. For example, the mean (average) level of a sub-
stance, such as cortisol in a human blood sample or activity of a plant enzyme, may
appear to be twice as high at one time of day than another in the same individual or
group. However, the validity of this finding will depend upon a number of factors,
such as sample sizes (i.e., the number of data) and variability among samples. 

Thus, results from experiments or other types of studies, whether based upon
visual observations of phenomena, surveys, or quantitative measurements, must
be evaluated by the use of statistics to test for significance. The statistical method
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FIGURE 13.3. Example of aliasing due to inappropriate sampling schedule. Wheels on a
vehicle sometimes appear to be going backwards as a result of a stroboscopic effect by light
that is periodically interrupted at certain speeds of the wheel (A). When monitoring a
rhythm (B), 40-min sampling of a variable with a 75-min ultradian rhythm can result in
numbers that appear to have a 9-h rhythm (450 min).
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may be as simple as comparing timepoint means by an appropriate test or by
curve-fitting procedures in order to describe characteristics of a rhythmic pattern.

Data Preparation 

Prior to data analysis, data should be graphed and, if necessary, edited or 
transformed.

Graphs and Visual Inspection 

Regardless of the statistical method chosen, the first step in analyzing data for a
rhythm should be a visual inspection of the values obtained. Organizing the data
into a table (Table 13.1) and then plotting them into a graph (Figure 13.4) is
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TABLE 13.1. Sample data: heart rate (beats/min) measured every 4 h
during waking for 4 days by a healthy male (RBS, age 20 years).
Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Mean

08:30 82 87 89 90 87.00
12:30 94 90 92 101 94.25
16:30 92 93 76 76 84.25
20:30 81 80 64 84 77.25
00:30 73 76 73 77 74.75

FIGURE 13.4. Graph of heart rate plotted against measurement times during waking-only over
4 days by a healthy young man (RBS, age 20 years) (see original data in Table 1). Main fea-
tures of the circadian rhythm appear present in spite of the lack of data during sleep (dark bars)
(Sothern, unpublished).



almost always helpful. Activity data (e.g., from an animal running on a wheel in
its cage, via telemetry in the wild, or from a human wearing a wrist activity mon-
itor, etc.) can be organized into a double-plot scattergram (Figure 13.5). Alterna-
tively, these usually dense data can be averaged or summed over a specified inter-
val (e.g., hourly) and these values plotted against time.

A graph of either individual values or means on the vertical (y) axis against time
on the horizontal (x) axis, called a chronogram, can be inspected for patterns,
trends and/or outliers (e.g., extreme values) in the data. A view of the graph may
indicate that the data need to be edited prior to rhythm analysis. 

Editing or Transforming Data 

Very high or low values may be erroneous due to an inaccuracy in the measure-
ment technique or they may be outside of a normal distribution for some other
known or unknown reason. If they are beyond 2 or 3 standard deviations from the
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FIGURE 13.5. Example of creation of a double plot from activity recordings (A) by pasting
successive 24-h strips both below (C) and to the right (E) of each other. Such double plots
are used to show the time course (onset, duration, and offset) for such variables as whole
body activity, sleeping times, etc., during synchronized and free-running environmental
conditions, development of circadian sleep–wake patterns of infants or the presence of both
24.0-h solar and 24.8-h lunar activity rhythms in a crab.



mean, they may be objectively removed from the data set as mathematically deter-
mined extreme values (see Essay 13.1).

Essay 13.1 (by RBS): Standard Deviation and Error

A normal distribution of data values is symmetrical about the mean and looks like a
bell-shaped curve. It is often called the Gaussian distribution in honor of the German
mathematician, Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855), who figured prominently in describ-
ing this statistic. The standard deviation (SD) is the average difference of each individ-
ual data value from the mean. In other words, the average of all deviations above and
below the mean (ignoring the plus and minus signs) is 1 standard deviation. In a normal
distribution, 68% of all values lie within �1 SD of the mean, 96% lie within �2 SD and
99% lie within �3 SD of the mean. Thus, individual values that lie outside 2 or 3 SD of
the mean represent only 2% and 0.5% in each direction, respectively, and can some-
times be considered extreme outliers and candidates for removal from a database. It is
noteworthy to point out that the often computed 95% ‘confidence’ limits represent an
area that is �1.96 SD, and not �2 SD, of the mean. 

The SD is used to describe the distribution of the individual data around the mean
value, while the standard error (SE) is used to describe the error interval around a
computed parameter, such as the mean, amplitude, or phase. The SE of the mean is
obtained by dividing the SD by the square root of the total number of data points. For
example, if an SD of 12 was computed from a sample size of 100 values, then the SE
would be 1.2 (12 divided by 10, the square root of 100). The inferential statistics
involved in the construction of confidence intervals and significance testing are based
on standard errors.

Some studies obtain values that consistently increase or decrease over the course
of the measurement span (i.e., show a trend) due to the study design or other rea-
sons (e.g., in the absence of food or water, during illness or aging, etc.). It may,
therefore, be necessary to use a standard statistics program to test for the presence
of a linear or polynomial trend. This procedure involves the least-squares fit (see
below) of an increasing or decreasing straight line to the data. If the total variance
in the data is significantly less about the trend line than about the mean, then there
is a trend in the data. A significant trend can be subtracted from the original values
and the original mean value added back to each of the residual values to obtain a
“detrended” data set prior to rhythm analysis (Figure 13.6). 

There is also the possibility that a trend in a short time series can be part of a
longer rhythm. For example, data collected over several days may show a circa-
dian pattern with an increasing or decreasing trend in the daily means, but there
may also be an underlying monthly rhythm that was not completely monitored
and the increasing or decreasing values represent subspans of this longer rhythm
(e.g., a menstrual or annual cycle).

Normalizing Data

Before combining data from several subjects for a grouped rhythm analysis, data
are often normalized or standardized to reduce variability caused by differences
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in levels. One of the most common procedures used to reduce inter-subject vari-
ability is to transform each individual’s values to percent of his/her overall mean
or express each value as a ratio or percent of his/her highest value. A set of data
can also be normalized in various ways (e.g., log values or square roots) if they
are not normally distributed (e.g., if the range from lowest to highest values is
very large).

Partitioning Data Spans

Also to be decided is if the entire data span should be analyzed as a whole or be
partitioned into experimentally determined subspans. This is necessary if behav-
ior and/or variables before, during or after a procedure (e.g., a treatment) or after
a change in environmental conditions (e.g., a change in the light–dark times, sum-
mer vs. winter, stages of the menstrual cycle, etc.) are to be tested and compared.
For example, data collected during sleep could be partitioned to look for rhythms
in the first, middle and last parts of the span or data could be partitioned to look at
rhythm characteristics before and after flying across time zones. Rhythms may
also have been altered due to aging, fatigue, or stress due to the length of an exper-
iment, and long time-series may need to be partitioned accordingly for analyses of
separate subspans. 
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FIGURE 13.6. Example of a time-series before (left) and after (right) detrending. Data
shown represent 4-hourly change in weight (mg) due to transpiration in a plant (Ara-
bidopsis, genotype � Wild-type) over 2.5 days under LD14:10 schedule. Dark bar �
lights off span. P-value for trend � 0.020. If significant, the trend can be statistically
removed and the original arithmetic mean added back to the residual values after
detrending to produce data shown in the graph on the right. Mean for both graphs �
216.1 mg/4 h (cf. Sothern et al, 2004).



Statistical Detection of Time Effects 

If single or mean values at different test-times appear to differ or there is a
recurring pattern that appears obvious to the naked eye, it may be hypothesized
that a meaningful circadian or other variation is present and that this variation
represents an underlying rhythm. However, this pattern can only be described
as a time-dependent variation until it has been statistically validated as being
rhythmic.

Objective statistical methods2 for time-effect involve testing for differences among
data obtained at either two timepoints, or three or more timepoints. A flow chart of
steps used in the most common time-series analyses is shown in Figure 13.7.

Using Two Timepoints

When only two test-times are being evaluated (e.g., sampling in mid-L vs. mid-D,
morning vs. evening, winter vs. summer), they are usually compared by a t-test,
which tests for a significant difference between the means, or by chi-square,
which tests for a significant difference in the proportions (incidence), such as 50
(74%) positive results out of 68 total tests vs. 17 (22%) positive results out of 70
total tests (see Figure 13.7—left side). If these statistical comparisons detect a dif-
ference at a probability level (p-value) of 0.05 (5%) or less (i.e., the number of
times out of a hundred that this result could have occurred by chance), then the
results are considered significantly different and, therefore, this difference may
indicate an effect of time. 

It can be hypothesized that this significant difference reflects an underlying
rhythm, but the complete characteristics of the rhythm itself have not been
described, since only two timepoints were measured. In the example just cited,
the proportions (74% vs. 22%) are different at the p�0.0001 level, indicating
that there is a significant difference in positive responses between the two 
test-times.3

Using Three or More Timepoints

When three or more test-times are available, additional statistical procedures may
be applied to the data. The time-series may be tested for time-effect by chi-square
if comparing proportions (as above) or by an analysis of variance (ANOVA),
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2 Unfamiliar mathematical terms used in this section, such as normal distribution, standard
deviation (SD), standard error (SE) (see Essay 13.1), p-value, chi-square, t-test, ANOVA,
or least-squares method, are common terms that are defined in books on statistics.

3 The data shown on the left middle section of Figure 13.7 actually represent the number of
mice that survived a potentially lethal dose of an anti-cancer drug. Each healthy mouse
received the same dose adjusted for body weight, but at different times. When mice were
tested at six different times around-the-clock, a circadian rhythm in susceptibility was
found, as shown in Figure 13.7—right side (Sothern et al., 1977).



which tests for significant differences among three or more individual timepoint
means (as opposed to the 2-group t-test mentioned above) (Figure 13.7—right
side). ANOVA, Chi-square, t-test, and trend analyses are called parametric statis-
tical procedures. When three or preferably more timepoints are available, the time
series can also be tested for the presence of a rhythm by the fit of a cosine model,
a non-parametric procedure. 
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FIGURE 13.7. There are several steps in time-series analysis, beginning with recording the
time and value of an observation. Prior to analysis, data may need to be detrended or normal-
ized (e.g., by re-expressing values as percent of individual series mean, square roots, rates,
etc.) when combining values from different subjects. Means and error estimates can be com-
puted overall and by timepoint and graphs prepared. How data can be analyzed for a rhythm
will depend upon the number of timepoints that are measured. When only two timepoints are
measured (left panel), proportions (e.g., dead vs. alive, yes vs. no) can be compared by chi-
square test, while means can be compared by t-test. When three or more timepoints are avail-
able (right panel), proportions can still be compared by chi-square, while means can be tested
for time-effect by analysis of variance (ANOVA). In addition, rhythm characteristics of
period, mesor (rhythm-adjusted mean), amplitude, and acrophase can be derived by the least-
squares fit of a cosine (single-cosinor method) to all data (Sothern, 1992).



Statistical Detection of Rhythms

Evaluating time-series for rhythm(s) is a critical task in all fields that study bio-
logical rhythms. Times series analysis helps in the objective, unbiased description
of features of data that are collected over time (Bingham, 1978). Several comput-
erized methods are available to analyze times-series. Each has advantages and dis-
advantages depending on the type and schedule of data collection.

Analyzing Time-Series by Standard Methods 

Behavioral or activity data (e.g., wheel running, perch hopping or other move-
ments, sleep–wake records) that are usually yes-no or on-off data that can be
coded as zeros and ones (or ones and twos) can be analyzed for the amplitude and
period of a rhythm by standard “classical” regression methods of spectral analy-
sis for signal detection (i.e., a high amplitude), such as autocorrelation, Fourier
transformation, and Periodogram (cf. Dörrscheidt & Beck, 1975; Bingham, 1978;
Morgan & Minors, 1995; Hassnaoui et al., 1998). These procedures can be
applied to other types of dense, continuously recorded data, as well  (e.g., leaf
movements, wrist activity, beat-to-beat heart rate, and core temperature). These
procedures can provide a satisfactory statistical appraisal of the presence of a
rhythm by estimating its period and amplitude. Several of these standard methods
are available in computer programs for the PC (cf. Domoslawski et al., 1991;
Plautz et al., 1997,4 among others), while a chi-square Periodogram (Sokolove &
Bushell, 1978) has been adapted to use moving windows (time-intervals) of data
to detect changes in the period due to experimental conditions or erratic behav-
ioral responses (Hassnaoui et al., 1998). 

Limitations of Standard Methods

Classical methods generally require equally spaced data over integral (whole)
multiples of the period investigated. To use one of these methods to look for a cir-
cadian rhythm, the data must be collected at equal intervals (e.g., at 5 or 10 min,
or 1 or 2 h, etc.) over complete whole days (e.g., 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, etc.), and
not portions of days (i.e., 1.2 days, 2.5 days, 3.8 days, etc.). There can be no extra
values (e.g., a few measurements were obtained 1-h apart, while the remainder
were obtained 3-h apart) and no “holes” or gaps in a time series (e.g. no missing
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4 FFT-NLLS (Fast Fourier Transform-nonlinear least squares) rhythm analysis software
written by Dr. M. Straume of the NSF Center for Biological Timing is described and
reviewed in 2004 (Straume, 2004). It interfaces with Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and
acquisition packages commonly used in plant and insect circadian studies (e.g., gene
expression research, bioluminescence, and leaf movements) where large data sets are
automatically recorded at frequent intervals, if not continuously. The software, which
estimates period and phase, can be downloaded for free from several web sites, including:
http://www.scripps.edu/cb/kay/shareware/ and http://template.bio.warwick.ac.uk/staff/
amillar/PEBrown/BRASS/BrassPage.htm.



timepoints), which is often the case in a biologic time series.5 For these classic
analyses, a missed data point or points need(s) is often estimated and inserted by
computing the mean of the value preceding and the value following the missing
value(s). 

Examples of dense time series include monitoring of activity, heart rate, body
temperature, and/or light exposure, where values are obtained every few seconds
and dropouts are common. An “interpolated” value is then inserted at the missing
timepoint and, while satisfying a statistical requirement, may or may not be a
reflection of the true value that might have been obtained had an actual measure-
ment been made at the missing time. This may not be important to the analytical
outcome for activity data, but may be crucial and decisive in determining true
rhythm characteristics for other biologic variables. In-depth reviews of the many
procedures and other considerations in data acquisition and analysis are available
(Reinberg & Smolensky, 1983; DePrins et al., 1986; Minors & Waterhouse, 1989;
Refinetti, 1993; Morgan & Minors, 1995).6

Analyzing Time-Series by Curve Fitting 

One of the most commonly used quantitative methods for analysis of periodic
phenomena, especially in the area of medicine (e.g., Reinberg & Smolensky,
1983; Arendt et al., 1989), is the Cosinor technique, involving the statistical fitting
of a cosine to a time-series of data by a procedure known as least-squares linear
regression (Halberg et al, 1972). This mathematical model7 (Figure 13.8) is very
robust in the sense that it can analyze a time-series in which the data are not nec-
essarily equidistant or sampled over integral multiples of the period in question
(Figure 13.9). 
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FIGURE 13.8. Single Cosinor for-
mula: mathematical model used
to analyze time series of data and
estimate rhythm parameters.
This model determines the best-
fitting cosine by the method of
least-squares (cf., Nelson et al.,
1979).

5 The periodogram can be used to correctly evaluate a period in data containing gaps, but
the amplitude will depend on the number and distribution of gaps in the time-series
(Dörrscheidt & Beck, 1975).

6 Some additional statistical articles of interest are listed in the reference list of this chapter.
7 See Chapter 5 on Models for a discussion of various mathematical models, such as limit

cycles.
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While there are some reservations regarding the application of the cosinor tech-
nique, especially when a time-series is not perfectly sinusoidal or contains multiple
peaks (Wever, 1979; Enright, 1981, 1989; Klemfuss & Clopton, 1993), there are
numerous benefits, especially when interpreting rhythmic patterns and characteris-
tics (Mikulecky, 1991; Bourdon et al., 1995; Fernandez & Hermida, 1998). Some
cosinor programs available for the PC and Macintosh computers include: Cosina by
Monk & Fort, 1983; Pharmfit by Mattes et al 1991; Chronolab by Mojón et al,
1992; and Circadia Software (Behavioral Cybernetics, Cambridge, MA). Cosinor
software is also available as part of a set of analysis programs (Refinetti, 2000);
time-series analysis and forecasting systems (www.euroestech.net/indexuk.php), or
available as a web-based application (Ritmom by Alberola et al., 1999). In addition,
a single-cosinor technique has been designed for use in a commercially available
spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel®) (Bourdon et al., 1995). There are also many more
references with regards to analyzing data for rhythms, some of which are listed at
the end of this chapter under “Additional References.”

The Least-Squares Technique

When measurements of a biological variable are repeated several times, the exact
same number is usually not obtained each time. When describing the data collected,
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FIGURE 13.9. Example of how a 24-h cosine can be fit to data collected at unequal intervals
over a non-integral number of days. In this example, core-body (urine) temperature was
measured at times of void upon urge by a healthy man (RBS, age 31 years) for 3.75 days.
Even though the data collection schedule was unbalanced (e.g., timepoints are unequally
spaced, often with no values during sleep [dark bars] and do not cover 4 full days), the 
24-h cosine is a good fit to the data and describes the circadian waveform adequately (Sothern,
unpublished).



it is therefore necessary to summarize all the values collected, usually as an arith-
metic average (mean) value, with an estimate of how much scatter or deviation
there is above and below this number. In effect, a mean value represents a flat hor-
izontal line determined to have an equal amount of deviation of individual data
points above it as below it in a set of data. Thus, if each value is subtracted from
the mean, the sum of the deviations of the individual data points above the mean
is equal to the sum of the deviations below the mean. 

In order to calculate the total variance in a data set, the deviations of individual
values are summed after first squaring each one in order to remove the negative
sign from those values below the mean (note: if this wasn’t done, the sum of all
the positive and negative deviations from the mean would be zero). However,
squaring each value also gives more weight to outliers. The result is a sum of the
squares and this value represents the total variance in the data. 

Any mathematical model fit to the data by a least-squares method, such as an
increasing or decreasing trend line (linear or binomial) or a cosine, is done in an
effort to see if the model can significantly reduce the total variance about the
arithmetic mean in order to obtain a smaller (or least) sum of the squares (hence,
“least squares”) and thereby use that model to better describe a pattern in the data
(e.g., an increasing or decreasing trend, or an oscillation) when it appears to be
different from the flat horizontal line represented by the mean. 

The Best-Fitting Curve

The cosinor software program analyzes a time-series using a least-squares tech-
nique based on a cosine wave of variable period (the length of the curve), level
(the middle value of the curve, called the mesor, above and below which variabil-
ity of the data are equal), amplitude (extent of the rise and fall of the curve around
the mean) and phase (the location in time of the peak and trough of the curve). 

If the period is set to a defined value (e.g., 24.0 h), the program varies the phase,
amplitude, and level to find and obtain the best fit of the cosine with that period
length (e.g., the best-fitting curve will be that which results in the smallest sum of
the squares).8 Alternatively, the program may test a range of periods (e.g., a so-
called least-squares window or band of periods, such as 20–28 h with 0.1-h incre-
ments between trial periods), wherein the program fits cosines of each length sep-
arately. The curve with the lowest residual sum of squares (i.e., the “least squares”)
(which usually coincides with the highest amplitude) is then selected as represent-
ing the frequency of the underlying periodicity (rhythm) in the time series. 

The difference between the total variability about the arithmetic mean and the
remaining variability around the fitted cosine can be expressed as percent, is
called percent rhythm, and is comparable to the R2 value9 obtained in regression
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8 The method for determining the best fit of any straight line is to sum the squares of all the
distances of each data point from every possible straight line. The line with the smallest
“sum of squares” is the best-fitting line. The cosinor method is identical, but instead of a
straight line, the model fits a cosine function.

9 R2 � the proportion of the variance of Y attributed to its linear regression on X.



tests, such as correlations. Thus, a cosine which results in a residual sum of the
squares value that is only a third (33%) of the total variability computed around
the mean (which represents a horizontal flat line) is said to account for 66% of the
total variability in the time series (i.e., 100% minus 33% � 66% rhythm). 

Statistical Significance

However, even though a curve might fit the data better than a flat line, it still may
not do so with statistical significance. An oscillation is considered a statistically
validated rhythm when the p-value (probability of outcome) is �0.05. A p-value
of 0.05 or less is generally accepted as the level at which a finding is considered
statistically significant and, therefore, representing a true difference between
groups being tested, rather than a random artifact. A p-value represents the prob-
ability (e.g., the number of times out of a 100) that a given result would happen by
chance if the same experiment or procedure were repeated 100 times (e.g., a 
p-value of 0.03 means that the finding is likely to happen only 3 out of a 100 times
by chance and, therefore, may be considered more likely to be a factual result). 

A p-value is computed mathematically based upon the amount of data and a com-
parison of the total variance around the arithmetic mean versus the residual variance
around the fitted cosine. In cosinor analysis, this is called a zero-amplitude test, and if
significant, there is less total variance around the cosine than there is around a flat line
(i.e., the mean). A curved line (a cosine) with a significant (p-value �0.05) amplitude
will better describe the variations in the data than does the flat line representing the
mean and its error estimates (SD or SE) alone. However, by definition, this mathe-
matical model is symmetrical, even though the data being analyzed may not be, and
its peak or trough may be estimated statistically to be between actual measurements
or at a time when no data were collected. Nevertheless, detection of a statistically sig-
nificant cosine fit with a given period implies a regular recurring pattern, and there-
fore non-randomness, in a time- series, with values oscillating at that frequency, as
opposed to complete randomness about a homeostatic mean in a time-series. 

Complex Waveforms

A 24-h rhythm may not be as smooth as a single-component (24-h) cosine, but
may consist of a major peak and one or more minor peaks or a broad peak in the
data due to ultradian variations and/or unequal proportions of the light–dark cycle.
This sort of time series can often be more accurately analyzed and described by
the least-squares fit of a multiple-component cosine model (Tong et al., 1977;
Fernández & Hermida, 1998). 

A simultaneous fit of two or more components that are each statistically signif-
icant10 (e.g., 24 h with 12 h and/or 8 h and/or 7 days, etc., in the cosine model) can
be applied to the data to see if a composite cosine will account for more of the
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10 Note: p-values are determined for each trial period in a multiple-component cosine
model and only those with a p � 0.05 are included in the final model.



overall variability (e.g., reduce the sum of the squares) and follow more closely
the actual waveform (ups and downs) of the data (see example in Figure 13.10).
Thus, the cosinor technique is an extremely versatile, easy to use statistical
method, which can describe virtually any waveform in a time-series by using an
appropriate number of components (i.e., 24 h, 12 h, and 8 h for a circadian wave-
form) in the final cosine model (Tong et al., 1977; Cornélissen et al., 1990;
De Prins & Hecquet, 1994; Fernandez & Hermida, 1998).11

Rhythm Parameter Comparisons

The cosinor technique is useful in objectively quantifying individual rhythm char-
acteristics, which can later be summarized for groups of individuals. Once rhythm
characteristics for individual series have been obtained (these are called “first-
order statistics”), they may be used to compare series or groups (“second-order
statistics”), such as comparing amplitudes and/or acrophases between control and
experimental groups or before and after a treatment in an individual or for a group. 

Several publications present the methods for estimating and comparing single-
component (e.g., 24-h) rhythm parameters (e.g., amplitude, acrophase, and mesor)
between or among individuals or groups (Halberg et al., 1967, 1972; Nelson et al,
1979; Bingham et al, 1982; DePrins et al., 1986; Faure et al, 1990; Fuentes-Arderiu
& Rivera-Coll, 1990; Fernandez & Hermida, 1998). Statistical parametric and 
nonparametric techniques have also been developed to compare the parameters of
multiple-component cosine models (Fernández et al., 2004). Thus, for a 24-h and
12-h composite cosine model, the mesor, amplitude and/or orthophase for the over-
all composite waveform, as well as the amplitude and acrophase for each fitted sin-
gle component (e.g., 24 h, 12 h) can be compared between two or more series. These
statistical procedures can also be used to compute confidence intervals for the global
amplitude, orthophase, and bathyphase of a multiple-component model. Such con-
fidence intervals are usually not provided by programs that fit a multiple-component
cosine, but are useful when comparing results between individuals or populations.

Lack of Rhythm Detection

Most variables that are measured in living systems do show some circadian and
other oscillations in the sense that their numbers do not remain constant, but rather
rise and fall throughout the day. However, the detection of a significant rhythm
will depend on several factors, including adequate sampling over an adequate
number of cycles or using enough subjects. 

For example, measuring something at only three or four different times during
waking, but never at night, may not provide enough information to detect a significant
circadian rhythm, since only a small portion of the overall 24-h span was monitored.
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11 Others have tried a periodic spline model when the pattern is not symmetric, e.g., when
the peak and trough are not 12-h apart or additional peaks or troughs are not harmonic to
the main period (Wang & Brown, 1995).
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FIGURE 13.10. Construction of a multiple-component cosine model by the simultaneous
least-squares fit of two or more periods each determined to be significant by single cosine
fitting. In this example, different cosines were fit to systolic blood pressure monitored auto-
matically every 30 min around-the-clock for 2 weeks (4/12–25/2000; n � 532 values) by a
healthy man (AMJ, age 23 years) and three periods were statistically significant: 24 h, 12 h,
and 7 days (Sothern, unpublished; cf. Figure 12.13). The waveform for each cosine is
shown separately and as a composite model. For descriptive characteristics of each cosine:
%R � percent of total variability reduced by fitted cosine model; p-value from zero-ampli-
tude test; Amplitude � distance from middle of cosine (� mesor [dashed line]) to peak or
trough of cosine model. Note: due to asymmetrical waveform, amplitude for a multiple-
component cosine represents half the peak-trough difference and not distance from mesor.



Also, the gap time between successive measurements may not allow for an accurate
estimation of the true period, due to statistical considerations (e.g., too few data over
the period being tested, such as measuring only every 6 h). It may be necessary to
increase the sample size by collecting more data at more frequent timepoints, collect-
ing over a longer time span or collecting from more individuals to enlarge the group. 

In some instances, when it is not possible to quantify a rhythm mathematically, a
waveform that is reproducible from 1 day to the next or among several individuals
or that will change in a predictable way following manipulation of one or more syn-
chronizers (lighting, feeding) may be evidence of a rhythm (Minors & Waterhouse,
1989). Also, a portion of a rhythm is sometimes monitored as evidence of the over-
all circadian rhythm. For example, many investigators measure blood or saliva for
melatonin for only an hour or so before sleep onset and then only for several more
hours during sleep in order to determine the location of the melatonin peak, which
occurs shortly after falling asleep (Lewy & Sack, 1989; Lewy et al., 1999). Since a
prominent circadian rhythm in melatonin has been established (Arendt, 1989), with
high values during darkness and very low values during the light span, sampling a
portion of the circadian span (in this case, the first half of the dark span) is often
adequate to make conclusions about the circadian rhythm in melatonin.

Descriptive Rhythm Parameters

Several parameters that describe a rhythm’s characteristics can be derived from
the best-fitting curve. These include: the period (duration of one complete cycle);
the mesor (the mid-value of the cosine curve representing a rhythm-adjusted
mean),12 the amplitude (half the distance from the peak to the trough of the fitted
cosine indicating the predictable rise and fall around the mesor); and the
acrophase (the time of the peak of the fitted curve, representing the average time
of high values in the data). The time of the lowest point of a curve representing a
rhythm is called the bathyphase. Depending on the variable, either the peak or the
trough may be more useful when discussing its rhythm. 

The objective, statistically determined mesor, amplitude, and acrophase, as
opposed to a subjective, “eye-balled” evaluation, can be extremely useful in
describing the characteristics of a rhythm (see  Chapter 2 of Characteristics of
Rhythms for additional discussion). Group rhythm characteristics can be obtained
either by fitting a cosine to all data from all individuals as a single series13 or by
summarizing all individual amplitudes and acrophases from members of the group
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12 The value for the mesor is the same as the arithmetic mean when data are equally dis-
tributed over the observation span. However, the mesor can reflect a truer overall mean
than the arithmetic mean if more data were obtained at the peak or trough, which would
then pull the average higher or lower, respectively, simply due to unequal sampling.
Some choose to use all capital letters for MESOR to signify it as an acronym for Midline
Estimated Statistic of Rhythm (Halberg et al., 1977).

13 Normalizing data by converting each series to percent of individual mean before com-
bining all data will negate differences in overall levels (mesors) and generally result in
better rhythm detection.
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or groups by a statistical procedure known as the population-mean cosinor 
(cf. Nelson et al., 1979; Bingham et al., 1982). The single or population-mean
numerical parameters are also useful when comparing two or more rhythms in an
individual or between groups (e.g., when comparing the timing [acrophase]
between two variables, such as cortisol and melatonin, or when comparing the tim-
ing of a variable before and after a change in conditions). 

The Cosinor Illustrated

The use of the Cosinor method in rhythm detection and description is illustrated in
Figure 13.11. Panel A shows a scatter of values graphed without considering time
of measurement. The variability in the measurements may result from random or
periodic fluctuations. When these same data are plotted against time of measure-
ment (Panel B), there appears to be a time-related change underlying the differ-
ences. Because of unequidistant sampling, with more values collected in the after-
noon and none during the night, the arithmetic mean is closer to the higher values
(Panel C) and may not be representative of the actual overall 24-h mean. Note that
even with the lack of night-time data, a rhythmic pattern seems evident. 

The fit of a 24-h cosine by the least-squares (cosinor) method reveals that a
best-fitting curved line follows, and therefore better describes, the actual pattern
in the data more closely than a flat line (the mean) (Panel D). The mid-value of
the fitted curve, the mesor, can be used to represent a rhythm-adjusted mean that
is not biased by dense sampling at some times and not at others (Panel E). As
stated previously, the mean and the mesor will be the same if data are collected
at equal intervals over the period being investigated. Other characteristics of the
rhythm include the acrophase, the bathyphase, and the amplitude, A, (Panel F).

Example of a Cosinor Program 

The ChronoLab™ software, written for the Macintosh computer (Mojón et al.,
1992), is an easy to use, readily available cosinor program used to test data for a
rhythm.14 It provides a way to fit curves to time-coded data and also to obtain a
print-out of rhythm results with or without an accompanying graph. One of the
authors of this book (RBS) has used this software since its adaptation from a
mainframe computer and many of the figures throughout this chapter and book
were first generated by this program package.

The ChronoLab program is capable of doing many different sorts of analyses
and manipulations of the data that may be necessary, such as reading in more than

14 The ChronoLab program is available free of charge over the internet by contacting its
authors at: http://www.tsc.uvigo.es/BIO/bioing.html (click on “chronobiological signal
processing”). An instructor may have this program available on a server computer as part
of a course, or the authors of this book can be contacted, since we use the program exten-
sively. While this program is fairly easy to use, the manual accompanying the Chrono-
Lab program will be useful for further details, as will contact with someone familiar with
the various additional aspects of the program not mentioned here.
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FIGURE 13.11. Characteristics of rhythmic data when time is not considered can be described
as a mean and range of values (Panel A). These same data plotted against the times they were
measured may reveal a systematic (e.g., rhythmic) pattern (Panels B and C). A cosine curve
may follow more closely the pattern in the data than does the plot of a line representing the
arithmetic mean of all data (Panel D). The arithmetic mean can be artificially raised due to
more frequent sampling during one time of the day, but can be more correctly estimated by
computation of the mesor, the middle of the cosine (Panel E). When time of obtaining each
value is considered, the data can be described in additional terms from a best-fitting cosine,
including when the highest values occurred (acrophase), what the middle value of the
rhythm was (mesor) and how far above and below this value the points extended (ampli-
tude) (Panel F) (Sothern, 1992).



PROGRAM ChronoLab v4.6      Thu Sep 10 15:52:37 1998

A : Example of Graph Output from ChronoLab Program:

Best-fitting 24-Hour Cosine Drawn Through Original Data

Measured Every 4h for 4.5d*

45.0

55.0

65.0

75.0

85.0

95.0

0.0

0.31 1.03 1.76 2.48 3.20 3.92 4.65
Time : Days from the reference date

REF. TIME: 199802160000

MESOR=70.34

Dots = Original Values

SINGLE COSINOR FITTED PERIOD = 24.0 hours

KEY #pts PR p MESOR   s.e. AMP   s.e. ACR   s.e.

M M 27 63.3 <0.001 70.34 2.13 19.32 3.0 -353.8 8.9

PROGRAM ChronoLab v4.6      Thu Sep 10 15:55:01 1998

B : Example of Graph Output from ChronoLab Program:

Best-fitting 24-Hour Cosine Drawn Through Timepoint Averages

Computed from Original Data Measured Every 4h for 4.5d*

45.0

55.0

65.0

75.0

85.0

95.0

0.0

01:30 05:30 09:30 13:30 17:30 21:30 01:30
Time : Clock Hour & Minute

REF. TIME: 199802160000

-22 -82 -142 -202 -262 -322 -22 
PHASE

MESOR=70.34

M M Timepoint Mean  SE

M

M

M

M

M
M

SINGLE COSINOR FITTED PERIOD = 24.0 hours

KEY #pts PR p MESOR   s.e. AMP   s.e. ACR   s.e.

M M 27 63.3 <0.001 70.34 2.13 19.32 3.0 -353.8 8.9

one file at a time, eliminating extreme outliers, transforming data, fitting a trend
plus cosine, fitting cosines with multiple components (e.g., 24 h, 12 h, and 8 h),
summarizing rhythm parameters across groups of subjects (population-mean
cosinor), comparing rhythm parameters between single series or groups, and ana-
lyzing sub-sequences in longer time-series based on the moving-window princi-
ple (serial section analysis). Serial section results can also be plotted, as well as
polar plots generated that display an ellipse representing a joint 95% confidence
interval for the amplitude and phase of a rhythm.

Graphs of the data can be generated in a variety of ways, including showing the
data and the best-fitting cosine over the entire time span of monitoring (Figure
13.12A) or averaging data to show time-point means over one average cycle 
(Figure 13.12B). An example of adding significant ultradian periods to the 24-h
cosine model in order to better describe the actual circadian pattern is shown in
Figure 13.13 for systolic blood pressure measured automatically for one week by
a female student.
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FIGURE 13.12. Examples of some of the graphic displays that can be produced by the
ChronoLab Program. A best-fitting cosine can be drawn through the original data (left) or
timepoint means (right). Data represent 4-hourly feeding activity (percent filtering) of an
aquatic insect (Brachycentrus) monitored over 4.5 days (original data of Koukkari &
Sothern, 1998). Dark bar � daily dark span. Note that the rhythm characteristics (percent
rhythm (PR), mesor, amplitude, acrophase, and p-value) are the same for both curves,
since the same data were analyzed: only the display of the data is different (means vs.
original points). In addition, adjustments to each graph that may be necessary (e.g., con-
necting the original data dots, labeling the y-axis for units, relabeling the x-axis for appro-
priate time units, adding titles, etc.) can be done in a graphics program.
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FIGURE 13.13. Example of multiple-component cosine model fit to data. Additional sig-
nificant periods can be added to a single-cosinor model to often better describe charac-
teristics of a circadian rhythmic pattern, here demonstrated for systolic blood pressure
monitored automatically over 7 days by a healthy student (AO, female, age 20 years,
October 28–November 3, 2000, N of data � 219). Acrophase or orthophase � high point
of cosine (arrows); bathyphase � low point of cosine (Sothern, unpublished).
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Take-Home Message 

Evaluating a biological time-series for a rhythm by an appropriate statistical tech-
nique to establish statistical validity is essential in the study of biological rhythms.
Fortunately, software packages are available for this purpose. Data collected over
time can be analyzed to determine the length of any oscillating periodicity in the
time-series and to confirm whether it is statistically significant (i.e., whether the
rhythm is significantly different from a flat line or random variations). If a cosine
is fit to the data, its characteristics (period, amplitude, mesor [mean], and phase)
can be useful in describing a rhythm and when comparing one rhythm with
another, such as when rhythm characteristics are being compared (1) in different
variables, (2) in the same variable in two or more individuals, or (3) in the same
individual on repeated occasions.
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